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A Survey of Blast Injury across the  
Full Landscape of Military Science 

(RTO-MP-HFM-207) 

Executive Summary 
Blast injury is a significant source of casualties in current NATO operations. The term “blast injury” 
creates considerable confusion in military medicine. Simply stated, “blast injury” includes the entire 
spectrum of injuries that can result from exposure to an explosion. The spectrum of blast injuries and their 
consequences is broad. To address the research issues posed by the wide spectrum of battle injuries will 
require a multi-disciplinary approach. The Symposium focused on the key aspects of multi-disciplinary 
science and medicine that would provide the necessary foundation to increase our understanding of blast 
injury. Six symposium sessions addressed the Programme Committee’s four key themes:  

1) Defining the Problem;  

2) Studying Blast Injury Mechanisms;  

3) Studying Blast-Induced Head Injury; and 

4) Mitigating Blast Injury.  

The Symposium was successful in providing a timely and successful venue that sets a framework for 
future NATO Research and Technology work. In addition, it has provided an initial compendium of research 
progress that can be used as a reference source for other NATO organizations such as the Conference of 
National Armaments Directors (CNAD) and the Committee of the Chiefs of Military Medical Services in 
NATO (COMEDS). 

The Symposium’s Programme Committee initially set three goals for this technical activity: 

1) Increase the understanding of blast injury in military operations; 

2) Explore and describe the range of blast injuries seen in current NATO operations; and  

3) Delineate some of the medical treatment strategies currently being employed by NATO medical 
personnel.  

These three goals had adequate treatment by the portfolio of technical presentations offered and the 
discussions that ensued. A fourth goal was imbedded in the selection of papers for the Symposium and in 
its title – engaging a multi-disciplinary scientific dialog via a “survey” of current research. This fourth 
goal was clearly met both by the diversity of science presented and active cross-disciplinary discussions 
that emerged. 

The significant and new contributions realized from this Symposium are manyfold. First is the emergence 
of an understanding that blast injury will require a disciplined research approach which this reviewer 
termed “the toxicology of blast”. Second is the beginning of dialog on the need for physics-based 
modeling of primary blast injury for the current blast scenarios. Third was the appreciation that research 
on and establishment of animal models of injury will be a key in the development of the medical sciences 
base for injury treatments. Fourth is in the area of the great and pressing need for scientific understanding 
of non-penetrating blast injuries to the brain which are manifest in a host of symptoms whose etiology is at 
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best vague. And a fifth area is derived from the extensive bibliographies that are included in the technical 
papers. These bibliographies can be used as an excellent way to achieve an immersion into the history and 
technical challenges posed by blast injury.  

Taken in aggregate, this Symposium presented information that is timely and should allow NATO, in the 
near future, to advance the state-of-practice in military medicine by initiating new elements in the Program 
of Work of the HFM Panel and by engaging an active dialog with COMEDS on approaches to the translation 
of the science into best medical practice. The impetus generated by this Symposium should be continued 
in the form of one or more new task groups and/or workshops to address, at a minimum:  

1) Methods for blast incident reconstruction and analysis where medical and human factors data can 
be developed to inform new protection technology development; and  

2) A toxicological approach to blast inclusive of mechanisms of dose (e.g., shock tube exposure 
standards), delineation of dose-response endpoints, and common research animal models of blast 
injury.  

The HFM Panel was encouraged to expediently develop one or more Technical Activity Proposals (TAP) 
to address the immediacy of gaining a greater understanding of blast injury mechanisms, diagnosis and 
treatments. 
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Etude d’ensemble des blessures dues aux explosions à 
travers le panorama complet de la science militaire 

(RTO-MP-HFM-207) 

Synthèse 
Les blessures par souffle font un nombre important de victimes dans les opérations actuelles de l’OTAN. 
L’expression « blessure par souffle » crée une grande confusion dans la médecine militaire. En termes 
simples, la « blessure par souffle » couvre tout le spectre des blessures pouvant provenir de l’exposition à une 
explosion. Ce spectre est large et inclut une palette de conséquences étendue. Traiter les thèmes de recherche 
dus au large spectre des blessures de guerre exigera une approche multidisciplinaire. Le symposium s’est 
concentré sur les aspects essentiels de la science et de la médecine multidisciplinaires qui fourniraient les 
bases nécessaires à l’amélioration de notre compréhension des blessures par souffle. Six sessions ont abordé 
les quatre thèmes fondamentaux identifiés par le comité d’organisation, qui étaient les suivants :  

1) Définition du problème ; 

2) Etude des mécanismes des blessures par souffle ; 

3) Etude des blessures à la tête induites par le souffle ; et  

4) Atténuation des blessures par souffle.  

Le symposium est parvenu à proposer un cadre adapté qui établit le contexte des futurs travaux de recherche 
et technologie de l’OTAN. De plus, il a fourni un recueil initial sur les avancées de la recherche qui peut 
servir de référence aux autres organisations de l’OTAN, notamment la Conférence des directeurs nationaux 
des armements (CDNA) et le Comité des chefs des services de santé militaires au sein de l’OTAN 
(COMEDS). 

Le comité d’organisation du symposium a assigné trois objectifs à cette activité technique, à savoir : 

1) Améliorer la compréhension des blessures par souffle dans les opérations militaires ; 

2) Etudier et décrire la palette des blessures par souffle dans les opérations actuelles de l’OTAN ; et  

3) Décrire les stratégies de traitement médical actuellement employées par le personnel médical de 
l’OTAN.  

Ces trois objectifs ont été traités de façon appropriée au travers des exposés techniques proposés et pendant 
les discussions qui s’en sont suivies. Un quatrième objectif ressortait de la sélection des articles pour le 
symposium et de son intitulé : engager un dialogue scientifique multidisciplinaire par le biais d’une « étude » 
des recherches actuelles. Ce quatrième objectif a clairement été atteint au regard de la diversité des sciences 
présentées et des discussions interdisciplinaires animées qui ont eu lieu. 

Les apports de ce symposium sont significatifs à bien des égards. Premièrement, on commence à comprendre 
que les blessures par souffle nécessiteront une démarche de recherche disciplinée, que le présent rédacteur 
qualifie de « toxicologie du souffle ». Deuxièmement, un dialogue s’est amorcé sur la nécessité d’une 
modélisation physique des principales blessures par souffle pour les scénarios d’explosion actuels. 
Troisièmement, il apparaît que la recherche sur les modèles de blessure aux animaux et l’établissement de 
ces modèles seront essentiels au développement de la base scientifique médicale de traitement des blessures. 
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Quatrièmement, les blessures non pénétrantes par souffle touchant le cerveau, qui se manifestent par une 
foule de symptômes dont l’étiologie est au mieux vague et qu’il est urgent de comprendre au niveau 
scientifique, ont fait l’objet de contributions très intéressantes. Cinquièmement, les bibliographies complètes 
incluses dans les articles techniques sont un excellent moyen de se plonger dans l’histoire et dans les défis 
techniques que représentent les blessures par souffle.  

Dans son ensemble, le symposium a présenté des informations opportunes qui devraient permettre à 
l’OTAN, dans un futur proche, de faire progresser l’état de la pratique en médecine militaire, en apportant 
de nouveaux éléments au programme de travaux de la Commission sur les facteurs humains et la médecine 
et en engageant un dialogue actif avec le COMEDS sur la manière de traduire la science en meilleure 
pratique médicale. L’élan généré par ce symposium devrait être entretenu sous la forme d’un ou plusieurs 
groupes de travail et/ou ateliers, afin d’aborder, tout au moins : 

1) Les méthodes de reconstruction et d’analyse des incidents d’explosion, lorsque des données 
médicales et sur les facteurs humains peuvent être développées pour nourrir le développement de 
nouvelles technologies de protection ; et  

2) Une approche toxicologique du souffle incluant les mécanismes de dose (par exemple, normes 
d’exposition à un tube à choc), la description des points limites dose-réponse et les modèles 
animaux de recherche courants pour les blessures par souffle.  

La Commission sur les facteurs humains et la médecine a été encouragée à développer de manière 
opportune une ou plusieurs propositions d’activité technique (TAP) permettant d’acquérir dans l’immédiat 
des connaissances sur les mécanismes, le diagnostic et les traitements des blessures par souffle. 
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Abstract


This abstract addresses the topic of testing and computational modelling of blast injuries within the subtopic of animal injury and post-mortem data to validate.  Primary blast injury continues to be an area of interest to those that are trying to treat or prevent this pathology with regards to neurotrauma. For these endeavours to be successful, the mechanisms that cause neurotrauma resulting from shock wave exposure need to be determined. Although animal studies are helping to better understand how the shock wave interacts with the cranium, it is essential that the particular structure of the human brain and cranium be considered when investigating the propagation of the shock wave and its role in human neurotrauma. The use of animal models cannot provide an adequate representation of the scale, structural properties, geometry, and boundary conditions represented in the human cranium.


The biomechanical responses of the post mortem human subject (PMHS) during simulated blast wave interaction were investigated using a specially design shock tube. Strain gauges and fiber optic pressure sensors (FOPs) were used to measure the structural dynamics of the skull and the imparted intracranial pressure gradients respectively. Rosette strain gauges were mounted to the frontal, zygomatic, temporal, parietal, and occipital bones. The FOPs were placed inline offset of the saggital suture on the right side on the frontal, parietal, and occipital bones. Four cadaver heads were exposed to shock waves generated from a shock tube in four different orientations (face forward, left side forward, face backwards, and right side forward to the incident shock wave) at three pressure intensities (69, 83, and 103 kPa side on).


The results of the testing suggest that the critical blast-induced stresses within the brain are controlled by the structural response dynamics of the coupled skull/brain system. The strain response of the cadaver skull is dependent on its orientation relative to the incoming incident shock wave. When a bone is facing the incident shock, and therefore reflected pressure, greater strains develop. When a bone is exposed to side on pressure, additional surface wave dynamics can be measured. These responses were also specific to the cranial bone that was being tested. The strain response was also linked to the intracranial pressure (ICP) transients recorded by the FOPs. Pressure data suggest that ICP values are dependent on orientation relative to the incoming shock, to air overpressure, and to the particular region of the brain.


The role of skull flexure in the mechanism of increase intracranial pressure will be discussed. This research is significant because resolution of the modes of energy transfer and of the induced stresses within the skull-brain system will allow for the creation of mitigation/protective techniques/equipment, as well as design of experiments investigating live-cell responses, and validation of reliable computer simulated models.


1.0
Background

1.1
The Need to Investigate Blast Injury 

The pathophysiological responses invoked by shock wave interaction during an explosion have yet to be completely defined 1[]
.  This is especially true for the creation of an injury criterion for mild-traumatic brain injury (mTBI) induced by a shock wave, where the biomechanical mechanisms causing injury remain unknown 2[]
.  The development of techniques for measuring these mechanisms needs to be undertaken to properly analyse the problem. Once it can be determined what the tissue composing the central nervous system is exposed to, studies undertaking cell susceptibility to these stressors can be undertaken.     

1.2      Shock Wave Physics


The loading associated with an air-borne shock wave is different than that of a blunt impact 3[]
.  The leading edge of a shock wave is known as the shock front 4[]
.  Due to the short rise times between ambient and peak pressure, the shock front is considered to be an instantaneous jump condition and can be on the order of one microsecond. This rapid loading invoked by the shock front will cause the excitation of additional modes of vibration that are of higher frequency on the system being exposed to this wave 3[]
.  The loading of the shock wave on a given object is very diffuse and acts as a moving load as it traverses the surface of the object.  The surface of the object that is perpendicular to the shock wave will experience a loading magnification that is known as reflected pressure.  This phenomenon results when the shock wave interacts with a medium of high acoustical impedance 5[]
. The leading edge of the shock front will be halted at the surface and will reflect.  During this time the rest of the wave will continue driving its energy into the surface. Reflected pressures have been measured to be twice as large as or greater than this incident wave 6[]
. Both the reflect pressure and side-on pressure can be great enough to cause deformation on a given surface. Depending on the system being exposed, stress waves can form as a result of this deformation 7[]
.


In multiple studies the human head has been simplified to a spherical shell with a fluid filled core 8[, 9]
.  It has been analytically calculated that when a shock wave interacts with the surface of the sphere, a stress wave will propagate from the site nearest to the reflected pressure.  This phenomenon has been observed with cadaver heads during a blunt impact as well 10[]
.  On the site opposite of impact a region of negative pressure will form. It has also been observed in these simplified physical models that the shell dynamics will partially govern the pressure environment within the fluid layer 8[, 9]
.  Therefore the relationship between shell flexure and the pressure gradients within the fluid layer need to be taken into consideration.  

1.3 
Recent Studies Investigating Blast Wave Biomechanics


There are multiple studies that have investigated the intracranial pressure (ICP) response of animal models when subjected to a blast wave.  This manner of research is justified because animal models are required to determine the pathophysiological responses of an organism.  Monkeys, porcine, and rats have all been exposed to shock waves to determine ICP gradients 11-15


[ ADDIN EN.CITE ]
.  In all of the studies conducted, a pressure pulse was observed in the brain. In a recent study by Bolander et al. (2011), the strain on the surface of the rat skull was measured under shock wave loading.  The intracranial pressure was also measured.  The results indicated that there are two key responses in both the strain and ICP waveforms; the first being a rapid compression that will then oscillate in a damped harmonic motion and the second being a quasi-steady decompression that mirrors the external shock wave 16[]
.  

1.4
Rationale for Study


The use of animal models for blast research are very useful but these models do not have the same geometry and bone to brain volume ratios as the human. The closest analogue to the human is the post mortem human subject (PMHS).  Tolerances and responses for the PMHS has been investigated in blunt impact loading for many years 17[]
.  However, biomechanical research involving PMHS response to shock wave exposure is limited.  In a recent study by Rafaels et al. (2010), the acceleration, surface pressure, and ICP response of a PMHS head was investigated. It was observed that the ICP within the frontal lobe increased as the intensity of the incident shock wave increased 18[]
.  The ICP within the frontal lobe during a front facing exposure was significantly greater than a side facing exposure.  Because the head was not tested facing away from the incident shock wave, a negative pressure phase was not measured.  The ICP waveforms were not presented, so the origins of the formation of the pressure gradients within the brain were not able to be determined.  The research cited within this manuscript indicates that skull flexure may be responsible for the formation of the pressure pulses that develop in the brain, and that the effect of orientation of the head relative to the incident shock wave will determine the manner in which the response presents.  


To build on these previous studies, a series of experiments were developed that would investigate the role of skull flexure in the formation of the ICP gradients in the PMHS head.  Strain gauges were applied to measure skull surface flexure and to characterize the associated wave dynamics.  The sensors were placed on multiple locations of the head to determine how the wave dynamics change as a result of location and orientation.  Fiber optic ICP sensors were placed within the brain in four locations to observe the dynamic shifts in tissue as a result of the skull flexure.  The results of each of the sensors were then compared to determine the correlation between the measured biomechanical responses.  

2.0   Methods


2.1
The Shock Tube at Wayne State University

The WSU shock wave generator is a shock tube system that is based on a commonly employed system for the generation of well formed, controlled shock waves. The system has a driver section that is separated from the driven chamber by a frangible membrane and is pressurized with compressed helium. Upon membrane rupture, the rapid expansion of gas in the tube drives an air shock wave into the test section. The event is measured by pressure sensors (Model 102A06, PCB Piezotronics Inc.) at positions along the length of the shock tube. Shock wave amplitude is controlled by varying the thickness of the frangible membrane. As the thickness of the membrane increases, the pressure within the driver will increase prior to rupture of the diaphragm. The increased pressure during rupture of the diaphragm will generate greater shock wave amplitudes. Specific details of the WSU shock wave generator are documented in Leonardi et al. (2011) 13[]
. To maintain a proper ratio of surface area of the test specimen to the incoming flow of the shock wave, an expansion section was created that replaced the second driven section.  This expansion allowed for the specimen to be tested within the tube and there not subjected to the end jet-flow that is experienced at the open end of the tube.  A graphic of the shock tube with the expansion section is provided in Figure 1.




Figure 1: A graphic of the shock tube including the expansion driven section.  The cadaver 
head was placed 1.25 meters within the open end of the shock tube.

2.2
PMHS Preparation


A total of four PMHS heads were used in the current study (Table 1).  All specimens were handled and prepared per guidelines outlined by the Wayne State University School of Medicine Willed Body Program and the Human Investigation Committee.  Each head was disarticulated from the body between the third and fourth vertebrae with the exception of the first specimen.  Careful attention was given to preserving the carotid arteries and jugular veins.  Upon disarticulating the head, the carotid arteries and jugular veins were fitted with quick disconnect fittings to aid with perfusion of the system.  The spinal cord was also fitted with a quick disconnect fitting in the initial two specimens.  In the last two specimens, the spinal cord was tied off with string to prevent leaking of the pressurized system.

Table 1: Characteristics of the four PMHS heads tested in this study.  COD stands 
for cause of death and CHF stands for chronic heart failure.





2.2.1
Protocol for Instrumenting Strain Gauges on PMHS 


Rosette strain gauge (FAER-25B-35SX, Vishay Micro-measurements Inc.) sites were prepared a day prior to testing.  A 2 X 2 cm square of skin was removed and underlying tissue was removed with a scalpel.  The strain gauge sensor was not attached until the day of testing. M Bond (Vishay Inc.) electronics adhesive was used to attach each sensor to the bone which was then protected with M coat (Vishay Inc.).  The wire was sutured under the skin as shown in Figure 4 to prevent wire-whip that would separate the sensor from the bone.  This configuration provided the greatest survivability of strain gauge sensors. Five rosette strain gauges were applied to the skull surface.  Sensors were applied to the frontal bone, the occipital bone, the temporal bone, the parietal bone, and the zygomatic bone. The frontal, parietal, and occipital gauges were placed 20 mm left of the sagittal suture.


2.2.2
Protocol for Instrumenting Intracranial Pressure Sensors for PMHS 


A small square portion of skin 2 X 2 cm was removed at the ICP sensor site.  A hole was drilled at each site and tapped (6-32).  The plastic cannula was threaded into the hole.  The assembly of the ICP sensor and cannula is shown in Figure 2A.  Three screws were arranged around each ICP sensor.  A mixture of bone cement was poured into the space between to screws as shown in Figure 2B.  This method of ICP sensor placement provided the greatest survivability for the conditions of this experiment. Four ICP sensors were applied for this study and the locations and depth are shown in Table 2. 




Figure 2: The fiber optic pressure sensor was mounted to the skull, surgical screws were threaded into the bone and bone cement was applied to the surface to prevent sensor pull out.

Table 2: Location of ICP sensors on the cadaver head (Leonardi 2011).



FOP-MIV-PK (Fiso Inc.) fiber optic pressure sensors were used to measure intracranial pressure (ICP). The ICP sensors were connected to a FISO Veloce-50 system which was connected to the Dash 8HF (AstroMed Inc.).  The sampling rate was set to 250 kHz with 90% pre-trigger over one second duration.  


2.3
Protocol for Testing PMHS 


The specimens were placed in an inverted configuration within the shock tube.  All specimen heads were centered 1.25 m from the end of the expansion portion of the shock tube.  The head was wrapped with nylon net.  A metal chain was used to support the head and to hold it in place during testing.  The ICP wires were inserted into a hole at the base of the expansion tube.  The strain gauge wires were run along the base of the tube and out the driven end.  Prior to testing, the specimen head was re-pressurized with an artificial cerebral spinal fluid (aCSF) solution.  The aCSF was introduced with a tubing system that was connected to the quick disconnect fittings.  The specimens would then undergo the series of exposures described in Table 3.


Table 3: Protocol for exposures for a given PMHS head.  




2.4
Data Collection and Analysis 


The collected data was then analysed.  The peak strains and pressures were collected for each trial.  The rate of pressure increase was also calculated and reported. Because of the large number of strain gauge loss, calculation of principal strain was only able to be accomplished with select gauges. The strain and ICP data were considered separately and together to understand the relationships between the two responses. 

Following a given test series, the PMHS head was examined to confirm the depth of the pressure sensors.  The skull was also analysed to determine any additional anomalies that could be expected to have an impact on the collected data. 

3.0
Results

3.1      Strain Gage Response of PMHS Heads


Due to the highly dynamic pressure environment in which the cadaver head was exposed to, a number of strain gauges failed during testing. Although, enough sensors survived to provide an understanding of how the cadaver head will strain under shock wave loading.  The most important aspects of this data are: (1) the responses of the head are dependent on orientation relative to the incident shock and (2) the responses of the head are dependent on the bone being measured.  This dependency on the bones being tested is important for identifying which skull regions are most likely transferring energy into the brain. Figure 3 demonstrates the variability in strain profiles that are taking place on the surface of the skull during a single exposure. In most cases there appears to be two dominate frequencies: a series of larger oscillations existing for the first two milliseconds and a series of higher frequency oscillations that continue for a longer period of time. Some sensors will begin in tension while others in compression.  It is expected that with larger sample sizes, it will be possible to predict which bone is being flexed by observing the strain profiles.




Figure 3: The strain results for each location indicated that 
multiple modes were taking place on skull surface.


The strain response of the temporal bone to shock wave exposure was presented to appreciate the response of the head to different orientations.  With the head facing a front exposure, the strain profile would begin in tension which would then experience a rapid compression that would oscillate and return to baseline strain.  When the temporal bone is directly facing the incident shock wave, a direct compression with a simplified wave pattern will occur.  This initial tension was also measured when the back of the head was exposed to the incident shock (Figure 4).  




Figure 4: The strain response of the temporal bone was dependent on the orientation of the incident shock wave. With the head facing forward the bone would experience a level of tension before being compressed.  When the bone was directly exposed to the reflected pressure it would directly go 
into compression. The higher frequency content was experienced for the entire duration.

The strain response of the parietal bone was of interest because the strain profile approximated the external static pressure environment.  Because this sensor was close to the apex of the head the peak strains were fairly similar.  For this sensor, when the head would face forward or backward the sensor would go into compression, when turned to the side, a tension wave would develop. The secondary frequencies would also develop as a result of the compression (Figure 5).



Figure 5: The strain response of the parietal bone approximated the loading conditions 
of the external static pressure response.  When the side of the head was
 exposed to the incident shock wave, a tension would develop.  


The occipital sensor was of interest because lower amplitude high frequency waveforms were measured prior to compression when the head was facing forward.  When the frontal bone was facing to the sides, the tension wave would develop prior to the compression.  And when facing backward, there would initially be a compression followed by the most distinct oscillations (Figure 6).  



Figure 6: The strain response of the occipital bone measured ripples prior 
to major deformation when faced away from the incident shock wave.

The strain series provided prior were taken from single strain gauges because generally a channel would be lost over the series that would make calculations of principle strain difficult.  A frontal sensor series was able to be demonstrated for principle strain (Figure 7). The data series shows frequency content that lasts for a greater duration, with less distinct responses in the first millisecond. 



Figure 7: The strain response for the frontal bone was one of the few cases where the 
strain channels were considered appropriate for calculations of principle strain.


Overall, the results from the strain gauges indicate that the response of the head to an incident shock wave is greatly dependent on the orientation of the head relative to the incident shock wave.  When the sensor is exposed to the pressure wave moving across its surface, a tension wave will develop prior to the compression of the shock front.  When the sensor is directly exposed to the reflected pressure, a compression will develop first.  After the compression, there will be two series of oscillations that will develop.  It is believed that the frequency of these oscillations is due to the mechanical properties of the bone being measured.  This suggests that the bones in the human skull may be acting semi-independent of each other under shock wave loading.


The zygomatic bone was not included in these results as the magnitudes and wave shapes for all series did yield useful results. Additionally this sensor failed the most out of any of the others. Because of the large number of sensor failure and small sample size, descriptive statistics were not completed.  While this is of concern the strain data does provide excellent data for describing the sensitivity of the head to orientation and bone being tested and provides information regarding the wave dynamics take place on the surface of the head.   


3.2      ICP Response of PMHS Heads


The ICP response of the PMHS is highly dynamic and specific to location and orientation of the head relative to the incident shock wave.  To demonstrate this point, the minimum and maximum peak pressures were recorded and are demonstrated in Figure 8.  For the frontal pressure sensor, the greatest positive amplitudes were the measured when the PMHS head was facing forward.  For the parietal sensor, which is near the posterior aspect of the head, the rear facing PMHS head would create the greatest positive pressures.  



Figure 8: The minimum and maximum peak values were reported for 
Cadaver 5.  The results were shown for each sensor used.


The ICP waveform response changes as a function of orientation of the head.  The response is also specific to location.  In the following series of figures (Figures A-D) each pressure sensor is compared to each other for a given orientation.  Each of the ICP responses were processed with a 7 kHz low pass filter.  In Figure 9A the frontal and ventricle sensors both increased in amplitude and the secondary large oscillations had a similar wave shape. The parietal and occipital sensors will initially begin in tension and would have a damped harmonic oscillation series of greater frequency than the frontal and ventricle sensors.  In Figure 9B the key sensors will all begin in compression and oscillate and return to baseline.  The initial peak amplitudes were of lower magnitude and much closer to damped harmonic oscillations.  With the PMHS head facing away from the reflected pressure, the ventricle and frontal sensors would measure a negative pressure where the parietal and occipital sensors would measure a positive compression (Figure 9C).  With the left facing PMHS head, there was no major initial tensile or compressive peak (figure 9D). Although, the frontal, parietal, and occipital sensors had a fairly similar response, where the waveform began in tension for two oscillations and then entered the damped harmonic phase.  The parietal and occipital sensors once again had a similar response. 



Figure 9A: The ICP response for each sensor during a front facing exposure.




Figure 9B: The ICP response of the four sensors when the right 
side of PMHS head was exposed to the incident shock.




Figure 9C: The ICP response of the four sensors when the back 
side of PMHS head was exposed to the incident shock.




Figure 9D: The ICP response of the four sensors when the left 
side of PMHS head was exposed to the incident shock.

3.3
Relationship of Skull Strain to ICP


As stated before, due to the number of strain gauge sensor loss, calculations of principle strain could not be made regularly.  A series of the four orientations at the low intensity were compared for the frontal sensor for both strain and ICP.  The waveforms are shown in Figure 10. The purpose of this was to determine which of the ICP responses could be measured as a result of skull flexure. 


It was also important to determine if the ICP sensor is only measuring the surface vibrations of the frontal bone or was mapping both the intracranial environment and bone oscillations.   In Figure 10 (front facing), there is an initial flexure causing a rise in ICP.  When this flexure is beginning to subside, a greater pressure pulse not reported in the principal strain records develops, although the single strain channels show a relationship to the formation of this pulse.  The relationship between the damped harmonic oscillations of the two sensing elements was also observed.


In Figure 10 (back facing), there is a large negative phase that does not appear to be caused by skull strain. This rarefaction was expected to be a result of contrecoup pressurization. For the tests where the frontal bone was subjected to the side on exposure, there was fairly strong agreement between the sensors.  These results indicate the dependence of ICP on skull strain.  






Figure 10: The principle strain response for the frontal bone is similar to the ICP response. 
The development of a positive pulse when exposed to the reflected pressure 
and a negative pressure pulse can be observed.


4.0
Discussion  

4.1
Strain Response

The purpose of this manuscript was to provide further evidence that the biomechanical responses of the PMHS head, when subjected to a shock wave, are specific to amplitude of the shock wave and the orientation of the head relative to the incident shock.  These results were confirmed through the use of both skull strain and ICP measurements. 


The strain records were most useful for describing the wave dynamics that take place on the surface of the skull during shock wave exposure.  When a given bone is directly exposed to the incident shock wave, it will go into compression and rebound in a series of oscillations that are specific to the bone being tested. The region of the head directly exposed to the reflected pressure loading will develop the greatest magnitudes in compression.  The sides of the head not exposed to the reflected pressure will develop a tension wave prior to compression.  This tension wave is expected to be the result of the shock front driving the bone of the skull.  The tension that is caused by this moving load may contribute to the formation of the negative pressure gradient in the brain as described by Engin 8[]
.  


The damped harmonic oscillations appeared to be associated with the bone with which it was being measured.  This is of interest if it can be shown in further studies that the vibrational response of the bones composing the skull are responding quasi-independent of each other. This localized skull flexure may influence the response of the brain near these regions as the CNS is coupled to the skull via the meninges.  


4.2
ICP Response

The ICP response was also shown to be specific to orientation and location of the head, and dependent on the amplitude of the incident shock wave.  A figure was provided that indicates that with a greater amplitude shock wave, the ICP will achieve greater magnitudes.  The sensors nearest to the reflected pressure measure the greatest positive pressures and the sensors furthest from the site of impact will report the greatest negative pressures.  


It can be observed that the frontal and ventricle ICP sensors respond in a similar manner. Both sensors enter the same tension or compression phase that was dependent on orientation.  The secondary damped harmonic oscillations were specific to either the anterior or posterior aspect of the head.  When the right side of the head was subjected to the reflected pressure loading, all of the sensors would report an initial positive phase. When the left side of the head was facing the reflected pressure, the initial phase would be negative.  At the region of the sagittal suture the radius of the skull is beginning to collapse and will form a negative pressure gradient as has been described by Iakovolev 7[, 19]
.  But, the damped harmonic oscillations for the frontal and ventricle were similar while the parietal and occipital were similar.  This localization of pressure response gradients is important to consider as the cells composing the CNS within the region near the frontal lobe will be different than those situated near the occipital lobe.  


4.3
Combination of ICP and Skull Strain

There is a strong relationship between skull strain and ICP in the PMHS subjects tested in this study.  Both the ICP and strain responses reported the greatest magnitudes when facing the reflected pressure, for the frontal sensor. Unfortunately the series shown was one of the few instances where principal strain could be calculated.  In future studies it will be of interest to address this relationship in many locations across the surface of the head.  The purpose of this is to understand how the surface wave dynamics progress across the surface of the head and then determine how these responses influence the ICP environment.


4.4
Conclusions

From what can be observed with this study, skull flexure does have a significant role on the development of the localized intracranial pressure responses for the PMHS.  The waveforms show multiple modes of response for both the strain and ICP.  While there are similarities between the signals there are also enough differences to suggest that the coupling between the skull and meninges will be to such a degree as to modulate the response.  The ICP responses appear to be more uniform than the strain profiles overall.  Localization of pressures is also of concern as it can now be shown that a front facing head will respond differently than a side facing head to the incident shock wave.


Because of the specificity of the biomechanical responses of the PMHS to a shock wave exposure, scaling of injury thresholds from animal models may be very difficult to achieve.  It needs to be determined to what degree that the response modes of the different animal models are unique.  Further studies will investigate these similarities.  
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Summary

Blast-induced neurotrauma (BINT) is a major medical concern with a largely undefined etiology. Complement activation may play a role in the development of secondary injury following traumatic brain injury; however, its role in BINT is still undefined. A moderate blast (120 kPa) using an air-driven shock tube triggers evident brain injuries, elevated levels of local brain C3/C5b-9 and systemic C5b-9, increased leukocyte infiltration, upregulated tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFα), and aquaporin-4 in rat brain cortex at 3- and 48-hour post blast. TNFα and complement activation may be a novel therapeutic target for reducing the damaging effects of BINT inflammation.


1.0
Introduction


Blast-induced neurotrauma (BINT) is the signature life-threatening wound of current military casualties in Operation Iraqi Freedom, Operation Enduring Freedom, and casualties in the overseas contingency operations. According to the Department of Defense “Personnel & Procurement Statistics,” more than73% of all US military casualties in Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation Iraqi Freedom are caused by explosive weaponry (Defense Manpower Data Center, 2008). Military casualties exposed to blast injuries are frequently subjected to delayed medical evacuation to higher echelons of care, ranging from 1 hour to several days (Tenuta, 2006). During this time frame, secondary neurodegenerative molecular responses promote further neuronal injury. Therefore, the identification of culprit molecules and pathways associated with neuronal injury after blast provides insight for the development of new pharmacotherapeutic strategies aimed at decreasing the hyperinflammatory response to blast and the progression of secondary injuries associated with this condition. 

BINT is characterized by primary brain injury (unavoidable mechanical brain damage) which immediately results in the disruption of brain parenchyma and cerebral blood vessels. The subsequent development of secondary brain injury is defined by the various pathogenic events at cellular, biochemical, and molecular levels, including inflammation, ischemia, cell/axon damage, physiological disturbances (hypotension, metabolic alteration, electrolytic abnormality, homeostatic change), and hemorrhage, all of which progressively contribute to worsened neurological impairment (Cernak and Noble-Haeusslein, 2010; Dewitt and Prough, 2009; Mellor, 1998). These secondary mechanisms involve the initiation of an acute inflammatory response, including breakdown of the blood-brain barrier (BBB), edema, infiltration of peripheral blood cells, and activation of resident immunocompetent cells as well as the intrathecal release of numerous immune mediators such as interleukins and chemotactic factors.


Previous studies have demonstrated that a moderate level of blast overpressure (BOP; 126 kPa) resulted in brain inflammation with widespread fiber degeneration and dysfunction of neurologic and neurobehavioral performance (Long et al., 2009). Reactive gliosis, neuronal swelling, and cytoplasmic vacuolization also have been observed in the hippocampus of rats subjected to thoracic blast injury (Cernak et al., 2001a; Cernak et al., 2001b). Furthermore, rats exposed to moderate levels of BOP (120 kPa) have been shown to display increased BBB permeability, oxidative stress, and activated microglia (Readnower et al., 2010).


Complement activation has been suggested to play a critical role in the development of secondary injury following traumatic brain injury (TBI). In clinical studies, elevated levels of alternative pathway complement components C3 and factor B as well as activated soluble C5b-9 were detected in the cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) of patients with severe head trauma injuries (Kossmann et al., 1997; Stahel et al., 2001). Complement-mediated secondary brain injury after TBI has been observed in clinical (Stahel et al., 2001) and experimental studies (Stahel et al., 2009). Severe secondary insults in TBI were paralleled by more pronounced complement activation, particularly by the end product C5b-9 (Bellander et al., 2010). These secondary injuries include the recruitment of inflammatory cells into the intrathecal compartment, the induction of BBB dysfunction by the anaphylatoxins C3a and C5a, the induction of neuronal apoptosis through the C5a receptor (C5aR) expressed on neurons, and homologous cell lysis mediated by complement activation through the membrane attack complex (MAC/C5b-9) (Schmidt et al., 2004). A recent study from our group has shown that complement activation is associated with hypoxia-induced disruption of neuronal network, loss of dendritic spine, and neuronal apoptosis (Wang et al., 2010). Complement activation may represent a crucial mediator of neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration after TBI. The complement system has also been considered as a functional bridge between the innate and the adaptive immune system (Carroll, 2004; Dunkelberger and Song, 2010; Ricklin and Lambris, 2007). Adaptive immune responses and their deleterious effects have been documented after TBI (Morganti-Kossman et al., 1997). The neuroinflammatory cascade is characterized by the activation of glial cells, release of proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines, upregulation of endothelial adhesion molecules, and intracranial activation of the complement system, resulting in release of potent inflammatory anaphylatoxins (Schmidt et al., 2004).


Although BINT may share similar components of the inflammatory response to closed TBI, the characterization of the signature pathophysiological profile of BINT remains to be determined. The present study was designed to characterize the complement system and adaptive immune-inflammatory responses in a rat model of BINT.


2.0
Materials and methods


This study has been conducted in compliance with the Animal Welfare Act and the implementing Animal Welfare Regulations and in accordance with the principles of the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. The study was approved by the Walter Reed Institute of Research (WRAIR) Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

2.1
Experimental Design and Exposure to Blast Overpressure

Exposure to blast was conducted as previously described (Chavko et al., 2006). Briefly, adult pathogen-free male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 250 to 300 g were anesthetized with intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of ketamine or xylazine (60/5 mg/kg) and randomly assigned to each experimental group. Anesthetized animals in a transverse prone position were placed into the end of the expansion chamber of a compressed air-driven shock tube (2.5-ft compression chamber connected to a 15-ft expansion chamber) fixed in a holder to restrict any body movement from blast impact and prevent subsequent secondary or tertiary blast injuries. Animals were then subjected to a blast wave with mean peak overpressure of 120 ±7 kPa. The animals were enrolled in one of seven experimental groups: 


		· Control

		Animals underwent anesthesia, suspension, time delays except for BOP exposure 
(n = 6).



		· BOP-0.5 h

		Animals were subjected to BOP and recovered for 0.5 hour (n = 6).



		· BOP-3 h

		Animals were exposed to BOP and recovered for 3 hours (n = 5).



		· BOP-48 h

		Rats underwent BOP and recovered for 48 hours (n = 5).



		· BOP-72 h

		Animals were exposed to BOP and recovered for 72 hours (n = 6).



		· BOP-120 h

		Animals were exposed to BOP and recovered for 120 hours (n = 7).



		· B-168 h

		Animals were exposed to BOP and recovered for 168 hours (n = 7). Animals that did not survive exposure (10%) were excluded from further analysis.





2.2
Sampling


At the end of each aforementioned recovery period, animals were anesthetized with ketamine or xylazine, and blood was withdrawn by heart puncture. Ethylenediaminetetraacetic (EDTA) plasma samples were collected by centrifuging at 4,000 rpm for 5 minutes then stored at -80°C until used in an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) of C5b-9. The brain tissue was removed and inspected for gross pathology. The brain was transferred to either 4% of paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) for frozen blocks or 10% formalin solution for paraffin blocks. For preparation of frozen blocks, the paraformaldehyde-fixed brains were cryoprotected by subsequent immersion in 20% sucrose in PBS at 4°C overnight. The brain was then rapidly frozen with optimal cutting temperature (OCT) compound 4853 (embedding medium for frozen tissue specimens; Miles Inc., Elkhart, IN) using a HistoPrep disposable base mold (15× 15 × 5 mm; Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) on dry ice for 30 minutes. Frozen blocks were kept at -80°C until sections were cut. 


2.3
Reagents and Antibodies 

Rat C5b-9 ELISA kits were obtained from Cedarlane (Burlington, NC). Chicken anti-mouse C3/C3a, mouse anti-rat CD45, and mouse anti-rat aquaporin-4 (AQP-4) antibodies were obtained from Abcam Inc. (Cambridge, MA). Mouse anti-rat C5b-9 antibody was obtained from Cell Sciences (Canton, MA). Goat anti-human TNFα antibody was purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc. (Santa Cruz, CA). Goat anti-chicken Alexa Fluor 594, goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488, and donkey anti-goat Alexa Fluor 488 IgG (H+L) conjugated secondary antibodies and ProLong Gold antifade reagent were from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA).


2.4
Histological Evaluation

10% formalin-fixed tissues were embedded in paraffin, sectioned at a 5-µm thickness, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). Histological images were recorded under a light microscope (Olympus AX80, Center Valley, PA) at ×200 and ×400 magnifications by a pathologist blinded to the treatment groups. 


2.5
Injury Score of Cortex Gray Matter

Histological slides from each animal’s cerebral cortex were examined under a microscope at ×200 magnification, and tissue damage was assessed by a pathologist using four distinct morphological parameters: cytotoxic edema, vasogenic edema, inflammatory cell infiltration, and hemorrhage in the brain cortex and subarachnoid space. The changes were scored according to their extent (score 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 for an extent of 0%, <25%, 25–50%, 50-75%, and 75-100%, respectively) and the severity of the injury (score 0 = normal histology, score 1 = slight, 2 = mild, 3 = moderate, and 4 = severe alterations). The injury score represents the sum of the extent and the severity of injury.


2.6
Evaluation of Hippocampus Injury 

A pathologist used two H&E-stained histological slides from each animal to assess hippocampus damage in a blind fashion. The neuronal loss was assessed by counting neurons at hippocampus CA1, CA2, CA3, and dentate gyrus (DG) subregions at ×400 magnification. The neurodegeneration was determined by counting degenerated neurons characterized by pyramidal cell degeneration with morphologic features consisting of shrinkage of the cell body, pyknosis of the nucleus, disappearance of the nucleolus, loss of Nissl substance, and intense eosinophilia of the cytoplasm. The degree of neuronal loss and neurodegeneration was determined by the number of neurons or morphological alterations per field, respectively.


2.7
Immunohistofluorescent Staining

Frozen sections were cut at a 5-µm thickness with a cryostat and fixed in cold methanol for 20 minutes. The fixed sections were permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS for 10 minutes and blocked with 2% BSA in PBS for 30 minutes at room temperature. The following antibodies were utilized for our immunohistochemistry studies: anti-C3, anti-C5b-9 (cerebral complement deposition/formation), anti-CD45 (leukocyte infiltration), anti-TNFα (proinflammatory cytokine production), and anti-AQP-4 (a biomarker for cerebral cytotoxic edema predominantly expressed in brain cells). Cerebral tissue histological sections were incubated with the primary antibodies for 1 hour at room temperature, washed, and then incubated with the appropriate secondary antibodies labeled with Alexa Fluor® 488 and 594 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) for 1 hour at room temperature. After washing, the sections were mounted with ProLong® Gold (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) antifade solution containing 4’, 6’-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and visualized under a confocal laser scanning microscope (Radiance 2100; Bio-Rad, Hercules, NJ) at ×200 or ×400 magnification. Captured digital images were processed by Image J software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD).


2.8
Immunofluorescent Quantification

This procedure was based on a modified method as previous described (Weeks et al., 2007). Briefly, four to six images from each animal were opened using the Adobe Photoshop software and adjusted until only the fluorescent deposits and no background tissue were visible. The image was changed to black-and-white pixels with black representing deposits of the target proteins and white representing nonstained areas of the image using the Image J software. Using the image Adjust Threshold command, the image was then changed to red and white (fluorescent deposits were in red). Image analysis resulted in the red total area in pixels squared. Values for total area for all animals in each group were averaged to give the average area of fluorescent deposit.

2.9
Quantification of Plasma C5b-9


Plasma concentration of the soluble form of the complement system cytolytic terminal membrane attack complex, C5b-9, was measured as a marker for systemic complement activation in duplicate using a rat C5b-9 ELISA kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Cedarlane Laboratories USA, Burlington, NC).


2.10
Statistical Analysis

Data are expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) following with Bonferroni or Tukey’s post-test was performed using GraphPad Prism® (4.0, GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA). P value <0.05 was considered significant.


3.0
Results


3.1
Gross Changes of Brain in Rats Undergoing Blast Overpressure 

Moderate BOP exposure resulted in brain swelling characterized by marked pale brain, flattening of gyri, and narrowing of the sulci, indicating severe brain cytotoxic edema, was observed at 3-hour post BOP (Fig. 1). 


At 48-hour after BOP exposure, gross examination of animal brains displayed blood vessel dilation and congestion, widely spread subdural and/or subarachnoid hemorrhage and moderate brain edema in the superior surface (Fig. 1). 



Figure 1.


Gross observation of brain tissue in rats exposed to moderate BOP. Representative rat brain tissue from rats without exposure to BOP (control), at 3 (BOP-3h), and 48 hours (BOP-48h) after exposure to BOP. A swollen brain with marked flattening of the gyri and narrowing of the sulci was observed following BOP either at 3 or at 48 hours. Obvious pale brain was present in rats at 3 hours after exposure to BOP, indicating severe brain edema and vasospasm. Widely spread subarachnoid vessel dilation (white arrow) and hemorrhage (black arrow) were shown in the superior surface of rat brain at 48 hours post blast.


3.2
Histomorphological Alterations of Brain Cortex in Rats Subjected to Blast Overpressure

As shown in Fig. 2, histological analysis of a rat cortex from 3-hour BOP exposure revealed microscopic changes in the gray matter of the cortex. These changes were abundant cell swelling, nucleus shrinkage, and cytoplasmic vacuolization or spongy change, which indicated cytotoxic edema accompanied by moderate vasogenic edema with perivascular vacuolization of the brain. At 48 hours after BOP, histoanalysis of rat cerebral cortex slides revealed a reduction of cytotoxic and enhanced vasogenic edema. Subarachnoid space hemorrhage was observed in animals from both groups at 3 and 48 hours post BOP. No evident change was observed in the white matter of cortex (data not shown).



Figure 2.

Histopathological alterations of the cortex from rats subjected to moderate BOP. Representative photomicrographs of the cortex from the paraffin section stained with hematoxylin and eosin (top). The blue arrows indicate cytotoxic edema, the green arrows display vasogenic edema, and the black arrow shows subarachnoid space hemorrhage. Cortex injury scores were calculated using the scale stated in section 2, Materials and methods, from each animal (bottom). Original magnification was ×200. Group data was expressed as mean ± SEM and compared using one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison with p values of < 0.05 considered significant.


3.3
BOP Triggers Early Systemic Complement Activation

Increases in plasma C5b-9 were found in rats as early as 3 hours after BOP and remained elevated during the first 48 hours when compared to controls. Plasma levels of C5b-9 returned to pre-BOP exposure levels at 
72 hours after BOP exposure and remained low for the remainder of the 168-hour observation period post-BOP (Fig. 3).



Figure 3.

Profile of plasma C5b-9 in rats with moderate BOP. Rats were exposed to moderate BOP then plasma was collected at various time points (0.5 to 168 hours) post blast. Plasma levels of C5b-9 were assessed using an ELISA kit for rat terminal complement complex C5b-9. Group data was expressed as mean ± SEM and compared using one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test with p values of < 0.05 considered significant.


3.4
BOP Augments Complement Activation and Deposition in a Rat’s Superficial Cortex

Increased deposition of C3 and C5b-9 was detected at the superficial layers of the rat’s cortex and was mostly associated with cortical vasculature at 3 and 48 hours after BOP exposure (Fig. 4). 





Figure 4.


Complement deposition and activation in the cortex from blast-exposed rats. Representative immunohistochemical images of C3 deposition (A, top) and C5b-9 formation (B, top) in the brain cortex tissue. The total fluorescence quantification of the aforementioned C3 deposition and C5b-9 formation was displayed at the bottom of the microphotographs. Original magnification was ×200. Scale bars in the pictures are 50 μm. Group data was expressed as mean ± SEM and compared using one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test with p values of < 0.05 considered significant.


3.5
BOP Stimulates Infiltration of Inflammatory Cells and Production of TNFα in a Rat’s Brain Cortex

Leukocyte infiltration in rat cortex was evaluated by immunohistochemistry using anti-CD45 antibody. Fig. 5A shows an increased presence of CD45-positive cells in the outer layer of rat cortex at 3 and 48 hours post BOP. Fig. 5B reveals an increase in TNFα expression and distribution in the cortex tissue from injured animals at 3 hours post BOP.





Figure 5.


Evaluation of inflammatory cells and TNF-α in the cortex of blast-exposed rats. Immunohistochemistry was performed in the cortex of rats undergoing blast. Inflammatory cells (A) and TNF-α level (B) of the cortex were determined by anti-rat CD45 and anti-rat TNF-α immunostaining, respectively. The total fluorescence quantification of the aforementioned complement deposition was displayed at the bottom of the microphotographs. Original magnification was ×400. Scale bars in the pictures are 100 μm. Group data was expressed as mean ± SEM and compared using one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test with p values of < 0.05 considered significant.


3.6
BOP Increases AQP-4 Expression in a Rat’s Cortex

Numerous brain cells expressed AQP-4 intensely in the outer layer of rat cortex at 3 hours, but not at 48 hours, post injury (Fig. 6, left panel). The quantification data displayed a significant increase of AQP-4 expression at 3 hours after BOP compared to the control (Fig. 6, right panel).




Figure 6.


Expression of Aquaporin 4 (Aqp4) in the cortex from blast-exposed rats. Expression of Aqp4 (top) was assessed by immunohistochemistry using anti-rat Aqp4 antibody. The total fluorescence quantification of the Aqp4 expression was displayed at the bottom of the microphotographs. Original magnification was ×400. Scale bars in the pictures are 100 μm. Group data was expressed as mean ± SEM and compared using one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test with p values of < 0.05 considered significant.


3.7
BOP Induces Neuronal Loss and Neurodegeneration in Rat Hippocampus

Histopathologic morphology demonstrated that at 3 hours and at 48 hours post BOP, there were significant differences in the CA1, CA2, CA3, and DG subregions of the hippocampus when compared to control. The subregions are characterized by neuronal loss and pyramidal cell degeneration with morphologic features consisting of shrinkage of the cell body, pyknosis of nucleus, disappearance of the nucleolus, loss of Nissl substance, and intense eosinophilia of the cytoplasm (Fig. 7A). The neuronal densities of the hippocampus in the animals post BOP were significantly lower than controls (Fig. 7B). The neurodegeneration of the hippocampus in the groups post BOP was also markedly higher than that of control (Fig. 7C). No significant difference in neuronal loss or neurodegeneration between the exposed groups was found. 





Figure 7.

Neuronal density and neurodegeneration of the hippocampus post blast. (A) Representative histological microphotographs (H&E staining) of the hippocampus. Original magnification was ×400. Neuronal density (B) and neurodegeneration (C) of the hippocampus were assessed using the scales stated in section 2, Materials and methods, for each animal. Group data was expressed as mean ± SEM and compared using one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison test with p values of < 0.05 considered significant. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

3.8
BOP Induces Complement C3 Deposition and C5b-9 Formation in Rat Brain Hippocampus Tissue 

Hippocampus deposition of C3 in animals subjected to BOP was significantly increased when compared to control animals (Fig. 8A and B). All subregions were significant except the DG region which demonstrated a trend toward increased C3 deposition at 48 hours post BOP. Increased amounts of C5b-9 were detected by immunohistochemistry in hippocampus tissue from animals exposed to BOP compared to controls (Fig. 8C and D). C3 and C5b-9 were shown to accumulate in neurons located in the hippocampus post injury (Fig. 8A and C). Similarly, there was no difference in C3 deposition and C5b-9 formation between the two blast-exposed groups.









Figure 8.

Complement deposition and activation of rat hippocampus after blast. Representative immunohistochemical images of C3 deposition (A) and C5b-9 formation (C) in the brain cortex tissues. The total fluorescence quantification of C3 deposition (B) and C5b-9 formation (D) was measured as described in section 2, Materials and methods. Original magnification was ×200. Scale bars in the pictures are 50 μm. Group data was expressed as mean ± SEM and compared using one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test with p values of < 0.05 considered significant. *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01.

4.0
Discussion


An air-driven shock tube was used in this study to simulate blast effects in rats. Animals exposed to a blast wave with a mean peak overpressure of 120 kPa presented with moderate pulmonary damage with acute inflammation (Chavko et al., 2006), breach of BBB integrity, increased oxidative stress, and activated microglia (Readnower et al., 2010). This model resulted in survivable conditions with a 90% survival rate in rats under which TBI can be studied. In the present study, we characterized the early complement system and pro-inflammatory response of rats subjected to BINT.

Our results demonstrated that moderate blast (120 kPa) triggered systemic and local complement activation as early as 3 hours persisting for at least 48 hours following BOP. Complement activation directly correlated with blast-induced neuronal damage as well as to leukocyte infiltration and TNFα production in injured rat brain tissues. 


Although activation of the complement system has been documented after closed head TBI (Anderson et al., 2004; Bellander et al., 1996; Bellander et al., 2001; Bellander et al., 2004; Stahel et al., 2001; Wood et al., 1993), the kinetics of complement activation following BINT, the contributing source of complement proteins, and local activation have not been clearly defined. The present study revealed an increase in plasma C5b-9 as early as 3 hours and persisting for up to 48 hours post blast. Furthermore, the study demonstrated that accumulation of C3 and C5b-9 was located in the outer layer of cortex and was associated with the vasculature. In the hippocampus, accumulation of C3 and C5b-9 was associated with neuronal cells at 3 and 48 hours post BOP. The different distribution patterns of C3 and C5b-9 between cortex and hippocampus implicate different contributing sources of complement proteins and local activation after BINT. In this blast model, BBB breakdown occurs early and is limited to the outer layer of the cortex (Readnower et al., 2010) suggesting that systemic complement activation may be the source of complement proteins accumulated in the cortex via a dysfunctional BBB. Recent findings revealed that brain cells have the ability to produce complement proteins (Arumugam et al., 2009; Ingersoll et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010). Thus, the complement protein accumulation observed in the hippocampus could have been produced locally after injury.


The increased leukocyte accumulation in injured brain observed in blast-exposed animals correlated with complement activation and accumulation in cerebral tissues. This observation is consistent with previous findings from closed head models of TBI in which complement activation is associated with leukocyte infiltration (Keeling et al., 2000). Our findings that increased accumulation of TNFα and leukocytes in injured rat brain tissues is associated with brain tissue damage also agrees with previously reported findings which showed an increase in plasma TNFα from blast-injured trauma patients directly relates with the severity of injury (Surbatovic et al., 2007). 


Brain edema is a frequent and potentially lethal consequence of casualties suffering from BINT. Our data, as well as that of others, revealed that early cerebral edema is the signature event of BINT characterized by cytotoxic edema in the early phase (2-24 hours) of TBI (Barzó et al., 1997; Unterberg et al., 2004). Aqp4, a water-channel protein expressed predominantly in astrocyte foot processes (blood-brain border), in the glia limitants (subarachnoid cerebrospinal fluid-brain border), and ependyma (ventricular cerebrospinal fluid-brain border) has been shown to facilitate cerebral cytotoxic edema formation (Liang et al., 2007; Saadoun and Papadopoulos, 2010). This study reports that blast exposed rats show an overexpression of Aqp4 in brain that correlates with early cytotoxic edema, which has been observed by others as well (Liang et al., 2007; Saadoun and Papadopoulos, 2010). Complement system activation has been reported to enhance Aqp4 expression (Alexander et al., 2003) therefore the observed increase in complement activation in BINT animals may play an important role in brain cytotoxic edema induced by Aqp4. 


In summary, our data demonstrates that early immune-inflammatory response to BINT involves complement system activation and accumulation of the pro-inflammatory cytokine TNFα, both of which directly correlates with hippocampus and cerebral cortex tissue damage. Furthermore, these findings raise the possibility of the utilization of a new pharmacotherapeutic approach using early local or systemic administration of complement inhibitors and/or TNFα blockers as potential treatment for military and civilian casualties exposed to blasts. Finally, the present study exposes a potential role of early complement activation detection as a predictive biomarker for brain injury or as a decision support tool for first-responder assessment of blast-exposed casualties.
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Abstract 

The main source of hearing loss during military operations is exposure to impulse sound created by friendly and enemy weapons. Hearing loss negatively impacts mission success, reduces unit readiness, and is a high cost common disability which impacts current and former Soldiers’ quality of life.  Therefore, it is critical to be able to quantify hearing injury due to blasts from our own as well as the enemy’s weapons systems. The goal of offensive weapons is to be more lethal than the weapons used by the adversary. Increased lethality involves launching more powerful projectiles for greater distances and with greater accuracy than the enemy. This increased lethality does not come without costs— higher muzzle velocities, heavier projectiles, higher pressures and noise levels, which result in increased risk of hearing loss for the users.  Weapons developers and health hazard assessors must have appropriate and mutually acceptable tools and computational models to certify weapon systems as safe for use while predicting hearing loss from use of these and enemy weapons.  The existing damage risk criteria (DRC) do not do this and, not surprisingly, have been shown to be inadequate when challenged with a broad range of non-standard blasts, such as from IEDs. Basic research has established that the ear has distinctive protective properties when it operates at the very high levels typical of blast. The primary hearing loss mechanisms are intracochlear and are based on mechanical stress within the organ of Corti. At high sound input levels, the conductive path to the cochlea exhibits spectral tuning, middle ear muscle attenuation of transmission, and peak limiting of stapes displacements. All these mechanisms have been incorporated in the AHAAH model of auditory hazard. The model has been peer reviewed and has been demonstrated to predict the onset of hazard in the human ear much more accurately than any other available approach. Additionally, it incorporates a plug-in module simulating behavior of various hearing protection devices (HPDs). Its theoretical foundations assure generalizability to new weapon sounds that may vary from those upon which the model was initially tested. In addition, the model simulation-of-the-ear structure has features which allow engineering insight into the loss process that will in turn promote safer and more effective designs of weapons, HPDs, and their use strategies. The model has been used internationally for over 10 years within the armaments community, has been incorporated by the Society of Automotive Engineers in their recommended procedures for airbag design and is being proposed as an ANSI standard for prediction of the effects of impulse noise exposure. The AHAAH model has been tested, is ready, and available for immediate use as both a health hazard assessment tool and a design tool for the military.


1.0
BACKGROUND


The goal of powerful offensive weapons is to overwhelm the enemy by long range and highly accurate lethal strikes. In addition to creating the actual physical damage at distal locations, such weapons have a powerful psychological effect and prevent the enemy from moving close enough to cause reciprocal damage with their weapon systems. Unfortunately, the higher muzzle velocities, heavier projectiles, and higher pressure levels of more powerful weapon systems result in higher impulse noise levels and increased hearing loss risk for the users. Therefore, both weapons developers and health hazard assessors must have appropriate criteria and operational models to certify weapon systems as safe for use. For this reason, in order to protect Soldiers from the harmful sounds of their own weapons a realistic set of impulse noise auditory injury criteria needs to be developed. Such criteria should have a form of the Damage Risk Criteria (DRC) specifying noise exposure limits and the risk of hearing loss associated with them (see Section 4.1) [1]. The impulse noise auditory injury criteria should also address non-auditory hazard associated with exposure to military noises and provide requirements regarding the type of hearing and body protection that need to be used when these levels are exceeded. Unfortunately all previous attempts to create such criteria or respective standards were too limited and failed the test of time leaving the current research community with a desperate search for a new solution. “At present there are no practical guidances how to access impulse noise risk criteria” [2].

1.1
Industrial Occupational Noise Limits

Despite wide application in industrial settings, the hearing protection criteria specified in various existing industrial occupational safety standards, such as those issued by the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), are not suitable for military applications. According to OSHA requirements, the permissible  exposure level (PEL) cannot exceed 90 dB (A)
 (85 dB (A) in some cases) as an 8-hour, time-weighted average (TWA) level with maximum peak sound pressure level for impulsive noise less than 140 dBP regardless of the shape of the impulse and its spectral content. The noise impulse is assumed to be a noise event that lasts less than a second. The 140 dBP
 limit is independent of the duration of the noise impulse (up to 1 s) and there is no OSHA limit for the number of exposures to noise impulses. OSHA also adopted a 5 dB time-intensity exchange ratio meaning that for each 5 dB increase of noise level above the 90 dB(A) the permissible time of exposure is reduced by fifty percent. The time-intensity exchange ratio is capped at 115 dB(A) meaning that for any non-impulsive exposure that lasts less than one-quarter hour, the noise level must be less than 115 dB(A). All continuous, intermittent, and impulsive noise between the levels of 80 and 130 dB(A) must be included in the exposure calculation [3] [4] [5]. If the TWA level exceeds 90 dB(A) the use of hearing protectors is mandatory. In the case of continuous noise, hearing protectors are selected on the basis of their noise reduction ratio (NRR) if the levels of noise are measured with C-weighting. If the levels of noise are measured as dB(A), the NRR value of -7 dB is used to account for uncertainty in the spectrum of the noise. No guidance regarding the use of hearing protectors at peak pressure levels above 140 dBP is provided.


The cornerstone of all industrial hearing protection criteria proposed to date – except for the maximum peak sound pressure level at the unprotected ear - is the time-intensity exchange rate that specifies the duration of time a person can be exposed to noise levels exceeding the maximum daily exposure. The typical exchange ratio is based on halving the permissible exposure time for each 3 dB increase in continuous noise level although there are countries that use a 5 dB exchange ratio (e.g., Brazil, Chile,  Israel, and some provinces and territories  in Canada) [9] [10]. In the United States, the use of the exchange ratio varies from 3 dB [Army, Air Force, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), U.S. National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), through 4 dB (Navy), to 5 dB (Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA)]. The value of 3 dB in the time-intensity exchange rate is based on the equal-energy hypothesis and the value of 6 dB is based on the equal-pressure hypothesis applied to expected hearing impairment.


An alternative way to express maximum allowable exposure to noise is to state the maximum permissible hearing threshold shift due to exposure to noise. This concept is based on the fact that exposure to noise causes some Temporary Threshold Shift (TTS), which eventually becomes a Permanent Threshold Shift (PTS) if the exposure continues. However, an exposure to very high level impulse noise may immediately and directly result in severe PTS and is referred to as an acoustic trauma. In the U.S., the acceptable hearing levels (HL) proposed by the U.S. National Research Council’s Committee on Hearing and Bio-acoustics [11] in their continuous and intermittent exposure DRC were 10 dB, 15 dB, and 20 dB at 1 kHz, 2 kHz, and 3 kHz, respectively. These shifts were based on hearing level values originally considered acceptable for good speech perception [12]. Later, this criterion was changed to 25 dB HL regardless of frequency [13] and is maintained currently (e.g., [14] [15] [5]). These limits and respective TTS values are based on the understanding that they would result in no greater respective PTS over a lifetime of an exposed person. 


As described above, the focus of the OSHA standard is on continuous noise exposure and on hearing damage accumulated during continuous daily exposure to such noise over a working lifetime. Except for setting a maximum permissible peak sound pressure level at 140 dBP no language referring to the protection from acoustic trauma and to permissible impulse noise exposure when hearing protectors are worn is included. The non-auditory effects of impulse noise are not addressed at all. However, many weapons systems produce noise levels as high as 180+ dBP and few, if any, produce a noise level below 150 dBP at the ear of the shooter, which prevent standards such as OSHA from applying to military applications.  


1.2
Early Military Noise Limits

In 1965, to avoid exposing Soldiers to excessive noise levels, the Army developed the first impulse noise standard called HEL Standard S-1-63(B)
 [16]. The goal of this standard was to provide specific noise limits to Soldier system developers. This standard and subsequent research sponsored by the Army (e.g., [17]) led to the development of the proposed impulse noise DRC by the National Research Council [18] (see Section 3.1). However, the noise standardization efforts by the U.S. Department of Labor  [19] and U.S. Army medical community [20] setting a hard cap of 140 dBP on impulse noise exposure of the unprotected ear regardless of the number of impulses or impulse duration superseded CHABA’s efforts to establish a DRC for impulse noise. As the result, the new version of HEL Standard S-1-63C [21] and the subsequent MIL-STD-1474, which adopted the HEL Standard S-1-63C requirements, while maintaining several original concepts, set the unprotected ear exposure to 140 dBP and abandoned the concept of an impulse-duration dependent DRC for the unprotected ear.   


As its HEL predecessors, the U.S. Department of Defense Design Criteria Standard—Noise Control, commonly referred to as MIL-STD-1474D, is a design guide for noise limits aimed primarily at weapons system designers. The latest version of the standard – version “D” – was published in 1997 [22]. The standard specifies permissible noise levels for effective speech communication and auditory detection considering human capabilities, the state-of-the-art of noise reduction technologies, and existing U.S. government legislation. The standard also specifies absolute allowable noise levels under various listening conditions. However, unlike OSHA; which combines exposure to steady-state and impulse noise into a single time-weighted average exposure; MIL-STD-1474D provides separate limits for both types of noise exposures and specifies a maximum allowable number of impulse exposures per day. According to MIL-STD-1474D, military personnel are required to wear hearing protection when the TWA level exceeds 85 dB (A) or when the maximum peak sound pressure exceeds 140 dBP. In another contrast to OSHA, the standard sets the limit on multiple daily exposures to impulse noise when hearing protectors are worn. The standard also sets a maximum permissible level of 155 dBP for non-auditory effects of noise set originally by CHABA [18].


The limits of exposure set in the MIL-STD-1474D are absolute limits of zero risk of hearing damage that are established to protect the entire exposed population without providing any information about the probability of hearing damage when these limits are exceeded. However, in the absence of a suitable military-focused DRC, the MIL-STD-1474D standard has been used for several decades as a de facto DRC implying 95% probability of no hearing damage. While such an interpretation sets effective hearing protection criteria, it is seen by most of the stakeholders, in light of new information about hearing damage caused by impulse exposure, as being too conservative and severely limiting opportunities to increase lethality of offensive weapons out of the fear of causing any hearing loss. However, a more realistic standard needs to take into consideration that “hearing protection protects better for impulse noise than for continuous noise” ([8], p. 85). 


1.3
Military Noise Limits Now and in the Future

Current military noise limits in the U.S. are defined by MIL-STD-1474D. The standard has been criticized for years as being too conservative with respect to impulse noise limits but none of the proposed alternatives received wide support in the research community. 


The discussions about impulse noise limits resulted in an enormous literature database signified by incompatible data sets and contradictory views and interpretations. The authors cannot agree on such basic issues as whether average energy or peak sound pressure should be used as a main criterion for the impulse DRC, whether impulse duration is important or not, whether shorter or longer impulses are more hazardous, whether earmuffs or earplugs are better protectors against impulse noise, or whether hearing protector attenuation is greater or smaller for impulse noise than for steady state noise. Much of the controversy results from various definitions of the terms used to describe impulse noise or its measures but some of the differences in the data and opinions are clearly more fundamental. This lack of consistency in data and in data interpretation may lead only to one logical conclusion – it depends.  Therefore, it is critically important that the future DRC and damage limits that need to be established for impulse noise effects are sufficiently sophisticated to be able to handle the variety of seemingly contradicting effects. Previous failed efforts to develop impulse noise limits encompassing all types of military impulses, hearing protectors, users, and operational situations clearly indicate that no future efforts leading to a single- or two-parameter criterion will be successful. The impulse noise effects are too complicated to be successfully described by such simplified metrics. Only criteria that take into account the entire exposure situation and impulse history may be able to be flexible and effective enough to successfully address the wide range of impulse exposures. 


This paper presents the current U.S. efforts in developing effective impulse noise limits that are acceptable to medical personnel, weapon designers, and military commanders; and discusses the relative advantages and disadvantages of various approaches proposed to date. The goal of the paper is to justify the need for a new, state-of-the–art impulse noise DRC and to identify the best available option. 


2.0
MILITARY NOISE EXPOSURE

2.1
Warfare: Survivability vs. Lethality 


Western military doctrines revolve around two basic goals: elimination of the enemy forces and protection of friendly war fighters. Since the two opposing forces engaged in symmetric warfare have the same goal of destroying the enemy, this has historically lead to the gradual but natural deployment of more powerful weapons. More powerful weapons result in increased exposure of the Soldiers to higher impulse noise levels caused by both friendly and enemy fire. This means that more powerful weapons require better ballistic protection as well as better protection of the Soldier’s hearing from exposure to harmful high level impulse noises.  


Protection of friendly troops is accomplished by providing the Soldiers with various forms of hearing protection devices and by setting limits on the power of their own weapons, since such weapons are the main source of hearing damaging noise. However, both enhanced hearing protection and limited weapons power come at significant costs.  Hearing protection compromises auditory awareness of the environment and is detrimental to direct person-to-person speech communication. Limiting power of the weapons compromises Soldiers’ lethality, increases the likelihood of friendly casualties, and also extends the duration of the conflict and the period of time during which Soldiers are exposed to harmful noise. While military planners and preventative medicine officers usually support both means of protection, field commanders, weapons systems developers, and front-line Soldiers are frequently against both, and especially the latter. The need for a compromise is obvious but the place to draw the line is unclear.


The current U.S. Army solution provides some form of hearing protection permitting effective face-to-face speech communication by using level-dependent hearing protection. This form of hearing protection results in a minimal attenuation of sounds in quiet environments with increasing attenuation as the level of impulse noise increases. Existing level-dependent (nonlinear) hearing protection devices (HPDs) are not yet fully satisfactory but they offer promising improvements over current linear HPDs. In contrast, there is little progress in developing less noisy explosives and weapons and effective, scientifically-based guidelines regarding impulse noise limits. For the U.S. Army, weapons systems may not routinely be used operationally without compliance with general Health Hazard Assessment (HHA) criteria. This mandated review evaluates 11 different health or safety risks associated with each system including acoustic energy which may interact with the body to cause hearing loss or damage to internal organs [23]. The acoustic energy limits used in HHA criteria are based on the Military Standard MIL-STD-1474D [22]. This document was a major accomplishment at the time of its creation but its recommendations are based on currently outdated knowledge about the human auditory system and outdated impulse noise measurement techniques. Based on our current knowledge, the noise limits for impulse noise that are established in this standard are very conservative and based on inadequate biomedical data and a number of not confirmed assumptions [24]. Thus, the widespread acceptance of the standard’s limitations and the lack of scientifically-based supporting evidence suggest that the existing noise limits are not aligned with the actual hearing threat caused by various weapon systems (e.g., [25] [26] [27]). Therefore, without an effective military-based DRC, more powerful and effective weapons systems are likely to be kept out of Soldiers’ hands which may endanger them to a much greater extent than exposure to noise levels thought by some to be dangerous. As the result, the use of newly developed safe, effective, and lethal weapons systems may be prohibited due to the lack of an appropriate DRC designed specifically to address the high noise levels associated with military weapons.

2.2 
Weapon Sounds Characteristics


2.2.1
Sound Level 


The U.S. Army and military units worldwide depend greatly upon their long range weapon systems capable of delivering lethal ordnance to targets at greater distances than the adversary’s weapons. This quest for increased lethality and maximum engagement distance extends to all types of projectile-based weapons systems including indirect fired mortars and rockets and direct-fire weapons systems. The latter systems range from small arms rifles and pistols, through shoulder-fired recoilless weapons, to crew-served systems varying from 0.50 caliber thru 127 mm guided missiles. This desired superiority does not come without costs.  Maximizing a weapon’s lethality requires increased interior gun tube pressures; higher muzzle velocities, and more efficient muzzle brakes—all of which cause increased sound pressure levels at the operators’ positions. The peak sound pressure levels produced by several existing U.S. weapon systems are listed in Table 1. The listed levels are the average levels while the actual levels may vary considerably depending on the weapon charge, weapon condition, and environmental factors. 


Table 1: Peak sound pressure levels (dBP) of U.S. weapons systems [28].



In addition to peak sound pressure another sound level related parameter used in quantifying impulse noise is average sound energy. Sound energy may be quantified in various ways including: root-mean-squared, the effective sound pressure expressed as the square root of the time-averaged, squared sound pressure; or the equivalent continuous sound pressure level (commonly referred to as Leq), an imaginary continuous signal, over a given time interval (usually 8-hours), which would produce the same energy as the specific sound level being represented. Regarding the acoustic spectra of impulse noises, the sounds produced by large caliber weapons have acoustic energy predominantly concentrated in the low frequency region (below 400 Hz with a peak in the 16-100 Hz range) while the spectral content of sounds produces by personal weapons (rifles and pistols) extends from about 150 Hz to the 1500 Hz range with a concentration of acoustic energy around 1000-1500 Hz [29].

2.2.2
Temporal Characteristics


Estimating the hearing hazard of weapons firing is difficult and has been the subject of discussion for decades.  The peak sound pressure levels listed in Table 1 are just one of several characteristics of the muzzle blast that contribute to noise hazard. Each weapon, when fired under specific conditions, generates a unique signature that not only varies in peak pressure but also in time history and spectral content. Some examples of weapon impulse noise time history are shown in Figure 1. As seen in Figure 1, peak pressures, number and type of zero crossings, and durations of various parts of impulse waveforms vary considerably between weapons and within the same weapon as firing conditions are varied.  All these parameters, as well as overall energy, contribute to noise hazard [30] [31] [32].




Figure 1: Waveforms of weapon sounds: Panel A: artillery round (charge 3), Panel B: antitank 
rocket (standing), Panel C: antitank rocket (kneeling), Panel D: Mine clearing charge [30].

The rise time of the initial peak of the weapon fire impulse is very short and typically below 4 μs (e.g., [33]). The length of the positive phase of the sound pressure waveform is of the order of 0.1 to 5 ms and is usually much shorter than the duration of the negative phase. However, the overall length of the impulse depends on how the duration of the event is defined. There are four basic concepts of impulse sound duration used in noise hazard literature. These are referred to as durations A, B, C, and D. The concepts of these durations are described in Figure 2. 




Figure 2: Definitions of impulse duration used in noise hazard calculations [34].

2.3    
  A Case Study


Some types of impulse noises encountered within the military are so intense that a single impulse arriving at the unprotected ears could result in severe permanent hearing loss even when the impulse is very short and contains little energy [35] For example, as reported by Vause & LaRue (2001) [36] and shown in Figure 3, a U.S. soldier in training fired an AT4 (an anti-tank weapon designated as the M136 AT4 in the United States) which is an 84-mm unguided, portable, single-shot recoilless smoothbore weapon built in Sweden by Saab Bofors Dynamics. The weapon produces an impulse noise of 185 dBP with a pulse duration of 2.3 ms at the ear of the shooter [36]. This particular Soldier fired the weapon without wearing any type of hearing protection.  As can be seen from Figure 3, his normal hearing was immediately severely degraded and he became a casualty.  Thirty-days after the event his hearing remained severely impaired and he was removed from the military service due to his injury. While this is a severe example of non-compliance, it reinforces the need for a proper DRC and administrative and engineering controls to prevent such events from reducing the effectiveness of our forces and incapacitating our Soldiers for the remainder of their lives. This example also emphasizes the devastating hazard potential of the peak sound pressure even when the total energy of the signal is relatively small.




Figure 3: A case study: Ft. Bragg Soldier-- AT4: One Exposure--No Hearing Protection.

3.0    MECHANISMS OF HEARING LOSS AND PROTECTION 


The primary hearing loss mechanisms are intracochlear and are based on mechanical stress within the organ of Corti. At high sound input levels, the conductive path to the cochlea exhibits spectral tuning, middle ear muscle attenuation of transmission, and peak limiting of stapes displacements. All of these components contribute to the non-linearity of the human ear.  It is this non-linearity which protects humans from catastrophic failure when exposed to high level impulse noise. Likewise, external non-linear hearing protection can extend the inherent non-linearity of the human ear to permit safe exposure to higher levels of impulsive noise.


3.1
Human Ear


3.1.1
Physiology of Hearing


An auditory signal arriving at the human ear is processed by mechanical structures of the outer and middle ears and converted into a neural response at the Organ of Corti located in the cochlea of the inner ear. The role of the outer ear is to filter the incoming signal to encode directional information carried by the signal and to equalize spectral properties of the signal to improve auditory perception in frequency regions critical for perception of ecologically important sounds. Such a processed signal impinges on the tympanic membrane separating the outer ear from the middle ear. Vibrations of the tympanic membrane are transmitted through a connected chain of three small bones (malleus, incus, and stapes), called ossicles, to the oval window of the inner ear that is driven by the footplate of the stapes. Both outer and middle ears are air-filled cavities while the inner ear is filled with a fluid.  The role of the middle ear structures is to compensate for the signal loss due to mismatch between the impedance of the air and the impedance of the fluid of the inner ear. The oval window is the entry point to the cochlea of the inner ear. The cochlea is a fluid-filled snail-like membranous sack divided along its whole length into two parallel channels, scala tympani and scala vestibule, by a membrane called the basilar membrane. The basilar membrane is the support structure for the Organ of Corti distributed along all its length. The oval window opens into the scala vestibuli and the vibrations of the stapes transmit through the inner ear fluid along the length of the  basilar membrane and through a small opening (helicotrema) at the end (apex) of the cochlea into the scala tympani terminated with another window (round window) that opens back into middle ear cavity. The movement of the fluid being pushed back and forth between the scala vestibule and scala tympani vibrates the basilar membrane and the attached Organ of Corti. Mechanical vibrations of the Organ of Corti result in biochemical processes in the hair cells of the Organ of Corti that are the actual organ of hearing. Biochemical changes in the hair cells are the source of neural impulses that are transmitted from the cochlea to the brain through a strand of neural fibers called the auditory nerve and are interpreted by the brain as auditory sensations resulting from external acoustic stimulation.


3.1.2
Protective Mechanisms of Human Ear

The hair cells of the Organ of Corti are very delicate structures and overstimulation can permanently damage them resulting in non-recoverable hearing loss. In order to protect the Organ of Corti against excessive acoustic stimulation, the transmission system of the human ear incorporates several protective mechanisms (negative feedback systems). The two most important protective mechanisms are the acoustic reflex and the nonlinear behavior of the stapes driving the oval window of the cochlea.


3.1.2.1
Acoustic Reflex


Acoustic reflex (AR) is an involuntary contraction of the middle ear muscles in response to high intensity acoustic stimulus. The ossicular chain of the middle ear, transmitting acoustic stimulus from the tympanic membrane to the oval window, is supported and sustained by two middle ear muscles: tensor tympani and stapedius. The tensor tympani muscle is about 25 mm long and is attached to the manubrium of the malleus, which is connected directly to the tympanic membrane, where it pulls the malleus inward and increases the tension of the tympanic membrane [37]. The stapedius muscle, the smallest muscle in the human body with length of about 6 mm, is connected to the stapes and its contraction rotates the stapes in the oval window, which reduces the range of motion of the stapes [38] [39]. Both of these fairly simultaneous actions increase the stiffness of the ossicular chain resulting in the decrease of the amount of force driving the oval window [40] [41] [42]. An important property of the middle ear muscles is that they have both ipsilateral and contralateral projections. As a result the AR is a bilateral effect, which means, that the left and right ear muscles contract together in response to high intensity sound in either ear
 [43] [44] [45] [46]. 


The lowest intensity acoustic stimulus that triggers the AR is called the AR threshold. The threshold level depends on the person and the type of stimulus but normally it falls in the 60-80 dB SPL range for noise-like stimuli and in the 80-100 dB SPL range for pure tone stimuli [47] [48] [49].


The strength of the AR increases with increasing intensity of the acoustic stimulus, but only up to the intensities about 20-30 dB higher than the reflex threshold [50] [51] and it decreases with age [47]. The fact that AR reaches its maximum at 20-30 dB above AR thresholds indicates that sound pressure levels of 100-110 dB SPL invoke the maximum response from the AR system and further increase in stimulus level does not affect it. The latency (time delay) of the AR reported in literature ranges from 10 to 150 ms for stapedius contraction and from 10 to 290 ms for tensor tympani contraction and depends on the intensity and frequency of the stimulus [52] [53] [54] [48]. Average latency times calculated by Wever and Lawrence (1954) [55] are 60 ms for the stapedius and 150 ms for the tensor tympani.  Decay (relaxation) time of the AR also varies greatly and ranges from 200 μs to 1-2 s [56]. Due to the long latency and relaxation times of the AR, such a protective mechanism can only operate in the low frequency range (below 1-2 kHz) and for stimuli that have a sufficiently long duration [57]. At low frequency range the contractions of the middle ear muscles provide up to 10-20 dB of effective attenuation of the transmitted stimulus but the attenuation can be as low as a few dB or 0 at higher frequencies [58] [59] [60] [56] [61] [48]. In addition, even at low frequencies, muscle contractions do not last indefinitely and the muscles quickly adapt to high intensity sounds and cease contracting indicating that AR can only operate on a short-term basis [43] [62] [63].


3.1.2.2
Warned and Unwarned Response of the Ear


The role of the AR in protecting hearing against impulse sounds has been discussed for decades [64]. Based on the long latency of the acoustic reflex it is generally assumed that this mechanism cannot provide substantive protection against noise impulses, such as sounds produced by firearms and explosions, which are very short events [56]. However, it has been observed that contraction of the middle ear muscles can happen prior to occurrence of impulse noise if such noise had been expected [65] [63]. Price (2007) [66] refers to human reaction to unexpected and expected sounds as the unwarned response and warned response. The expected occurrence of a noise impulse is much safer for the hearing organ (warned response) than the unexpected event (unwarned response). This difference in human reaction may be caused not only by the anticipatory contraction of the middle ear muscles but also by lower general physiological stress within the auditory system. For example, an extreme unwarned response, the startle response, is characterized by vasoconstriction and sudden increase in blood pressure that can affect the biochemistry of the Organ of Corti.


The AR does not only react to high noise levels and anticipation of a high noise event, but it also can be invoked by vocalization (e.g., coughing or humming) or even by chewing or mouth opening regardless of the presence or absence of high level impulse noise. In addition, there are some data indicating that temporarily disabling AR results in an increase in the amount of temporary hearing loss in the 4 kHz region [67] [57]. One explanation of this effect is multimodal middle ear muscle activity suggested by Simmons (1959) [60]. According to this concept, after arriving at the ear any stimulus having sufficiently long rise time induces spontaneous fluctuations in muscle activity which may be sufficient to detune the middle ear antiresonance at 4000 Hz and thus average out its effect [51].  The other modes are skeletal muscle activity mode (e.g., in response to chewing) and an external overstimulation protection mode. This suggests that “even though the attenuation provided by the AR is primarily in the low frequencies, the AR can also decrease the risk of damage at high frequencies” ([64], p. 501). Other studies have also shown that changes in the stimulus properties over time, such as impulse noises embedded in steady-state noise, may prevent the decay of the AR thereby increasing its effectiveness  [68] [69]. All these data seem to support the notion that the AR may play a role in protecting hearing against damage caused by both continuous noise and repetitive impulsive sounds (e.g., series of weapon fires arriving in rapid succession) resulting in a warned response of the auditory system [66].  


3.1.2.3
Non-linear Mechanism of Stapes


The other hearing protection mechanism operating in the middle ear is the nonlinear behavior of the annular ligament of the stapes. This mechanism was discovered by Békésy (1936) [70] who observed that when low-frequency ear stimulation increases above a certain point the axis of stapes rotation changes (see also [71]). As a result of this change the piston-like movements of the stapes are replaced by a tilting action which is much less effective in pushing cochlear fluids back and forth [72]. Price (1974) [73] described this protective mechanism as peak clipping response of the stapes. 


3.1.2.4
Efferent Neural Pathways


In addition to two negative feedback mechanisms of the middle ear there is an additional protective mechanism in the inner ear controlled by the efferent neural system. Each hair cell of the Organ of Corti has synaptic connections with afferent nerve fibers transmitting a neural response of the hair cell to the brain and with efferent nerve fibers delivering control signals from the brain.  One of the roles of the efferent system is to reduce the dynamic range of the afferent system in case of overstimulation of the hair cells to prevent their damage. As such, the efferent system seems to be involved in protecting the auditory system against both temporary and permanent hearing loss [74] [75] [76]. This system has been referred to by Dancer (2004) [63] as the inner ear acoustic reflex. Although the latency of the efferent feedback system is relatively long (20-100 ms) and its effectiveness in protecting the auditory system from damage made by single isolated impulses is quite limited, it may provide better protection than the contraction of the middle ear muscles in the high frequency region by acting directly on hair cells sensitive to high frequency stimulation. Both middle and inner ear protective mechanisms seem, however, equally effective in protecting the auditory system against the bursts of impulses [62].


4.0
HEARING PROTECTION CRITERIA FOR IMPULSE NOISE 

4.1
Damage Risk Criteria


The term Damage-Risk Criteria (DRC) refers to the risk of health hazard caused by noise exposures in a fraction of the exposed population over the lifetime of the exposed person. The concept of a DRC applies to both continuous and impulse noise exposures. Although this term is quite common it is not universal and has the same or similar meaning as Noise Exposure Limits (NEL); Hazardous Noise Limits (HNL); and the Hearing Conservation Criteria (HCC), in the case of hearing only. The DRC should not be confused with permissible exposure limits although they are the basis for them (e.g., [77]). The noise limits imposed by DRC refer in general to the level of noise which actually enters the ear of the exposed person [78]. However, if the noise levels exceed the DRC limits, these levels can be reduced by various means, such as hearing protectors, to or below the required limits. If the hearing protectors are used these limits apply to the sound pressure level under the protector.


Most commonly, the health hazard caused by noise exposure is the immediate (acoustic trauma) or progressive (TTS & PTS) hearing damage to the sense of hearing and the relevant DRC are frequently referred to as an auditory DRC or a hearing DRC. However, exposure to blast energy may also affect other organs than hearing and a general DRC dealing with such energy must take into consideration injury to such organs as the lungs and upper respiratory tract (larynx, pharynx, and trachea). Legislation issued in some countries (e.g., [79] [80]) reflects the need for protecting people from non-auditory effects of noise exposure but no precise safe levels are recommended due to insufficient scientific knowledge of the non-auditory effects. In general, to avoid acoustic trauma and non-auditory injuries the acoustic pressure must not exceed 5 psi in the case of the unprotected ear to avoid eardrum rupture and 10 psi in the case of the protected ear to avoid lung and other non-auditory injuries [81] [78]. For the U.S. Army, the Office of the Surgeon General has adopted the exposure level of 155 dB; corresponding to the Z-curve in MIL-STD-1474D (see Section 4.3); as the exposure limit for non-auditory blast injury [82].


The hearing DRC should specify the recommended maximum noise levels for a given type of noise, duration exposure, and the probability of a specific type of hearing injury caused by this type of noise exposure (e.g., [83]).  Such a meaning of DRC takes into consideration the fact that people differ in their susceptibility to noise and this susceptibility is further affected by operational conditions. The selected limit of noise exposure depends on the degree of hearing to be preserved and the percentage of the exposed population to be protected and this limit must be based on social and humane values [84]. The most common protective goal of a DRC is to preserve speech perception (hearing and understanding). Based on a review of several studies and recommendations ANSI (1951) [12] originally adopted hearing levels of 10 dB at 1000 Hz and below, 15 dB at 2000 Hz, and 20 dB and above at 2000 Hz as a criterion for material impairment of hearing for speech. This criterion was later changed to an average hearing level of 25 dB regardless of frequency [13]. 


4.2
CHABA


CHABA [18] (see also [85]) accepted the ANSI limit for acceptable PTS and further assumed that such PTS can be developed in no more than 50% of the people if the TTS measured at each of the above frequencies 2 minutes after the end of single day’s noise exposure does not exceed 10 dB, 15 dB, and 20 dB, respectively. This assumption was made on the basis of exposure data developed by CHABA (1965, Table 1) [11] which estimated the percentages of people with presumed PTS exceeding material impairment of hearing for speech after many years exposure to noise reported by Nixon and Glorig (1961) [86] and Rudmose (1957) [87]. CHABA’s Table 1 is shown here as Table 2.  In the case of continuous noise exposure this set of criteria led to an average daily dosage of noise to be kept below 90 dB (A) across an 8-hour work day. The realism of this limit was confirmed by future studies. For example, according to the paper published by von Gierke and Johnson (1976) [77], the 5 dB noise-induced PTS limit requires the TWA exposure below 84 dB (A) and protection of 90% of the population requires a TWA of less than 87 dB (A).


Table 2: Estimated PTS at 1000, 2000, and 3000 Hz developed after many years of exposure to noise as a function of the fraction of the exposed population complying with the CHABA DRC.


Freq


(Hz)50%20%10%


1000 Hz10 dB20 dB30 dB


2000 Hz15 dB30 dB45 dB


3000 Hz20 dB40 dB60 dB


Percentage of exposed 




The impulse noise DRC proposed by CHABA (1968) [18] set the exposure limits for 100 impulses arriving at the normal incidence in time periods of 4 minutes to 8 hours during a 24-hour day. The CHABA (1968) impulse noise DRC assume the same TTS limits as the CHABA (1965) [11] continuous noise DRC. However, the intent of the CHABA’s DRC is to protect 95% of the exposed population from material hearing loss for speech. The maximum peak sound pressure level permitted without any protection is set in the DRC at 164 dBP for the reference impulse of negligible duration (25 μs). As B-duration of the impulse (see Section 2.2.2) increases, the permissible peak sound pressure level decreases linearly with the rate of 2 dB for each doubling of duration reaching a plateau of 138 dBP for B-duration exceeding 200 ms. The same applies to A-duration (see Section 2.2.2) except that the terminal level of 152 dBP is reached at about 1.5 ms. For duration exceeding 1s the DRC for continuous noise exposure apply [11] [85]. If the impulses arrive at grazing rather than normal incidence the DRC are shifted upwards 5 dB. If the number of impulses in an exposure period exceeds 100 an additional decrease of permissible peak sound pressure level by 5 dB for each 10-fold change in number of impulses is added. 


The basic criteria of CHABA’s (1968) DRC are a 10 dB more restrictive version of the DRC proposed by Coles et al. (1968) [17] in an attempt to (a) address normal rather than grazing incidence of noise impulse and (b) protect 95% of the population rather than 75% suggested by Coles et al. (1968). However, regardless of the proposed specific values or protection goals the concept of an impulse noise DRC has been never implemented by the U.S. Military. The maximum peak sound pressure level of 140 dBP that has been accepted in lieu of a DRC has been determined on the basis of the report by Kryter et al. (1966) [85] but “this number was little more than a guess when it was first proposed” [88]. In this context another impulse noise level DRC developed by Linag Zhian et al. (1983) [89] should be mentioned. According to this criterion the maximum permissible peak sound pressure level should be calculated as 





             P = 177 – 6 1og(TAN),


where P is the maximum peak sound pressure, TA is the duration of the positive pulse of the impulse (A-duration), and N is the number of impulses per day. As per the authors claim based on a large number of experimental data, such maximum peak sound pressure level is efficient in protecting 90% of the exposed people from standard threshold shift. These levels are even less restrictive than the impulse noise DRC proposed by CHABA (1968) [18] and reaffirmed by CHABA (1992) [90].


4.3   
MIL-STD-1474D


Requirement 4 of the MIL-STD-1474 specifies impulse noise limits based on the peak pressure and “B-duration” of the free-field waveform. These impulse noise limits are based loosely on CHABA’s (1968) relation between the level of the impulse and number of permitted impulses adjusted to accept the use of single hearing protection (29 dB attenuation) and double hearing protection (29 +6.51 dB). Therefore, they can be interpreted as a 95% DRC. The 140 dBP level constitutes a hard cap for noise exposure by the unprotected ear. Based on these data, using the chart and formulas shown in Figure 4, the permitted number of daily exposures and the type of hearing protection required is determined.  The range of application for each of the four exposure limits criteria W, X, Y, and Z established by the standard is explained in the table located in the upper right corner of Figure 4.  As per OSHA requirements, any peak sound pressure level in excess of 140 dBP (Criterion “W”) requires hearing protection. Double hearing protection is required when the number of exposures per day exceed defined minima for single hearing protection. 



Figure 4: Requirement 4 of MIL-STD-1474D-- Peak sound pressure levels, 
B-duration limits, and daily exposure limits for impulse noise.

The effect of hearing protection on the level of impulse noise under the protector has caused considerable debate in the literature. However, this debate can be summarized by stating that neither peak sound pressure level attenuation, NRR data, nor Leq data provide a good estimate of protector effectiveness in attenuating impulse noise. All three criteria underestimate the actual protection since the impulses under the protector have both longer rise time and decay time in comparison to the impinging impulse [91] [92].  As a result the impulse under the muff may be less damaging and the proper estimate of its damaging potential must include its modified time history. In contrast, a very strong blast of pressure may break the seal between the protector and the skin leading to increased hearing damage. In general, there is a complex relationship between the type of impulse noise (type of weapon), the type of hearing protector, the user’s motivation, the operational conditions and the widely acceptable DRC must capture this relationship [10].


Unfortunately, despite the overwhelming evidence to the contrary, there are some attempts by the medical community to defend the viability of MIL-STD-1474D as the effective de facto military DRC for impulse noise. Most recently Ahroon, et al. (2011) [83] analyzed hearing loss data for a few U.S. Army military occupational specialities (MOS) which involve some exposure to high-level impulses from various weapons.  Based on audiological data they reported that a substantial number of Soldiers have sustained some amount of hearing loss while on active-duty in the service (as described by an H-2 or H-3 hearing profile).  The authors concluded that “now is not the time to relax the DRC for continuous or impulsive noise exposures.” However, this conclusion regarding impulse noise exposure is not supported by any acceptable evidence. There are no data provided by the authors as to the levels of either steady-state or impulse noise to which the studied Soldiers were exposed. For example, the reported hearing loss could be incurred by exposure to excessive steady-state noises alone. No information is provided regarding the length and history of the military service of the individuals included in the database. Likewise, there are no data or evidence suggesting hearing protection was consistently and correctly worn.  The only conclusion that can reasonably be reached on the basis of the analyzed data is that the U.S. Army hearing conservation program is ineffective. In addition, by its lack of specificity, the paper provides indirect support to the notion that the current MIL-STD-1474D is too limited to be a useful tool in trauma and impulse-noise-induced hearing loss protection.


4.4 
Other Current Methods for Quantifying Impulse Noise Exposure


One of the important, though controversial, parameters of the impulse hazard criteria is the effective duration of the impulse, such as muzzle blast. Since the days of the CHABA (1968) report on impulse noise exposure, researchers attempting to quantify hazard on the basis of impulse time history have developed several measures of the effective duration of the muzzle blast. The four most common measures of impulse waveform duration used in noise hazard calculations, durations A, B, C, and D, have been described in Section 2.2.2. 


4.4.1
Pfander and Smoorenburg Methods

The use of A- and B- duration in calculating noise hazard by CHABA (1968) and MIL-STD-1474D has been described above.  C- and D-duration were introduced respectively by Pfander et al. [93] in 1975 and Smoorenburg [94] in 1982 as alternatives to CHABA and MIL-STD-1474D criteria. The Pfander criterion, primarily used by the German armed forces, uses the “C” duration to determine the duration of the event. It does not differentiate between reverberant or free field exposures. The Smoorenburg criterion (developed in the Netherlands) uses the “D” duration for the determination of the exposure duration and like the Pfander criterion it does not differentiate between free field and reverberant conditions. Both criteria use peak pressure and a measure of duration. Neither these two criteria, nor CHABA or MIL-STD-1474D take into consideration waveform’s behavior within the predetermined duration limits.

It should be noted that after subtracting an assumed attenuation value of the hearing protector, all these criteria may apply to the unprotected ear (e.g., [95], Fig. 19) and can be used as such in agreement with formal legislation as long as impulse noise level at the ear is less than 140 dBP. However, there is some agreement in the literature that the 140 dBP could be reasonably exceeded for very short impulses without high probability of the resulting PTS.

The relation between the CHABA (1968), Pfander et al. (1980), and Smoorenburg (1982) criteria for the unprotected ear is shown in Figure 5. A “Z” curve of MIL-STD-1474D is also shown for comparison. The MIL-STD-1474D curve for the protected ear is approximately 20 dB higher than the other classical DRCs, which are shown for the unprotected ear. 



Figure 5: Comparison of Classical Damage Risk Criteria (DRC). Adapted from NATO RTO: Reconsideration of the Effects of Impulse Noise.  Technical Report TR-017, 2003.


As can be seen in Figure 5, the classical DRCs (CHABA, MIL-STD-1474D, Pfander, and Smoorenburg) all use the peak pressure, the duration(s) and the number of impulses measured in the free field close to the subject’s ear and all result in very similar impulse noise limits. However, none of these metrics is successful in predicting noise hazard across various types of impulse events. All the above criteria underestimate hearing protectors’ effectiveness for impulse noise and are based on outdated data for impulse duration measurements. In addition, all of them have been developed and verified by using small arms and they tend to overrate the danger of large caliber weapons [96].


4.4.2    The A-Weighted Energy Method

The existing characterization methods developed for assessing impulse hazard can be divided into average energy and peak pressure level methods. The most popular of the proposed energy method of hearing hazard assessment is based on the A-weighted acoustic energy (LAeq8) and equal-energy hypothesis. The LAeq8 metrics can be applied to impulses in free sound fields or in reverberant conditions (either for small or for large caliber weapons), and can combine impulse and continuous noise exposures [97]. 


The LAeq8 metric is normally used for predicting noise hazard caused by continuous noises and it estimates the risk of developing material hearing loss after prolonged exposures to occupational noise over the course of ten to forty years– a worker’s lifetime exposure. The attractiveness of the A-weighted acoustic energy approach is its simplicity and ability to integrate both continuous and impulsive noise. The LAeq8 method allows the assessment of the hazard for all classes of noises, independent of the waveform shape, independent of the peak pressure, independent of duration, and independent of zero crossings, etc. 


Unfortunately, there have not been sufficient well-controlled studies to conclusively support the validity of the A-weighted acoustic energy hypothesis when humans are exposed to impulse noises [31]. In addition, there are several reports warning that weapon noise may be more damaging than could be indicated by equal energy considerations alone (e.g., [98] [99]). Most importantly, a single military impulsive event can impart more acoustic energy to a Soldier than a typical worker is exposed to over a working lifetime and the duration and shape of this impulse are critical to the amount of resulting hearing damage.


4.4.3     The Auditory Hazard Assessment Algorithm for Humans (AHAAH)


The most advanced of the noise hazard metrics is the theoretically-based Auditory Hazard Assessment Algorithm for Humans (AHAAH) [30]. AHAAH uses physical laws and a mathematical model of the ear to obtain a set of proven algorithms which are used to determine the percentage of the population that would sustain a permanent threshold shift based on impulsive sound measurement under a variety of exposure conditions.  This method accounts for impulse noise measurements in the free sound field, at the ear canal entrance, and at the tympanic membrane. Figure 6 shows the electro-acoustic analog of the human ear as used in AHAAH.




Figure 6: Circuit diagram of the electro-acoustic analog of the human ear [100].

AHAAH also accounts for noise attenuation introduced by a variety of hearing protection devices and its predictions of hearing loss are in agreement with the results of all available sets of experimental data (e.g., small arms weapons, Albuquerque Studies, automotive airbags) [65].

AHAAH, by adopting a theoretically based approach, provides additional useful features not commonly found in previous DRCs. For example, it accounts for the middle ear muscle contractions occurring either before the onset of the stimulus being received or triggered by the impulse arrival This are the “warned response” and “unwarned response,” respectively, that take into account operational conditions of the Soldier. AHAAH’s modelling techniques make it possible to include HPDs directly in the hazard calculation.  Because it is conformal with the structure of the human ear, the AHAAH model uses waveforms measured in the free field, at the ear canal entrance, or at the eardrum position.  In each case, the appropriate transfer functions are calculated.  Therefore, it is possible to use waveforms measured under HPDs and include their effect in the hazard calculation. Measurement at the eardrum position requires the use of an acoustic manikin. While the acoustic manikin technique is not perfect, it does provide a waveform for analysis without exposing a human to danger.  Alternatively, it is possible to calculate the effect of an HPD on the input waveform ([101] [102].  There are, in fact, many sources of variance associated with HPD use, poor fit being a prime example. Whatever choice is made with respect to how HPDs should be included, the AHAAH model is capable of incorporating a wide range of approaches [103].  


Some would argue AHAAH, in its computer-based instantiation, is too complicated and difficult to use but various user interfaces are available—all yielding the same result. Regardless of whether somebody is or is not interested in understating the inner mechanics of the model, it can still be used without a significant learning curve. It is the innate complexity of the infinite types of impulsive waveforms typical of military munitions that requires this level modelling complexity to fully capture the nuances of the waveform while being cognizant of the non-linear and clipping/limiting characteristics of the human ear. Previously described single- or two-parameter criteria are just too simplistic to successfully address all internal and external parameters which cause or protect from hearing loss. 


5.0
OPERATIONAL IMPACT OF DAMAGE RISK CRITERIA

Operationally, the selection of the proper DRC can mean the difference between mission success and failure or life and death.  For example, U.S. Army tactics permits use of shoulder-fired anti-tank weapons from within enclosures. Depending upon which of the proposed DRC are used, Soldiers may be permitted to fire from within enclosures or firing from the enclosure may be prohibited or severely limited.  Figure 7 summarizes the impact of various DRCs on the number of anti-tank rocket rounds permitted to be fired daily under the above conditions while soldiers wear single hearing protection devices. As it can be seen an AHAAH-based DRC permits the safe firing of a few rounds from either the standing or kneeling positions, a procedure which is consistent with current military experience. In contrast, the other standards, with one exception, prohibit firing. This over-conservative assessment for this impulse is consistent with the research that has shown the other methods tend to over-predict hazard [66]. The traditional methods thus prohibit the use of an effective weapon system that is also safe.

   

FF= FREE-FIELD   N/A= MANIKIN MEASUREMENT NOT PERMITTED


Figure 7: Firing from enclosures: Comparison of operational impacts of 
various DRCs while wearing single hearing protection devices [104].

The duration-based or A-weighted energy DRC approaches fail to account for the actual intricate physiological and physics-based performance of the ear, which is essential to accurately address the true complexity of the ear's response to intense sounds at the level of weapons fire (155 to 185 dBP). These methods assume “standard” waveforms which permit simple peak, duration, and integrated energy measurements. They ignore, however, such important properties as the frequency content or number of “zero crossings” of the waveform. They were also developed to account for noise hazard produced by a very limited range of weapons. In comparison, AHAAH’s theoretical approach assures generalizability across all types of weapons and to new impulses that may vary from those upon which it was initially tested. In addition, AHAAH includes such important properties of the human ear as the non-linearity of the stapes’ action at high intensities that peak-clips the energy arriving at the cochlea. Most importantly, AHAAH has features providing engineering insight into the loss process, which in turn will result in safer, more effective designs of hearing protection devices and use strategies.  


As a primary user of the hearing hazard DRC, the U.S. Army must assure the adopted DRC meets all requirements to protect 95% of the exposed population from permanent auditory damage while permitting fielding of lethal weapons systems so critical to national defense. 


6.0
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS


For over four decades scientists, preventative medicine officers, health hazard assessors, weapons developers, and Warfighters have sought a scientifically-based damage risk criteria specifically created to meet the unique needs of the military weapons and medical communities.  These communities have been diametrically opposed to each other with weapons designers and Warfighters seeking the ultimate offensive weapon regardless of noise; while the medical community sought to limit weapons designers to systems which, when used as intended, caused no hearing loss to the weapons systems operators.


For the U.S. military, MIL-STD-1474D serves as a de facto 95% DRC in the absence of a formally approved criteria issued by the military medical community.  While the MIL-STD-1474D standard is acknowledged as overly protective and is based on questionable science, it has served for decades—primarily due to lack of agreement on a replacement.  Regardless of the DRC selected it is senseless to develop a DRC without agreement between the materiel developers and the medical community. Any DRC must permit maximizing Solder lethality while minimizing hearing loss. 


The main drawback of all DRCs proposed to date (CHABA, Pfander, Smoorenburg, TWA, etc.) is the fact that they are based on physical measurements of the waveform produced by the weapons system under specific conditions and disregard the complex physiology of the human ear.  All of these criteria also ignore the intricacies of the waveform produced by the weapon’s blast. 


The sole exception is the AHAAH. The AHAAH concept acknowledges the distinctive properties of the human ear, which limits damage when operating at the extremely high levels typical of military weapons systems.  The AHAAH model was developed as a first-principle, electroacoustic analog of the ear that included the basic research insights into the ear’s function at high levels. The AHAAH concept takes into consideration the intracochlear loss mechanisms and mechanical stress within the organ of Corti.  At the levels typically produced by military weapons, the conductive path exhibits spectral tuning, middle ear muscle attenuation of transmission, and peak limiting of stapes displacements. The value of the AHAAH approach was summarized by Johnson (2000, p. 2-2) [10] stating that “For exposures, in which the peak level is above 140 dBP, the auditory modelling method must be used.”


The AHAAH has been used internationally for over 10 years within the armaments community, has been incorporated by the Society of Automotive Engineers in their recommended procedures for airbag design and is being proposed as an ANSI standard for intense noise exposure.  According to Smoorenburg (2003) [96] the AHAAH value lies in that “it accounts for a decrease in risk of hearing damage with increasing low-frequency energy in the impulse sounds.”

In these authors opinion, the broad and weapon-independent DRC requirements of the U.S. Army are best met by modelling of the ear’s response to the arriving acoustic blast wave. An extensive analysis of all available impulse noise related human hearing loss data demonstrated that AHAAH correctly predicted hearing loss in all except for three (3) individual cases [66]. Further, in all three cases the AHAAH over-predicted actual hazard. In analyzing the data set collected during the landmark Albuquerque Study [105] AHAAH achieved a prediction accuracy of 94% while the accuracy of other existing and proposed methods varied from 25% to 42% [103]. Most importantly, AHAAH has never under-estimated hazard from high level impulse noise. In summary, the current version AHAAH may still not be an ideal solution but it is much a better solution than anything else that has been proposed and it is highly probable that the final solution will be an extension of AHAAH. As such, the current version of AHAAH should be accepted as the U.S. Army impulse noise DRC and failure of doing so indicates a lack of responsibilities of both the scientific and medical communities of the U.S. Army for the survivability and lethality of its Soldiers. 
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� 	The A-weighted exposure limits have been criticized as improper for military exposures that are predominantly low frequency sounds (e.g., [6] [7]). 


� 	It is recommended that peak sound pressure level dBP be measured using C-weighting to standardize frequency response of the measurement system [8].


� 	The initial version of the standard – version (A) – was never formally published and was replaced after several months with version (B).


� The ipsilateral threshold is usually 2-5 dB lower [49]. 
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Abstract


Traumatic Brain Injuries (TBI) induced by blast waves from detonations provides huge diagnostic problems. It may be assumed that several mechanisms contribute to the injury. Thus, the primary blast overpressure, acceleration movements, focal impacts as well as heating could contribute to the injury. In a number of experiments we have evaluated the injuries induced by these mechanisms. Our experimental models include a blast tube in which an anesthetized rat can be exposed to controlled detonations of PETN explosives that result in a pressure wave with a magnitude between 130 and 600 kPa. In this model, the animal is fixed with a metal net to avoid head acceleration forces. The pressure wave is of simple Friedländer type, with a duration of less than 0.5 ms. Animals that are exposed side on suffer from lethal bleedings from the lungs if the peak pressure exceeds 300 kPa. In recent experiments we have mounted animals in a rigid metallic body protection that covers all parts of the body except for the head, which rests on a bar that prevents from acceleration movements. With this protection the animals survive 600 kPa. The second model is a controlled penetration of a 2 mm thick needle, which is assumed to represent the focal impact of fragments. In the third model the animal is subjected to a high-speed sagittal rotation angular acceleration. This model is assumed to be relevant for rapid acceleration movements that can occur after explosions. Immunohistochemical labeling for amyloid precursor protein revealed signs of diffuse axonal injury (DAI) in the penetration and rotation models. Signs of punctuate inflammation were observed after focal and rotation injury. Exposure in the blast tube did not induce DAI or detectable cell death, but functional changes. Affymetrix Gene arrays showed changes in the expression in a large number of gene families including cell death, inflammation and neurotransmittors in the hippocampus after both acceleration and penetration injuries. Exposure to primary blast wave induced limited shifts in gene expression in the hippocampus. The most interesting findings were a down regulation of genes involved in neurogenesis and synaptic transmission. These experiments indicate that rotational acceleration may be a critical factor for DAI and other acute changes after blast TBI. The further exploration of the mechanisms of blast TBI will have to include a search for long-term effects. Detailed studies on the anxiety related pathways from the brainstem represent an important part these continued studies.


1.0
INTRODUCTION


1.1
The Different Types and Mechanisms for Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI)

TBI is a leading cause for death and disability in both civilian life and at the battlefield. The signature TBI has evidently changed from penetrating TBI to blast induced TBI in recent military conflicts. All types of TBI may occur in both the civilian and military setting. However, there are some important considerations for military TBI, mostly relating to the extreme energy transfer. TBI can be graded from mild to severe. TBI can be classified as diffuse or focal, and very often a complex mixture of both.

1.1.1
Mild TBI

A TBI is often classified as mild (concussion or commotio) if loss of consciousness or confusion is shorter than 30 minutes. MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) and CT (computer tomography) scans are usually normal but the patient may have headache, cognitive problems (memory problems, mood disturbance, attention deficits) and the effect on the patient can be devastating. The majority of blast induced TBI fall into this category, although the patophysiology is largely unknown. Cerebral concussion is often associated with other types of brain injury. 


1.1.2
Moderate and Severe TBI

These injuries can be divided into closed head injuries and penetrating injuries. Closed head injuries may be both diffuse and focal 1[]
. The penetrating TBI will always induce a focal injury and often diffuse secondary injuries.

1.1.3
Diffuse TBI

The most common diffuse injury is the diffuse axonal injury (DAI), which is defined as the presence of diffuse damage to axons in the cerebral subcortical parasagittal white matter, corpus callosum, brain stem and cerebellum. This is usually the result of an acceleration/deceleration trauma. Different parts of the brain move at different speeds because of their relative density. If this is a rotational trauma, the positions of the axis of rotation will be an important factor in the injury mechanism and areas at a greater distance from this axis will sustain larger forces. This can lead to shearing injury and DAI. Beta-amyloid precursor protein (APP) has been proven to be an excellent marker for axonal injury in histology. Modern imaging techniques, such as MRI with DTI (diffusion tensor imaging), have provided improved possibilities to detect DAI. 


1.1.4
Secondary Traumatic Brain Damage

Secondary traumatic brain damage occurs as a complication of the different types of TBI and includes ischemic and hypoxic damage, swelling, raised intracranial pressure and infection. The secondary TBI is potentially reversible with adequate treatment. Axonal damage in both DAI and focal injuries interferes with axoplasmic transport. Severe traumatic injury results in primary axonal disruption or transection termed primary axotomy or sets in train a series of ill understood events culminating in secondary axonal degeneration or secondary axotomy. Thus, adequate treatment could probably limit the axonal damage. 


1.2
TBI in a Military Setting

The frequent use of Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) in contemporary asymmetric warfare has changed the scene and spectrum of TBI at the battlefield. At the same time, new equipment for body protection has increased the survival rate after TBI at the battlefield. It may be assumed that several mechanisms contribute to the injury. The US government has initiated the largest coordinated research programs ever in neurotrauma. The specific focus is to get insight in mechanisms and to provide better treatment for blast induced traumatic brain injuries. The background should probably be well known for anyone working in the field of traumatic brain injuries (TBI). The asymmetric warfare in the recent military conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan has resulted in numerous attacks with Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) and large losses in terms of deaths and wounded soldiers. TBI has been identified as major health problem in military personnel returning from service. The injuries range from severe multitrauma to a number of mild TBI that still has to be settled. Propagation of blast waves is very complex. It could involve both direct propagation through the skull and indirect propagation via blood vessels and it is obvious that a systemic response comes along with the blast TBI 2[]
. It is difficult to identify a reliable borderline between mild blast TBI and posttraumatic stress syndrome (PTSD). Many of the symptoms are similar and many patients might suffer from both TBI and PTSD 
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[3, 4]
.


The energy transfer during an explosion is extremely complex and it is difficult to predict how energy is propagated into the body and absorbed. Exposure data from clinical situations at the battlefield are usually lacking. One way to generate a better understanding of the mechanisms of TBI after a blast exposure is to perform controlled experiments in animals . In this paper we will describe 3 models (Fig. 1) that are intended to simulate specific mechanisms in TBI and how they will be employed for further studies on basic mechanisms in blast induced neurotrauma.
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of 3 models for primary, secondary and tertiary blast. Acceleration movements have been limited in the blast tube. The focal injuries from impact have been 
represented by a model for focal penetration with a relatively high velocity. Effects of 
acceleration are studied by the use of a model for rotational injury. The models 
generate TBI with different distribution and outcome.

2.0
ThREE models for experimental TBI

2.1
A Blast Tube for Studies on Primary Blast

A tradition of in research on biological effects of blast started in the 1940´s. Carl-Johan Clemedson published a thesis titled ”An experimental study on air blast injuries” in 1949 at the university in Uppsala 5[]
. He continued his research at FOA (Swedish Defence Research Establishment) using compressed air 6[]
 and finally a newly constructed blast tube 7[]
 in which a charge of plastic explosive (pentaerythritol tetranitrate PETN) was used. The system was composed of a cylindrical 400mm wide and 565 mm long cast iron tube, with a cone shaped tip where the charge is placed. The wall thickness at the tip is 100mm. At the other end the iron tube is elongated to a total length by an extension tube of steel (wall thickness 10mm). The open end of the extension tube was by a steel disc connected to a pendulum in Clemedsons initial experiments. At the conical end of the tube there is a threaded screw plug for the insertion of the charge that is mounted on the detonator. The charge is fixed at a distance of 100mm from the inner tip. Clemedson and his coworkers published a number of studies on vascular and respiratory effects of blast 
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[8, 9]
. After some time, this work was extended to include the central nervous system 10[]
 and the cerebral vasculature 11[]
. The blast tube (without the pendulum door) was modified for work with rodents by Anders Suneson in the 1990´s and Annette Säljö used this system in her thesis work 
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[12, 13]
. The ignition system and system for animal montage was later been improved. The current setting employs the NONEL non-electric ignition from Nobel. The work with the blast tube has been continued in the Unit for Experimental Traumatology at the Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOI), which succeeded FOA in 2001. The trauma unit was transferred from FOI to Karolinska institutet (KI) in 2008 after an agreement between the Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces and the President of KI. The experimental traumatology unit does also represent Sweden in NATO RTO HFM-189, -193 and -98.


The anesthetized rat is mounted in the blast tube at a distance of 1m from the charge. The PETN generates a pulse with rapid raise time and very short duration (<0.3 msec) that corresponds to a position to the far left side of the Bowen curve. An increase in the charge has a direct and proportial effect on the peak pressure, but only a small effect on the duration. Secondary reflections are limited. By moving the object to the orifice of the tube (1.5 m from the charge) the peak pressure drops to about half, whereas the duration is increased somewhat. All rat experiments have been performed at the 1 m distance from the charge, which has been varied from 0.5g to 5g PETN (Spherical charges of Swedish army plastic explosive m/46, containing 86% pentaerythritol tetranitrate PETN and mineral oil, where used. In the following text the weights of the plastic explosive charges are given in g). We have previously reported that the peak pressure during detonation of 2.5g PETN would be 260kPa and nearly 600kPa with a 5g charge. To get representative recordings of the peak pressure during a detonation of explosives is connected to substantial methodological difficulties due to the extreme requirement for good dynamics. Recent recordings with a set of open silicon piezoresistive sub-miniature pressure transducers (Entran Sensors & Electronics) indicate a peak pressure exceeding 10 bar during detonation of 5g PETN, as recorded in front of a rat dummy at the 1m position in the tube (Fig 2). 



Figure 2: A pressure curve recorded at 1m from the charge during detonation of 5g PETN 
in the blast tube. Note the rapid rise time and very short duration of the primary peak.


A charge of 2.5g in an unprotected animal (side-on at 1m from the charge) results in about 50% lethality and at 3g the majority of the exposed animals die from pulmonary bleedings (Fig 3). On the other hand, the lethality is less than 10% at 2g PETN. In recent experiments we have used a full protection (rigid steel tube) of the body, except for the head and had no lethality with 5g charges. 
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Figure 3: A dose-response lethality curve. Unprotected adult anesthetized Sprague Dawley rats exposed to side-on detonation in the blast tube, at a distance of 1000mm. The charge is indicated on the x-axis. Body protection (steel tubing) of the torso 
improves survival rate to nearly 100% with a 5g charge.

In spite of the substantial lethality with this system (in unprotected animals) structural changes in the brain seem very limited or absent. The cell death in the brain that was reported by Säljö and coworkers 
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[13]
, employing a similar protocol, has not been possible to verify. However, there are a number of functional changes such as amplitude and frequency changes in the electro encephalogram (EEG) signals (non-digital system) and a transient change in beam walk behavior 14[]
. There were also significant cell death 
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[15]
 and gene expression changes 
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[16]
 in the inner ear. The effects on the brain in unprotected rats after exposure to a blast from a 2g charge has been evaluated with MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) using a 4.7T scanner and protocols for T2, diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and ADC (apparent diffusion coefficient) mapping 17[]
. The T2 and DWI did not reveal any lesions, whereas the ADC indicated a variation of values in the cortex and white matter that indicates a need for further exploration that will be performed with a new 9.4T system. 


The hippocampus of the brain of rats exposed to a 2g charge has been subjected to examination of the gene expression by use of Affymetrix Rat Gene Arrays. In such experiments the expression of all known genes can be evaluated at the same time. It was found that about 100 genes had a significant expression change 24 h survival after the blast. The majority (76 genes) had a decrease in their expression whereas an increased expression was found in 39 genes 18[]
. Affected systems include synaptic transmission and neurogenesis (Fig 4).
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Figure 4: A diagram illustrating the number of significant genes in selected categories after primary blast, in the hippocampus after rotational TBI, in the hippocampus after penetrating TBI and in the border zone after penetrating TBI. The reader should concentrate on the differences in the profiles between the different materials and not on absolute numbers since the 
energy and severity of the lesion is different for the different injury mechanisms.


In collaboration with Dr Jia Lu and Kian Chye Ng from the DSO National Laboratories in Singapore a number of behavioral tests have been performed. Both unprotected rats exposed to detonation of 2g PETN and rats with the torso protected by a rigid steel tube during exposure to a 5g blast have been examined. The tests have included the radial maze for reference and working memory evaluation, motor activity tests, decision-making tests and anxiety tests. Neither memory nor anxiety was significantly affected in these tests. The brains from these animals will be evaluated at DSO for inflammatory reactions. Anxiety and stress reactions as well as gene expression in brain stem nuclei that are important for such reactions will be examined in collaboration with prof Tomas Hökfelt from KI and Chorin Kawa from the Imperial College in London. 


Taken together, the lack of structural damage combined with some functional changes (EEG and gene expression) indicates that the primary blast in this model generates a mild TBI. Future work with the blast tube will include repeated exposures and variations in body position. The blast tube in the current setting creates a very simple and short pulse that may imitate the situation at short distance with an open field charge. This pulse form is probably not at all similar to the situation in a protected vehicle that is hit by a road bomb. It should therefore be of interest to modify the length of the blast tube and introduce reflecting objects that could create a more complex pulse form. One aspect with this type of blast tube is the heat and gas emission that is a result of the use of explosives instead of compressed air. Thus, quaternary blast is added to the primary blast. Acceleration movements are however limited, by the montage of the animal, and impacts of flying objects do not occur. Secondary and tertiary blast is instead imitated and better controlled in other models.


2.2
A Penetrating TBI Device for Evaluation of Secondary Blast

This device was presented at the INTS international neurotrauma meeting in Adelaide 2004 19[]
. The anesthetized rats are placed in a stereotactic frame and a 3 mm craniotomy is performed with a center about 3 mm posterior and 3 mm lateral to the bregma. A lead bullet is accelerated by air pressure in a specially designed rifle and impacts a secondary projectile. The second projectile consisted of a metal cylinder with an attached carbon fiber pin. The pin of the secondary projectile, guided by a narrow tube, penetrates the surface of the brain with a speed of 100 m/s. The shape of the narrow tube provides good control of the path of the projectile. The base of the projectile is surrounded by compressible ring that provides control of the penetration depth into the brain, which usually is set to 5 mm. This model is specifically aimed to evaluate effects of the rapid impact that can be the result of shrapnel and other flying objects and during an explosion. Speed and shape of the penetrating secondary projectile can be changed to get a variation of physical properties. The model has recently been modified for work in mice, in collaboration with dr. Ibolja Cernak at Applied Biophysics Laboratory at Johns Hopkins University. Combined primary blast and secondary blast exposures, using this model and a blast tube, is one possibility for controlled evaluation of more complex situations.

The studies on rats show that the penetrating TBI results in a central cavity corresponding to the actual penetration. A zone of reactive tissue, which contains a mixture presence of dying cells, reactive cells and invading inflammatory cells, surrounds this cavity. The size of this zone is related to both the speed and shape of the projectile. Cell death in this zone is both apoptotic and necrotic and most intense 1-3 days after the injury. Oedema and blood brain barrier defect are transient features in the reactive zone. After 3 days an invasion of ED1-positive macrophages is apparent both in the lesion cavity and in the surrounding borderzone and there are signs of angiogenesis. Reactive glial cells show an upregulation of GFAP and nestin. However, confocal microscopy has shown a reduced covering of capillaries by astrocytic end-feet. Thus, the astrocyte reaction in the penumbra involved both retraction and proliferation. Electron microscopy has demonstrated mainly extracellular perivascular edema 18[]
. 


Gene expression arrays have shown an upregulation in many gene families both in the hippocampus and the reactive zone that surrounds the cortical penetration. About 2000 genes were found to be affected at both locations. In the cortex an upregulation was the dominating response, whereas in the hippocampus the majority of affected genes had a decrease in their expression. Affected systems include transmission, cell death and metabolism (see Fig 4).

Behavioral evaluation performed together with the group from DSO show a moderate and partly reversible decrease in memory functions and motor functions, as well as a shift to a more exploratory behavior in anxiety tests. 


Taken together, this model of focal injury results in a moderate TBI, which can be varied in size and location.


2.3
A Device for Acceleration/Deceleration TBI for Evaluation of Tertiary Blast

This model was described in detail at the IRCOBI conference 2009 20[]
. It is designed to produce diffuse brain injuries by in sagittal plane rearward rotational acceleration. The skull of an anesthetized adult rat is tightly secured to a rotating bar. The bar is impacted by a striker that causes the bar and the animal head to rotate rearward; the acceleration phase last 0.4 ms and is followed by a rotation at constant speed and a gentle deceleration when the bar makes contact with a padded stop. The total head angle change is less than 30 ̊. By adjusting the air pressure in the rifle used to accelerate the striker, rotational acceleration between 0.3 and 2.1 Mrad/s2 can be produced 21[]
.


The signature injury with this model is diffuse axonal injuries in the corpus callosum, subcortical white matter and the brain stem. The lesions can be demonstrated with antibodies for APP, which is accumulated in affected axons within a couple of hours. After a few days positive labeling with silver stain for degenerating axons occurs in the same regions. There is also an increase in the injury biomarker S100B in serum, starting at the same threshold for acceleration as the diffuse axonal injuries can be detected. Vascular lesions and focal impacts such as contrecoup contusions may occur at acclerations high above the threshold for the axonal injuries.

The gene expression arrays showed an increased expression in the hippocampus for many gene families. Changes were observed in more than 1000 genes 18[]
 and affected systems include stress and transmission (see Fig 4).


Behavioral tests with the DSO group indicate very limited shifts in memory and motor functions. Thus, this model results in a rather mild TBI. Future work with the model will include changes in the duration the pulse and a shift of the axis of rotation.


2.4
Ongoing Studies and Future Work the Models

The described TBI models have been employed for work to identify relevant serum biomarkers, since each of the models generate a different signature in terms of structural and functional changes. This work includes evaluation of axonal biomarkers, since the timetable for axonal injuries is different in the models for penetrating and rotational TBI. This work is conducted in collaboration with dr Denes Agoston at Uniformed Services University USU in Bethesda, USA and takes use of Reverse Phase Protein Microarray technique. In other studies the Golgi technique combined with software for Extended Depth of Focus is employed for studies on dendrite morphology in identified types of neurons. The aim is to reveal changes is to analyze if retraction of dendrites or changes in postsynaptic elements such as dendritic spines (Fig 5) correlate to changes in behavior or gene expression. The 3 models will also be further analyzed with imaging techniques including positron emission tomography (PET) in collaboration with dr Balázs Gulyás at KI in Stockholm.






  














   




Figure 5: Examples of dendrites in the hippocampus in one normal rat (A) and one rat exposed to a 1.8 Mrad/s2 sagittal plane rearward rotational acceleration (B). Golgi stain and software 
for Extended Depth of Focus was used. Each image is composed of about 150 images 
captured at different focal planes. The arrows indicate dendritic spines, 
which represent a component in the synaptic transmission.

3.0
Conclusions and comments


The situation and the physics that generates blast-induced neurotrauma are extremely complex and many scientific and practical problems must be solved to provide a full picture of the actual injury mechanisms 22[]
.  Exposure data including peak pressure, direction of forces and pulse forms are generally lacking from the clinical cases at the battlefield. In addition, basic knowledge about propagation of pulses in the human body and how this can be modified body protection are missing. It may be assumed that many cases of blast TBI are the result of a combination of primary blast and other mechanisms such as acceleration injuries. The work with defined experimental TBI models, such the models described in this paper, can presumably help to dissect the contributing mechanisms in blast TBI. However, it is a demanding task to connect experimental data with the clinical situation. The step between experimental work in rodents and obtaining a good picture of critical loads and thresholds in humans is huge. Analysis of advanced computerized mathematical models of the head may provide better understanding of propagation of forces and pressure in TBI 23[]
. That type of work should be essential for scaling between species and could enhance the possibilities to compensate for differences in head dimensions, differences in the meningeal anatomy, subarachnoid space and brain size, etc. The development of models using blood vessels and fiber orientation 24[]
 will without any doubt contribute to generate more precise and realistic information. However, such models must be based on injury criteria for which detailed biological data are necessary. It will therefore be important to generate detailed models of the rat head that can be used to correlate with data from experimental work, such as the models we have described in this paper. Such data for many basal injury mechanisms are not available at the moment and thoroughly planned work with controlled and validated experimental for each mechanism is needed. 


One other way to provide links between data from experimental work in animals and clinical cases, is to use comparable methods for the evaluation of the injury. Data from imaging such as MRI and PET, serum biomarkers, EEG recordings, microdialysis and monitoring of intracranial pressure could therefore be a valuable in the strategy for evaluation of new animal models.  It would, however, also be very appreciated if precise exposure data including peak pressure and acceleration forces together with eg results from biomarker analysis could be provided from clinical blast cases. That type of background material seems essential for the design of realistic and useful animal experiments and the information must be conveyed in both directions. 


Thus, experimental research in animals may provide insights in injury mechanisms that can facilitate diagnosis and prevention of injuries. Specific biomarkers for trauma can be identified using experimental models. Improved knowledge about injury mechanisms and thresholds are important for development of better body protection. In addition, specific pharmacological treatment for TBI is largely lacking. Any preclinical testing of drug candidates would require realistic, validated and reproducible animal models for TBI.
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Introduction


Injuries from explosions dominate the battlefield. Blunt force impact and penetration account for many of the injuries to dismounted warfighters. Injuries to occupants of vehicles encountering explosions are an injury mode that has increased greatly in the past decade. Blast overpressure on the human, although a lesser contributor to injury, is a threat unique to explosives and the injuries it causes are unique to blast. 


This paper reviews blast overpressure injury research history from the point of view of the driving objectives, tests performed, quantities measured, and conclusions drawn. This perspective is used to assess how far we have come and the challenges that face current research.


Blast injury research has been an international endeavor since its beginning and continues to be of world-wide concern and involvement. This review, however, focuses on the research in the US, in particular, the thread of research conducted at the Blast Test Site in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and the research sponsored by the US Army Medical Research and Materiel Command.


The “Nuclear” Era (1951 to 1980)

Overview


This “era” of blast injury research produced the most comprehensive data on the extreme effects of large explosions. The most iconic results of this period are the so-called Bowen Curves, which provide estimate of blast conditions that cause lethality. Despite their very limited range of applicability, these curves have left an indelible mark on characterization of blast injury.


From 1951 through 1977, first the Atomic Energy Commission  and later the Defense Atomic Support Agency provided primary funding for programs in the biologic effects of nuclear blast waves that created the Blast Biology Program at Kirtland AFB in New Mexico. See review [1]. 


This research was primarily conducted at the Biodynamics Laboratory and the Blast Test Site on Kirtland AFB in New Mexico, but also involved tests at the locations of large conventional and nuclear weapon explosions in other areas of the US. The researchers maintained a working relationship with a number of laboratories in the U.S., England, France, West Germany, Sweden, Norway, and Canada and NATO working groups.


The Blast Biology Program was under the direction of Dr. Clayton S. White, M.D, Director of Research, Lovelace Foundation, while Dr. Donald Richmond directed the Blast Test Site. The program was staffed by 14 scientists and technicians, providing expertise in medicine, physiology, physics, pathology, and explosives.


While the blast injury research highlighted the effects of blast overpressure, experiments also considered the additional and combined effects of ionizing radiation, thermal radiation, debris impact, and trauma of whole body motion. Most of the experiments involved air blast, but studies were conducted that explored injury from explosions under water.


Kinds of Tests Performed


Because of the pervasive concern over nuclear weapon effects, the research at the Blast Test Site during this period focussed on large explosives and the most devastating biological effects. To understand why the tests were conducted in a particular manner and why the data was analyzed with certain parameters, one has to consider the physics of large explosions.

 The character of blast waves (in the open) varies as the explosive size increases. To illustrate this variation, we consider the blast wave from a free air explosion at the distance that the Bowen Curve predicts a 50% probability of lethality. As Figure 1 shows, this distance grows approximately as cube root of the explosive weight—being about 4 feet for a 5 pound explosive and over 400 feet for a 500,000 lb explosive. The peak pressure loading is greatest at short distances where the positive phase duration is very small, while at large distances the peak pressures are smaller, but the durations greater.




Figure 1: Distance of 50% lethality and duration of blast wave for various explosive charges.


The nature of the blast, however, is quite different at these two extremes. All blasts have a fast-rising, shock front that propagates at speeds greater than the speed of sound. The blasts from small explosives at close range are tight packets of compressed gas regions, whose “winds” have very short duration and small spatial extent. The forces delivered to the body by these waves primarily come from the pressure loading.  There is no significant drag force. 


The larger blasts are associated with long durations of both the overpressure and the winds. As Figure 2 shows, the average speed of these winds is about the same for all sized explosions (modestly above the speed of sound) however the long duration of the large explosives leads to the development of separation flow around the body and very large drag forces. These drag forces can accelerate the body to speeds that can also lead to lethality.



Figure 2: Strength of blast winds and their translational effects on a human. While all blasts are associated with air motion (“winds”) that are around the speed of sound, only large 
explosions produce winds of long enough duration to create flow 
separation around the body and subsequent drag forces.


To study the effects of these large explosives, two kinds of tests were performed. The first and most direct simulation of nuclear blasts was created by true nuclear explosions, huge conventional explosions, modestly large conventional explosions. Figure 3 depicts the Operation Teapot nuclear event that incorporated animal subjects. Only the modest explosive tests were performed at the Blast Test Site, but were most carefully controlled. 



Figure 3: Operation Teapot (22 kT yield) on April 15, 1955. 
This test contained both large animal and test manikins.

The second kind of simulation placed explosives and animals in large shock tubes. The nature of blast waves no longer exactly follows the characteristics of large free field explosions, but it offered a practical way to create blast waves of long duration and strong winds using modest amounts of explosives. Figure 4 depicts one of the large shock tubes at the Blast Test Site.



Figure 4: Large shock tube at the Albuquerque Blast Test Site.


Experiments often involved operational environments of wartime, for example in forests or vehicles or building, but virtually all of the experiments conducted to determine the simple lethality rules were conducted with animals placed against a solid wall, not standing in the open. This is why the only Bowen curve based on experimental data is for humans near a wall.


The Nuclear Era was also characterized by using the most diverse animal species: mammals from mice to oxen, birds, and fish. Also, over this nearly 30-year period, a wide variety of studies were conducted, although the most prevalent by far were those to determine lethality. 

Table 1 summarizes the general study nature and the types of animals used for the approximate 80% of the studies that have been identified to date. Clearly, this era offers a treasure trove of data for those studying blast injuries. 

Table 1: Test animals identified in Blast Test Site studies.


Monkey Total


RatHamsterRabbitMouseG. PigMonkeySheepPigGoatDogCatBovineDuckFishQuail


Lethality13561104001826205539942645945153 6842


Combined Injury 12201 86299


Performance93 93


Injury100 12761029 227


Nonblast806 24655 1107


Underwater 65634337817771255


Physiology Response7425430810565 806


Total243511065918262363691065102647805153817778610629


Small Animals Large Animals Other Species




As Table 1 shows, many of the animal tests were part of lethality studies. Surprisingly, all of the lethality tests were conducted with the animals lying flat against the ground (for explosions in the open) or lying flat against metal plates (for explosions in shock tubes). This configuration is very different from the conditions that exist in normal open field exposures or in enclosures. In these studies, the blast pressure was characterized by a pressure gage placed within the reflection zone of blast interaction with the wall. Furthermore, this test configuration adds the potential complication of animal being crushed into the solid wall. 

A number of underwater studies were conducted. Many involved fish, but large animals (sheep) and small animals (rats) were also tested. Studies also combined blast overpressure with impact, thermal radiation, and ionizing radiation. The most concise summary of the biological findings for blast overpressure alone can be found in the review of White et al. [2]. 

Kind of Quantities Measured

Large explosions in the open create the simplest blast exposure environment. An explosion above the ground creates a blast wave that radiates spherically from the detonation point (Figure 5). When the expanding spherical wave encounters the ground, it generates a second, reflected wave. In general, an explosion results in two blast waves of different strength, timing, and traveling in different directions. When the blast waves are very strong, however, the incident and reflect blast waves interact nonlinearly and produce a single, stronger blast wave, called the Mach wave, that moves parallel to the ground. Consequently, strong explosions have the simplest of all blast waves.



Figure 5: Exposure  condition for "free field" Bowen tests.


Because the Mach wave moves horizontally and expands radially from the initial detonation point, it is possible to always place a pressure gage so that it is perpendicular to the shock front. This so-called “incident” or “side-on” gage records a pressure signal that is unambiguous and the blast can be totally characterized by that one measurement. Such a simplistic situation does not exist for lesser explosives or for explosions in enclosures or explosions from multiple sources.


To further simplify the matter, under ideal conditions the blast pressure and winds can be theoretically described by only two parameters: a normalized charge weight and normalized distance. Thus, it is theoretically possible to completely characterize a blast wave by measuring two characteristic pressure parameters. For the vast majority of blast injury research history, those two parameters have been the peak of the “side-on” pressure and the positive duration of the “side-on” pressure. Just as with the Mach wave, this is a simplification that does not hold for many of the blast exposures of current interest.

Although lethality was the primary end point of interest, a gross pathology recording system was developed that was used in one form or another for nearly six decades that allows some reconciliation of data across all of the eras. 

Kinds of Correlations Drawn

The most iconic result of the Nuclear Era was the Bowen Curve for predicting Lethality (Figure 6). There are many variations of this correlation, but only the one correlating animals lying against a flat wall are based on experimental data. Nonetheless, the strength of the correlation and its scaling across body mass is remarkable. All experimental data used to form the Bowen Curve was collected at Albuquerque (elevation 5000 feet; atmospheric pressure 82% of sea level) so the pressure scaling rule is untested.



Figure 6: Bowen Lethality Curves. All data was taken with animals against the ground 
or a steel plate at the end of a shock tube. Small animals have much smaller 
tolerances and rhesus monkeys fall into the “small animal” behaviour.

One striking conclusion of this data is that, even though the lethality conditions for all “large” mammals coincide when the positive duration is scaled by body mass to the one-third power, “small” animals do not follow the same pattern. Note, significantly, that one of the “small” animals is the rhesus monkey. This finding has important implications for today’s research using small primates.


Probably the most enduring legacy of the Nuclear Era is the vast amount of animal blast and combined injury data that was generated. For budgetary and ethical reasons, it is unlikely that most of these studies would ever be repeated. Despite the crudeness of the instrumentation, which can be overcome by recreating the physical tests with modern instrumentation, the mortality, morbidity, and physiological data collected are critical to unraveling many of the current problems. Many of the most significant findings from the Blast Test Site in the Nuclear Era were summarized in the Biodynamics of Air Blast [2].


The “Occupational” Era (1980 – present)


Overview


In 1979, a new howitzer with a high energy round capable of traveling 20 km finished development and was readied for operational testing and training (Figure 7). The initial, unmanned firings produced pressures in the crew area that exceeded the “non-auditory” limit of Military Standard 1474D. This limit had been established over a decade earlier as a prudent limit on occupational exposures to prevent (unknown) internal injury. Further testing and all training were suspended until the risk of this exposure could be understood. The US Army Medical Command was responsible for determining the risk to these new exposure conditions.



Figure 7: Crew protection during training was the driver of a new era of blast injury research.


The “occupational” era of blast injury research history stands in stark contrast to the previous “nuclear” era. The goal of these studies was to determine the threshold and progression of blast injury at the lowest levels of blast exposure, not the extreme of lethality. The blast environment was primarily the everyday, occupational conditions that occur during training, not the world-ending nuclear exchange. The sponsoring organization, the US Army Medical Research and Development Command (now the US Army Medical Research and Materiel Command) brought an operational medicine perspective to complement the physical science perspective of the Test Site. But the most significant difference was the conscious decision at the outset of the era to have a program in mathematical modeling to parallel the field testing. See review [3].

From 1980 to 1996, testing occurred at the Albuquerque Blast Test Site with a portion of the researchers that had participated in the Nuclear Era testing at the same location. From 1985 until 1996, researchers from the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR) actively participated at the test site and introduced more sophisticated instrumentation and pathological examination techniques. WRAIR would help transition the blast field testing knowledge from the Albuquerque site when it closed in 1996 to the Blossom Point site from 2002 on. The Blossom Point studies have been sponsored by the Natick Soldier Research, Development, and Engineering Center primarily for the study of armor effects on blast injury.


Kind of Tests Performed

In contrast to the Nuclear Era that tested every variety of animals, the tests at the Blast Test Site during the 


Occupational Era involved only a single animal species: sheep. Sheep was selected because lung injury was the most well documented blast injury and the sheep thorax is very nearly the same size as the human thorax.


The tests were conducted at levels that were characteristic of occupational exposures. For explosions in the open, the explosive weights were moderate sized and the distances were great enough to produce threshold levels of injury, primarily. Because these explosives were modest in size, the simple Mach wave was often did not form, creating a more challenging measurement situation. Furthermore, most of the free field testing was conducted with repeated exposures to assess the cumulative nature of the injury process.


Since the effort was initiated by the noise of the M198 howitzer, field tests were conducted that mimicked a variety of weapon noise conditions. In addition to animal tests, human volunteer studies were conducted to examine the validity of auditory injury standards (Figure 8).




Figure 8: Human volunteer exposure to noise from a mortar simulation to evaluate auditory standards.


Military Operations in Urban Terrain (MOUT) was becoming more important, so studies were conducted with explosions inside enclosures and studies that simulated firing weapons from enclosures (Figure 9).



Figure 9: Computational Fluid Dynamics simulation of the over pressure filled inside an 
enclosure when firing a weapon through a window. The simulation shows 
regions of pressure concentration that are confirmed in actual tests.


The modeling portion of the USAMRMC blast program identified issues that required laboratory testing. The University of California, San Diego conducted in vitro tests that determined the material properties of lung tissue and small animal tests that quantified internal dynamics during blast and the roll of parenchymal compression waves in the damage process.

Kind of Quantities Measured

The “side-on” gage pressure measurement that had been previously used to universally characterizing blast was no longer adequate. Explosions in the open generally had multiple blast components and in the presence of the geometry of the weapons and vehicles introduced even more components. Blasts in enclosures were completely unrelated to pressure gages and vary dramatically from location to location and by orientation. Furthermore, in small enclosures, the presence of other objects in the room alters the blast characteristics. 


In addition, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), confirmed by measurements made around the test animals, showed that even in the limited conditions when the blast wave was simple, the reflections off and the refractions around the test animals led to complex pressure distributions on the animals.


These observations led to the development of a new kind of blast characterization instrumentation: the Blast Test Device (BTD). The BTD began as cylinder with a diameter approximately that of the sheep thorax with pressure gages flush mounted on each quadrant. The goal of pressure measurement evolved from trying to characterize the blasts to characterizing the blast load distribution on the body. The BTD has since evolved into versions that have an anthropomorphic shape (Figure 10) and with advanced instrumentation that captures the details of loading under clothing and body armor.



Figure 10: The Anthropomorphic Blast Test Device (ABTD) is the latest in the series 
of the blast instrumentation providing load data for biomechanical modeling.


Because the USAMRMC research focused on injury, the location and magnitude, rather than just survivability, the pathological observations became more sophisticated. To maintain a connection to the data from the Nuclear Era, the simple pathological grading system was retained, but an expanded system was developed by consensus between WRAIR, Jaycor, and the Blast Test Site. The need to characterize the injury more completely has led to the development of automatic photo interpretation and grading software (Figure 11). 



Figure 11: Image analysis software is used to objectively grade the intensity and location of lung contusion seen in animal tests. This data allows the development of more detailed injury characterization and guides the development of functional disruption models.

As the understanding of the mechanism of injury evolved, especially the role played by compression waves in the lung parenchyma, tests were devised to provide data that would confirm these mechanisms. For example, micro-pressure sensors were placed within the small airways of the lung, starting from positions close to the thorax wall and progressing deeper into the lung lobe. The data showed the passage of the parenchymal pressure wave and provided validation of dynamic models. Laboratory tests, using lung surrogate materials, reconstructed these results in a controlled environment. 

The NSRDEC studies on the effects of body armor on blast injury have shown that the load transmitted to the thorax is governed by the mechanical contacts of the armor with the body and result in patterns of injury that can be different from bare exposures. The need for more detailed loading description has led to a multiple-sensor Blast Test Device (mBTD) (Figure 12). 



Figure 12: The multi-sensor Blast Test Device (mBTD) provides data on the force loading 
reaching the body from external blasts to targets wearing body armor. This data is used 
by the biomechanical model to estimate injury and develop blast armor models.

Kind of Conclusions Drawn

The focus on injury during the Occupational Era provides the data needed to quantify the trends in injury location and severity. Figure 13 shows the broad variation of organ injury for explosions in an enclosure. The vertical acces is the explosive intensity (energy released normalized by the volume of the room)—this quantity is only provided in relative terms. Each organ is characterized by the intensity that produces threshold injury and the intensity that produces serious injury.




Figure 13: Explosion intensities associated with threshold and serious injuries for major internal organs.


It is clear that the air containing organs (the upper respiratory tract, the lung, and the gastrointestinal tract) are injured at the lowest intensities. In fact, within the scatter of the data, these organs all have the same, approximate threshold of injury. This finding debunked the initial hope that injury to the URT, which could be detected with a simple throat examination, would be a precursor to serious internal injury; in the same way that temporary threshold shift can be used as a precursor to auditory injury. If that had been true, then human exposures could be used to set occupational limits. Injuries to the solid organs (xxx) don’t start to appear until much higher blast intensities, when the air-containing organs are experiencing serious injury. In fact, lethality also appears at these levels. As a result, models were developed for these organs, however because of the serious consequences of lung injury; effort was primarily on this organ.


The most important finding was the mechanism of lung injury. The blast load on the thorax accelerates the chest wall into the underlying lung tissue. The speed of the chest wall is only 10-20 m/s, but the lung tissue because it is a dispersed air region has a compression speed of only 30-40 m/s. Consequently, the lung tissue next to the chest wall is crushed causing damage to the alveoli and leading to edema and hemorrhaging. The compression wave, started at the chest wall, propagates within the lung creating crushing concentrations at hard surfaces, which corresponds to the injuries seen in the lung at the diaphragmatic surface, the heart, and the spinal processes. To quantify this understanding, the process was studied as a series of causal processes.


First, laboratory studies identified the pathology of the injury at the smallest scale of the functional lung, the alveoli. The crushing and deformation of the alveoli structures due to internal compressive waves led to disruption of the air-blood boundary that resulted in the intrusion of blood (hemorrhage), fluid (edema), and the introduction of gas into the vascular system (emboli) that are associated with lethality. This understanding of the local damage guided the model development.


Finite Element Modeling (FEM) was in its infancy, but it was clear that material properties of the lung, appropriate to the rapid dynamics associated with blast loading would be needed. Measurements of the viscoelastic properties of isolated lung tissue were used to develop a material constitutive model. Dynamic experiments on the isolated lung and with surrogate material provided insight into the dynamic component of the material behavior. A correspondence to the behavior of compressible materials under forced external loading provided the final link between the gross motion of the thorax and the localized crushing of lung tissue. The dynamic behavior was validated against specially instrumented animal tests at the Blast Test Site.


Finally, a biomechanical model that could provide the dynamics needed to connect the external blast loading to the internal tissue stress was developed. At that time, FEM was not robust enough to make this calculation, so lumped parameter models of increasing complexity were developed. The current version of this model accounts for the blast loading in all sides and for the anatomy of both sheep and man. See Figure 14.




Figure 14: Biomechanical model of human thorax response to blast loading.


The total, irreversible amount of work done on the lung tissue was found to be dose that could be correlated with lung surface damage,  both area and intensity, edema formation, and lethality. A cumulative damage model extended the findings to repeated exposures. The injury and lethality predictions of this model are now used both to set occupational exposures around weapon systems during training and to assess survivability in live fire tests (see Figure 15, Figure 16, and Figure 17). This model also reproduces the Bowen Curves for lethality, the findings that slow rising waves are less lethal, etc. 




Figure 15: Correlation of lung contusion area with normalized work.




Figure 16: Correlation of probability of lung injury severity with normalized work.




Figure 17: Correlation of probability of lethality with normalized work.

Recently, the INJURY model has been implemented in miniaturized electronic components and combined with a pressure sensor to create a wearable blast dosimeter (Figure 18) that objectively reports blast exposure risk for internal thoracic injury and lethality. 



Figure 18: A blast dosimeter combines pressure sensor, microprocessor implementation of injury models, storage of results, and wireless transfer of results in a light weight, wearable package.

The “Operational” Era (Current)


Overview


There is a large difference in exposure conditions from those that produce the threshold injuries of concern to occupational assessors and those that produce lethality and threaten survivability. In between are the real-life, operational conditions that military personnel have to “fight through”. Furthermore, many of the consequences of blast exposure are not immediate, but will be debilitating for hours or days or perhaps a life time. 

Many of these effects are known, but poorly understood. Physiological consequences, such as apnea, occur nearly instantly and are thought to be a neurological reaction, are known, but not understood. Impairment effects, such as reduced physical performance following moderate lung injury are observed, demonstrated in pilot studies, but not thoroughly quantified or predictable. More subtle, long term neural pathologies, such as mTBI, are suspected, but not understood on any level.


Consequently, we are entering a blast injury research era that has the greatest implications for military operations and human well being, but has scientific challenges that are far greater than any previous.


Challenge for the Operational Era


To accomplish the objective of understanding the immediate and delayed impairments that arise from blast exposure, in times of limited resources and even more limiting restrictions on animal testing, will require innovative approaches. Some of the challenges that face this effort are


There will be fewer large animal tests than were previously conducted because of budget and animal use considerations. Many of the previous conclusions were supported by thousands of large animal tests. Today, understanding will have to be gained from far fewer tests. Furthermore, because the damage occurs in deep tissues at very subtle levels, only large animal models will allow those measurements to be made and there will need to be much more comprehensive instrumentation of those animal tests. Biomechanical and physiological modeling, surrogate testing, and re-examination of historical data will play a much greater role in developing an operational understanding.


Small animal models will become more prevalent; however, previous studies have shown that small animals are much more sensitive to blast because of their biomechanically weaker anatomy. These differences cannot be accounted for by simple body mass scaling. Consequently, the design and interpretation of small animal conditions to provide meaningful relevance with human exposures will be a challenge. Again, modeling will play an important role.

The damage and functional disruption that are responsible for these impairments occur on a small scale and are not easily quantified by gross pathological measures. Noninvasive measurement techniques of internal response will be required to guide and validate our understanding. The ideal form of these techniques is beyond the current state of the art.

The blast effects that reach the human body are significantly modified by personal protection equipment, helmets and body armor. This equipment not only modifies the blast loading, but redirect and redistribute the effects. A useful understanding that can be used to guide better protective equipment will have to be based on a correct understanding of this interaction.

The lack of blast facilities capable of supporting animal tests and the inability to do explosive testing in laboratory setting will significantly hamper research. Gas-driven shock tubes have emerged as an economical alternative; however, without careful design and operation they will generate strong and nonrepresentative winds that confound true blast exposure. Furthermore, laboratory shock tubes only exposure parts of large animals, creating injury patterns that are not completely representative or, in the case of small animals, create blasts that are equivalent to crushing exposures, instead of shock wave exposure.


Finally, some of the endpoints of greatest interest, notably cognitive impairment, may not have a simple equivalent in an animal model. While physical and behavioral changes can be created, it will be paramount to be able to confidently relate these animal end points to relevant human ones. Being able to draw the correct conclusion about the meaning of an animal test will require close coordination and concurrence with researchers on the clinical side.


Summary


Blast Injury Research has Evolved

Over the past 60 years, blast injury research has evolved, changing purpose, techniques, and outcomes along the way. That evolution has been characterized by three “eras: Nuclear, Occupational, and Operational.


The driver of blast injury research began because of the threat of nuclear weapons and the high magnitude, long duration blast waves that generated powerful winds that are of equal threat to the unprotected. The next concern was for occupational safety and the need to study blasts at the other end of the intensity spectrum that soldiers might endure repeatedly in training. Today, we are concerned about blast injuries that occur in conflict environments that are intermediate in strength and often complex.


The expectation for the impact of blast injury research has evolved. Initially, the need was simply to estimate casualties and understand the gross protection that structures and positions might offer. Next, it was expected that research would provide guidance on safe limits of exposure. Today, we want to go beyond the immediate effects of blast exposure and understand the consequences on physical and cognitive abilities for long periods of time.


The characterization of the blast exposure itself has dramatically evolved over this time. Large explosions produce relatively simple blast waves that can be characterized by a couple of parameters measured by an isolated pressure gage. Smaller explosions, especially those around other structures or inside enclosures, are not defined by a few parameters, resulting in the development of direct loading measuring instrumentation. Today, we must go even deeper to characterize blast effects by measuring internal responses of the body.


The sophistication of our prediction capability has evolved. In the Nuclear Era, a simple correlation of survivability was sufficient, perhaps supplemented with some rules of thumb about what the effects of orientation would be. With the advent of a biomechanical understanding, we now routinely expect to predict the probability and severity of injury for explosions in the open, in enclosures, from conventional and novel explosives, for single and multiple exposures, and even account for the effects of body armor.  


While the challenges of the “Operational” era are greater than those that went before, the state of the art of medicine, biomechanics, biochemistry, and instrumentation are also at their peaks. It will take a close and nontraditional collaboration of engineering, medicine, and animal testing to accomplish what needs to be done to solve these problems successfully.
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Introduction/Scenario

While the clinical definition and etiology of mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) due to blast vary, the late effects of this condition including headache, fatigue, tinnitus, irritability and cognitive problems are increasingly recognized in Operation Enduring Freedom, Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation New Dawn (OEF/OIF/OND) Veterans.  The enhanced recognition of these cases is in part due to the enhanced surveillance and clinical follow-up which was initiated in the Department of Defense and the Department of Veterans Affairs.  Symptoms meeting the criteria for post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), first accepted as a formal diagnosis in 1980 (1), often also accompany mTBI (2-3), further complicating diagnosis and estimates of its prevalence following blast injury.  These conditions, considered ‘signature injuries’ of current conflicts continue to attract considerable attention and concern, stimulating efforts to prevent and mitigate their undesirable effects.  On review, it appears likely that current forms of military blast or concussion injury first became prevalent with the use of trinitrotoluene during World War 1, while PTSD was recognized as affecting combatants as long as the history of war; classical accounts date back to the accounts of  Trojan War as described in the Iliad.  

This review traces the recent history of mTBI as related to blast, provides estimates of its prevalence from DOD and VA data bases, and discusses the challenges and opportunities related to diagnosis, causes, and treatment of mTBI due to blast and concussion.  At the outset it is recognized that wide ranges of mTBI prevalence (along with PTSD) estimates exist.  These require further study using consistent, validated methods to define and measure mTBI exposures and their early and later neurobehavioral consequences.  Accompanying PTSD with its overlapping symptoms further complicates accurate estimates of point and lifetime prevalence of these disorders (4).  For the present review, estimates of numbers of combatants affected by mTBI and PTSD have been taken from publically available information from DOD and VA data bases.  

History

Recent reviews (5-7) provide insights into blast induced traumatic brain injury.  Experience with the condition formerly called ‘shell shock’, an injury occurring in the absences of overt wounds, suggests that labeling closed head injury due to blast as a ‘signature injury’ unique to current conflict may be an overstatement.  Jones et al (6) provide a cautionary note in this regard in that the pitfalls of labels applied to individuals might affect prognosis in subjects believing that an injury has lasting effects will then experience more long lasting disorders.  On the other hand, in the absence of accompanying trauma, injuries may be invisible and promote long term disabilities which must be recognized, treated and appropriately compensated.  Military surgeons in the field during the current conflict (8-9) recognized severe effects of closed non-impact blast induced injury and provided operative interventions for these severe injuries as well as contributing to the Veterans Health Administration and Department of Defense Clinical Practice Guidelines for concussion/ mTBI (10).  The clinical findings of brain swelling and vasospasm as a result of blast, led to experiments in large animals to simulate a combat casualty model (11).  These animal models also demonstrated vasospasm and brain swelling following blast.  Pre- and post-blast EEG signals showed disappearance along with cardiac arrhythmias lasting about one minute after blast exposure.  These observations, along with Cernak’s summary of experimental data (12), support the reality of primary closed non-impact blast injury, importantly describing blast induced neurotrauma as a complex series of events related to interacting cerebral, local and systemic responses.  An injury associated with blast leading to transient confusion, disorientation and impaired consciousness for less than 30 minutes, and loss of memory before or after injury might reasonably be assumed to be caused by blast wave effects in the absence of other injuries.  It is also important to note that that impact or rotational injuries also accompany blast events.  

Blast effects fall into four categories causing injury.  These are primary (direct effects of shock waves and pressure), secondary (effects due projectiles and debris causing penetrating wounds), tertiary (effects or blunt injuries due to wind translating the body), and quaternary (burns, hypoxia, and exposure to toxins, toxic inhalants and other effects (13).  Specific considerations of primary non-impact blast injury focus upon the blast shock wave and blast overpressure as these forces encounter the skull.  Blast traumatic brain injury might also relate to vascular surge from the thorax through the neck vessels, air embolism, and possibly, piezoelectric currents generated between skull and the shock wave.  Based on modeling, viscoelastic dynamic rippling of the skull itself has been postulated (14).  Interactions between the advancing shock wave and blast overpressure, the configuration of the skull, and the brain, including its meninges and cerebrospinal fluid, are likely as complex as the blast wave itself.

Clinical observations, apart from those derived from experimental models, are relatively sparse, though past examples are instructive.  Lancet (15) provides an account by Naval Surgeon Mr. William McTernan of brain death thought to be due to barotrauma, “Case of Death from Wind of a Shot.”  During the action of HMS Northumberland in May 1812 a marine died on deck after a near miss from a cannon shot.  Mr. McTernan described the findings as follows, 


 “I returned to search for the cause of his death,––neither from his mouth, nose, or ears, or eyes was there the slightest exudation.  I had him stripped completely and neither fracture nor lividity of the slightest description could be detected.  His continence was serene and tranquil.”  


He went on to conclude, with reservations, that the” Wind of the Shot” accounted for his death.  This case has been cited and considered to be due to blastTBI (5).  However, as is usual in combat, brain autopsy observations were unavailable.

In 1916, Mott (16) autopsied several cases of “aerial compression” due to exposure to high explosives, documenting post mortem punctuate hemorrhages and chromatolyis.  Denny-Brown (17) contested these findings as being due to carbon monoxidemia.  During World War II, Fulton (18) provided morphologic descriptions of brain damage due to “blast and concussion.”  Moore et al (5) focused attention upon the OEF/OIF era, emphasizing the challenges and difficulties in parsing out factors responsible for closed brain traumatic brain injury while underscoring the similarities to ‘post concussion’ syndrome noted by earlier authors.

The aura of panic attached to the condition known as ‘shell shock’ became such that the British War Office, in 1922, proscribed the use of this term.  Information about the entity of mTBI related to blast effects encountered in World War I as a result of prolonged trench warfare and shelling was therefore limited.  The literature remained relative silent during World War II, the Korean Conflict, Vietnam and the Gulf War.  The findings of the Southborough Commission, reported in 1922, are of particular historical interest in understanding critical issues associated with blast injury and the consequences of what was likely PTSD (19).  The report, officially titled as Report of the War Office Committee of Enquiry into “Shell Shock” presented to parliament by command of His Majesty, was chaired by the Right Honorable Lord Southborough.  This report is of historical importance in understanding some of the attitudes and opinions about mTBI and PTSD that followed.  Fifteen expert members reviewed fifty-nine witnesses and four patients under the care of the war ministry suffering from “war neurosis.  The charges to the committee were as follows:


· Consider the different types of hysteria and traumatic neurosis commonly called shell shock.


· Collate expert knowledge from expert medical authorities derived from war experience


· Record for future use facts as to its origin, nature, and remedial treatment.


· Advise whether by military training or education, some scientific method of guarding against its occurrence can be devised.


These goals remain relevant today.  The committee stated, “For the purpose of our inquiry shell shock includes:

1. (a) Commotional disturbances


    (b) and/or emotional disturbances


2. Mental Disorders.”

The committee recognized commotional disturbances as physical entities due to blast.  A detailed appendix to the report listed physical changes and findings in the spinal fluid taps comparing and contrasting 56 “concussion” cases with 26 “nervous breakdown” analyzed in time interval from less than 24 hours to 48 hours or more after blast exposure.  In concussion cases (likely traumatic brain injury) cerebrospinal (CSF) pressure was markedly elevated in the first 24 hours, falling later; lymphocytosis occurred along with elevated CSF proteins.  Changes were reported as ‘slight’ in the “nervous breakdown" group.  Abnormalities of tendon reflexes in 78 concussion cases were detected as compared to minimal changes in 95 nervous breakdown cases and coordination abnormalities, with the exception of tremor, were detected and meticulously documented on clinical examination.  The clinicians on the committee were fully aware of the clinical effects of blast injury on brain and physical function in the immediate post blast period.  The problem was then, as it is now, in distinguishing between blast traumatic brain injury (commotional disturbances) and post traumatic (emotional) stress disorders.


The committee (p 222) concluded: “a. That concussion or commotion attended by loss of consciousness and evidence of organic lesion of the central nervous system or its adjacent organs (such as rupture of the membrane tympani) should be classified as a battle casualty. b. That no case of psychoneurosis or of mental breakdown, even when attributable to a shell explosion or the effects thereof, should be classified as a battle casualty…c. Those in all doubtful cases have the classification determined by a board of expert medical officers in a Neurological Hospital.”

Clearly, this group acknowledged the reality of closed traumatic brain injury due to blast.  Two and half years after the armistice approximately 65,000 ex servicemen were drawing disability pensions for “neurasthenia” among whom 9000 were undergoing hospital treatment with what would appear to mild or moderate blast related closed TBI and /or PTSD… the recognition and delineation of these two conditions of  remains problematic to the present.  The committee made this final recommendation:


‘Without exception our witnesses condemned the term ‘shell shock” and held that it be entirely eliminated from the medical nomenclature.” 


The committee opinion was rendered in the context of a war in which 750,000 British soldiers had died; 400,000 with no known grave.  France lost 1.3 million young men; Germany 2 million and inscriptions on some War Memorials reading: "Not one too many died for the Fatherland." (20)  The proscription held through World War II.  It is therefore not surprising that the neurobehavioral outcomes of mTBI had been overlooked or minimized in the past.  As late as 2008, a committee of the Institute of Medicine (21) examined the long term consequences of TBI using a comprehensive search of 14,302 citations between 1960 and 2008, identifying 152 primary and secondary publications meeting inclusion criteria to provide the basis for their conclusions based upon sufficient evidence of a causal relationship; sufficient evidence for an association; limited/suggestive evidence of an association; inadequate evidence to determine whether or not an association exists; limited/suggestive evidence of no association.  The committee cited evidence of causal relationships between penetrating TBI and subsequent seizures and premature mortality.  Sufficient evidence of an association included penetrating trauma and decline in neurocognitive function with the area of brain involvement and long term unemployment.  Severe TBI was associated with neurocognitive deficits; moderate or severe TBI was associated with dementia, Parkinsonism, hormonal (hypo pituitary) disorders, adverse social functioning, more disability, and premature death, MildTBI received determinations of limited/suggestive associations with conditions such a loss of consciousness, amnesia, deteriorating or loss of vision, dementia, and associated PTSD with mTBI in Gulf War Veterans.  Insufficient evidence for determination of an association was noted in mTBI for neurocognitive deficits, dementia, long term adverse social functioning. In contrast to findings in the military population, no association between mTBI and PTSD was noted in civilian populations.  The committee did not provide evidence of no association for any of these conditions while underscoring variability in assessing mild, moderate and severe TBI based on Glasgow Coma Score and duration of post traumatic amnesia, assessed as mild, moderate or severe based upon the changes between early indicators of severity and outcomes at arbitrary six month intervals.  It is important to note that these conclusions relate to First Gulf War Veterans rather than OED/OID/OND combatants.  The high frequency of explosive injuries characterizing the current conflict has contributed to recognition of mTBI in returning Veterans.


DOD and VA Data Base Reports 


Between 2000 and 4th quarter of 2010, the Department of Defense reported a total of 202,281 head injuries, including those stemming from non-service connected injuries including motor vehicle accidents, falls, and sports injuries.  Penetrating and severe head injuries comprised 2.8% of this total, while 155,623 were classified as mild TBI.  Data describing proportions of combat mTBI injuries as impact, rotational or non impact blast related are unavailable.  As previously described for combat-related TBI, field neurosurgeons (8-9) validated the existence of closed non impact blast injuries, some requiring decompression to relieve swelling and vasospasm.


The Veterans Health Administration (VHA), recognizing the entity of closed traumatic brain injury, particularly mTBI in Veterans presenting with a constellation of symptoms and complaints, introduced TBI clinical reminders in April 2007 and offered screening for OEF/OIF/OND Veterans seeking care at VHA facilities.  Between 2007 and March 2011 VHA screened 518,775 OEF/OIF/OND Veterans who reported to VHA facilities for possible mTBI.  A total of 97,000 individuals screened positive and were referred and consented to second-level specialized examination.  Of the 72,623 individuals that have completed the specialized examination so far, 40,154 (or 7.7% of those screened) were found to be affected by mTBI.  A datum of interest  is the  number of unique OEF/OIF/OND Veterans with potential PTSD utilizing VA facilities during FY 2002 – 1st Qtr FY 2011 (Dec 2010) obtained from a roster checked against the VA’s inpatient and outpatient electronic records.  A total of 192,000 Veterans were seen and coded with potential PTSD.  During the interval 2002-1st Qtr FY 2011 (Dec 2010), the DOD roster of recent Veterans provided to VA Environmental Affairs indicated that 1,285,631 OEF/OIF/OND Veterans left active duty and became eligible for VA Health Care.  Among these, 355,958 (~52%) former active duty personnel and 290,390 (~50%) reservists sought VA care.


Discussion   


The prevalence of mTBI among those screened and completing a comprehensive evaluation, 7.5-7.7%, is less than earlier prevalence estimates.  However, studies indicate and existing data demonstrate that PTSD is a substantial problem in those with a TBI history of exposure and overall within the current military population.  The data suggest that a field diagnosis of mTBI may be more commonly made by DOD than late mTBI in those Veterans who report to the VA and complete final screening.  While study of the reliability, sensitivity and specificity of the VA TBI screening tool (VATBIST) indicate its validity as an instrument for initial referral assessment, the presence of accompanying PTSD disorder symptoms reduces its accuracy indicating a need for clinical follow up of these individuals (22).  While approximately 18.5-20% of returning OEF/OIF/OND Veterans screen positive for mTBI due to the high sensitivity and low specificity of screening questions, about 7.5-7.7% of those screened and subsequently completed comprehensive evaluations have been diagnosed with mTBI.  The issue of separating mTBI from PTSD remains an important problem as it is difficult to know what signs and symptoms are associated with each condition or are common to both (23).


VHA encourages reporting data as number of combatants who “have incurred mTBI” or are “diagnosed with having incurred mTBI.”  Reporting individuals “with mTBI” infers that all individuals so affected continue to suffer from the condition.  Many who incur mTBI appear to recover, or do not seek ongoing care.  By contrast, a number of Veterans do require ongoing attention.  


TBI has been recognized as one of the foremost medical problems of the military actions in Iraq and Afghanistan.  This recognition has stimulated comprehensive research support by the Veterans Affairs Office of Research and Development, the National Institutes of Health and the Department of Defense for diagnosis, understanding the short and long term TBI effects, evaluation of existing treatment and development of new approaches for rehabilitation and community reintegration (24).  Robust and focused methods of physical protection might be based upon better understanding of the physics of the blast shock wave as it encounters the skull and underlying brain, which may differ from barotrauma injuring other visceral organs.  Treatment based on evidence derived from blast injury animal models may provide a better characterization of ongoing changes from the time of initial insult to ongoing inflammatory processes and potential recovery.  In the future better understanding of the brain anatomy and neurophysiologic responses in humans exposed to blasts will likely be more objectively based upon imaging and functional testing not previously available.
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Abstract 


Building on successful testing and understanding of mechanism of how polymers  enhancing the performance of armour in blast and ballistics ONR is leading a basic research challenge to develop polymers-by-design to divert and dissipate shockwaves from the head and thus prevent traumatic brain injury - TBI.  Tests and theoretical developments on polyurea, indicate that these polymers can provide the necessary protection against TBI. 


1.0
HIGH STRAIN RATE SENSITIVE POLYMERS


Recent investigations into blast resistant properties of polyureas and other multi-phase polymeric elastomers indicate that they can dissipate broad bands of frequencies such as those encountered in blast events.  Polymers are the best hope for protection against TBI for the following reasons: 

· Lightweight and can both improve blast and ballistic protection


· When combined with other materials, have proven to offer increased protection against blast, shockwave, and fragments [1, 2].


·  Highly strain rate sensitive and shear mechanical properties increase significantly under combined pressure and high rate.


· Under shock loading, brain tissue is weak in shear, while polymers increase in strength and modulus (both direct and shear stresses).


· Polyureas have multi-scale structures from the nano to the micro and continuum level with complex interactions with all frequencies of shockwaves, thus, in principle, have the potential for absorbing/dissipating harmful effects that result in mTBI 


· Polymers can be design from the molecule up.  But, what is the design criteria in the case of shock? UCSD / UC Irvine and PSU/Clemson.


·  Interfaces help in diverting shock waves--UCSD/PSU, but still need to be proven for mTBI levels.


· Nano- and micro- particles, and shaped interfaces and layers can be included to dissipate and divert shock-UCSD/PSU.  One of the major issues in modelling is simulation of shockwave using molecular dynamics models and scaling the results to the continuum level –Northwestern Univ./Clemson efforts. 


High strain rate sensitive polymers interaction with underlying substrates, have been shown to absorb shock in quite different manner than any ballistic material known to the armour community [1, 2].   Protection against shockwaves creates a major challenge.  In most conventional protection systems for armor or blast (which use conventional materials), if they have been designed to protect against a high threat, they will protect against a lower one; unfortunately this is not the case with shockwaves; protection against a high level will not necessarily work for a lower levels.  In the protection against mild Traumatic Brain Injury (mTBI), where the insult pressures are quite low, is more difficult to achieve it at the low level;  guaranteeing that it will work both at the high plus the low level insult, is even more challenging, especially with rate dependent materials.    


In this paper, we will focus on the efforts related to the multi-scale computations to understand interaction between polymers and wave propagation, constitutive modelling, polymer synthesis, nano and micro inclusions that result in diversion and dissipation of shockwaves, interaction with interfaces in the helmet, and testing of the concept of polymer coating on manikins subjected to blast wave and assessing the efficiency of the protection system.  

2.0
ELASTOMERIC POLYMER–BY-DESIGN FOR DIVERTING AND DISSIPATING SHOCKWAVES


The polymers of interest are polyureas /polyurethanes.  Polyurea (PU) possesses a very complex nanometer-scale material with microstructure consisting of hydrogen-bonded discrete hard domains and a soft matrix and that the mechanical properties of this type of elastomer are highly dependent on the details of this microstructure.  Interactions of shockwaves in polyurea occur at all levels and scales from nano-to micro and to continuum and thus can be designed at all these levels. 


The approach used is to start with commercially available polyureas, understand their molecular structure, and process to modify it, use molecular dynamics to understand its behaviour under shock loading, synthesize new polymers to achieve better behaviour, performing large scale computations using biofidelic models of the head and brain to assess the protection system, and repeat the process of optimization as shown in Figure 1.  



Figure 1: Polymer–by-design for protection against traumatic brain injury.


2.1
Polyurea-by-Design: Nano-, Micro-, Meso- and Macro-Scale Compositions

The effort at UCSD/UC Irvine [3] is focus on modifying PU through its three main elements as a nano-composite structure, namely the (hard segments), the matrix (soft), and the interfacial chemistry connecting these two (Fig. 2).  A second approach incorporates synthesized small--‐molecules into segmented polyurethanes to improve control of hard--‐domain size and morphology (e.g. UPy‐diol motifs, nano-particle/polymer blends).  The design is guided by molecular dynamics (MD) simulation package for performing equilibrium and non--‐equilibrium (shock--‐wave) of coarse--‐grained block polymers embedding particle inclusions, where shear waves and energy dissipation are included in the formulation.    NWU is also engaged in fully atomistic simulation of polyurea to optimize system parameters and predict structural, thermodynamic, and mechanical properties. These studies include: mechanisms of wave dissipation and redirection as a function of block polymer parameters and particle inclusions and optimize parameters for achieving specific energy dissipation; and investigate the mechanisms by which the H-bond affects energy dissipation through cooperative dissociation.  These studies will provide a theoretical basis for the constitutive models to be used in the optimization, mechanical testing, analysis and application of the polymer to the helmet system design and evaluation of polymer effectiveness in prevention of mTBI.  To further exploit mechanisms at the micro scale, NWU [8] is using X‐FEM to model wave propagation in particulate and fibrous polymer matrix composite to optimize their orientation to achieve the maximum shockwave absorption (Fig. 3).  Optimized polymers will be then be combined with the helmet geometry at appropriate thickness for the large scale computations using biofidelic models of the head and brain to assess the protection system [5].   




The objective and essence of this research is to mitigate shock through material design. Here we seek to develop a thorough understanding of the material through experimental characterization methods that lend themselves to creating verifiable constitutive relations, all while working towards the development of a new blast resistant material.


Additives:  Evaluate the impact of additives on the ultimate properties and performance


Untreated and treated milled glass fibersHybrid silica nanoparticles Functionalized and non-functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes
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Figure 2: Modification of Polyurea/polyurethane using additives, nano particles, 
nano carbon and  micro glass fibers for shockwave management.



Figure 3: Multi-scale modelling to guide polymer by Design 
in shock wave management Belytschko, et al. Ref. 6.

2.2
Designing the Nano- Micro-Meso Strucutre of Polyurea  

The effort at Penn State, [4] is focusing on using the complex nano-to micro / meso to continuum scale and modifying the properties through synthesis at different levels.   Recognizing that polyurea has nanometer-scale material microstructure consisting of hydrogen-bonded discrete hard (high glass-transition temperature, Tg) domains and a soft (low Tg) matrix and that the mechanical properties of this type of elastomer are highly dependent on the details of this microstructure.   By selectively varying polyurea chemistry and processing and using the thermal history to reveal the fundamental role of molecular structure and phase separated morphology in the mechanism of shockwave absorption  and deflection.  These studies are guided by multi-scale computations performed by Grujicic, Clemson U.[8, 9], to understand shockwave propagation in PU and to improve its properties (Fig. 4).     Molecular dynamics, coarse scale modelling, continuum modelling, high rate load testing, and constitutive modelling and large scale computations using models of the head and brain with the helmet and various means of application of the polyurea (Fig. 5).  The formulation of a molecular-level simulation problem requires specification of molecular-level computational model consisting of atoms, ions, functional groups and/or molecules and force field functions to be used in the computational simulations.  Within the meso-scale approach the atomistic description of the material is replaced with a collection of coarser particles/beads which account for the collective degrees of freedom of the constituent atoms, Ab initio quantum mechanics results are used in the parameterization of the material model at the molecular length/time scale. At the atomic-scale, computational material tests are carried out to determine the mechanical response of the two polyurea phases, a soft matrix and the hard domains.  At the meso-scale, the process (and the product) of decomposition of an initially fully mixed polyurea into its two-phase segregated microstructure is carried out.  A non-equilibrium molecular dynamics method is employed in order to study various phenomena accompanying the generation and propagation of shock waves in polyurea (a micro-phase segregated elastomer).  This behaviour of polyurea is believed to be closely related to its micro-phase segregated microstructure (consisting of the so-called “hard domains” and a soft matrix) and to different phenomena/processes (e.g. inelastic-deformation and energy-dissipation) taking place at, or in the vicinity of, the shock front. The findings obtained in the present analysis are used to help elucidate the molecular-level character of these phenomena/processes.  In addition, the analysis yielded the shock  (i.e. a set of axial stress vs. density/specific-volume vs. internal energy vs. particle velocity vs. temperature vs. shock speed) material states obtained in polyurea after the passage of a shock wave (Fig. 4). The availability of the polymer shock behaviour is critical for construction of a high deformation-rate, large-strain, high pressure material models which can be used within a continuum level computational analysis to capture the response of a polyurea-based macroscopic structure (e.g. blast-protection helmet suspension pads) to blast/ballistic impact loading (Fig. 5).  At the continuum-level, quasi-static finite element analyses are employed to determine the effective mechanical properties of the two-phase polyurea. The use of these results in constructing a homogenized (smeared-out) continuum-level material model for micro-phase separated polyurea is also discussed.

Fi




Figure 4: Atomistic shock simulation comparison with continuum 
analysis and Shadowgraph wave tracking experiments.



Figure 5: (left Fig) Maximum shear stress over the surface of the brain-lobe for unprotected-head case (a) and (b), protected-head case (c) and (d), 5.2 atm peak pressures (a) and (c) and 18.6 atm peak pressure  (right Fig.) maximum shear stress over the mid-coronal section with helmet at four post (5.2 atm peak pressure) blast impact times: (a) 0.10 m s, (b) 0.23 m s, (c) 0.36 m s, 
and (d) 0.49 m s. M. Grujicic, et. al. Materials and Design 31(2010) 4050-4065.


3.0
TESTING POLYMERS by DESIGN FOR PROTECTION AGAINST mTBI

In order to assess the efficacy elastomeric polymers in diverting and dissipating shockwave, we are currently performing tests at NSWCCD using full-size manikins [10] (head and neck), with proper masses and flexibility.  The manikins are designed with anatomically correct skull with silicon type skin flesh and the surrogate brain uses Sylgard silicone gel.  Intracranial, pressure sensors, and accelerometers are imbedded in the brain surrogate, at locations deemed critical (Fig. 6) from the FE model simulations performed by MIT [5] (Figs.7, 8).  The instrumented heads (Fig. 7) also have external pressure sensors and accelerometers, in addition there are free-field pressure sensors.  All tests are performed with two heads (one without a helmet and the other with helmet, or one helmet coated with polymer and the other without) (Fig.7).  The shockwaves are generated by carefully placed and designed explosives (both small and full-scale) at distances believed to result in pressures that could lead to mTBI.  Accelerations and pressures measured data from head and brain are at very high rates of data collection.  Several parameters are calculated from these measures to compare the results and efficacy of the protection system.  Using the pressure- and accelerations-time history (in micro-second) measurements, the impulse, power accelerations (and rate of change of acceleration -jolt), are calculated in order to compare the efficiency of the protection system against the shockwave (Fig. 8).  



Figure 6: NSWCCD Manikin and placements of pressure gages and accelerometer (AC) Ref. 10.
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Head model


•Coarsest mesh: 700K elements•Finest mesh: 5M elements




Figure 7: NSWCCD Manikin test set up with free field gages and MIT FE head model.  




Figure 8: Comparison of NSWCCD test results [Ref. 10], 
with MIT analysis (with and without Helmet) [Ref. 5]. 


4.0
PROTECTION SYSTEM EVALUATION

A major deciding factor in testing and analysis is the level of pressure and the pulse duration generated by the explosive and its distance from the manikin.  The pressure loads used in these tests were based on levels that could result in lung damage from Bowen curves. 


· Under shock loading, brain tissue is weak in shear and its shear modulus is three orders of magnitude less than it direct modulus, while polymers increase in strength and modulus (both direct and shear stresses).


· Pressure that can cause mTBI are low in comparison with those that cause lung (and other organ) injury. 


Engineering-wise, in armour or blast protection with conventional materials, if one designs a system that protects against a higher threat, it will work for a lower threat as well.  Unfortunately, this is not the case for protection against shockwave, especially with highly rate dependent materials.  Comparing materials by testing at arbitrarily higher blast pressure may not guaranty that they will rank the same way at the threshold of mTBI.       


5.0
CONCLUSIONS

Polyurea and other polymers with nano-micro-meso structure  are effective for protection against mTBI.  In addition, they are lightweight and can both improve blast and ballistic protection.  Because of the contradicting behaviour under shock loading, brain tissue (weak in shear) and polymers (increase in strength and modulus both direct and shear stresses), polymers can be optimized to dissipate and divert the harmful effects of blast from the head.  Incorporating these polymers with the current helmet materials (Kevlar or Dyneema), they can offer increased protection against blast, shockwave, and fragments with very low increase in weight.
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The objective and essence of this research is to mitigate shock through material design. Here we seek to develop a thorough understanding of the material through experimental characterization methods that lend themselves to creating verifiable constitutive relations, all while working towards the development of a new blast resistant material.


Additives:  Evaluate the impact of additives on the ultimate properties and performance
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Abstract


Introduction The nature of blast-related orthopedics injuries is still discussed. Most of skeletal injuries, as already suggested, occur due to the effects of secondary and tertiary blast injury. However, traumatic orthopedics injuries from primary blast injury are uncommon and controversial [as to whether the blast wave alone is the cause.


Rationale Terrorism attacks often target crowded, confined spaces such as bus, trains or metros. Explosion in confined spaces are associated to a higher incidence of primary blast injuries, with more severe injuries and with a higher mortality rate, compared with explosions in the open air. In confined spaces explosion, special highlights on the orthopedics injuries should be considered.


Description of methods employed and observations obtained On May 8 2002, in Karachi, a suicide bomber exploded his car next to a bus carrying French engineers working with Pakistan Navy. 14 persons died initially, 13 later (in the primary receiving hospital) and 12 victims were secondary evacuated in French Military Hospitals (Paris, France). We conducted a retrospective survey to evaluate the clinical association between the victims’ location in the bus and their injuries. In the bus, we noted 14 dead and 12 survivors. Among these 12 survivors: the mean Injury Severity Score was 22.7; most of the injuries concerned auditory system (100%), closed lower extremity (83%) and multiple superficial penetrations (83%); no traumatic amputations were observed.


Conclusions The transmission of energy from the blast wave to the tissues of the extremity may cause fracture resulting from axial stress, usually through the diaphysis rather than the joint. There is evidence to suggest that this is the result of direct coupling of the blast wave into the tissues. Fracture results from axial stress to the long bone. When explosion occurs under a solid interface (here a bus floor), the transmission of energy from the blast wave, trough a bus floor and to the lower limbs could represent a specific physiopathologic mechanism of observed blast-related orthopedics injuries.


1.0
INTRODUCTION

Injuries from explosive materials due to terrorism or other causes are constant threats happening worldwide. They present triage, diagnostic, and management challenges. Above specific blast injuries, the nature of blast-related orthopedics injuries is still discussed. Most of skeletal injuries, as already suggested, occur due to the effects of secondary and tertiary blast injury. However, traumatic orthopedics injuries from primary blast injury are uncommon and controversial as to whether the blast wave alone is the cause. On May 8th, 2002, in Karachi (port city in Pakistan), a suicide bomber exploded his car next to a bus carrying French engineers working with Pakistan Navy. We conducted a retrospective survey to assess the clinical association between the passengers’ location in the bus and their injuries.


2.0
MATERIALS AND METHODS


On May 8th, 2002 at 07:45 a.m., a suicide bomber exploded his car next to a bus carrying French engineers working on a submarine in the southern district of Karachi. The explosion ripped the vehicle apart with debris scattered up to half a kilometer from the site of the bombing (figure 1). 37 victims, of which 14 dead were first related (1(.




Figure 1: picture of the scene.

Among the 23 wounded, 12 victims survived and were transferred in France where they arrived on the May 12th 2002. 


These 12 French survivors where hospitalized in the three Military Teaching Hospital in or near Paris: Hôpital d’Instruction des Armées Percy (Clamart), Bégin (Saint Mandé) and Val de Grâce (Paris). All these Military Teaching Hospitals performed usual trauma care, with special emphasis for combat-related trauma, defined as a role 4 in the Allied Joint Medical Support Doctrine 2005 (2(. They had all the dedicated surgical specialties, radiology, blood bank and 24-hours availability of the operating room and included a multidisciplinary team, with physicians in surgery, anesthesia, neurosurgery, orthopedics and emergency medicine. Medical examinations were performed according to their clinical status. Chest radiography, electrocardiogram and otoscopy were at least performed. All injuries were explored and described.


In a second time, we performed a retrospective survey among the 12 survivors in order to determine with precision their location in the bus at the bombing time. The clinical association between the victims’ location in the bus and their injuries was evaluated.


3.0
RESULTS


Among the 12 survivors, as described in tables 1 and 2:


· the mean Injury Severity Score was 22.7


· most of the injuries concerned auditory system (100%), closed lower limb injuries (83%) and multiple lacerations (83%)


· no traumatic amputations were observed.


Auditory system injuries were all tympanic perforations. Lung injuries included mostly contusions. Orthopedics injuries designed fractures or bones dislocation. The most common injuries sustained by victim are presented in table 1.




Table 1: Most common injuries sustained by victims.

		Victim No.


(Vn)

		Tympanic injuries


(uni- or bilateral: 0,1,2)

		Lung injuries


(Yes or No)

		Orthopedic injuries (locaation)

		Multiple lacerations


(location)

		Other injuries

		ISS



		V1

		1

		N

		Bilateral lower limb injuries

		Limbs

		Initial loss of consciousness




		29



		V2

		2

		Y

		Bilateral lower limb injuries

		Full body

		Right pneumothorax


Left pulmonary contusion




		29



		V3

		2

		Y

		Bilateral lower limb injuries

		Full body

		Flail chest


Bilateral pleural effusion

		34



		V4

		2

		N

		Left femur


Left elbow

		Full body

		Projection

		29



		V5

		2

		Y

		Left lower limb injuries


Fractures des 2 mains

		None

		Flail chest


Face injuries


Splenic laceration

		50



		V6

		2

		N

		Bilateral lower limb injuries


Knees’ dislocation

		Thorax, Abdomen

		Right ocular foreign body

		14



		V7

		2

		N

		Bilateral lower limb injuries

		Thorax

		None

		14



		V8

		2

		N

		Bilateral lower limb injuries

		Full body

		Axillary injury

		19



		V9

		1

		N

		Bilateral lower limb injuries Fracture of left elbow


Fracture of L5 pedicle

		Full body

		None

		17



		V10

		2

		N

		Bilateral lower limb injuries


Vertebral compression fractures of T5T6T12 L1

		Full body

		Initial loss of consciousness

		17



		V11

		2

		N

		Bilateral lower limb injuries


Bilateral compartment syndrome

		Face

		None

		14



		V12

		2

		N

		None

		None

		None

		6





The proportion of the 12 secondary transferred victims injuries are described in table 2.


Table 2: Distribution of injuries in the twelve survivors.

		Injuries

		Number (n)

		Percentage (%)



		Tympanic injuries

		12

		100



		Multiple lacerations

		10

		83



		Lower limb injuries

		10

		83



		Lung injuries

		3

		25



		Initial loss of consciousness

		2

		16





The mortality rate was 38% immediately and 68% (25 dead out of 37 casualties) within the first hours. Primary blast injuries were a common trauma in the survivors and included 12 tympanic injuries (100%), 3 lung injuries (25%) and 10 lower limb injuries (83%). An exploratory laparotomy was performed in Karachi in V10 case to remove an intraabdominal foreign body but no abdominal injuries related to gastrointestinal tract blast injuries were observed. 


Passengers’ location at the time of the car explosion is depicted in figure 2.



Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the bus, showing placement of the explosive 
charge, the location of the passengers designed as im numbers (Vn).


4.0
DISCUSSION


4.1
Mechanisms of Blast Injury [3,4]


Historically, patterns of injury caused by explosions were divided into primary, secondary, and tertiary injuries [5]. The term quaternary injuries was then used to describe miscellaneous injuries and recently a quinary pattern has been proposed [6].


As the victims of Karachi bus bombing had many injuries, the theoretical distinction was really difficult to apply in a clinical point of view. However, our clinical description highlighted several relevant items.


4.2
Injuries Observed

Out of the 12 survivors, 10 had closed orthopedic lower limb injuries. These orthopedics injuries are often described as secondary (penetrating injuries produced by fragments and debris from the blast) or tertiary blast injuries (result of physical displacement of the body of the blast victim). Nevertheless, they can be also associated to a direct effect of the blast wave, i.e primary blast injuries, including musculoskeletal and soft-tissue destructions. In modern conflicts (Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom), orthopedics injuries represent the highest proportion of combat injuries related to explosive mechanism seen in any large-scale conflict, broadly attributable to the use of improvised explosive devices, causing devastating injuries of vascular and orthopedic structures [7]. Owens et al. reported that explosions were responsible for 75% of orthopedic injuries, a further 26% were fractures with 82% percent of open injuries [8].

In the description of the Karachi bus bombing by Zafar et al., the physical injuries were typically located in the lower limb, especially fracture or dislocation of the calcaneum and of the feet and anklebones [9]. This was probably due to the physical location of the bomb-laden car. Eyewitness accounts and police reported that the bomb was placed in a car, which hit the bus from the side and below. The bomber drove his car up and exploded the device. The bus was therefore thrown up and away from the original position.  The blast wave probably originated from the underneath of the passengers, making their feet and ankles very vulnerable. 11 out of 12 patients had badly comminuted fractures of the foot and ankle regions. 10 patients had calcaneal fractures, 6 of them bilateral ones. Out of these 10 patients, 7 had either an associated plafond or an ankle fracture, indicating the tremendous magnitude of the blast wave. They and we postulate that such a unique combination of predominantly lower limb injuries would be the result of the lower position of the suicide’s bomber vehicle compared to the bus position. This hypothesis was detailed by Ramasamy et al., describing three distinct phases in the interaction of explosion on vehicles and its occupants: (i) the explosive interacts with the soil,  (ii) gas expands pushing materials outwards from the surface, and (iii) the soil ejecta interacts with the vehicle [10]. The two dominant load transfer mechanisms to the target vehicle are the expansion of the detonation products and the energy transfer from soil ejecta. The gas phase provides the first phase of this impulse. During this phase, any portion of the vehicle located in the expansion area of the detonation products is exposed to a transient, high-pressure flow. Rapid deflection of floor plates in localized regions presents a great danger to occupants. In the second phase, impact by the soil ejecta acts on the whole vehicle and results in aggressive acceleration of the vehicle, leading to tertiary blast injuries. In our serie, no passengers were supposed to be projected. Our hypothesis is that the shock wave was transmitted to the floor and then accelerated, due to the difference of density between the two mediums: air and solid. Bones (high density medium) are particularly exposed to this accelerated shock wave, as a result of axial stresses acting on the bone as a result of the passage of the blast wave and not as a result of limbs flailing in the blast wind as previously thought [11]. Such injuries can be observed in landmine injuries or in wartime causalities [12-14]. For example, on October 12th, 2000, the destroyer USS Cole was anchored in a foreign port and was severely damaged by explosives in a small craft adjacent to the ship at the port side waterline. Seventeen crew members were killed in the incident. The distribution of the injuries included varied orthopedic injuries  (17 of 35 patients [49%]) [15]. Some could cite the term of “desk slap” to describe the lower limb injuries encountered in this description.


One victim V11 had a bilateral compartment syndrome in the lower limb. Compartment syndromes are common after exposure to an explosion. Ritenour et al reported that 86% of fasciotomies in combat casualties were carried out after explosion-related trauma [16]. Fractures, direct tissue damage, and burns can elevate extremity compartmental pressures, which lead to tissue injury, ischemia, and necrosis [16,17]. Although almost all researchers classify this syndrome as a tertiary or quaternary blast injury compartment syndrome can occur in apparently uninjured blast-exposed extremities, raising the possibility that primary blast force might contribute to this syndrome [3,16-17]. 

The 12 survivors presented tympanic injuries, uni or bilateral. The tympanic membrane is the most commonly injured body structure after a blast [3,18-19]. In the description by Zafar et al., 22 out of the 29 victims (75.8%) presented blast tympanic injuries [9].


In our serie, 3 out of the 12 survivors (25%) presented lung injuries. Blast lung injuries are more frequently encountered in closed space than in open space [20,21]. A blast lung injury severity score was also created in order to determine patient management and prediction of final outcome [22]. Unfortunately, we were not able to calculate this BLI severity score.


4.3
Severity


In the Karachi bus bombing, the initial mortality rate was 38% and 68% within the first 48 hours. The mean ISS was 22.7. Furthermore, the ISS was higher than 15 in 9 out of the 12 survivors,, highlighting the severity of this terrorist attack. In terrorist attacks, the mortality rate is near 10%. This particularly severity is probably associated to a high loaded explosive device, illustrated by the fact that the suicide bomber placed the explosive charge in a car and not under his dresses. In fact no data are available to describe the power of the explosive charge and the magnitude of blast force. However, for Afar et al., the poor outcome could have been improved by the immediate presence of surgical capability and established prehospital care [9].


Furthermore, the blast occurred in a bus, an enclosed space. The effective blast overpressure is amplified as pressure waves reflect back from solid surfaces and increase its force, even when the solid surface is broken. For example, people in close proximity to a bus wall will be subject to enhanced blast overpressure and be at a raised risk of blast injury (for example, see in figure 1: V1, V2, V3 and V4). Another great factor is the explosion site’s effect on the peak overpressure. In an open space, a blast wave spreads circumferentially from its origin and quickly dissipates. However, in a confined or enclosed space (eg, a bus, room, or building) the maximum pressure is markedly amplified in magnitude because the explosive forces are contained. This confinement raises the peak overpressure and the duration of the positive-pressure phase. The resultant complex explosive pressure curve has multiple peaks attributable to reflected pressure waves and can have a brief hyperpressurised phase (figure 3).


		

		



		A

		B





Figure 3: Simple (A) and complex (B) explosion pressure–time curves.

The increased incidence of primary blast injuries in enclosed spaces results in a much higher immediate mortality and in more critical injuries. Leibovici et al. studied two open air and two enclosed space (bus) bombings, with a total of 204 victims [21]. In each incident, the bomb was of similar size and constituents, and the victim density at close range was similar in all attacks. The difference in mortality was highly significant, with 49% dying in the enclosed space group and 7.8% in the open-air group. The confined space group had more than double the victims with ISS greater than 15. Among hospitalized patients, 78% of the enclosed space group and 34% of the open air group had primary blast injuries.


4.3
Limits


We are aware of the limitations of this study. First of all, autopsies were performed but their conclusions are not yet published, because of a legal ongoing process. Only survivors’ injuries described are here described. In dead passengers, injuries observed could not be related to their location in the bus at the time of bomb explosion. Thirdly, our data are based on a retrospective [survey] idem among survivors. Post traumatic disorder stress could have altered their reminding and thus the detailed description of the passengers location. However, every interrogation was compared to other ones in order to obtain the best accuracy description. 


5.0
CONCLUSION

The transmission of energy from the blast wave to the tissues of the extremity may cause fracture resulting from axial stress, usually through the diaphysis rather than the joint. There is evidence to suggest that this is the result of direct coupling of the blast wave into the tissues. When explosion occurs under a solid interface (here a bus floor), the transmission of energy from the blast wave, trough a bus floor and to the lower limbs could represent a specific physiopathologic mechanism of observed blast-related orthopedics injuries.
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Abstract


Blast overpressure loads applied to the thorax can cause injury to the lungs without penetrating or blunt impact wounds. Body armor can provide protection against blast lung injuries, and a laboratory method to evaluate the protective capacity of personal protective system concepts is needed. Cost and time effective laboratory methods are required to support the material research and development process to ensure successful live fire  tests, which may be included in the final evaluation process for fielding. However, a laboratory method needs to be demonstrated to simulate the field blast loading conditions adequate for material testing. A model-based shock tube method has been developed for material concept screening to protect against blast lung injury. The model used - INJURY-A - has been developed to evaluate the effects of materials on blast lung injury based on the normalized work methodology. INJURY-A has been compared with animal data from field tests using the Blast Test Device (BTD) and Modified Blast Test Device (MBTD) to collect loading data to build material models for coupling with the chest motion to predict lung injury. Applying the model to shock tube testing, pressure loading data are taken with and without material covering to construct the material model. Then, using INJURY-A to calculate normalized work, the material model is coupled to chest motion. Tests have been performed for a range of material variations with results showing similar trends as those from the field tests. Tests were conducted using an open 4-inch diameter shock tube. Sensitivity studies were carried out to evaluate the effects of shock tube diaphragm and material mounting methods on prediction results. This paper will present findings and results that will guide material developers on the use of shock tube testing to screen material concepts to down select promising candidates for prototyping for live fire testing. The development of a model-based approach is significant because INJURY-A predictions are based on an understanding of blast lung injury mechanism. 


1.0
Introduction


Violent explosions can result in blast waves traveling at supersonic speeds through the air. These blast waves can impact the body resulting in lung injuries that are not associated with any penetrating or blunt trauma injuries. Both thermobaric and conventional high explosives can result in blast overpressure events that can cause primary blast injuries (PBI) to the lungs. Body armor systems have the capability to not only reduce penetrating and blunt trauma to the thorax, but can also provide protection against blast overpressure injuries. Evaluating the protective capacity of an armor system requires information regarding the likelihood of lung injury with and without the armor system in question. Modeling provides a way to analyze both scenarios for a subject under a given blast condition and to evaluate the protection that a personal protective system can provide.


Based on the normalized work damage mechanism 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[1]
, the US Army model, INJURY 8.3, was developed to predict blast lung injuries related to blast overpressure events. INJURY 8.3 consists of a lumped parameter thorax model (a modified Lobdell model) that is used to evaluate the dynamic chest wall motion for a given blast overpressure event. The chest wall velocity is calculated and from this the normalized work done on the lungs can be determined as well as correlations of lung injury with normalized work, enabling a prediction of the likelihood of lung injury. The U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command (USAMRMC) conducted a series of tests, known as the Blast Overpressure Project (BOP) in Albuquerque, NM from 1981 through 1997. These tests used over 1,000 sheep subjects to study the effects of blast overpressure on lung injury in free field and complex blast configurations. Correlates between normalized work and lung injury were derived from this extensive dataset. The normalized work correlations with injury are considered fundamental biomechanical correlates and therefore can be implemented regardless of  whether armor is present 2[]
. What is needed is an armor-coupled method to calculate normalized work as implemented in INJURY-A. 


Building upon the INJURY 8.3 model, a methodology was developed to evaluate the protective capacity of body armor for PBI. Modified blast test devices (MBTDs) can be used to quantify blast overpressures both without armor and under armor during field testing. A material model representation can be derived from the field testing and then coupled to the same dynamic thorax model from INJURY 8.3 2[]
. INJURY-A was initially developed for field testing, however, field testing can be costly and time consuming, especially if there are a large number of candidate armor systems. Field testing can also be quite variable, with each explosion being a unique blast overpressure event. While field testing is likely necessary to fully assess the protective capacity of body armor systems, it is possible that controlled laboratory testing can provide a cost and time efficient method to screen materials before moving to field testing. Therefore, the goal of this study was to explore the usefulness of shock tube tests to screen armor systems candidates before further assessing their potential for blast overpressure protection in the field. 


2.0
Methods


A two phase methodology was used to evaluate the protective capacity for a given armor material system. First shock tube tests were conducted to quantify the bare and under armor loading for a given blast event. Then the pressure data was utilized in a model, INJURY-A 2[]
, to evaluate the protective capacity of an armor material system. All protected injury results were compared to an unprotected injury result and shock tube results were compared to field results. 


2.1
Shock Tube Descriptions

Blast waves are produced inside a shock tube when pressurized helium contained in a compression chamber ruptures a diaphragm. The resulting blast wave travels down a barrel mounted to the compression chamber. The barrel must be long enough to allow adequate time for the blast wave to become planar before hitting the end plate or armor system. The diaphragms are mounted on one end of the compression chamber. 


For this study, a 4” diameter shock tube was fitted with a barrel 6 ft long (Figure 1). The shock tube barrel was open on one end with the blast wave directed into a sound damped room (not shown) for tester safety. The room was fitted with a viewport for high-speed video recordings of material behavior during blast events. A single pressure sensor (PCB Piezotronics 102A06 Sensor, Depew, New York, USA) was mounted in the circumferential center of an endplate, collecting pressure data for the 4” tube (Figure 2). Two armor material systems were evaluated with the shock tube for this study, designated System A and System B. Each system consisted of soft armor materials behind a hard aluminum plate. A 4” diameter sample was created for each armor system.




Figure 1: The 4" diameter shock tube used for experimental armor systems testing.






Figure 2: Endplate for the small diameter shock tube containing the pressure sensor.


2.2
4” Shock Tube Armor Offset Selection


Offset distance of the armor system had to be considered during testing in the open tube. The offset distance was defined as the distance between the end of the shock tube and the face of the armor system (in this case, the face of the hard aluminum plate). For a bare blast the offset distance was defined as the distance between the end of the shock tube and the end plate. A sensitivity study was conducted to evaluate the effects of offset distance on the peak pressure of the blast wave. These results showed that there was a small difference (within 2% between tests) in peak pressure recorded between offset distances of 0, 1 and 2 inches (Figure 3). A slightly slower decay in pressure was noticed in the 0” offset test, which can be attributed to the fact that the blast wave had little means of escaping the shock tube end. In an actual blast, the pressure wave would not be directly applied to the armor system with no means of escaping and therefore the 0” offset was not selected for the shock tube testing. An offset distance of 2” was chosen to allow adequate view for the high-speed camera.




Figure 3: Pressure versus time plots of the varying offset distances for 40mil, 6” chamber bare tests.


A method to standardize the 2” offset was developed for the shock tube. Four rods were placed at the end of the shock tube and 2” spacers were placed on each rod (Figure 4). Additional spacers were added depending on the thickness of the armor system being tested in order to maintain the 2” offset from the shock tube end to the front of the armor system. The end plate with the pressure sensor was mounted at the end of the four rods.




Figure 4: High-speed video tracking of the plate during a shock tube test.


2.3
Armor Mounting Methods


A sensitivity study was conducted to select a mounting method for the shock tube. Two methods of securing the sample to the end plate with tape were tested. The first method involved using a cross (“+”) pattern with six layers of tape (Figure 5a). The first layer was aligned vertically with the second layer perpendicular to the first. The subsequent layers were the same pattern, laying on top of the previous layers. The second taping method was a three layer “flower” pattern (Figure 5b). With this method, the first layer was aligned vertically with the remaining two layers oriented 45° on either side of the first. 

		

		



		a. Six tape layer cross method

		b. Three tape layer flower method





Figure 5: Illustration of the six tape cross pattern and the three tape flower pattern armor sample mounting method. The cross method consisted of a total of six perpendicularly aligned, alternately layered tape sections. The flower pattern method used three layers oriented 45° to the vertical.


There was little variation in the peak pressure and timing between the two taping methods (Figure 6). The three tape flower method was chosen for the open tube armor mounting method due to the ease of setup. Additionally, the orientation of the tape in the six tape method caused it to reflect light at a high-speed camera (discussed in detail later), hindering the capability to track the plate during the blast event while the three tape flower method permitted high quality, high-speed camera data capture. 

		

		



		a. System A

		b. System B





Figure 6: Comparison of taping methods for the 4” open shock tube. Little difference 
was seen between the two different taping schemes using both armor systems.

Once the sample was secure, the endplate was then fitted on the four rods via through-holes and secured by tightening a nut and washer on the end of each rod, clamping the endplate to the shock tube end (Figure 4). Data acquisition was triggered using an incident pressure sensor (PCB Piezotronics 8510B-500, Depew, New York, USA) located one foot from the shock tube barrel end. The pressure data (both with and without armor) was sampled at 100 kHz.


2.3.1
Loading Pressure and Impulse: Effect of Chamber Size and Diaphragm Thickness

Tests confirmed that longer compression chambers and thicker rupture diaphragms both cause an increase in blast pressure magnitude. To set the blast wave magnitude, the compression chamber length and rupture diaphragm thickness were considered. The chamber length was explored using a diaphragm thickness of 40 milli-inches (the largest diaphragm thickness tested in this study) and varying the chamber length to 6, 12 and 18 inches. The 6” chamber produced the lowest blast pressure magnitude with the 12” and 18” chambers producing higher blast wave pressures. Depending on the intended blast environment for the armor system being tested, larger shock tube blast waves can be produced by increasing the chamber length. For this particular study, the tests were carried out using the 6” chamber as this length was able to provide adequate loading similar to blast pressures experienced in the field experiments. After the chamber length was selected, diaphragm thickness was investigated. Four different diaphragm thicknesses were explored (10, 20, 30 and 40 milli-inches) and the material models derived were analyzed using INJURY-A to quantify the effect of the blast loading on injury prediction. 


2.3.2
Shock Tube Testing Variability


Tests were performed to evaluate the variability of the shock tube loadings for bare and armored conditions as measured on the end plate. Results show excellent repeatability of the loading data with variability between shots typically between 1-4%. Sample bare and under-armor waveforms are shown in Figure 7. 




Figure 7: Sample pressure traces for the bare and armor system shock tube tests.


2.3.3
High-Speed Camera Setup


A high-speed camera (Phantom V310, Vision Research, Wayne, NJ, USA) was used to record the shock tube blast events in the open shock tube. The camera was activated using the same signal that triggered the data acquisition system and recorded the event at 20,000 frames per second. The plate in the armor system was painted a matte green, such that custom tracking software (written in MATLAB [Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA]) tracked the green pixels and computed the compression amount of the armor system during the blast. For each test, a pixel to inch calibration was input into the software. This calibration was determined by selecting known distance landmarks such as the offset distance. The software then traced the armor compression as a function of time and computed the plate velocity and acceleration. This data was used to validate the predicted armor compression from INJURY-A. 


2.3.4
Field Data Acquisition


Field testing remains the gold standard in body armor testing.  INJURY-A has been compared against animal test data from the field for the two armor systems in this study. The shock tube INJURY-A results were compared to the field INJURY-A results to evaluate the effectiveness of the shock tube for material screening (more information regarding the field related INJURY-A tests and results can be found elsewhere 2[]
). A Blast Test Device (BTD) (Figure 8a) was used to obtain field blast overpressure data. The BTD is a rigid cylindrical object with approximate dimensions of a sheep torso. The BTD was fitted with a total of four pressure sensors placed 90° apart, separating the device into four quadrants: front, right, back, and left (with numerical labels of 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively; see Figure 8b), with the front face always oriented in the direction of the blast. No armor system or covering was fitted to the BTD.


A Modified Blast Test Device (MBTD) was used to obtain blast overpressure data under the protection of an armor system in the field (Figure 8c). The MBTD is identical in shape and dimension to the BTD, however, the MBTD can be fitted with 36 pressure sensors (9 in each quadrant). A minimum of 5 sensors is required to quantify the distributed pressure pattern located directly underneath the protective armor system during a blast event. A custom armor wrap system was used to mount to the MBTD (Figure 8d).

		

		



		a. The BTD used in the field trials

		b. The quadrant labeling of the BTD



		

		



		c. MBTD sensor setup

		d. MBTD wrapped with an armor system





Figure 8: Images of the BTD and MBTDs used in the field.


2.4
INJURY Modeling


The INJURY-A modeling methodology is based upon 30 years of research on PBI lung injuries. INJURY 8.3 is the latest model software released by the USAMRMC for calculation of normalized work for non-auditory blast injury assessment without body armor 3[]
. This model has been described in great detail elsewhere 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[1, 2, 4, 5]
. Briefly, the INJURY model relates the extent of lung injury to the total amount of irreversible work done to the lung during a blast. The irreversible work done to the lung is related to the rapid motion of the chest wall caused by the blast loading. In earlier studies by Stuhmiller, et al. 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[1, 4]
 it was found that the irreversible work done on the lung, normalized by the product of ambient pressure and initial lung volume, correlated well with lung injury. Subsequent studies have shown that in the case of a strong air blast, such as a survivability study, chest wall velocities can be quite high and nonlinear effects become important 5[]
. The full nonlinear form for normalized work is given as 
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where V is the chest wall velocity, Aeff is effective frontal area of the chest wall, Pa is ambient pressure, Vo is initial lung volume, ρ is lung tissue density, γ is the ratio of specific heats and c is sound speed in the lung 5[]
.


The normalized work equation requires the chest wall velocity which is dynamically calculated using a modified version of the Lobdell model of the human thorax 6[]
 adapted to air blast loading as illustrated in Figure 9.




Figure 9: INJURY 8.3 thorax model. Subscript 2 denotes the chest wall, and subscript 3 denotes 
the whole body. The blast overpressures acting on the anterior and posterior surfaces of 
the thorax are obtained from two of the four pressures measured on a BTD placed 
at a matching position and orientation as the modeled animal subject.


To model the multidimensional aspect of thoracic geometry and effects of subject orientation, an effective normalized work Weff is defined as
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where Wc, Wr, and Wl denote the normalized work components calculated from the one-dimensional response model for the chest, right and left sides, respectively using equation Figure 32

. The force arising from the pressure acting on the posterior of the thorax is included in the model as an opposing force restricting the whole body motion (1

. The work on the posterior of the subject, Wb, is assumed negligible considering the anatomical structure of the posterior thorax and therefore is not included in equation  GOTOBUTTON ZEqnNum824641  \* MERGEFORMAT ). The constants fc, fr and fl in equation 2

 are weighting factors fi which account for the area fractions of the respective sides of the thorax. These weighting factors are species dependent. Values of fi for sheep are



fc = 0.2, fr = fl = 0.4
 MACROBUTTON MTPlaceRef \* MERGEFORMAT 3


and area weighting factors for a human subject are



fc = 0.5, fr = fl = 0.25
 MACROBUTTON MTPlaceRef \* MERGEFORMAT 4


The weighting factors fi always sum up to 1.0. 


The effect of repeated exposures can also be taken into account by considering the total effective normalized work Wtot as a product of the effective normalized work, Weff and the number of exposures ns raised to a constant power p,
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It should be noted that the INJURY 8.3 model requires the subject mass as an input parameter for both evaluating the dynamic thorax response as well as for calculating the normalized work. The mass of a subject is used to scale model parameters Aeff and Vo, the effective chest wall area and lung volume, respectively, to appropriate values for the subject in equation 5[1

. The ratios (Ms/M0)2/3 and (Ms/M0)1/3, respectively, are applied as multiplicative factors, where Ms is the mass of the subject and M0 is the mass of an average human male (75kg). Additionally, the physical parameters in the Lobdell model, such as chest wall mass M2, whole body mass M3, and the spring and damper constants are also scaled by dimensional analysis  GOTOBUTTON ZEqnNum824641  \* MERGEFORMAT ]
.


The normalized work injury correlations were established using the field data from the historical USAMRMC Blast Overpressure Project (BOP) 3[]
. A total of 1,047 sheep subjects, with test conditions varying from free field to complex blast conditions over a wide range of blast levels, were used to develop the correlations. The test subjects were primarily in a configuration with the right side facing the blast. Necropsies were performed approximately one hour after blast exposure. Lung injury was divided into four categories, namely, trace, slight, moderate and severe, corresponding to petechiae (or detectible soft tissue injury), less than 10%, from 10-50% and over 50% of lung surface area contused, respectively (Figure 10) 7[]
. Normalized work was calculated for each sheep subject using matching BTD data. Ordered log-logistic regression analysis was carried out for each injury category to establish the injury correlations. These correlations for each injury condition were implemented into the INJURY 8.3 model and provide a means of predicting the probability of the severity of injury occurring based on measured blast overpressure data. The normalized work correlations with injuries are considered as fundamental biomechanical correlates for large animals and humans, whether or not armor is present. 





Trace
Slight
Moderate
Severe


Figure 10: Examples of trace, slight, moderate, and severe 
lung injury resulting from blast overpressure.


The INJURY 8.3 model cannot predict the probability of lung injury in the presence of armor; therefore, the INJURY-A methodology was developed to predict the probability of lung injury for blast behind armor. The INJURY-A modeling method consists of two main parts, material model building and injury analysis. 


2.5
Material Modeling


Matching bare and under armor pressure data are used to build material models applicable to the test conditions. The pressure data can be obtained from BTD (bare) and MBTD (under armor) testing done in the field or from shock tube testing. The material model was assumed to be a non-linear spring with a damper to capture energy dissipation effects. Using a one-dimensional lumped parameter approach, the blast loading on top of the armor material PB(t) was provided by the bare pressure data, and the under-armor loading PUA(t) was provided by the under armor pressure data as functions of time, t (Figure 11). The mass of the armor material being tested was lumped as M placed on top of the MBTD. In the model, when a blast loading is applied to the top of the armor material, it will deform toward the MBTD in the x-direction (Figure 11). By applying Newton’s Second Law, the plate velocity v(t) was solved for with a single integration with respect to time, and the deformation x(t) was solved for with double integration with respect to time,
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where a(t) is the acceleration of mass, M, and A/M is the inverse of the material mass areal density. Through optimization, PUA(t) was related to x(t) and v(t), with the material model transfer function PA(x,v) defined as
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where t is the thickness of the soft armor material. The material model was fit for the loading portion of the curve only (up to peak pressure). Sensitivity studies have indicated for field testing that PA(x,v) only needs to be calculated for the quadrant of the MBTD which experiences the highest pressure loading for a single armor system as represented by the material wrapper. Therefore, for comparison purposes, the 40 milli-inch diaphragm pressures were used in both shock tubes as these tests provided the highest pressure loadings in this study. It was assumed that the same armor materials were wrapped around the entire thorax.




Figure 11: Use of BTD and MBTD data for material model construction.


2.6
Dynamic Response Model


Once the material model was known, normalized work calculations were carried out by coupling the armor material to the thorax model (Figure 12). Based on INJURY 8.3, the equations of motion for the dynamic response of the thorax were modified to account for the coupled effects of armor materials for INJURY-A. Once the chest wall response had been solved for in INJURY-A the effective normalized work was computed using the same equations as INJURY 8.3 (equations 5

). It should be noted that using the armor-coupled INJURY-A model, the loading inputs for injury predictions are the same BTD data that was used as an input for INJURY 8.3. For both the shock tube and field data the same BTD data inputs were evaluated in INJURY-A to quantify the normalized work done on the lungs. The shock tube data was used only to build the material model which was coupled to the thorax. 
1

 through 



Figure 12: Material model coupled with the thorax. Subscript 1 denotes the lumped armor mass, subscript 2 denotes the chest wall, and subscript 3 denotes the whole body. The blast overpressures acting on the anterior and posterior surfaces of the thorax are 
obtained from two of the four pressures measured on a BTD placed at a 
matching position and orientation as the modeled animal subject.


3.0
Results 


3.1
High-Speed Camera Validation


Using the custom software to track the plate, the peak armor compression was determined from the video capture data. The peak armor compression calculated from the bare and under armor pressure difference was also determined for comparison. This was done for both systems tested (Table 1). The difference between the model predictions and the high-speed video capture normalized by the video data was small, indicating that INJURY-A captures the actual compression quite accurately. For System B the percentage error seemed large, however, the absolute difference between the measured and computed compression was only 2.9 mm. The quantified accuracy of the high-speed video camera was approximately +/- 0.9 mm. Differences in the measurement between the high-speed camera and the INJURY-A prediction can be attributed to a coarse video resolution and camera positioning. Additionally, INJURY-A provides a mean representation of the behavior of the entire plate while the camera tracks a small portion of the plate which may result in differences in the plate that did not compress uniformly.


Table 1: Average percentage error in compression prediction expressed as (xcalc-xvideo)/xvideo.


		Material System

		Error 



		System A

		9%



		System B

		28%





3.1.1
Diaphragm Thickness Effects on Pressure


Each armor system was tested using a 6” compression chamber with an increasingly thick rupture diaphragm (10, 20, 30, and 40 milli-inches). As the diaphragm thickness increased, the onset of the bare pressure occurred sooner as expected from a stronger shock wave (Figure 13). The under armor pressure also had the same timing phenomenon for both Systems A and B (Figure 13). Peak pressure increased with an increase in diaphragm thickness, as well. 




Figure 13: Effects of diaphragm thickness on shock tube pressure. Increasing thicknesses 
had a direct relationship with the blast pressure magnitude and blast overpressure onset.


Material models were computed for each diaphragm thickness. The material model fits compared well with the computed compression and velocities as a function of pressure (Figure 14 and Figure 15). Although there were timing and peak pressure differences for each diaphragm thickness, the material curves (represented as pressure as a function of compression and pressure as a function of velocity) were consistent for each material (Figure 16 and Figure 17). As the diaphragm thickness increased, the compression of each system and the plate velocity increased; however, all curves showed the same material properties during loading.




Figure 14: Material model fits for System A. The material models compared well to the compression and 
velocity profiles as a function of under armor pressure that were calculated from the shock tube tests. 




Figure 15: Material model fits for System B. The material models compared well to 
the compression and velocity profiles as a function of under armor 
pressure that were calculated from the shock tube tests. 




Figure 16: Pressure as a function of compression and 
plate velocity for System A material model fits.




Figure 17: Pressure as a function of compression and plate velocity for System B 
material model fits. Note the x and y axes are not the same scale as Figure 16.


The four material models derived from the shock tube data were then coupled to the INJURY-A model. The loading to the thorax was from a series of field tests with pressures quantified using BTDs. Six different charge weights were simulated with 6 to 21 simulations at each charge weight. Results indicated that there was no significant difference between the injuries predicted using the four material models for each charge level (Figure 18). 




Figure 18: Severe results for the varying diaphragm thicknesses. Six charge weights were 
analyzed, indicating no significant difference in injury predictions between diaphragm 
thicknesses for either system at any of the investigated charge weights. 


The shock tube pressure traces were compared to the MBTD traces generated from the field testing. The 20 milli-inch diaphragm results with the standard 6” chamber were used to compare to the field pressure results. For the field pressure a charge weight was selected to derive the material model to be coupled in INJURY-A for comparison. As shown, the results did not differ significantly in injury prediction for the 10, 20, 30, or 40 milli-inch diaphragm tests and therefore the 20 milli-inch diaphragm data was selected as it provided the most similar peak bare pressure loading and blast duration between the shock tube and the field testing (as determined by the average pressure response on the front and back of the BTD, Figure 19 and Table 2). 

		

		



		a. BTD front bare trace comparison

		b. BTD back bare trace comparison





Figure 19: Bare pressure plots comparing the shock tube with the front (a) and back (b) side of the BTD. Care 
was taken to align the pressure data by matching the timing of the onset of the bare pressure, however 
as these are two distinctly different tests no claims can be made regarding the timing of the events.


Table 2: Numerical comparison of the peak pressure and duration of initial blast between the front and back BTD sides and the varying diaphragm thicknesses. As indicated in bold the 
20 milli-inch blast wave best represented the average field blast measured 
by the BTD and was therefore selected for comparison with field data.


		System

		Peak Pressure (kPa)

		Blast Wave Duration (ms)



		Field Front

		707.3

		0.98



		Field Back

		1422.01

		3.38



		Field Average

		1065.7

		2.18



		10 milli-inch

		610.1

		1.57



		20 milli-inch

		1165.5

		2.09



		30 milli-inch

		1941.0

		2.74



		40 milli-inch

		2421.1

		2.96





The material models were coupled to the thorax model in INJURY-A and the probability of severe injury was calculated for complex wave blasts. As with the injury results for the varying diaphragm thicknesses, the loading to the thorax was from a series of field tests with pressures quantified using BTDs. Six different charge weights were simulated with 6 to 21 simulations at each charge weight. The trends of the severe injury results from the shock tube tests were consistent with the field predictions (which have compared well with animal data for armored tests) as shown in Figure 20. 




Figure 20: Probability of severe injury calculated using field data 2[]
 and shock tube data. For both armor systems tested, the trends were the same between the field and shock tube results.


Results from the field studies have indicated that the injury predictions for the materials examined in this study are dominated by the mass of each system. System A had significantly less mass than System B (Table 3). When the mass areal density for System B was applied to the material model for System A, the probability of severe injury decreased. Conversely, when the mass areal density for System A was applied to the material model for System B the probability of severe injury increased. Essentially the protective capabilities of the two systems were reversed when the masses were switched. The shock tube results showed the same mass dominated injury results (Figure 21).


Table 3: Mass areal densities for System A and System B. 
System B was significantly more massive than System A.


		Material

		Mass Areal Density

(kg/m2) 



		Bare

		N/A



		System A

		29.4 



		System B 

		41.66 







Figure 21: Probability of severe injury when the mass of each armor system was swapped. Prior studies 2[]
 have indicated that the mass is a dominating factor in the performance 
of an armor system for preventing blast related lung injury. The shock 
tube results are also able to predict this finding.


4.0
Discussion


While this study focused on a small number of shock tube testing configuration parameters, there are numerous configurations that can be explored for shock tube testing, however, the results of this study indicate that a 4” open shock tube can be used to screen armor system candidates. The open shock tube provides the ability to take high-speed video capture to observe the compression behavior of the materials during a test as well as to validate models and results. For this study the open shock tube also provided a more realistic simulation of an explosive device as the blast wave was able to escape the area. There may be cases, such as in the event of a blast inside a vehicle (or other type of complete enclosure) or a prolonged blast event where a closed shock tube that prevented the blast wave from escaping and kept the surrounding area pressurized may be used instead. Work is ongoing to explore using a larger (10” diameter) shock tube (presently configured as a closed shock tube followed by studies with the shock tube configured as an open tube) for armor screening. This work will identify if there are benefits to testing a larger material sample as well as the differences between shock tube size and open versus closed configurations.


For the materials tested, the diaphragm thickness did not have a significant effect on the injury predictions. For comparison with field testing the diaphragm thickness which provided a peak pressure loading most comparable to the field test was selected. It is suggested that bare testing with a variety of diaphragms and chamber lengths be conducted to select the pressure loading most similar to the threat of interest. Only two armor systems were tested in this study and were modeled using a single material model function. An analysis of a variety of other systems is necessary to further test the methodology proposed in this paper. Other material model functions should also be explored as there may be systems which are characterized by unique material behaviors, (such as a system with a crushable foam). Finally, the initial loading phase of the material behavior was the only thing quantified in this study. To accurately capture the material behavior, it is necessary to explore the materials energy dissipation characteristics more completely during unloading. The mounting methodology used in this study is not sufficient to explore the unloading characteristics of any armor system as there is significant rebounding that occurs and often breaks or stretches the tape that was used for mounting. The development of a mounting fixture which allows accurate capture of both loading and unloading and can still provide visual access for a high-speed video camera is necessary to quantify the unloading properties of each material.


The goal of this study was to evaluate the use of shock tube testing to screen armor system candidates before moving to more extensive field testing. The methodology discussed in this paper focuses on synergizing material testing with a blast behind armor injury model which was compared well with data from field testing for armoured sheep 2[]
. The INJURY-A model is based on an understanding of blast lung injury mechanisms and provides a basis to evaluate the lung injury threat for a given blast based upon biophysical principles. The injury prediction trends for each armor system were similar to those seen in the field, suggesting that shock tube tests can be used to screen armor system candidates for further field testing. 
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Abstract

Primary blast injuries are generally limited to air-filled organs of the respiratory, gastrointestinal and auditory systems. The most common organ damaged during an explosion is the ear.  Injury to the auditory system is well known, for example, victims of blast injury often have tinnitus and prolonged sensorineural hearing loss immediately after the explosion.  In addition, vestibular damage is conceivable due to the close anatomical relationship between the utricle, saccule and the crista ampullaris (being a closed system) to the foot plate of the stapes in the middle ear.  Transient vestibular balance dysfunction after primary blast injuries without tympanum rupture has been reported; and the mechanism is unknown.  With current escalation of IED in the military and civilian environments, it is estimated that 25-30% of the patients subjected to blast injury were diagnosed as suffering from balance disorders.  It is possible that the disorder is due to a direct disruption of the membranous labyrinth, or indirect effects of the blast wave on the vestibular cortex and/or cerebellum (e.g. Contre-coup injury).  It could also be due to cortical impact (e.g. secondary or tertiary blast injuries) affecting the central vestibulo-motor pathways.  In this study, we employed Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to simulate the response of the cupula of the semicircular canals and to postulate the mechanism of balance disorder due to primary blast wave.  Volume of Fluid method was used to track the interface between the cupula and the endolymph.  It was assumed that there is no rupture of the oval window, round window, and the Reissner’s membrane and consequently no leakage of fluid (perilymph or endolymph) from the vestibular system.  Our results suggest that at a blast wave of 17 psi, the perilymph within the vestibular system deforms the membrane of the membranous labyrinth.  This causes an irregular endolymph flow and changes in endolymphatic pressure which deform the cupula of the crista ampullaris.  Deformation of the cupula in turn disrupts the integrity or breakage of the cilia of the sensory hair cells.  Our model suggests that changes in endolymphatic pressure and distortion of the cupula will disrupt the primary vestibular afferent discharges and alters the responsiveness and sensitivity of the vestibular system leading to balance disorders.


1.0
INTRODUCTION


In general, blast injuries are divided into 5 classes: primary, secondary, tertiary, quaternary and quinary based on the nature of the stimulus.  Primary blast injury caused by direct blast energy or pressure is a form of barotrauma.  Secondary blast injury is caused by projectiles created and/or propelled by the blast (shrapnel, rubble, building fragment).  Tertiary blast injury is due to blast wind resulting in physical translocation and impact with rigid and stationary objects.  Quaternary blast injury is a result of burns, asphyxia (from heat) and exposure to toxic inhalants.  The clinical consequences of post detonation environmental contamination including bacteria, radiation and tissue reactions are referred to as quinary blast injury.


The ear is the most frequent organ affected during an explosion, for example, blast wave might rupture the tympanic membrane (ear drum).  Injury to the conductive and perceptual auditory system is well known. On the other hand, vestibular damage although conceivable due to the close anatomical relation of the vestibular apparatus structures (utricle, saccule and crista ampullaris) to the footplate of the stapes is rarely investigated.  It has been reported that about 25-30% of the patients subjected to blast injury were diagnosed as suffering from balance disorders [1].  Exposure to a high powered explosion especially in a confined space may result in severe vestibular damage [2, 3].  Moreover, transient vestibular balance dysfunction after primary blast injury was reported by Sylvia et al. [4].  There are other reports on the disorder of the balance control system as a result of blast impact with signs and symptoms such as abnormal eye movement, dizziness and Benign Paroxysmal Positional Vertigo (BPPV) [5-10].  BPPV manifests as a result of canalithiasis where particles from the utricle are relocated to the semicircular canals.  While short term (few minutes) or long term (few days) symptoms of dizziness and loss of balance have been reported after exposure to blast wave [11-14], the cause for balance disorders after blast exposure are not well understood.  Some investigators suggested that vertigo is a result of central nervous system damage caused by traumatic brain injury (TBI) [15, 16].  However, it has been suggested that blast wave can affect the functionality of the semicircular canals directly rather than through the nervous system [17].  It is possible that balance disorder is due to a direct disruption of the membranous labyrinth, or indirect effects of the blast wave on the vestibular cortex and/or cerebellum (e.g. Contre-coup injury).  It could also be due to a direct cortical impact (e.g. secondary or tertiary blast injuries) affecting the central vestibulo-motor pathways.  The objective of this study is to investigate the effect of a primary blast wave on the functionality of the vestibular system using the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model.


2.0
DESCRIPTION OF the Vestibular Appatus


The three interconnected semicircular canals orthogonal to each other are responsible for angular acceleration in 3-dimensional space.  They are connected to the utricular and saccular macula (responsible for linear acceleration) and the organ of Corti (responsible for hearing).  The above structures form the membranous labyrinth which is a closed system and is protected within a bony labyrinth.  The bony labyrinth is a part of the temporal bone of the skull.  The membranous labyrinth is filled with endolymph (high in K+ and low in Na+) while the gap between membranous and bony labyrinth is filled with perilymph (low in Na+ and high in K+).  Hence, each canal is filled with endolymph, which by virtue of its inertia flows through the canal whenever a component of the angular acceleration of the head is in the plane of the canal [18].  Flow of the endolymph deflects the cupula, a gelatinous mass of mucopolysaccharides that forms a moveable diaphragm across the canal at a swelling near the junction of the utricle called the ampulla.  The ampulla contains the sensory epithelium called the crista ampullaris.  The cupula extends from the top of the crista ampullaris to the opposite wall of the membranous canal (refers to as the apex of the cupula) to block the flow of endolymph around it.  Therefore, the cupula functions as a fixed, weakly elastic diaphragm rather than a hinged door [19].  The neural transduction function is carried out by the cupula and the crista ampullaris.  The crista ampullaris contains many multi-ciliated hair cells each with a single kinocilium and some 60 to 100 stiff stereocilia arranged in a regular pattern that protrude into the cupula.  Endings of the vestibular afferent fibres are in close contact with the hair cells.  Endolymph motion causes the cupula to deflect.  Cupula deflection causes hair cells to bend.  Bending of the stereocilia towards the kinocilium during deflection of the cupula causes excitation (depolarization); thereby increase the discharge of the vestibular afferents.  Bending of the stereocilia away from the kinocilium causes inhibition (hyperpolarization), decreasing the resting discharge of the vestibular nerve.  The elastic properties of the cupula can be altered by changing the respective density of the cupula and the endolymph, for example, absorption of alcohol (being less dense than the endolymph) in the cupula can cause exaggerated sensation of motion. 

A schematic of the inner ear showing the semicircular canals, the utricular and saccular maculae and the oval and round windows is illustrated in  Figure 1.  As mentioned above, the endolymph fills the membranous labyrinth which has the same shape as the bony labyrinth.  The gap between the membranous labyrinth and the bony labyrinth is filled with perilymph that is in direct contact with the oval and round windows.  The Organ of Corti responsible for hearing is located in the helical part.  The connection between the inner ear and the middle ear is through the round and oval windows each of which has a membrane across preventing fluid leakage.  




Figure 1: Schematic of the inner ear showing the perilymph 
and endolymph and the membrane between them.

3.0
Effects of Blast Pressure on the Ear


In cadaver temporal bone without the pinnae, a minimum peak pressure of 50 to 56 kPa (0.5 to 0.56 atm) with duration of ≥ 2ms at the tympanum is needed to cause rupture and a minimum impulse of about 8 Pa.s for blast wave duration of < 0.2ms [20].  When there is a rupture in the tympanum, there are a number of possibilities: 1). The pressure wave bypasses the ossicles (malleus, incus and stapes) of the middle ear and directly impacts the oval window and round window membranes of the inner ear without rupturing the membranes; 2). The blast wave could rupture the oval and round window membranes.  In this study, we studied the first scenario.  As discussed previously, the oval and round windows provide direct access to the perilymph that is cushioning the membranous labyrinths.  Blast wave induced pressure changes in the perilymph through the oval and round window membranes, can alter the endolymphatic flow and the deflection of the cupula.  The anatomical proximity between the endolymph, cupula and the flexibility of the membranous labyrinth provide the condition by which blast wave can directly affect the functionality of the semicircular canal fluid dynamics.  We employed Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to investigate the response of the cupula and endolymph to blast wave.  A two fluid Volume of Fluid (VOF) model is used to numerically solve the complete sets of governing equations for both the cupula and the endolymph in a semicircular canal and to capture the interface between these two as the cupula deflects [21].  By using CFD, a realistic geometry for the canal can be used without any restrictions associated with the torsion pendulum models [22-24] used to model cupula response to head motion.  In addition, since complete governing equations are solved numerically, no restriction for fluid pattern inside the canal and cupula deformation is required as suggested in models by [25-28]. 

4.0
Physical Model


As the pressure wave impacts on the oval and round window membrane, perilymph pressure increases.  If the walls of the membranous labyrinth and the round and oval window membranes were non-deformable, perilymph would not be able to flow.  Since these membranous tissues are deformable, and since the thickness and width of the membranous labyrinth is not uniform, pressure increase in the perilymph results in perilymph motion.  This fluid motion is transferred to the endolymph via the membrane of the membranous labyrinth.  Similarly, endolymphatic motion at one point causes the endolymph to flow inside the membranous labyrinth due to the deformability of membranous labyrinth.  As the endolymph flows, cupula deflects in response to the endolymphatic motion.  If the volume of the membranous labyrinth is constricted in one part due to the inward motion of the perilymph, incompressibility of the endolymph would require a volume increases in other parts of the membranous labyrinth.  As a result, the volume of the labyrinth and the endolymph remain constant while there is an endolymphatic flow due to the pressure variation and the perilymph motion outside the membranous labyrinth.  If pressure variation impacting the inner ear is oscillatory, as encountered in blast waves, the resulting pressure distribution along the labyrinth and the resulting flow of perilymph, endolymph, and cupula deflection will also oscillate in time.


It should be noted that the exact pressure distribution and perilymph-endolymph motion requires that the entire membranous labyrinth be modelled.  Pressure distribution and perilymph-endolymph motion prediction also requires that the thickness of the membranous labyrinth to be known.  This is beyond the scope of the current study; we concentrate on the endolymphatic flow and cupula deflection in response to perilymph pressure change in one semicircular canal.  As we indicated earlier, we also assumed that the oval and round membranes remain intact (hence no leakage of perilymph) and that the perilymph pressure is transferred completely to the endolymph across the membrane and uniformly along the canal.  We recognise that such an assumption might over predict the applied pressure on the endolymph resulting in larger cupula deflections.  However, our model will provide a basic understanding of the potential effects of blast wave on the vestibular apparatus. 


The geometry used in this model is shown schematically in Figure 2.  It illustrates a cross section of one semicircular canal at the ampulla.  As stated earlier, it is assumed that pressure distribution is uniform in the perilymph and that it varies with time.  The same pressure is transferred to the endolymph via the membranous tissue in between.  The right boundary of the canal is assumed to be open for the endolymph to flow in or out of the canal as this is the boundary from which endolymph can flow to other parts of membranous labyrinth.  If the perilymph pressure is positive, the membrane moves outward and endolymph is pushed out of this canal.  When perilymph pressure is negative the membrane moves inward allowing endolymph to flow into the canal from the open boundary.  When exposed to blast waves where pressure oscillates between positive and negative values, combinations of the above motion can occur. 

































Figure 2: Problem configuration; double arrows indicate that the 
membrane can move in and out based on the applied pressure.

5.0
NUMERICAL Model


The numerical scheme employed to model the effects of blast waves on a semicircular canal are described as follows.  The governing equations for the endolymph and cupula are solved and the moving interface between them is captured.  Perilymph effect is implemented as a pressure boundary condition at the membrane between perilymph and endolymph but perilymph flow is not considered.  Both endolymph and cupula are treated here as incompressible fluids [29]. It is assumed that the temperature remains constant in the canal and is not affected by the pressure wave.  Equations governing the flow field are mass and momentum conservation equations:
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 τ the shear stress, and  the density,is the velocity vector, p the pressure, ρ
 includes any body force as well as surface tension per unit volume.  These equations were used to calculate the fluid motion within the canal based on a balance of momentum.  The equations are solved on a fixed Cartesian grid where the entire domain is divided into smaller elements to discretize the governing equation.  As mentioned above, since there are two materials in the canal, the interface between these two fluids should be captured at each time interval.  Volume of Fluid (VOF) method was employed to capture the interface between the two fluids.  This method assumes that there is a scalar field, f, called volume fraction; that is defined at each computational cell as: f = 1 cells with interface between the cupula and the endolymph.  As the interface between the two fluids moves, volume fraction field should be reconstructed at each time step.  The method developed by [30] is used to reconstruct the interface at each time step and relocate the volume fractions by the following equation:
 within the cupula, f = 0 within the endolymph, and 0 < f < 1





(3)


Equations (1), (2), and (3) are discretized using a staggered mesh in which velocities are specified at cell surfaces and pressure and volume fraction at each cell centre.  While the scheme is three-dimensional, this work presents two-dimensional results, assuming only one computational cell in one of the three coordinate directions.  This model has been extensively used and tested in previous studies [31, 32].  The geometry of the human semicircular canal is taken from data provided by Curthoys and Oman [33].  In order to introduce the geometry to the flow solver of our model, the canal was divided into 10 sections and for each section the best polynomial curve fit is derived.  Figure 3 illustrates different sections which were provided by Curthoys and Oman [33].  Ten sections for which a polynomial equation from a curve fit was derived are shown in different colours and each colour is identified by a number in the Figure.  All the dimensions are in millimetres and the origin is as indicated in Figure 3. 



Figure 3: Geometric detail for the canal, all dimensions are in millimeter.  Each colour line is identified 
by a number and indicates a section for which a polynomial equation is derived from curve fitting.  
Equations are provided in the text.  Thickness of different sections are as follow, (a)-(b): 0.61, 
(c)-(d): 1.28, (e)-(f): 2.69, (g)-(h): 1.47, (i)-(j): 0.65, (k)-(l): 0.27.

The polynomial equations and the range of variables for each section are provided in Table 1.

Table 1: Geometrical description of the semicircular canal used in the present model.
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The density for both endolymph and cupula are assumed to be 1000 kg/m3.  Their respective viscosities are assumed to be 0.001 and 0.1 Pa.s [26].  The elastic properties of the cupula are responsible for restoring the cupula to its equilibrium resting position after any forced deformation [34, 35].  Since the deformation of cupula was modelled in a fluid mechanical sense; the restoring force is prescribed as a surface tension force between the cupula and the endolymph.  The surface tension coefficient needs to be determined such that it would provide the same result as the elastic properties of the cupula would. We originally selected a surface tension coefficient close to that of water, σ = 0.1 N/m (surface tension coefficient of water is 0.072 N/m).  However, as it will be shown later, this surface tension coefficient was too small and the cupula could rupture with very small blast wave pressures. Since our model is two dimensional, it has a smaller interface (perimeter) than a three dimensional interface (area), a larger surface tension coefficient should be selected to compensate for the smaller area.  A larger surface tension coefficient may provide the same results as a three dimensional physical model would. Therefore, the surface tension coefficient was increased to σ =1 N/m, for this study. 


6.0
RESULTS


6.1
Cupula Response to Blast Wave


Our simulation results suggested that there is endolymph flow and cupula deflection in response to pressure variation from a blast wave.  A typical blast wave has frequencies in the range of 0.1-10 KHz close to the location of the blast.  Such blast wave can be represented by a Friedlander curve [36-38].  A positive peak pressure is followed by a small amplitude long term negative pressure wave.  The pressure variation inside a closed space or an armoured vehicle may be different from the profile defined by the Friedlander curve due to several reflections of the blast wave and the effect of the environment [39] and that the blast pressure will last for hundreds of cycles.  In this study 1-2 cycle are assumed resembling the pressure wave in an open environment close to the location of the blast. 


In our model, a pressure boundary condition is applied on the membrane between the perilymph and endolymph and the response of the cupula to this pressure is studied.  Figure 4(a) shows the blast wave that is used in our model. Blast pressure reaches the maximum of 1.2 atm in 0.1 ms.  After this abrupt rise, pressure drops rapidly to less than 0.2 atm but it is still positive, and then goes through oscillations between positive and negative (suction) values.  Pressure approaches zero after 2 ms.  This time varying pressure is applied through the entire interior boundary of the endolymph as shown in Fig. 2.  As a pressure is imposed on the inner boundaries of the endolymph, endolymph is forced to radiate outward, assuming that endolymph can flow freely between the membranous labyrinth.  If all boundaries are considered rigid, there would be no endolymph motion, and pressure everywhere inside endolymph will increase.  This will not have any effect on the cupula. Therefore as described previously, we assumed that the endolymph is free to flow within the membrane labyrinth.
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Figure 4: (a) The imposed blast wave pressure; and (b) motion of 
the center of mass of cupula in response to the blast wave.

Flow of endolymph with time is presented in Figure 5, showing streamlines and velocity vectors coloured by velocity magnitude inside the cupula.  Figure 5(a) shows the endolymph flow at t = 0.06 ms, at which time the applied pressure is maximum (point 1 in Fig. 4-a).  The shape of the canal is such that the inward movement of the of endolymph results in a clockwise (cw) flow in the wider parts of the canal and a counter-clockwise (ccw) flow in the narrower and the lower part of the canal.  These two opposing flows reach each other at the exit region of the canal.  Figure 5(b) shows the streamlines and velocity magnitudes at t = 0.2ms (point 2 in Fig. 4-a).  At this time, the initial blast wave pressure is subsided; however, the pressure magnitude is still positive.  Therefore, the flow inside the canal continues to flow clockwise.  The velocities inside the canal at this time are higher.  The flow momentum generated inside the canal continues for a relatively long time after the initial blast.  At t = 1ms, and after experiencing several small pressure waves after the first blast, the cupula has reached its maximum deflection, and it starts to retract as shown in Figure 5(c).  A vortical flow pattern is observed inside the canal and cupula.  Such vortical patterns can distort the cilia of the hair cells.  Larger flow circulations are also observed in the wider sections of the canal.  This is partly due to the impingement of the two cw and ccw flows from the top and bottom sections of the canal.  At t = 2ms (point 4 in Fig. 4-b) endolymph flow direction in the ampulla is from right to left, pushing the cupula to the left.  At t = 3.5 ms after the blast, cupula deflects passing its initial location.  The vortical flows in the canal are increased.  At t = 10 ms after the blast, cupula comes to rest.  At this point, there are still vortical flows within the ampulla, but it will be dampened in time with no significant effect on the cupula.  After the last wave dissipates, it takes some time for the flow field to decay.  The cupula continues to deflect back and forth until it reaches the equilibrium position after about 10 ms. 

Based on the above mechanism, the deflection of cupula in response to the blast wave of Fig. 4(a) is shown in Fig. 4(b).  Positive numbers represent cupula deflection to the right (+x), while negative numbers show deflection to the left (-x).  The blast wave forces the cupula to the right.  The maximum cupula deflection occurs at 1ms after the blast impact (point 3 on Fig. 4-b), after which, it turns back moving to the left.  The cupula does not follow the same oscillation pattern as the blast wave pressure and behaves as an over-damped oscillator.  It returns to its original position after one oscillation as shown in Fig. 4(b) at t = 10ms.


In order to investigate the effect of cupula motion on the cilia of the hair cells, a point inside the cupula and close to the crista ampullaris is selected.  This point, P, is indicated by ‘•’ in Figure 6(a).  Variations of the horizontal and vertical velocities at this point after the impact of the blast are plotted in figures 6(b) and 6(c).  The maximum velocity in the horizontal direction at this point reaches 0.4 m/s at 0.3 ms after the blast.  A negative horizontal velocity indicates that the cupula moves towards the left.  The velocity in the vertical direction (+y direction) is smaller (a maximum of about 0.06 m/s).  This indicates that the gelatinous mass of mucopolysaccharides inside the cupula may move about 18 micrometre within this time (0.3 ms).  This is larger than the length of the cilia (< 5-10 microns), which suggests that the blast may distort the cilia.  The velocity at point P approaches zero after 5ms.  Figure 6(d) illustrates the pressure variation at point P in the cupula, as well as the applied pressure.  The cupula pressure follows the same pattern as the applied pressure with a peak pressure of 0.6 atm, which is about half of the input peak pressure.  This observation indicates that a large portion of the blast wave pressure is transformed into flow motion (i.e., momentum). 

		

		



		(a) t = 0.06 ms



		

		



		(b) t = 0.2 ms





Figure 5: Streamlines on the left and velocity vectors colored by velocity magnitude on 
the right for cupula response to a blast wave and at different times after the blast.


		

		



		(c) t = 1 ms



		

		



		(d) t = 2 ms





Figure 5 (continued): Streamlines on the left and velocity vectors colored by velocity magnitude 
on the right for cupula response to a blast wave and at different times after the blast.
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Figure 6: Variation of velocity with time for a point close to Crista, (a) point 
is indicated by *, (b) horizontal velocity, (c) vertical velocity, (d) pressure.

6.2
Effect of Elastic Properties of Cupula

The results presented earlier were based on a surface tension coefficient of σ = 1N/m, which is about one order of magnitude larger than that of water-air interface.  In this section, we consider the sensitivity of the cupula dynamics to the changes in the surface tension coefficient.  For this purpose, the surface tension coefficient is reduced by one order of magnitude to σ = 0.1 N/m.  Figure 7 illustrates the location of the centre of mass of cupula in the horizontal direction.  Decreasing surface tension to 0.1 N/m, increases the maximum deflection by about 3.3° and increases the possibility of cupula detachment.  



Figure 7: Cupula deflection with time exposed to a blast wave for two surface tension coefficients.

Figure 8 compares the cupula shape and the flow fields for surface tensions of 1 N/m and 0.1 N/m at t = 1 ms and 1.2 ms after the blast.  For σ = 1 N/m, cupula deflects to the left while for σ = 0.1 N/m vortical flows tend to push the portion of the cupula attaching to the membranous canal (opposite to the crista ampullaris), to the right (Figure 8b).  This results in the narrowing of the cupula in this section.  Therefore, after t = 1.2 ms, there is a detachment of the cupula for σ = 0.1 N/m (Figure 8d) while there is no detachment for σ = 1 N/m as shown in Fig. 8 (c). 


While the increase in cupula deflection causes the cupula to be detached, it is not the only cause for detachment.  The decrease of surface tension coefficient induces a greater deformation of the cupula.  At higher surface tension coefficients the cupula tends to maintain its shape and deflect more uniformly. As σ decreases, the cupula deforms more in response to the external pressure changes.  Since the cupula configuration is not symmetrical and uniform, their deformations will not be uniform.  The portion of the cupula attached to the membranous canal is thinner and narrows down as the applied pressure increases.  Because the cupula is incompressible, narrowing in one portion results in thickening of the region closer to the crista ampullaris where the hair cells are located.  Cupula detachment occurs at the apex as it cannot maintain the pressure gradient across it.  The study shows that, the elastic properties of the cupula have a significant effect on the potential damage that may result from the impact of a blast wave on the vestibular system.  

		

		



		(a) σ = 1 N/m, t = 1 ms

		(b) σ = 0.1 N/m, t = 1 ms



		

		



		(c) σ = 1 N/m, t = 1.2 ms

		(d) σ = 0.1 N/m, t = 1.2 ms





Figure 8: Cupula shape and flow field for a blast wave input at t = 1 and 
1.2 ms, and two surface tension coefficient of σ = 1 and 0.1 N/m.

6.3
Cupula Response to a Harmonic Cosine Pressure Wave


Pressure variation of a blast wave can be decomposed into series of Sine and Cosine harmonics with different amplitudes and frequencies. In order to investigate effect of each parameter, such as pressure amplitude and frequency on the cupula deflection a harmonic pressure wave, once consists of a Cosine wave and another time consists of a Sine wave, is considered. In a Cosine harmonic, the function changes sign twice (from positive to negative pressure) during the period.  If the function is positive during the first quarter, it is negative in second quarter, remains negative during the third quarter and changes sign to positive during the last quarter of that period. Figure 9(a) shows a Cosine pressure wave with amplitude of 1 atm and period of 1 ms.  For such a wave, each of the accelerations is followed by a deceleration, whereas, a Sine function changes sign once during each period.  A sine function which is positive during the first quarter remains positive during the second quarter and changes sign in the last two quarters. Figure 9(b) shows a Sine pressure wave with the same amplitude and frequency. In such a case, acceleration occurs during the first and second quarters, and deceleration occurs during the third and fourth quarters.  Since the blast pressure can be decomposed into these harmonic functions, we studied the effect of amplitude and frequency of harmonic functions on the cupula and endolymph response in order to elucidate the effects of the amplitude and frequency of the applied blast on cupula deflection. 

We consider a blast wave represented by a Cosine function as p=p0cos(2πft)  and f = 1000 Hz (1 ms period) is selected as the base case for our study. and f are pressure amplitude and frequency, respectively.  A typical blast wave may have pressure amplitude of 1 atm and a period of 1 ms. Therefore, a cosine function with p0 = 1 atm, where p0
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Figure 9: Cosine and Sine functions variation in time, (a) Cosine, (b) Sine.

Figure 10 presents the simulation results for the baseline, showing the flow field and the pressure contours inside the canal at quarter of period intervals.  During the first quarter of oscillation, Fig. 10(a), the applied pressure pushes the endolymph out of semicircular canal. During this period, a clockwise (cw) flow develops in the ampulla region of the canal where the cupula is located.  As a result, cupula deflects to the right.  Pressure contours inside the canal clearly show a pressure gradient across the cupula, with lower pressures to the right of the cupula.  During the second quarter, Fig. 10(b), pressure force acting on cupula changes direction.  At the end of this quarter vortical flow is formed in the cupula and its adjacent regions due to a flow reversal. In the third quarter, as illustrated in Fig. 10(c), pressure force accelerates the cupula to the left and induces a counter-clockwise (ccw) endolymph flow in the crista ampullaris region of the cupula.  This motion decelerates during the last period of oscillation where pressure force across cupula is from left to right to bring the cupula to rest.





















Figure 10: Flow streamlines (left column) and pressure contour (right column) 
inside canal for p0 = 1 atm and f = 1000 Hz at quarter of period intervals. 




Figure 11: Cupula deflection with time for a wave with p0 = 1 atm 
and f = 1000 Hz, input pressure is shown in dotted line.

The above figure illustrates the motion of the cupula in the horizontal direction, as well as the applied pressure during one oscillation.  Because of the flow inertia, there is a time lag between the applied pressure force and the cupula response and consequently cupula motion reverses at t/T = 0.6.  The centre of mass of the cupula does not return to its initial location and has passed this point at t = T. 


6.3.1
Pressure Amplitude Effect


Pressure amplitude, p0, variation on cupula and endolymph movement is studied in this section.  Four pressure amplitudes are considered p0 = 1, 0.75, 0.5, and 0.1 atm while keeping the pressure frequency constant at f = 1000 Hz. Figure 12 illustrates the variation of location of the centre of mass of the cupula in the horizontal direction for different amplitudes.  It suggests that higher pressure force results in greater cupula deflection. 



Figure 12: Cupula deflection with time for different pressure amplitudes for a frequency of 1000 Hz.

The velocity magnitude contours for the two amplitudes, p0 = 1 and 0.75atm, are shown in Figures 13 and 14 and at times when cw and ccw velocities are maximum.  Within the cupula, maximum velocity in both directions occurs close to the crista ampullaris where the hair cells are located.  It demonstrates that an increase in pressure amplitude can increase cilia bending.  The presence of the crista ampullaris presented a barrier to the endolymphatic flow and cupula motion and in turn created high velocities in this region.  
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Figure 13: Velocity magnitude contours (m/s) and flow streamlines at the time 
when cw motion has the maximum velocity, (a) p0 = 1 atm, (a) p0 = 0.75 atm.
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Figure 14: Velocity magnitude contours (m/s) and flow streamlines at the time 
when ccw motion has the maximum velocity, (a) p0 = 1 atm, (a) p0 = 0.75 atm.

6.3.2
Blast Frequency Effect


Effect of frequency of the applied pressure on the cupula and the endolymph motion is illustrated in Fig. 15 for frequencies of f = 500, 800, and 1000 Hz, while the pressure amplitude is kept constant at p0 = 0.1 atm. Increasing frequency from 500 Hz to 1000 Hz decreases the cupula deflection from 1.1° to 0.4° degree.  With constant amplitude, higher frequency implies a slower rise time.  For example, it takes 0.25 ms and 0.5 ms to reach the maximum amplitude for the 1000 Hz and 500 Hz waves  respectively.  In addition, when frequency decreases, the amount of applied force during the oscillation also increases. 




Figure 15: Cupula deflection with time for different pressure frequencies for p0 = 0.1 atm.

The velocity magnitude contour within and adjacent to the cupula as well as the streamlines are illustrated in Figures16 for three frequencies at t = T/4 and t = 3T/4.  The oscillation period, T, is equal to 2 ms, 1.25 ms, and 1 ms for frequencies 500 Hz, 800 Hz, and 1000 Hz, respectively.  During the second quarter, T/4 < t < T/2 a flow reversal occurs and vortical patterns appear.  If the ccw flow, which is formed during the third quarter, T/2 < t < 3T/4, is strong enough, vortical flows disappear at t = 3T/4.  This occurs when f = 500 Hz where a ccw flow without vorticity is obtained (Fig. 16-b).  For f = 800, the ccw flow is not strong enough so a vortical pattern is obtained at the back of ampulla.  For f = 1000 Hz, ccw velocities are even smaller so two vortical patterns are formed within and close to the cupula. 

		

		



		

		



		(a) t = T/4, f = 500 Hz

		(b) t = 3T/4, f = 500 Hz



		

		



		(c) t = T/4, f = 800 Hz

		(d) t = 3T/4, f = 800 Hz



		

		



		(e) t = T/4, f = 1000 Hz

		(f) t = 3T/4, f = 1000 Hz





Figure 16: Velocity magnitude contours (m/s) and flow streamlines for 
three different pressure frequencies and at two different periods.

6.3.3
Cupula Detachment

As discussed previously, the cupula is a diaphragm. If the force of deflection increases, the apex of the cupula might be detached.  Deflection increases by increasing pressure amplitude and/or decreasing pressure wave frequency as described in the previous section.  To examine the condition for the possibility of detachment, pressure amplitude for a cosine wave is increased to p0 = 2 atm with a frequency of f = 1000 Hz. Surface tension is assumed to be σ = 1 N/m.  Pressure was applied for one period, t = T = 1 ms, and then 1 ms was given without any applied pressure to allow the cupula to return to its initial position.  Simulations were stopped after 2 ms.  Figure 17 illustrates the cupula centre of mass motion in the horizontal direction for this case as well as the case with p0 = 1 atm (which shows deflection increase with amplitude increase). 



Figure 17: Cupula deflection with time for p0 = 1 and 2 atm. Cupula ruptured for p0 = 2 atm.

Cupula location and flow field inside the canal after t = 1ms is shown in Fig. 18.  At this point the pressure on the endolymph is removed.  Flow field inside the cupula tends to push it to the left while cupula surface tension tends to restore the initial position of cupula.  Since cupula deflection is larger in the case of p0 = 2 atm, surface tension force is higher.  Narrowing of the cupula at the region away from the crista ampullaris with time was observed for p0 = 2 atm.




Figure 18: Cupula deflection and flow field inside the canal at t = 1 ms. (a) p0 = 2 atm, (b) p0 = 1 atm.

Figure 19(a) and (b) illustrates cupula and the flow field close to it for both cases at t = 1.5 ms. For p0 = 2 atm, cupula is detached.  Cupula detachment results in the connection of endolymph surrounding the cupula.  In this case, detachment is small and after 0.25 ms.  This section concludes that in the case of pressure wave with large amplitudes, cupula detachment occurs.  Our results also showed that two parts of cupula can be re-attached (Figure 19(c) and (d)).  Experimentally, it has been shown that partially detached cupulae may be re-attached and normal afferent discharge patterns were recovered 5-7 h following detachment [40].


		

		



		(a)  p0 = 2 atm,   t = 1.5 ms

		(b) p0 = 1 atm, t = 1.5 ms



		

		



		(c)  p0 = 2 atm,   t = 1.75 ms

		(d) p0 = 1 atm, t = 1.75 ms





Figure 19: Cupula deformation and endolymph flow 
field showing rupture and reattachment of cupula.

6.4
Cupula Response to a Sine Pressure Wave 


In this section, the applied pressure equation,  p=p0cos(2πft)  is replaced by  p=p0sin(2πft) .  The applied sine pressure implies that during the first two quarters of a single period of oscillation, the pressure is positive, and the cupula will move to right reaching maximum velocity at the end of the second quarter.  Figures 20 (a) and (b) show the flow field inside the canal at t = T/4 and t = T/2, respectively for p0 = 1 atm and f = 1000 Hz.  During the third and fourth quarters, cw flow of endolymph inside the ampulla region of the canal and cupula motion continues to the right while the pressure force decelerates these motions.  Figure 20(c) illustrates the flow field configuration inside the canal at t = 3T/4 where deceleration has caused the flow field in cw direction to decrease.  A ccw flow field is developed close to the open boundary of the canal.  Flow reversal and formation of vortical patterns is shown to be close to the crista ampullaris.  During the last quarter, the dominant flow in the ampulla is a ccw flow which brings the cupula to rest and pushes it to left.  Flow field at t = T is shown in Fig. 20 (d). 





Figure 20: Flow streamlines inside the canal when applied to a sinusoidal pressure 
wave with p0 = 1 atm and f = 1000 Hz, (a) t = T/4, (b) t = T/2, (c) t = 3T/4, and (d) t = T.

6.4.1
Pressure Amplitude Effect

Pressure wave frequency is held constant at f = 1000 Hz and its amplitude varied as p0 = 1, 0.75, 0.5 atm.  Detailed flow field close to the cupula and contours of velocity magnitude for these amplitudes at times t = T/4, T/2, 3T/4, and T are illustrated in Figures 21 and 22.  Higher pressure amplitude results in higher velocities at all times.  Vortical flows occur at t = 3T/4 and at the end of last the quarter a ccw flow is formed which pushes the cupula to the left for all cases.  Deflection of the cupula increases with increasing pressure amplitude.  While an amplitude of 0.5 atm results in 2.8° of cupula deflection, increasing the amplitude to 1 atm, results in 4.2° of cupula deflection. Figure 23 illustrates the time variation of cupula deflection for all three cases.

		

		



		

		



		(a) t = T/4, p0 = 1atm

		(b) t = T/2, p0 = 1atm



		

		



		(c) t = T/4, p0 = 0.75atm

		(d) t = T/2, p0 = 0.75atm



		

		



		(e) t = T/4, p0 = 0.5atm

		(f) t = T/2, p0 = 0.5atm





Figure 21: Velocity magnitude contours (m/s) and flow streamlines at t = T/4  
and T/2 for a wave with f = 1000 Hz and, p0 = 1 atm, 0.75 atm, and 0.5 atm.

		

		



		

		



		(a) t = 3T/4, p0 = 1atm

		(b) t = T, p0 = 1atm



		

		



		(c) t = 3T/4, p0 = 0.75atm

		(d) t = T, p0 = 0.75atm



		

		



		(e) t = 3T/4, p0 = 0.5atm

		(f) t = T, p0 = 0.5atm





Figure 22: Velocity magnitude contours (m/s) and flow streamlines at t = 3T/4  
and T for a wave with f = 1000 Hz and, p0 = 1 atm, 0.75 atm, and 0.5 atm.




Figure 23: Cupula deflection with time for different pressure amplitudes for a frequency of 1000 Hz.

6.4.2
Cupula Detachment

In this section, we studied the effects when the pressure amplitude and frequency are kept constant, p0 = 1 atm and f = 1000 Hz, and the cupula surface tension is altered.  Two additional values for σ are examined, σ = 0.1 and 0.01 N/m, which are ten and hundred times smaller, respectively than the value used in this work, σ = 1.  A sinusoidal pressure wave was applied for 1 ms (one period for frequency of 1000 Hz) and simulations were continued for 5 ms.  Figure 24 illustrates that the cupula and the flow field adjacent to the cupula after 3 ms for the three cases with σ = 1, 0.1 and 0.01 N/m.  For σ = 1 N/m, surface tension force is strong enough to restore the cupula from left to right toward its equilibrium position (Figure 24(a)).  For σ = 0.1 N/m, flow field inside the cupula continues from right to left and surface tension restoring force is not strong enough to restore the cupula to its equilibrium position.  However, there is no cupula detachment as shown in (b).  For σ = 0.01 N/m surface tension force is weak and cupula deformation is large and narrowing of the cupula at the membranous canal end occurs (Figure 24(c)).

0As time passes, the flow field for σ = 0.1 and 0.01 N/m deflects the cupula to left.  This results in more narrowing of cupula at the apex and finally the cupula detaches from the wall of the canal.  This is not the case for σ = 1 N/m where surface tension restores the cupula and deflects to the right.  The shape of the cupula shape after 5 ms is shown in Figure 25 for all three σ cases.  For σ = 0.1 and 0.01 N/m cupula detaches and the flow field close to the cupula is completely different from the case when σ = 1 N/m.  Further simulation showed that in all cases there is no re-attachment of the cupula to the canal wall.


		

		



		(a)

		(b)



		



		(c)





Figure 24: Cupula shape for a sinusoidal pressure input at t = 3 ms for (a) σ = 1 N/m, (b) σ = 0.1 N/m , and (c) σ = 0.01 N/m, bottom part of cupula narrows as surface tension coefficient decreases.
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Figure 25: Cupula shape for a sinusoidal pressure input at t = 5 ms for (a) σ = 1 N/m, 
(b) σ = 0.1 N/m , and (c) σ = 0.01 N/m, cupula ruptures in cases (b) and (c).

7.0 
Conclusions

Similar to other modelling efforts, a number of assumptions have to be made.  In this study the perilymph pressure is assumed to be uniform in the semicircular canal and does not change with canal geometry but changes with time only.  We also assumed that the blast pressure is directly transferred to perilymph and then to endolymph via the deformable membranous labyrinth.  A more realistic model will be one that considers the perilymph-endolymph pressure distribution along the membranous labyrinth including all the three canals, utricle, saccule and the cochlear duct.  Such a model requires the entire labyrinth to be considered and requires measurement of the thickness of the flexible membranous labyrinth.


In summary, a two-dimensional CFD model was employed to study the cupula dynamics and endolymph motion inside the semicircular canal in response to a blast pressure wave. Both the cupula and the endolymph were modelled as Newtonian fluids with surface tension acting as the restoring force.  A blast pressure wave, lasting for 2 ms, obtained from previous experiments was applied and the cupula dynamics was studied.  The cupula deflects for 3.5° after 1 ms.  The negative pressure following the initial blast wave pressure and the restoring force of the cupula, result in an oscillation of the cupula about its equilibrium position.  For the blast wave used in this study, the cupula comes to rest at about 6 ms after the blast.  Investigation of the fluid velocities close to the crista ampullaris, where the hair cells are located, revealed that velocities as large as 0.4 m/s for a short duration.  Such large velocities may result in significant damage or deformation of the cilia of the hair cells.  Since a blast pressure can be decomposed into cosine and sine harmonics, the effect of amplitude and frequency of cosine and sine harmonic functions on the cupula response was investigated and the detailed flow field inside the canal was described and discussed.  Increasing pressure amplitude and decreasing its frequency result in an increase of cupula deflection.  Increasing pressure amplitude and/or decreasing frequency of the pressure wave resulted in larger deflection of cupula.  Since the cupula, like a diaphragm is connected to the membranous wall of the canal and the crista ampullaris, larger deflections resulted in narrowing the apex and detachment of cupula from the membranous wall of the canal.  This was investigated by applying cosine and sine waves as well as a real blast wave.  Detached cupula exhibits sharply reduced adaptation time constants (the time that it takes for the cupula to return to its equilibrium position, when sensation of motion subsided).  It can be explained by endolymph flowing over the apex of the cupula resulting in excessive trans-cupula endolymph pressure [39].  The clinical consequence of damaged cilia of the hair cells includes loss of sensitivity to angular motion, underestimation of velocity of motion, exaggerated motion sensation after physical motion stops and changes in the gain of the vestibulo-ocular reflex, loss of visual acuity and oscillopsia.  Consistent with previous experimental study, partially detached cupula may be re-attached.  This regeneration process may have relevance to the recovery of semicircular canal function following head trauma.
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Abstract


Severely injured casualties from the current conflict in Afghanistan (and previously in Iraq) can be very complex to manage. A number of them suffer from lung injury requiring critical care intervention. This lung injury can be caused by a number of mechanisms. The criteria used to assess and diagnose blast lung injury is not consistent in the published literature. The presentation will describe how lung injury in a UK military population has been reviewed.

1.0
Introduction

The Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham (QEHB)  is the main receiving hospital for UK military casualties from the current conflict in Afghanistan and previously in Iraq. Many of the recent casualties have suffered severe injury due to Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) and a significant number of these are cared for within Critical Care [1].

A number of these patients have needed prolonged ventilation and a minority have required specialised techniques such as high frequency oscillatory ventilation [2].

It can be difficult to distinguish blast lung injury (BLI, an example of primary blast injury)from lung damage due to other causes when caring for  these severely injured patients. 


Clinically BLI presents with dyspnoea, accompanied in some cases by chest discomfort, or haemoptysis. The pathology of blast lung is initiated when the shock wave causes an immediate rupture of alveolar capillaries resulting in an influx of blood and extravasation of oedema fluid into lung tissue 


[3, 4] ADDIN EN.CITE .  This gives rise to haemorrhagic foci which can be substantial depending on the level of blast loading. The intrapulmonary haemorrhage and oedema contribute to the initial respiratory compromise in blast lung [4].  The problem is exacerbated as an inflammatory response develops over subsequent hours [4] giving rise to prominent perivascular oedema which further exacerbates the problems of pulmonary gas transfer.  Corresponding characteristic features on chest radiography are said to include lung infiltrates, pneumothorax, effusion (from haemothorax), and pneumomediastinum. Hypoxaemia on blood gas analysis is usually present. 

This review was undertaken to attempt to understand the aetiology of lung injury in the military critical care population at QEHB.


2.0
Methods


This work was performed under the QEHB audit registration CA1-02900-10 and focused on casualties who required ≥ 5 days of mechanical ventilation, or died, following repatriation on the initial assumption that the most important consequence of clinically significant BLI would be death or prolonged respiratory failure.


The number of military personnel involved in blast events in the period 01-Jul-2008 to 15-Jan-2010, and their outcomes, were extracted from the Joint Theatre Trauma Registry, JTTR, held  at the Royal Centre for Defence in Birmingham. Military admissions to the intensive care unit (ICU) for the same period were identified from the admissions log. This is summarised in Figure 1.



Figure 1: Outcome for 507 military personnel involved in blast events in the period 1-Jul-2008 
to 15-Jan-2010 showing the outcome for both the repatriated and audit cohorts.


Demographic data, date and time of injury, circumstances and type of injury (blast versus other), blood gas data, and use of the military massive transfusion protocol (MTP) were manually extracted from the patient’s records. Outcome, admission and discharge data, APACHE II scores and duration of mechanical ventilation were extracted from the Intensive Care National Audit and Research (ICNARC) database. 


Injury severity scores and the presence of ‘blast lung injury’ (as coded on the database) were extracted from the JTTR. BLI was coded on the JTTR (BLI/JTTR) on the basis of mechanism of injury (blast), site of injury (thorax), and an injury coding of either blast lung or pulmonary contusion caused by blast [5]. Radiographs were reviewed and coded.

3.0
Discussion


During the review it became clear that the definitions of BLI and criteria used for its diagnosis within the published literature are inconsistent. This is summarised in Table 1. The presentation will describe how the casualties in this study were categorised according to both radiographic and physiological criteria (Figure 2) and comment on options for therapeutic intervention.


Table 1: Evaluation of the quality of the diagnostic definition 
of blast lung injury in the literature on “blast lung injury”.

		1st author & date

		Time window defined from time of injury

		Exclusion of patients with penetrating thoracic injury

		Exclusion of patients with blunt thoracic trauma

		Use of objective oxygenation criteria

		Use of objective radiographic criteria



		Ritenour, 2010 [6]

		No

		Yes

		Yes

		No

		No



		Harrison, 2009 [7]

		No

		Yes

		No

		No

		No



		Almogy, 2006 [8]

		No

		No

		No

		Yes

		Yes



		Almogy, 2005 [9]

		No

		No

		No

		Yes

		Yes



		Avidan, 2005 [10]

		No

		No

		No

		No

		No



		Tsokos, 2003 [11]

		Yes

		Yes

		No

		(a)

		(a)



		Hirshberg, 1999 [12]

		No

		No

		No

		No

		No



		Leibovici, 1999 [13]

		No

		Yes

		Yes

		No

		No



		Pizov, 1999 [14]

		No

		No

		No

		Yes

		Yes



		Sorkine, 1998 [15]

		No

		No

		No

		Yes

		Yes



		Leibovici, 1996 [16]

		No

		Yes

		No

		No

		No



		Katz, 1989 [17]

		No

		No

		No

		No

		No



		Hadden, 1978 [18]

		No

		No

		No

		No

		No





a: Forensic study of non-hospitalised blast fatalities.




Figure 2: Venn diagram of casualties in the audit population in whom penetrating thoracic injury could be excluded and (i) coded as having blast lung injury on the Joint Theatre Trauma Registry (BLI on JTTR, 
blue circle), (ii) meeting radiographic criteria for acute blast lung injury (CXR, red circle), and 
(iii) meeting oxygenation criteria for acute lung injury (ALI, green circle).  Patients meeting 
the strict criteria for BLI based on both radiology and oxygenation data are 
represented by the overlap between the ALI and CXR groups.


4.0
Conclusions


A number of observations about investigation, diagnosis and therapy of blast lung injury can be made from this study but for meaningful comparisons clear diagnostic criteria need to be agreed within the clinical and scientific communities.


NOTE: This work builds on an earlier study published as: Mackenzie IM, Tunicliffe B. Blast injuries to the lung: epidemiology and management. Phil Trans R Soc B (2011) 366, 295-299.
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Abstract 


Accumulating clinical and animal studies suggest that primary blast exposure causes traumatic brain injury (TBI) and subsequent neuropsychiatric impairments. Activation of multiple biochemical pathways in the brain seems to be the basis for the observed neuropathology and neuropsychiatric impairments after blast exposure. To advance the studies on the biochemical mechanism of blast induced TBI, we have developed a mouse model of repeated blast exposures. Adult C57BL/6J mice were exposed to repeated (3 exposures in 2 to 30 min) blast overpressure exposure (20.56 psi) in a shock tube. The mice were euthanized 6 h after blast exposure and differential protein expression in the brain samples were determined by proteomic analysis. Our data showed that calretinin and parvalbumin, two of the major proteins involved in auditory dysfunction and tinnitus were up-regulated as early as 6 h post-blast exposures. The changes in the level of expression of those proteins were further confirmed by Western blot analyses. These results suggest that repeated blast exposures results in alteration in the brain levels of multiple proteins reportedly associated with hearing impairment and tinnitus. Additionally, microarray analysis indicated that microRNA-181a that plays a key role in hair cell regeneration and auditory function was decreased in the brain after repeated blast exposures. Since hearing impairment and tinnitus are prevalent dysfunctions after blast exposures, the data provides a molecular basis of changes in auditory system leading to hearing impairment and tinnitus after blast exposure.


Introduction


Hearing impairment and tinnitus are the most widespread dysfunctions associated with traumatic brain injury (TBI) in the current war 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Fausti et al., 2009)
. It is also the most frequent occupational disorder in the United States  and is linked to occupational and recreational high intensity noises (Haase et al., 2011). The symptoms of organic auditory impairment are difficult to diagnose accurately and present particular challenges to the blast TBI field due to its overlap with post traumatic stress disorder, mental illness and cognitive deficits, where apparent hearing loss may arise from different underlying psychotraumatic mechanisms 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Fausti et al., 2009;Fausti et al., 2005)
. So far there are no technologies to properly assess the severity of hearing impairment, especially in animals. Accurate differentiation of auditory impairments from TBI related psychiatric symptoms and development of effective treatment strategies require an understanding of the molecular basis of aberrant auditory signal processing and perception of sound by the brain after blast exposure.


Calcium binding proteins in the cochlear nucleus play a major role in central auditory processing. Calbindin D (Calretinin) and parvalbumin are the two major calcium binding proteins in the auditory neurons 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Hackney et al., 2005;Lohmann and Friauf, 1996;Idrizbegovic et al., 1998)
.  In the cochlear nucleus, they function more specifically in hearing function rather than mere buffering of intracellular calcium fluctuations during signaling. Calretinin and parvalbumin modulation in cochlear nucleus was found to be associated with hearing impairment (Idrizbegovic et al., 1998). Injury to auditory system releases glutamate that leads to glutamate excitotoxicity and a massive influx of calcium and damages the auditory function 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Basile et al., 1996;Puel et al., 1998;Puel, 1995)
. This process is enhanced by cyclooxygenase blockade and arachidonic acid release which sensitizes the glutamate binding N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor (Haase et al., 2011).  Mitochondrial dysfunction, inflammation, oxidative stress and subsequent apoptosis of cochlear hair cells and auditory neurons play significant roles in hearing loss 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Haase et al., 2011;Hoshino et al., 2008;Forli et al., 2007)
. 


MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are endogenous tissue specific non-coding ribonucleic acids of approximately 18-26 nucleotides which modulate gene expression by binding to complementary messenger RNA and target them for degradation or binding to partially complementary target messenger RNAs and inhibit translation 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Laterza et al., 2009)
. Emerging studies indicate that miRNAs miRNA-183 family members (miRNA-183, miRNA-96 and miRNA-182) and miRNA-181a are involved in cochlear hair cell development, maintenance and regeneration 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Frucht et al., 2010;Li and Fekete, 2010;Li et al., 2010)
. Mutation of miRNA-96, which regulates the differentiation of cochlear hair cells, leads to non-syndromic progressive hearing loss 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Kuhn et al., 2011;Lewis et al., 2009)
. It has been reported that miRNA-181a plays a key role in the regeneration of hair cells after injury (Frucht et al., 2011). The role of miRNAs in the pathogenesis of blast-induced hearing impairment has not been studied.


Blast exposure is the major cause of hearing impairment and tinnitus in the battlefield compared to noise generating from war planes and other weapon firing 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Cave et al., 2007;Fausti et al., 2005;Fausti et al., 2005)
. There are limited studies on the pathophysiology of auditory dysfunction following repeated blast exposures. Repeated blast exposure studies using sub-lethal blast levels showed decreased threshold for auditory dysfunction (Ylikoski and Ylikoski, 1994). Here, by using a repeated blast exposure model in mice with shock tube, we demonstrate that blast exposure leads to changes in brain levels of proteins involved in auditory function. In addition, we reveal the down regulation of miRNA-181a involved in the regeneration of hair cells after repeated blast exposures.


Materials and Methods


Animals and Blast Injury Model

Male C57BL/6J mice (21–26 g) were obtained from Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). The animals were housed on a 12-h/12-h light-dark cycle and were provided access to standard mice chow and water ad libitum. All mice were used in accordance with an experimental protocol that was approved by the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research Institute Animal Care and Use Committee, and all experiments were conducted in laboratories that were approved by the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care.

A compressed air-driven shock tube at Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, Silver Spring, MD described in earlier reports was used for the study 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Long et al., 2009)
. After anesthetizing with 4% isoflurane gas (O2 flow rate 2 L/min) for 8 min, mice were placed 2.5 feet inside the shock tube in the prone position perpendicular to the direction of shock waves. The animals were exposed to blast overpressure (20.6 psi) twice with 2 min interval between each blast followed by a third blast exposure at 30 min after the second blast. Sham controls received anesthesia but were not exposed to blast for comparison. The animals were sacrificed at 6 and 24 h after the third blast exposure. Brain was removed and cerebellum and cortex were separated for analysis.  


Extraction of Proteins

Proteins were isolated from the cerebellum of sham control and repeated blast exposed mice (3 animals/group) using the ToPI-DIGE™ total protein isolation kit (ITSI-Biosciences, Johnstown, PA). Briefly, the tissue was rapidly homogenized in about 50 μl of ToPI Buffer-2 (7 M urea, 2 M thiourea, 4% CHAPS, 0.5% NP-40, 5 mM magnesium acetate, 30 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5) using clean disposable plastic pestles supplied with the kit. After homogenization, samples were incubated on ice for 30 min, with 4 vortex mixings, and centrifuged at 16,000 x g for 10 min. Supernatant was collected and the total protein concentration was determined using the ToPA™ protein assay kit (ITSI-Biosciences) according to manufacturer’s instructions.


Two-Dimensional Differential In-Gel Electrophoresis (2D-DIGE)

For 2D-DIGE, 50 μg each of total protein was labeled with 200 pmoles of Cy3 or Cy5 and Cy2 labeling was used as internal standard using the ‘minimal labeling’ protocol 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Boyiri et al., 2009)
. The Cy2, Cy3 and Cy5 labeled samples were mixed and co-separated by isoelectric focusing (IEF) with pH 3-10 linear Immobiline Drystrips (GE Healthcare) in the first dimension. IEF was for a total of 65,500 V h in an IPGphor electrophoresis unit (GE Healthcare). The focused strips were equilibrated for 15 min in SDS equilibration buffer containing 1% DTT followed by a second 15-min equilibration in SDS equilibration buffer containing 2.5% iodoacetamide. The strips were then placed on 24x20 cm, 12.5% SDS-PAGE gels and electrophoresed in an Ettan DALT6 (GE Healthcare) at 15 W per gel for about 4.5 h.


Image Analysis

After second dimension electrophoresis, all the gels were scanned on a DIGE-enabled Typhoon Trio Variable Mode Digital Imager (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ) using the following excitation/emission wavelengths: Cy2, 488/520 nm, Cy3, 532/580 nm and Cy5, 633/670 nm. All generated images (3 per gel) were imported into the Biological Variation Analysis module of DeCyder™ software (Version 6.5, GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ) for matching, normalization and identification of differentially abundant spots, with the False Discovery algorithm enabled. The images obtained from sham control samples were compared to the images of the corresponding 3 blast exposed samples to identify the protein spots that showed ≥2-fold difference in abundance.  


Identification of Differentially Expressed Proteins by LC/MS/MS

The candidate spots were picked with the Ettan Spot Picker (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ) and in gel digested overnight with trypsin using the Ettan Spot Digester (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ). The in-gel digested samples were extracted in 50 μl of 50% acetonitrile/0.1% formic acid for 20 min, dried down completely at 45˚C and sequenced by LC/MS/MS using a nanobore electrospray column constructed from 360 mm outside diameter and 75 mm inside diameter fused silica capillary with the column tip tapered to a 15-mm opening. The column was packed with 200 A 5 μm C18 beads (Michrom BioResources, Auburn, CA) to a length of 10 cm. The mobile phase used for gradient elution consisted of: a) 0.3% acetic acid, 99.7% water, and b) 0.3% acetic acid, 99.7% acetonitrile at a flow rate of 350 nl/min. All tandem mass spectra were acquired in a Thermo LTQ ion trap mass spectrometer (Thermo Corp., San Jose, CA) with the needle voltage set at 3 kV. The obtained MS/MS spectra were searched against the NCBI non-redundant protein sequence database using the SEQUEST computer algorithm to establish the protein identity.


Western Blot Analysis

Polyclonal rabbit antibodies against calretinin and parvalbumin were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Secondary antibody labeled with horse-raddish peroxidase (HRP) was purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA). Mouse monoclonal antibody to ß-actin conjugated with HRP (St.Louis, MO) was used as gel loading control. Western blot analysis was performed in tissue homogenates made from cerebellum and cortex using T-Per tissue protein extraction buffer (Pierce Chemical Co, Rockford, IL). SDS-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was carried out using 30 µg total protein with precast 10% Tris-HCl gels (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to manufacturer’s instructions. After electrophoresis, the proteins were transferred to PVDF membrane (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ) using Novex transfer apparatus (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).The membrane was blocked in 4% powdered milk made in phosphate buffered saline containing 0.001% Tween-20 (TBS) for 1 h, washed once with TBS buffer and kept overnight at 4º C in primary antibody made in 0.5% milk powder. Calretinin and parvalbumin antibodies were used at a dilution of 1:1000 and ß -actin at a dilution of 1:50,000. The membrane was then washed with TBS five times with intermittent shaking for 8 min and incubated with secondary antibody made in 0.5% milk powder for 1 h. No secondary antibody was used in the case of ß -actin. The membrane was washed again as above and the protein bands were detected using ECL-Plus Western blot detecting reagent (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ) and the chemiluminescence was measured in an image reader (Cell Biosciences, Santa Clara, CA).


μParaflo™ MicroRNA Microarray Assay


Microarray assay was performed using a service provider (LC Sciences, Houston, TX). The assay started from 4 to 8 μg total RNA sample, which was size fractionated using a YM-100 Microcon centrifugal filter (Millipore) and the small RNAs (< 300 nt) isolated were 3'-extended with a poly(A) tail using poly(A) polymerase. An oligonucleotide tag was then ligated to the poly(A) tail for later fluorescent dye staining; two different tags were used for the two RNA samples in dual-sample experiments. Hybridization was performed overnight on a μParaflo microfluidic chip using a micro-circulation pump (Atactic Technologies). On the microfluidic chip, each detection probe consisted of a chemically modified nucleotide coding segment complementary to target microRNA (from miRBase, version 16) or other RNA (control or customer defined sequences) and a spacer segment of polyethylene glycol to extend the coding segment away from the substrate. The detection probes were made by in situ synthesis using photogenerated reagent chemistry. The hybridization melting temperatures were balanced by chemical modifications of the detection probes. Hybridization used 100 μL 6xSSPE buffer (0.90 M NaCl, 60 mM Na2HPO4, 6 mM EDTA, pH 6.8) containing 25% formamide at 34 °C. After RNA hybridization, tag conjugating Cy3 and Cy5 dyes were circulated through the microfluidic chip for dye staining. Fluorescence images were collected using a laser scanner (GenePix 4000B, Molecular Device) and digitized using Array-Pro image analysis software (Media Cybernetics). Data were analyzed by first subtracting the background and then normalizing the signals using a LOWESS filter (Locally-weighted Regression). 


Results 


Effect of blast exposure on the expression of calretinin and parvalbumin: Figure 1 shows the representative 2D-DIGE images depicting differential expression of calretinin and parvalbumin in the cerebellum of sham control and 3 blast exposed mice. Protein identification by LC/MS/MS showed 6 matching peptides of calretinin from the protein spot labeled as calretinin. In the case of the protein spot labeled as parvalbumin, only 1 peptide sequence corresponding to parvabumin was obtained possibly due to the low abundance of the protein in the cerebellum. Both proteins were up-regulated after the repeated blast exposures with calretinin showing the largest increase compared to parvalbumin.

 

Figure 1: Proteomic analysis using 2D-DIGE followed by densitometry and mass spectroscopy.

Representative pictures showing the differential expression of calretinin and parvalbumin in the mouse brain cerebellum after repeated blast exposures. 


Confirmation of differential expression of calretinin and parvalbumin by Western blotting: Western blotting of cerebellar proteins of sham control and repeated blast exposed mice is shown in Figure 2. Western blotting confirmed the proteomic analysis data showing the up-regulation of both calretinin and parvalbumin after repeated blast exposures.



Figure 2: Western blot analysis to confirm the identity of calretinin and parvalbumin.

Changes in the expression of miRNAs in the brain cerebellum after repeated blast exposures: Table 1 shows differentially expressed miRNAs in the cerebellum after repeated blast exposures and their known functions.  


Table 1: Statistically Significant and Differentially Modulated miRNAs after Repeated Blast Exposures.


		

		Sham


(Average signal)

		Blast exposed


(Average signal)

		Known Function



		miRNA-181a

		2675±473

		1824±78

		Hair cell regeneration in auditory system



		miRNA-762

		491±228

		2268±721

		NK



		miRNA-2861

		1494±523

		4681±830

		Promote osteoblast differentiation



		miRNA-23a

		3575±713

		1653±101

		Promotes apoptosis



		miRNA-132

		4243±385

		1766±422

		Regulates dendritic growth and inflammation



		miRNA-128

		15797±1428

		6561±905

		Inhibits glioma cell proliferation





 NK – Not known


Discussion


Our preliminary studies by proteomic and Western blot analyses in mice indicated that repeated blast exposures in mice results in alteration in the brain levels of multiple proteins reportedly associated with hearing impairment and tinnitus. Calretinin and parvalbumin, the calcium binding proteins which are found to be up-regulated in the mouse brain cerebellum after repeated blast exposures, are the major calcium buffering proteins present in auditory neurons 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Lohmann and Friauf, 1996;Caicedo et al., 1996)
. Evidences indicate that calcium binding proteins play major roles in central auditory processing 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Caicedo et al., 1997;Frisina et al., 1995)
. Free-field broad-band noise exposure in mice resulted in the up-regulation of calretinin and parvalbumin in the cochlear nucleus in a noise intensity dependent manner suggesting a possible protective role of the calcium binding proteins in the cochlear nucleus after noise exposure (Idrizbegovic et al., 1998). In addition to cochlear nucleus, noise stimulation also leads to up-regulation of these proteins in different regions of the brain including dorsal cortex, inferior colliculus and commissural nucleus (Idrizbegovic et al., 1999). It has been demonstrated that 24 h after cochlear ablation, a significant increase in calretinin immunoreactivity was observed in the superior colliculus of adult ferrets indicating that cochlear-driven activity appears to affect calcium binding protein levels not only in auditory nuclei but also in other neural structures whose response properties may be influenced by auditory-related activities (Alvarado et al., 2009).  No studies so far reported the expression of calretinin and parvalbumin in the brain or cochlear nucleus after blast exposure and our results first time indicate a possible role of these proteins in the development or prevention of hearing impairment and tinnitus commonly seen in service members returning from the battlefield.


Blast and impulse noise exposure through the auditory system can cause long-lasting depolarizations of auditory neurons and release of glutamate leading to glutamate excitotoxicity resulting in calcium influx via voltage-gated calcium channels and thereby impair auditory function as reported in the case of chemical and noise-induced hearing impairment 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Basile et al., 1996;Puel et al., 1998;Puel, 1995)
. L-type voltage-gated calcium channels are reported to be involved in the pathogenesis of acoustic injury in the cochlea 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Uemaetomari et al., 2009)
.  Thus, L-type voltage-gated calcium channel blockers can reduce calcium influx and subsequent damage to the auditory neurons after blast exposure. The up-regulation of calretinin and parvalbumin in the brain cerebellum after repeated blast exposures could be due to the very high demand of calcium buffering in the auditory neurons. Such a protective role for these calcium binding proteins in auditory neurons has been proposed earlier 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Heizmann, 1992;Idrizbegovic et al., 1999)
. It has also been shown that up-regulation of parvalbumin associated with metabolic and high levels of electrical activity in certain brain regions 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Kawaguchi et al., 1987;Idrizbegovic et al., 1999)
.


Cerebellum is considered as one of the key regions involved in auditory signal processing and sound perception (Sens and de Almeida, 2007). The role of cerebellum in auditory signal processing was first observed when studies shown that the cerebellum of cats found to receive auditory signal senses and transmitting them to the cortical auditory pathways (SNIDER and STOWELL, 1946). After that, different studies confirmed the role of cerebellum in auditory signal processing and determined different cerebellar auditory processing areas and their connections to the central and peripheral auditory system 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Altman et al., 1976;Huang et al., 1982;Teramoto and SNIDER, 1966;Wolfe and Kos, 1975)
. Thus, our results involving the cerebellar modulation of proteins and miRNA-181a involved in auditory function indicate the possible involvement of auditory neurons of cerebellum in the pathogenesis and regeneration of hearing impairment and tinnitus after blast exposure. It is quite likely that the same changes can be observed in other regions of the brain involved in auditory signal processing after repeated blast exposures.

The roles of miRNAs in the pathogenesis or prevention of hearing impairment and tinnitus after blast exposure have not been investigated so far.  MicroRNAs in the Let-7 family are found to be down regulated during the process of hair cell regeneration 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Tsonis et al., 2007)
. On the other hand, miRNA-183 family members (miRNA-183, miRNA-96 and miRNA-182) and miRNA-181a are involved in cochlear hair cell development, maintenance and regeneration 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Frucht et al., 2010;Li and Fekete, 2010;Li et al., 2010)
. It has been demonstrated that mutation of miRNA-96 can leads to progressive and non-syndromic hearing loss 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Kuhn et al., 2011;Lewis et al., 2009)
. Studies carried out in basilar papillae explanted from 0-day-old chickens indicate that hair cell regeneration after streptomycin treatment was significantly inhibited in the explants in which miRNA-181a was knocked down (Frucht et al., 2011). Knocking down of miRNA-181a did not change the labeling of activated caspase-3 or myosin-VI in those basilar papillae explants indicating that down regulation of miRNA-181a only diminish the proliferative component of hair cell regeneration rather than preventing hair cell death (Frucht et al., 2011). Our preliminary studies indicate that miRNA-181a, which plays a significant role in the regeneration of hair cells after injury, is down regulated in the mouse brain cerebellum after repeated blast exposures implicating its possible role in blast-induced hearing impairment and tinnitus. There were no significant changes in the expression of miRNA-183 family members in the cerebellum after repeated blast exposures (results not shown).

Hearing impairment and tinnitus are major disabilities associated with blast exposure in the battlefield 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Fausti et al., 2009)
. Blast injury produces up to 60% hearing loss and tinnitus compared non-blast related TBI (Lew et al., 2007). Our preliminary results showing the up-regulation of calcium buffering proteins, which are abundant in auditory neurons, after repeated blast exposures indicate the possible significant depolarization of auditory neurons as well as glutamate excitotoxicity resulting in considerable calcium influx through voltage-gated calcium channels. Thus, therapeutics which can counteract glutamate excitotoxicity such as N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDA) antagonists or those which can inhibit voltage-gated calcium channels (especially L-type voltage-gated calcium channels) could be used as potential treatments against blast-induced hearing impairment and tinnitus. NMDA receptor antagonists have been found to be effective for protection against hearing impairment 
 ADDIN REFMGR.CITE 

(Uemaetomari et al., 2009;Chen et al., 2001;Diao et al., 2005)
. A significant decrease in the expression miRNA-181a after repeated blast exposures indicate a possible inhibition of hair cell regeneration in the auditory system and hence a gene therapy strategy including intracochlear administration of miRNA-181a can be effective in restoring auditory function. Further studies are warranted to determine similar changes in the expression of calretinin, parvalbumin and miRNA-181a in the cochlear nucleus and other regions of the brain involved in auditory processing before evaluating the above therapeutic strategies for protection against blast-induced hearing impairment and tinnitus.    
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Executive Summary


Introduction


“Breachers,” are a unique military/law enforcement population in that they are routinely exposed to low level blast (LLB) during training as well as in operations. This repeated exposure to LLB has been associated with symptoms similar to that of sports concussion.  The current study aimed to quantify the effects of repeated exposure to LLB on brain biomarkers, cognitive performance and symptom reporting during a two week explosive entry training course. 


Methods


Twenty-one healthy members of the New Zealand Defence Force, enrolled in a two week explosive entry course, volunteered to participate in this study. Blood samples were periodically collected from each volunteer and concentrations of UCH-L1, SBDP150, and GFAP were determined with sandwich ELISAs (Banyan Biomarkers). Baselines for each biomarker and each subject were determined from seven control samples. Experimental samples were collected each morning and evening over nine training days with additional samples at seven and fourteen days post-training. Cognitive performance was measured with the ANAM-TBI Battery (seven subtests).  Baseline performance was established with seven practice trials and experimental tests were administered at the end of each training day and seven and fourteen day’s post-training. A self report symptom questionnaire was administered in conjunction with ANAM-TBI.


Results


A composite biomarker score and ANAM score were computed using AUC (area under the curve, relative to baseline) for each subject.  Correlation analyses of biomarker, ANAM, and symptom scores show a relation between biomarker and ANAM scores (r=0.5033, p=0.0280) and between ANAM and symptom scores (r=.6488, p=0.0027).  Principal components factor analysis of the three scores gave a one-factor solution suggesting a relationship between all three variables (factor loadings: biomarker = 0.7607, ANAM = 0.8767, symptom = 0.8459). The one-factor solution accounts for 69% of the variance in the data. The composite biomarker score identified individuals expressing high biomarker loads (Top 5) and those with the lowest load (Bottom 5), within the 21 subjects studied. These groups were then compared for ANAM performance and symptoms using the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test. The Top 5 had longer reaction times on SRT2 (p =0.0170) and lower percent correct on CDS, PRO, MTS, and SRT2 (p=0.0108, p=0.0996, p=0.0459, p=0.0847, respectively). The Top 5 showed an increase in symptom reporting for headache (p=0.0006) and “long think” (p=0.1757).  Individual profiles for the two subjects who had the highest biomarker load and largest performance deficits will be presented. Profile 1 showed a large increase in UCH-L1 and decreases in all ANAM subtests. Profile 2 showed an increase in UCH-L1 and SBDP150 and decreased ANAM performance.  Both profiles show increased symptomology after exposure to blast.  


Discussion


The difference between individuals expressing high biomarker loads during breacher training (Top 5) and those with the lowest biomarker loads (Bottom 5) is reflected in cognitive performance deficits and adverse symptoms. This relation suggests a measureable degree of brain perturbation linked to repetitive low level blast exposure or susceptibility to blast trauma. Follow on studies are being conducted to further these results and to identify methods to assist in clinical diagnosis of mTBI.  
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Abstract


This paper addresses computational modelling of blast related incidents and relation of modelling to clinical and engineering interpretations. 


The Royal Centre for Defence Medicine (RCDM) and the Defence Scientific and Technical Laboratory (Dstl) were tasked in 2010 by the UK Ministry of Defence to assist the Coroner’s Inquests into the 7 July 2005 London Bombings. The transcripts of the oral evidence are available on the internet [1]-[3]. We will describe the methodology used as a potential model for others to consider if faced with a similar investigation and to show the benefit of the transition of military knowledge to a civilian environment.  Evidential material will not be discussed.


A three phase approach was taken.  The first phase included an engineering expert in blast effects on structures reviewing photographs of the damaged carriages to give a view on the likely physical effects on people close to the explosions. This was coupled with forensic evidence relating to the explosives.  The second phase was a clinical review of the evidence by military clinicians to assess blast injury in the casualties.  This used techniques developed both in the deployed environment and at regular morbidity and mortality reviews [4] to review mechanisms of blast injury and likely cause of death. The third phase was to model the blast environment by structural dynamics experts [5] to assess likely blast loading on victims to evaluate the potential blast loading on individuals.  This loading information was then assessed by physiology experts with access to data from experimental studies that provided a correlation of precisely measured blast data with injury, focusing principally on blast lung [6] since this is the most difficult aspect to evaluate from post-mortem reports.  Once all teams (engineering, clinical and modelling/physiological) had separately arrived at their conclusions the information streams were integrated to arrive at a consensus.  The final output was combined into a joint report as described in the transcripts [1]-[3]. Bringing together the expertise from these different professional groups has potential value in combat-related injury and applications will be discussed [7].

1.0
Introduction


On 2nd August 2010, the United Kingdom Surgeon General was instructed by Her Majesty’s Assistant Deputy Coroner for Inner West London (Rt Hon Lady Justice Hallett DBE) to provide Expert Witness Reports in two phases relating to the terrorist events of 7 July 2005 on the London Public Transport Network.  These Expert Witness Reports were required to review the evidence that had been gathered during the investigations into the event surrounding the bombings and to provide expert opinion on the general nature of injuries typically caused by proximity to explosions.  Her Majesty’s Coroner also asked a series of specific questions relating to the survivability and preventability (with respect to the medical interventions and care) of the deaths of many of the victims, and these had to be answered on an individual basis with a review of all of the relevant information.

Her Majesty’s Coroner had tried to find personnel who would be able to carry out a review of the evidence gathered and provide her with independent opinion of the incident effects and response of 7 July 2005.  There are many people who could answer individual aspects of her questions, but many of these had been involved in the initial response.  They would therefore not be regarded as independent; however, it was appreciated that the most appropriate and current experience of dealing with personnel injured in this type of event came from the UK Ministry of Defence Surgeon General’s Department who are experienced in dealing with combat-related injuries; particularly in the context of the current operations.  This was also assisted by the fact that the UK Military Medical community already had a proven technique for the regular review of operational mortality and medical response [4], [8].


An initial response for Her Majesty’s Coroner providing evidence on the nature of injuries sustained by personnel during explosions was required by October 2010, and the detailed reports for each of the individuals was required in early January 2011.  Given the ongoing commitments of the personnel involved, the amount of evidence that needed to be considered, the scrutiny that this work would be subjected to and the impending Christmas and New Year holidays, this was seen to be a challenging timescale.


The importance of this work was understood from the highest levels in Ministry of Defence and, therefore, every effort was made to ensure that personnel were given sufficient time to address this priority issue and meet the deadlines.


The wide ranging nature of the questions and the implications of this work required support from several specialities within the Ministry of Defence.


2.0
Background


2.1
Events of 7 July 2005


The bombings of 7 July 2005 were a series of four, co-ordinated bomb attacks on the London Transport Network.  Three bombs were set off on different London Underground trains at approximately 08.50 am.  The first of these was on a Circle Line train travelling between Liverpool Street and Aldgate, the second was on a Circle Line train travelling between Edgware Road and Paddington and the third was on a Piccadilly Line train travelling from King’s Cross-St Pancras towards Russell Square.  The fourth bomb was detonated approximately one hour later on the top deck of a double-decker bus in Tavistock Square.


The Circle Line is a ‘cut and cover’ underground train system which typically has two tracks running side by side.  These are sub-surface lines.  The Piccadilly Line is a deep tunnel train system (up to 30 m below the ground), with single tracks running in each tunnel.  Both train networks run on electrical power distribution through a third rail.  Access to each of these trains, therefore, presents its own difficulties.


The bus bomb detonated approximately an hour later, which meant that the bus was particularly busy because the people displaced by the closure of the underground network were now using buses.


Power systems were damaged by the train bombings, and initially this was linked to problems earlier that day involving power surges on the underground network.  It was rapidly confirmed though that a terrorist event had taken place resulting in many injured personnel.  A mass casualty emergency response was, therefore, initiated; however, this was hampered by multiple, sometimes conflicting reports, concern of further devices and communication problems amongst the emergency services (police, fire brigade, ambulance service and hospitals) due to the lack of radios that would work underground.


Fifty two victims and four bombers died during these events (8 at Aldgate, 7 at Edgware Road, 27 at King’s Cross and 14 at Tavistock Square) and many more casualties were caused, either during the initial blast or the subsequent effects.


2.2
Criticism


The bombings caused confusion within central London, and many people trying to contact friends and loved ones overloaded the mobile phone network making communication very difficult.  The reliance of the emergency services on the mobile phone systems, the lack of an underground communication system, the initial confused reporting and the fact that the explosions on the underground network occurred between stations (so exact locations were ambiguous), were all factors that had been interpreted as hampering the emergency response.


There was also concern about the nature of the events and since secondary attacks could not be ruled out, there was deliberate caution in the emergency response.


Open criticism about the initial response resulted in many reviews and one review in particular, undertaken by the London Assembly, was highly critical of the communication systems of the emergency services which led to delays in understanding what was happening during the first few hours of the events of 7 July 2005 [9].  Survivors also raised concern at the response of the emergency services [10].


2.3
Role of the Coroner


The purpose of a Coroner’s Inquest is to investigate the factual circumstances of a death.  It is a fact-finding enquiry to establish the answers to:


· Who the deceased was;


· When and where the death occurred;


· How the deceased came by his or her death;


· Particulars of the Registration Acts to be registered concerning the death.


The proceedings and evidence are aimed solely at ascertaining the answers to these questions.  Expressions of opinion on any other matter – for example, determining criminal or civil liability – are not allowed.  However, the Coroner does have the power to investigate not just the main cause of death, but also “any acts or omissions which directly led to the cause of death” [11].


Lady Justice Hallett, therefore, stated that one of her roles was to examine the criticisms that had been raised on the emergency response to determine whether they were based in fact, and if they were, whether any lessons could be identified for the future.  This included some consideration of whether any delays in the response affected the survivability of any of the victims.

3.0
Approach


In order to answer all of the questions posed by Her Majesty’s Coroner, with any degree of confidence, a multi-disciplinary team was essential.  This would take expertise from the Royal Centre of Defence Medicine and the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (both part of the Ministry of Defence and both with substantial involvement with the understanding the nature of combat related injury and the effects of different weapon types).  The range of expertise required would be:


· Anaesthesia and Critical Care – to examine the critical care issues and signs of life in the deceased personnel.  This was provided by the Defence Professor in Critical Care and Anaesthesia at the Royal Centre for Defence Medicine (Col PF Mahoney);


· Trauma and Orthopaedics – to provide expert opinion and experience on the nature and severity of injuries caused to personnel.  This was provided by the Defence Professor Trauma and Orthopaedics at the Royal Centre for Defence Medicine (Col J Clasper);


· Pre-Hospital Emergency Medicine – to provide evidence on the nature of the injuries, the change in pre-hospital treatment strategies and the appropriateness of the treatment given. This was provided by the Senior Lecturer in Emergency Medicine at the Royal Centre for Defence Medicine (Lt Col R Russell);


· Blast Physiology – to provide expert opinion on the nature of the physiological injury caused by a blast in the relevant environments.  This was provided by the Principal Physiologist from the Biophysics Group, Defence Science and Technology Laboratory Porton Down (Dr E Kirkman);


· Engineering Numerical Modelling – to model the blasts in the various vehicles and provide evidence on the blast environment for others to provide judgment on the severity of injury.  This was provided by the Principal Structural Dynamicist from the Physical Protection Group, Defence Science and Technology Laboratory Porton Down (Dr D Pope, supported by Miss M Bishop);


· Mechanical Engineering/Injury Modelling – to provide opinion on the expected severity of injury from the blast environment.  This was provided by the Dstl Fellow in Injury Modelling and Injury Assessment from the Biophysics Group, Defence Science and Technology Laboratory Porton Down (Mr A Hepper, supported by Dr A Sedman), and


· Project Management to provide a co-ordinated response to the requests of Her Majesty’s Coroner, ensure all of the information was correctly stored and everyone was appropriately briefed on timescales and responsibilities (Dr P Whiting).

This multi-disciplinary team needed a single focus to be the prime author and principal expert, and to be the person who would give any verbal evidence on behalf of the team.  Since the most contentious questions related to the signs of injury the immediate care of a critically injured patient and the interpretation of the signs of life, it was decided at a very early stage that the Defence Professor of Critical Care and Anaesthesia (Col PF Mahoney) would lead the team.


All of the military medical officers involved have extensive and recent experience of caring for live and deceased victims of blast and ballistic trauma.


Other expertise that would be invaluable in this activity was the expertise gathered by some of the team members in providing evidence to Criminal and Coroners’ courts, so that an understanding of the judicial and legal systems would minimise the risk of rejection of the evidence and minimise the number of contentious lines of questioning.


4.0
Data Handling


The examination of the evidence required handling of data that was gathered under the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 relating to the investigation of unlawful killings.  This evidence was issued to the Royal Centre of Defence Medicine and the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory by the Metropolitan Police, under the instructions of Her Majesty’s Coroner for the London Bombings of 7 July 2005.  These required a process of secure storage and access controls which were in place, as part of the processes used by parts of the team who are involved in the investigations of other suspicious deaths (typically military deaths).


The fact that the information relating to the 7 July investigations could simply slot into an existing secure information handling and storage system had the benefit of saving the time required to instigate and approve such a system, thus avoiding any delay in producing the expert witness reports.


5.0
First report


The first report was required to answer nine specific questions from Her Majesty’s Coroner.  These related to:


· The terminology; to provide a glossary to the Court so that terms used in other witnesses’ statements could be understood and compared.  The lack of a universally agreed blast taxonomy that could be used between the military and civilian environment was seen as a confusing distraction to the personnel trying to understand what happened during this incident.  This taxonomy was necessary for blast dynamics as well as injury mechanisms and injury terminology.


· The effect of environmental features that may mitigate or increase the risk of injury from the types of devices used during 7 July.


· The appropriateness of blast algorithms and different types of models to understand the dynamics of the blast events of 7 July 2005, and the feasibility of predicting injury mechanisms from these algorithms.


· The biophysics of various types of blast injury.


· The extent to which lives can be saved by the appropriate and early management of blast injury. 

· Other items of relevance in light of the papers supplied, in particular the pathology reports.

This report was formally tasked on 2nd August 2010 and a 41 page compilation report was duly delivered approximately 2 months later addressing all of these questions to the satisfaction of the Court without any amendment or need for clarification.  This timescale included the collation of the relevant evidence from the Police.


This initial report was written by the Defence Professor in Critical Care and Anaesthesia (Col PF Mahoney), the specialist in Blast Physiology (Dr E Kirkman) and the specialist in Injury Modelling (Mr AE Hepper).


This work required the authors to work together to review the relevant information and provide a single document, but highlighting each person’s area of expertise and contribution to the final report.


6.0
Second reports


6.1
Individual Reports

Following on from the first report, Her Majesty’s Coroner instructed the team to carry out more detailed analysis on a number of the deceased personnel.  This required an examination of which personnel died immediately, and which survived for a period of time, thereafter. 


In respect of each of those who were not killed immediately by the explosions, what happened to them; what attention and/or treatment they received; whether there were any failings in the way that they were treated; the circumstances of their death; whether any failings in the emergency response contributed to or were causative of their death. 


The decision was made at an early stage that a single report covering all personnel would be inappropriate and unique reports for each of the people in question would be written.  There were two reasons for this:


· The victims were all individuals and should be regarded on an individual basis.


· The reports may be released to the families of the deceased and the reports would need to be redacted to ensure what was released was only relevant to their relative.  There was a risk that such redaction would leave the feeling that some vital information had been removed, and this would simply amplify any conspiracy theory or any feeling that the Government (or in particular, the Ministry of Defence or Ministry of Justice) wanted to hide something of relevance.


This would increase the workload substantially, resulting in multiple unique reports; however, this was deemed minor in the grand scheme of the investigation.

6.2
Work Strands

The broad ranging and complex nature of these questions required a substantial investment of time to address these questions, and despite the experience within the team at providing expert evidence to Courts, this required a novel approach to achieve the desired goals.


A three phase approach was adopted as the only practical way to answer the questions within the challenging timescale (three months start to delivery), and even then the quality of the final output would be dependant on the level of success within each phase.  There was also a need to appreciate that the risk of failure was quite high, especially considering the complexity of the structural dynamics models.  These three phases were conducted in series; however, any hypotheses, assumptions or conclusions from either of the analysis phases were not allowed to affect or influence the other, in order to keep all options open.


The first phase required an engineering expert in blast effects on structures and injury modelling to review photographs of the damaged carriages to give a view on the likely physical effects on people close to the explosions. This was coupled with a review of the forensic evidence relating to the explosions.  This provided one strand of opinion on the nature of the injuries (the blast effects and injury mechanism) that may be used in the final comparison.


The second phase was a clinical review of the evidence by military clinicians to assess blast injury in the casualties.  This used techniques developed both in the deployed environment and at regular morbidity and mortality reviews over a number of years [4], [8] to review mechanisms of blast injury and likely cause of death.  This method has shown significant benefit in demonstrating the survivability and preventability of the deaths of personnel and to provide a robust evidence base to guide the changes in medical care and response to the critically injured patient.  This was coupled with a review of the nature of injuries from other terrorist incidents to provide a baseline comparison of injury mechanisms, as well as a review in the progression of pre-hospital care to advise the Court of changes in treatment strategies that may assist in survival rates.


In the third phase, the blast environment was modelled by the structural dynamics experts [5] to assess likely blast loading on victims.  This loading information was then assessed by physiology experts with access to data from experimental studies that provided a correlation of precisely measured blast data with injury, focusing principally on blast lung [6] since this is the most difficult aspect to evaluate from post-mortem reports.  Simple modelling was also undertaken in isolation of the complex structural dynamics modelling to provide simple predictions of the risk of blast lung injury.

The relationship of these phases is shown in Figure 1.





Figure 1: Relationship of three phase work strands.

The outputs from these three phases were combined into a joint report and a single opinion on the nature of the injuries and the survivability of personnel as described in the transcripts from the Inquest [1]-[3].  Each report was formatted to provide a main section written by the Principal Author and summarising the work that was undertaken.


6.3
Model Design and Risk Reduction

Substantial risks were inherent in the mathematical models of the blast environment because of the model complexity and the degree of uncertainty (exact charge size, exact charge dynamics, exact charge location, location and orientation of victims, etc).  As a result, three different levels of model were run for each of the events in the trains:


· A coarse hydrocode model was used to: 


· Study the mechanisms of blast load development and provide broad levels of peak overpressure and specific impulse.


· Establish ‘zones of blast wave intensity’. 


· Determine the extent to which the fireball extended within the carriage during the event.


· A fine hydrocode model to quantify the probable pressure time history loading sustained by occupants within each carriage.


· A simple (uniform blast wave model) to give an empirical relationship of blast pressure from idealised explosives and compare the results to simple estimates of lethality from blast lung.

The philosophy behind the three model approach was that some results would be available for the Court and, at worst, the redundancy meant at least one model would deliver results, and, at best, the three model outputs could be compared for consistency or discrepancies.


The coarse hydrocode model was generated for each of the scenarios. Although quick running, (5 hours calculation time for 30 ms of simulated time) these models contained calculation cells which still resulted in 17 million cells in total, but were deemed too coarse to be reliably used for recording the peak overpressure time histories of sufficient granularity for injury interpretation.  The models were, however, very useful for studying the modes of blast wave development, as well as the transit of the explosive products, within the environment and hence provide an indication of the injury intensity as a function of occupant location.  These provided an initial output if the complex models failed due to instabilities or simply could not be constructed and run in the timescale for the final reports.


Although using broad engineering quantities such as peak overpressure and specific impulse are useful for mechanistic studies concerning pressure development, the resolution (cell size) of the coarse models was inadequate for determining the actual peak overpressure developed at any point within the scenes with any degree of reliability.  Fine mesh models were, therefore, produced for each scene.  These resulted in models with approximately 80 million cells each and the resulting runtimes of several days per model on a 128 processor computer cluster.  Any model instability would therefore delay the delivery of results significantly in an already tight timescale.  The models were therefore continuously monitored and updated.  The modellers regularly reported progress to ensure the rest of the expert witness team was kept informed.  Results were provided on a scene by scene basis to allow the completion of reports at the first opportunity.  In the end, each of the models provided meaningful results that could be used for the clinical judgement of the injuries.  The team judged that this would not have been possible without the dedication and professionalism of the structural dynamics modellers.  This model also produced images and videos of the effects of the blast that showed the blast propagation (see Figure 2).  These images were useful for the team, the Court and families to understand the nature of the blast environment.

6.4
Resources



The team had access to a combination of scene photographs, post mortem photographs, post mortem reports and witness statements to form an opinion of the internal and external injuries received by the victims and for how long they showed signs of life after the bombing (if at all).  

The team looked particularly at witness statements to understand if the victims were noted to be breathing and have a pulse after the bombing, whether or not they were conscious and the likely time course over which they died from their injuries.


Information provided by the court to support this activity was stored on encrypted memory drives, secured at Dstl Porton Down and at RCDM Birmingham, where they could be examined in a secure environment.  


The scene reports included seating plans for the underground carriages and the bus indicating positions of individuals pre- and post-explosion (where this information was known) and during recovery of the deceased.


As some deceased and live casualties had to be moved at some of the bombing locations after  the attacks to allow access to other casualties,  the position of a victim  post-explosion does not always indicate where that person was prior to the explosion or if  that position  was the location where they died.


This meant that the team needed to use a number of methods to try and work out how close a victim was to the seat of the explosion and from this offer a view on likely internal injuries, as well as providing a review of relevant related information to inform a final opinion on the probable nature of injuries.




Figure 2: Sample blast propagation from fine hydrocode model.

6.5
Challenges – Quality of Information

Usually when conducting such a review the clinicians and scientists looking at the information would have a complete list of the victim’s injuries derived from a combination of a full post-mortem examination (that is an external and internal examination of the victim) plus X‑ray imaging. This in turn would be used to calculate mathematical trauma and injury scores which help in assessing whether or not a particular combination of injuries would or would not be expected to be survivable.


On this occasion the information from internal post-mortem examination was not available and the X‑ray imaging information was limited to fluoroscopy. The fluoroscopic examination was used to identify some fractures and foreign materials present in the victims’ bodies.


The team, therefore, relied upon a number of sources of information and scientific methods to come to a considered opinion for each of the victims; however, in an ideal world, more structured observations, measurements and opinions would have been available for the team to consider.

The amount of information missing from a simple external post-mortem was a significant challenge in this work.  If anything can be stressed from this work, the importance of a detailed post-mortem examination must be one element.

7.0
Evidence in Court


The Principal Author was called to give verbal evidence on two days, and transcripts of this evidence have been openly published [1]-[3].  All of the evidence (written and verbal) was well received and even merited a mention in the final ruling, stating:


“The expert evidence of Colonel Mahoney was instructive.  Bearing very much in mind the caveats he gave and the severity of the injuries suffered by some of those who survived, the medical and scientific evidence in relation to all fifty two victims led to only one sad conclusion: on the balance of probabilities each of the deceased would have died whatever time the emergency services had reached and rescued them.”


8.0
Conclusions


The response to the tragic events of 7 July 2005 required many operational decisions to be made that in hindsight may have been done in a different manner; however, the decisions have been reviewed extensively by the inquest into the events of that day and this hearing is openly reported.  These decisions included certain aspects of the examination of the injuries of the victims of the bombings.  The Inquest required many aspects of the injuries and the response to be considered.  The most appropriate experience was judged to come from the Ministry of Defence with a unique combination of the insight into the management of personnel suffering from combat related injuries; the UK (and deployed UK military) pre-hospital emergency response; an understanding of injury mechanisms and weapon effects.  This resulted in the Ministry of Defence being instructed to assist Her Majesty’s Coroner in the Inquests of the victims of the 7 July 2005 bombings, and providing evidence crossing several strands of scientific, medical and technical disciplines.

We believe that this detailed understanding of the nature of injury from blast and fragmentation threats, and the modelling and understanding of the physical interaction of combat related threats can only come from a multi-disciplinary grouping such as the group formed to address the events of 7 July 2005 and the applicability of this form of analysis should be considered in the event of other terrorist events.
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Abstract

Dizziness and imbalance are common in post-concussive syndrome after blunt head trauma and have also been reported in service members with mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) due to explosions. Quantitative assessments are limited, particularly in the military population, and the mechanism of balance impairment is poorly understood. The purpose of this study was to measure postural stability in veterans with persistent disequilibrium after combat-related mTBI. 

Seven veterans deployed to Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) and/or Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) with a history of mTBI and persistent disequilibrium and five healthy volunteers without a history of blast exposure were studied. A motion tracking system was used to record leg and trunk kinematics during quiet standing on a hard floor and on a foam surface, both with eyes open and closed. Postural stability was quantified by calculating body sway (root-mean-square (RMS) displacement in two dimensions) at the waist (sacral marker). 


Under all conditions, the RMS displacement of the sacral marker was 2.3-4 times as large for the mTBI group. The group difference (p<0.04) and eyes open vs closed (p<0.003) were both significant. The greatest balance impairment was in mTBI veterans standing on foam with eyes closed. Postural stability in the mTBI group while standing on the hard floor with eyes open was similar to that in healthy subjects standing on foam with eyes closed. 


Our findings confirm that disequilibrium in veterans with a history of mTBI is associated with decreased postural stability, particularly under more challenging conditions. 


1.0
INTRODUCTION

It has been estimated that 5 to 20% of troops deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan have experienced a mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) due to blast or blunt trauma (reviewed in Carlson et al. 2011). Although most of these are expected to recover without functional neurological sequelae, persistent symptoms after injury, similar to the post-concussive syndrome reported after civilian mTBI, are not uncommon. Dizziness and disequilibrium are among the symptoms that are commonly reported, and in many cases these symptoms may persist and become chronic. For example, one study showed that 12% of service members with blast-related amputations had chronic dizziness (Scherer et al. 2007), and in another study, 15% of 258 blast-exposed service members reported dizziness (Cave et al. 2007).


Prior studies, mostly in civilians, have shown that balance and posture may be impaired after mTBI, as evidenced, for example, by lower scores on clinical posturography (Basta et al. 2005; Kaufman et al. 2006). Impaired balance correlates with the subjective symptom of disequilibrium, measured by the Dizziness Handicap Inventory (Kaufman et al. 2006).


Fewer data are available regarding balance after mTBI that occurs in the military setting, although abnormal clinical posturography has been reported in veterans with mTBI (Akin and Murnane 2011). The goal of the present study is to quantify postural stability, using infrared-based measurements of body kinematics, in veterans with chronic disequilibrium after mTBI, and to compare them to a group of non-deployed subjects with no history of TBI or imbalance. 

2.0
METHODS

2.1
Subjects


We studied seven OEF/OIF veterans with a history of combat-related mTBI who reported persistent disequilibrium and imbalance, and five non-veterans with no history of TBI nor vestibular or neurological problems. All subjects gave written informed consent under a protocol that was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of the Louis Stokes Cleveland Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center (LSCDVAMC) and of the University Hospitals of Cleveland Case Medical Center, as well as by the Human Research Protection Office of the United States Department of Defense, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. 


2.2
Balance Testing and Data Recording


Balance was tested during quiet standing under four conditions of increasing difficulty: 1) standing on a hard floor with eyes open, 2) standing on the floor with eyes closed, 3) standing on a compliant foam surface (approximately 10 cm thick) with eyes open, and 4) standing on the foam surface with eyes closed. 


An infrared motion tracking system (Vicon) was used to record body kinematics during standing. For the purpose of this study, we focused our analysis on the motion of the pelvis (as measured by an infrared marker placed over the sacrum). Marker data were sampled at 100 Hz and saved for subsequent analysis.


2.3
Data Analysis


Three-dimensional marker positions were reconstructed by the Vicon software. Subsequent analysis was performed using custom programs, written by the authors in Python and MATLAB™. For each of the four conditions, we quantified postural stability by calculating the root-mean-square (RMS) of the two-dimensional (in the horizontal plane) displacement from the start position, over the first five seconds of recording. We compared results in the two groups using a repeated-measures ANOVA (ezANOVA package) in R (www.cran.r-project.org).

3.0
RESULTS

3.1
Example Responses

Representative sway data are depicted in Figure 1 for one control subject and one mTBI subject for two test conditions: standing on the floor with eyes open and standing on foam with eyes closed. Each plot traces the two-dimensional path of the sacral marker during the first three seconds of recording. The x-axis shows the instantaneous position in the coronal plane (left-to-right) and the y-axis the position in the sagittal plane (forward-to-backward). 



Figure 1: Example sway paths in one control subject and one mTBI veteran under two conditions: standing on the floor with eyes open (the easiest condition) and standing 
on foam with eyes closed (the most difficult condition). As expected, both 
subjects demonstrated more sway of the pelvis in the second condition.


3.2
Summary Data

Summary data for all subjects are shown in Figure 2. Although instability varied among individual subjects, veterans with mTBI had larger RMS displacements under all conditions than did normal subjects. The difference in postural stability between the two groups was most notable when the eyes were closed. The median displacement was 3.7 times greater for mTBI veterans than control subjects when standing on the floor with eyes closed, and 2.6 times greater when standing on foam with eyes closed. Even standing on the floor with eyes open (the easiest condition), however, the veterans had larger postural sway. The median displacement for mTBI veterans standing on the floor with eyes open was similar to that of control subjects when standing on foam with eyes closed.



Figure 2: Box and whisker plot of RMS displacements measured at the sacral marker for control subjects and veterans with mTBI, while standing on the floor and on foam with eyes open (EO) and closed (EC). The thick lines show the median value for each group, the box the 
25% to 75% percentiles, and the whiskers show the full range of data, 
with the exception of outliers (indicated with a ‘+’).


4.0
discussion

Our results show that OEF/OIF veterans who have experienced combat-related mTBI and report chronic dizziness have measurable balance deficits on both firm (floor) and compliant (foam) surfaces. Their balance is most impaired when vision is removed (during eye closure) but even in the simplest condition, standing on the floor with eyes open, their posture is less stable. 


The mechanism of impaired balance after mTBI remains uncertain and may be multifactorial. The fact that balance is much worse with eyes closed than open is consistent with a deficit in the central or peripheral vestibular system, although recent evidence, primarily from clinical testing, suggests that peripheral and central vestibular deficits may be present after mTBI (Akin and Murnane 2011; Scherer et al. 2011b; Scherer et al. 2011a). Postural deficits that substantially worsen in the dark would be consistent with a vestibulospinal disorder, but further study is needed to provide direct evidence to support this idea.


There are several limitations to this study. First, the number of subjects is small and the mTBI group is heterogeneous. Many variables are likely to contribute to the severity of injury in a particular individual, such as the nature, size, and proximity of the blast, and the presence or absence of concomitant blunt head trauma. Due to the context of these injuries, detailed documentation of the exposures and injuries is not available, and thus injury differences cannot be taken into account in the interpretations of the results.


A second limitation is that these veterans were not studied acutely but many months after their injuries, during which time they may have experienced some neurological recovery. Thus, it may be that our measurements underestimate the amount of imbalance that is present acutely after injury. Nonetheless, our findings are important, because they show that these injuries can cause chronic balance deficits that do not spontaneously recover.


In summary, we have found that some combat veterans with a history of mTBI have impaired balance, especially with eyes closed. Even with eyes open their balance is worse than that of controls. Postural sway of mTBI veterans was similar when standing on the floor with eyes open to the sway of control subjects standing on foam with eyes closed. These findings are significant, because veterans with disequilibrium do not typically exhibit balance impairment during routine clinical examination. Our results suggest, however, that in a physically challenging environment, they may be at risk for falls and further injury.
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Abstract


This paper addresses a blast-related injury known as, “non-impact, blast-induced mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI).”  This injury was among the first blast-related injuries addressed by the newly-created U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) Medical Research Program for the Prevention, Mitigation, and Treatment of Blast Injuries in 2006.  Since then, the DoD has sponsored a significant number of medical research projects that are addressing various aspects of this injury; however, many questions about the existence and mechanisms of this injury still exist.  This paper attempts to build a case for computational modeling as a tool that can help to answer many of these questions.  This argument is based on the past experience of the U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command (USAMRMC) in successfully applying biomedical research coupled with computational modeling to solve difficult blast injury problems.  In support of this argument, this paper defines the problem, describes a historical example of the successful application of biomedically-valid computational models of blast injury, describes specific initiatives of the USAMRMC’s DoD Blast Injury Research Program Coordinating Office (PCO) to fill the knowledge gaps associated with this injury, and emphasizes the importance of a multi-disciplinary research approach and biomedical validation of computational models.


1.0
INTRODUCTION


1.1
Scope and Objective


This paper is not a technical treatise on blast-related brain injury or on computational modeling.  Rather, it’s objective is to present, from a research program coordinator’s perspective, an argument in support of computational modeling as a means to help elucidate the mechanisms of non-impact, blast-induced mTBI that are needed to support the development of effective  protection strategies.  In building this argument, this paper will first describe the recognition of this injury within the context of the DoD Medical Research Program for the Prevention, Mitigation, and Treatment of Blast Injuries.  Next, it will offer a relevant historical blast injury modeling lesson in support of computational modeling as a means to help fill the critical knowledge gaps associated with this injury.  Finally, it will describe the specific actions taken by the DoD Blast Injury Research PCO at the USAMRMC to reach out to the worldwide community of scientists, engineers, and clinicians to identify and fill the knowledge gaps associated with this injury, and to advance the state-of-the-science in computational modeling of this injury.


1.2
Defining the Problem

In July, 2006, the USAMRMC sponsored the first DoD blast injury research planning meeting in anticipation of its formal assignment as the coordinating activity for the newly established DoD Executive Agency for Medical Research for the Prevention, Mitigation, and Treatment of Blast Injuries which was mandated by the U.S. Congress in the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2006[1].  Participants in this research planning meeting represented the DoD and other U.S. federal agencies, academia, and industry.  The purpose of this meeting was to identify critical blast injury knowledge gaps and to help develop and prioritize research approaches to fill these gaps.  Among the identified gaps was the statement, “determine whether there is a TBI associated with primary blast” [2]. This was the origin of the blast injury that has become known as, “Non-impact, Blast-induced mTBI.”  Non-impact blast exposures can occur when an individual is close enough to an explosion to experience the high pressures created by the blast itself but far enough away to avoid penetrating injuries caused by fragments and blunt impact injuries caused by debris or by whole-body translation[3]. 


In the years since this very first blast injury research planning meeting took place, the DoD has sponsored a vast number of medical research projects that have focused on all aspects of the prevention, mitigation, and treatment of blast injuries. While this research has made significant progress in advancing the state-of-the-science associated with a wide range of blast injury problems, the existence and mechanisms of non-impact, blast-induced mTBI remain elusive.  There is currently no consensus within the medical, scientific, and engineering communities on most aspects of this injury.  In fact, there is a continuing debate over the very existence of this injury, with some questioning whether it is even possible for blast overpressure (BOP) alone to cause an mTBI.  Furthermore, there is a lack of consensus regarding the mechanisms of this injury, or how BOP might interact with the human body to cause mTBI.  While many theories have been offered to explain the mechanism of this injury, no one theory has emerged as the consensus view.  Understanding the mechanism of any injury is paramount to the development of effective protection strategies because it is not possible to protect against an injury without knowing how the injury occurs in the first place.  Fortunately, history has shown that computational modeling can help advance our understanding of injury mechanisms and open the door to the development of effective protection strategies.

2.0
USING computational modeling to HELP FILL THE KNOWLEDGE GAPS

2.1
The Argument for Computational Modeling

The argument for computational modeling is founded upon a rich history of successful blast injury research conducted by the USAMRMC.  This research owes its success to a productive partnership among computational modellers, biomedical experimentalists, and materiel developers from the DoD, other government agencies, academia, and industry. In the late 1970s, an unforeseen problem threatened to halt the development, testing, and fielding of an effective weapon system.  Working together, these partners developed a mechanistic understanding of how BOP causes internal organ injuries, such as blast lung injury.  This interdisciplinary research approach successfully averted the cancelation of this weapon system, but more importantly, it paved the way for the development of biomedically-valid blast injury prediction models and performance standards that serve today as the basis for crew and personal protection system designs, as occupational exposure standards for blast-producing weapon systems, and as survivability assessment tools and metrics for combat vehicle crew survivability assessments.  These models, standards, tools, and metrics have prevented blast injuries and enhanced soldier survivability.  Based upon this historical example, the author suggests that a similar approach can be successfully applied to answering many of the fundamental questions about the existence and mechanisms of non-impact, blast-induced mTBI, and provide the basis for developing effective protection strategies.


2.2
A History Lesson in Support of Computational Modeling

In 1979, the developmental testing of the M198 Howitzer was halted when the measured levels of BOP produced by this weapon exceeded the U.S. military’s accepted criterion for internal organ injuries, referred to as non-auditory injuries [4].  The implementing standard that contained this injury criterion prohibited anyone, including the weapon testers, from being exposed to BOP levels in excess of this criterion.  Prior to 1979, weapon systems generally produced BOP levels well below this injury threshold, so the validity of this non-auditory injury criterion was not challenged.  However, in 1979, the M198 developer turned to the Army medical research community with questions about this criterion’s validity and for advice on the true hazard associated with BOP exposures that exceed this criterion.  In response, the USAMRMC launched a series of studies that determined that BOP exposures well above the established criterion were safe for weapon crewmen.  The M198 development resumed and an effective weapon system was fielded and remains in use today.


The M198 studies marked the beginning of the USAMRMC’s blast injury research program that focused on the development of a biomedically-valid BOP non-auditory injury criterion to replace the criterion that halted the M198 developmental testing [4].  The USAMRMC blast injury research program spanned nearly two decades, from 1980 to 1998.  Whereas previous blast bioeffects research programs, dating back to the 1950s, focused on lethality, the USAMRMC program focused on injury.  This research program centered on blast injury tests with large animals exposed to a wide range of blast conditions, including blasts in the free-field and in enclosures.  The research identified gas filled organs as the most susceptible to blast injury.  Among these organs, the lung was selected as the sentinel for blast injury because of the serious effects of even moderate lung injury on health and performance.


The USAMRMC turned to computational modeling to help elucidate the mechanisms of blast lung injury.  Biomedical experimentalists from the USAMRMC’s laboratories worked in partnership with an extramural blast injury modeling partner.  The experimentalists conducted large animal injury tests that produced the injury data necessary for the development and validation of the computational model.  Through this partnership, the USAMRMC developed a mechanical model of blast lung injury that established normalized work done by the chest wall on the lungs as the injury correlate [4].  The cornerstone of this research program was its emphasis on injury mechanisms and biomedical validation of the computational models.


The USAMRMC’s blast lung injury computational model has found many uses since it was first developed.  The Army medical community has used it for more than a decade to assess health hazards associated with the use of weapons systems.  The Army’s test and evaluation community uses it to evaluate vehicle occupant survivability in live-fire tests.  It was used by the U.S. Air Force to assess blast injury risks to fighter aircraft crewmen during ejection.  The Army’s body armor development community is using it to explore new concepts for individual blast protection.  And, the U.S. Navy is exploring its utility in assessing injuries from unique shipboard blast conditions.  Just as computational modeling has made it possible to understand the mechanisms of blast lung injury, and to guide the development of effective protection strategies, it is reasonable to think that computational modeling can help unlock the mysteries surrounding non-impact, blast-induced mTBI.


3.0
DOD BLAST INJURY RESEARCH PROGRAM Initiatives TO HELP FILL THE KNOWLEDGE GAPS

3.1
Relevant Roles and Responsibilities of the Program Coordinating Office

In 2007, the Commander of the U.S. Army Medical Command directed the creation of the DoD Blast Injury Research PCO at the USAMRMC to coordinate the newly-established DoD Executive Agency for Medical Research for the Prevention, Mitigation, and Treatment of Blast Injuries.  The PCO’s mission is to coordinate the activities of the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, and other DoD organizations that conduct or sponsor blast injury research.  In addition to coordinating the activities of these DoD organizations, the PCO is also responsible for coordinating with other U.S. federal agencies, academia, industry, and other nations who can help solve the many difficult blast injury problems facing the DoD.  


Among the many key functions of the PCO is its responsibility to help identify blast injury research knowledge gaps and to recommend research priorities that can fill these gaps.  To carry out this responsibility, the PCO established the International State-of-the-Science (SoS) Meeting Series to address specific blast injury topics of concern to the DoD.  Noting the significant knowledge gaps associated with non-impact, blast-induced mTBI, and observing the lack of consensus among the scientific, medical and engineering communities about the existence and mechanisms of this injury, the PCO chose this particular injury as the topic for its first SoS meeting that took place in 2009.


3.2
State-of-the-Science Meeting

The PCO, in coordination with the Defense Centers of Excellence for Psychological Health and Traumatic Brain Injury, hosted the International State-of-the-Science Meeting on Non-Impact, Blast-Induced mTBI to critically examine research focused on the relationship between blast exposure and non-impact blast-induced mTBI, and to review proposed injury mechanisms [5].  This meeting was attended by more than 75 experts representing the DoD, the U.S. Department of Transportation, the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, academic institutions, and industry.  Other nations were also represented, including Canada, Japan, the Netherlands, and Sweden.


The first day-and-a-half of this meeting consisted of a series of 28 short presentations by scientists, engineers, and clinicians covering a wide range of relevant topics, including blast physics and mathematical modeling, animal models of blast-related brain injury, and neurocognitive studies in humans.  A four-member panel of accomplished and respected scientists listened to these presentations and facilitated discussions among the participants.  On the second day of this meeting, participants divided into four workgroups led by the panel members.  All four workgroups were asked to answer the same questions:  (1) Is non-impact blast exposure associated with a physical mTBI? (2) Is there substantial evidence to support one or a combination of mechanisms as the most plausible explanation for how non-impact blast exposure is associated with mTBI? (3) What research questions warrant further study, and will close the knowledge gaps regarding any association between non-impact blast exposure and mTBI? (4) How can researchers standardize research methods to facilitate research synthesis of comparable studies?


With the help of the workgroups, the expert panel concluded that there is evidence from clinical and animal studies that non-impact, blast-induced mTBI can occur; however, there are significant limitations to the supporting evidence.  For example, with only one suspected case of a soldier with non-impact, blast-induced mTBI at the time of this SoS meeting, there was a paucity of clinical data.  Furthermore, there was a lack of detail relating to the blast exposure conditions relating to this suspected case.  There were many animal studies that suggested the existence of this injury, but these too had significant limitations.  For instance, there were questions about the relevance of laboratory animal blast exposures with respect to real-life combat blast exposures.  Also, it appeared that most of the animal studies actually produced more serious brain injuries, and not the desired injury endpoint of mTBI.  Finally, as in the case of all animal studies, there were questions about the validity of the scaling methods used to translate the responses observed in animals to the responses expected in humans.  Clearly, this meeting produced more questions than definitive answers about the existence of this injury, and confirmed the need for continuing research.


With respect to the mechanisms of injury, the panel concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support any one or combination of blast insults and physiological responses as the most plausible explanation for the association of non-impact blast exposure with mTBI.  Meeting participants suggested several possible blast insult mechanisms that may cause this injury, including shock waves, toxic gases, electromagnetic pulses, and acceleration.  They also suggested several biomechanical and physiological responses that may explain this injury, including skull flexure, vascular surge, cavitation, shock wave-induced piezoelectric electromagnetic alterations, vasospasm, hemorrhage/micro-bleeds, intracranial pressure, neuronal damage, inflammatory responses, and alterations in neurotransmitters.  However, there was no consensus on any one or combination of these insults and responses to explain the mechanism of this injury.  Given these findings, the panel concluded that there are insufficient data on the nature of non-impact, blast-induced mTBI to make recommendations on how to better protect soldiers.  These findings also suggested that there are more questions than answers associated with the mechanism of this injury, and supported the need for continuing research.

This meeting included several presentations by computational modellers who had applied their modeling expertise and sophisticated modeling tools in developing computational models to help explain this injury.  Notwithstanding the sophistication of these models and the expertise of their developers, the panel noted the lack of model validation needed to establish confidence in these models. The panel also recognized the potential value of validated models in helping to fill the knowledge gaps associated with this injury.  Consequently, the panel recommended the development of validated computational models of non-impact, blast-induced mTBI, including high-rate constitutive models for tissue response and cavitation phenomena, and methodologies for multiscale modeling for coupling biomechanics and pathophysiology.  The panel also emphasized the importance of encouraging research interactions between clinicians, engineers, and other disciplines.


3.3
Dod Brain Injury Computational Modeling Expert Panel

Armed with the findings and recommendations from the first SoS meeting, the historical knowledge of past blast injury modeling successes,  and a firm belief that physiology-based computational models of blast-related head injury may provide a framework to understand injury mechanisms, guide experimental testing, interpret data, and scale animal data to humans to study both blast-induced TBI mechanisms and effectiveness of protection strategies, the PCO established the DoD Brain Injury Computational Modeling Expert Panel in 2010. The objective of the Panel was to assess the state-of-the-science in computational models of non-impact blast-induced mTBI and to help the PCO coordinate ongoing DoD research efforts to accelerate the development of a biomedically-valid computational model of this injury.  


Recognizing the finding from the SoS meeting regarding the importance of encouraging research interactions between clinicians, engineers, and other disciplines, the PCO configured the Panel as an interdisciplinary team of scientists, engineers, and clinicians, from government agencies, academic institutions, and industry.  The PCO Director and Deputy Director co-chaired this 20-member panel whose members represented the following organizations and institutions:  Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, Indian Head Naval Surface Warfare Center, U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, University of California Santa Barbara, U.S. Army Research Laboratory, U.S. Army Research Office, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, CFD Research Corporation, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, University of Pennsylvania, L-3 Communications/Jaycor, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Wayne State University, Edward Hines, Jr. VA Hospital, National Institute for Neurological Disorders and Stroke, DSO National labs (Singapore), and Defence Research and Development Organization (India).  


The Panel was charged with addressing a wide range of recognized challenges relating to the computational modeling of non-impact, blast-induced mTBI.  Among these are the lack of mechanical constitutive models of brain tissue damage, numerical difficulties in solving head/brain biomechanics equations using finite element methods; difficulty in simulating long-time transient brain biomechanics during secondary injury development, such as edema, hematoma, and herniation; difficulty in modeling impact between brain and cranium; inability to model brain-cerebrospinal fluid-cranium interaction; inability to properly account for the presence of large cerebral blood vessels, bridging veins, and brain perfusion; lack of adequate models of tissue material failure; and lack of validated constitutive models for material properties of brain tissue, particularly for large strain rates and for perfused tissue.


In addition to addressing these recognized challenges, the Panel was also tasked to identify data requirements for model development and validation; determine characteristics for development of an ideal computational model for blast induced mTBI; address issues such as anatomical and geometrical models for animals and humans, live tissue material properties, coupling of computational fluid and structural dynamics, coupling blast to human body responses, and coupling brain solids and fluids; assess relevant ongoing DoD-sponsored research efforts and identify promising discoveries; develop TBI community benchmarks; recommend model validation strategies; and identify new research gaps. 


As of this writing, the Panel has met four times and plans are underway for the fifth and final meeting in September, 2011.   The first four meetings focused on assessing the current state-of-the-science to confirm recognized knowledge gaps, to identify new ones, and to formulate recommendations for specific studies that can fill these gaps.  During these meetings, the panel heard presentations from invited subject matter experts (SMEs) representing scientific, medical, and engineering disciplines.  These SMEs presented information on a wide range of topics that the Panel felt would help them to better understand the current state of computational models of TBI, and to identify specific areas needing additional research.


During the first Panel meeting, the author, a Panel Co-Chair, challenged the members to answer the following question:  What does the term “valid” mean with respect to computational models?  Among the wide range of very challenging questions relating to this topic, this seemingly simple question proved to be very difficult to answer.  It is also the most fundamental question that must be answered before we can advance the state-of-the-science on this topic.  After deliberating on this question, the Panel achieved consensus on the following list of 12 characteristics and capabilities that a “valid” computational model for non-impact, blast-induced mTBI would have to posses: (1) be anatomically and pathophysiologically correct; (2) exhibit consistent material and biological properties; (3) answer the problem as proposed; (4) be based on experimental data using animal models; (5) be field consistent; (6) have a well-defined framework, including carefully defined nomenclature and taxonomy; (7) be scalable to humans and eventually multiscaled; (8) accurately predict injury in animals; (9) be capable of corroborating in vitro and in vivo models (10) incorporate input and guidance from the medical community; (11) include the concept of coupling fields; and (12) have the ability to capture empirical data.  Together, these 12 characteristics and capabilities formed the Panel’s working definition of, “valid computational model of non-impact, blast-induced mTBI.”      


The second, third, and fourth Panel meetings each focused on specific aspects of brain injury modeling.  The second meeting focused on modeling at the cell, tissue, and organ levels to understand injury mechanisms.  The third meeting focused on animal modeling, the modeling efforts of the U.S. Department of Transportation, the epidemiology of blast injury, and clinical aspects of mTBI.  The fourth meeting focused on soft tissue modeling and biomechanics-related challenges, such as solving brain biomechanics equations using finite element methods for soft tissue.  Also, during the fourth meeting, the Panel members formed four groups.  Each group will formulate ideas for an “ideal” research roadmap that can produce a biomedically-valid computational model of non-impact, blast-induced mTBI.  These “ideal” roadmaps will include recommendations for specific studies required to reach the desired end point.  The four groups will present their roadmaps at the final meeting.


The Panel will finalize its list of knowledge gaps, recommended strategies to close these gaps, and “ideal” research roadmaps after the final Panel meeting in September, 2011.  In the meantime, several key gaps and recommendations are emerging from the Panel’s deliberations and are worth noting here; however, these should be considered preliminary, pending the Panel’s final deliberations.  Among the key gaps that the Panel has identified are:  (1) the lack of criteria for animal models that reproduce mTBI; (2) the lack of validated constitutive models for the material properties of brain tissue, skull, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), particularly for large strain rates and for perfused tissue; and (3) the lack of mechanical dose-response models of brain tissue dysfunction.  Among the key recommendations that have emerged from the Panel’s deliberations are: (1) share computational models as well as experimental test data among modellers; (2) conduct whole animal experiments since cells often behave differently in vivo versus in vitro; and (3) create DoD-defined animal studies designed to validate the computational models; (4) develop benchmark-loading paradigms to facilitate model comparison and validation; and (5) establish multiple animal models that reliably address well-defined questions relevant to the medical problem.


This series of Expert Panel meetings is intended to thoroughly assess the state-of-the-science in computational models of non-impact, blast-induced mTBI, to identify specific knowledge gaps, to recommend specific studies that can close these gaps, and to present these recommendations in an “ideal” research roadmap that can inform DoD-sponsored research programs, and yield a biomedically-valid computational model that can be used to guide the development of effective protection strategies.  The Panel’s final conclusions and recommendations will be captured in a detailed report by the PCO. 


4.0
CONCLUSIONS

The DoD faces many, serious blast injury problems.  Among these is an injury known as non-impact, blast-induced mTBI.  In spite of a concerted effort to determine the existence and mechanisms of this injury through a significant number of DoD-sponsored medical research projects, many significant knowledge gaps remain to be filled. In fact, it is fair to say that more is unknown about this injury than is known.


History has shown the value of biomedically-valid computational models in helping to elucidate the mechanisms of blast injury, and in helping to assess injury risks, evaluate Warfighter survivability, and develop effective blast injury protection systems.  History has also demonstrated the importance of reaching out to a diverse community of scientists, engineers, and clinicians who can bring unique skills and knowledge to bear in solving the most difficult blast injury challenges.


With an understanding of the knowledge gaps associated with non-impact, blast-induced mTBI, and of the historical lessons learned in solving other, difficult blast injury problems, the PCO has established an Expert Panel of recognized scientists, engineers, and clinicians to help shape the application of computational modeling tools to fill the knowledge gaps associated with non-impact, blast-induced mTBI, and to guide the development of effective strategies to prevent or mitigate this injury. 


5.0
DISCLAIMER  


The views expressed in this paper are those of the author and may not necessarily be endorsed by the U.S. Army or U.S. Department of Defense.
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ABSTRACT


The detonation of any powerful explosive generates a blast wave including sudden and extreme differences in pressures that can lead to significant neurological injury. The precise mechanisms of brain injury after exposure to blast are not completely known and are the subject of intense research resulting from the use of improvised explosive devices (IEDs) in the current wars. Several mechanisms by which primary blast wave can damage the brain have been proposed, including 1) direct transmission of the shock wave to the brain including formation of stress and shear waves and skull flexure; and 2) indirect transfer of kinetic energy from the blast that propagates through the body to the brain via viscera, muscles, bones, blood vessels and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) resulting in increased internal pressure on the brain cells and capillaries and brain hemorrhage. 


To address a basic question related to the mechanisms of blast brain injury rats were placed in a blast tube and exposed to 30-40 kPa blast overpressures (BOP) in three different orientations: 1) with the head facing the blast wave; 2) with one side of the body exposed to blast and 3) backward to the direction of blast. Pressure wave was measured inside the rat brain and in femoral artery with Samba optical fiber pressure sensors. The results of these studies indicated orientation-specific dynamics whereby higher shock wave amplitude in the brain as well as differences in the duration of the shock wave was observed with respect to the orientation of the head to blast, particularly the with the head-on exposure. These data suggest that shock waves appear to propagate through the skull from different angles and orientations as a result of reflection and diffraction and that the orientation of the animal to the overpressure wave can influence the resultant pressure pattern observed in brain.  

To better understand how the shock waves are propagated through the body in and around hard barriers that block or reflect pressure waves, animals were placed inside plastic PVC cylinder to protect body against the BOP with head and neck sticking outside and then exposed to blast in frontal or side orientation. 


Results revealed that the pressure wave inside the brain was little affected by the whole body protection. Even with protection a considerable pressure was measured in femoral artery and this pressure trace was not affected by animal orientation to blast. However, there was much slower increase in the rise time and longer duration of pressure wave in artery of protected animals   These results are discussed in terms of understanding the propagation of pressure waves and the implications of how these wave dynamics are affected by placement of the animal in hardened structures that would be considered to be protective from the blast overpressure wave.


1.0
INTRODUCTION


The detonation of any powerful explosive generates a blast wave, a sudden and extreme differences in pressures that lead to significant neurological injury. About 180,000 US military personnel, according to the Department of Veterans Affairs were diagnosed with traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) in the period of 2001-2010 [1]. But neurologists worry that hundreds of thousands  more – at least 30% of troops who have engaged in active combat for four months or longer in Iraq and Afghanistan, are at risk of potentially disabling, neurological disorders form the blast waves, many of whom do not show signs of outward injury [2]. There is growing understanding within neurosurgeons that blast injuries are different from those caused by penetrating or skull-fracture trauma and that the standard care used for “closed-head” injuries does not work with brains damaged by shock waves [1] A still unresolved controversy is how primary blast forces injure the brain and whether the final damage results from multiple pathways of pressure transfer to the brain – direct or indirect. Direct blast impact on brain – biomechanical forces subject all objects and tissues to mechanical displacement. This may result in brain contusions and subdural hemorrhage (movement of the brain within the skull or vice versa). In addition, high amplitude stress waves that propagate through the brain may result in stress and shear forces with subsequent neuronal damage observed after exposure to blast [3]. Indirect blast impact on brain may involve transmission of shock waves to brain through the vascular system and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) [4, 5] and some other mechanisms such as compression of thorax and abdomen and activation of vasovagal reflexes by mechanical congestion of pulmonary receptors [6, 7]. 

In this study we measure propagation of pressure wave in brain and systemic circulation in attempt to discriminate between contributions of different mechanisms; direct versus indirect impact of blast overpressure (BOP) on brain. We hypothesized that: 1) orientation to blast and the skull geometry would significantly influence the size of direct impact of blast on brain; 2) orientation would also change propagation of the stress wave to the brain from other parts of body; and 3) protection of body torso would diminish contribution of indirect blast impact on brain. Therefore, the rats were exposed in different orientation to blast, i.e. in the frontal, side and backward position to the blast wave propagation. In addition, rats were exposed to blast with either head or body torso protected by plastic (PVC) material in order to assess how a “protective surface enclosure” would affect the propagation of the overpressure wave into the animal.    


2.0
MATERIAL AND METHODS


2.1
Animals and Exposure to Blast 


The experiments reported herein were conducted according to the principles set forth in the ‘‘Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals”, Institute of Laboratory Animal Resources, National Research Council, National Academy Press, 1996 and was approved by WRAIR/NMRC IACUC Committee.

Male Sprague-Dawley rats (250-300 g) were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine  (i.p. 60/5 mg/kg) and immobilized in a stereotaxic frame.  A 1 mm hole was drilled for a guide cannula using a tapered dental burr in a stereotaxic high speed drill at 0.9 mm posterior from bregma and 1.5 mm lateral to midline. A plastic guide cannula (0.8 mm O.D.) was inserted through the hole 3.5 mm below the surface of the skull to reach the lateral cerebral ventricle [8].  

The next day, after surgery animals in anesthesia were fixed into a holder inside a compressed air-driven shock tube (Fig. 1) and subjected to blast with mean peak overpressure of 36 ± 2 kPa in three different position; 1) frontal, a face-on orientation; 2) side-on orientation, with the right side exposed; and 3) in a backward, head-off position to the blast (Fig.2).



Figure1: Shock tube used to create blast overpressure and used in experiments.

 




Figure 2: Orientation of rats placed inside the blast tube for intracerebral pressure recording. Rats were placed in front (left), side (middle) or backward (right) position and exposed to blast. 


In another experiment, animals were placed inside the PVC cylinder to differentiate between direct propagation of blast pressure to the brain (frontal exposure) and propagation of the pressure wave inside the body (backward) to the pressure level inside the brain. Animals were placed inside the open tube, the tube closed at both ends, or the tube closed at the front side (Fig.7).

2.2
Blast Pressure Measurement


Pressure wave inside the brain in lateral ventricle was measured by a microfiber pressure sensor (Samba AB, Vastra Frolunda, Sweden). A pressure transducer, consisting of a silicon sensor chip (0.36 mm diameter) attached to the tip of an optical fiber (0.25 mm diameter), was inserted into lateral ventricle and connected to a SAMBA 3000 Monitor operating at 40 kHz sampling rate [9]. 


Simultaneously, the reference pressure outside the animal was measured by two piezoelectric sensors (PCB Piezotronics, Buffalo, NY). One sensor was aligned parallel to the direction of propagation of the BOP and measured a static flow pressure while the other gauge was aligned perpendicular to the blast flow to measure reflected and dynamic pressure. Signal was recorded by the NI data acquisition system (National Instrument, Austin, TX) at 400 kHz sampling rate.                                     


3.0
RESULTS

3.1
Effect of Different Orientation to Blast on Pressure Wave Inside the Brain


Video recording taken by a high speed camera revealed different effect of the blast exposure on animals in relation to their orientation to blast overpressure (higher compression versus translation movement in face-on versus side-on orientation (Fig.3).  It can be assumed that this different pattern of the blast interaction with the body may result in differences in shock wave pattern inside the brain.


                    1) Before blast                             2) Shock wave propagation                     3) Reverse blast wind           


                                                                                   compressing body                   




Figure 3: High speed camera pictures showing several phases of exposure to blast and interaction with the rat exposed in front A) and side B) orientation to blast. Compressed body is seen 
during first phase of blast (blast overpressure) that is followed by second 
underpressure phase (reversed blast wind).


At the first part of this study we measured some basic characteristics of the blast wave produced inside the compressed shock tube. Figure 4 A shows the blast wave recorded by two PCB sensors to measure side-on (static) and face-on (reflected) pressures inside the shock tube. The wave has a typical pattern of the shock wave consisting of a positive overpressure part followed by a negative under-pressure part and return to ambient pressure. The initial reflected pressure spike was about 2 times higher than the static pressure. The spike was followed by a plateau pressure of around 35 kPa, approximately 10% higher than overpressure measured by a static probe. 


We also measured the shock wave inside the shock tube with miniature fiber optic pressure sensors (Samba, Sweden) and compared pressure characteristics with PCB sensor response (Fig.4 B). The microfiber sensor placed in a face-on position detected a lower reflected pressure spike than the spike measured with the PCB probe, however a plateau pressure level and duration of the wave was comparable with the face-on PCB probe. The difference can be caused from lower sampling rate 40 kHz for microfiber sensor compared with 400 kHz at PCB sensors or by their specific characteristics. The duration and amplitude of the shock wave measured by a side-on fiber optic sensor was comparable with the static pressure measured with a PCB static probe. Because of the same characteristics of the both shock waves, we used the static pressure detected by a PCB sensor in air as a reference value for pressure detection inside rat brains.  




Figure 4: Pressure wave pattern measured inside shock tube measured simultaneously with two PCB sensors (A), and two microfiber sensors (B).  Reflected pressure (red lines) was measured 
with the probes placed perpendicular, while static pressure (blue lines) was measured with the probes placed parallel to the blast wave propagation. Time delay in the response of microfiber sensors is caused by different positions of the sensors inside the shock tube.

Pressure curve trace in lateral ventricle in three different orientations shows some differences in the pressure wave curve recorded from brains depending on the animal orientation to blast (Fig. 5). Pressure wave recorded in front position had higher amplitude, faster rise time and longer duration than the wave from the side-on and head-off exposures. The stress wave in the backward orientation was about the same amplitude as in the side-on orientation; however, it had shorter duration and longer rise time. In all orientation, the rise time of the stress wave was slower than in air (Table 1).




Figure 5: Representative pictures of pressure wave in the brain of one animal exposed to blast 
in three different orientations: frontal, side, and backward to the blast wave direction. 


Table 1: Basic characteristics of the stress wave inside rat 
brain exposed to blast in three different orientations.

________________________________________________________________________  


Orientation            Peak Overpressure          Rise Time           Overpressure Duration 


                                      (kPa)                             (ms)                         (ms)  


________________________________________________________________________  


Air                           36.5 ± 1.6                        0.07 ± 0.42               4.1 ± 0.3  


Frontal                     41.5 ± 1.7


*


                     0.19 ± 0.04


*


              4.1 ± 0.2                           


Lateral                      33.6 ±3.2                       0.26 ± 0.02


*


              3.3 ± 0.1


*


 


Backward                 36.3 ± 2.0                      0.31 ± 0.02


*


              2.9  ± 0.4


*


    


________________________________________________________________________  




Values are means from 5 different exposures ± SD. Pressure wave in air was measured by microfiber sensor placed outside exposed animals. *P < 0.05 compared with air.


Differences in the pressure wave measured inside the brain of animals exposed in different orientations suggest that the shock wave can enter the body and tissues from different angles such as linear translation or from the surface similarly to the hydrostatic pressure. In addition, the shock wave is reflected by surrounding tissues and changes its shape as demonstrated by differences between frontal and backward orientations.


3.2
How “A Protective” Barrier Influences Pressure Inside the Brain

The essence of this experiment is to answer the question if considerable blast pressure is transferred to brain indirectly, from other parts of the body. Based on experiment described in previous paragraph, especially on the demonstration of the pressure in brain in the backward position we were interested if the diffraction around the body could be a significant source of pressure inside the brain. At another words, if the pressure can enter the objects and body from different angles and direction relatively to site of explosion. Possible scenarios of pressure wave interaction with a solid object are illustrated in Fig. 6. In addition, a stress wave may propagate through the object and may be coupled to the external wave. 




Figure 6: Illustration of pressure reflection and diffraction after reaching an object.

A PVC cylinder was used as a shield to protect the head and body from blast overpressure. Animals were placed inside the cylinder, exposed to blast and a shock wave was measured in lateral ventricle. When the cylinder was closed at both ends, there was no pressure detected inside the rat brain (upper part of Fig. 7).  With the rat inside the cylinder with both ends open, the pressure trace detected inside the brain was the same as observed in rats exposed in frontal orientation without the PVC cylinder. Interestingly, the signal was detected inside the brain when the front end of the PVC tube was closed (bottom picture). This means that the pressure wave enter the tube and body by diffraction around the cylinder (red line). Moreover, pressure is reflected from PVC walls and reaching read end of the cylinder (green line). 





Figure 7: Pressure wave measured in the brain of animal placed inside the PVC cylinder. 
A) Rat, head-on inside the closed cylinder; B) Rat, head-on  inside the open tube;  
C) Rat, facing front and facing back inside the cylinder with the front end closed. 


3.2.1
Head Exposure with the Rest of the Body Protected


In the next experiment we investigated if there is any difference between pressures measured inside the brains of animals with the whole body protection and if this protection effect pressure profile in circulation.


For this purpose, one sensor was inserted into femoral artery and one into the brain, and animals were exposed in frontal and side orientation to 40 kPa BOP without or with protected body.

To check a proper sensor function, blood pressure was recorded in the femoral artery. As it is shown in Fig.8, blood pressure fluctuations corresponding to systolic and diastolic blood pressure were recorded before and after blast. At time of blast the sensor detected a short spike in pressure. 




Figure 8: Blood pressure recording in the femoral artery with the Samba 
pressure sensor. A short spike was recorded at the time of blast. 


Animals’ body was protected against blast by placing them inside a PVC cylinder (Fig. 9) with head and neck sticking outside. Pressure signal was simultaneously recorded as described before. 




Figure 9: Whole body protection by PVC cylinder. Animals inside the cylinder were 
placed inside the shock tube and exposed to BOP in frontal or side-on position.


IIn frontal position exposures there was no significant change between pressure wave characteristics such as pressure amplitude, duration of positive phase or rise time inside the brain in protected and non-protected animals. Even with protection a considerable pressure was measured in femoral artery. However, there was much slower increase in the rise time and longer duration of pressure wave in artery of protected animals (Fig.10 A,B).

 


Figure 10: Pressure traces in brain and femoral artery of non-protected and protected rats exposed in frontal orienation to blast (A). Basic characteristics of pressure wave in brain and artery of protected and non-protected animals exposed to blast in frontal position (B). 
Results are means ± SD from three animals.

In the side exposures there was a little decrease in the pressure amplitude and duration of the pressure wave in brains of protected animals (Fig.11 A). Similar to the frontal exposure the rise time of pressure wave was slower and duration of the pressure wave longer in artery of protected animals (Fig.11 B).




Figure 11: Pressure traces in brain and femoral artery of non-protected and protected rats exposed in side orientation to blast (A). Basic characteristics of pressure wave  in brain and artery of protected and non-protected animals exposed to blast in side orientation (B). 
Results are means ± SD from three animals.


These results show that shock waves enters systemic circulation regardless on orientation to blast. Interaction of pressure with blood vessels could have potentally detrimental effect on integrity of brain vessels and may result and leaks of blood into cerebral parenchyma and cerebral ventricles. Fig. 12 demonstrates the presence of such hemorrhages in some animals exposed to blast. 



Figure 12: Presence of intraventricular hemorrhage in lateral ventricle of blast exposed rat 
(upper picture). Hemorrhage consisted of erythrophagocytic macrophages (bottom left) 
and numerous neutrophils (bottom right). H&E staining. 


Small decrease in the shock wave amplitude in protected animals exposed in a side orientation shows that contribution of indirect propagation of the pressure to the brain from other parts of body is a relatively small compared to the direct mechanism of BOP interaction with the brain. The whole body protection however does not completely eliminate a presence of shock wave in the femoral artery. Therefore indirect mechanism of pressure transfer to the brain remains to be investigated.


4.0
CONCLUSIONS 


In conclusion, the pattern of the pressure wave inside the brain  have indicated a higher pressure wave amplitude at the frontal exposures compared with the backward and side-on exposures to blast. This suggests the higher contribution of the direct transfer of pressure than indirect pressure transfer  in the brain after blast.  The pressure measured inside the brain in the backward orientation implies contribution of both, the dynamic pressure and static pressure (similar to hydrodynamic pressure) to the pressure wave inside the brain. Pressure wave diffraction could be a significant source of pressure inside the body as under the certain conditions blast waves can change their direction. This may have a serious implications for helmet and a whole body protection design.


Pressure wave following blast also propagates through the systemic circulation and may result in the damage to the blood vessel walls and intraparenchymal and intraventricular hemorrhages observed after exposure to blast. Propagation of pressure to brain is very little effected by the whole body protection. However, the protection does not completely eliminate propagation of the shock wave in body parts and systemic circulation shielded by protective material. Therefore, the indirect mechanism of the pressure transfer to brain remains to be investigated.
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Abstract


Primary blast lung injury (PBLI) is caused by the pressure wave released by an explosion.  A theory for the injury-causing mechanism of PBLI is that rapid motion of the chest wall creates a pressure wave in the lung material.  This is referred to as “coupling” of the blast wave to the thorax.  A concept to protect against PBLI is to use a layer of foam material behind a massive armor plate worn over the chest.  The foam layer can deform and absorb energy while the armor plate is loaded with the blast wave.  The dynamic response of the plate and foam armor system could be used to reduce the injury causing mechanism of chest wall motion.


Preliminary modeling is necessary to demonstrate the armor protection concept and guide the selection of materials for this application.  The Lobdell model is a mathematical model of the human thoracic response to an impact load.  In this study, a one dimensional lumped parameter model of the plate and foam armor system is coupled to the Lobdell model chest wall.  When loaded with a blast pressure wave, the simulated response of the combined system model is used to predict if the plate and foam armor can reduce chest wall motion.  Peak chest wall velocity is the metric used in this study to characterize the response of the Lobdell model.

The model simulation results show the plate and foam armor system can reduce the peak chest wall velocity in some cases, if the foam responds by absorbing energy and limiting the peak stress level applied to the chest wall.  If the energy absorbing capacity of the foam is exceeded, many armor model configurations have been shown to increase the peak chest wall velocity.  This occurs when the foam becomes fully compressed and the moving plate impacts the chest wall.  A foam material for this protective application should absorb energy at the highest allowable stress level, to limit motion of the armor plate.  Whether an armor system model increases or decreases the chest wall velocity is also dependent on the pressure magnitude and impulse of the blast wave load.  The threat range where protection is required must be determined for the preliminary design of the plate and foam armor system for reducing PBLI.


1.0
Introduction

Injury which results from the pressure wave released by an explosion is referred to as primary blast injury.  Primary blast injury most significantly affects the air-containing organs of the body [1].  Development of a personal body armor system to protect a Soldier from primary blast lung injury (PBLI) is the motivation for this research.


Foam materials are often used in applications of personal protection for their ability to deform and absorb the energy of an impact [2].  A Soldier’s protective equipment includes an armor plate which is worn over the chest, to provide protection from bullets and projectiles.  This study investigates the addition of a foam layer behind the armor plate for protection from PBLI.  The foam layer can cushion the armor plate and reduce chest wall acceleration by deforming at a stress which is lower than the applied pressure of the blast wave.  To provide protection and limit the peak stress, the foam layer must have sufficient thickness to absorb the motion of the armor plate within the relatively low stress level energy absorbing region of the foam [3].


This study is facilitated through the development of a simple one dimensional crushable foam model which captures the three basic regions of response in a foam material:  linear-elastic, plateau, and densification [2].  The model shows an initial linear-elastic rise in stress during the first 5% of compression, followed by a plateau region of constant stress from 5% to approximately 80% compression, and a rapid rise in stress at levels of compression greater than 80%.  The energy absorbed in the plateau region is unrecoverable.  The model allows for studying the effects of the key parameters for energy absorption:  plateau stress level and foam thickness [2].


The Lobdell model is a mathematical model of the human thoracic response to an impact load [4].  The foam material model is used to couple the armor plate and the chest wall of the Lobdell model [5].  The armor system is loaded with a blast pressure wave, and the response of the Lobdell model is evaluated based on the maximum chest wall velocity [6, 7].  The foam model parameters in the armor system are studied as they affect the peak chest wall velocity in the Lobdell model.  A plate-only armor system will be used as a baseline response, which simply adds the mass of the armor plate to the mass of the chest wall, with no foam layer between them.  The addition of a foam layer is evaluated as to whether it reduces chest wall motion in comparison to the baseline plate-only armor system.


2.0
Background


2.1.
Primary Blast Lung Injury Mechanism


A blast wave propagates outward from an explosion.  In open space, it can be modeled with a wave form known as the Friedlander curve, shown in figure 1.  The blast wave consists of a shock front, which precedes a phase of positive pressure and can be followed by a negative pressure phase.



Figure 1: Free field blast wave model:  Friedlander wave [1].

Primary blast lung injury (PBLI) results from the interaction between the blast pressure wave and the thorax.  PBLI can occur with no external signs of bodily injury.  Injuries from other blast effects are not considered in this study [1].  Pressure wave propagation in the thorax is considered by some researchers to be the cause of lung injury from a blast wave [5, 6].  The following sequence of events has been proposed by Cooper, et al., as a hypothesis for the injury-causing mechanism of PBLI [6].


· “Coupling” of the blast wave to the thorax occurs through rapid acceleration and motion of the chest wall.


· A pressure wave is formed in the lungs as they are rapidly compressed by motion of the chest wall.  The magnitude of the pressure wave is related to the velocity of the chest wall.


· The pressure wave propagates through the lungs, causing damage at interfaces between the lung tissue and air.

An armor system to protect against PBLI must “decouple” the shock wave from the thorax [6].  The plate and foam system could achieve this, with motion of the armor plate creating a dynamic interaction between the applied blast load and the foam stress applied to the chest wall.

The Bowen curves will serve as reference for this study, to link the model response to a free-field blast load with a predicted level of survivability.  The Bowen curves were developed by the Lovelace Foundation in the 1960’s, through testing a range of mammalian species subject to blast loads, and using that data to make predictions of human survivability [8].

2.2
Foam Materials for Protection


The previous section described how the injury mechanism which causes PBLI is a function of chest wall motion.  Reduction of chest wall motion by limiting the load applied to the chest wall is used as the initial design criterion for a plate and foam armor system.


Foam materials have the ability to deform at a relatively low stress level while absorbing mechanical energy.  Foam is used in applications of impact protection, to absorb the kinetic energy of an impact, and reduce the maximum stress on the protected object.  The foam material reduces peak acceleration while increasing the duration of the impact [2].  A general stress vs. strain compression curve for a foam material is shown in figure 2, which shows three distinct regions of response.
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Figure 2: General stress vs. strain response of a foam material (adapted from [9]).

The initial response of a polymer foam material under compression is characterized by linear-elastic behavior.  The primary mechanism for this linear-elastic response is the bending of the cell edges and walls in the polymer structure.  At approximately 5% compression (transition point is dependent on foam cellular structure), the applied stress on the foam causes the cell walls to buckle while the foam deforms at a relatively constant stress.  This is referred to as the plateau region in the stress vs. strain curve.  In a crushable foam material, the buckling causes cell walls to fracture, making this region of deformation unrecoverable (material is permanently damaged).  Densification of the polymer structure occurs at higher levels of compression, where the cellular structure begins to compact upon itself.  As this occurs, the cell walls or edges begin to make contact with each other, and the foam stress rises very rapidly with an increase in strain [2].  Foam can provide protection from an impact load by absorbing energy through foam compression in the low stress plateau region, highlighted in green in figure 2.  The foam thickness must be sufficient to absorb impact energy in the plateau region and limit compression in the densification region, which is highlighted in red.

As mentioned in the previous section, the goal of the plate and foam armor system concept is to “decouple” the blast wave from the chest wall.  This is accomplished by allowing the armor plate to act as a “buffer” between the blast pressure load and chest wall [3].  The blast pressure load acts on the armor plate instead of the chest wall.  The armor plate accelerates and is set into motion, compressing the foam layer behind it.  The decoupling effect is achieved if the motion of the armor plate can be absorbed by the foam at a relatively low stress level before it becomes fully compacted.  The assembly of the plate and foam armor system model will be described in the next section.

3.0
Methodology


3.1
Armor Model Coupled to Lobdell Model


The Lobdell model was developed by General Motors to study the response of the human thorax in automobile crashes [4].  It consists of a configuration of springs and dashpot elements, as displayed in figure 3, with the model parameters listed in table 1.  The Lobdell model was developed through measuring the thoracic response of human cadaveric subjects to an impact load.  Use of the Lobdell model has been extended by researchers to the field of blast protection, to predict the thoracic response to a blast wave [5].  An illustration of the plate and foam armor system coupled to the chest wall of the Lobdell model is shown in figure 3.  For simplicity in modelling the plate and foam concept, any other soft body armor or fabric materials are ignored.  Figure 3 also includes the model of plate-only armor system, which simply adds the mass of the armor plate to the mass of the chest wall.  The Lobdell model has been modified with a rigid boundary condition in place of the thorax mass (m3).  This is consistent with the loading configuration of the model, which will be described in section 3.3.  The response of the Lobdell model and coupled armor system, when loaded with a pressure wave, is simulated using MATLAB and the ODE45 numerical solving tool for differential equations.  The model is programmed in MATLAB, by writing equations of motion for the armor plate and the chest wall.  The combination of the plate and foam armor model and the Lobdell model (with a rigid boundary condition) creates a two degree of freedom dynamic system.
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Figure 3: Armor system coupled to Lobdell model (adapted from [7]).  Note:  Arrow sign 
indicates direction of load, and does not indicate direction of blast wave propagation.


The armor plate is modelled as a lumped mass.  The mass value of 30 kg/m2 is approximately equal to an 11 mm thick aluminum plate or a 4 mm thick steel plate.  The value was chosen during the preliminary phase of this study so that it provided a significant effect in reducing the Lobdell model response, and where additional reduction is desired.  The mass of the armor is not adjusted in any of the simulations in this study.  The Lobdell model parameters and armor mass are listed below in table 1.  In the model, the area of the armor plate is set to match the effective area of the Lobdell model (182.5 cm2).

Table 1: Lobdell model parameters and armor mass [4, 7].

Component LabelDescriptionValueUnits


m


2


Chest wall mass0.453kg


A


eff


Effective Area of Chest182.5


cm


2


k


23i


Spring stiffness if compression is less than 'd' (38.1 mm)26,300N/m


k


23s


Additional spring stiffness if compression is greater than 'd' (38.1 mm)52,600N/m


c


23c


Viscous damping if chest wall is compressing520


N∙s/m


C


23r


Viscous damping if chest wall is rebounding1230


N∙s/m


kve


23


Spring for Maxwell element13200N/m


cve


23


Dashpot for Maxwell element180


N∙s/m


m


armor


Lumped mass per unit area of armor / plate system30


kg/m


2




In the coupled system, the foam stress is the applied load on the chest wall [5].  The chest wall accelerates and compresses the Lobdell model during loading and deformation of the plate and foam armor system.  Foam strain (ε) is calculated from the difference of the plate displacement and chest wall displacement, divided by the initial foam thickness (h).
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Strain Rate:
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3.2
Crushable Foam Model


The study of the plate and foam armor system is facilitated through the development of a simple one-dimensional foam model which captures the three regions of response in a crushable foam material.  Two model components will be used to create the three region response, as illustrated by figure 4.  The linear elastic and plateau region will be created by the “Structural Stress” (σS) component [9], and the densification region will be created by the “Densification Stress” (σD) component.  The total foam stress is the sum of the structural and densification stress components.  The foam model is written in MATLAB and solved with the Lobdell model as part of a two degree of freedom dynamic system.

Total Foam Stress:
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Figure 4: Crushable foam model:  structural stress and densification stress components.

3.2.1
Structural Stress Component


Foam is a complex material, with a response that changes based on the mechanisms of deformation in the foam structure, and the level of compression [2].  The linear elastic and plateau response are created with a foam material modulus that changes based on conditions in the model.  The modulus of a material is the change in stress over the change in strain.
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Therefore the value of the structural modulus (ES) is not a constant value, but controlled based on model conditions using a series of “IF” statements in the MATLAB program.  The change in stress is equal to the modulus times the change in strain.
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The structural stress is calculated by integrating the modulus times the change in strain.  The change in strain is equal to the strain rate integrated over time.
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Eo is the initial foam modulus during the linear-elastic region.  Transition in the model from the linear-elastic response to the constant stress plateau occurs at 5% compression.  Therefore, the value of Eo also controls the plateau level (σo), which is set at 5% of Eo. [2].
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3.2.2
Densification Stress Component


The densification stress component is a direct function of compression, with parameters that can be used to curve fit the magnitude and shape of the densification curve.  The densification stress model component limits deformation in the model to less than the initial thickness of the foam layer.  As the strain approaches 1.0, the denominator of the equation becomes infinitely small, and the densification stress becomes infinitely large.  The parameter A scales the magnitude of the equation and the parameter b changes the shape of the stress curve with respect to strain [10].
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Densification Stress Parameters:  A = 1.0, b = 6.0

The parameters A and b are set to create a minimal response between 0 and 0.80 strain, and to rise in stress rapidly with an increase in strain beyond 0.80.  The shape of the densification curve is fit to match the general response for crushable type foam as displayed previously in figure 2.


The control of the foam model is outlined in table 2.  An example of the complete foam model stress vs. strain curve, with a 0.30 MPa plateau stress, is displayed in figure 5.

Table 2: Foam model control:  model conditions with modulus value and model behaviour.

Foam 


Response


RegionFoam Model ConditionStructural 


Component


Densification 


Component


1.) Linear-Elastic-Foam is compressingandstress is less than the plateau stress level -Stressis rising linear elastically-Densification stress is not significant2.) Plateau-Foam is compressing and stress is equal to the plateau stress level-Stress is constant-Densification stress is not significant3.) Densification-Foamis compressed to a high level (greater than 80%)-Densificationstress rises sharply-Structural plateau stress remains at a constant level4.) Unloading-Foam model is unloading-Structural stress dissipates rapidly until it is zero-Densification stress component unloads along its loading curve
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Figure 5: Crushable foam model stress vs. strain curve with loading and unloading behaviour.

3.3
Free-Field Blast Load:  Model Input

The Bowen curves relate the magnitude and duration of a blast wave to a predicted probability of human survivability [8].  The response of the Lobdell model will be simulated when loaded with a blast wave as indicated by the Bowen curves.  The peak chest wall velocity in the model can then be linked to a level of survivability.  The use of the Bowen curves in this study is intended only to provide a frame of reference for comparative purposes within this study.

The Bowen curves used for this study are shown in figure 6.  The loading configuration is of a man prone on a surface, with the body positioned parallel to the direction of blast wave propagation.  With this configuration, the incident wave pressure would be applied to the thorax of the subject, because it does not create a reflecting surface against the blast wave.  The loading configuration is also consistent with the use of a rigid boundary condition on the thorax in the model, as the subject’s body is supported by the ground surface.
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Figure 6: Bowen curves relate a blast wave to the predicted probability of human survival [8].

A blast wave pressure trace is generated using ConWep [11], to match the loadings indicated by the Bowen curves.  ConWep is a software application provided by the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers which generates a blast wave pressure trace for a set of input parameters that characterize the blast and loading configuration.  The maximum incident overpressure is used as one parameter to design the blast wave.  ConWep does not allow for duration of positive overpressure as an input parameter, so the distance from charge parameter is adjusted until it produces the duration that is called out by the Bowen curves.  An example of the blast load generated through ConWep for the 2.76 MPa (400 psi) / 2 ms blast load is shown in figure 7.



Figure 7: Blast load from ConWep with 2.76 MPa (400 psi) peak pressure and 2 ms duration [11].

Although the positive pressure duration of the blast wave is listed as 2.0 ms, the pressure has dropped from the peak pressure of 2.759 MPa to 0.03 MPa after 1 ms.  Due to the exponential decay in pressure, nearly all of the pressure impulse occurs in the early part of this short duration blast wave.  Without extensive further study, it cannot be determined how closely these ConWep blast loads actually match the loads that are indicated by the Bowen curves.  Since the Bowen curves are being used in this study to set a relative baseline for comparison of the Lobdell model response, confirming an exact match is not necessary.

4.0
Results


The results are generated from running MATLAB computer simulations of the Lobdell model (with or without armor) loaded with a ConWep blast pressure load as indicated by the Bowen curves.  The first section shows the simulation results of the Lobdell model with no armor system, and a plate-only armor system, to create the baseline of the Lobdell response in relation to survivability.


4.1
 Baseline Response – Bare and Plate-Only Armor with Bowen Curve Loads

The blast loads indicated by the Bowen curves in figure 6 are used to load the bare Lobdell model (no armor), and the results are plotted in figure 8.  In addition to the bare model, the 30 kg/m2 mass of the armor system (plate-only) is added to the Lobdell model and loaded with the 1% survivability blast loads.  This shows the effects of adding the armor system mass without the foam model, and will be referred to as the plate-only armor system.  The performance of the plate and foam armor system will have to improve upon the plate-only armor system to be considered effective.  Figure 8 displays the maximum chest wall velocity averaged from simulations with nine blast loads for each of the three Bowen survivability curves.  The error bars indicate the maximum and minimum peak chest wall velocity between the nine simulations of the model from each survivability curve.
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Figure 8: Lobdell chest wall velocity with Bowen curve loads for 3 survivability levels.

Despite the variation within each survivability level, the results do provide a guideline of how the chest wall velocity relates to survivability based on the Bowen curves.  For the purposes of this study, 6 m/s will be used as the maximum tolerable chest wall velocity, as this value corresponds with the lower end of the 99% survivability level.  The requirement of the armor system model will be to reduce the peak chest wall velocity to approximately 6 m/s.


The results in figure 8 show that the addition of the armor system mass (30 kg/m2 plate) reduces the peak chest wall velocity from the 1% survivability level, to a level that is between the 50% survival range and the 99% survival range (from approximately 14 m/s to 8 m/s).  Armor mass has a very significant effect on reducing the Lobdell model chest wall velocity, and that must be accounted for when analyzing any of the plate and foam armor systems results.  The model response with the plate and foam armor system must always be compared to the performance of the plate-only armor system to account for mass effects.

4.2
Lobdell Model Response

This section shows an example of the Lobdell model response to a blast wave load.  The bare Lobdell model (no armor) is loaded with a blast pressure wave of 2.76 MPa (400 psi) peak pressure and 2 ms positive pressure duration.  This blast wave is from the 1% survivability level and will be used as a relatively short duration blast wave load to simulate the response of the Lobdell model.  The force in the Lobdell model components are converted to stress by dividing by the effective area of the Lobdell model chest wall.  The blast wave pressure and Lobdell stress components are plotted in figure 9.
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Figure 9: Lobdell model stress response to the 2.76 MPa (400 psi) / 2ms duration blast load.

The stress developed in the Lobdell model is dominated by the dashpot c23.  The model is responding to the blast load with primarily viscous behavior.  The original development of the Lobdell model associates the viscous damping of the c23 model component with the flow of air in the lungs and the flow of blood in the vessels of the thorax during compression [4].  Energy absorbed by the viscous response of the thorax has been used by other researchers to predict thoracic injury [5, 7].  Chest wall velocity is used to correlate with injury in this study, which is proportional to the maximum stress in the c23 model component.  The chest wall velocity and chest wall displacement in the simulation are plotted in figure 10.
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Figure 10: Lobdell model chest wall velocity and displacement.

Positive chest wall velocity and displacement are in the direction of thoracic compression.  The chest wall is moving in the direction of compression between 0 and approximately 3 ms, after which it is rebounding and recovering towards the original state.  The rebound is heavily damped, because the viscosity of dashpot c23 increases from 520 to 1230 Nm/s when the chest wall motion transitions from compression to recovery.


4.3
Plate and Foam Armor System


In this section the foam model will be used to couple the armor plate and chest wall, with the goal of reducing the peak chest wall velocity of the Lobdell model to approximately 6 m/s.  The two parameters of the foam model that will be varied are the crushable plateau stress level and the foam thickness.  Figure 11 shows the peak Lobdell chest wall velocity with armor for three different plateau stress levels (0.20 MPa, 0.25 MPa and 0.30 MPa), and a range of foam thicknesses from 0 mm (plate-only) to 30 mm.  The plate-only armor response is represented by the 0 mm foam thickness value and is included in the figure as a baseline for comparison with the plate and foam armor systems.
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Figure 11: Lobdell peak chest wall velocity as a function of foam thickness with plate and foam armor and three foam plateau stress levels.  All simulations are with the 2.76 MPa / 2 ms blast wave.

The results in figure 11 show that initially, the addition of foam thickness increases the peak chest wall velocity of the Lobdell model.  The increase in chest wall velocity reaches nearly double the plate-only response with the 0.20 MPa foam model.  At a certain point, related to the plateau stress and pressure load, a transition occurs, where increasing the foam thickness begins to reduce the response of the Lobdell model.  With sufficient foam thickness, the Lobdell response reaches a lower limit of chest wall velocity, where additional foam thickness does not further reduce the response.


The 0.30 MPa plateau foam model does not create a significant reduction in chest wall velocity compared to the plate-only response.  For this specific blast pressure load, the stress level of 0.30 MPa is too high to create a significant reduction in response.  The lower foam plateau levels show additional reduction in Lobdell chest wall velocity, but increased foam thickness is required to reach those levels.  With a minimum 25 mm thickness, the 0.20 MPa foam model reduces the Lobdell velocity to approximately 6 m/s, which is the goal of this armor system model.


The following figures show individual blast pressure load and foam stress response plots for two different thicknesses of the 0.20 MPa plateau stress foam (12.5 mm and 25 mm thick).  These two combinations of parameters are shown because they highlight two distinct cases of the armor system response, which affect the Lobdell model response in very different ways.

4.3.1 
Undesirable Armor Response:  Foam Model is Compressed into Densification Region

Figure 11 identified many cases where the plate and foam armor model increased the peak chest wall velocity in the Lobdell model.  In these cases, the foam thickness is not sufficient, and the foam model is approaching full compression in the densification region of response with a sharp rise in stress.  One of these cases is highlighted in figure 12, which shows the response of the plate and 0.20 MPa / 12.5 mm thick foam to the 2.76 MPa (400 psi) / 2 ms duration blast wave, while coupled to the Lobdell model chest wall.
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Figure 12: Blast load and foam stress response with 12.5 mm thick foam model.

The 12.5 mm thick foam shows an initial rise in stress through the linear-elastic region, and then compresses at a constant stress of 0.20 MPa until the foam reaches the densification region.  Compression into the densification region causes a rapid rise in stress to a level which is greater than the initial blast wave pressure.

Initially, as the foam is deforming through the linear elastic and plateau region, the foam stress is less than the blast pressure load.  This difference of forces creates motion of the armor plate towards the chest wall.  When the plate compresses the foam into the densification region, the velocity and kinetic energy of the plate are reduced rapidly, and that energy is absorbed in the foam with a very high foam stress.  When this occurs, the kinetic energy of the plate is rapidly transmitted to the chest wall by the high foam stress.  This can be observed at 1.0 ms in the armor and Lobdell model energy vs. time plot in figure 13.  The kinetic energy of the chest wall is then absorbed by the Lobdell model spring and dashpot components.
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Figure 13: Kinetic energy and energy absorbed in the armor model and Lobdell model. 
Blast wave:  2.76 MPa / 2 ms.  Plate and foam armor:  0.2MPa plateau, 12.5 mm thick.


When the foam is fully compressed into the densification region, the armor plate impacts the chest wall and results in a rapid rise in kinetic energy of the chest wall.  When this occurs, the plate and foam armor system could create greater injury and lethality than would occur with the plate-only armor.  By increasing the foam thickness, the chest wall velocity vs. foam thickness plot in figure 11 showed a transition from this undesirable case to the ideal case, which is highlighted in the next section.


4.3.2 
Ideal Armor Response:  Sufficient Foam Thickness Prevents Densification

The plate and 0.20 MPa / 25 mm foam response to the 2.76 MPa (400 psi) / 2 ms duration blast wave, while coupled to the Lobdell model chest wall, is shown in figure 14.  This plate and foam armor model configuration was identified in figure 11 to reduce the response of the Lobdell model in comparison to the plate-only system.
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Figure 14: Blast load and foam stress response with 25 mm thick foam model.

The 25 mm thick foam deforms within the plateau region, and does not enter the densification region, so it maintains the 0.20 MPa stress level.  A further increase in the foam thickness will not significantly change the stress vs. time response of the model, which is why the peak chest wall velocity reached a lower limit in figure 11. The foam begins to unload at approximately 2.5 ms, after absorbing the motion of the armor plate.   The energy balance of the armor system and Lobdell model provides further insight as to how this ideal response in the foam model results in a reduction of the Lobdell model response.


Figure 15 shows the energy vs. time in the armor system and Lobdell model for this simulation with the 0.20 MPa / 25 mm thick foam layer.  Compared to the previous simulation with a 12.5 mm thick foam layer, this foam model absorbs the kinetic energy of the plate more gradually over time.  This has the subsequent effect of a slower transmission of energy from the armor system to the Lobdell model.
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Figure 15: Kinetic energy and energy absorbed in the armor model and Lobdell model. 
Blast Wave:  2.76 MPa / 2 ms.  Plate and foam armor:  0.2MPa plateau, 25 mm thick.

The goal of the plate and foam armor system concept was to “decouple” the blast wave from the chest wall.  This is accomplished by allowing the blast wave to transmit energy to the armor plate, which acts as a “buffer” between the blast pressure load and chest wall [3].  The armor plate becomes energized by the blast load, instead of the chest wall.  The decoupling effect is achieved if the kinetic energy of the armor plate can be absorbed by the foam at a relatively low stress level and low rate.  If the foam does not have sufficient energy absorbing capacity, the armor plate will impact the chest wall, as was shown in the previous section (figures 12 and 13).


4.4
 Longer Duration / Higher Impulse Blast Load


As shown in figure 11, plate and foam armor system with a combination of 0.20 MPa plateau stress and a 25 mm foam layer provided the desired reduction in peak chest wall velocity (to 6 m/s) with a minimum foam thickness when loaded with the 2.76 MPa (400 psi) / 2 ms duration blast wave.  The model response with this armor system will now be simulated with the 1.03 MPa (150 psi) / 10 ms duration blast wave.  This blast wave is also located on the 1% survivability level of the Bowen curves.  The peak pressure of this blast load is 60% less than in the previous simulation, but the positive pressure duration is longer, and the total impulse is approximately 60% greater.  Due to the higher impulse of the blast wave, this armor system is now compressed into the densification region, as shown by the sharp rise in foam stress in figure 16.
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Figure 16: Longer duration blast load (1.03 MPa / 10 ms) and foam stress response. 


The response in figure 16 shows that an armor system designed for one particular load may be insufficient to protect against a different blast load, especially if the total impulse of the load is increased.  Therefore, the chest wall velocity vs. foam thickness curves are different for every blast load and armor system.  The peak velocity vs. foam thickness curves for the 1.03 MPa (150psi) / 10 ms duration blast wave with three foam plateau levels (0.20 MPa, 0.25 MPa, and 0.30 MPa) are shown in figure 17, with increasing foam thickness from 0 to 60 mm.  The 0.20 MPa foam with 25 mm of thickness is compressed into the densification region as shown above in figure 16, which increases the chest wall velocity compared to the plate-only system, as displayed in figure 17.  With this plate and foam combination, the peak Lobdell velocity is 16 m/s, which is nearly a 100% increase over the plate only system.
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Figure 17: Lobdell peak chest wall velocity as a function of foam thickness with plate and foam armor and three foam plateau stress levels.  All simulations are with 1.03 MPa / 10 ms blast wave.

With this higher impulse blast load, 50 mm of the 0.20 MPa foam are required to bring the peak chest wall velocity down to the 6 m/s level.  The higher impulse and longer duration of the blast wave continue to accelerate the armor plate over a longer period of time, which adds more kinetic energy to the plate.  Additional foam thickness is then required to absorb the kinetic energy at the 0.20 MPa plateau stress level.  This demonstrates the fact that any plate and foam armor system will only provide protection within a limited range of blast loadings.

5.0
Discussion


5.1
Summary:  Limits of Foam Performance


Due to the non-linear behavior of the foam material model, the dynamic response of the plate and foam armor system can differ greatly based on the magnitude and duration of the applied load.  The optimum foam material for this application is unique to each blast wave pressure load.  A plate and foam armor system which provides the desired reduction in response when loaded with one particular blast wave may not provide a similar reduction when loaded with a different blast wave, especially if it is of greater total impulse.  With no limits on foam thickness, an armor system could be designed to reduce the Lobdell response against any blast wave pressure load in this study.  However, an armor system that requires an excessively thick foam layer would not be practical for a Soldier’s protective equipment.


Many cases were shown where the dynamic response of the plate and foam armor system caused an increase in peak chest wall velocity compared to the plate-only armor system.  The basic objective of the foam layer is to reduce the stress on the chest wall in relation to the blast wave pressure load.  This difference of forces accelerates the plate towards the chest wall.  If the motion of the plate compresses the foam into the densification region, the foam must rapidly absorb the kinetic energy in the armor plate with a very high foam stress, which is transmitted to the chest wall and absorbed by the thorax (Lobdell model).  At densification, the plate impacts the chest wall, and rapidly increases the energy transmitted from the armor model to the Lobdell model.  The impact of the armor plate with the chest wall could increase the potential injury from a blast wave.

5.2
Possible Solutions Due to Limits of Foam Performance


5.2.1
Define the Limits of the Blast Threat for PBLI

Since the behavior of the crushable foam model is dependent on the magnitude and duration of the applied load, the range of blast wave loadings where primary blast lung injury (PBLI) protection is required must be defined.  At some upper level, the blast would certainly be unsurvivable due to other mechanisms of injury.  At this upper level, reducing PBLI would have no benefit for increasing survival, and an armor system should not be designed to protect against these threats.  Likewise, an armor system should not be designed to deform and protect against blast loads which are already survivable with the plate-only armor system.  Defining these upper and lower limits is necessary to design body armor for blast protection.

5.2.2
Viscous Material Response

The crushable foam model used in this study has no rate dependent viscous component.  A rate dependent material could potentially have the benefit of extending the range of effectiveness of the armor system.  A viscoelastic material would be softer at lower rates of deformation and stiffer at higher rates of deformation.  When the blast load is relatively low, the load on the armor plate and the rate of deformation would be lower.  A viscoelastic material would be softer under these conditions, which could provide protection from the lower level blast loads.  At a higher level blast load, the rate of foam compression would be greater, and the viscoelastic foam would become stiffer [2].  This would limit the velocity of the plate, and reduce the impact of the plate with the chest wall.  The downside of this type of material is that it would not respond with the ideal plateau region of response, which is often the most desirable for energy absorption in applications of personal protection.

5.2.3
Structural Armor System:  Redistribute the Load

The plate and foam armor concept sought to reduce the magnitude of the load on the chest wall through a dynamic armor response.  An alternate approach could be a structural armor concept designed to redistribute the transmitted blast load to other parts of the body which are less susceptible to lethal injury.  An armor shell that completely or partially encases the thorax could prevent the blast load from being applied directly to the chest wall.  The armor could be mounted at stronger and more resilient parts of the body, such as the shoulders and hips.  Ideally, this type of armor would be sealed against the body, so the blast pressure cannot propagate between the inside of the armor and the thorax [12].

6.0
Conclusion

A simple model of a plate and foam armor system was developed to show the potential benefit and limitations of this concept for protection against primary blast lung injury (PBLI).  The armor model was coupled with the Lobdell model of the human thorax.  The Bowen curves were used to link a blast wave loading and the response of the Lobdell model to a human survivability level.  The coupled armor system and Lobdell model was loaded with a blast wave as indicated by the Bowen curves, and the relationship between peak chest wall velocity and the foam model parameters was studied.  Through incremental varying of the foam thickness, different types of response were identified.  If the foam model reached full compression into the densification region, the response of the Lobdell model was increased in most cases, due to the impact of the armor plate with the chest wall.  With sufficient thickness and energy absorbing capacity, the foam maintains a relatively constant stress, which reduces and limits the load on the chest wall.  A greater reduction in the Lobdell model response can be achieved with a lower plateau stress, but this requires an increased foam thickness.


This study demonstrated the ability of the plate and foam armor system concept to reduce the response of the Lobdell model when loaded with a blast wave.  Limitations of the armor system concept have also been identified.  With constraints on foam thickness, the basic crushable foam model will not reduce the Lobdell model response to a wide range of loadings.  In many cases, the required foam thickness may be considered impractical for a Soldier’s protective equipment.  To design a body armor system for this application, it is necessary to identify the range where PBLI protection is required.
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Abstract


On the event of the war that took place in August 2008(August 8-12) in Georgia there was a structural transformation of our civil hospital into a military one  .Damage control principles ,such as haemorrhage control, liver –packing and abdominal tamponade, gastrointestinal tract resection without formation of anastomoses and other temporary interventions were prioritized. The prioritization created a chance to empty the hospital in a very short period of time to facilitate more incoming casualties. There were soldiers from Georgian troops, civilians and captives of war. The number of total admitted patients was 739. Fiftytwo of them were operated in the surgery department.


The following operations were carried out: removal of foreign bodies from the neck region, gastrorrhaphy, splenectomy resection of small intestine, and colostomy, combined operations (thoracotomy plus laparotomy) extended debridement and dressing of wounds, angiosurgical operations, and coloplasty. Out of the total casualties admitted in the hospital more than 50 percent of the patients suffered from blast injuries. Injury types in Conventional explosive were – Blunt trauma, penetrating trauma, inhalation injury, thermal injury and burns. They had however relatively less primary blast injury.


In enhanced blast devices in vehicles or enclosed spaces Primary blast injury and pressure-related effects predominated over blunt trauma. Primary Blast Injuries occured most frequently in the  middle ear, lungs, large bowel which resulted from blast wave contact (dynamic pressure changes at air-water interfaces) and  Blast loading which includes high frequency stress wave and Low frequency shear wave.


It has being noted that Primary blast injuries occur most frequently in air-filled organs, and results from blast wave dynamic pressure changes at air-fluid interfaces


Injury Distribution of the blast were prolific in the Ear where the tymphanic membrane ruptured due to dynamic overpressure. There was temporary neuropraxia of receptor organs and dislodgement of ossicles. The Lungs often suffered pulmonary contusions with multifocal haemorrhages. Pulmonary C-fiber receptor injury caused vagal nerve-mediated cardiogenic shock.

Gastrointestinal Tract injuries were ruptures primarily in colon.

The structural Transformation


Trauma associated with haemorrhage is a significant challenge with accounts for 30% to 40% of all fatalities which ranked second only to central nervous system injury as a cause of death .However haemorrhagic death is a preventable cause of death which occurs typically within 6 to 24 hours of injury. Haemorrhage being a leading cause of death for combat casualties, catastrophic haemorrhage is rarely a prehospital combat medical problem as it tends to cause death before medical care can be provided.


In civilian environments such casualties can be reached in the hospital in a matter of minutes but in a battlefield scenario it can take hours to transport casualties off the battlefield. Even if the transport distances are small, the hazardous environments of the battlefield prevent the medical help to reach the wounded.


Hence it is important for the medicos to understand the available options for treating haemorrhagic patients efficiently and quickly. At the same time the blast trauma creates some important challenges for the medicos which lead them to find non-conventional solutions. First and the foremost concern are the preoperative preparation and prioritization of the sequential operative intervention. Even it might seem that the damaged area is small, the damaged area may be deep and it requires definite medical attention. The main goal of the damage control should be to restore the normal physiology of the patient rather than to restore his normal anatomy .This is needed for poly traumatic casualties-for example for a patient with a combination of abdominal, vascular and thoracic injury prioritization of the interventions is absolutely advisable.


The rapid transformation of the civil hospital into a military on to provide the effective medical care of the wounded patients seems to be one of the most important issues.


We hope to describe our experiences and analyze the effectiveness and outcomes of the surgical treatment and care of blast and other combat injuries at our civil hospital.  


The Patients and the methods


Since the war activities lasted from August 8, 2008 to August 12, 2008, the military medical divisions initially provided the primary medical care directly in the battlefield. The second stage of medical care was given by the Gori military hospital which was the nearest hospital to the war zone.Our hospital (Gudushauri National Medical Center) was third –stage qualified and specialised surgical center because of it 70 km distance from the battle field.It took about 1 hour of transportation time to reach our hospital.


Our hospital has 220 beds .It have various units of basic surgical services, critical care and emergency care departments.During the war all the units were converted for the care of the wounded patients and we used war medical doctrine concerning massive disasters and armed conflicts.The emergency department performed triage and stabilization of the patients.In addition, critical and intensive care units were extended for critical patients operated in Gori and as well as in our hosptal.


The management of the patients were based on the well known rules .The lightly wounded patients were sent to out patient department where the first surgical process took place under local anaesthesia. The management of  patients with chest and abdominal penetrative injuries was carried out according to the Advanced Trauma Life Support principles.Patients with cavity penetrative wounds, as well as wounds on other parts of the body with liable haemodynamic were sent directly to the operation room where they were operated and stabilised.The stable patients went on to have further investigations like x-rays, ultrasound and computed tomography scan and then were watched.


From August 10 to August 12, Gori was occupied and had to be evacuated and our hospital had to take up the objective to provide the first line of treatment also. During this period damage control principles were prioritized  such as haemorrhage control, liver packing and abdominal tamponade.Gastrointestinal tract resection without formation of anastomoses and other temporary interventions were done. Main surgical interventions were then performed in other hospitals or in our center later on. It gave us the opportunity to empty the hospital and to provide new admission to an extensive number of new wounded patients. The total number of new patients was 739.This number included Georgian troops, civilians and captives of war.486 patients were treated in the out patient department and 253 were treated in the inpatient department. The localization of trauma and associated statistics are given in the following tables.

		Type of Trauma
No.



		Gunshot injuries

		92



		Blast and Shrapnel injuries

		102



		Other types of damages

		27



		Somatic Damage

		32



		Total No. Of inpatient

		253





Trauma Localizations


		Extremities

		100



		Head trauma

		69



		Abdominal cavity trauma

		22



		Chest trauma

		20



		Spinal column trauma

		5



		Multitrauma

		5



		Casualties not wounded

		32



		Total

		253





Operations carried out in the surgery department.


		Removal of foreign bodies from the neck region

		6



		Isolated thoracotomy,pulmorrhaphy 

		2



		Splenectomy,resection of small intestine,colostomy

		18



		Combined op.

		9



		Extended debriment and out patient

		11



		Angiosurgical operations

		4



		Coloplasty

		2



		Total operations performed

		52





Results


One patient with trauma in the head died instantly after admission. Another patient who was operated died in another hospital. There were however no other operative and postoperative mortality and no major complications.

Lessons Learned from the Blast Injuries

A brief Overview-


Blast injuries are divided into four classes: primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary.

· Primary injuries


Primary injuries are caused by blast overpressure waves, or shock waves. These are especially likely when a person is close to exploding ammunitions, such as a land mine. The ears are most often affected by the overpressure, followed by the lungs and the hollow organs of the gastrointestinal tract. Gastrointestinal injuries may present after a delay of hours or even days. Injury from blast overpressure is a pressure and time dependent function. By increasing the pressure or its duration, the severity of injury will also increase.


In general, primary blast injuries are characterized by the absence of external injuries; thus internal injuries are frequently unrecognized and their severity underestimated. According to the latest experimental results, the extent and types of primary blast-induced injuries depend not only on the peak of the overpressure, but also other parameters such as number of overpressure peaks, time-lag between overpressure peaks, characteristics of the shear fronts between overpressure peaks, frequency resonance, and electromagnetic pulse, among others. There is general agreement that spalling, implosion, inertia, and pressure differentials are the main mechanisms involved in the pathogenesis of primary blast injuries. Thus, the majority of prior research focused on the mechanisms of blast injuries within gas-containing organs/organ systems such as the lungs, while primary blast-induced traumatic brain injury has remained underestimated. Blast lung refers to severe pulmonary contusion, bleeding or swelling with damage to alveoli and blood vessels, or a combination of these.It is the most common cause of death among people who initially survive an explosion.


· Secondary injuries


Secondary injuries are due to people being injured by shrapnel and other objects propelled by the explosion. These injuries may affect any part of the body and sometimes result in penetrating trauma with visible bleeding. At times the propelled object may become embedded in the body, obstructing the loss of blood to the outside. However, there may be extensive blood loss within the body cavities. Shrapnel wounds may be lethal and therefore many anti-personnel bombs are designed to generate shrapnel and fragments.


Most casualties are caused by secondary injuries.Some explosives, such as nail bombs, are deliberately designed to increase the likelihood of secondary injuries. In other instances, the target provides the raw material for the objects thrown into people, e.g., shattered glass from a blasted-out window or the glass facade of a building.


· Tertiary injuries


Displacement of air by the explosion creates a blast wind that can throw victims against solid objects. Injuries resulting from this type of traumatic impact are referred to as tertiary blast injuries. Tertiary injuries may present as some combination of blunt and penetrating trauma, including bone fractures and coup contre-coup injuries. Young children, because they weigh less than adults, are at particular risk of tertiary injury.

· Quaternary injuries


Quaternary injuries, or other miscellaneous named injuries, are all other injuries not included in the first three classes. These include flash burns, crush injuries and respiratory injuries.

Traumatic amputations quickly result in death, and are thus rare in survivors, and are often accompanied by significant other injuries. The rate of eye injury may depend on the type of blast. Psychiatric injury, some of which may be caused by neurological damage incurred during the blast, is the most common quaternary injury, and post-traumatic stress disorder may affect people who are otherwise completely uninjured.

Our personal experience with blast injuries


Injury types in Conventional explosives were with – Blunt trauma, Penetrating trauma, Inhalation injury, Thermal injury and Burns. They had however relatively less primary blast injury. In Enhanced blast devices in vehicles or enclosed spaces primary blast injury and pressure-related effects predominated over blunt trauma.

Primary blast injuries occured most frequently in the Middle ear, Lungs Large Bowel which resulted from blast wave contact (dynamic pressure changes) at air-water interfaces and blast loading which includes-


· High frequency stress wave and


· Low frequency shear wave


It has being noted that Primary blast injuries occur most frequently in air-filled organs, and results from blast wave dynamic pressure changes at air fluid interfaces.

Injury Distribution of the blast were as prolific in the Ear where -

· The tymphanic membrane ruptures due to dynamic overpressure 


· Temporary neuropraxia of receptor organs and 


· Dislodgement of ossicles occurred 


The Lungs often suffered -

· Pulmonary contusions – multifocal haemorrhages


· Pulmonary C-fibre receptor injury caused vagal nerve-mediated cardiogenic shock 


Injuries in Gastrointestinal Tract  were primarily ruptures in colon.

Conclusions

In conclusion we suggest some principles of surgical management of war injuries, which are as follows:


· Correct structural transformation of civil hospital into the military one, which is provided with modern equipment and highly qualified personnel.


· Correct triage for right surgical treatment of patients. 


· Fast evacuation and transportation of heavily wounded patients to the stage of specialized surgical care.


· Limited laparotomy with intra abdominal packing for temporary haemostasis is the effective method and the choice procedure in critical situations.


· Isolated primary blast injury is almost never seen, unless under experimental conditions. More frequently and therefore of more relevance to this review, is the combined primary blast injury associated with secondary and tertiary blast injury leading to combined penetrating and nonpenetrating injuries.
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Abstract 


Automatic fire suppression systems use hydrofluorocarbons (HFC) to chemically extinguish fires. At high temperatures, HFC can release hydrogen fluoride, a toxic and potentially lethal gas. We report the deaths of three US military personnel at Bagram Air Base from acute respiratory failure after the fire suppression system in their vehicle received a direct hit from a rocket propelled grenade.  Despite presenting with little to no additional signs of trauma, these individuals all died within 24 hours from hydrogen fluoride induced respiratory failure. When two patients later presented with similar symptoms after damage to their vehicle's fire suppression system, they were aggressively treated with nebulized calcium and positive pressure ventilation. Both survived. The presence of HFC-containing fire suppression systems in military vehicles may lead to future cases of this quaternary blast injury, and further research must be done to help rapidly diagnose and effectively treat this injury.

1.0
INTRODUCTION


Automatic fire suppression systems (FSS) have been used in US military ships, aircraft, and vehicles since World War II. FSS typically feature a chemical extinguishing agent such as a hydrofluorocarbon (HFC). One commonly used HFC is 1,1,1,2,3,3,3-hepatofluoropropane (also known as HFC-227 or FM 200®).
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 While HFC-227 itself is nontoxic, at high temperatures it decomposes, producing hydrogen fluoride (HF).
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 HF inhalation causes devastating pulmonary injuries that can rapidly result in death.
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 We report two events involving HF inhalation injury due to FSS.


2.0
case report


2.1
Case #1


Three US soldiers presented to a Forward Operating Base in Afghanistan after a rocket propelled grenade (RPG) struck their Mine Resistant Ambush Protected vehicle (MRAP). All three had dyspnea, but only one had evidence of trauma (rib fractures and a unilateral pneumothorax). Their respiratory distress worsened, and two patients were intubated. They were then transferred to Bagram Air Base at four hours post-injury.


At Bagram, reexamination revealed no additional injuries. The unintubated patient was severely dyspneic and intubated soon after arrival. All three patients were admitted to the Intensive Care Unit (ICU). Subsequent radiographs showed bilateral pulmonary infiltrates in each patient (see Fig. 1). All patients were ventilated with a lung-protective ventilation strategy using a pressure control mode to achieve low tidal volumes (6-8 mL/kg).  High positive end-expiratory pressures (PEEP) in excess of 15 cm H2O and FiO2 settings over 80% were required to maintain adequate oxygenation. Central venous pressures were initially in normal ranges but soon rose to above normal limits with low mean arterial pressures despite aggressive fluid resuscitation.

     

Figure 1: Appearance of chest CT at 12 hours and chest radiograph at 18 hours after injury.

Due to the severe refractory hypoxemia present in these patients, the Acute Lung Rescue Team (ALRT) based at Landstuhl Regional Medical Center (LRMC) was activated. The ALRT, composed of experienced critical care physicians, critical care nurses, and respiratory technicians, specializes in transporting patients with severe lung injuries.
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 The ALRT facilitates transport of critically ill patients outside of Critical Care Air Transport criteria and even offers salvage therapy with extracorporeal support.


8

 

The ALRT arrived at Bagram 18 hours after the patients were injured. By then, two patients were dead. Despite maximal supportive care, one patient developed severe hypotension and died 8 hours post-injury from cardiovascular collapse. The patient with rib fractures died of hypoxemic respiratory failure at 18 hours post-injury. The ALRT evaluated the remaining patient for transport and extracorporeal support. This patient, however, was unstable throughout his course and also died from hypoxemic respiratory failure at 24 hours post-injury.


The dramatic and rapid demise of these patients prompted further investigation.  While the patients could have suffered from primary blast injuries and/or pulmonary contusions from blunt trauma, the patients would have likely survived if these were the only mechanisms of lung injury.
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  Due to the relative lack of associated injuries, the acute mortality, and the profound respiratory failure experienced by each patient, a quaternary blast injury from toxic inhalation was suspected.  


Upon investigation, evidence from the scene provided a likely scenario for such an inhalation injury from HF.  The RPG had struck the rear of the MRAP and directly hit the FSS, rupturing its HFC-227 containing cylinders.  The explosion caused by the RPG would have generated enough heat to produce HF from HFC-227.  Extricating the soldiers from the MRAP took several minutes, and rescuers noted a sharp, pungent odor present inside the MRAP.  Such a smell is characteristic of HF, and the MRAP’s interior would have created a closed space with a high concentration of HF fumes.12
  Taking these details into account, the most likely cause of these patients' death was HF inhalation injury.


This incident generated a heightened awareness of HF inhalation injury.  Treatment providers at Bagram were educated on the presentation of HF injury and its treatment.  Medics were instructed to give nebulized calcium in the field if HF exposure was suspected.  

2.2
Case #2


This incident generated a heightened awareness of HF inhalation injury.  Treatment providers at Bagram were educated on the presentation of HF injury and its treatment.  Medics were instructed to give nebulized calcium in the field if HF exposure was suspected.  Several weeks later, four US soldiers presented to Bagram an hour after their MRAP was struck by a RPG. As with the first case, the RPG directly struck the FSS. Two soldiers were thrown from the vehicle and excluded from further review for this report. The two other soldiers, a young man and woman, were trapped in the MRAP and had prolonged exposure to HF fumes. Both complained of dyspnea, but due to the rapidity of transport, neither received nebulized calcium during transfer.  


At Bagram, both patients rapidly developed pulmonary failure and were intubated.  Neither patient had signs of traumatic injuries. Treatment providers were informed that the patients’ MRAP had received damage to its FSS.  The patients were monitored in the ICU and empirically given nebulized calcium chloride every 4 hours along with IV calcium boluses. Imaging once again showed global pulmonary infiltrates (see Fig. 2). 



Figure 2: Chest radiograph 24 hours post-injury.

The ALRT was activated immediately and arrived within 8 hours to provide support. The man worsened, and the ALRT placed him on a high frequency percussive ventilator and gave him IV epoprostenol sodium (Flolan®). The woman improved with a lung-protective ventilation strategy using pressure control mode ventilation alone.  Due to the high ventilatory pressures required, both patients received prophylactic bilateral chest tubes.  Both patients were eligible for air transport with ALRT support 30 hours post-injury, and they were transferred at that time to LRMC.  

The woman's condition deteriorated soon after arriving at LRMC; she was quickly transferred to a nearby German hospital for extracorporeal support. Her respiratory status improved just prior to cannulation, however, and she went back to LRMC the next day. Her condition continued to improve, and she was extubated a week later. The young man, however, had a prolonged ICU course complicated by pneumonia.  He was transferred to the National Naval Medical Center at Bethesda, Maryland where he was breathing without ventilator support 3 weeks after injury.

3.0
DISCUSSION


To our knowledge, this is the first report of a HF inhalation injury secondary to a damaged FSS containing HFC-227. Almost all US military vehicles are equipped with FSS containing HFC-227.13
 Industry literature warns of the decomposition of HFC-227 to HF at high temperatures, but the medical literature does not contain any reports of such cases.14
 While it took a specific mechanism for these injuries to occur, the ubiquity of FSS in US military vehicles could result in future HF inhalation injuries.  Diagnosing a HF inhalation injury may be difficult, though, due to HF’s biochemical properties.


3.1
HF- Biochemical Properties


Hydrofluoric acid, the aqueous form of HF, is a weak acid and thus highly water soluble.12
 Unlike strong acids that immediately cause pain and coagulative necrosis, hydrofluoric acid may initially cause no symptoms on exposure.
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 Similarly, HF exposure may be initially asymptomatic while the fluoride ion diffuses through lipid membranes and penetrates into deeper tissues.
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 Over time, however, the fluoride ion binds intracellular calcium and magnesium, leading to liquefactive tissue necrosis and systemic electrolyte disturbances resulting in death.
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 Several reports document patients dying from pulmonary injuries and cardiac arrhythmias within hours of HF exposure.
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3.2
Diagnosing HF Inhalation Injury

Due to the sometimes benign presentation of such a rapidly fatal injury, providers must rely on the context of the HF exposure rather than the patient’s symptoms.  Though confirmatory tests such as serum or urine fluoride levels are available, practitioners should not wait for these test results to begin treatment for HF inhalation injury. In the cases above, neither confirmatory test was available, but the rapid deterioration of all these patients demonstrates that early and aggressive treatment is sometimes the only option. A significant inhalation injury should be assumed with: 

1.  Exposure to any hydrofluoric acid solution with over 50% concentration

2.  Cutaneous exposures involving over 5% total body surface area or with head and neck 

3. HF exposure in a confined space.
 ADDIN EN.CITE 
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HF inhalation injury should thus be assumed in anyone exposed to a damaged FSS or trapped in a vehicle where the FSS is triggered.


3.2
Treating HF Inhalation Injury

Treatment for HF inhalation injury is based on typical respiratory supportive measures and calcium, a proven treatment for cutaneous hydrofluoric acid injuries.
 ADDIN EN.CITE 
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  The first step in treating HF inhalation injury is to limit exposure.  Rescuers should don protective gear if possible prior to extricating the vehicles crew.
 Contaminated clothing should be removed from all involved to prevent further exposure.
 ADDIN EN.CITE 
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 HYPERLINK \l "_ENREF_2" \o "Copeland, 2010 #1"  Patients should then be transferred to a facility capable of intensive monitoring, and patients should be admitted and monitored closely regardless of their initial presentation as symptoms may take hours to develop.  Providers should have a low threshold for placing these patients on positive pressure ventilation if respiratory distress develops.  Though unproven, treatment with nebulized calcium should be administered as soon as possible.  An example regimen would employ a 2.5% calcium gluconate solution (add 1.5 mL of 10% calcium gluconate to 4.5 mL water or 2.5 g calcium gluconate in 100 mL of water) given at least every 4 hours.
 The appropriate treatment duration of is unknown, but normalization of serum calcium and fluoride levels seems a reasonable endpoint.
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  IV calcium should also be administered due to the risk of systemic hypocalcemia precipitating cardiac arrhythmias.5
 Electrolyte disturbances such as hypocalcemia, hypomagnesia, and hyperkalemia should be expected and treated appropriately.
 ADDIN EN.CITE 
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 Finally, for refractory hypoxemia, extracorporeal support may be used which requires activation of the ALRT or equivalent and transfer to a facility with extracorporeal support capabilities.

15

 Even with these measures, patients with significant HF exposures will likely suffer extensive pulmonary injuries requiring prolonged hospitalizations.
 ADDIN EN.CITE 
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 Chronic respiratory issues may develop requiring further rehabilitation and treatment.
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4.0
CONCLUSION


While this report specifically discusses HF injury in ground vehicles, the presence of FSS containing HFC (e.g. HFC-125) in NATO ships and aircraft should make all military practitioners aware of the presentation and treatment of HF inhalation injuries.  Future efforts should focus on preventing HF inhalation injuries with improvements in vehicle design, FSS protection, and development of alternative chemical extinguishing agents.  Rapid detection indicators for HF placed in military vehicles could also aid in diagnosing HF exposure.  Experimental evidence verifying the efficacy of nebulized calcium and sodium bicarbonate for HF inhalation injuries should also be pursued.


The opinions and/or assertions expressed in this article are solely those of the authors and do not reflect the official policy of the U.S. Air Force, the Department of Defense, or U.S. government.
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abstract

The treatment of blast injuries is always a challenge. Since NATO forces are currently engaged in military conflicts that are characterized by asymmetric warfare, blast injuries have become common. In recent years, mortality has been successfully reduced as a result of improvements in military personal protective equipment and advances in the initial surgical stabilization of casualties on the basis of the principles of damage-control surgery. Improved personal protective equipment, however, has resulted in larger numbers of extremity injuries. With the survival rate increasing, the treatment of extremity injuries has been gaining in importance. Particular emphasis is placed on rehabilitative care. 


Blast injuries fall into five categories (primary, secondary, tertiary, quaternary and quinary blast injuries). Combinations of different types of blast injuries can occur as well. In this paper, we use case reports from the German Armed Forces Central Hospital in Koblenz and a review of the literature to present current strategies of treatment, the ultimate goal of which is always a useful and functional limb. Initial treatment depends on the pattern of injury and should include surgical debridement, antibiotic therapy and, if necessary, tetanus prophylaxis in open injuries as well as the external stabilization of fractures with or without fasciotomy. Temporary vessel shunting is essential as a damage-control procedure for limb salvage until definitive vascular reconstruction is performed. Autologous material (usually the saphenous vein) should be used for vascular reconstruction. Open wound treatment and second-look operations at intervals of 48 to 72 hours are mandatory to obtain a clean and healthy wound environment. V.A.C.® therapy is an effective technique to protect the wound and promote wound healing. A variety of muscle flaps are routinely used to cover large defects with exposed bone. With the emergence of an increasing number of multi-resistant organisms, wounds should be regularly swabbed and cultured in the post-primary period of treatment with a view to tailoring antibiotic provision on the basis of microbial sensitivity results. Blast injuries regularly require skin grafting. Split-thickness skin grafting is an effective technique commonly used for this purpose. Since these grafts do not include the dermis, a matrix consisting of collagen and elastin (e.g. Matriderm®) can be used as a substitute. In many cases, a change of procedure is required during the treatment process and internal fixation is used instead of external fixation for fracture fixation. Reconstructive surgery, e.g. segmental bone transport, reconstruction of motor function, limb lengthening with intramedullary nails, and scar revisions may be necessary to improve or restore limb function.


In summary, the treatment of blast injuries to the extremities requires specialist expertise, extensive experience and often close interdisciplinary cooperation because of the wide variety and complexity of the types of injuries encountered.

1.0
introduction

In the era of asymmetric warfare, which characterizes not only military operations in which NATO forces are currently engaged but also terrorist attacks against civilian targets, blast injuries and the resultant combined thermal and mechanical injuries are commonly seen in military conflicts and in crisis regions [1–3]. Mortality rates have been reduced as a result of the introduction and application of the principles of damage control surgery, improvements in prehospital care, and shorter evacuation times. Patients with complex patterns of injury can thus survive [4–6]. Soldiers who take part in military conflicts wear modern protective equipment that provides better protection of the head, chest and abdomen and increases survivability. As a result of improved protective equipment, the treatment of extremity injuries, which continue to account for 50–70% of combat wounds, is gaining importance [7–12]. Blast injuries are always a challenge to physicians and surgeons especially when it comes to rehabilitative care and the recovery of limb function. 

2.0
Pathophysiology of blast injuries to the extremities

Blast injuries are caused by the detonation of explosives. Depending on their energy release, explosives are categorized as high-order explosives (HE) or low-order explosives (LE). They are further characterized based on their source ("manufactured" and "improvised" explosive devices). Whereas the military uses only manufactured explosive devices that are HE-based, mass-produced and quality-tested weapons, improvised explosive devices (IEDs) may be composed of HE, LE or both depending on what is available [13]. Metal objects such as nails or steel balls are added to the charge in order to increase the fragmentation effect. Depending on the charge used and the site of detonation, explosives cause different patterns of injury. Whereas the wounding effect of explosives decreases exponentially with distance from the source in explosions occurring in open spaces, it can increase when explosions take place in confined spaces [14–16]. Irrespective of the type of device used and the distance from the source, the effects of blasts cause injuries that fall into five categories. 

2.1
Primary Blast Injuries

Primary blast injuries are caused by barotrauma resulting from differences in pressure relative to atmospheric pressure. An explosion produces a blast wave that generates sudden overpressure and consists of an initial high-velocity shock wave followed by a blast wind. Primary blast injuries most commonly affect air-filled organs such as the middle ear, the lungs and the hollow abdominal viscera. Air embolism can occur as well [15,17,18]. Although the blast wave rarely causes isolated injuries to the extremities, it can lead to fractures, complete or incomplete amputations, and avulsion injuries. In their description of extremity amputations caused by explosions, Hull and Cooper showed that amputation occurred through the fracture site rather than through the joint. Lower extremity amputation often occurred at the level of the tibial tuberosity. The high mortality rate associated with primary amputations – only 9 of 52 victims survived in the study by Hull and Cooper – demonstrates the high level of energy released and the effects on air-filled organs [19].

2.2
Secondary Blast Injuries

Only collapsing buildings that bury many victims cause greater morbidity and mortality than secondary blast effects [17]. Fragments are spread from the center of detonation and cause penetrating injuries. Whether the fragments are primary fragments (those that are part of the weapon) or secondary fragments (those that result from the explosion) plays only a minor role in determining the extent of injury, which primarily depends on the distance from the center of explosion as well as on the number, size and form of fragments. Fragments are propelled from the center of explosion at a velocity of up to 1800 m/s. Despite a rapid loss of velocity, they can create wound cavities that are 20 to 25 times larger than their own size and can cause local peak tissue pressures of 6.89 bar as a result of their physical properties (e.g. shape) and their flight characteristics (e.g. yaw) [8,9,20]. This leads to severe bone injuries and devastating concomitant soft-tissue injuries. Especially in the case of suicidal bombings, bone fragments may become embedded in victims and induce an immune response to allogenic bone tissue. In addition, there is the risk of the transmission of infectious diseases [21,22].

2.3
Tertiary Blast Injuries

Tertiary blast injuries include all injuries that are caused by structural collapse and fragmentation of buildings and vehicles or result from people being hit by flying objects other than components of the explosive device (e.g. parts of vehicles). They also result from people being thrust against solid objects by the blast wind. This mechanism can lead to blunt or penetrating trauma and can cause multiple injuries affecting any part of the body. Patients may present with traumatic asphyxia, open and closed fractures and amputation of limbs, compartment syndrome, and crush syndrome. Primary survivors most commonly sustain secondary blast injuries followed by tertiary blast injuries. In the case of collapsing buildings and entrapment, the number of deaths is higher than that caused by secondary blast injuries, which are otherwise the leading cause of death [14,17,23,24].

2.4
Quaternary Blast Injuries

Quaternary blast injuries include burns and inhalation injuries caused by heat or chemical substances. They encompass exacerbations or complications of persisting conditions such as might be seen in patients receiving anticoagulants, patients with pulmonary or cardiovascular diseases, or women who are pregnant [17]. In the past, all other injuries that were not categorized as primary, secondary or tertiary injuries were subsumed as quaternary injuries. Some authors today prefer to use a fifth category of injuries.

2.5
Quinary Blast Injuries

The term "quinary blast injury" refers to toxic reactions caused by infectious, chemical or radioactive substances that are added to explosive devices. The term reflects the new dimensions of asymmetric warfare and terrorism. When such contaminated improvised explosive devices, e.g. "dirty bombs," are used, a hyperinflammatory state can be noticed among victims at an early stage [14,25].

3.0
TREatment

Strategies for the treatment of blast injuries must be adapted to the extent of injury on a case-by-case basis in order to achieve a maximum reduction of mortality. Especially in military settings and mass-casualty incidents, the number of casualties and the availability of material and personnel resources play an important role in the decision-making process [26]. The primary objective is the restoration and stabilization of the patient's vital signs. For this purpose, the principles of TCCC, PHTLS®, ATLS®, damage-control surgery (DCS), and damage-control orthopedic surgery (DCOS) have proved to be useful tools in the past. The previously practiced method of primary definitive care, also known as early total care (ETC), has been replaced by the concept of initial surgery, the aim of which is to stabilize the victim and control damage in accordance with the aforementioned guidelines. The purpose of this type of surgery is to minimize additional trauma resulting from indispensable surgical procedures and to ensure that the patient receives intensive care as soon as possible in an attempt to effectively address and treat the lethal triad of hypothermia, coagulopathy and acidosis. Definitive treatment is postponed and provided depending on the patient's condition. Ideally, the patient should receive definitive care in a physiological time window (between days 5 and 10) [27–31].

3.1
Soft-Tissue Injuries

Fragmentation effects most commonly cause penetrating injuries but also blunt injuries and burns of the extremities [9,32]. Irrespective of the extent of injury, all wounds should be explored, debrided to remove necrotic tissue and thoroughly irrigated as soon as possible. If possible, a pneumatic tourniquet should be applied. The importance of this procedure, which is indispensable to prevent wound infection, cannot be emphasized enough. During primary aggressive debridement, however, functionally important structures such as neurovascular bundles and tendons should be left alone [7,9,32–35]. If possible, foreign bodies that are easily accessible or are accessible without the risk of further massive soft-tissue trauma should be removed. Especially at the stage of initial treatment, the removal of all embedded foreign bodies should be postponed with a view to minimizing operation times and further soft-tissue damage. Wound exploration and debridement, however, are mandatory. Primary wound closure is usually not indicated. In patients with small isolated superficial wounds that are not associated with a significant wound cavity, primary adaptive closure can be undertaken after wound excision and, if necessary, the insertion of a drain. 

		

		



		Figure 1: Multiple small foreign bodies embedded in tissue after an IED blast.

		Figure 2: Multiple small foreign bodies embedded in tissue and large soft-tissue defect of the lateral upper thigh.





In addition, tetanus prophylaxis and an initial dose of broad-spectrum antibiotics must be administered. Antibiotics should be given as early as possible after injury in the prehospital phase. With the emergence of an increasing number of multi-resistant organisms, wounds should be regularly swabbed and cultured in the post-primary period with a view to tailoring antibiotic provision on the basis of microbial sensitivity results [32,35]. Ideally, subsequent redebridement during second-look operations should be performed daily or at least every 48 hours and should be repeated until a wound bed is viable and free of infection. Open wound treatment of large defects in patients with blast injuries is the treatment of choice and facilitates the reevaluation of the wound. In recent years, the use of temporary closure using, for example, vacuum-assisted therapy (V.A.C® Therapy System, KCI Inc., San Antonio, Texas; http://www.kci-medical.com) involving the continuous or intermittent application of negative pressure has become a reliable method for the protection and cleansing of (infected) wounds and the promotion of granulation tissue formation [33–42]. Likewise, good results have been reported with the topical application of antimicrobial products such as polyhexamethylene biguanide (polyhexanide, PHMB) in combination with modern dressings for the treatment of wounds often infected with multi-resistant organisms [43–45]. Synthetic skin substitutes are also useful in the complex treatment of non-infected soft-tissue defects without pockets and can help prevent the formation of pockets, prepare the wound bed, avoid infection, and prepare the transplantation of skin grafts. Sufficient removal of exudate, however, must be ensured [46]. 

In the reconstructive phase, different types of flaps can be used to cover defects. In general, free distant flaps must be distinguished from local flaps. Flap selection is based on the size and site of the defect to be covered. Free muscle flaps are usually used in the management of deep defects in an attempt to fill the cavity with viable and well-perfused tissue. Free fasciocutaneous flaps are used to cover sites where skin elasticity is indispensable for proper functioning [47]. Other useful types of flaps are latissimus dorsi flaps, upper arm fasciocutaneous flaps, fasciocutaneous groin flaps with or without iliac crest bone grafts, rectus abdominus flaps, anterolateral thigh flaps, and pedicled dorsalis pedis flaps. In the region of the distal lower extremities, the most commonly used flaps include free rectus abdominus flaps, free anterolateral thigh flaps, and pedicled dorsalis pedis flaps [48–50]. 

		

		



		Figure 3: Soft-tissue defect after an IED blast (several second-look operations).

		Figure 4: Preparation of the wound bed and application of Matriderm®.





The restoration of skin continuity regularly requires skin grafting. Split-thickness skin grafting is probably the most commonly used technique. Since split-thickness skin grafts do not include the dermis, this procedure is often associated with a loss of skin elasticity at the site of transplantation as well as with a loss of mechanical properties, shrinkage of the graft and sometimes marked scar tissue formation that can lead to dermatogenic contractures [51,52]. A number of different cultivated or biological skin substitutes (e.g. Integra®, http://www.integralife.com; AlloDerm®, http://www.lifecell.com) are available to prevent these effects of skin grafting [37,42,53]. 

		

		



		Figure 5: Blast injury of the right hand, condition after repatriation.

		Figure 6: Condition after 
wound cleansing.





At our institution, we regularly use a three-dimensional matrix consisting of collagen and elastin (Matriderm®, Dr. Suwelack Skin and HealthCare, http://www.skin-healthcare.de) for the coverage of skin defects, for example in patients with combined thermal and mechanical injuries. In a one-stage or two-stage procedure, Matriderm® is applied to the defect and then covered with a split-thickness skin graft. A vacuum dressing is then used to fix the skin graft in place. Our own experiences confirm previously published literature and show promising initial results such as good cosmetic outcome, improvements in skin elasticity, reduction in contractures, better mechanical properties, and low rates of graft failure [52,54–57]. 

		

		



		Figure 7: Condition on day 10 after the placement of Matriderm and a mesh skin graft, six weeks after injury.

		Figure 8: Condition on day 20 after the placement of a mesh skin graft.





3.1.1
Burn Injuries

Burns, whether in isolation or in combination with other trauma, are sustained by 5–10% of casualties and are thus an injury entity that must not be neglected [42,58,59]. Apart from the administration of analgesia and fluids, escharotomy is an indispensable initial surgical measure in the early management of at least two thirds of circumferential burns (IIa degree and higher) and is performed in an attempt to lessen constriction and improve perfusion. Likewise, fasciotomy should also be performed as soon as possible in patients suspected of having muscle compartment syndrome caused by possible concomitant injuries or fourth-degree burns. Perfusion of the affected areas must be assessed regularly [60–62]. The patient is then washed with a warm disinfecting solution. This measure provides protection against cooling down. Primary superficial debridement is performed and loose skin and blisters are removed. Antiseptic gels or other products (e.g. PHMB) are applied to the wound which is then covered with a sterile gauze dressing (e.g. Mepitel®) [60,61]. Dirt particles embedded in tissue should be initially removed with a brush [62]. Especially during the first 72 hours, dressing changes must be regularly performed under sterile conditions. These allow surgeons to reliably assess burn injuries because the depth and extent of the burn wound may have increased and to develop an appropriate surgical strategy. Fracture fixations should be performed as early as possible as a definitive procedure. Polytrauma patients with third-degree burns do not initially undergo necrosectomy if the wound site is dry. After initial antiseptic cleansing, these patients should undergo early necrosectomy (within the first 72 hours) and simultaneous skin grafting. Depending on the body surface area affected, a staged procedure may be performed [60,62–64]. It must, however, be adapted to the overall condition of the burn victim in order to prevent a "second hit." As a result, especially patients with severe polytrauma must often undergo late necrosectomy (after day 7), which is not desirable. In patients with infected third-degree burns, a two-staged procedure is used. Necrosectomy is performed as early as possible and the wounds are covered when the site is free of infection. 

3.1.2
Vascular injuries

Since tourniquets are today widely used in the prehospital management of casualties and have reduced the number of cases of exsanguination on the battlefield, vascular injuries have become increasingly important to surgeons since substantial numbers of primary survivors arrive at field hospitals [31,65]. When the diagnosis of an arterial injury has been established on the basis of a clinical examination and, if possible, a Doppler-duplex ultrasound examination and when limb salvage is attempted, the principles of DCS must be followed: surgical control of bleeding, rapid restoration of perfusion of the affected limb, and prevention of compartment syndrome [66,67]. When a peripheral pulse is detected during the clinical examination or the Doppler ultrasound examination, injured arteries of the lower arm and lower leg can be ligated with a view to controlling the bleeding. The ligation of central vessels of the upper arm and thigh is not a procedure of choice when limb salvage is attempted [65,68,69]. Depending on the surgeon's experience in vascular surgery, the severity of injury, the number of victims and the logistical situation, two different basic approaches are possible, i.e. definitive vascular reconstruction or temporary shunting. As a rule, temporary vascular shunts should be placed within the first 2 hours of injury. Since posttraumatic coagulopathy must be expected, heparin should be administered directly into the injured vessel only intraoperatively in order to prevent thrombotic complications. Systemic heparin should be given to stable patients in whom bleeding is unlikely to occur. Definitive vascular reconstruction should be performed as soon as possible and ideally within 2 hours of temporary shunting. Following fracture stabilization, an autologous vein – the greater saphenous vein, if possible – should be used for definitive vascular reconstruction. In cases where an autologous vein is not available, the use of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) grafts is often associated with complications and an increased number of secondary amputations. The temporary use of PTFE grafts can, however, provide an option for a surgeon who is attempting to salvage a limb [65–67,69–73]. The reconstruction of extremity veins is a matter of controversy. Gifford et al. [74] showed in their study that bone injuries and venous ligation were associated with an independent risk of amputation and recommended reconstruction. By contrast, Sohn et al. [75] reported that venous ligation presented no increased risk of amputation. Decisions should therefore depend on the overall condition of the patient. Venous ligation necessitates fasciotomy of the compartment affected [76].

3.2
Bone Injuries

Irrespective of the cause and severity of injury, the reduction, immobilization and fixation of fractures and dislocations play a key role in the treatment of extremity injuries and help reduce pain, improve perfusion and prevent further damage such as secondary nerve damage. This also applies to blast injuries to the extremities. In the primary hospital phase, either definitive treatment or temporary treatment, which is more commonly used in patients with blast injuries, must be provided in accordance with the principles of DCOS and must be adapted to the presenting bone injury or dislocation and concomitant injuries. Especially in patients requiring vascular procedures, fractures must always be stabilized [65,67]. The reduction and external fixation of fractures of the humerus, radius, femur and tibia and dislocations or unstable fracture-dislocations of the elbow, hand, knee and ankle are standard procedures. Sufficient emergency treatment of fractures of the proximal femur and the acetabulum consists of the application of traction or commercially available traction splints. Fracture fixation, temporary arthodesis and osteosynthesis with K-wires are emergency stabilization measures that are primarily used in the management of fractures of the hands and feet. A variety of dressings and bandages (e.g. Desault or Gilchrist bandages) are available for the immobilization of fractures of the proximal humerus and dislocations of the shoulder. Plaster immobilization is suitable for the treatment of simple fractures in the region of the distal extremities. Following patient stabilization, a change of procedure is often indicated. In these cases, internal fixation is then used for definitive fracture management [29,32,36,48,77–83]. 

It is not unusual for patients with blast injuries to require reconstructive surgery for posttraumatic osseous defects, joint destruction, malalignment, or loss of function. Total joint replacement, segmental bone transport, limb lengthening using an intramedullary distractor (Intramedullary Skeletal Kinetic Distractor, ISKD®, Orthofix, http://www.orthofix.com) or different external fixation systems, and arthodesis are well-established procedures that are used to improve or restore extremity functions. 

		

		

		



		Figure 9: Initial management of a distal femoral fracture and revision with resection 
and shortening.

		Figure 10: Change 
of procedure:
 intramedullary nailing.

		Figure 11: Seven months after trauma: 38-mm shortening.





3.3
Compartment Syndrome and Fasciotomy

Compartment syndrome is an emergency threatening both life and limb. It is characterized by increased pressure within a closed anatomical space and can be caused by different mechanisms such as fractures, hemorrhage, iatrogenic interventions, crush injury, ischemia-reperfusion injury, inflammation, burns or tight wound dressings (casts). The key factor in the pathogenesis of compartment syndrome is a decrease or absence of perfusion of the affected region. Particular attention must be paid to mean arterial pressure (MAD) since capillary perfusion pressure (CPP) is defined as the difference between MAD and intracompartmental pressure (ICP) (CPP=MAD-ICP). This means that polytrauma patients with blast injuries and hemorrhagic shock have an increased risk of developing compartment syndrome since compromised perfusion becomes manifest more rapidly [84,85]. If left untreated, compartment syndrome leads to irreversible necrosis of muscles and nerves within 12 hours. For this reason, fasciotomy must be performed as early as possible. If the compartment is decompressed within the first 6 hours of manifestation, full recovery can be expected [86,87]. The measurement of intramuscular compartment pressure is a reliable diagnostic tool [84] but is not a routine procedure in military operational settings since patients are often transported to higher levels of care and usually cannot be continuously assessed [67]. For this reason, the pertinent literature demands that wide indications for fasciotomy of the affected compartment should be established and that preventive fasciotomy should be performed in high-risk patients. Fasciotomy is definitely indicated in the case of extremity arterial or venous injuries or ligations, long transportation times before revascularization, crush injuries, and signs of imminent compartment syndrome before transportation [66,67,72,76,88,89]. 

3.4
Amputations

It is often difficult for surgeons to decide whether to amputate or to attempt to salvage an injured limb. Apart from the fact that almost all victims of blast injuries to the extremities in military settings are young and healthy patients, there are many factors that must be considered in the decision-making process. These factors include but are not limited to the overall injury severity, local condition after initial debridement and especially the extent of destruction of neurovascular structures, tendons and the soft-tissue envelope, the duration of ischemia, the availability of continued treatment and definitive vascular reconstruction capabilities, the surgeon's experience, the psychological trauma (which should not be underestimated), and the unwillingness of many victims to undergo primary amputation [32,90,91]. As a general rule, surgeons should not rely solely on the Mangled Extremity Severity Score (MESS) (Table 1) where a score of 7 or higher predicts amputation. The MESS is a widely used and simple tool but it cannot be readily transferred to the military setting, which is characterized by a high percentage of blast injuries [32,90,91]. The MESS can contribute to an overall assessment of the patient [65,74,93]. The same applies to other scoring systems such as the Limb Salvage Index (LSI), the Predictive Salvage Index (PSI), the Nerve Injury, Ischemia, Soft-Tissue Injury, Skeletal Injury, Shock, and Age of Patient Score (NISSSA), and the Hannover Fracture Scale-98 (HFS-98). None of these scoring systems can reliably predict the functional outcome of limb salvage after high-energy lower-extremity trauma and must therefore be critically used in the decision-making process [94]. It should be emphasized, however, that "active military duty" was an exclusion criterion and that blast injuries were not analyzed separately in the study that addressed this issue. As a result, it is difficult to transfer these results to military settings. Surgeons must decide on a case-by-case basis whether limb salvage should be attempted or primary amputation should be favored. This decision should be made by the most experienced surgeon after initial debridement, radiological diagnostic procedures and photographic documentation. Whenever possible, the opinion of a second surgeon should be obtained. The decision must be guided by the principle "life over limb" and must take into account all relevant factors [7,32,95]. Guillotine amputations, which were advocated in the past, should not be performed. The amputation should be as distal as possible and the wound should not be closed. Debridement amputation should be performed and should be completed a few days later under optimal conditions [32,67,95,96].

Table 1.

		Mangled Extremity Severity Score (MESS)[92]



		Skeletal / soft-tissue injury

		 



		Low energy (stab; simple fracture; pistol gunshot wound)

		1



		Medium energy (open or multiple fractures, dislocation)

		2



		High energy (high speed MVA or rifle GSW)

		3



		Very high energy (high speed trauma + gross contamination)

		4



		 

		 



		Limb ischemia*

		 



		Pulse reduced or absent but perfusion normal

		1



		Pulseless; paresthesias, diminished capillary refill

		2



		Cool, paralyzed, insensate, numb

		3



		 

		 



		Shock

		 



		Systolic BP always > 90 mm Hg

		0



		Hypotensive transiently

		1



		Persistent hypotension

		2



		 

		 



		Age (years)

		 



		< 30

		0



		30–50

		1



		> 50

		2



		 

		 



		* Score doubled for ischemia > 6 hours

		





4.0
Conclusions

The treatment of blast injuries continues to be a challenge. Since terrorist attacks occur in civilian settings worldwide, the management of blast injuries is no longer confined to the military environment. In the current conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq, military surgeons are nevertheless confronted with an increasing number of blast injuries caused by asymmetric warfare. Blast injuries most commonly involve the extremities. For this reason, it is indispensable for surgeons to understand this injury entity and the principles of treatment. New algorithms and treatment concepts can be established or existing treatment strategies can be improved on the basis of trauma registries and scientific analyses in order to take into account changes in the threat situation and complex trauma mechanisms.
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Abstract 


Blast injuries are a leading cause of traumatic brain injury (TBI) in military personnel in the recent Iraq and Afghanistan wars and the effect of IEDs (Improvised Explosive Devices) blasts is of growing concern for the military. Although combat helmets provide good protection against blunt/ballistic type threats, the current issue with helmets is protection concerning blasts. This study focused on investigating how combat helmets influence the blast-induced mechanical loads in the human brain. A 3-D finite element (FE) model of Advanced Combat Helmet (ACH) was developed and validated against blunt impacts. ACH was then integrated with a previously validated human head model in order to study blast effects. Four levels of overpressures (0.27-0.66 MPa) from the Bowen’s lung iso damage threshold curves were used to simulate blast insults. Effectiveness of helmet with respect to head orientation was also investigated. Peak brain pressures, strains, and product of strain and strain rates were monitored and compared for human head with and without helmet. For all Bowen's cases, the peak intracranial pressures in the head ranged from 0.68-1.8 MPa in the coup cortical region. ACH was found to mitigate the intracranial pressures by 15-35%. The average peak product of strain and strain rate was found to be 30% lower in the helmeted head. Model results revealed that ACH provides some degree of protection/mitigation at cortical brain locations (front, temporal and occipital) but not for the brainstem for the blast loading scenarios investigated. Among three blast loading directions with helmet, the highest reduction in peak intracranial pressures (30%) was due to backwards blast whereas the lowest reduction in product of strain and strain rate was found in forward blast. The head orientation dependency responses predicted by the model suggested that directional-specific tolerances are needed in helmet design in order to offer omni-directional protection for the human head.

1.0
INTRODUCTION


Mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) and posttraumatic stress disorders (PSTD) have been observed in great number among U.S. army warfighters in the recent Iraq and Afghanistan wars. It is estimated that 19.5% of service members who served in these conflicts have sustained TBI [1,2]. Blast injuries are categorized by mechanisms into primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary injuries [3]. Out of all these types of blast injuries, soldiers are mostly vulnerable to primary and secondary blast insults [4]. 


For decades combat helmets have been the primary source of protection for the warfighters. In the past the main concern for the soldiers wearing helmet was that it should protect against ballistic impact of bullets or any other flying projectiles, but presently soldiers are exposed to blast threats due to increased use of improvised explosive devices. Despite intensive research, little is known about the biomechanical effects of blasts on human head; no injury thresholds have been established for blast effects on head. Additionally, less is known about how the helmet such as the Advanced Combat Helmet (ACH) affects the brain response to blasts. In recent years, a handful of computational studies describing protective and unprotective effects of combat helmet against blast loadings have been proposed by various investigators [5-8]. However, most of these studies lacked detailed anatomical structures of the head as well as complete realistic description of the helmet in terms of geometry and material characterization of the different components of the ACH. Therefore, the precise effects of the primary blast wave on and transmitted through the helmet and the subsequent brain response has never been measured and demonstrated. Still complete information about the role of ACH in preventing blast induced brain injuries remains unclear.

It is speculated that a combat helmet’s ability to mitigate the blast effect on the brain/skull is influenced by the non-uniformity of the head geometry/structure and its interaction with the shell/padding system used in the current helmet design. This study focuses on using validated finite element (FE) model of an integrated helmet-head system to predict mitigation capability of the ACH against blast insults of various conditions. The FE ACH model was first validated against U.S. Army blunt impact experiments. The helmet model was then integrated with FE human head model that has been recently validated against cadaveric intracranial pressure measurements in shock tube experiments. The helmeted head model was then subjected to blast insults of four different peak overpressures-pulse durations based on the Bowen’s iso lung injury thresholds [9]. Finally, the influences of blast wave directions on mitigation capability of the ACH were investigated. The biomechanical responses within the brain tissues of various regions were compared to assess blast effects on human head and blast wave mitigation performance offered by the current combat helmet.  


2.0
METHODS AND MATERIALS


2.1
3-D FE Models of ACH Helmet, Headform and Human Head


2.1.1
Development of a 3-D FE ACH Helmet Model


An actual mid-size Advanced Combat Helmet (ACH) provided by Team Wendy (Cleveland, OH) was used as the prototype. The ACH has a 0.4 inch (10 mm) thick shell. The pad system configuration consists of seven pads in three different shapes. Each ¾ inch (20 mm) thick foam is comprised of two parts - hard foam known as the impact liner and soft foam which is the comfort liner. The outer geomtery of the helmet shell was obtained by a 3-D digital scanner EScan 3363 (3D Digital Corp, CT). The output data from the scanner was 2-D STL surface mesh. These 2-D surface meshes were then imported into a mesh pre-processor Hypermesh 10 (Altair Engineering, MI) to generate multiple surfaces and shell element mesh. The shell element mesh then was extruded inward to the desired thickness of the actual helmet shell using 8-noded brick element meshes (Figure 1). To mesh the seven pads of the ACH helmet, a surface mesh was first generated at the interior of the helmet shell where the pad was attached. The sizes of the surface mesh conforming to the actual pad dimensions were then extruded inward to the actual thickness of the pad to create the 8-node brick solid mesh (Figure 1). The pads were separated into two components differentiating the two part foams with a thickness about 10 mm for each foam. The entire ACH helmet model consisted of over 81,000 elements with an element size of approximately 2-3 mm. 



Figure 1: Step by step procedure for obtaining 3D FE ACH model (left to right).

2.1.2
Material Properties of ACH Components


The shell of the ACH helmet is made of the woven fabric reinforced aramid laminates. A composite failure material model MAT_COMPOSITE_DAMAGE (MAT_22) available in a nonlinear FE solver LS-DYNA (LSTC, Livermore, CA) was chosen to model the mechanical behaviours of shell material. This composite material model allows assignment of different material properties to the fibers in three orthogonal directions (a, b, and c). The a, b and c material directions axes were properly assigned in the FE model first. Then a transversely isotropic material was used for the ACH shell where one set of moduli and strengths were for the radial directions (a and b) while the other ones for the tangential directions (c). Table 1 shows the material parameters defined for the shell material based on the data reported in literature [10, 11].

Table 1: Material parameters defined for the shell model.

		Density 


ρ (kg/mm3)

		Young’s Modulus


Ea (GPa)

		Young’s Modulus


Eb (GPa)

		Young’s Modulus 


Ec (GPa)

		Poisson’s Ratio


νba

		Poisson’s Ratio


νca

		Poisson’s Ratio


νcb

		Shear Modulus


Gab



		1.23x10-6

		18.5

		18.5

		6

		.25

		.33

		.33

		.77





		Shear Modulus


Gbc (GPa)

		Shear Modulus


Gca (GPa)

		Shear Strength 


SC (GPa)

		Longitudinal
Tensile Strength


XT (GPa)

		Transverse
Tensile Strength


YT (GPa)

		Transverse Compressive Strength


YC (GPa)

		Normal Tensile Strength 
(GPa)

		Transverse Shear Strength (GPa)



		2.72

		2.72

		.077

		.555

		.555

		1.20

		.03450

		1.086





The current padding system utilizes pads known as Zorbium® Action Pad (ZAPTM) manufactured by Team Wendy. Zorbium® is a polyurethane based foam material and with stress-strain behavior that is loading rate dependent. The compressive properties of the hard and soft foams used in the current ACH pad system were obtained from standard ASTM material testing provided by the manufacturer. The test samples were right cylinder type having a thickness and diameter of 9.43 and 25.22 mm respectively. The uniaxial compression tests conducted had strain rates of 0.02, 0.2, 2, 20 and 200 s-1 at a normal strain of 80%.

MAT_LOW_DENSITY_FOAM (MAT_57) was selected from the LS-DYNA material library for modeling the material behaviors of the two foams under dynamic loading conditions. This model requires uniaxial stress-strain curve and an elastic modulus (E). A one-term Prony series can be described with the help of a reference optional modulus and time decay constant. Same elastic moduli of the hard and soft foams were used as reference moduli along with a decay constant of 5 ms-1. Stress strain data for the highest strain rate (200 s-1) from the two foams were selected while the material parameters are listed in Table 2.

Table 2: ACH Foam model.

		Component

		Density


ρ (kg/mm3)

		Elastic Modulus 

E (MPa)



		Impact liner- Hard foam

		6.13x10-8

		8.4



		Comfort liner- Soft foam

		6.26x10-8

		.84





2.1.3
Development of a FE 3-D DOT Headform Model


Standard U.S. Army blunt impact attenuation tests for ACH helmets require the use of DOT head form (Department of Transportation). DOT headform is the standard headform used in the FMVSS 218 (Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard) established for evaluating the performance of motorcycle helmets [12]. The U.S. Army does not have a unique test methodology for blunt impact evaluation of the combat helmets. The Army modified the standard impact performance test specified in the FMVSS 218 to be applicable to combat related environments (impact site, test temperature and subsequent impacts) [13]. The exterior geometrical dimensions of a mid-size DOT headform were obtained from the FMVSS 218 guidelines. The length and width of the headform were about 177 and 130 mm, respectively. The FE mesh with hexahedral elements (Figure 2) was constructed using Hypermesh 10 and MeshWorks 5 (DEP, MI). The total number of elements for the headform was about 112,000 with an element size at about 2 mm. The material properties for magnesium were defined for the headform [13].



Figure 2: 3-D FE model of a mid-size DOT headform.

2.1.4
ACH Helmet Model Validation 


The ACH impact energy attenuation responses from a set of laboratory drop tests were reported by McEntire and Whitley [13]. In that study, each ACH helmet was tested at the two impact velocities of 10 and 14 feet per second (fps), three environmental conditions, and seven impact sites. The locations of seven impact sites were front, rear, left, right, crown and left and right nape as illustrated in Figure 3. The maximum and the mean peak resultant acceleration at the center of gravity of the headform were measured for each test. 

To simulate the helmet impact tests described above, the helmet was first integrated with the headform where the positioning of the ACH followed basic guidelines and instructions provided in the ACH technical manual [14]. A surface to surface contact definition together with friction was defined between the model interfaces of the headform and helmet paddings. The ACH model validation configuration consisted of three major FE parts: the 7-pad system ACH helmet, the headform and the hemispherical steel anvil models (Figure 4A). In accordance with the test condition, the helmeted headform model was given initial impact velocities of 10 (3.05 m/s) and 14.14 fps (4.31 m/s) with the permissible headform orientations for different impact sites (Figure 4B). The helmet was simulated at five locations instead of seven assuming the results for the left-right impacts to be same because of symmetry of the FE models. The resultant acceleration predicted at the center of gravity of the headform from the FE simulations was compared with that measured experimentally [13]. 



Figure 3: Test headform orientations for combat helmet impact testing [13].

		

		



		(A)

		(B)





Figure 4: (A) The integrated FE models of ACH-headform in frontal and mid-sagittal 
views. (B) FE simulations of the ACH blunt impact at five different impact sites.

2.1.5
A Validated Human Head Model and Helmet/Head Model Integration

The sophisticated FE human head model, Wayne State University Head Injury Model (WSUHIM) previously developed by Zhang et al. [15], was used to capture the intracranial responses from blast loadings with and without ACH helmet (Figure 5). This anatomically inspired, high resolution FE model features fine anatomical details of the human head including the scalp, skull with an outer table, diploë, and inner table, dura, falx cerebri, tentorium, sagittal sinus, transverse sinus, bridging veins, cerebral spinal fluid (CSF), arachnoid membrane, pia mater, hemispheres of the cerebrum with distinct white and gray matter, cerebellum, brainstem, lateral ventricles, third ventricles, facial bones (cortical and spongy bones), nasal cartilage, teeth, temporal mandibular joint, ligaments, flesh and skin. The entire head model is made up of over 330,000 elements and uses 15 different material properties and constitutive models for various tissues in the head. The model has been subjected to rigorous validation against available experimentally measured intracranial pressure, ventricular pressure, brain/skull relative motion and facial impact responses obtained from cadaveric dynamic impact tests [15-20].

Recently, the WSUHIM model was applied to simulate head interaction with the blast wave generated from WSU shock tube [21]. The intracranial pressures measured at four brain locations from cadaveric tests subjected to blast insults of different intensities (74-104kPa) were used to validate the WSUHIM. The model predicted ICP reasonably matched the measured ICP in cadaver heads in terms of trends at frontal, parietal, occipital and ventricular regions [21], which has never been reported previously for any computer head model subjected to blast loadings. The validated human head model was utilized and integrated with the helmet model developed in this study to understand the biomechanical responses involved in the head during a variety of blast insults in open field environments.




Figure 5: An anatomically accurate finite element model of human 
head (WSUHIM) and coupled with the ACH helmet model.

2.2
Intracranial Response with and without Helmet in Blast Loading Scenarios 


2.2.1
Open Field Blast Loadings Based on Bowen’s Curve

The levels of overpressure and associated pulse duration of a forward facing blast were selected based on Bowen’s iso lung damage curves [9], which estimate lung tolerance to free field blast at sea level for a 70 kg unarmored human. Four levels of peak overpressures ranged from 0.27 to 0.66 MPa and durations from 1 to 3 ms were selected to simulate the blast wave in open field scenarios. Table 3 lists the net weight of TNT explosives and the stand-off distances determined for the four cases [22]. These levels of overpressures had been utilized in our previous study [23] to characterize blast wave interaction with the head model and subsequent intracranial responses. The models of both the head and helmeted-head were positioned forward with respect to the center of the TNT explosion according to the various stand-off distances (Figure 6). 

Table 3:  Standoff distances and TNT weights required to 
achieve the overpressure for four blast loading cases.

		Cases

		Duration


(ms)

		TNT Weight

(kg)

		Stand-off Distance (mm)

		Peak Overpressure (MPa)



		1

		1.0

		.85

		1060

		.66



		2

		1.5

		1.5

		1450

		.46



		3

		2.0

		1.7

		1850

		.35



		4

		3.0

		5.4

		2800

		.27







Figure 6: Illustration of the model setup showing TNT, air and head coupled 
with ACH to simulate blast loading cases based on Bowen’s lung iso damage
 curve (one size of TNT and 1/4 symmetry for air and TNT model).

The FE models of TNT and air and their material property definitions were the same as those utilized in our previous study [23]. The detonation and expansion of the TNT explosive materials was described using the Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) equation of state (EOS) along with a high explosive material property definition. The JWL equation is described as:







Where V= relative volume. E is specific internal energy. A, B, R1, R2, ω are JWL fitting parameters. The parameters chosen were based on literature [24].


The blast wave propagation in air, interaction with the head model and the subsequent structural response in the brain as pressure wave coupled into various anatomical structures were simulated using the coupled multi-material Lagrangian-Eulerian, fluid-structural interface and Lagrangian method in LS-DYNA 971.


2.2.2
Biomechanical Response Parameters

The biomechanical response parameters within the brain tissues including the intracranial pressure (ICP), maximum principal strain (ε), the rate of the maximum principal strain change (dε/dt) and the product of strain and strain rate ((ε)(dε/dt)) were computed and analyzed in terms of the response time histories and peak magnitudes to assess the likelihood of brain injury potential in given loading conditions. The tissue level injury predictors and associated threshold limits applied here were those previously proposed as relevant biomechanical parameters for coup-contrecoup injury and mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) [25-28]. The anatomical brain locations including the frontal, temporal and occipital cerebrum regions along with the midbrain and brainstem were monitored and compared between different cases for both the models with and without helmet.

2.3
Effect of Head Orientation on Brain Responses with and without ACH


Depending on the head orientations in relation to the oncoming wave direction, the asymmetric human head may experience non-uniform response to blast insult of same severity. Additionally, whether the current ACH helmet design offers equal protection to the head was of concern. In the current study, three different head orientations with respect to the oncoming wave propagation direction were simulated and compared. Case 3 with a peak overpressure of 0.35 MPa-2ms was selected as the blast loading condition. The helmeted head was subjected to sideways blast (lateral-to-lateral axis) (Case 5) and backwards (posterio-anterior axis) (Case 6) blast directions and the resulting brain responses were compared to that of helmeted head model subjected to forward blast condition (Case 3) (Figure 7). 

		

		

		



		(A) Forward blast (Case 3)

		(B) Sideways blast (Case 5)

		(C) Backwards blast (Case 6)





Figure 7: Model setups showing the TNT, air and helmeted 
head for forward, sideways and backwards blasts.

3.0
RESULTS


3.1
Validation of ACH against Impact Tests

Figure 8A shows the typical acceleration time traces of the headform resulting from simulated ACH-headform impact at 10 and 14 fps. Figure 8B summarized the magnitudes of head acceleration between the model simulations and experiments for all impact locations. The model predicted peak accelerations at 14 fps increased compared to that from 10 fps impact but not as drastically as observed in the experiments. For all the impact sites, the model predicted head acceleration from impact to the side of the helmet appeared to be relatively stiffer than the responses from other locations when comparing to the trends in experiments.  For the other locations, the overall accelerations predicted by the FE model were found to be within the range of experimental results (Figure 8B). The average foam compression predicted by the model varied from 62 to 70% at 14 fps impact, an increase of 20% over the 10 fps impact. 

(A) 

(B)

Figure 8: (A) Acceleration time traces for ACH blunt impacts at 10 fps and 14 fps.  (B) Comparison 
of headform acceleration between FE model and experiments at 10 and 14 fps impact.

3.2
Brain Response Comparison between the Head with and without ACH Helmet

Figure 9 shows comparison of the pressure contours across different layers of the head structures between the cases with and without ACH for one of the Bowen’s loadings (Case 3). In the case without helmet, the pressure wave directly impinged on the scalp, propagated through the skull then coupled with the brain at various regions. As depicted in the sagittal sections, both positive and negative stress wave response was more profound in the brain without helmet as compared to that in the helmeted head. In the case of with helmet, the ACH shell was pushed onto the head as the pad deformed. It was also observed that partial blast waves directly entered through the gap between the helmet and the head caused additional deformation on the pads. The blast wave entry caused a significant amount of foam deformation, absorbing some of the wave energy. In the meanwhile, the padding acted as a transmission pathway for the blast waves in the helmet model. These shock waves are transmitted via foam pads through the skull to the brain tissue. There was significant stress wave reduction in the stresses across the head and inside the cranial cavity, particularly in portions of the head underneath the paddings. 




Figure 9: Pressure contours across the face, scalp, skull and various intracranial components 
for case 3 at various time points after the shock waves couples with the head and helmet.

3.2.1
Brain Pressure Responses

Figure 10A,B shows the intracranial pressure time histories predicted by the two models at various cortical regions, midbrain and lower brainstem of the brain for blast loading Case 3. Comparing the pressure curve patterns between the two models, the magnitudes and initial rising time appeared to be affected by the presence of the helmet. With the helmet, peak positive and negative pressures were reduced to 0.67 MPa (coup) from 0.934 MPa and from -0.41 MPa (contrecoup) to -0.26 MPa. Additionally, the rise times of the intracranial pressure responses in the cortical regions were slower compared to the cases without the helmet. As a result, the rate of the pressure change was reduced by 20-40% for the cortical regions but remained similar for the midbrain and brainstem regions between the helmet and non-helmeted head. 


For all the four cases simulated, the temporal patterns of the pressure responses predicted within the intracranial space for the head and helmeted head showed similar trends. However, the magnitudes of pressure sustained by the brain at various regions varied depending on the blast loading severities for both models. As the overpressure increased from 0.27 to 0.66 MPa, the highest coup pressure increased from 0.68 to 1.8 MPa for non-helmeted head. At the same regions, the brain with helmet only experienced peak pressure from 0.62 to 1.1 MPa which was a 36% reduction compared to without helmet. The negative pressure in the helmeted head reduced to 0.21-0.34 MPa from 0.3-0.48 MPa, suggesting a decrease of about 30% as compared to the head model (Figure 10C). However, for the midbrain and brainstem regions, only minimal changes (about 5%) in peak pressure were found between the two models.


(A)(B)

(C)

Figure 10: Pressure time histories predicted in the brain of various regions (Case 3): (A) no helmet (B) with helmet, (C) Comparison of peak pressure for all four cases based on Bowen’s curves. 

3.2.2
Brain Strain and Strain Rate


Figure 11A compares the peak magnitudes of the maximum principal strain, ε sustained in the brain at various regions between the heads with and without helmet in all four cases. Overall, wearing a helmet reduced the strain in the brain by 16% - 30% depending on the regions and loading severities. It was found that the helmet resulted in more reduction in strain for a blast insult of higher overpressure with shorter duration pulse (Case 1) as opposed to that with counterparts (Cases 2-4). The strains in the brainstem were the highest compared to other regions of the hemisphere through all loading severities for both models. The overall strain magnitude was below 0.10 for helmeted cases and 0.12 for non-helmeted cases.


The strain rate, dε(t)/dt was the temporal strain derivative. The product of strain and strain rate, (ε)(dε(t)/dt) was then calculated and compared between different regions and two models for all four cases as shown in Figure 11B. Similar to the strain response, the brainstem region sustained the highest (ε)(dε(t)/dt) for all three cases except for Case 1, the highest (ε)(dε(t)/dt) was located in the coup site. In comparison to non-helmeted head, the (ε)(dε(t)/dt) experienced by the brain at various regions was reduced by an average of 20% among Cases 2-4. For Case 1, (ε)(dε(t)/dt) was reduced to 40%. The highest overall (ε)(dε(t)/dt) was 24 s-1 for the non-helmeted head as compared to below 13 s-1for all helmeted heads for all four cases.


		

		



		(A)

		(B)





Figure 11: (A) Peak magnitudes of maximum principal strain and (B) product of strain and 
strain rate comparison at various regions of brain between the models with and 
without helmet as a result of blast loadings of various severities.

3.3
Effect of Head Orientation on Brain Responses


3.3.1
Intracranial Pressure


Figure 12 shows the comparison of spatial patterns of pressure developed across the brain due to blasts from three directions between the two models at times when the responses peaked. For both head models, with and without helmet, brain pressure patterns exhibited coup and contrecoup phenomena. The peak positive pressures occurred at the site facing the direction of the blast wave, whereas the peak negative pressure developed on the region directly opposite to the primary loading site. The peak coup pressures in the head resulting from forward, sideways and backwards blast were 0.93 MPa in the frontal cortex, 1.05 MPa in the temporal cortex, and 1.06 MPa in the occipital cortex, respectively, whereas in the helmeted head model the pressure was reduced for the corresponding regions by 23 to 38%. The peak countercoup pressures, i.e. to the occipital, contralateral and frontal cortex regions, resulting from the three aforementioned blast directions were also found to be reduced by 20 to 32%. The pressure at the brainstem regions in the non-helmeted head model varied from 0.1 to 0.23MPa, whereas in the helmeted model the pressure varied from 0.1 to 0.28 MPa. It was noted that there was no reduction of pressure in the brainstem region. Instead there was an increase of about 29% and 7% in cases of forward and backwards blast, respectively as a result of wearing the helmet. 
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Figure 12: (A) Pressure contours across the brain at the time when the pressure exhibits the coup and contrecoup phenomena as results of the forward, sideways and backwards blasts for the models with and without helmet. (B) Comparison of the highest positive and lowest negative pressure and brainstem pressure predicted by the head models with and without helmet.

3.3.2
Brain Strain and Strain Rate


Forward blast resulted in the highest strain in the brainstem (0.07) from both models with and without helmet. In the head model without helmet, cortical strain was the highest in occipital cortex (.06) due to backwards blast whereas sideways blast resulted in the highest strain in temporal cortex (.05). With helmet, the brain strain measured at these locations showed an average 25% reduction with the highest reduction of 43% occurring in the occipital region in backwards blast (Figure 13A).


The product of strain and strain rate, (ε)(dε(t)/dt) appeared to be in line with the strain responses in terms of relative severities and directional sensitivities exhibited by the two models. In the head model without helmet, the highest (ε)(dε(t)/dt) of 11 s-1 occurred in the occipital cortex (coup) due to backwards blast followed by 9 s-1 and 7 s-1 in the temporal and brainstem regions, respectively. In the helmeted head, the highest (ε)(dε(t)/dt) reduction was in the occipital cortex (43%) due to backwards blast followed by 41% reduction in the brainstem region due to sideways blast (Figure 13B). 
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Figure 13: Comparison of peak maximum principal strain (A) and product of strain and strain rate (B) predicted at various brain regions between the head with-without helmet from the forward, sideways and backwards blasts.

4.0
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This communication reports a study conducted in order to understand the biomechanical effects of blasts on human brain and how protective equipment such as the ACH helmet affect the internal brain response parameters to various blast insults. A sophisticated, anatomically detailed, validated computer model of human head coupled with ACH helmet model was applied successfully to simulate blast event of varying intensities and directions. These finite element models using a hybrid Lagrangian-Eulerian algorithm approach appear to be useful tools for simulating blast wave phenomena, the interaction of the blast wave with the head and the subsequent internal brain responses to blast loads [21,23]. The computational analysis of such events allows monitoring of the biomechanical response parameters at any given time and throughout any regions/structures of the brain, a task which is technically difficult to measure experimentally in an in vivo condition. 


4.1
Effect of the Helmet on Biomechanical Responses in the Brain 


The levels of intracranial pressure and brain strain in response to various blast threats taken from Bowen’s iso-lung threshold curve were found to be dissimilar in the head models both with and without helmet. Among the four cases simulated, the input blast profiles with higher peak overpressure levels-shorter pulse durations produced higher intracranial pressures and brain strains as compared to those by lower peak overpressure-longer pulse duration cases. This may suggest that the elastic stress response rather than the viscous response dominated brain behavior for blast with short pulse duration i.e. between 1-3 ms. Perhaps the application of the blast overpressure with a much longer duration pulse (>5 ms) on Bowen’s curve needs to be simulated in the future to understand the role of viscoelastic effects on brain response to a wide range of blast threats.  


In forward blasts, upon loading the helmet, the ACH shell was pushed onto the head as the pad deformed. It was also observed that small portion of the blast wave directly entered through the gap between the helmet and the forehead caused additional deformation on the pads. Overall, ACH was found to provide some protection/mitigation resulting in lower intracranial pressures and brain strains as compared to the cases without helmet. This protective effect however, was region dependent, with reduction mainly occurring in the cortical lobes but not in the deep brain structures such as the brainstem. Instead, there were some adverse effects on the brainstem pressure responses from the use of helmet for the forward blast cases. It was also noticed that with helmet, average reduction in brain pressure decreased from 30% to 15% from Case 1 to Case 4. This suggested that the current ACH helmet is more effective in mitigating the brain response induced by blast threats of relatively higher intensity-shorter duration pulses rather than the lower intensity-longer duration pulses suggested by Bowen’s lung threshold curve. 


4.2
Directional Sensitivity of Brain Responses

The effect of the head orientation on the internal brain responses were compared for a given blast dose for both helmeted and non-helmeted heads. Without helmet, sideways blast produced the highest coup and countrecoup responses compared to the other two head orientations. The role that loading direction played on severity of injury risk agreed with the findings derived from model analysis of impact induced TBI [30]. In the helmeted sideways blast, the helmet pads in the side underwent relatively large volumetric compression compared to that seen in forward or backwards blast conditions. The increased projected area in the side of the helmet compared to the areas in the front and back may result in greater force transmitted to the head. The skull deformation in the temporal region was increased slightly as compared to the non-helmeted case. In general, the average reduction of the brain pressure (cortex) offered by the helmet was less effective in sideways blast (about 20%) as compared to forward (~25%) and backwards blast (about 30%).  On the other hand, the product of strain and strain rate reduction by the helmet was more profound in backwards blast (~40%) than in sideways (~30%) and forward blast (~25%). The comparison demonstrated that the biomechanical responses of human head to primary blast insult exhibited directional sensitivity owing to the different geometry contours and coverage of the helmet construction and asymmetric anatomy of the human head. Thus, direction-specific tolerances are needed in helmet design in order to offer omni-directional protection for the human head. 

4.3
Biomechanical Assessment of Brain Injury Risk

The injury risk based on the internal tissue response parameters were assessed using the tissue level thresholds proposed for blunt impact induced brain injury reported in the literature. The intracranial pressures sustained by the brain from a given range of blast insults simulated in this study exceeded the pressure threshold of 235 kPa proposed for contusive injury [29] and 90 kPa for mTBI or concussion [26]. However, the proposed pressure limits were derived based on the traumatic event of a longer duration (> 4-20 ms or longer). The brain strain levels in the blast simulations were, however, in the subconcussive range. On the other hand, the level of product of strain and strain rate indicated 0-25% of probability of sustaining a mild concussion for some of the blast cases [25, 27, 31]. Based on the overall responses experienced by the brain, the current study revealed that the risk of blast induced brain injury did not follow Bowen’s criteria proposed for lung damage or lethality.

4.4
Conclusions and Future Work


The model results revealed that regional and directional variability of the brain stress/strain to various blast environments were the consequence of complex geometry of the head/brain structures and interfaces. The blast input threats defined from Bowen’s iso lung threshold curves produced dissimilar levels of pressure/stress response in the brain between four cases. The different tissue response could predict potential multi-level damage outcomes rather than the same risk potential as suggested by the iso damage tolerance curve.  A tolerance curve determined specifically for neurotrauma is called for.


Based on the cases studied, blast induced intracranial pressure levels in the helmeted head generally exceed thresholds proposed for contusive brain injury induced by blunt impact. The brain strain and product of strain and strain rate associated with blast loadings were below the thresholds for mild traumatic brain injury produced by helmeted blunt trauma. The head orientation-dependent responses predicted by the model suggested that directional-specific tolerance criteria are needed for use in helmet design in order to offer omni-directional protection for the human head. 

The work presented here provides a preliminary analysis on the blast mitigation capability of the present combat helmet. Parametric studies addressing the sensitivities of the material properties including both brain tissues and helmet padding materials under higher rate loading are needed to better simulate material behaviours in blast environment. Future work should also incorporate animal experiments with simulations of blast injury to establish correlates between the tissue-level mechanical responses and pathophysiological outcomes following TBI. Such defined tissue level threshold information, once translated to the human head model, will improve the predictive power of computer models, thus enabling use of the models as design tools to provide warfighters with improved protection equipment for combating brain trauma.
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Abstract


The dynamic, high amplitude vertical loading imparted to seated vehicle occupants during an Under-Body Blast (UBB) event poses an increased risk of injury to the lumbar spine. High-fidelity finite element models (FEM) of the lumbar spine can be exercised under simulated blast loading and used to predict biomechanical response and injury risk in the UBB environments. These human models should preserve the anatomical detail required to simulate the biomechanical response, include tissue material properties appropriate for the high-rate of blast loading, and be validated in relevant loading scenarios. However, current models are often limited by their geometry and use of existing spine material parameters derived from low-rate studies. To address these gaps, the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (JHU/APL) is employing a hierarchical approach to develop a biomedically validated computational model of the lumbar spine to study injury risk during UBB events.


The first stage of the hierarchical model development was to create a lumbar spine FEM representative of the general population based on anatomically accurate geometries. The high-fidelity model geometry was reconstructed from computer tomography (CT) scans of a human subject. Multiple processes were applied to the source geometry data to create a spine representing a 50th percentile human while minimizing the potential for patient-specific bias inherent in an individual’s anatomy. A high-quality FEM mesh was generated using hexagonal solid elements to model key features of the spine anatomy including spine vertebrae, intervertebral discs, cortical bones, endplates, and ligaments. 

An initial simulation of representative UBB loading to the human spine was applied to study the induced kinematic and stress response as well as potential injury mechanisms at each level of the lumbar spine. Results showed the relative displacement between the upper and lower vertebrae induced by the UBB loading created complex stress distributions in the spine. High stresses occurring during the initial compression stage of the loading may indicate risk of wedge fractures and burst fractures. The curvature of the lumbar spine, combined with the complex kinematic relationship between the vertical acceleration and torso inertial mass, lead to the spine’s transition into a combined distraction and flexion mode which may indicate risk of Chance fracture. These findings offered potential explanations to the mechanisms of common injuries associated with UBB events. In the future, the high-fidelity spine model will be enhanced to include high-rate material properties, and hierarchically validated at the component and system levels. Ultimately, this model will be integrated with the surrounding anatomy to assist in evaluating and designing mitigation strategies to mitigate lumbar spine injuries.


1.0
INTroduction


Improvised explosive devices (IED) continue to be a major threat to ground vehicles in the current conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan [1]. During these Under-Body Blast (UBB) events, vehicle occupants are exposed to extreme forces at very high rates resulting in blunt trauma and acceleration injuries. Studies have shown that the spine, specifically the thoracolumbar region, sustains significant injuries in UBB incidents 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[2]
. The patterns of these injuries suggest multiple potential loading mechanisms including dominant compressive loading (wedge fractures and burst fractures) and flexion-distraction injuries (Chance fractures).


Finite element models (FEM) can be used to investigate detailed biomechanical response of the lumbar spine to help understand the mechanisms of injury under various loading events, such as vehicle impacts 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[3, 4]
. However, the majority of these models have focused on automotive type impact scenarios. The loading direction, force magnitude, and rates characteristic of a UBB event are significantly different from occupant loading realized during a civilian automobile crash. Therefore, the FEM must be developed to simulate response to UBB loading characteristics.  


Due to the elevated rates of loading and viscoelastic nature of most biological materials, it is critical that simulations of the lumbar spine during UBB-type events employ dynamic material properties. Historically, lumbar spine FEMs have been constructed to study chronic degenerative diseases and surgical instrumentation under quasi-static loading 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[5-8]
 and therefore employed quasi-static material properties. The predominantly vertical loading direction in UBB events requires that FEM validation studies using biological tissue testing be performed accordingly; many dynamic FEMs have been validated in horizontal loading for vehicle crash injury studies 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[3, 4]
.

The anatomical fidelity utilized in these lumbar spine computer models will dictate the scale of response that can be studied. Anatomical representations vary between models and range from idealized simple geometries to realistic three dimensional (3D) reconstructions of computed tomography (CT) images 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[9, 10]
. The simplified geometries can be used to study basic biomechanics of lumbar spine, but cannot be used for in-depth analysis [11]. Use of patient-specific CT images to generate the model can produce very detailed geometries of the spine. However, this method can bias model predictions due to pre-disposed pathological conditions or geometric abnormalities in the scanned subject [12]. Therefore, a generalized high-fidelity FEM is needed to represent a large population group rather than one patient while still maintaining the benefits afforded by a detailed geometry. 


To address these gaps, the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory is currently developing a lumbar spine FEM undergoing biomedical validation for the UBB loading environment. A hierarchical model validation approach is being pursued, which includes high rate tissue characterization for dynamic material properties and component level experiments at relevant loading directions and rates for model validation. The resulting model will be appropriate for investigating the lumbar spine biomechanical responses and injury risk during a UBB event. This manuscript will focus on the geometry and mesh development of the representative, high-fidelity lumbar spine FEM, and its initial evaluation under a simulated UBB vertical loading event. 


2.0
Method


2.1
Geometry Preparation


The current study has employed processes to develop a high-fidelity lumbar spine geometry representative of the adult anatomy. Lumbar spine vertebrae and intervertebral discs, from L1 to L5, were modelled based on epidemiology for injuries due to UBB loading as seen in the literature 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[2]
. Computer-aided design (CAD) surfaces were created from 3D geometric reconstruction of the lumbar spine CT images from the National Library of Medicine’s Visible Human Project male subject 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[13, 14]
. The original source data anatomy was larger than that of a 50th percentile and the spine was curved to the right with asymmetries at each level (Figure 1a). 

In contrast to creating an over-simplified or patient-specific FEM, a multi-step process was applied to the original anatomical surfaces to ensure that a generalized, representative lumbar spine geometry was used for the FEM construction. The first step in the generalization procedure was to properly scale the size of the spine geometry to 50th percentile human (Figure 1a) by matching body measurements and organ volume [15]. Next, in order to reduce potential patient-specific artefacts, symmetrical lumbar spine geometries were created by mirroring the surfaces about the mid-sagittal plane and averaging the mirrored and original surfaces (Figure 2a). The cross section of the original is shown by the solid-lines, and the mirrored is shown as the dotted lines (Figure 2b). The color-coded vectors along the cross-section show the differences between the original and the mirrored surfaces. These differences (the vector length, exaggerated for clarity) were within the range of 
±1 mm. 

The final step involved aligning the mid-sagittal plane of the individual symmetric lumbar vertebra to the Y-Z plane at each level to correct the patient-specific curvature of the subject to the right. This alignment procedure ensured the resulting spine was straight in the Z direction. The symmetrical spine surfaces were then translated and rotated to align the mid-sagittal plane at each level, which removed the slight right bending of the initial curvature (Figure 1a). The final symmetric 50th percentile lumbar spine (Figure 1b) was used to create the finite element model.

		

		



		(a)

		(b)





Figure 1: Computer-Aided design (CAD) geometry of lumbar spine (L1-L5 with intervertebral discs). (a) Patient-specific asymmetric lumbar spine from Visible Human scaled to 50th percentile 
human; (b) Generalized, symmetrical lumbar spine aligned at mid-sagittal.




                                              (a)                                                          (b)


Figure 2: (a) A comparison of the original and mirrored surfaces of a lumbar 
vertebra; (b) Detailed view at cross-section of vertebral body.

2.2
Parametric Meshing

Eight-noded hexahedral elements are desirable for finite element analysis due to the nature of their shape function and ability to handle large deformations without creating numerical instabilities. However, fully automated hexahedral mesh generation is not available for complex geometric entities such as the human lumbar spine. Utilizing hexahedral elements to effectively model the complexly shaped lumbar spine is not trivial and requires a significant amount of work to subdivide the geometry in preparation for mesh generation. An interactive 3D hexahedral mesh generation software, TrueGrid (XYZ Scientific Applications, Inc. Livermore, CA USA), was used to address these challenges. 

Generating the mesh for each vertebrae required multiple steps. First, feature points representing key structures and dimensions of the vertebrae, such as the most anterior and posterior locations, were identified. Straight lines were created by connecting the feature points. Feature lines following the surface of the vertebra were created by projecting the straight lines to the surface of the vertebrae (Figure 3a). The meshing procedure started from a hexahedral base mesh in cubical shape (Figure 3b). In the meshing process, edges of the base mesh were attached to the feature lines (Figure 3c). The surfaces of the base mesh were then projected to those of the finalized vertebrae geometry (Figure 3d). The edge attach procedure ensured all key features of the vertebrae were captured. The surface project procedure ensures surface nodes were attached to the geometry. The nodes and elements in-between were linearly interpolated. 




Figure 3: Finite element mesh generation procedures using feature points and feature lines. (a) Feature lines of a vertebral body; (b) Base mesh in feature lines; (c) Attach top of and bottom 
of base mesh edge to feature lines; (d) Project top and bottom surface to vertebral body.

Following this procedure, hexahedral finite elements that closely mimic the original shape of the lumbar spine were created by specifying a desired mesh density in each geometric region. The resulting hexahedral mesh conformed nicely to the surface of the lumbar spine geometry, while the mesh quality of the hexahedral elements was preserved (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Creating a finite element mesh for spine vertebrae. (a) CAD geometry 
of a vertebra; (b) Hexahedral elements meshed using TrueGrid.

The same meshing script was parametrically propagated from L1 to L5 by remapping the feature points, resulting in a complete mesh for each vertebra and intervertebral disc (Figure 5). The parametric method allowed an identical mesh matrix for all the lumbar spine vertebrae from L1 to L5 as well as direct node-to-node connection between levels through the intervertebral disc (Figure 5b).
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Figure 5: Finite element mesh for the full lumbar spine. (a) Illustration of force bearing components in lumbar spine [16]; (b) Side view of the mesh with ligaments attached; (c) Detailed view of ligaments and endplates without vertebrae and intervertebral discs.

Additional steps were taken to incorporate the major biomechanically relevant components in the lumbar spine (Figure 5a) [16]. The hexahedral meshing of the vertebrae and the intervertebral discs were imported into LS-DYNA (LSTC, Livermore, CA). Cortical shells and endplates were created in LS-PrePost (LSTC, Livermore, CA) based on the mesh of the vertebrae. Ligaments, including the anterior longitudinal ligament (ALL), posterior longitudinal ligament (PLL), intertransverse process ligament (ITL), ligamentum flavum (LF), capsular ligament (CL), interspinous ligament (ISL) and suprasinous ligament (SSL), were manually created as non-linear spring elements in LS-PrePost using the existing hexahedral mesh nodes according to their anatomical locations (Figure 5c). 


The final model consisted of 13,040 elements for the cancellous bone of the five vertebrae, and 5,376 elements for intervertebral discs. Cortical bones and endplates were modelled using shell elements (6,340 for cortical shell, 2,464 for endplate). The ligaments, including ALL (51), PLL (51), ITL (24), LF (28), CL (64), ISL (12) and SSL (9), were modelled using nonlinear spring elements (Figure 5c). An analysis of the element volume and Jacobian measurements confirmed a good quality hexahedral mesh was created with the majority of elements having a volume of ~15 mm3 (range 1.5 to 116.3 mm3) and Jacobian of ~1.2 (range 0.026 to 5.53) (Figure 6). This high quality hexahedral-based finite element mesh ensured the model could handle the large deformations associated with high amplitude UBB accelerations. 
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Figure 6: Measurements of volume (a) and Jacobian (b) of the lumbar spine finite element model.

2.3
Model Parameters


The initial model material properties for lumbar spine components (Table 1) were obtained from literature 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[17-20]
. In order to account for the effect of the upper body, a mass of 54.1 kg was rigidly attached to the L1 vertebra (Figure 7a) to simulate the torso mass. These mass and moment of inertia values were obtained from a previously developed human torso model [21]. An idealized half-sine acceleration with peak amplitude of 1000 m/s2 (102 g) and 20 ms in total duration was used to nominally represent a UBB loading pulse as realized by the seated human occupant (Figure 7b) [22]. The acceleration was applied in the vertical direction to L5, simulating the load transmission from the vehicle seat through the pelvis and sacrum to the lumbar spine. The relative displacement between L1 and L5 was used to investigate lumbar spine compression/distraction. Von-Mises stresses at each level of the lumbar spine were investigated to study the biomechanical response due to the applied loading. 


Table 1: Lumbar spine component material properties.

		Tissue

		E (MPa)

		

		Reference



		Cortical bone

		12,000

		0.3

		Kuo, 2010



		Cancellous bone

		100

		0.2

		Shaw, 2007



		Endplate

		25

		0.3

		Guan, 2006



		Posterior elements

		3,500

		0.25

		Shirazi, 1986



		Nucleus

		K=2000

		Elastic Fluid

		



		Annulus

		4.5

		0.3

		Kuo, 2010
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Figure 7: (a) Loading and boundary conditions of the lumbar spine model including torso mass and moment of inertia; (b) An idealized UBB acceleration experienced by the lumbar spine applied to L5.

3.0
Results


A lumbar spine FEM, symmetric about the sagittal plane and representative of 50th percentile male, was created using all hexahedral elements by scaling and generalizing the spine geometry of the Visible Human dataset (Figure 5). The spine experienced an initial compression phase in response to vertical loading representative of an idealized UBB acceleration, which consisted of a 20 ms pulse with peak magnitude 102g (Figure 7). Maximum compression was 2.6 mm at 11 ms (Figure 8a), which occurred 1 ms after the peak input acceleration. The degree of spine compression started to decrease until 16 ms, when the spine transitioned into a distracted state. Maximum distraction peaked at 0.8 mm approximately 18 ms into the event. 


Von-Mises stress histories at the anterior region of the vertebral body are shown in Figure 8b. The von-Mises stresses increased simultaneously at all levels from 0-11 ms during the compression stage until maximum compression was achieved. After 11 ms, stress at L1 continued to increase, while all other levels experienced degree of decrompression as indicated by decreasing von-Mises stress. As distraction developed after 16 ms, stresses in all levels started increasing again, with L5 increasing at faster rate than L2-L4. Stresses peaked at 18 ms when maximum distraction was achieved, with maximum stress observed in L1, followed by L5, L4, L3 and L2. 


A von-Mises stress distribution of the lumbar spine is shown in Figure 9. High von-Mises stress regions (shown in red) were observed at 10 ms through all levels of the vertebrae. As time progressed, the concentration of high stress regions shifted toward the posterior elements, and the anterior regions of the L2-L4 vertebral body experienced lower stress. The decreasing of stress in the anterior region and increasing of the posterior in L2-L4 indicated a typical stress state under applied bending moment.
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Figure 8: (a) Change in length measured between L1-L5; (b) Von-Mises 
stress in the anterior cortex of lumbar spine vertebrae.
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Figure 9: Contour plots of lumbar spine von-Mises stress during ~100g vertical acceleration.

4.0
Discussion


The current study represents the initial development phase for an ongoing effort to construct a biomedically validated lumbar spine FEM for the investigation of injury during UBB loading. This study focused on constructing a 50th percentile human lumbar FEM and evaluating its response under an idealized UBB acceleration loading. In contrast to creating an over-simplified or patient-specific FEM, the current effort has employed generalization procedures to ensure a lumbar spine geometry representative of the adult anatomy. This methodology reduced the potential of patient-specific response artefacts due to anatomical uniqueness which would unintentionally bias the results of biomechanical simulations. However, the level of anatomical detail needed for improved insight into lumbar spine injury mechanisms was preserved. 


To study the biomechanical response of lumbar spine during UBB loading, an idealized half-sine shaped acceleration was applied to the bottom L5. The amplitude and duration of the acceleration was generalized based on reported experimental data in literature with a peak acceleration of 1000 m/s2 (~100g) at 10 ms for a total duration of 20 ms [22]. The acceleration was applied in the vertical direction to the bottom of L5 simulating a UBB load transferred from vehicle seat through the pelvis/sacrum to the lumbar spine. The mass effect of the upper torso was accounted by using an inertial element rigidly attached to the L1 vertebra. This method ensured that the inertial effect of the torso on lumbar spine response was accurately considered, while eliminating complications associated with integrating a full torso FEM. The use of body armor will increase the mass and moment of inertia of the upper body and can be accounted for in future studies. 


The relative displacement between L1 and L5 created a complex stress distribution in the lumbar spine. As shown in Figure 9, high-amplitude von-Mises stresses initiated from the bottom of the lumbar spine (5 ms) as the spine was accelerated by the UBB acceleration. The high stress state progressed upward throughout the vertebral body as the UBB acceleration peaked (10 ms). As the forward motion of L5 started to dominate the relative displacement, the lumbar spine went from compression into a bending dominated stress state, with high stress regions shifting from anterior region of the vertebral body to the posterior elements in the L2-L4 region (15 ms). The flexion bending moment continued to increase as L5 moved further in the anterior direction. The posterior elements of L2-L4 experienced high amplitude stress during this latter stage (20 ms). 


Analysis of the lumbar spine kinematics and detailed biomechanical response provide possible insight to injuries during UBB loading. The spine was in compression for the majority of the simulated vertical loading (Figure 8, 0-16 ms). The high stress experienced in the vertebral bodies (Figure 9, 10 ms) may explain the incidence of wedge and burst fractures observed in UBB acceleration 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[2]
. A combined distraction and flexion mode occurred at later stages (~18ms) of the UBB loading, due to the anterior motion at the bottom of the lumbar spine (L5) which transferred the spine from a compression-dominant loading into flexion and distraction loading. It is generally agreed that Chance fractures result from combined flexion and distraction, which typically occurs in frontal motor vehicles crashes with lap belt use 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[23-26]
. Although the amount of distraction was not as significant as compression, the fact distraction can occur in UBB loading confirms the combined flexion/distraction injury mechanism for Chance fracture and may offer an explanation for its increased incidence in UBB events 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[2]
. The amount of distraction may be directly associated with amplitude and duration of the vertical acceleration, as well as the initial curvature of the lumbar spine due to seated posture. In addition, the spine may be more vulnerable to Chance fracture under the combined loading, as the initial compression may weaken or fail the lumbar spine components prior to distraction. The continuous growing von-Mises stress in L1 indicated a high likelihood of injury at this level (Figure 8b). This observation agrees well with the findings from Ragel et al that 50% of the spine injuries occurred at T12 and L1 level in spine fracture patients after IED attacks on vehicle 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[2]
. 


Limitations of the current study include the use of an idealized UBB loading profile and an inertial element to simulate the torso. This simplified load environment is beneficial from a model evaluation standpoint, and still enables increased insight into biomechanical response during vertical accelerative loading. In the future, the accelerative loading curve can be replaced using experimentally-measured UBB acceleration data, and the lumbar spine can be directly integrated with a previously validated human torso model [21]. Additionally, the current simulation corresponds to a standing occupant without restraint system and body armor. The lumbar spine posture associated with a seated occupant will change the initial curvature of the spine. Model variations in posture, body armor, and restraint systems will significantly impact the overall kinematics and lumbar spine biomechanical response during UBB loading. Their level of influence and associated implications for injury risk can be further investigated in future studies.


The next phase of model development will also investigate the use of high-rate material properties on lumbar spine response. Human lumbar spine FEMs have traditionally been used to study chronic degenerative diseases and the effects of low-rate loading from daily life 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[5-8, 27]
. UBB events, on the other hand, produce a highly dynamic loading environment that generally occurs within the duration of only milliseconds. High-rate material properties of lumbar spine tissues at multiple anatomical levels are currently being tested at JHU/APL using established testing procedures to provide rate sensitive material properties 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[28, 29]
. In addition, experiments with individual spine components and full lumbar columns have also been conducted to provide component and system level validation data for the lumbar spine FEM. These data will ultimately be incorporated into the current lumbar spine model to more accurately predict its response under high rate loading.


5.0
conclusion


The current manuscript outlined the initial effort of ongoing research to develop a hierarchically validated lumbar spine model to study the mechanism of lumbar spine injury during UBB loading, so that enhanced mitigation devices can be developed to reduce injuries in the field. 


A 50th percentile hexahedral finite element human spine model was created based on properly scaled and generalized lumbar spine geometry obtained from the male subject in the Visible Human Project. The lumbar spine FEM was exercised in an idealized acceleration loading environment relevant for UBB events. Results found the torso mass provided a strong inertial boundary condition under the high amplitude short duration UBB acceleration. As the bottom of the lumbar spine was accelerated upwards, the top of the lumbar spine tended to stay in its place due to the large mass of the torso, resulting in an initial compression phase of the lumbar spine. The spine progressed into a flexion and distraction mode in the later stage. The highest stresses were found in the L1 level during the UBB loading, indicating higher probability of spine injury at this level. These initial findings may provide biomechanical insight to explain lumbar spine injuries observed during UBB events, such as wedge, burst or Chance fractures. 


In the future, the high-fidelity spine model will be enhanced to include high-rate material properties, and hierarchically validated at the component and system levels. The influence of posture, armor, and restraint systems will also be investigated during simulated vertical loading. These improvements will provide more accurate biomechanical data to quantitatively measure UBB lumbar spine injuries risk, and ultimately use the model to assist in evaluating and designing mitigation strategies to reduce lumbar spine injuries in the field. 
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abstract


The incidence of blast lung has more than doubled over the course of the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan.  During a peak in injuries caused by explosion that occurred in Afghanistan in 2009, blast lung was seen in 11% of the British blast injured casualties and it most often occurred in casualties that had significant polytrauma.  In addition to the early risk of life-threatening intraalvelolar hemorrhage, blast lung induces a secondary inflammatory response in the lung which contributes significantly to the risk of developing acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS).  Neutrophil infiltration in blast lung is primarily focused within the areas of lung hemorrhage where the released iron induces pro-inflammatory structural changes in the endothelial cells which favor neutrophil diapedesis. Similar structural changes are seen in cultured endothelial cells exposed to iron in vitro. Following resuscitation from trauma/hemorrhage there is a transient increase in blood iron that may be further increased by the transfusion of aged red blood cells.  Thus standard resuscitation strategies may increase the iron load to the lung endothelial cells and thereby increase the likelihood of developing ARDS in this high risk population.  In this paper we will review the dysregulation of iron handling in the lung which is seen both in blast lung and following toxic gas exposures. We will discuss the results of our studies on the mechanisms of iron induced inflammation in the lung and our findings identifying a newly discovered source of the increased in iron in plasma following hemorrhage/resuscitation. Finally, we will discuss the timeline for expected changes in systemic handling of iron and propose resuscitation strategies that may lessen the likelihood of developing ARDS in polytrauma casualties with blast lung.  


1.0
Introduction

Because it is a highly compressible air-filled organ, the lung is very vulnerable to injury from blast exposure1


( ADDIN EN.CITE , 2)
.  The risk of developing blast lung is directly dependent upon the magnitude of the blast impulse that reaches the thorax, which in turn is influenced by the size and type of the explosion, the distance from the explosion, the vicinity of reflective surfaces that may amplify the peak overpressure and the shielding provided by personal protective gear, vehicles, and other intervening structures3()
. Blast exposure is the most common cause of injury in the recent conflicts4


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
 and the incidence of blast lung appears to be increasing.  In a review of the U.S. Joint Theater Trauma Registry (JTTR) Ritenour et al have shown that 3.1 %  of explosion wounded casualties in 2003 -2004 had blast lung while that number increased to 4.6% in 2005-2006 5


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
. Review of the British JTTR from 2003-2009 by Smith showed that during a peak of injuries in Iraq in 2007 the incidence of blast lung was 7.3% and during a peak in injuries in Afghanistan in 2009 the incidence reached 11% 6


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
.  In addition to the primary blast injury to the lung, blast exposed casualties frequently have multiple other injuries to less protected regions of the body resulting from secondary, tertiary and quarternary blast effects (shrapnel, acceleration and body displacement and toxic gas exposures).  As a consequence, these casualties are at significant risk for the development of acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) in the days following their initial resuscitation and surgical care.  Tsokos in reviewing the pathology of blast lung in humans has concluded that “those who survive blast exposure are likely to develop ARDS”7()
.  Given this progression and the multiple other contributing factors in the development of ARDS in polytrauma victims, the JTTR does not utilize development of ARDS as a criterion for the diagnosis of blast lung.  Mackensie and Turnnicliffe addressed this issue by reviewing early radiographic studies of blast casualties admitted to a role 4 facility between July 2008 and January 2010 8


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
. Their study included 107 patients of which 13 met JTTR criteria for blast lung. Radiographs obtained at the role 3 facility were available in 88 patients and of these 67% had pulmonary abnormalities.  The authors conclude that because “these examinations were performed relatively early in the process of resuscitation it is probable that these changes were blast related, rather than the consequence of trauma-related acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)”.


There is no specific therapy for blast lung9()
, but studies have provided insights into the pathogenesis of the blast associated  inflammatory response in the lung which suggest that the risk of developing blast associated ARDS may be influenced by trauma resuscitation strategies. In this paper we will review the studies on the pathogenesis of blast lung with special emphasis on our findings that dysregulation of iron handling contributes to this process.  Based on these findings and recent insights into the systemic handling of iron during inflammation we propose a heuristic model of iron handling during blast trauma resuscitation and discuss resuscitation strategies that may decrease the risk of developing ARDS. 


2.0
Pathogenesis of blast induced lung inflammation  

2.1
Localized Hemorrhage from Blast Exposure

Blast exposure results in distension of the aveolae with thinning and rupture of alveolar septae10


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
. There is also rupture of small vessels at various locations within the lung depending on the local excess of strain at these locations.  Although some models of blast exposure can produce a homogenous distribution of gross lung hemorrhage this is not usually the case.  The mechanisms responsible for the spotty distribution of the hemorrhage are not fully understood but models have suggested two possible explanations: 1.) differences in the transmission of a compression wave due to variances in the viscoelastic properties of various regions within the thorax11


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
 or 2.) differences in the  blast pressures within the lung due to reflections of the blast wave on various anatomic structures12()
.  Red blood cells appear in the perivascular space surrounding the vessels (termed “ring hemorrhage”)13


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
 and immunopositive hemoglobin is later found in the alveolar spaces without immunopostive erythrocyte cell structures10


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
 presumably the result of macrophage engulfment and degradation of red blood cells14()
.   The hemorrhage is usually immediate and self limited but a recent report has noted late appearance of alveolar hemorrhage at day 4 and 7 following low level blast exposure while none was noted at day 115()
.  Imminent death can acutely result from severe lung hemorrhage but even more limited injury and hemorrhage can induce an inflammatory response in the lung that can progress over several days.  This inflammation includes edema, and macrophage and neutrophil infiltration.   Neutrophil infiltration is apparently facilitated by a systemic leukocytosis that occurs by three hours after the blast14


( ADDIN EN.CITE , 16)
.  The systemic leukocytosis is mediated in part by systemic complement activation and blocked by anti-C5a treatment which also decreases neutrophil levels in the bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL)16


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
.  Chemokine and cytokine levels are also increased in the lung  14


( ADDIN EN.CITE , 17-19)
 and evidence suggests that alveolar macrophages have altered Fas receptor expression20()
 and that macrophages contribute to chemokine release.  

2.2
Oxidative Stress

Blast results in the 3.5 fold decrease in the total antioxidant reserve of the lung, depletion of water soluble antioxidants ascorbate and glutathione and the lipid soluble antioxidant vitamin E13


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
, the formation of lipid oxidation products13


( ADDIN EN.CITE , 19, 21)
, protein oxidation19()
 and the formation of met hemoglobin22


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
. The role of oxidative stress in the injury process is supported by the findings that loading with some antioxidants prior to the blast limits injury. Vitamin E loading prevented hemoglobin oxidation and reduced lipid peroxidation23


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
.  Loading with  N-acetylcysteine amide reduced the infiltration of neutrophils and blocked activation of chemokines24


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
.

2.3
Sources of Oxidative Stress – Hemoglobin/Heme 

Histology shows that the regions of hemorrhage have the greatest density of infiltrated neutrophils14()
 suggesting that either hemoglobin or its degradation products of heme and iron are pivotal in the initiation of the inflammatory response. The steps in the degradation of extravasated blood are illustrated in figure 1. The role of hemoglobin in the lung injury is consistent with the recent finding that pre-induction of heme oxygenase by hemin provides significant improvement in survival after blast exposure in rats25


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
.  Hemoglobin can participate in the generation of the oxidative stress through the formation of the highly reactive ferryl radical from met hemoglobin26


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
.  




Figure 1.




2.4
Iron in Acute Lung Injury

Lagan has reviewed the literature demonstrating  that iron mobilization, decompartmentalization, and delocalization occurs in many models of lung injury including toxic gas exposure27


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
. Iron chelators are protective in most of these models of lung injury.  Utilizing both electron paramagnetic spectroscopy and histochemical staining, Gorbunov et al have shown increased non-heme iron in the lungs after blast exposure28-30


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
. The lung inflammation after blast is mitigated by the administration of N,N'-bis (2-hydroxybenzyl) ethylenediamine-N,N'-diacetic acid, an iron chelator/antioxidant31


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
.  The increase is likely in part due to the breakdown of extravasated red blood cells; however, oxidative stress can also result in the release of iron from intracellular chaperones and intracellular binding proteins which increases intracellular labile iron32


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
.  Similar increase in intracellular labile iron also occurs in the lung following ischemia/reperfusion and under these circumstances some of the mobilized iron is release into the extracellular compartment33()
.  Extracellular intraparenchyma iron may also increased in the lung as a result of its release from ferritin and transferrin secondary to the oxidative stress34


( ADDIN EN.CITE , 35)
 and locally low pH36()
.     The resultant generation of extracellular low molecular weight iron complexes favors the formation of damaging free radicals, and provides a favorable milieu for proliferation of invading microbes for which iron is a requisite nutrient and virulence factor37()
. It is tempting to speculate that this increase in available iron contributes to the increased mortality seen in mice exposed to cecal ligation and puncture 24 hours after blast exposure of the lung38


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
.  


In particular, the ferrous form of iron can be quite injurious as it participates in the Haber–Weiss reaction, resulting in oxidative injury, and the Fenton reaction which leads to the formation of hydroxyl radicals and facilitates protein nitration39


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
.  Extracellular ferrous iron may also participate in paracrine signaling as an extracellular binding site for ferrous iron has recently been identified for insulin like growth factor binding protein-3, and binding of ferrous iron to this site influences signaling40


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
. We have recently demonstrated that ferrous iron can bind the metalloprotease inhibitor TIMP-2 41


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
.   This does not result in any decrease in TIMP-2 ability to inhibit metalloprotease 2 or 9 but its potential influence on other non-metalloprotease signaling pathways of TIMP-2 has not been studied.  TIMP-2 ferrous iron is found in mesenteric lymph after hemorrhage resuscitation. Since mesenteric lymph joins the systemic circulation at the thoracic duct, this novel source of iron has first pass access to the lung and may contribute to the iron load to the lung immediately following resuscitation.   


Normally we are protected from the accumulation of extracellular ferrous iron by the ferroxidase activity of ceruloplasmin. Ceruloplasmin is the major ferroxidase of plasma and it converts ferrous iron to the ferric form without the generation of damaging radicals. It serves a critical role in systemic iron transport as the iron recycled from the engulfment of senescent red blood cells by splenic macrophages is transported out of these cells as ferrous iron on the ferroportin transporter.  Normally this iron is converted to the ferric form by ceruloplasmin, allowing it to bind to transferrin. Ceruloplasmin knock out animals have significant disruption of this iron processing42()
.  Our studies have shown that the ferroxidase activity of plasma ceruloplasmin is disrupted in trauma/hemorrhage . We have also shown that the electron paramagnetic resonance signal of ceruloplasmin was decreased in the plasma of rats during hemorrhage43()
 and that the oxidase activity of plasma was decreased in trauma and burn patients during the first 3 days after injury without a change in ceruloplasmin levels as determined by ELISA44()
.  The mechanism for this decrease in activity is unknown but it may involve nitration of ceruloplasmin which has been demonstrated in the plasma of patients with ARDS45


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
.  This mechanism is consistent with the finding of increased staining for nitro-tyrosine in blast lungs31


( ADDIN EN.CITE , 46)
. Further studies are required to determine the cause of the changes in trauma.  The decrease in activity was moderate (at most 50% in rats after hemorrhage) but in local protected environments the ceruloplasmin activity can be completely abolished.  An example of such an environment is mesenteric lymph following hemorrhage resuscitation where ceruloplasmin electron paramagnetic spectrum is not detectable and  ferrous iron is found41


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
.  It is interesting to note that very low levels of ceruloplasmin are found in pre-term infants and this is believed to contribute to the increase in non-transferrin bound iron and increase in oxidation products following blood transfusion47


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
.  


2.4
How Increased Intracellular Labile Iron May Contribute to Lung Inflammation  

Increased labile iron in the cell may have multiple effects.  Two important consequences are changes in HIF-1, which is directly related to the iron levels and changes in redox sensitive signaling pathways, which are secondary to the change in redox potential of the cell.  


The activity of the iron-dependent oxygen sensor enzyme, prolyl-4-hydoxylase is influenced by level of iron in the cell.  Increased levels of labile iron could lead to destabilization of HIF-1 and decreased expression of the HIF-1 related survival genes48


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
. 


We have focused most of our recent studies on the changes in redox sensitive signaling pathways following the increase in intracellular labile iron28-31


( ADDIN EN.CITE , 49)
.  These changes include increased expression of NFKb and TNF  but also include increased expression of ICAM-1 and the formation of very specialized microvilli that protrude from the endothelial cells and facilitate the capture and diapedesis of neutrophils. Studies have been performed in blast lung, lung exposed to intratracheal administration of iron and pulmonary endothelial cells exposed to an abrupt increase in intracellular iron by a 10 minute exposure to ferrous iron in the presence of an iron ionophore.  The results of all three studies show very similar findings which are summarized in figure 2.    Iron results in the translocation of NFk-B to the nucleus where it associates with both Ref-1 and thioredoxin(TRX).  The complex interaction presumably facilitates the reduction of NFk-b allowing it to bind to DNA.  There is also a translocation of ICAM-1 to the surface of the cell and the synthesis of new ICAM-1.  The ICAM-1 localizes to the microvilli-like projections on the endothelial cells forming a “docking station” for the leading lamillapod of neutrophils expressing CD11b on the surface of the lamillapod.  Further studies in cultured endothelial cells demonstrate that these endothelial microvilli also stain positive for F-actin and phospho-caveolin-1. Caveolin-1 has been identified as a “critical regulator of lung injury”50


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
.The formation of this cuplike structure was inhibited by the administration of a rho-kinase inhibitor.  The increase in expression of ICAM-1 is similar to that seen when endothelial cells in culture are exposed to the serum of patients with thalasemia who normally have high levels of non-transferrin bound iron51


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
.  This suggests that presentation of non-transferrin iron to the luminal surface of endothelial cells can induce or amplify this iron mediated endothelial remodeling and favoring the docking and diapedesis of neutrophils.  




Figure 2: Shematic of morphologic changes in endothelial cells following an 
abrupt increase in intracellular labile iron pool. Microvilli are rich in ICAM-1.


The increase in intracellular iron in the endothelial cells also resulted in the increased release of asymmetric dymethyl arginine (ADMA)52()
, an endogenous inhibitor of nitric oxide synthase produced primarily in the lungs53


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
 and believed to be a mediator of the pulmonary vasoconstriction in pulmonary arterial hypertension54()
.  Because the neutrophil trapping in the lung occurs in the capillaries and not post capillary venules (as seen in the mesenteric circulation)55


( ADDIN EN.CITE , 56)
, neutrophil rigidity and capillary diameter are the key factors in the initial capture of neutrophils in the lung. The release of ADMA may be important in the initial accumulation of neutrophils that is seen early after blast.  


3.0
Systemic iron handling in blast/hemorrhage/resuscitation 


Immediately following fluid resuscitation from hemorrhage we have seen an increase in transferrin saturation with iron in rat57()
.  It is unknown if this increase in iron is the result of iron entering the circulation from mesenteric lymph or if this represents release of iron from other sources.  In this regard Kozlov et al have shown increased intracellular labile iron in the liver after hemorrhage resuscitation58()
.  Blood transfusion may provide an additional source of iron59


( ADDIN EN.CITE , 60)
.  Hod et al have shown that transfusion with aged red blood cells also leads to an increase in plasma non-transferrin iron and deposition of iron in liver, spleen and kidney (lung was not assessed)59


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
.  The increase in non-transferrin iron requires processing of the red blood cells in macrophages.  The only known transporter for the export of cellular iron is ferroportin. Ferroportin expression is regulated at several levels but the primary control is through the peptide hormone hepcidin61()
.  Hepcidin binds to ferroportin inducing internalization and degradation.  Thus increased levels of hepcidin decrease the release of iron and would be expected to limit the increase in non-transferrin iron that is seen with the transfusion of aged red blood cells.  Hepcidin is secreted by the liver in response to cytokine stimulation, in particular IL-6, and increased levels of IL-6 are associated with systemic hypoferremia. Trauma patients have been shown to have very high levels of hepcidin but the timing of this increase has not been determined62


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
.  It is a reasonable postulate that this follows the rise in plasma IL-6. Following blast exposure in rats there is systemic hypoferremia by 3 hours after the blast which is associated with the rise in plasma IL-614()
. Thus it would appear that the greatest risk of systemic iron loading in casualties with blast lung and polytrauma would be during the first 2-3 hours following the injury prior to the hepcidin mediated hypoferremia. Subsequent to the early loading with iron it is likely that the iron regulatory proteins and elements within the cell lead to an increase in intracellular ferritin the primary binding protein of intracellular iron61


( ADDIN EN.CITE , 63)
.  Studies of the “iron recovery” processes have not been perform in blast lung but Park et al studied rats fed a normal iron sufficient diet and found increases in serum and BAL ferritin cancentrations after hemorrhage. 64()
.  When these animals were fed an iron poor diet they had lower serum ferritin cocentrations and decreased lung inflammation after hemorrhage. 64()
.  Similar increases in BAL ferritin and other iron binding proteins (lactoferrin, transferrin receptor) are seen in patients with ARDS65


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
 and similar studies of iron regulatory responses would be warranted in blast lung. 




Figure 3: Scheme illustration of the various pathways contributing to and influence 
by the dysregulation of iron handling after blast/trauma/hemorrhage.


Oxidative stress frees iron from intracellular storages sites (ferritin, lysosomes, mitochondria) allowing it to join the labile iron pool (LIP).  Following resuscitation non-transferrin bound iron generated from transfusion of aged red blood cells and/or coming from mesenteric lymph will add to the LIP.  The increase in LIP initiates redox sensitive signaly cascades outlined in the test.  It is expected that this iron will also decrease the levels of HIF-1 and interact with Iron regulatory elements and proteins to initiate recovery of elevated intracellular iron levels. (results include increased production of ferritin).  The increase in LIP also causes release of more asymmetric dimethyl arginine (ADMA that may cause vasoconstriction and increase neutrophil trapping. 


Extracellular iron will also increase as a result of hemoglobin degradation and release from the cell.  This iron is more likely to remain in the ferrous form because of decreased activity of ceruloplasmin.  


4.0
Model of iron dysregulation following blast and hemorrhagic shock 


Based on the available evidence,  we propose the following schema of iron dysregulation following blast and hemorrhagic shock/resuscitation.  


Immediate effects of blast injury to the lung include intraparenchymal hemorrhage and decompartmentalization of cellular iron leading to an increase in labile iron.  This initiates the relocalization of ICAM-1 to the surface of the endothelial cells (before new synthesis) and begins the morphologic changes forming a “docking station” for activated neutrophils.  This also results in the release of ADMA which constricts the pulmonary capillaries trapping circulating neutrophils. Uptake of released iron by alveolar macrophages causes activation and release of chemokines that attract macrophages.   Hemorrhagic shock and resuscitation cause additional oxidative stress that results in further dysregulation of intracellular iron. Plasma iron increases in part as a result of released iron in the mesenteric lymph joining the systemic circulation at the thoracic duct. The levels of non-transferrin iron are greatly increased if resuscitation includes aged red blood cells.  The increase in blood iron leads to further increases intracellular iron in the lung and adds to the initiation of the inflammatory process.  


By 3 hours after the injury, the release of hepcidin by the liver has decreased the expression of ferroportin and decreased plasma iron levels.  


Over the next three days the reabsorption of extravasated blood in the lung provides a continuous source of extracellular iron while it is likely that the intracellular handling of iron has been partially restored by increasing levels of intracellular ferritin. The potentiation of this blast/ trauma resuscitation induced acute lung injury into persistent ARDS is influenced by many other factors, but it is clear that the extent of the initial inflammatory response in the lung after injury has a significant influence on the risk of developing ARDS.  Thus resuscitation strategies that minimize the initial inflammatory response in the lung may make an important difference in reducing the risk of ARDS. 


5.0
Summary 

There is considerable evidence of iron dysregualtion in blast lung as seen in many other forms lung injury. Early after trauma/hemorrhage resuscitation there is a transient increase in plasma levels of iron and these may increase further if aged red blood cells are administered during this time period. The iron released from senescent red blood cells and the iron appearing in mesenteric lymph is not bound to transferrin making it more likely to contribute to the lung burden of labile iron and thus further increasing the inflammatory stimulus.       


6.0
Conclusions


We present here an iron centric view of the pulmonary inflammation after blast in which the greatest risk of increasing the iron load to the lung occurs within the first few hours of resuscitation.  Limiting the oxidative stress by graded fluid resuscitation with appropriate fluids may help.  The benefit/risk ratio of administering inhaled oxygen is still unresolved.  It will increase the oxidative stress, but if there is traumatic brain injury the benefits of improved brain oxygenation may outweigh the risk to the lung66()
. Resuscitation with old red blood cells prior to the hepcidin induced suppression of ferroportin may be particularly harmful. Future studies should determine if abnormalities in iron turnover, signaling or iron responsive elements contribute to the progression and persistence of the lung injury.  Finally, a cautionary comment about the use of iron chelators for the treatment of blast lung. While iron chelation is very appealing as a therapeutic intervention for blast lung, the choice and dosage schedule for the administration of chelators requires careful study.  Tenenbein et al reported fatal lung injury in four patients treated for acute iron poisoning with continuous infusions of desferoxamine for more than 24 hours67()
.  Subsequent study in mice reproduced the effect when animals were treated with high dose desferoxamine and 100% oxygen implicating oxygen radical formation in the injurious process68


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
. This would suggest that the use of different chelators or the combination of chelators and antioxidants may provide wider therapeutic window69


( ADDIN EN.CITE )
.
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Blast attacks are the commonest form of terrorist attack on civilians. Blast often causes injury from industrial accidents. Blast injury is the most common cause of injury and death in modern combat. A recent review of Canadian fatal casualties in Afghanistan found 81% to have been caused by blast, almost four times the number killed by gun shot wounds. Improvised explosive devices (IED) caused 78% of the blasts with another 20% being due to rocket propelled grenades (RPG).1 The purpose of this review is to outline the mechanisms of injury, to define the surgical response and to understand the implications of recent surgical experience in Afghanistan.


The mechanism of blast injuries may be categorized in several ways according to the forces developed in each phase of the blast; the environment in which the blast occurs; the propellant or the content of the bomb. Conventional categorization divides the mechanisms of injury into phases of energy dissipation. In the first phase primary injuries are caused by pressures created by the blast itself, known as overpressures. The body is remarkable resilient to overpressures and its response is unpredictable. Massive overpressures, which cause amputation of extremities and spine injuries, are usually fatal. A hierarchy of sensitivity to overpressures appears to exist experimentally so that tympanic membrane rupture occurs at lower pressures than injury to the hollow air-filled organs such the lung or the gastrointestinal tract. Other organs, including the liver, spleen and even the brain, are surprisingly resilient to primary blast injury. Secondary injury is due to fragments, propelled by strong blast winds behind the pressure front, causing penetrating or blunt injury depending on the size and velocity of the fragment. Phase 3 (Tertiary) injury is caused by the movement of the victim by the force of the blast resulting in injuries similar to a car crash. Injury to the victim from other elements of the explosion such as heat, light or toxic gasses is considered to be Phase 4 (Quaternary).  Recently a fifth phase (Quinary) has been added to include injury from contaminants such as bacteria, radiation and chemicals which can persist long after initial recovery. 


The probability of sustaining a particular type of injury is related to the distance from the centre of the explosion. At the epicentre of the blast, thermal injuries occur, with blast injuries just outside this area and ballistic injuries at the outer limits.2 Energy dissipates rapidly so that injury may be devastating to the target and minor to those just a little away from the epicentre. This effect is seen in IED attacks on dismounted patrols in Afghanistan. The target of the IED is often severely injured while soldiers on either side in the patrol suffer superficial injury. The environment in which an explosion occurs has a profound impact on the injuries sustained. While blast energy dissipates rapidly in an open environment, blast in enclosed spaces may allow for magnification of energy through the reflection of waves by containing walls. An IED attack on dismounted patrols may only seriously injure one person but a suicide bomber may kill and injure large numbers of people if the bomb is detonated inside a bus or a building. Similarly detonation of a grenade inside an armoured vehicle, once the RPG has penetrated, will injure all the occupants. In enclosed spaces the potential for secondary blast injury is greater than in the open not only because of reflection of high energy waves but also because surrounding objects may become secondary ballistic material and because of the potential for inhalational injury.


Blasts may be categorized according to the propellant or the content of the bomb. Energy generation is considerably greater with high grade explosives compared to conventional explosives. Improvised explosives, using old shells, fuel or fertilizer, have even less power. However the enemy understands these variations. IEDs are built and shaped so that impact on the victim is less variable than the ability of the propellant to general force. Increasing protection of vehicles has changed the character of recent warfare. Anti-RPG devices have reduced the number of attacks with this weapon. Double V mine resistant anti-ballistic hulls have forced the enemy to use larger IEDs to successfully attack mounted patrols. Remote operated aerial observation has made deployment of large IEDs more difficult and hazardous. Evidence from casualties presenting to hospital suggest a change in focus of attacks from mounted to dismounted patrols starting in Spring 2010. 


The content of bombs determine the type, intensity and the duration of injuries sustained by victims. Incorporation of incendiary materials such as white phosphorous into IEDs alters the injury pattern. Residual material may burn and ulcerate tissue. The impact varies depending on the site, being lethal new great vessels, having lasting effects in the lungs and extending wounds on skin and subcutaneous tissue. Suicide IEDs result in biological ballistic material that may expose the victim to infections such as HIV or Hepatitis viruses. Anti-personnel IED injuries are very frequently contaminated by soil and subsequent infection with antibiotic resistant soil organisms is common.3


Therefore blasts cause the full spectrum of illness and injuries seen by trauma surgical teams. The body is surprisingly resilient to primary blast injury. Despite the hierarchy of sensitivity to pressure of different organs and parts of the body seen experimentally, this information has had little impact clinically. For instance, absence of tympanic membrane rupture does not mean that lung or gastrointestinal injury is also absent.4 Despite this fact, blasts in particular conflicts produce an injury profile that is quickly recognized by experienced trauma teams, who use the knowledge to expedite care.


Surgical care for blast injured soldiers starts in the field. Advances in buddy care through the Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC) program and development of the range of procedures provided by unit medical technicians have increased survival and successful transfer of patients to forward surgical facilities. Reviews of fatalities and of survivors in recent conflicts have quickly modified these programs to maximize success.1,5 Rapid evacuation is required to capitalize on the gains made by the first responders. It is unlikely that provision of surgical or other medical specialist skills at the site of injury, or on the evacuation, would improve the outcome. The receiving medical facility must be adequately resourced and have rehearsed reception of large numbers of injured patients. Principles of triage and damage control resuscitation have been developed for mass casualty incidents but are applicable if only one casualty arrives. Patients in trauma bays are treated with the same primary survey – resuscitation drill regardless of the extent of injury so as not to miss occult but consequential injuries. These drills are based on the Advanced Trauma Life Support protocol used in civilian trauma, which are modified to account for the hemorrhagic nature of combat casualties.6 Early administration of blood, plasma and platelets has reduced the risk of irreversible traumatic shock. Clinical examination is augmented by portable X-ray, rapid focused ultrasound and CT scanning.7


The Joint Theater Trauma Registry (JTTR) director's annual report in June 2011 registered 7809 admissions in the previous year to combat surgical facilities in Afghanistan and Iraq. Of 617 seriously injured patients, 277 had suffered blast injuries. IEDs accounted for 203 patients, 73% of the blast injuries reported. The vast majority of admissions were received by air medevac but a significant number arrived by road ambulance as well. Only 1% of ISAF / OEF soldiers were in shock (defined as base deficit > 5) on arrival whereas 7.4% of local patients were in shock. Blood transfusion was given to 780 coalition casualties and to 926 local nationals. Emphasis was placed on use of 'fresher' blood in shocked patients and on the use of adequate volumes of matching plasma and platelets. Massive transfusion was given to 399 patients. Longterm survival rates of 95 to 100% were recorded for coalition members receiving massive transfusion in each quarter of the year.


The dismounted target of an IED who either triggers the device or is remotely targeted has a completely different injury to those next to him or her. Bystanders may suffer from penetrating wounds from ballistic debris. The target suffers devastating injury with at least one limb amputated. It was our impression after several tours that the injury profile for these patients was changing for the worse. The JTTR reports equal numbers of mounted versus dismounted IED attacks for 2009 averaging less than 5 per month each. Beginning in February 2010 the rate of dismounted attacks increased by over 300% to over 15 per month while mounted attacks declined. With Cdr Joseph Taddeo, US Navy, I examined the injury profile of 100 consecutive dismounted IED victims, who had suffered at least one extremity amputation, and were treated at the Role 3 Multinational Medical Unit in Kandahar Air Field between January 2010 and July 2011. Single, double, triple and quadruple amputations were recorded in 43, 40, 3 and 3 patients respectively. Lower extremity amputations included 4 at the foot, 73 below the knee, 75 above the knee, 2 hip disarticulations and 15 unspecified lower limb amputations. Upper limb amputations included 4 at one or more digits, 10 hands, 9 below elbow, 7 above elbow and 5 unspecified. Extremities not amputated were at risk of complex soft tissue – bone injury. A particular injury was seen at the elbow where the joint was blown away but the soft tissue of the ante-cubital fossa was preserved, providing circulation to the hand. Associated injuries included 34 severe injuries to the perineal-genital-gluteal region, 33 severe soft tissue injuries, 11 pelvic fractures and 11 eye injuries. In this group of 100 severely injured patients, associated injuries were reported in less than 5 each of the head, spine, chest, abdomen or tympanic membrane. Intraperitoneal injuries only occurred in 4 patients who were local nationals without body armour, all of whom died. Soft tissue injuries involved the deep dispersal of silica type soil and quarry grade stones along areas of anatomical cleavage. Patients with pelvic injuries required massive blood transfusions. All the patients required multiple operations for irrigation and debridement. Despite this strategy and the liberal use of antibiotics wound contamination with soil organisms such as Acinetobacter baumannii was commonly discovered later down the evacuation chain. The overall survival rate was 82%, all of whom will require extensive rehabilitation and support.


From this data, we were able to define an injury profile for the dismounted IED attack to include the following: bilateral lower extremity amputations with severe soft tissue injury extending into gluteal muscles; severe perineal – genital laceration extending into ischio-rectal fossa; mangled or amputated upper extremity; severe soil contamination of wounds  extending deeply, well beyond the point of entry. The surgical evidence points to the use of a shaped charge packed with stones and soil, designed to travel up between the victims legs to disrupt the perineum. Body armour prevents torso injury. Flexion of the elbow to carry the weapon exposes it to the blast but protecting the neurovascular elements in the antecubital soft tissue.


Conclusion


Blasts can result in a wide spectrum of injuries. Injury profiles can be developed for particular weapons used in particular environments. Counter IED measures have induced changes in enemy tactics which are reflected in changing patterns of injuries seen in combat hospitals. The injury profile of dismounted IED victims suggest a conscious effort to not only remove the soldier from the fight but to inflict the maximum amount of pain and suffering without causing death. Research  goals in the short-term should include ways to ameliorate injury to pelvic–perineal region including use of pelvic binders in the field, surgical strategies to rapidly control pelvic hemorrhage, medical strategies to address soil organism contamination and personal protective equipment design. Longer term research goals should include limb replacement technology and foot wear development to attenuate energy transferred from ground to foot.
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Abstract

Timely and rapid detection of non-penetrating, closed Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) remains a major challenge in military field operations.  Mortality and morbidity from such injuries can be reduced if the injury is rapidly diagnosed and treated in far-forward battalion medical aid stations and field hospitals, where sophisticated diagnostic tools are limited or not available.  Exposure to blast pressure waves, for example, could result in injury to the brain that is not evident to external observation, and may go undetected.   As such, there is a pressing need for portable diagnostic tools that can be deployed for early detection of neurological injury in front-line situations, where such injuries are most likely to occur.

This paper describes Defence R&D Canada’s (DRDC) latest innovative developments on the use of ultrasound pulses at different frequencies to track the dispersion properties of intracranial tissues which may have been altered due to traumatic or other neurological brain injury. Dispersive ultrasound does not provide imaging, but it can provide data of significant diagnostic value by using decision support systems that can be trained as a medical diagnostic system for TBI applications to detect specific patterns of dispersion that are associated with specific intracranial injuries. 


The signal processing and system developments relevant to this novel diagnostic concept have been completed. Furthermore, a mathematical representation of dispersion in intracranial tissues has been developed. Presently, this model incorporates intracranial tissues with significant dispersion and those directly related to pathological changes. Through these simulations we have been able to support the theoretical basis of the diagnostic capabilities of this dispersive ultrasound diagnostic concept. Furthermore, in early laboratory experiments DRDC’s dispersive ultrasound technology has been used successfully to identify fluids based on the ultrasonic dispersion pattern they produce.  These experiments established that dispersion is an effective means by which to probe subtle differences in fluid media. The experiments included also testing of the present innovative dispersive ultrasound methodology on animals with non-visible traumatic brain injury due to their exposure to blast effects. Second set of experiments include fluid identification for security screening and integration into industrial quality control systems.

1.0
Introduction


Traditional diagnostic methods require information from medical imaging technologies and chemical analysis of bodily fluids. Medical imaging technologies such as MRI, CT, PET or Ultrasound scans could provide highly detailed geometrical information about a patient’s internal organs. They accomplish this by mapping out the geometrical distribution of internal tissues or fluid. It is widely used for diagnosing physical illness such as tumours or injuries. Chemical analysis of biological samples can provide detailed information about chemical composition within the body.


The drawback of medical imaging, however, is that it provides only geometric information but contains little information about composition. Chemical and/or biological analysis on the other hand provides composition but not geometry. Certain illnesses, such as traumatic brain injuries, are often difficult to detect with medical imaging, do not show any initial symptoms, and are hard to localize or deteriorate too fast for chemical analysis, thus making it difficult to treat many patients effectively and on time. The present investigation proposes the use of dispersive ultrasound as a non-invasive diagnostic system for traumatic brain injury.


1.1
Dispersive Ultrasound as Non-Invasive Diagnostic System for TBI 


In general, ultrasound refers to longitudinal mechanical waves with high frequencies in the range of MHz. Ultrasound systems have traditionally been used for medical or industrial imaging, which maps out ultrasound reflection points in order to build up an internal image of the target. These systems return information about the internal structure of a target but not its composition.


Dispersion is an effect in which the non-linear, frequency dependant bulk modulus of the medium results in different propagation speeds for different sound frequencies.  Since the properties of the bulk modulus depend on the specific characteristics of the medium, such as density, composition, mixture concentration, distribution and in some situations chemical composition, the pattern of frequency dependant propagation speeds can be used to identify the medium.  In other words, the dispersive effect is the result of different propagation speeds for different frequencies. As it can be seen in Equations (1) and (2) the propagation speed c(f) as a function of frequency has a dependency on elasticity  for liquid media and the bulk modulus   for solid media.
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Thus, a Dispersive Ultrasound System (DUS) measures the ultrasound dispersion patterns of different media and uses these patterns for identification. A DUS utilizes ultrasound pulses of different frequencies to interrogate a medium in order to provide propagation times for each of the transmitted frequencies. This process provides estimates of the dispersion patterns  for a specific contained medium. Since each medium has a unique bulk modulus, a DUS can identify unknown contained media by matching the dispersion pattern of the unknown sample with previously established library of dispersion patterns of known media.


The observed changes to the propagation speed are usually very small and require a very precise  measurement of the propagation speed. Instead of measuring the speed of sound in the media it is easier to accurately measure the propagation time of ultrasound signals that travel along a known distance from a transmitter T to a receiver R, as depicted in Figure 1.



Figure 1: Ultrasound signal traveling from transmitter T to receiver R in a Medium with dimension d.


As shown by Equation (3), the propagation speed c(f) can be estimated from the propagation time t(f)  by assuming that the constant dimension d, is known.
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One way to measure very accurately the propagation time t(f) required for the signal to travel from the transmitter to the receiver is by using a very high sampling frequency for the received signal. To achieve the necessary accuracy, however, a sampling frequency in the GHz range would be necessary. Such a system would be formidably expensive and have unacceptable power requirements for a portable device. Instead, we observe that an ultrasound signal is not only described by its frequency but also by phase information: 
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Therefore, to overcome the requirement for a high sampling frequency, the phase information of the ultrasound wave can be used along with its amplitude to provide accurate estimates of propagation times.


It is commonly known that the phase information only covers a range from -. Hence, it can only be used to get additional information about one period of the signal. Beyond that, this information keeps repeating itself. Using a phenomenon from wave theory called beat-note
, which is the result of the combination of two acoustic continuous wave signals that are close in pitch but yet not identical. The difference in frequency generates the beating. The frequency of the beat-note is given by:
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The closer f1 and f2 are, the lower is the resulting frequency beat fbeat and the longer is the period of the resulting beat phase Tbeat = 1/fbeat. The use of this beat-note approach allows for the unique identification of a certain point in the signal. Once this unique point has been found, the phase information of the individual frequency can be used to accurately calculate propagation times.

1.2
Limitations of Frequency-Beat Approach

Phase information is not limited by the sample rate, and therefore can provide nanosecond scale precision using sample rates only in the megahertz range. The complication with this approach however is the need to resolve the phase ambiguity problem, arising from the fact that phase information wraps around for every change in propagation time greater than a single period in the signal, as was discussed in the previous section. 


An early approach [1-2] to solving the phase ambiguity problem used two closely spaced component frequencies to create a pair of high and low side image frequencies, that is, when the product of the two component frequencies are taken, they produce a new signal that is made up of two component signals, each with frequencies and phase at the sum and difference of the component frequencies:
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The two resulting frequencies are called the high side image frequency (f1 + f2) and the low side image frequency (f1 - f2); and they should satisfy Eq. (7), which requires also a variable sampling rate. With a small enough frequency difference between the component frequencies, each cycle of the low side image frequency could span the entire transmission and reception pulse of the component signals. It was assumed that the frequencies of the component signals would be close enough that dispersive effects between them would be negligible. The phase position of the low side image frequency could then be used to match each cycle in the transmitted signal to its counterpart in the received signal, therefore solving the phase ambiguity problem.
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It was later determined that there is a reciprocal relationship between the frequency spacing of the component signals and the accuracy and sensitivity of the low side image signal’s phase information. As the frequency difference becomes smaller, the period of the low side image signal grows larger relative to the component signals’ period, increasing the precision required in marking its phase. Furthermore, since the phase of the low side image signal is directly related to the phase difference of the component frequencies, any slight dispersion will cause the image signal to shift in phase by the same amount. Compounded with the increased precision requirement, the negligible dispersion assumption does not translate into negligible error, and phase ambiguity can not be resolved reliably with this method under all dispersion conditions.


In other words, the previous method described in [1, 2] was based upon the beat-note and the assumption that the dispersive effect is negligible for the two component frequencies. However, simple simulations can show that this assumption is very limited. As an example, let us consider two signals with frequencies f1 = 4.33333 MHz and f2 = 4.6666666 MHz are used. According to Equation (5) the beat time for these two frequencies is 3 s. Assuming there is no dispersion in the propagation speed of the ultrasound signals, then for this example c=1540 m/s.   The resulting beat phase is shown in Figure 2. Furthermore, it is assumed that the zero crossing of the beat phase is the point the system uses to calculate the time. Reference [3] defines the speed of sound for an aqueous human haemoglobin solution as:
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The difference in speed for the two above frequencies results is then:
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Figure 2: Phase information along signal in time domain (left), detailed zero crossing.

If now the speed of sound only changes by 5 m/s for the frequency f2 the resulting beat information changes to the one shown in Figure 2.  As a result, the initially used calibration point has moved into a completely different period than it was before. The error of this method grows with the bandwidth used and prevents the acquisition of reliable data sets. The end result may have an impact in providing reliable diagnosis, as it will be shown in the subsequent sections. 


2.0
SIGNAL PROCESSING CONFIGURATION FOR DISPERSIVE ULTRASOUND


The core innovation for the present Dispersive Ultrasound System (DUS) is the signal processing configuration that provides estimates of the propagation time for signals of different frequencies. As stated in the previous section, highly accurate estimates of the signals’ propagation times are required. This implies that simple time of arrival counting techniques are insufficient. Instead, chirping, phase measurement and new signal processing techniques have been used in a specific order that constitutes the core of the innovation to extract information from the signal in order to arrive at sub-sampling rate resolution. The current real time signal processing configuration of DUS contains four stages: 

a) Signal Generation and Transmission, 


b) Propagation Time Estimation


a. Cross Correlation, estimates the propagation time to within one period 


b. Zero Phase Crossing, improves the propagation time estimate using linearity of phase


c) Decision Support System 

2.1
Signal Generation


The dispersive ultrasound requires the transmission of signals at multiple frequencies in order to map out propagation delay characteristics. Several factors limit the frequencies that can be used. The first restriction is the signal attenuation and absorption in the medium to be measured. For most liquid media almost all frequencies can propagate without significant attenuations; however potential applications in heterogeneous media and brain impairment diagnostic applications restrict the frequencies to the range between 500-KHz and 10-MHz.

In the proposed new approach the propagation time for each frequency is calculated independently and does not rely upon any information derived from other signals through a beat-note effect. To facilitate this calculation the new approach uses broadband frequency modulated (FM) signals rather than monochromatic narrowband continuous wave (CW) signals [2]. The bandwidth of the FM signal provides enough information to uniquely identify the beginning of a received signal. However, this new method also relies upon the estimation of the phase at a given sample point to increase the accuracy in the estimation process of the signal’s propagation time.

The combined bandwidth of multiple frequencies can cover a range of a few megahertz. The information derived from these signals can then be used to generate a fingerprint of the medium, and this kind of fingerprint information can be used to classify a medium of interest.


Thus, the current algorithm is invariant to the sampling frequency and this approach for constant sampling frequency for all the radiated FM signals, minimizes the complexity of the electronic design configuration.


2.2
Broadband Transmitted Signals


The transmitted broadband signal is described by a number of parameters. These parameters are the pulse duration, the center frequency and its bandwidth. In order to reduce effects of harmonics, a temporal window is applied to the Frequency Modulated (FM) signal. At this point, it is important to note that the present innovation is not restricted to FM type of signals and therefore other types of broadband signals can be used as well.  Figure 3 shows the digitized unfiltered transmit and received signals and Figure 4 shows a typical broadband transmit signal in Time and Frequency domains. In the Time domain the amplitude of the windowed signal increases symmetrically slowly over time and reaches its maximum around the centre of the pulse. In the Frequency domain the -3 dB bandwidth of the windowed signal is, as expected, more than twice the width of the unwindowed signal, but the side-lobe structure of the windowed signal is highly suppressed. In conclusion, the advantages of a windowed signal are that it has less energy in the side-lobes and a wider effective bandwidth in the region of interest.



Figure 3: Unfiltered transmit and receive signals.




Figure 4: Unwindowed and windowed FM signals in the time domain (left) and frequency domain (right).

Thus, each broadband radiated signal was chirped, with an initial centre frequency in the range of 1.0 MHZ to 10-MHz and a bandwidth of 0.5 MHz, to allow for improved signal to noise ratio in the correlation process. While a wider bandwidth in the FM signal increases the sharpness of the cross correlation peak, it also subjects the pulse to poor frequency resolution to track dispersive effects [4].  Therefore a higher bandwidth remains beneficial up to a certain point. If the signal bandwidth is too large, the signal may not have sufficient resolution to map the dispersive properties of the interrogated medium and it may cause the method to break down. Equivalently, due to the poor signal to noise ratio that is an inherent property in the cross-correlation output of narrow bandwidth signals [4], it will be very difficult to recover the phase information associated with the dispersive effects of the interrogated medium. As a result, the bandwidth size of 0.5 MHz was selected empirically based on the minimum bandwidth required to produce a high signal to noise ratio cross correlation output and sufficient frequency resolution to map the dispersive properties.

2.3
Propagation Time Estimation 


The propagation time is estimated in two stages. In the first stage, cross correlation is performed to estimate the propagation time to within one period. The cross correlation process is described in Section 2.3.1. In the final stage, phase information of the received signal is used to improve the accuracy of the estimate, as described below in Section 2.3.2.


2.3.1
Cross Correlation

Cross correlation processing [3] is applied to the received signal by using as a replica the known characteristics of the transmitted signal, as shown in Figures 5 and 6. The replica for this correlation process can either be a stored sample of data that contains information about the transmitted signal as well as the transfer function of the system or it can be the transmitted signal itself (see Figures 7 and 8). The result of this correlation process yields a peak that marks the precise position in time that the signal is received by the Receiver, as depicted in Figures 7 and 8. Depending on the bandwidth of the replica, the pulse duration and the frequency characteristics of the transmitted signal, the waveform of the correlation peak can be noisy, which can degrade the accuracy of the time delay estimation process. One simple approach to minimize these noise effects on the cross-correlation output is to use FIR filters as discussed in Section 2.3 and to apply a noise whitening filter, as defined in [3] and in the next sub-section.




Figure 5: Received signal, its instantaneous phase and cross correlation with replica.




Figure 6: Linear interpolation of phase zero crossing used for sub-sample time measurement.




Figure 7: Signal and cross correlation with replica.



Figure 8: Cross correlation with replica for received signal.


After filtering the cross correlation output, its envelope is calculated using a Hilbert Transform. The Hilbert transform is important in signal processing, where it is used to derive the analytic representation of a signal u(t). In signal processing, the analytic representation of a real-valued signal facilitates many mathematical manipulations of the signal. The basic idea is that the negative frequency components of the Fourier transform (or spectrum) of a real-valued function are superfluous, due to the Hermitian symmetry of such a spectrum. These negative frequency components can be discarded with no loss of information, providing one is willing to deal with a complex-valued function instead. As long as the manipulated function has no negative frequency components, the conversion from complex back to real is just a matter of discarding the imaginary part.


The analytical signal can also be expressed in terms of complex polar coordinates, where
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are, respectively, the amplitude envelope and instantaneous phase of the signal. Both are required to get an approximate estimate of the received signal’s time of arrival, Rx.

The peak of the cross correlation function’s envelope provides an estimate of the propagation time which is accurate to within one period. Greater accuracy can be obtained by using the received signal’s phase information, as described in Section 2.3.2 below.


2.3.1.1
Cross Correlation Function Filtering

If Rcorr(f) is the correlation output in the frequency domain, the result of the post filter Rpf(f) can be described as:
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where W(f) is a whitening filter defined below by Equation (13) (see Reference [3]). The inverse FFT of Rpf(f) provides the cross-correlation time series rpf(t). Since estimates of W(f) are a function of the signal and noise spectra, the signal’s coherence properties must either be known or estimated. The phase transform processor is a technique that uses only the cross spectral phase information and is defined by:
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2.3.2
Zero Phase Crossing


Cross correlation provides an estimate of the propagation time with a precision of one period. Greater accuracy is achieved by using the phase information of the received signal. First, filtering is performed on the received signal to improve the phase estimation, and then the phase is calculated by the Hilbert Transform. Specifically, linearity of the phase allows an interpolation process to be applied between sample points to obtain a more precise estimate of the propagation time, as shown in Figures 5 and 6.

The phase information, defined in Equation (10), has a relative offset of /2 when calculated from the Hilbert transformation H. This constant offset can either be neglected due to the calculated difference or corrected as shown in (14). 
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Where, xr and xt are the temporal samples of the received and transmit signals and fs is the sampling frequency. For any real arguments x and y not both equal to zero, atan2(y, x) is the angle in radians between the positive x-axis of a plane and the point given by the coordinates (x, y) on it. The angle is positive for counter-clockwise angles (upper half-plane, y > 0), and negative for clockwise angles (lower half-plane, y < 0). To avoid different estimations between multiple measurements, it is best to stay as far away as possible from the discontinuities located at – π/2 and +π/2 and use the zero crossing as reference, and since the phase lines are linearly increasing, then it is possible to interpolate its value between sample points. Using this property, the time at which the phase line crosses zero during the cycle of interest is linearly interpolated using two adjacent sample points to obtain a high precision time stamp (see Figures 5 and 6). The process is repeated for both the transmitted and received signal at the marked signal periods, and the two time stamps are compared to calculate the precise time of propagation.


This procedure is repeated for all the other broadband signals centred at frequencies in the range of 500-KHz to 10-MHz. Then, the propagation time estimates for the different frequencies can be used to generate an ultrasonic fingerprint that reflects the dispersive properties of the interrogated medium. The next step is to use this ultrasonic fingerprint to train a Neural Network. With the right parameters and the right choice of network, the DUS can be trained to identify and classify a medium on the basis of its dispersive characteristics.

2.3.2.1
Filtering to Improve Phase Estimation  


As stated previously, poor signal to noise ratio is the primary source of interference that can affect time delay estimates for the propagating signals in the medium of interest. To minimize the noise effects and improve the phase estimation process, a digital zero phase FIR or IIR filter was applied on the transmitted and received signals as shown in Figure 9. The advantage of an IIR filter is the lower computing requirements, but it also has a tendency to become unstable. A FIR filter is always stable but the required computational effort grows with higher orders and smaller bandwidths. Both have their advantages and one has to decide which architecture suits the current application. The filtered signal contains only a narrow band spectrum centred on the filter’s band pass frequency regime.  As an example, Figure 10 shows the spectrum of the filtered and unfiltered signals. This filtering process improves the phase estimation process previously discussed in the section.



Figure 9: Filtered transmit and received signals.



Figure 10: Spectrum of filtered and unfiltered signals.

2.4
Decision Support System


A decision support system is essential when the dispersive properties of very similar media are being compared, as their dispersion patterns become difficult to distinguish for a human operator. In the current implementation, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used for the DUS as a decision support process. The SVM is a type of machine learning technique that is capable of being trained with known patterns in order to identify unknown patterns.


2.4.1
SVM Principles

A Support Vector Machine executes an algorithm that classifies data into pre-defined categories based on prior information, or training. Conceptually, if classes of data, each with two variables per sample are presented, each sample could be plotted on a two-dimensional plane. The SVM will attempt to create lines that maximally separate the classes.

In practice, data could contain more than two variables per sample. Data containing N variables would be effectively represented in an N-dimensional hyper-space (see Figure 11). The support vector machine will attempt to create N-1 dimensional hyper-planes that maximally separate the different classes. When more than two classes are present, the SVM will repeat the process for all possible pairs, creating M(M-1)/2 hyper-planes, where M is the number of classes. While more difficult to visualize, hyper-planes are simple mathematical extensions of the two dimensional case.




Figure 11: Three-dimensional example of hyper-space sample distribution and classification. 
Red samples belong to group-A and green samples belong to group-B.


2.4.2
Training and Classification


During training, a large collection of data containing values and their associated classes are presented to the SVM. The machine constructs the hyper-planes that maximally separate different classes, and stores the separation planes’ parameters in a model. Once complete, the model can be used to classify new data previously unseen by the SVM into one of the known categories.


The dataset presented for training should optimally span a thoroughly representative range of possibilities for the particular class, that is, the N-dimensional cloud of data-points should fill as much of the true hyper-space volume relating to that class as possible. This will ensure SVM robustness so that interpolation or extrapolation for data beyond or in between training set data-points is minimized during classification.


Once training is complete and a model constructed, unknown data with the same dimension as the training set are fed into the model. Each unknown data point becomes another point in N dimensional space, and the SVM will compare the point’s location to hyper-planes created during training to identify the class of the unknown sample based on its position relative to the hyper-planes.


For the Dispersive Ultrasound System, dispersion patterns are stored in samples containing N variables, with N being the number of frequencies used. The SVM constructs hyper-planes in an N-dimensional space for classification of unknown samples.

3.0 
RESULTS


3.1
Simulations with Intracranial Dispersion Model


As a complement to the machine learning approach to the diagnosis of internal brain injury from blast exposure, we have developed a simple simulation model of ultrasonic dispersion in intracranial tissues. The model takes into account the basic anatomical features of the skull and intracranial space, as well as the acoustic dispersion arising from the relevant tissues, to permit simulation and study of dispersion spectra. The model is an aid to better understand observed variations in dispersion spectra, and to assess possible performance limitations of the machine learning approach.


In potential clinical applications for the present Dispersive Ultrasound concept, the transmitting and receiving transducers will be placed bilaterally on the temples. The acoustic signal will traverse the tissues between the transducers. As such, the acoustic propagation path consists of a series of tissue layers that are roughly symmetric about the midpoint. The model makes a linear dispersion approximation, in which the propagation speed of the ultrasonic wave changes linearly with frequency:
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The dispersion trend  is tissue-specific, as are the reference values fo and c(fo). The linear approximation is justifiable for the limited frequency range relevant to our system, and the few measurements of acoustic dispersion in biological tissues that are available generally assume linear dispersion in any case [5, 6, 7]. If warranted by operational requirements and justified by the availability of suitable data the model could be easily generalized to include non-linear dispersion curves.  At the present time the model does not include simulation of all of the tissues and fluids present along the acoustic propagation path. This is because data on the dispersive characteristics of certain tissues are not available in the published literature; were data to become available, it could be readily incorporated into the model. In its present form the model includes the tissues that account for approximately 90% of the total propagation path length. 


One could imagine modeling the effects of certain intracranial injuries using the model. For instance, an intracranial hematoma could be modeled by the displacement of certain tissues by a layer of blood along the propagation path; the impact of the hematoma upon the dispersion spectrum could then be evaluated. Given that a principal objective of our dispersive ultrasound research program is to study TBI, it would be advantageous if this injury could also be modeled. In the absence, however, of data on how TBI affects the dispersive characteristics of intracranial tissues, this objective remains out of reach at the present time.


The model’s incompleteness implies that it cannot be used to predict observed dispersion spectra. Rather, the model is a tool that permits greater insight into the problem space than is provided by a machine learning system alone. For example, the limited time resolution of the Dispersive Ultrasound System induces an uncertainty in the measurements of propagation times that appears as a noisy fluctuation centred around a mean value. The effects of these uncertainties on the dispersion spectrum can be modeled, as in Figure 12. If the ultrasound frequencies interrogating the medium are too closely spaced, as in the left-hand side of the Figure, the ordering of the propagation times can be unstable, which adversely affects the performance of a machine learning system. The model can be used to select a set of frequencies, as in the right-hand side of Figure 12, for which the inter-frequency spacing is large enough that the time-resolution uncertainties do not introduce ordering ambiguities.




Figure 12: Uncertainties in propagation times induced by time-resolution limits in the Dispersive Ultrasound System. The dashed lines indicate the range of uncertainty in the propagation time as a function of the 
system’s time resolution. The propagation times are normalized with respect to the frequency having 
the longest propagation time. The left-hand side shows a randomly selected frequency set in the range 
0—5 MHz; the right-hand side shows a frequency set in the same range, but with a 0.4 MHz inter-frequency spacing to avoid overlap of the uncertainty bands resulting from the finite time resolution of the device.


There are numerous other uses to which the Intracranial Dispersion Model can be put. It can, for instance, help us to understand the observed changes in dispersion spectra in response to certain changes in the insonified medium; it can clarify which (of the represented) tissues have the greatest impact on the dispersion spectrum; and it can give insight into the accuracy with which a machine learning system succeeds in classification tasks. We believe that it is a valuable tool that complements the other approaches pursued in our research program.


3.2
Experiments

Two preliminary experiments were conducted using the DUS. The purpose of these experiments was to test the feasibility of using dispersion to discriminate between similar media, and to assess the suitability of a machine learning approach to medium identification. These experiments were considered a first step toward the application of dispersive ultrasound to the characterization of human tissues. Their success has opened the door to forthcoming experiments that bear more directly on the final objective of performing medical diagnosis of non-visible intracranial injury.


The first experiment attempted to classify different types of off-the-counter juices (i.e. Apple, Grape, Orange, etc.) on the basis of their ultrasound dispersion patterns. The second was a quality control experiment in which ultrasound dispersion patterns were used to identify juices of unacceptable (because dilute) quality.

The experiments were conducted to measure the DUS’ functionality, sensitivity, robustness and stability. In the first experiment, different media of highly similar consistency, density, and viscosity were tested in order to determine if the DUS was capable of performing its primary function of media classification, and to see if it was sensitive enough to distinguish between highly similar media. In the other experiment, the same medium, from different batches and with different levels of dilution, was tested over several weeks’ time span. This measured the system’s functionality in quality control applications, the decision support system’s robustness to variations over batches and time, and the system’s long term stability over several weeks.


The ultrasound probes (i.e. transmitter and receiver) were affixed to opposite sides of a top-open cylindrical container measuring approximately 10 cm in height and 5 cm in radius, at approximately 5 cm from the bottom. An actively cooled water bath system was used to provide temperature control. A manually operated digital temperature probe was used during all experiments to measure both bath and medium temperatures. 


The temperature of the media being studied with the DUS and the dimensions of the container both directly affect the ultrasound propagation times. Temperature directly affects the density of any fluid and density directly affects ultrasound propagation speed, as in Equation (1).  Changes in medium temperature effectively multiply the dispersion pattern by a coefficient with magnitude proportional to. Similarly, since the DUS measures propagation time, a change in distance between transmitting and receiving probes also multiplies the dispersion pattern by a value proportional to the change in distance. 


Both training and testing data were recorded in 3 sets of frequency sweeps, each sweep containing 12 frequencies in the range of 0.5 MHz to 10 MHz.  Testing data were recorded in the same way as training data because this allowed testing data to be used in training if it became necessary. Temperature was varied between 8ºC to 20ºC during data acquisition for both experiments except for the juice-box test dataset. 

3.2.1
Juice Type Classification


Different types of off-the-shelf juice boxes were obtained and data was acquired separately for each box. The boxes were divided into two groups: training group and testing group. The training group was used to acquire data used to train the system for classification and the test group was used to test the classification success rate.


The training group of juices were individually prepared and submerged in the temperature controlled water bath as described above and raw data was acquired. During acquisition, the temperature of the medium was incrementally increased, eventually reaching room temperature.  


The testing groups of juices were individually prepared in the same way as the training group. Temperature was not varied during data acquisition; rather data was acquired for three different fixed temperature levels at approximately 10ºC, 15ºC and 20ºC. 


Frequency-propagation time information was calculated and the timing information was fed into the SVM algorithm of the decision support system. The classification results of the testing set were compared with knowledge of the actual medium content to verify success rate. Figure 13 shows the results from the Juice Classification Experiment.




Figure 13: Data used for testing SVM results. Line colour represents frequencies. The vertical axis 
is normalized propagation time and the horizontal axis is acquisition number. The black 
lines at the bottom are SVM output representing the SVM-identified classes 
associated with the data above. Classification is 99% successful.


3.2.2
Quality Control Application

Double-blind experiments were conducted in which cranberry juice samples were divided into three groups: Acceptable, Unacceptable and Unknown. Within each group 4 samples were provided, with the unknown group containing samples of both Acceptable and Unacceptable types. The unknown group samples were similar to, but not exactly the same as, the samples in the known group. The objective of the experiment was to classify the unknown samples based on data acquired with the known samples.


Data was acquired for each sample using the methods outlined above. The timing information for the known samples was used to train the SVM, and then the unknown samples were classified. 

Experiment results were divided into two types: visual dispersion pattern results, and classification results produced by the decision support system based on the dispersion pattern. While the visual dispersion patterns are more intuitive to understand, simple visual inspection often does not have sufficient resolution or consistency for making correct classifications, although visual inspection can often make judgments on the system’s stability. Classification results are produced by the decision support system based on numerical data used to generate the visual dispersion patterns, as depicted in Figures 14 and 15. The decision support system is sensitive to subtle features of the dispersion pattern and therefore is able to distinguish patterns that appear to be similar under visual inspection.




Figure 14: Training data for the quality control experiment. Coloured lines represent different frequencies. The vertical axis is propagation time and the horizontal axis is acquisition 
number. All acquisitions and their associated groups are input into the SVM during 
training. Temporal ordering has no effect on training results.




Figure 15: Data used for testing and SVM results. Line colour represents frequencies. The vertical axis is the normalized propagation time and the horizontal axis is acquisition number. 
The black lines at the bottom are the SVM output representing the 
SVM-identified classes associated with the data above.


3.3
Discussion of Results


These preliminary experiments successfully verified the functionality and performance of the DUS in dispersion measurement and medium classification applications. 


In the juice classification experiment, it was seen that the dispersion patterns of different juices were almost identical upon visual inspection. Classification results from this experiment demonstrated that the system was nonetheless able to identify each type of juice with good reliability, as depicted in Figure 13. This indicated that the decision support system functioned correctly, and that the system had sufficient sensitivity and resolution to allow the decision support system to differentiate between visually similar dispersion patterns.


In the quality control experiment, the dispersion patterns of known “Acceptable” and “Unacceptable” (dilute) samples were visually distinguishable, as shown in Figure 14, but it can be seen from the test samples that there were sometimes disagreements between the visual classification pattern and the decision support system results for the unknown samples, as shown in Figure 15.   For the blind test, the classification results for the unknown samples were verified to be correct, although the dilution factors for the unknown samples was different than those of the known samples, as shown in Figures 14 and 15. This set of experiments indicated that the DUS is sufficiently robust to classify dispersion patterns in the presence of variations in the quality level of the known and unknown samples. Furthermore, the quality control experiment was conducted over several weeks, and classification results remained consistent for data taken at the beginning (Acceptable 1) and near the end of several weeks later (Test Sample 4), which verified the system’s long term stability against temperature drifting and aging in the electronic components or ultrasound transducer.


The SVM naturally becomes more robust and less sensitive to noise when more frequencies are available, as each additional dimension adds more degrees of freedom for the classification hyper-plane. It has been observed that in the presence of large variations in propagation time of 1 or 2 frequencies for the same medium, the SVM was still able to correctly classify the medium based on the remaining stable frequencies (Figure 15). This indicates that the SVM does not require a match in all frequencies for classification, and also reinforces the expectation that additional frequencies increase system robustness.

Together these preliminary experiments confirm the viability of a dispersive ultrasound approach to the characterization and classification of media. Our immediate plans are to undertake experiments that more closely resemble the ultimate clinical objective of using dispersive ultrasound for the diagnosis of non-visible intracranial injury. To this end we are planning a series of animal experiments in collaboration with DRDC Suffield, on blast-exposed rats and swine, in order to ascertain the effectiveness with which the dispersive characteristics of intracranial tissues can be used to detect various kinds of intracranial injury, including TBI.

4.0
SUMMARY

We have described a portable, low-cost system that uses the dispersive properties of ultrasonic waves to identify and characterize the insonified medium. We envisage this technology being applied to blast-exposed military personnel as a non-invasive means of identifying intracranial injury such as TBI. Injury-induced changes to the intracranial tissues should be detectable via changes to an observed ultrasonic dispersion pattern. 


The Dispersive Ultrasound System (DUS) consists of a data acquisition system (ultrasonic transmitting and receiving transducers), a signal processing process, and a decision support system. We have described all three components, with an emphasis on the signal processing. We have also described a set of preliminary laboratory experiments that illustrated the feasibility of the dispersive ultrasound concept as a probe of the properties of a medium. With a Support Vector Machine (SVM) decision support system the DUS was able to distinguish fluids with similar dispersion patterns, even when those patterns were difficult to distinguish by eye. This gives us confidence that the system is sensitive enough to detect subtle dispersive changes such as might result from injury to intracranial tissues following blast exposure.


Our future plans are to apply the DUS to the characterization of biological tissues, and specifically to the study of intracranial ultrasonic dispersion in blast-exposed animals. We hope that this will be a significant step toward a diagnostic system for blast-exposure injury in human subjects. 
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�	In acoustics, a beat is an interference effect between two sounds of slightly different frequencies, perceived as periodic variations in volume whose rate is the difference between the two frequencies. 
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Abstract 


Traumatic brain injury has been extensively studied in the context of vehicular and sports accidents, where damage is known to occur primarily due to concussive and/or acceleration/deceleration forces.  However, the recent dramatic increase in the incidence of both frank and subtle brain damage due to the use of improvised explosive devices has also increased the urgency of understanding the etiology of blast-induced TBI.  This injury is less well understood, and its study is complicated by the necessity of realistically replicating “blast” in experimental settings and the difficulties in reliably measuring the blast insult.  In this paper we report the development of a three dimensional brain cell culture system to study the cellular injury resulting from exposure to single pulse shock waves.  These waves are produced by a specially produced shock tube that simulates all the key characteristics of ‘classical’ free-field blast-wave flow conditions including the negative phase and secondary shock.  Brain cell aggregates form a well defined architecture with time in culture as the component cells gain functional maturity.  They contain all brain cell types and express their differentiated phenotypes within three to four weeks in culture.  When suspended in gelatin contained within a defined form, they constitute a biological reporter/sensor system for the adverse effects of pressure waves propagated through this viscoelastic matrix.  We report blast-induced damage to these brain cell aggregates, as well as preliminary data on the pressure disturbances actually experienced by them, as measured using shock ICP gauges specifically developed for this application.  This model system provides not only a valuable tool with which to study the effects of blast-induced injury to brain tissue and develop protective medical treatments, but also to understand the interaction between shock wave physics, biomechanics and the resultant brain injury.  Multidisciplinary efforts involving both medical and physical science researchers are key to the success of future research efforts.

1.0
INTRODUCTION


The concept of dose-response is fundamental in the study of the adverse effects caused by diverse insults.   It is based on three underlying assumptions: i) that the response is due to the insult; ii) that the response is related to the dose and; iii) that the response can be measured.  While the above statements most usually refer to the effects of chemicals, these same precepts apply to blast-induced traumatic brain injury (TBI), and also summarize the problems currently confronting researchers.  High fidelity simulation and replication of the actual shock wave insult has been inadequately addressed in this research field, thus rendering the interpretation of any responses detected or quantitated at best problematic, and at worst moot.  Further complicating the interpretation of numerous studies is the means by which measurement of the insult is actually carried out.  The majority of methodologies purporting to measure intracranial pressure (ICP), include neither validation nor characterization of the pressure gauges being used.  



Simulation of the primary portion of a free-field point blast in the laboratory is most frequently obtained through the use of a shock tube.  This device usually takes the form of a straight pipe divided into a driver section charged with high pressure gas, and separated from the low pressure section by a diaphragm.  Although simple to use, the waveforms generated in conventional shock tubes are often not representative of a free-field explosive blast and grossly alter the profile of the shockwave.  Studies where exposures are carried out at the end and outside of the tube or “end-jet testing”, immensely magnify and distort the insult, and completely misrepresent the blast wave insult generated by free-field explosions.


The ultimate goal for those who investigate blast-induced TBI is the development of effective medical treatments.  To accomplish this, the injury must first be understood and to understand this injury, it must be reliably reproduced under stringent laboratory settings.  The reproducible and high fidelity simulation of the blast wave, the measurement of this insult and a sensitive and reliable reporter model system are all vital to the successful study of this injury.  We report here some of this laboratory’s efforts to develop these baseline requirements of a blast-induced TBI research program.


2.0
materials and methods


2.1
Brain Cell Aggregate Culture


In conducting this research the authors adhered to the “Guide to the Care and Use of Experimental Animals” and “The Ethics of Animal Experimentation” published by the Canadian Council on Animal Care.  Aggregating brain cell cultures were initiated and maintained according to modifications to the methods of Honegger (2003) and Sa Santos and coworkers (2007).  Briefly, forebrains from 18 day old Sprague Dawley rat embryos were pooled in ice cold Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) and dissociated using 200 µm nylon sieves.  The resultant cell suspension was washed twice in HBSS and resuspended in Basal Medium Eagle’s (BME) containing 15% heat inactivated foetal calf serum (FCS), 100 U/ml penicillin-streptomycin, 2 mM glutamine and 10 mM glucose and seeded (~20 x 106 cells) into 125 ml spinner flasks with ball impellers.  The spinner flasks, containing ~50 ml of cell suspension were placed onto magnetic stirrers set at 60 rpm in incubators kept at 37(C and 7% carbon dioxide in air.    The culture volume was increased to ~100 ml after two hours and the agitation rate was increased to 80 rpm.  At 24 hr the culture medium volume was increased to 125 ml (final FCS concentration was decreased to 10%).


Aggregating brain cell cultures were maintained for periods of up to seven weeks.   Cultures were refed every two to three days by removing the spinner flasks into a laminar flow hood and allowing the aggregates to settle to the bottom of the flask.  Half of the spent medium was carefully removed and replaced with fresh medium (BME/10% FCS).  Care was taken to ensure that cellular biomass was not lost during refeeding and to minimize cell shearing.  Only limited numbers of cultures were changed at one time to reduce aggregate clumping.


2.2
Aggregate Preparation and Blast Exposure


Brain cell aggregates were gravity sedimented and resuspended in 10% gelatin.  The aggregate suspension was placed into a spherical form and sealed using a threaded plug machined to support a shock ICP gauge immersed within the gelatin.  The gelatin was gelled, and the apparatus was transported to the shock tube facilities.  The spherical shell was secured within a support frame (Fig. 1a), and the frame was inserted to a defined position within the shock tube (Fig. 1b).  The shock tube utilized was a compressed gas-driven tube with cellulose acetate membrane diaphragms.  Extensive modifications to this tube are the topic of a companion paper in this symposium (Ritzel et al., 2011) and will not be discussed in this report.  However, the development of an end wave eliminator (EWE) and diverging driver enable this shock tube (Fig. 2) to reproducibly simulate single pulse shock waves that are highly representative of free field blast waves.  After shock exposure, the spherical shell was removed back to tissue culture facilities where the aggregates were isolated from the gelatin and placed back into routine culture conditions until harvested at defined time points.



Figure 1: Fluid-filled sphere for shock ICP gauge evaluation a) mounted in the sliding 
support apparatus, and b) placed inside the shock at a desired location.

 

Figure 2: Blast simulator with end wave eliminator at far left and diverging driver at far right. 


2.3
 Shock ICP Gauge Development

A preliminary evaluation of three pressure gauges was performed to assess their suitability for ICP measurements.  These included a i) lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT) shock pin designed for time-of-arrival measurements, but with signal conditioning and processing reconfigured for pressure measurements; ii) a PCB Piezotronics 138A01 tourmaline gauge designed for underwater explosion measurements and a iii) PCB Piezotronics 113A28 piezo-electric quartz air-blast gauge.


The gauges were evaluated in a small-scale model of a skull-brain system consisting of a 49-mm diameter thin-shelled polyethylene plastic sphere filled with water or gelatin.  The sphere was mounted on a rigid aluminum stem, which was then mounted in a support apparatus designed to slide inside a 12-in diameter shock tube (Fig. 1a, b).  The sphere was then subjected to air blasts of varying strength so that the ICP could be measured and compared to the side-on pressure measured at the tube wall.  


2.4
 Western Blot Analysis


Aggregate homogenate protein lysates (10 – 15 µg protein) were separated on a 4–20% gradient pre-cast gel (Bio Rad, Mississauga, Ontario) and transferred onto polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes.  The membranes were blocked with 5% skim milk, 0.1% Tween 20 in phosphate buffered saline and then probed with antibodies against glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), Neurofilament L (NFL) (1:1000; Invitrogen), NeuN, Myelin Basic Protein (MBP) and CNPase (overnight at 40C).  After washing, the membranes were incubated with a secondary antibody, donkey anti-rabbit or mouse IgG-HRP (GE Health Care Biosciences, Quebec, Canada) diluted 1:5000.  Detection was carried out by using ECL advanced detection reagents (GE Health Care Biosciences, Quebec, Canada) and imaged using a Molecular Imager VersaDoc MP 4000 system (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Mississauga, ON, Canada).  To confirm equal protein loading, blots were re-probed with anti-pan-actin antibody (1:1000; Cell Signaling, Massachusetts, USA).  


2.5
Immunohistochemistry


Rat brain aggregates were immunostained with primary antibodies and fluorescence tagged secondary antibodies against the neuronal marker NeuN, the axonal marker NFL, or the astrocyte marker GFAP.  Briefly, fixed aggregates were dehydrated in 30% sucrose (dissolved phosphate buffered saline), blocked in cryomolds and frozen at -80(C.  On the day of staining, slides containing aggregate sections were re-hydrated for at least 20 min in PBS.  Sections (15 µm thickness) were immunostained with antibodies against NeuN (1: 100, Millipore), NFL (1:200, Upstate) and/or GFAP (1: 200, Millipore).  At the end of the staining process, all aggregate sections were counter-stained with DAPI (Invitrogen) to view nuclei.  Stained aggregate slices were viewed with a Quorum WaveFX laser scanning confocal microscope and images were captured with a Hamamatsu EM-CCD camera.

3.0
Results

3.1
Shock Tube Wave Tailoring


For this work a standard shock tube was retrofitted into a blast simulator by means of special wave-tailoring techniques.  Figures 3a-c depict representative wave forms obtained as the shock tube was developed to simulate single pulse shock waves representative of those produced during free-field blast conditions (detailed in this symposium; Ritzel et al., 2011).  Panel A shows a typical record for static (side-on) overpressure from the original tube (305 mm diameter, 3.35 m test section, 1.07 m cylindrical driver).  The target gauge, situated 1 m from the tube end, shows the primary shock arrival at ~2-3 msec, which plateaus at ~38 kPa amplitude prior to decay.  Two distinct rarefaction waves (pressure reductions) are evident, the second being from the open end of the tube which is associated with an anomalous surge of outflow.  Two significant and separate shockwave disturbances are shown arriving within 100 msec due to waves reverberating the length of the tube because of the effect of the open end.  Therefore, the profiles for static and dynamic pressure of the primary shockwave, and the exposure to multiple anomalous shockwaves greatly misrepresent conditions of explosive blast.


The installation of a specially designed divergent-area driver described by Ritzel and Parks (2010) and incorporation of an end wave eliminator to minimize longitudinal wave reverberations allows the proper simulation of a single-pulse blast insult including a negative phase and secondary shock as shown in Fig. 3b.  Further adjustment of the wave duration and negative phase is possible using different driver gases or gas mixtures.  For example, for the same driver pressure helium gas will generate significantly higher shock pressures, shorter durations, weaker negative phase and advanced secondary shock as shown in Fig. 3c.  



Figure 3: Wave forms obtained from original tube (air-driven) a), after installation of the 
end wave eliminator and diverging driver using air b) or helium c) as the driver gas.

3.2 
Shock ICP Gauge Development


Highly transient and high-frequency shear and principal stress (compression and tension) will be imparted to the brain by blast loading to the head which will vary significantly dependent on location within the brain.    The interpretation of brain injury requires a measure of these in-vivo stress conditions.  Although ICP sensors currently exist for medical monitoring of blood pressure within the brain, no sensor has been properly developed and qualified for shock-induced ICP conditions.  The PCB Piezotronics 138A01 tourmaline gauge, originally designed for measuring water-borne shockwaves from underwater explosions, was tested to assess whether it could be reliably used at the lowest end of its rated measuring range of 0-1000 psi (0-6891 kPa).  This gauge produced only weak signals with a very low signal-to-noise ratio, and was considered not appropriate for ICP measurements.  The next gauge assessed was a lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT) shock pin designed for time-of-arrival measurements and consisted of a 1-mm diameter, 0.5-mm thick PZT crystal mounted at the end of a 76.2-mm long coaxial conductive pin.  When the sphere was filled with water, the pressure waveforms measured at the centre of the sphere were found to closely track those of the side-on pressure measured on the shock tube wall at the same location although with about 85% of the external amplitude (Fig. 4).  The ‘dropout’ of pressure seen about 9 ms after shock arrival is likely a gauge artefact possibly related to cavitation effects, and although the PZT sensor has promise, it currently remains unqualified for accurately measuring waveforms beyond the shock peak.  For spheres containing 5% and 10% gelatin, the peak pressure was found to be approximately 59% and 48% of the side-on pressure respectively.




Figure 4: Pressure histories for the a) side-on gauge, and b) the PZT gauge in a water-filled sphere.


Tests with a PCB Piezotronics 113A28 piezo-electric quartz air-blast gauge were performed with the transducer mounted in the stem of the sphere (~ sphere wall location).  More complete pressure histories were observed (Fig. 5).  Modal oscillations of the sphere of ~1 kHz were clearly visible (Fig. 5c), and a disturbance consisting of a noisy peak occurred at 6ms as the pressure entered the negative phase, suggesting the possibility of the onset of cavitation.  The pressure measurement in the sphere also contained a positive baseline drift of approximately 24 kPa and high-frequency resonant oscillations of approximately 100 kHz, likely due to shock-induced vibrations in the stem.  The pressures of the PCB and PZT gauges were in good agreement for the initial pressure rise (~100 kPa).




Figure 5: Pressure histories for a) side-on pressure, b) PCB 113A28 
pressure in the sphere, and c) expanded pressure.


3.3
Brain Cell Aggregate Culture


Minutes after seeding, the brain cells started aggregating into clumps that became spherical in shape within hours.  The spheres grew in size with time in culture until they were ~300-350 µm in diameter.  To assess the relative cell population make-up of the aggregates, samples were taken at defined timepoints and analyzed by Western blot.  Representative immunoblots are shown in Fig. 6 and depict the development of neuronal, astrocytic and oligodendritic populations within the aggregates.  A significant astrocyte population was present by 8 days of culture as evidenced by the expression of the glial marker GFAP.  The amount of GFAP increased for the next two weeks and plateaued thereafter.  In contrast, a significant neuronal population was already present by day 8, as shown by the high expression of NFL.  This started to decline at 22 days and then remained constant out to day 35.  Oligodentrocytic content was assessed by the expression of MBP and CNPase proteins.  Very little or no MBP or CNPase was detected at 8 or 15 days in culture.  By day 22 a strong signal was evident that demonstrated the rapid growth of oligodendrocytes.  This signal remained relatively constant out to day 35.




Figure 6: Representative immunoblotting results of cellular dynamics with culture time 
(days in vitro).  Results show markers of neuronal (NFL), astrocyte (GFAP) and 
oligodentrocyte (MBP and CNPase) populations within the aggregates.   


Immunohistochemistry was utilized to visualize the distribution and architectural modelling of the aggregates as they attained differentiative maturity with time in culture.  Figure 7 shows images of aggregates stained with NeuN, GFAP and DAPI at 8, 25 and 44 days in culture.  At 8 days, the astrocytic and neuronal population within the aggregate are uniformly distributed.  By 25 days a more intense GFAP signal is seen on the periphery of the aggregate, showing a protective astrocyte coating around the mostly centrally located neuronal population.  This coating was somewhat thickened by 44 days in culture.




Figure 7: Immunofluorescence images of aggregates stained with NeuN (red: neurons) 
and GFAP (green: astrocytes) at 8 (a), 25 (b) or 44 (c) days in vitro.  


3.4
Effects of Shock Waves on Brain Cell Aggregates


On day 27 of culture, brain cell aggregates were sedimented, resuspended in 10% gelatin and placed within spherical shells for either shock wave or sham exposure.  The shock wave sample was exposed to a well defined single pulse shock wave of ~141 kPa (internal peak pressure in sphere of ~70 kPa as measured by PZT gauge, see Section 3.2) while the sham exposure sample was kept at room temperature.  Both samples were subsequently placed back into routine culture conditions after exposure.  No obvious visual microscopic changes were obvious between sham and shock wave exposed aggregates, although shock wave exposed aggregates appeared to be slightly less regular in shape compared to control aggregates.  Four and seven days post-exposure samples were taken for Western blot analysis of GFAP, NeuN and NFL protein expression (Fig. 8).  No changes in GFAP protein levels were detected between sham control and the shock wave sample on either day.  However, on both days 4 and 7, shock wave exposure caused almost complete elimination of the NFL protein band, compared to a robust NFL protein signal for the sham control.  The expression of NeuN protein appeared to be slightly increased in the shock wave exposed samples compared to controls on both days.




Figure 8: Immunoblotting results of aggregates sham exposed (gelatin only), or exposed to a single pulse shock wave (~140 kPa external to shell, ~70 kPa within gelatin matix).  Aggregates were harvested either four or seven days post-exposure.  Markers of neuronal axonal 
(NFL) or cell body (NeuN), or astrocyte (GFAP) proteins were used.


4.0
Discussion


4.1 
Traumatic Brain Injury

Blast-induced TBI has been referred to as the signature wound of the Iraq and Afghanistan wars and has become so due to the widespread use of Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs), coupled with improvements in personal protective equipment (PPE), medicine and evacuation procedures.  Individuals are now routinely surviving what have been historically lethal explosive events.  The increased visibility of this injury has led to much study, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention have defined blast injury to include four phases.  The primary phase consists of the brain’s response to shock waves; the secondary phase involves penetrating wounds to the head; the tertiary phase results from blast wind effects and the quaternary phase encompasses injury not included in the first three phases.  While the majority of injury occurs in phases 1-3, only the latter two are well studied and understood.  The primary injury caused by pressure waves as they propagate through skull and brain tissue is all but unexplored.


The difficulties posed to the investigator who proposes to investigate primary blast-induced brain injury lie primarily in the necessity of a multidisciplinary approach to such a project.  While obviously the biological aspects of the effort are important, equally important is the high fidelity simulation of the actual blast wave, as well as the validated and calibrated measurement of said insult.  Conclusions as to blast-induced biological effects based on faulty simulation or measurement of the blast wave, can only lead to confusion and delay the eventual understanding of this injury.  Our approach therefore, has been to initiate research programs to i) develop the shock tube technology necessary to realistically simulate single pulse blast waves representative of point source explosions; ii) develop calibrated and validated shock ICP gauges to measure the insult; and iii) develop models of blast-induced TBI.  

4.2
Shock Tube Development


As noted in the Introduction, the simulation of blast insult in a laboratory test environment is not straightforward, and it is a popular misconception that standard gasdynamic shock tubes should naturally replicate such conditions (Ritzel and Parks, 2010).  As elaborated in that reference, the proper flow profiles for static and dynamic pressures are difficult to simulate even approximately.  In this regard, for the current work an available standard shock tube was revamped into a blast simulator by means of special wave-tailoring techniques.  This research has demonstrated that it is possible to retrofit an existing conventional shock tube to perform as a blast simulator for laboratory research into blast injury.  These modifications required significant modification of the tube geometry, as well as installation of a special “end wave eliminator” device to preclude anomalous wave reverberations in order to tailor the waveform and impart a single-pulse insult.  However, for laboratories about to initiate experimental studies of blast injury or damage, it is recommended for reasons of both cost and performance to employ the design of the Advanced Blast Simulator (ABS) as described in a companion paper (Ritzel et al, 2011). 


4.3
Pressure Gauge Development


A vital component in the successful investigation of blast-induced TBI is the development and use of validated and calibrated pressure gauges to measure ICP, or in the case of in vitro studies, the shock wave pressures actually experienced by the brain cell aggregates.  To accurately represent the stress history inside these “fluid-filled shells”, pressure gauges must meet certain requirements.  The gauges and associated recording equipment must have a sufficiently rapid response time to resolve the sub-microsecond rise time and short durations (typically tens of microseconds) of shocks in water (Cole, 1965), thus a bandwidth of at least 1 MHz is necessary for accurate measurements.  The gauges must also be relatively sensitive compared to traditional underwater blast gauges which are designed for overpressures in the hundreds of atmospheres.  Since the onset of brain injury is believed to occur at much lower overpressures on the order of one atmosphere, gauges must be sensitive enough to achieve a large signal-to-noise ratio in this range.  The gauges must also be as non-intrusive as possible, and should be physically small enough for use in reduced-scale head models or in vivo insertion in small animal subjects such as rats.  A final desirable feature, though difficult to achieve, is the ability to respond to tension as well as overpressures, since phenomena such as cavitation have been speculated as a mechanism for brain injury. 

Our first studies looked at a PCB Piezotronics 138A01 tourmaline gauge commonly used for underwater explosive work.  This was found not to be sensitive enough for our application, and we encountered more success with the other two candidate gauges.  Testing of both PZT shock pins and off-the-shelf PCB 113A28 piezo-electric air-blast gauges showed the viability of using either gauge for measuring the pressure histories experienced in the aqueous matrix.  Although the size of the PCB gauge and its mounting requirements mitigate against its use as an ICP gauge (ie in the “brain” tissue), it is a viable approach for measuring pressures on the wall of the sphere (skull).  The data obtained using this gauge, however, was confirmatory of the peak pressures obtained during the proof-of-concept studies using the PZT gauges, and showed that the peak pressure experienced by the gelatin (10%) immobilized brain aggregates contained within a sphere exposed to a ~140 kPa shock wave was ~70 kPa.

Although PZT is likely not a useful gauge material to develop due to internal losses and the lack of consistency in the piezo-electric response, the results obtained here provide a proof-of-concept for similar materials that respond more reproducibly such as lithium niobate.  The free-floating piezo-electric crystal approach has been used with custom-made tourmaline crystal transducers in previous work (Kenner and Goldsmith, 1972; Lubock and Goldsmith, 1980) and the development of a more sensitive material such as lithium niobate opens the possibility for further miniaturization of the gauge while still achieving a large signal-to-noise ratio.  These studies are ongoing.

4.4
 Brain Cell Aggregate Culture


It is obvious that the development of sensitive animal models of blast-induced TBI will be essential to the understanding of the injury, as well as in the development of medical regimens to treat it.  While this laboratory is actively developing such models, we have also recognized that in certain instances, carefully considered tissue culture models may offer more flexibility and application than whole animal studies.  Although a wide array of tissue culture systems have been utilized to study blast-induced TBI, a recent review article recognized that the great majority of these focused on either secondary or tertiary blast effects, with only a small portion devoted towards primary blast effects (Chen et al., 2009).  These latter studies used hydrostatic pressures, fluid percussion or lithotripsy to simulate blast wave insult.  It is our position that although these approaches do indeed cause cellular damage, they do not simulate primary blast wave damage.  


The very great majority of tissue culture model systems in use today are monolayer cultures that are adherent to a solid plastic or glass surface.  By definition, this configuration and the boundary conditions imposed by surface culture are inappropriate for use in model systems that purport to simulate single pulse, blast wave exposure.  Rotation-mediated aggregating cultures were first introduced by Moscona (1960; 1965), who showed that cells isolated from embryonic tissues were able to reaggregate spontaneously and give rise to three-dimensional, organotypic cultures.  Although aggregate cultures have been characterized for a number of different organ systems, the great majority have focused on developmental studies of the brain (Honegger and Werfelli, 1988).  More recently, they have also been used as a sensitive model in the assessment of the toxicity of a variety of neurotoxicants (Defaux et al., 2010; Monnet-Tschudi et al., 2006; 2007; Zurich et al., 2000).  The three-dimensional nature of this aggregate culture model led us to adopt it as a candidate for development as an in vitro model of primary blast wave exposure.  All brain cell types are represented, and form a functionally differentiated and stable architecture with time.  


An important aspect of the brain cell aggregate culture model is their three-dimensional nature.  However, the maintenance of this characteristic during shock wave exposure initially proved problematic.  Given their significant density compared to culture medium, the aggregates rapidly sank to the bottom of the exposure shell, thus imposing a boundary condition where seconds earlier none had existed.  This problem was overcome by immobilizing the aggregates in gelatin prior to shock exposure.  This non-toxic step allowed for the realistic simulation of a blast wave propagating through the skull (shell) and into the viscoelastic matrix of the brain (gelatin-contained aggregates).  Inclusion of the shock ICP gauge within the gelatin matrix enabled us also to gather the real time pressure histories experienced by the brain aggregates.  Using this set-up, we have been able to show during preliminary experiments that brain cell aggregates contained within a sphere exposed to a single pulse shock wave of ~140 kPa, experience a pressure peak of ~70 kPa.  This exposure caused neuronal axonal damage four to seven days later.


These studies are still in the developmental stage and several aspects of our model systems require further refinements and development.  Although we have successfully developed the technology to reproducibly simulate single pulse blast waves, the shock ICP gauges require further development before they are calibrated and validated to the point where they can reliably quantitate the entire pressure history experienced by simulated or actual brain tissue exposed to a blast wave.  Further development of the gelatin matrix is also required so as to more accurately simulate the viscoelastic response of the brain to shock waves.  Finally, development of sensitive bioassays to sensitively measure the response of the brain aggregates to shock waves is an ongoing effort.  Successful completion of these efforts will enable us to address fundamental questions pertaining to blast-induced TBI, some of which cannot be addressed using alternative approaches.  


5.0
  Summary and Conclusion


In summary, we report here the development of a shock tube that reproducibly produces single pulse shock waves that simulate realistic blast waveforms with high fidelity.  We also report preliminary results on the development of shock ICP gauges that measure shock wave pressures within an aqueous environment.  We describe the development of an in vitro brain cell culture system which is highly representative of brain tissue, and when embedded within a solid matrix such as gelatin, acts as a bioreporter system that is sensitive to shock wave insult.  Finally, we report here one of the first examples of a measured cause-effect relationship between single pulse shock wave exposure and brain tissue damage. 
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Abstract 


Experiments using animal, cadaver, or biofidelic physical models remain the foremost means to investigate injury biomechanics as well as validate computational simulations, therapies, countermeasures, or protection technologies.  However, blast injury research has seen a range of irregular and inconsistent experimental methods for simulating blast insult generating results which may be misleading, cannot be cross-correlated between laboratories, or referenced to any standard for exposure.  Although conventional laboratory shock tubes offer many advantages over field trials using actual explosive charges, these can only partially replicate blast conditions from explosive events even when carefully configured.  An advanced blast simulator apparatus is described based on a novel shock tube designed to intrinsically replicate all the key features of blast-wave flow conditions including the negative phase and secondary shock.  Variants of the blast simulator design, which is neither expensive nor complex, can be used from the ‘bench-top’ laboratory scale to that of a large facility capable of assessing whole-body response dynamics.  The implementation of blast simulation facilities under the Blast Injury Program at DRDC Suffield is described.  It is recommended that the blast injury research community converge on a consistent set of experimental procedures and reporting of blast test conditions. 


1.0
Introduction


From the beginning of concerted research into blast injury after WW-II, gas-dynamic shock tubes have been recognized as an important, if not the pre-eminent, tool for systematic experimental investigation of blast injury especially in conjunction with testing of animal models [eg, 1-6].  Particularly from the 1950s with the threat focus being nuclear weapons, shock tubes became the only viable means to routinely simulate long duration shock-wave conditions (>100ms) characteristic of nuclear blasts or high-yield explosive events such as from petrol-chemical or ammunition storage accidents.  As pointed out by Richmond [6] of the well-known Lovelace Foundation, “…it is well to emphasize that the air-driven shock tube has an unusual versatility and offers many other advantages…” including excellent repeatability and the allowance to apply extensive and advanced instrumentation including those to monitor pathophysiological processes.   


At the same time, these pioneering researchers from the 1950s were aware of the limitations of shock-tube simulation of high-explosive blast.  In [7], Clemedson describes his open-field and shock-tube experiments as generating shock waves “…of entirely different types and of different physical qualities.  Also the reactions induced on the animals differ in the two series of experiments and, therefore, it seems appropriate to treat the results separately.”   Richmond [8] remarked that the shock wave generated in the Lovelace shock tube “…is typically flat-topped. This is in contrast to the peaked waves from high explosives”.  However, the Lovelace group was careful to qualify their shock-tube results as applying to ‘fast-rising square-waves’.  Figure 1 shows representative records for static pressure as obtained by Richmond [9] and Clemedson [7] from their respective shock tube studies in comparison to actual blast.



Figure 1: a) Measured static overpressure from a free-field blast showing the classical waveform with primary (S1), secondary (S2), tertiary (S3) shocks and a well-resolved negative phase 
(data courtesy of DRDC Suffield); b) typical ‘square’ waveform from a Lovelace shock 
tube (from [9], annotated by current authors); c) oscilloscope trace of shock-wave 
static pressure from Clemedson’s ‘detonation tube’ [7] showing repeated 
reverberations due to the closed-end configuration.

It is noteworthy that for the most part these early shock-tube experiments were designed with proper consideration of important technical matters such as blockage effects from the specimen within the tube, placement of specimens along the test section and away from the open end, and elimination of adverse longitudinal reflections within the tube.  In general, the biomedical scientists of that time understood the basics of blast-wave physics and the process by which blast interacts and loads specimens.  As shown through their papers, this understanding extended to the basic rules of blast ‘wave-length’ scaling, the important distinctions between static, dynamic, stagnation, and reflected pressures, and the extent to which these could be simulated using shock-tube technology.  


As with any simulation, the extent to which explosive blast-wave conditions need to be replicated by means of an apparatus such as a shock tube depends on the nature and sensitivity of the particular experiment being staged.  For example, Clemedson’s research was predominantly concerned with understanding the basic biomechanics of blast injury, particularly the process by which mechanical stress becomes imparted within a specimen at the cellular level from an external air-shock wave loading.  That is, although his work used animal models the objective was to understand the fundamental nature of the stress-wave ‘transfer function’ for any prescribed shock-wave for which it was not necessary to simulate all the distinctive features of explosive blast waveforms.  Very importantly, the objective of the experiments was not purported to assess the injury outcome from a blast-wave encounter; the experiment could be ‘turned off’ after a prescribed period of interest for which the records were relevant.  


In comparison, the predominant objective of laboratories such as the Lovelace Foundation (White, Bowen, Richmond, Fletcher, et al) was to analyze injury outcomes from blast exposures by means of animal testing in both shock-tube simulations and explosive field trials.  For shock-tube experiments, the animal response cannot be ‘turned off’ after a prescribed period of interest, and the specimen accumulates damage for its entire exposure within the apparatus.   Therefore, apart from the requirement to properly replicate the primary blast-wave conditions, it is necessary to deal with inherent anomalous artefacts of shock-tube testing.  Such considerations include effects of the boundary layer, area blockage presented by the specimen across the tube cross-section, waves reverberating the length of the tube, exposure to the heat and toxic gases of combustion products within explosively driven tubes, or exposure to exceedingly cold gases expanded from the driver for tubes driven by compressed gas. 


In the case of ‘blast lung’, the nature of the cellular disruption was overtly presented, consistent with observed symptoms and lethality, quantifiable (e.g., post-mortem lung mass as augmented by haemorrhage), and proven to be a common mechanism across species.  The biomechanical process behind the cellular damage was also resolved which allowed the Lovelace group to propose a ‘scaling rule’ of sorts between species.  Although White remarked [10]: 


“…that mammals are most sensitive to the shape, character, rate, and magnitude of the pressure rise and fall and the duration of the overall blast wave, as well as its components, has been noted in the text and deserves considerable emphasis….”,   


ultimately the Lovelace group concluded that critical injury to the lung was imparted if a certain ‘biologically effective’ overpressure (which could be imparted by various blast exposure scenarios) was applied for a critical period.  Such relatively coarse criteria made the required fidelity of blast simulations less stringent.  However, despite decades of research across many laboratories in several countries, the accuracy and applicability of the Lovelace “Bowen curves” for blast lethality [11] as interpreted from animal models to practical blast scenarios involving humans, particularly in vestments, remains argued.  


In the case of the experimental investigation of closed-head blast-induced neurotrauma using animal, cadaver (PMHS or ‘post-mortem human specimen’), or biofidelic physical models, the challenges of developing inter-species ‘scaling’ rules or specifying the required accuracy of a blast simulation far exceed those for blast lung.  Unlike blast lung, the location and nature of the impairment at the cellular scale remain unresolved, nor has a clearly substantiated hypothesis for the injury biomechanics been postulated.  It is not clear if the impairment necessarily entails overt cellular disruption and cell death as distinct from perhaps subtle interference with the electro-chemistry of the brain circuitry.  Further, since the critical biomechanics imparting the blast-induced stress at the cellular level and the consequent cognitive or functional deficits from that action have not been resolved, the sensitivity of current models to particular features of the blast simulation cannot be judged.  It is possible, like whiplash, the injury is unique or exaggerated by the particular physiology of higher primates which would not be revealed by other animal models.  Due to their size, shape, or particular skull/brain physiology certain animal species may have enhanced susceptibility or conversely enhanced resilience to blast neurotrauma compared to the human case.  Similarly, tissue degradations of PMHS models or particular materials or constructions of biofidelic models may cause the actual injury biomechanics to be missed or misrepresented.


The difficulties described above with respect to developing and interpreting experimental models for blast TBI are very greatly compounded if the blast insult applied in testing is misrepresented or widely inconsistent between laboratories.  Prior studies of primary blast injury to the thorax appear to have allowed relatively crude approximations of actual blast-wave conditions in shock-tube simulations.  However, the overt and distinctive cellular damage inflicted in that case along with a credible biomechanical explanation for the injury process allowed variant shock-wave profiles to be assessed for their ‘equivalent’ injury potential.  In contrast, blast-induced neurotrauma has not yet been unequivocally proven to exist as a distinct mode of brain injury having hallmarks distinguished from head-impact concussion or head acceleration injury, or for that matter having symptoms clearly separable from those of post-traumatic stress disorder considered a psychological affliction.  Therefore, the experimental study of blast TBI necessitates the application of a clearly defined and credible blast insult, ideally standardized or quantified to some level of specification, in order that the resolution of this important issue not be further confused by questions as to what insult is in fact being imparted.    


2.0
Blast wave physics   


The simulation of blast conditions by use of a test apparatus such as a gas-dynamic shock tube requires an understanding of actual blast-wave flows in comparison to those generated by shock tubes in order to identify the critical phenomena to replicate and recognize the limitations of the simulation.  The basic sequence of events for an idealized hemispherical blast from a charge on the ground is depicted in Fig. 2 showing an image sequence from the detonation of a carefully prepared 2000kg charge of high-explosive.  The length-scale of ‘fireball radius’ is a useful spatial guide to gauge relative distances in high-explosive (HE) blast events; the following regimes defined for ‘near’, ‘mid’, and ‘far’ fields have been adopted by the authors from [12] as convenient for discussion of blast-wave profiles, although other researchers use different criteria for particular interests.   



Figure 2: Framing sequence from the detonation of an idealized hemispherical HE charge showing the early growth of the fireball and air shock-wave propagation.  The edge of the fireball of expanding detonation products is labeled ‘C’ denoting a gasdynamic contact surface; 
the primary and secondary shocks are denoted as S1 and S2 respectively.  The mid- 
to far-field propagation would develop after frame f), and generally applies to 
overpressures below 1MPa.  (Imagery courtesy of DRDC Suffield)

Objects exposed to incident blast overpressures higher than about 1MPa or ten atmospheres (~150psi) are typically within the extent of the maximum fireball expansion, considered here to be the ‘near-field’.  The near-field regime ultimately engulfed by the fireball involves complex and rapidly evolving flow conditions producing waveforms which are not self-similar as presumed with standard blast-scaling laws.  During this early phase of the blast generation there is rapid momentum exchange from the expanding products to ambient air with associated non-steady wave-dynamics.  The energy modes and energy partitions, such as between kinetic and internal energy, are changing abruptly not only in amplitude but in spatial distribution.  Figure 3a shows the spatial profiles for the near-field flow at a moment shortly after the primary shock has clearly separated from the fireball.  These near-field spatial profiles are highly transient; that is, in the moments following the ‘snapshot’ shown, the spatial energy distributions and global energy partitions will have shifted greatly.  In particular, the trajectory of the initially out-swept but inward-facing secondary shock has a strong effect on the near-field energy partitions.  For the air-shock component of the near-field flow it is necessary to account for ‘real’ gas effects vs ideal-gas assumptions due to the ionization and dissociation of the air.



Figure 3: Spatial profiles of gasdynamic conditions for HE blast 
in the near-field (a), and far-field (b).  (adapted from Brode [14])

Therefore, at incident blast overpressure levels approaching 1MPa for an idealized bare HE charge, assessment of target interactions must consider near-field HE blast phenomenology, notably:

· impingement of detonation products;


· non-uniform wave-dynamics within the early expansion of the fireball, especially the outswept phase of the secondary shock when it is embedded in the outflow and a strong separator of flow conditions; and


· extremely high and irregular gradients in the flow such as for temperature and density in the shocked-air regime around the fireball.

In reality, near-field blast conditions from actual threats such as Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) are far more complicated and non-uniform being greatly affected by non-ideal explosive combustion, charge shape, initiation, orientation, casing, as well as overburden ejecta in the case of buried charges.  Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities and jetting of the fireball interface [13] generate strong non-uniformities in the flow.  In general, for cased charges either on the ground or buried, the near-field blast flow is greatly altered in that substantial kinetic energy is taken from the gas-dynamic flow by the casing fragmentation and ejecta.  Although soldiers can be subjected to near-field blast (within the fireball expansion and ejecta flow) and survive, consideration of simulators for this regime is beyond the context of this paper.   

The ‘mid-field’ refers to the zone beyond the fireball expansion yet still having strong non-uniform wave dynamics.  ‘Non-uniform’ refers in the spatial sense to oblique transverse waves developed due to charge shape, as well as energy re-partitioning due to the coupling of ejecta/fragmentation with the gas-dynamic flowfield and afterburning for example.  In the ‘far-field’ the wave-dynamics have equilibrated to a quasi-spherical decay although artefacts from the source energetics such as effects from afterburning will persist in the signatures.  Aspects of the physics which strongly affected the near-field blast flow are retained in the propagation; it is a common misconception that the blast from any source should converge to that of some equivalent spherical or point-source charge in the ‘far-field’.  Figure 4 from [15], recently re-confirmed by [16], shows that blast from cylindrical charges typical of most munitions never truly converges on the results for a spherical charge of equivalent mass.






Figure 4: Ratio of peak overpressure as a function of distance for end-initiated cylindrical vs spherical TNT charges of equivalent mass from [15].  Throughout the domain plotted here, any particular blast record would have the appearance of being from a spherical charge although in fact that ‘equivalent’ charge is changing with distance.  Transverse wave systems are still equilibrating the non-uniform near-field flow created by the non-central initiation and charge shape. 


As shown in Fig. 3b, unlike the near-field the gas-dynamic profiles in the mid- to far field have similar form decaying monotonically in amplitude and extending in duration with increased distance.  Note that ‘negative’ flow velocity does indeed refer to flow reversal; that is, following the positive phase in flow velocity air will be drawn back towards the explosion source (ground zero or GZ).  Fine debris generated from the initial blast encounter with a target are often found closer to GZ than the original target location.  It is also noteworthy that the positive phase for flow velocity is typically 20% longer in duration than that for static pressure.  Although usually of low amplitude, the negative phases for both static pressure and flow velocity are longer in duration than their positive phases.  


Most mid- to far-field HE blast records will have the deceptive appearance of being from some ‘equivalent’ TNT spherical blast source as shown in Fig. 1a.  However, important non-uniform wave dynamics due to near-field effects and the explosive combustion are usually still strongly affecting the waveforms albeit in features such as the overpressure-time decay rate, negative phase, and secondary shock.  Even for the case of bare spherical charges of different explosive formulations, different ‘equivalency’ ratings are applied dependent on ‘peak pressure’ or ‘impulse’ criteria; in fact, even these ‘equivalencies’ change with distance.  Since the ‘TNT equivalency’ factor changes with the parameter of interest as well as with distance (especially for the usual case of the charge being non-spherical), the rationale of citing an ‘equivalency’ at all is questionable other than as a crude guide to source strength.  


The shape of the positive phase of the mid- to far-field blast records lends itself to empirical curve-fits typically having an exponential decay profile; such fits are used in software utilities such as ConWep [17] and underlie most databases describing free-field blast parameters based on ‘scaled TNT’ equivalency and spherical blast decay.  However, the simplified four-parameter curve-fit of the ‘modified Friedlander equation’ for static pressure (amplitude, duration, decay coefficient, and positive duration) does not allow the proper matching of the negative phase or accounting for secondary shock for example.  Although summary graphs of ‘negative phase impulse’ for scaled TNT blast are provided in a few references such as [18], a time-resolved working representation of negative phase remains lacking.  The lack of information for the negative phase is due not only to the difficulties of measurement and paucity of experimental data regarding this part of the record, but the generally lower priority it was afforded during the era of nuclear blast threat assessment.  For HE blast, the features of the negative phase are dominated by the family of negative characteristics (u-a) that are initially outswept in the fireball expansion, then ultimately reflect from the origin and pass out through the fireball.  Therefore, the negative phase is highly dependent on the gasdynamics within the fireball and details of the explosive combustion process especially afterburning, making the results difficult to scale between explosives.  


3.0
Conventional Shock Tubes and blast simulators

Although the first shock tubes were developed in the mid-1800s to explore the basic phenomena of wave propagation in gases, it was not until the 1950s and the advent of supersonic flight and the space programs that shock tubes and their ‘cousin’ blow-down supersonic wind-tunnels came into widespread use as the leading experimental research tool in compressible gas-dynamics.  A small international group of Defence laboratories undertook development of large specialized shock tubes for simulations of nuclear-scale blast waves primarily for testing of military equipment.  The MABS forum (originally ‘Military Applications of Blast Simulators’, now ‘Military Aspects of Blast and Shock’) has chronicled the development and applications of such blast simulators [19].  However, in general these early blast simulators were large variants of classical laboratory shock tubes although often explosively driven due to requirements to develop shock pressures for large test sections.  This approach was reasonably well-suited to the original interests to simulate the positive phase of long-duration nuclear blasts of moderate amplitude.  However, the wave dynamics and flow conditions developed within standard shock tubes does not ‘naturally’ replicate those of free-field explosive blasts as will be briefly reviewed here.   


As shown in Fig. 5, in its simplest form a standard laboratory shock tube is straight pipe which is separated into a ‘driver’ section charged with high-pressure gas and a low-pressure test or ‘driven’ section which is typically open to ambient air conditions.  The two sides are separated by a frangible diaphragm such as polyester plastic or thin metal foil.  Upon rupture of the diaphragm either by means of a puncturing device or simple over-pressurization, the high-pressure gas expands into the test section ‘driving’ a shock wave into the test section.  







Figure 5: Sketch and photograph of a simple laboratory shock tube. 

Although this concept appears straightforward, the wave dynamics developed in a conventional shock tube are complex as depicted in Figs. 6-7.  The particular waveforms produced at a test station are dependent on the measurement location and details of the configuration such as the type of driver gas, its pressure and temperature, the relative lengths of the driver and driven sections, and the end conditions such as being open or closed.  Unless the driver gas is specially heated, its cooling upon expansion will cause a density and temperature discontinuity at its interface with the air it is ‘driving’ causing anomalous flow effects unlike explosive blast.  A typical record for static overpressure from a conventional shock tube is presented in Fig. 8 showing how the waveform develops as a composite of interacting wave systems.  







Figure 6: Schematic depiction of the development of the gas-dynamic 
flow conditions within a constant-area shock tube.



Figure 7: Wave diagram (x-t map) for a standard open-ended shock tube showing typical profiles for the key gasdynamic conditions at the test station denoted by the star.  Only with careful configuration of the shock tube and target placement can the positive phase 
conditions for blast be approximated. (after Zhang & Gottlieb [20])






Figure 8: [Left] Typical ‘untailored’ record for static overpressure within a conventional shock 
tube.  [Right] An annotated copy of the same trace shows how the wave shape 
is developed as a composite of several interacting wave systems.  


It is possible by careful adjustment of driver length, driver gas, and measurement location to produce shock-wave conditions simulating those of the positive phase of free-field explosive blast as depicted in Fig. 1a.  However, the negative phase and recompression shock shown in Fig. 8 are artefacts of the rarefaction from the open end of the tube and are incorrect with respect to blast simulation:  the outflow velocity is increased rather than reversed, and the apparent ‘secondary shock’ propagates upstream, opposite to the proper downstream direction.  Therefore, unlike the negative phase of actual blast a specimen would be subjected to a surge of outflow ended by a shock striking from the back.  Shock tubes which are not fitted with a reflection-eliminator at their end will subject specimens to waves which reverberate the length of the tube as shown in Fig. 9.  







Figure 9: Reverberant waves developed in a conventional shock tube without reflection elimination: 1 - primary ‘square’ wave; 2 - ‘inverted’ reflection of (1) from open end; 3 - reflection 
of (2) from closed end of driver; 4 - ‘inverted’ reflection of (3) from open end.


In practice, all diaphragm stations introduce some flow anomalies due to non-ideal diaphragm rupture.  In particular, metal or plastic diaphragms will usually deform plastically to a great extent often being nearly hemispherical upon rupture which is most often initiated at the centre.  Therefore, the driver gas initially jets through the central rupture, and a type of converging/diverging ‘de Laval’ nozzle flow develops often including embedded quasi-steady recompression shocks.  Serious waveform complications and flow losses are caused if remnants of the membrane remain attached at the wall and obstruct the outflow from the driver.   Flow separation very often develops at the torn edges of the diaphragm, and a turbulent wall boundary layer develops, thickens down the length of the tube, and can entirely engulf the tube cross-section behind the shock front.  A severe turbulent wall boundary layer will significantly affect the decay profile behind the shock as shown in Fig. 1b.  Apart from anomalous flow patterns being developed, non-ideal diaphragm rupture incurs significant flow losses and inefficient shock-wave generation at the test section. 


Combustion-based drivers appeared to offer advantages in that high driver pressures and volumes could be efficiently generated, no diaphragm system was required, and some manner of ‘blast-like’ pressure profile could be directly transmitted into the test section.  Combustion drivers initially entailed use of distributed high-explosive (such as spiraled detonation cord or ‘primacord’) or propellants being set within a heavy-walled small-diameter driver section (often a gun barrel) expanding into the wider-diameter test section.  However, this approach led to combustion products and residue being dispersed into the test section; also, due to the charge and driver configuration strong transverse waves were generated within the driver or upon expansion into the wider test section.  Furthermore, the operational aspects of safe handling, setting, and firing of the charges added to testing overhead costs and turn-around time.  Later, gaseous fuel-air or fuel-oxygen mixtures were used to entirely fill the driver to create a more uniform and clean driver outflow; the flow and firing of the explosive gases could be remotely controlled allowing efficient and safe operations.  However, due to the constant-area propagation even explosively driven simulators do not in fact replicate the characteristic profiles for spherical blast-wave decay including a negative phase.  Problems persisted with the contact surface of combustion products intruding into the test section at higher blast testing levels.  


The challenge of ‘wave tailoring’ concerns shaping the gasdynamic profiles (pressure, flow velocity and density) to match the smooth exponential-like decay of classical blast waveforms as well as eliminating anomalous transverse and longitudinal waves developed in the tube.  Therefore, wave-tailoring also concerns the driver method, since the contact surface between the driver and test-section gases will generally create a discontinuity in density and temperature.  Targets tested at higher blast levels will be exposed to the passage of this contact surface creating anomalous loadings unrepresentative of blast-wave profiles at that overpressure level.  For compressed-gas drivers it is possible to pre-heat the gas such that upon expansion into the test section the density matches that of the shocked air.  The early MABS proceedings also describe a range of methods for wave-tailoring by means of changes to the driver geometry including insertion of perforated plates, and various means of ‘choking’ or throttling the flow from the driver to extend durations.  


A fundamental wave-tailoring challenge concerns the problem of wave reflection from the open end of the tube which as shown previously creates a strong and anomalous upstream rarefaction followed by a shock recompression.  That upstream-travelling wave reflects from the closed end of the driver, and a chain of reverberations is developed.  If the facility space allows, extending the tube such that the open end is far removed from the test section will not eliminate but does diminish and delay the effect.  Both time-controlled closure devices and passive reflected-wave eliminators (RWE) have been installed at the venting end of blast simulators.  A passive RWE is a relatively crude but practical solution which partially blocks the shock-wave outflow such as by means of a grill or perforated plate; patterns of reflected shocks and rarefactions are created which tend to ‘cancel’ each other and diminish effects at the test section [21].


A key aspect of the current discussion concerns the matter of a ‘constant-area test section’.  For nuclear blast profiles, blast simulators of constant diameter were important to sustain the necessary long durations and maintain high shock pressures.  Although expansion sections were very often incorporated, these were to widen the test section in order to accommodate larger targets; hence the area expansion was followed by another section of constant-area duct of larger diameter.  The combination of expansive then compressive corners introduced transverse waves adversely affecting the shock-wave flow propagating down the tube.  In many designs an abrupt area change also exists at the diaphragm or valve station separating the driver and driven sections which also introduced anomalous transverse waves into the test section.  Transverse waves develop in shock tubes as a sensitive function of area changes.  The peak amplitude of a perturbation generated by a compressive or expansive corner can be estimated from rules for oblique shock reflection or Prandtl-Meyer expansions.  Applying the approximation that the wall boundary of a duct affects the flow as a stream function, the ‘scale’ of the perturbation generated by a change in wall profile relates to the second-derivative of area as a function of axial distance [22].   Therefore, abrupt area changes or more properly ‘rates of change of area’ such as corners or edges in the duct profile are especially problematic for developing adverse waves.  As described in [23], transverse waves decay as x-1/2 where x is axial distance; due to the cylindrical geometry transverse waves implode or amplify along the tube axis very often where targets are located.  Therefore, area changes should be avoided or be set well upstream of the target test section.  


4.0
A revised Blast Simulator Concept

As shown in Fig. 10, the flow conditions from an idealized blast can be assumed spherically symmetric.  Therefore, any solid angle cut from the flow field as subtended from the source as shown in Fig. 10 will replicate the basic physics of spherical blast decay with distance.  The distinctive blast-wave characteristics of exponential-like decay profile, negative phase, and secondary shock as depicted in Fig. 1a are direct artifacts of blast propagation in spherical geometry.  In fact, although strong transverse waves develop in the near field from cylindrical charges, the shock ray-paths evolve from cylindrical to a quasi-spherical expansion.  All blast wave flows expanding in x geometry, where x is distance from the origin and 1<<2, will have similar generic profiles as described in Fig. 1a with a significant negative phase and secondary shock and can be locally approximated by some ‘quasi-spherical’ waveform.  







Figure 10: a) Blast flow conditions from an explosive charge are inherently best simulated using a shock tube having a constantly diverging test section.  b) – d) A source or ‘driver’ charge used in conical simulator of solid-angle α (highlighted in red in the sketch) will simulate the blast from a spherical charge 2/(1-cos(α/2))-fold the size.  For a conical simulator of 8.5° total angle, a driver energy of 14gms HE-equivalent will simulate the blast from a 10kg spherical HE charge.


Therefore, a shock-tube having a constantly diverging cross-section including the driver would best serve the purposes of a blast simulator.  A cone, or in fact any tube geometry whereby the cross-sectional area increases proportionately to the square of the axial distance (A ~ x2) will suffice.  For simulation of moderate blasts (<5atm), a duct having diverging area with hexagonal cross-section will have straight walls and is advantageous for fabrication and wall-mounting of diagnostics including optical windows.  The appropriate divergent-angle is governed by the target size to be accommodated in the test section as well as the required blast duration.  For very small angles, the wall boundary layer and heat transfer will affect waveforms and great lengths are required to accommodate targets of any significant cross-section.  For large angles, the size of the facility and corresponding driver charge, as well as the generation of a uniform blast front are problematic.  A divergent angle of 8.5° allows a driver charge at the apex of the simulator having the equivalency of only 14gms high-explosive (HE), comparable to that of a 10-gauge shotgun cartridge, to simulate the blast from a 10kg spherical charge.

The concept of a conical blast simulator was introduced by Filler [24,25] and large-scale versions were built at the (then) Naval Weapons Laboratory as well as the Naval Ordnance Laboratory.  In order to attain durations appropriate to nuclear blasts with minimal driver volume, the conical duct of the NOL simulator had a very shallow angle of 0.56°, or a slope of 1/100; the DASACON simulator at NWL was built to a remarkable 731m length to accommodate full-scale targets in its test section.  These designs are described in the early MABS proceedings [26-28].  However, very importantly, the driver sections for these simulators were gun barrels having (constant) circular cross-section, not having diverging area from an apex.  The use of heavy-wall gun barrels was necessitated by the resort to high-explosives as a pressure source; driver pressures were generated by cylindrical charges of high explosive which were spaced off from the walls due to the intense pressures of the HE detonation.  Although difficult to have predicted from the technology and knowledge at the time, the performance of these early conical blast simulators was greatly compromised by the cylindrical driver geometry and the use of ‘spaced-off’ cylindrical HE charges.  Serious problems such as complex wave dynamics within the cylindrical driver from the HE charge configuration, incomplete and inconsistent HE combustion due to the confinement, as well as severe turbulent boundary-layer growth from the driver/cone junction caused poor repeatability and non-uniform flow in the test section which could not be corrected.  The concept of an HE-driven conical blast simulator was not pursued for next-generation facilities such as the LBTS [29].     


However, perhaps surprisingly, the concept does not appear to have been re-visited with the simple but important revision of using a compressed-gas or gaseous explosive pressure source for the driver allowing practical use of the all-important divergent-area geometry for the driver.   Reference 12 demonstrated that the shock-wave from a simple ‘balloon’ of high-pressure gas can be made to replicate the waveform of an HE source for the blast regime of primary interest (<5atm).  For stronger blasts or larger test sections, a gaseous explosive generates driver pressures in the regime of 20-30atms yet does not necessitate use of a heavy-wall cylindrical driver.  To demonstrate the feasibility of a compressed-gas shock-tube variant of the HE conical blast simulator, the standard constant-area shock tube shown in Fig. 5 was revamped with a new driver section having diverging area from an apex.  As shown in Fig. 11, a more practical variant of the conical (axisymmetric) driver geometry was employed using a diverging section of hexagonal cross-section allowing its fabrication from welded straight-wall triangular segments.  The divergent-area driver is followed by a transition section to smoothly re-direct the flow into the constant-area test section without introducing transverse waves.  The ‘diverging hex’ geometry of the driver greatly facilitates the fabrication of the transition section to smoothly merge with the existing test section being a straight pipe of circular cross-section.    


An indirect benefit of reproducing the proper physics of the negative phase of blast is that the expanding driver gas does not intrude excessively into the test section as in the case of constant-area tubes.  That is, the contact surface follows its ‘natural’ x-t trajectory for spherical blast ultimately decelerating and withdrawing from its downstream intrusion.  In the case of air as a driver gas which has not been pre-heated, the density increase across the contact surface will usually be greater than that across the primary shock resulting in exaggerated dynamic pressure across this front.  Therefore, as a guide, for this and other reasons it is not recommended to have specimens within two driver lengths of the diaphragm.  The effect of the contact surface is greatly diminished by use of helium as the driver gas; helium also offers significant advantages in waveform tailoring as shown in Fig. 11.






Figure 11: [Left] An upgraded conventional shock tube retro-fitted with a ‘hex-divergent’ driver, transition section, and end-wave-eliminator for single-pulse blast simulation as developed for the DRDC Suffield facility [photo courtesy of DRDC Suffield].  As distinct from a simple reflection eliminator, the end-wave eliminator includes an anechoic dump tank to mitigate noise and gas efflux into the laboratory space.  [Right] Sample records for static overpressure comparing waveforms for helium and air driver gases showing the correct simulation of the negative phase and secondary shock throughout the simulator.  The use of helium rather than air increases the amplitude, steepens the decay rate, reduces the negative phase, and advances the secondary shock in the signature for the same driver pressure.  The shockwave inherently replicates all the proper gas-dynamic profiles of a blast wave including those for density and flow velocity.


5.0
Advanced Blast Simulator


Notwithstanding the very good performance of the blast simulator described above, a more advanced concept for blast simulation has been developed which facilitates waveform tailoring and offers significant advantages with respect to the efficiency of blast generation as well as fabrication costs.  The new concept makes use of the observation that the underlying equations governing the physics of blast propagation in one-dimensional form include a single parameter to account for the area divergence of the flowfield.  Hence a simple coefficient ( = 0, 1, 2 allows the equations to be formulated for planar, cylindrical, and spherical geometries, the latter two inherently leading to the development of a negative phase and secondary shock [30].  For the same specific explosive energy, the strength of the negative phase and consequent secondary shock are most pronounced for the case of spherical blast.  The significance of this behaviour with respect to blast simulation is discussed below.   


During its very early development, the blast from realistic non-spherical charges involves different ‘local’ expansion geometries due to the charge shape.  For example, considering the blast propagating perpendicular to the axis of a finite cylindrical charge as shown in Fig. 4, the near-field decay rate behind the shock and the development of the negative phase and secondary shock are initially governed by the physics of cylindrical expansion.  Similarly, the blast emerging from the end of the charge would be quasi-planar, and the two flow-fields become bridged and merged by oblique shocks and rarefactions.  The merging flow patterns ultimately evolve into a ‘quasi-spherical’ flow, but even the far-field signature retains artefacts of the near-field development.  The early side-blast expansion including its negative phase and secondary shock cannot be retro-actively ‘converted’ to those of some ‘equivalent’ spherical charge even as the blast evolves to its far-field waveform.  Therefore, actual blast propagation in a particular direction or along a shock ‘ray path’ might evolve from quasi-cylindrical to quasi-spherical, and ‘fractal’ geometries such as ( = 1.5 are meaningful in describing an evolving blast-wave flow.  


The majority of blast threats are ground based, and often buried as in the case of most insurgent IEDs encountered in the Afghanistan and Iraq conflicts.  ‘Ground effects’ distort the physical expansion of the blast flow field; for example, buried charges will vent upwards throwing an ejecta cone of overburden and generate a strongly two-dimensional air-blast flow in the near-field.  Even in the case of an idealized hemispherical charge laid on a realistic ground surface, a uniform hemispherical blast is not developed matching that of a spherical charge of twice the size in air.  Not only is energy lost to the ground shock, cratering, and ejecta, but the air-blast waveform is invariably distorted including two-dimensional effects.  Buried or even surface-laid charges will also experience significant quenching of post-detonation explosive afterburning.  Although the entire waveform is affected in these cases, the positive phase can usually be approximated by some ‘equivalent’ diminished spherical charge at sufficient distance.  However, the details of the decay rate behind the shock and the features of the negative phase and secondary shock are strongly affected and difficult to quantify or scale. 


All of the above points to the value of a blast simulator which can be adjusted for features of decay rate behind the primary shock and especially the character of the negative phase and secondary shock.  For these reasons and others related to performance and efficiency in blast-wave generation, an ‘Advanced Blast Simulator’ or ABS has been developed.  Due to matters of sensitivity of intellectual property (IP), the details of the design cannot be presented here.  However, results from an operational working laboratory-scale version with 200mm square test section are shown in Fig. 12.  It can be seen the ABS waveforms closely match those of the revamped ‘diverging-hex’ blast simulator described in the Section 3 above, although by means of a more simplified design.






Figure 12: Sample records of static overpressure from a laboratory model Advanced Blast Simulator having 200mm square test section showing wave-tailoring of the decay rate, negative phase, 
and secondary shock.  Perturbations on the records relate to gauge sensitivity 
to mechanical vibration and are not gasdynamic disturbances.


6.0
Conclusion   


A brief review of blast physics and blast-wave simulation has been presented with the perspective that experimental studies of blast injury must first and foremost replicate the relevant gasdynamic phenomena of blast insult conditions.  In the current investigation of blast-induced neurotrauma or ‘blast TBI’, the biomechanics of the injury process and the susceptibility of the brain to perhaps subtle features of blast-wave conditions are unresolved, nor have the ‘scaling rules’ or rational for interpreting results from animal models to the human case been established.  This backdrop is only further confused if incorrect and inconsistent experimental methods are used to impart simulated blasts.  It has been shown that conventional shock tubes are in fact quite limited in their capacity to simulate blast waveforms.  


A method for revamping a conventional constant-area shock tube to generate a single-pulse blast waveform has been demonstrated as developed for the DRDC Suffield research program.  Additionally, results have been presented from a new Advanced Blast Simulator which allows adjustment of the simulated blast-wave profiles including the negative phase and secondary shock.  Whatever method is employed for blast simulation it is recommended that some level of validation be demonstrated regarding its ability to replicate blast-wave flows, particularly the static and dynamic pressure components.  Ideally a standardized method of applying or at least reporting blast insult conditions should be considered by this research community similar to the accepted practice for test devices such as controlled cortical impact and fluid percussion.     
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ABSTRACT


The application of computational modeling to estimate the loading and subsequent effects on an individual from a blast event has been heavily leveraged during the recent attempts to develop appropriate blast injury criteria. However, efforts to measure and quantify the blast environment are complicated by the interactions of the blast waves with physical objects such as sensors. Without appropriate characterization of the blast environment to validate computational models, valid exposure guidelines and injury criteria cannot be developed. Each of the various sensor systems proposed and fielded present drawbacks that are relevant to ongoing efforts to correlate blast-related injuries to a known blast environment. By understanding the limitations of various sensors and what they measure during a blast event and the corresponding capabilities of available computational models in applying these loads to a modeled subject, researchers can account for the complexities of the blast environment and build valid solutions.


Even in tightly controlled laboratory experiments using animal subjects, accurate and meaningful measurement of the blast loading environment is a significant challenge. Yet, such measurement is critical to linking the insult to measured injury responses. These challenges are multiplied during attempts to measure blast exposure in operational settings. The research team has demonstrated that measuring a blast environment is subjected to sensor artifacts, in that the location of the sensors and small changes in their orientation to the blast can have a relatively large impact on the measured result. Without a thorough understanding of this effect, it is not possible to consistently correlate biological responses to a blast event.


The team has performed a thorough review of available free-field blast test data using physical human surrogates. The team has also simulated a blast event using the Second Order Hydrodynamic Automatic Mesh Refinement Code (SHAMRC) and applied these blast loads to a fully articulated human body in the CoBi code. Analysis of well instrumented test data and a highly resolved mesh of pressure time histories showed large variations in loads between close points on the body and how slight misinterpretations can result in significant changes in the computed outcome of the target individual.


When measuring blast loads on a target in controlled tests, a free-field or “incident” overpressure time history should always be taken as a reference value. Measurements must also be made at several locations on the subject.  The combination of these pressure histories give the most reliable indicator of the blast load applied to the body. Conversion of the free field blast parameters to target loads entails complex details of the target geometry and its interaction with the blast wave. At the present time, sophisticated three dimensional computational fluid dynamics calculations are the recommended method of converting the free field parameters to target loads. Work is progressing on development of computational models using relatively simple reflection and diffraction rules that will propagate the blast wave around the body and calculate the pressure time history and total impulsive load at various points around the body.


1.0
INTRODUCTION


Accurate characterization of the blast environment around an exposed individual is critical to understanding the load – response relationship of biological outcomes. The blast event, for the purposes of this paper, consists of a shock front, the initial instantaneous rise in overpressure, and the blast wave, characterized by the gradual reduction in overpressure to and below ambient levels. The impulse is the integral of the overpressure with respect to time. The time between shock arrival and the time that the overpressure first returns to ambient levels is called the positive phase duration. Complex blast events have multiple, overlapping shocks, each with different slopes and positive phase durations. The challenges inherent in quantifying blast exposure have never been more apparent than with the fielding of several types of “blast dosimeters” by the U.S. Military. These devices have the admirable goal of enabling assessment of whether or not a warfighter has been exposed to a blast event. Studies are currently underway to correlate the measured blast loads with the actual blast loads and then associate with any physiological effects. However, as data from the first generation of these sensors came back from the field, it became apparent that using these devices to estimate the actual exposure was not a trivial exercise. This was partly due to inadequate technology as well as suboptimal placement of the sensors confounded by the complex nature of the operational blast environment (McEntire et al, 2010, Halverson et al, 2009, Dick et al, 2010).


High fidelity modeling using computational fluid dynamics hydrocodes such as SHAMRC, CTH, and EPIC are heavily used to further characterize these blast environments and help interpret sensor data. Unfortunately, although these codes are well validated against test data, they are based on theoretical physics and as such will return values reflective of the ideal blast environment and not necessarily of reality. They do not provide identical data to a pressure sensor placed in the blast field unless a deliberate attempt is made to account for the specific environment around the sensor and the details of the sensor itself.


Finally, many of these blast dosimeters are tested and evaluated using a shock tube to generate repeatable blasts in a laboratory environment. These shock tubes, when used properly, are an acceptable replacement for free field blasts. However, when extending the use of shock tubes to larger subjects and beyond their historical use in testing small animals or small devices under blast loads, it is important to recognize unique features of the shock tube blast environment. Even when the shock front resembles a free field blast, the impulse or loading, especially on the sides and back of the subject, are very different from free field blasts, as we will demonstrate. This becomes particularly apparent when test specimens cannot fit inside the inner diameter of the tube or that occlude more than 10% of the cross-sectional area, creating a blast environment with certain aspects that differ from that of a free-field blast (Wortman et al, 1982, Ethridge et al, 1984). Specifically, outside the end of the tube, enhanced dynamic pressure loads build up on the front side of the target, significantly reduced loads are measured on the back side, and the total impulse exposure is greatly enhanced as the blast wave disperses out of the end of the tube. When a target is tested inside the tube, and the areal blockage is greater than 10%, the pressure loads on the leading surface of the target cannot be readily relieved around the sides, thus enhancing the impulse delivered to the target. This blockage leads to a delay in the decay of the pressure on the leading surface of the test object. Thus the same object tested in larger and larger tubes will show a decreasing impulse on the leading face until it is not subject to edge effects and the impulse is equal to that of a free-field blast. As such, if shock tubes are used to generate a blast environment, proper care must be taken to understand the effect of the shock tube itself on the sensor measurements.


Proper blast load measurement linked with controlled physiological effects studies (including epidemiology) can enable the generation of neuroinjury iso-damage curves that are critically important to establishing realistic blast exposure threshold limits. But, determining the actual blast environment around a sensor is challenging, especially when details of the blast source are not known. This requires detailed understanding of the capabilities and limitations of the sensors used through proper testing and evaluation, optimum placement of the sensors, and detailed modeling of the blast environment and the human kinematic response. Simulations can estimate the maximum peak reflected pressure and impulse by accounting for the level of reflection measured by the sensor based on its angle of incidence to the blast wave.


2.0
BLAST MEASUREMENT


Proper selection and use of instrumentation is essential to accurately characterize a blast. Through many thousands of blast tests, each with several pressure recordings, the direct link between sensor measurement and blast environment has often been demonstrated to be tenuous. Sensors are frequently subject to artifacts in their measurements caused by resolution, mounting, and positioning. When the exact position and size of the blast source are known, these can be accounted for. However, with over ten thousand pressure traces collected on humans during live explosives training, there is more than enough data available to uncover the significance of complicating factors in calculating the actual blast exposure (Breacher Injury Study Consortium, draft 2011, Walilko et al, draft 2011). The most commonly used sensors for measuring blast overpressure are piezoelectric and piezoresistive sensors, each with their own set of pros and cons.


2.0.1
Piezoelectric Pressure Sensors


Piezoelectric pressure sensing elements generate a small electrical charge when pressure is applied. Because this charge would be absorbed by the capacitance of the wire between the sensor and the data recorder, a signal conditioner must be located within a few feet of the sensor. Many piezoelectric signal conditioners work in conjunction with a current amplifier integrated into the sensor casing. This amplifier, known as Integrated Electronics Piezoelectric (IEPE) and other proprietary names, allows the signals from piezoelectric sensors to be carried through standard coaxial cable over long distances to the signal conditioner which also powers the IEPE. Where cable runs are short, such as with soldier-worn sensors and recorders, IEPE electronics are not necessary. In this case the piezoelectric sensor is passive, requiring no external excitation.


Connecting IEPE sensors through standard coaxial cables make piezoelectric sensors simple to use. And piezoelectric sensors with IEPE typically respond quickly, as required in a blast, and have a good signal to noise ratio (SNR). Because a piezoelectric sensing element puts out no current when the pressure is constant, piezoelectric sensors cannot measure constant (DC) pressure, but in most blast measurements the low-frequency response is acceptable. Piezoelectric elements are also used in accelerometers, which differ from piezoelectric pressure sensors in how they are backed and damped. Because of their similarity piezoelectric pressure sensors also respond to acceleration. This makes many piezoelectric pressure sensors unsuitable for soldier-based dosimeters where these effects cannot be controlled.


Field experience also shows that piezoelectric sensors also respond to temperature changes caused by hot combustion gases. This can make measuring the duration and negative phase of the blast difficult when the sensors are not protected from the secondary blast effects (Gautschi, 2002).

2.0.2
Piezoresistive Pressure Sensors


Piezoresistive pressure sensors measure pressure by recording the response of strain gauges mounted on a diaphragm. A full Wheatstone bridge is built inside the sensor with one or more active legs. The bridge requires 4-wire cabling between the signal conditioner and the sensor: two for providing excitation and two for carrying the sensor output back to the signal conditioner. The signal conditioner must provide continuous excitation voltage to the sensor.


Piezoresistive pressure sensors can measure steady-state pressures, and show little to no drift due to temperature changes. Some piezoresistive sensors place the internal electronics on the working-fluid side of the diaphragm, and may respond unfavorably to the bright flash of the explosion or to sunlight. Sensors may be special-ordered with a black silicon grease inside to eliminate this artifact, but it is better to avoid them. Piezoresistive sensors are available with high resonant frequencies and low response to acceleration.


Piezoresistive sensors are available with low response to acceleration and temperature change, and also with no response to light; these are usually the sensor of choice for blast measurements. In a soldier-worn system, these are ideal, provided power supply is sufficient. As these sensors have a constant power drain, for long term fielding of a dosimeter, piezoresistive sensors may not be optimal due to the battery size necessary to support their use (Ashauer et al, 1999, Todsen et al, 2007).

2.0.3
Frequency Response and Data Acquisition


The primary consideration for time resolution of the blast wave is the ability to distinguish multiple shocks in a complex reflection and diffraction process. The shock rise time is, for all practical purposes, instantaneous. The sampling rate must be sufficient to distinguish between multiple shock arrivals and provide a good approximation of the decay behind each of the shocks. The positive duration of the overpressure for a one pound charge at a pressure of ~30 PSI is about 1.5 milliseconds. At this pressure the shock wave travels at ~580 meters/second. Distances of interest in physiological effects testing (such as nose to eye socket or eye to ear) are about 5 cm. The travel time for the shock must therefore be resolved to 5cm/58,000cm/sec or ~86 microseconds from one shock arrival to the next. To have at least one cycle between these peaks requires a minimum bandwidth of 12 kHz. Pressure sensors usually have a resonant frequency that defines its maximum useful frequency. The maximum useful frequency is between 10 and 25 percent of the resonant frequency, depending on the acceptable error and sensor damping. The signal conditioner bandwidth and high-frequency cutoff characteristics should be selected to pass the necessary frequency content of the signal, while substantially attenuating the sensor resonant frequency. A minimal bandwidth of 12 kHz is needed, and 100 kHz bandwidth may be necessary for short-duration blasts. To prevent aliasing, the sample rate must be at least twice the highest frequency that passes through the signal conditioner. The sensor resonance may be  noticeable even though it is above the bandwidth of the signal conditioner, and if so, the sample rate must be fast enough to capture the sensor resonance, which can then be filtered digitally. This may require a sample rate as high as 1 MSample/s. Synchronous sampling of all channels is also desired. If the sampling cannot be synchronized, the sampling order and intervals must be known.


Triggering during an unplanned event is typically based on a sensor output, such as from a pressure gauge, exceeding a predetermined threshold. To acquire sample points prior to the shock arrival, a pre-trigger capability is highly desirable. Otherwise it may be unclear whether the acquisition triggered on the first arrival of the shock wave, or a larger reflection from the ground or a structure. Acquiring pre-trigger data requires the data acquisition system to continually sample and store data. This has significant power management implications when designing lightweight, battery-powered, soldier-worn systems.


2.0.4
Directionality


Though the sensors used in controlled blast testing are considered uni-directional, they will capture pressure data regardless of the direction they face in relation to the source of the blast wave. During the passage of the shock wave, the impact of the shock against the pressure sensors facing the shock will register as a reflected pressure reading. This reflection is caused by the partial stagnation of the dynamic pressure, multiplying the measured pressure by a reflection factor, which is a function of the incident overpressure and the ambient atmosphere. This reflection factor can range from 1 to 14 for standard atmosphere at sea level (Figure 1). The reflection factor is further influenced by the angle of incidence between the source of the shock and the reflecting surface. As this angle falls from side on (90 degrees), only a fraction of the dynamic pressure is stagnated and this reduces the measured peak overpressure of the shock and the impulse. Consequently, tight control of how a pressure sensor is mounted during testing is critical to generating repeatable and predictable results. Even a small change in the angle of the sensor by 10 degrees can significantly affect the measured impulse by 15 percent or more, particularly in the Mach reflection region identified by the ridge in the right chart shown in Figure 1 (Needham, 2010).




Figure 1: Reflection factors for adiabatic shocks against and infinite flat surface (left); 
Reflection factor as a function of the shock angle of incidence (right) going 
from perpendicular on the left to normal on the right.


Unfortunately, shock reflections in operational settings involve curved surfaces and spherical blast waves. This introduces a number of additional complexities based on the combined geometries of the blast wave and the reflecting surface. The charts in Figure 1 are applicable for a planar blast wave striking an infinite flat plate. However, when the surface is curved, for example with a combat helmet, the reflection and Mach zone are quite different. In a real-life blast scenario, the orientation of the blast dosimeter with respect to the blast wave has the potential to greatly affect the measured response. Thus, to understand the relationship between the angle and location of the sensor and the blast wave, controlled blast testing is critical.


2.1
Controlled Experimental Blast


When performing blast testing, both the method of generating the blast, as well as the means of measuring the environment are critical factors to proper and accurate characterization. Blast testing in the free field is frequently done with uncased, spherical charges placed at ground level, or elevated with a cardboard support to a specified height. When testing is performed with non-spherical charges, cased charges, munitions, or buried charges, all of these changes must be taken into account as they significantly affect the shock and blast wave propagation, though further discussion of these issues is limited to simulations (see Section 2.2). On the other hand, when blast testing is performed in the laboratory using a shock or blast tube, researchers must pay careful attention to the size of the test subject in relation to the tube. When interpreting blast loads from a shock tube the position of the specimen in relation to the shock tube as well as the cross sectional area of the tube blocked by the specimen will affect measurements and how they can be interpreted.

2.1.1
Shock Tube Testing for Angle of Incidence

A series of shock tube tests were performed on a helmeted human headform with four piezoresistive pressure transducers evenly spaced from the front to the left side (Figure 2). This demonstrates the complex environment generated when a planar shock created by a shock tube strikes a curved surface. One can consider a curved surface to be similar to a flat wedge with a constantly changing angle of incidence. The forward-facing surface causes complete stagnation and generates a full reflected pressure. This regular reflected pressure persists to an angle determined by the strength of the incident shock at which point, typically a shock angle of around 40 degrees, a Mach stem is generated. The pressure at the surface is the determined by the Mach stem, which causes the peak overpressure to increase over an arc of about 10-15 degrees before dropping again. The location of the beginning of the Mach stem and the arc over which pressure increases is determined by the strength of the shock and the diameter of the reflecting surface.


 

Figure 2: Test set up for pressure sensor directionality sensitivity set up.


The plot in Figure 3 shows a sample of the pressures measured around the instrumented helmet oriented directly into the shock tube. The sensors identified as 1 and 2 are evenly spaced and their angles are close to 34 and 62 degrees from normal to the blast wave. The effect of the angle on the reflection factor is evident in the pressure traces, which vary as expected from the flat surface reflection factor chart in Figure 1. Due to the raised mounts of the gauges and the ellipsoid nature of the helmet shape, the Mach stem forms on or just before sensor 1. This is evident where the peak reflected overpressure at the first angled sensor is larger than that at the front. The effect of the shock strength on the location of the Mach region on the helmet can also be seen in Figure 4. The peak overpressures and peak impulses were compared from shot to shot based on the peak overpressure measured at the tube opening. The first angled sensor measures consistently higher peak overpressures than the front gauge while the peak impulse is consistently lower. However, as the magnitude of the shock increases, the relative difference between these two sensors experiences a great deal of variability, ranging from almost equal, to sensor 1 having a 10% larger measurement. This indicates that the exact location of the Mach stem formation in relation to the sensor is shifting as incident pressure varies. But, the impulse variation between the front and sensor 1 is very consistent, with the sensor 1 peak impulse ranging from 82% to 89% of the front impulse. This demonstrates that impulse can be a much more consistent way to estimate the angle of incidence of a sensor to the blast wave. This provides valuable insight into how one can use limited sensors data to estimate loads on the human body in the field.




Figure 3: Pressure plot for an estimated 6 psi incident pressure test on a helmeted headform in the expansion cone of an 18” shock tube. The incident trace was taken in a repeat shot without the headform, and the secondary peak is from the reflection of the shock off the side of the shock tube.
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Figure 4: Gauge peak overpressure and impulse for the various sensors for 
each of 14 shock tube tests using the instrumented helmet in Figure 2.


Unfortunately, this measurement is of a planar shock striking a spherical surface. In operational and free field blast settings, the blast creates a spherical wave. Only at a large distance from the charge does the wave take on an approximately planar shape. This further complicates the identification of the Mach region along the reflecting surface and does not permit the use of charts to estimate the reflection factors. The strength and starting point of the Mach stem are a function of the speed and strength of the incident shock, the radius of the reflecting surface, and the radius or range of the blast. The Mach stem characteristics can be calculated if the reflecting surface is very large or very small compared to decay rate or charge size, or if standoff and charge size are known or constant. But operationally, these constraints are not realistic and testing over a range of loading conditions will be necessary to delineate the relationship of blast and range to a target.


However, when shock tube testing is used to assess this relationship between blast source, size of the reflecting surface, and sensor orientation to the blast, the relative size and position of the reflecting surface to the shock tube itself can influence the results.

2.1.2
Shock Tube Testing with Expansion Cone


The effect shock tube design and sizing on sensor response can also be demonstrated using these tests. The above series of laboratory blast tests were performed using an 18-inch diameter shock tube with an expansion cone, creating an enclosed test area with a diameter of about 30 inches. Even this setup resulted in artifacts that are not seen in free field testing, notably the secondary peak in the pressure traces caused by the reflection from the side of the tube.


When subjects are placed inside a shock tube, or immediately outside the end of the tube, care must be taken to account for this environment when interpreting the sensor data to estimate total loading conditions. Figure 5 shows an example of this test set up (center and right) compared to an expansion cone set up (left). Without the cone, the helmeted headform covers approximately 40% of the cross sectional area of the 18” tube. Figure 6 shows a series of pressure traces measured in a free field, with an expansion cone in an 18” tube, and outside the end of a 12” tube. The same magnitude blast event (characterized by peak incident overpressure and peak incident impulse) produces very different results, as seen in Figure 6. When a smaller 12” shock tube is used, the helmeted headform covers roughly 85% of the cross sectional area, resulting in significant back up of the blast wave, and preventing the impulse from flowing around the subject. This causes lower peak pressures and impulses on the sides, and increasing the impulse to the front. It is critical that researchers be aware of the implications of the different blast conditions when interpreting sensor data from shock tubes. Whole body blast effects depend on more than just the leading surface exposed to the blast, but sensors mounted to face away from or side-on in shock tube tests such as these do not measure the same environment as they would in a free field.




Figure 5: Headform with helmet positioned (left) in cone and (center and right) outside the end of an 18” diameter shock tube. The cross sectional area blocked by the test specimen without 
the expansion cone is over 40% of the area of the tube, while with the cone 
it is under 15% of the area at the specimen location.




Figure 6: Pressure traces measured at the front, rear, and side of helmets and the nose and ear 
of headforms under (top) free field blast; (bottom left) in the cone of an 18” shock tube; 
and (bottom right) outside the end of a 12” shock tube. All events were 
based on a 15-psi, 3-msec incident blast wave.

2.1.3
Live Fire Testing


To properly validate any shock tube tests, the results must be compared to similar free field blast tests. Furthermore, it is not sufficient to use a single front side pressure trace, particularly when assessing biological effects, for characterization. For whole body blast effects, the loading environment on all sides must be accurately reproduced. A series of free field blast tests were performed by ARA in July, 2010 (McEntire et al, 2010). Several human headforms, including a cadaver, Hybrid III, GelHead, FOCUS, and NOCSAE were set up around a single charge. A number of piezoresistive pressure transducers were mounted on and around the headforms to collect incident, facing, side-on, and rear facing pressures on the heads and helmets worn by the heads. The free field pressure traces shown in Figure 6a were collected during these tests. The data collected agrees well with similar magnitude blast exposures in the expansion cone discussed in section 2.1.2. However, when a smaller shock tube was used without an expansion cone, very different results were evident. First, since the “incident” pressure in the smaller tube was measured at the edge of the tube opening and not at the location of the test specimen, the shock striking the headform was weaker than what is reported by the incident gauge. Secondly, because almost all of the opening was blocked by the headform, the shock was not able to flow freely around the helmet, which caused the pressure to be maintained over the sensor. This caused an extremely high impulse to the front (at 11 msec, it was over 30% higher than the large tube and more than double the free field). The blockage of flow reduced the shock strength on the side and back, and further reduced the magnitude of the impulse at those locations. The sensors on the ear of the headform measured less than half the peak overpressure, and a tiny fraction of the impulse from the large tube and free field. The sensor mounted on the rear of the helmet showed the same effect.

The bottom line is that for a realistic blast environment to be created in a shock tube, there must be sufficient room for the blast wave to flow, unimpeded, around the test subject. Furthermore, this area must be large enough to minimize or eliminate the edge effects of the tube. When using shock tubes for testing biological effects, as opposed to measuring total loads, the shock itself is the most predictable feature and is much less susceptible to artifacts of the shock tube. However, when measuring total loads, live fire tests and shock tubes generate very different conditions and care must be taken to account for these differences.


2.1.4
Interpreting Pressure when the True Angle is Unknown


If the angle of incidence is not known, this can lead to significant challenges in estimating charge size and standoff. Using a simple blast effects tool like CONWEP, the charge size and standoff distance estimated for the shock tube test presented in Figure 3 is about half a pound of TNT at 10 feet (Figure 7) (CONWEP, 1991). This corresponds to the front reflected peak overpressure/impulse and the incident peak overpressure/impulse measurements. However, if the sensor 1 or 2 pressure traces are used to estimate the charge weight and standoff, a different answer is found. The sensor 1 trace corresponds to a 0.3 pound charge at 8 feet, while the sensor 2 trace to a 0.1 pound charge at 6 feet. In both cases, it is not possible to match the angled reflected pressure/impulse at with the incident pressure/impulse. This demonstrates that either a reliable incident pressure trace must be measured, or the angle of incidence of the sensor to the shock must be known to accurately estimate the size and standoff of the charge. Without this data, a single pressure trace cannot reliably provide enough information to determine the total blast load unless it is supported with detailed computational simulations of the blast event. Even with this support, the simulation will, in many cases, provide a range of potential scenarios and not a single answer. These must then be eliminated based on available intelligence information on the event.




Figure 7: Pressure traces a shock tube test using the headform from Figure 2. Pressure and 
impulse were matched with CONWEP to estimate the equivalent charge size and standoff.

2.2
Computational Modeling of Blast


SHAMRC (Second-order Hydrodynamic Automatic Mesh Refinement Code) is used to provide a high fidelity model of the blast environment (Crepeau et al, 2010, 2011). SHAMRC is a library of codes designed to setup, run and plot results of two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) hydrodynamic computer calculations.


The code is a descendant of SHARC (Second-order Hydrodynamic Advanced Research Code), that in turn is a descendant of the HULL code developed at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) in the early 1970’s. HULL is a first-order finite difference code developed to calculate airblast environments from nuclear explosive (NE) and high explosive (HE) detonations. A second-order accurate differencing method was added to the code in 1985 and the code was renamed SHARC. SHARC also contains a K-ε turbulence model with wall functions. A 3D HE detonation capability was added later. In 1996, an automatic mesh refinement (AMR) capability was built into the code and the new code was named SHAMRC. It contains all of the capabilities of SHARC in addition to the AMR capability. The AMR capability was added under a user-controlled option. This allows the user to select the original, single-grid SHARC version or the multi-grid AMR version.

SHAMRC is used to solve a variety of airblast related problems which include high explosive XE "high explosive"  detonations, nuclear explosive detonations, structure loading, thermal effects on airblast, cloud rise, conventional munitions blast and fragmentation, shock tube phenomenology, dust and debris dispersion and atmospheric shock propagation. The code has the capability to run with a single Eulerian XE "Eulerian"  grid XE "grid"  or with the Automatic Mesh Refinement (AMR XE "AMR" ) option that divides the computational domain XE "calculational domain"  into smaller Eulerian grids at several levels of refinement XE "refinement"  to provide high-resolution XE "resolution"  results and reduce computational expense.

2.2.1
Computational Modeling of Overpressure


SHAMRC uses standard physics-based modeling to generate the overpressures at any given point in time and space based on mass and energy balances. As such, pressure time histories are true values in space and are not affected by the local artefacts that can impact a sensor reading. SHAMRC values are not sensitive to frequency response or angle of incidence as long as the mesh has sufficient resolution and the time steps are sufficiently small. However, computational resources to run the simulation increase as the time step or mesh size is reduced.


Using a computational model of an M-107, 155-mm artillery shell placed at ground level, a blast environment was generated. The setup is shown in Figure 8, with the silhouette of the human form visible in white. Pressure time history traces were identified at a series of stations around a human form placed in the blast field. Figure 9 shows the original human geometry file on the left and the simplified form with the stations presented as green dots on the right. Pressure plots generated for the face, ear, and back of the head were plotted along with an independently conducted shock tube test that generated similar side on and reflected pressures (Figure 10). This provides a convenient comparison though these blasts were not generated together for this purpose. The SHAMRC trace does not pick up the reflection off the side of the shock tube at 1.5 msec, but otherwise the loading conditions facing the blast are similar enough that the side and rear trances should also match. However, because the shock tube test was performed without an expansion cone, 40% of the opening was blocked by the subject. This caused slightly higher impulses to the front, and significantly lower impulses to the side and back. The high peak overpressure evident at the back of the head in the shock tube tests is likely due to the sensor placement higher up on the helmet instead of level with the nose in the SHAMRC calculation.
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Figure 8: SHAMRC model of the M107 155-mm artillery shell and 
the pressure contours at 3.35 msec into the simulation.


 

Figure 9: The triangle data close up on the head from the CFDRC STL file (left) and a 
close up of the 2-cm resolution head in SHAMRC with the station locations (right).



Figure 10: Pressures generated by the SHAMRC model of the 155-mm artillery round compared 
to a shock tube blast at a helmeted human headform without an expansion cone. SHAMRC 
impulses are the long dashed lines, while the shock tube impulses are the dotted lines.


However, when looking only at the SHAMRC stations around the circumference of the head, a larger story becomes evident (Figure 11). One would expect to see a trend that generally agrees with that seen in Figure 3, with reflected pressures remaining consistently high for all stations toward to front of the head, but decreasing impulses, caused by increasing loss of stagnation as the angle of incidence decreases. In general, the front facing traces follow this pattern, with the Mach stem evident with station 7. However, a new story is seen on the back side stations. The SHAMRC peak pressures and impulses rise on the back side starting with station 12 (Figure 12). This is an important quantification of the behavior of the Mach stem as it travels around the circumference of the reflecting surface, and reinforces the test data collected with the rear mounted sensor shown in Figure 10, despite the lack of agreement with the SHAMRC station lower down on the back of the head. These varying loads at different points around the head become significant when running simulations to estimate both physiological and potentially kinematic responses to the blast load.
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Figure 11: Pressures generated by the SHAMRC model of the 155-mm artillery 
round at thirteen stations spaced around one side of the head.
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Figure 12: Peak overpressures and peak impulses generated by the SHAMRC model of the 
155-mm artillery round at the thirteen stations around the circumference of the head.

2.2.2
Modeling Blast Load on the Human Body


One of the most significant challenges in the determination of the bioeffects of blast is quantifying the nature of the blast load to the human body. Assuming the external blast environment is accurately characterized using a combination of experimental and computational values, there still remains a gap in transferring the blast load to the physical structure of the human body. Because of this gap, there remains a shortfall in our ability to determine the biological response in the form of dose-response curves for brain injury. Most injury response criteria include loading mechanisms that assume the body is a dynamic or responsive object. However, when timeframes of a blast event are considered, it is apparent that this is no longer the case. A typical blast wave will transfer energy to a physical structure over a period of less than 20 milliseconds. During this timeframe, even biological structures are considered nonresponsive, meaning no significant physical movement occurs during the blast event. This does not include the dynamic pressure event, but with Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) and similar small charges, the dynamic pressure wave is not forceful enough to be considered significant.


The blast loads generated in the SHAMRC calculation were applied to a fully articulated human body using the multi-physics code CoBi (Tan et al, 2011). CoBi uses a novel computational model for the articulated human body dynamics based on the anatomical geometry of human body. The articulated human body dynamics is computed by an implicit multi-body solver which enforces the kinematic constraints well while imposing no limitation on the time step size. The main advantage of the model is the anatomical surface representation of a human body which can accurately account for both the surface loading and the surface interaction. The inertial properties are calculated using a finite element method. The correctness of the developed solver on various numerical aspects such as the joint modeling and the rigid-rigid Coulomb’s frictional contacts has been verified through several numerical examples, by comparison with either the analytical solution or the solution from the finite element analysis.

The numerical results show that the developed model is capable of realistically predicting the human body dynamics and can be used to study the nature of the energy imparted to the human body from the blast wave. Potential kinematic responses of the human body to the blast are also demonstrated, and are affected by many factors such as human inertial properties, contact damping, and the coefficient of friction between the human body and the environment. By comparing the computational results with real scenarios, these input parameters can be calibrated to improve the accuracy of articulated human body model.


Compared to the relatively coarse mesh requirements for the solids and structures, the blast wave simulations usually require much a finer mesh for shock front capturing and accurate flow pressure predictions on the fluid-solid interface. To deal with such situation we have developed an arbitrary interface for the blast pressure load transfer. As shown in Figure 13, the applied pressure on the triangular facet of the articulated human body surface is determined by the closest pressure station from the CFD simulation. Then both the  force and the corresponding moment resulting from the flow pressure on each facet are  applied  to the center of mass of the associated body part.

		

		





Figure 13: a) The computational grid for SHAMRC simulation. b) Point forces from flow 
pressure solution act as the external loading on the solid surface for 
dissimilar meshes between flow domain and solid domain.


The initial conditions assume that the human is standing still and the blast wave generated by the detonation is moving toward the face. To confirm that the blast loading is input properly, the overpressure field around the human body is mapped to the surface and compared to the original SHAMRC loads in Figure 14.


		

		

		



		

		

		





Figure 14: Comparison of SHAMRC pressure inputs and 
CoBi pressure at 7 ms (top) and 8 msec (bottom).

This demonstrates that loading a human body is much more complex than loading structural surfaces. Thus the proximate biological response is correspondingly difficult to determine. Without a clear understanding of the loading environment, a proper link between loads and biological outcomes is not possible. Unfortunately, biological outcome data in humans is limited to operational environments where limited exposure data is available.


3.0
CONCLUSIONS


Relatively small variations in location and orientation of sensors can cause significant differences in measured peak pressures, but the impulses are generally consistent.


The team has analyzed the free field and shock tube blast test data collected during several recent test series. The team has also simulated a blast event using the Second Order Hydrodynamic Automatic Mesh Refinement Code (SHAMRC) and applied these blast loads to a fully articulated human body in the CoBi code. Analysis of well instrumented test data, and comparison with a highly resolved mesh of pressure time histories showed large variations in loads over the body and how slight misinterpretations can result in significant changes in the computed outcome of the target individual.

Care must be taken when using shock tubes to simulate loads on targets. If the goal is to measure total impulsive loads on all sides of a target, it should be inside the shock tube, and the cross sectional area of the target should be less than 10% of the test section area of the tube. The flow blockage effect stagnates the flow on the upstream side of the target and restricts the flow to the side of the object. The restricted flow reduces the pressure and impulse on the downstream parts of the target, thus exaggerating the net force and impulse on the target. If conical expansion chambers are used, the angle of the expansion is important because the expanding shock will reflect from the conical surface thus introducing enhanced loads. The expansion of the wave into the conical section also enhances the dynamic pressure behind the shock front and therefore enhances the loads on the target. If the target is placed outside the end of the tube, the shock front expands, thus reducing the overpressure, but significantly enhancing the dynamic pressure. Again, the upstream side of the target will be more heavily loaded and the downstream side loads will be reduced in both pressure and impulse.


When measuring blast loads to a target in controlled tests, a free field or “incident” overpressure time history should always be taken. This provides an impulse and peak pressure against which reflected pressures can be compared to enable accurate characterization of the total blast load. Furthermore, even with good measurements, to gain an accurate understanding of the response of a spherical blast wave flowing over a spherical reflecting surface, numerical simulations should be used to provide “gauges” at each zone allowing for high fidelity knowledge of the total loads. Only with this detailed knowledge can accurate determination of blast loading be made with limited sensor data. When seeking to understand whole body response to blast, an understanding of the blast loads on the surface of the body is necessary, which is not provided by a single point as described by a sensor. Complex structures, as all biological subjects are, create reflections, Mach stems, and shadows that make blast load determination extremely difficult to calculate. Combining a thorough understanding of the physics of blast, proper sensor selection, correct placement, and computational modeling of the loading conditions will provide the best foundation for revealing the relevant loading conditions, even in an operational setting.
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ABSTRACT

Over 300,000 U.S. warfighters in Operations Iraqi and Enduring Freedom have sustained some form of traumatic brain injury (TBI), caused primarily by exposure to blasts. Many victims are occupants in vehicles that are targets of improvised explosive devices. These underbody blasts expose the occupants to vertical acceleration that can exceed 1000 Gs; however, it is unknown if these G-forces alone, in the absence of exposure to blast waves and in the absence of secondary impacts, can cause even mild TBI. We approached this knowledge gap using rats secured to a heavy metal platform that is accelerated vertically at between 20 – 100 Gs in response to detonation of a small PTEN explosive located at precise underbody stand-off distances. All rats survived the blasts and were perfusion fixed for brain histology at four hr to 30 days later. Magnetic resonance imaging and spectroscopy were also conducted on rats prior to and within 2-3 hr after the blast. Robust silver staining indicative of axonal injury was apparent within 24 hr after blast exposure and was sustained for at least seven days. Astrocyte activation, as measured morphologically with brains immunostained for glial fibrillary acidic protein, was also apparent early after the blast and persisted for at least 30 days. Variable subdural hemorrhaging was also observed. MR spectroscopy detected significant changes in neurochemicals indicative of altered metabolism and oxidative stress. Computational modeling of brain movements within the skull suggest that the brain undergoes substantial secondary acceleration that can contribute to TBI. The significance of these results is that they demonstrate that blast-induced vertical acceleration alone, in the absence of exposure to significant blast pressures, causes mild TBI. These experimental and computational models of mTBI caused by underbody blasts could lead to improved designs of military vehicles that better protect against blast-induced neurologic injury and to medical neuroprotective interventions that could improve the health and welfare of our warfighters. 

1.0
INTRODUCTION 

A form of complex traumatic brain injury (TBI) has been identified in armed forces and civilians in Iraq and Afghanistan [1,2]. Approximately 25% of all combat casualties in these military conflicts are caused by TBI, with most of these head injuries caused by explosive munitions such as bombs, land mines, improvised explosive devices and missiles [Defense & Veterans Brain Injury Center web site, www.dvbic.org]. The majority of experimental data has focused on one aspect of these explosions, the blast overpressure [3,4]. Most of these studies used a model in which an air-driven pressure wave was delivered via a long shock tube, either directly to the immobilized animal’s head or body. 


It has become apparent that blast overpressure is not the only factor in complex, explosive related closed head injuries. A multitude of physical forces play a role, including blast overpressure, thermal and chemical components, shockwave, and hyper-acceleration of the brain. We hypothesize that this extreme hyper-acceleration, with subsequent rapid deceleration, could be responsible for many aspects of brain injury. This may be especially true for the large number of soldiers injured while driving armored vehicles over detonated IEDs, resulting in a very short but very intense acceleration of the vehicle and its occupants. The marked effects of rapid acceleration, or G-force, on the brain have been studied in other models related to flight acceleration. These studies use centrifuge exposure (+4-14 G) in rats, and have shown diffuse neuronal degeneration and indicators of cell death throughout the brain [5,6]. Similar histologic changes were seen in neurons and other brain cells in the brains of rhesus monkeys exposed to graded Gz loading (+15-21 G) [7]. In addition to histologic cellular changes, investigators have noted significant shearing stresses on blood vessels, which could cause vessel collapse and subsequent restricted blood flow [8]. One study involving graded G-load (+5-20 G) found depression of cerebral energy metabolism that correlated with increasing G-force [9]. Importantly, acceleration exposure resulted in significant learning deficits in rats [10]. It is interesting to note that these studies of acceleration effects on the brain used G forces of a much smaller scale than that associated with under-body blasts, which can exceed 1000 Gs. 


The Dynamic Effects Laboratory at University of Maryland School of Engineering has used small scale testing to evaluate the loads applied to personnel carriers when a buried explosive detonates beneath them [11,12]. Conditions in these small scale explosions proved to be extremely reproducible, and very similar to the parameters observed in full scale testing of explosions at the Army Research Laboratory in Aberdeen, Maryland. Adaptation and scaling of this model to allow animal injury in a similar explosive environment could provide a completely new, clinically relevant model of blast TBI that encompasses many of the physical forces including the extreme hyper-acceleration. Ultimately, use of this model could allow rapid testing of neuroprotective strategies, with eventual confirmation in a large animal model. This could lead to the discovery of neuroprotective strategies for the many warfighters and civilians suffering mild to severe brain injury.  As a first step toward these goals, energetics experts at the University of Maryland School of Engineering in collaboration with neuroscientists at the University of Maryland School of Medicine have performed over 25 experiments with over 50 rats demonstrating that underbody blast induced hyper-acceleration can cause mild TBI at forces between 20 and 100 Gs that do not cause lethal injury. The design of the device used in this model minimizes the contribution of overpressure, as confirmed by measurements made by our collaborators at the Indian Head Division of the Naval Surface Warfare Center during these experiments. Nevertheless, the pattern of silver-staining and other aspects of histopathology observed after blast-induced hyperacceleration is qualitatively similar to that reported for experiments using both shock-tubes and blast tubes.       


2.0
METHODS


The device consists of an aluminum water tank 3 ft long x 2 ft wide x 2 ft deep in which a platform is located that supports a thick aluminum plate 15 in x 15 in (Fig. 1). The plate can travel vertically up to 15 in guided by poles located in holes in each corner of the plate. The two cylinders secured to the top of the plate house the anesthetized rats that are wrapped in a thick cotton “blanket” to minimize movement within the cylinders. In some experiments, the rat head was further immobilized by placement within a Styrofoam cone securely placed at end of the cylinder. An explosive charge of 0.75 gm PTEN is placed in the water precisely under the center of the plate at distances that generate precise G-forces (20 – 100 Gs), determined previously at the Dynamics Effects Laboratory and during some of the animal experiments, using accelerometers. When detonated, the explosion causes the plate containing the two rats to accelerate upwards extremely rapidly to heights of < 6 inches and it then drops back down to the original location. 



Figure 1: Device for conducting blast-induced hyper-acceleration experiments with laboratory rats.

Over 25 separate blast experiments have been conducted, each using 2 male Sprague-Dawley rats under deep ketamine-induced anesthesia. All animal procedures have been approved by the University of Maryland School of Medicine Animal Care and Use Committee. The animals have been euthanized by perfusion fixation with a formaldehyde solution at 4 hr, 24 hr, 7 days and 30 days following the blasts. None of the over 40 animals used in these experiments has exhibited any evidence of injury to the lungs or other major organs. Over ten of the rats were also used for baseline and post-blast MRI-based measurements of brain metabolites (MR spectroscopy) and water diffusion (diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), and kurtosis). 


3.0
RESULTS


3.1
Histopathology


Widespread silver staining was evident at 24 hrs and 7 days post-blast, indicating degeneration of axonal fibers, predominantly in the internal capsule, optic tracts, and cerebellum (Fig. 2). Abnormal axon morphology was represented by undulations and bulb-like swellings. Granular silver staining present in axonal terminals close to white matter tracts in the striatum and corpus callosum increased in a rostral to caudal direction as the number of stained fibers within those tracts became increasingly abundant. Additional axonal staining was observed in tracts serving the thalamus and cerebellum while very few fibers in the olfactory bulb or anterior commissures showed evidence of degeneration. Where silver staining was observed in superficial layers of the brain, it occurred more commonly in the ventral rather than dorsal cortical regions.  Negligible staining was observed in non-injured sham animals. We have recently developed a method for quantifying the area of silver staining within specific brain regions and have used this to determine if a dose-response relationship exists between this measure of brain injury and the G force generated by the under-body blasts. Fig. 3 presents preliminary results for 4 sham rats and 5 rats subjected to 22, 30 or 50 Gs suggesting that a dose-response may indeed exist. 
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Fig. 2. Los Almos silver staining of rat brain 7 days post -50G under-body blast. 


Widespread staining in white-matter structures, e.g., corpus callosum, internal capsule, and 


mammilary bodies (left) and in cerebellar axonal bundles (right). High magnification 


confirms the presence of abnormal swellings and varicosities present in silver st ained axons.   




Figure 2: Los Almos silver staining of rat brain 7 days post-50G under-body blast. 

Widespread staining in white-matter structures, e.g., corpus callosum, internal capsule, and mammilary bodies (left) and in cerebellar axonal bundles (right). High magnification confirms the presence of abnormal swellings and varicosities present in silver stained axons.  



Figure 3: Apparent dose/response relationship between under-body blast G-force 
and level of silver-staining in the internal capsule at 7 days post-blast.

Considering the evidence obtained from silver staining that axons within white matter regions are particularly vulnerable to damage caused by the under-body blasts, we used an immunohistochemical stain that detects chemical degradation of myelin, the electrical insulation that surrounds axons. Fig. 4 demonstrates that while essentially no immunostaining for degenerative myelin basic protein is present in the internal capsule within a rat not subjected to blast-induced hyperacceleration, considerable immunostaining (red spots) is observed at 7 days following a 50 G under-body blast.



Figure 4: Immunostaining of degenerative myelin basic protein (red) in the 
internal capsule at 7 days after an under-body blast that generated 50 Gs.


Cellular inflammatory responses are known to accompany mild TBI in other animal models. These responses are characterized by proliferation, migration, and morphological transformation of astrocytes and microglia, which constitute approximately 50% of the mass of the human brain. Perivascular microglial activation was evident, as was astrocyte accumulation near ventral cortical surfaces (Fig. 5). Unlike the silver-staining of axons, which declines between 7 and 30 days after the blast, these cellular inflammatory reactions persist and may increase during this period (quantification in progress). Despite the strong evidence for axonal injury and inflammation, very few fluoro-jade stained (degenerative) neurons were observed at any time after the blast, supporting the concept that this paradigm generates mild rather than moderate or severe TBI. 



Figure 5: Microglial activation near blood vessels and astrocyte activation near cortical 
surfaces and surrounding the third ventricle at 7 days after a 50 G under-body blast.

Intensities of Iba-1-stained microglia and GFAP-stained astrocytes were greater in animals exposed to under-body blasts compared to sham-treated rats. Astrocyte activation was also observed at the base of the brain, near the pituitary stalk, and accompanied by immunostaining for abnormal neurofilament compaction.


Finally, in addition to these histologic measures of brain damage, visual inspection of the brains removed after perfusion fixation revealed evidence for subdural hemorrhaging at the dorsal surface of the cerebellum and cerebral cortex and at the rostral aspect of the olfactory bulb.


3.2
Computational Modeling of Brain Movement 


Non-linear finite element (FE) analysis was used by Dr. Thomas McGrath at the Indian Head Division of the Naval Surface Warfare Center to investigate the effects of under-body blast on the rat brain.  Magnetic resonance and computerized tomographic images of the live rat head were generated by Dr. Gullapalli at the Univ. of Maryland School of Medicine and translated into an FE model, including brain matter, cerebrospinal fluid, bone, and soft tissue.  The aluminum rat containment cylinder and padding used in the test were also included.  Measured accelerations were input to the bottom of the cylinder and the brain’s response is monitored in time.  Results indicate an amplification of the acceleration inside the brain as compared to that input to the cylinder.  The brain is also observed to contact the top of the skull, indicating a possible cause of the subdural hemorrhaging.

3.3
Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy and Diffusion Tensor Imaging After Under-Body Blast

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) was performed on n=6 animals one day prior to blast and at 2 hr, 24 hr and 7 days post-blast-induced acceleration of 50 G. All experiments were performed on a Bruker Biospec 7.0 Tesla 30 cm horizontal bore scanner using Paravision 5.0 software. MRS spectra were obtained from several brain regions including the hippocampus, cortex, and thalamus. Example spectra from the hippocampus of one rat is shown in Fig. 6.  By two hours after injury significant metabolic changes were observed in the hippocampus. The most notable features included a significant increase in myo-inositol, taurine, and N-acetylaspartate (NAA) and a decrease in glutathione (GSH) as shown in the bar-graph.  While all metabolites returned to baseline by seven days, myo-inositol remained elevated, consistent with the histochemical evidence of prolonged reactive gliosis.  The increase in taurine may reflect brain swelling. Elevated NAA may occur in response to axonal injury and myelin degradation since NAA serves as a precursor for myelin lipid synthesis. The reduction in GSH is particularly interesting as it is typically caused by oxidative stress, which is amenable to pharmacologic intervention with Similar spectroscopic results were obtained in the cortex and to a lesser degree in the thalamus.

		

		





Figure 6: Magnetic resonance spectroscopy of rat hippocampus berore 
and after under-body blast-induced hyperacceleration (50 G).

Data are expressed as mean ratios of metabolites/phosphocreatine (PCRr) ± S.E. *p<0.05, **p<0.001.

		

		





Figure 7: Fractional anisotropy and mean kurtosis measured in the rat brain hippocampus 
one day before and either 2 hr or 7 days after a 50 G  under-body blast.


4.0
DISCUSSION


To the best of our knowledge, these experiments represent the first to test for the specific effects of blast-induced hyper-acceleration on the brain and the first to specifically model under-body blasts. Several conclusions can be made: 1. Adult rats can be subjected to blast-induced hyper-acceleration at Gs less than or equal to 60 with a 100% survival rate. 2. Within 24 hr after exposure to this paradigm, bleeding from the surface of the brain occurs. 3. The increase in silver staining of the brain sections within 24 after the blast strongly suggests the existence of mild traumatic brain injury.


The following outcomes are being pursued by experiments in progress: 1. Dose-dependent relationship between blast-induced hyper-acceleration and brain injury. 2. Determination of which brain areas are relatively sensitive to injury caused by blast-induced Gz. 3. Characterization of time-dependent brain injury over 1 to 30 days after the blast. 4. Time dependent effects of the blast on behavioral outcome, including motor function, learning, and memory. 5. Fine structural and chemical changes in different brain regions at different times using magnetic resonance imaging and magnetic resonance spectroscopy. 


The results of these experiments and outcome measures will provide insight into the pathophysiology of mild TBI induced by blast-induced hyperacceleration. This information will be used as a guide for testing potentially therapeutic interventions in this model. Conditions or agents that demonstrate neuroprotective efficacy will then be used in other animal models, e.g., those which simulate free-field blast exposure. Based on the results of these tests, one or more interventions could be translated to clinical trials and potentially applied to warfighter blast TBI victims. This unique model of warfare-relevant TBI could also be used to validate computational models of brain injury caused by acceleration and other forces associated with blasts. It could also be useful for testing advanced accelerometers and other sensors, whose responses could be directly compared to the presence or absence of brain injury. Finally, these experiments and associated computational models could eventually lead to improved designs of military vehicles that better protect against blast-induced neurologic injury. 
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Abstract

There has been growing interest in using sensors mounted to warfighter’s equipment to measure threats they encounter in theatre.  Sensors that are capable of measuring the actual threats, such as blast overpressure or the reaction of the body after exposure to these threats, can lead to a wealth of data used in battlefield injury analysis, protective equipment development, and injury prevention protocols.  Sensors that measure the motion of the helmet during violent impacts, either from blast or impact, are easiest to deploy; however, the data collected by the helmet cannot be directly correlated into head motion.  There must be a transfer function that incorporates the interaction of the head, helmet, and pads to accurately predict the motion of the head after impact to the helmet.  A battery of tests was conducted to determine the resulting motion of a helmeted headform from a variety of impacts.  Impacts included overpressure from shocktubes, guided free drops onto flat anvils, pendulum, and airgun ballistic tests.  Triaxial translational accelerometers were mounted at strategic points on the helmet to minimize noise caused by helmet vibration and to calculate the translation and rotational motion at the center of gravity of the helmet.  Thin contact force sensors were used to investigate the force delivered to the headform via pads.  A finite element model (FEM) was developed to act as a transfer function that uses helmet motion to predict the resultant head motion.  The FEM mesh was created using CT images of the helmet, pads, straps, and headform.  Material properties for each component in the FEM were determined using material tests to find the static and dynamic material properties of the Kevlar, straps, and helmet pads.  The FEM was able to accurately predict the kinematic motion of the headform from each of the laboratory tests, as well as reproduce the locations and magnitudes of forces delivered to the headform by the pads.  In conclusion, a method for determining head motion from helmet sensor data was developed using FEM.  The FEM can accurately predict head motion across a wide spectrum of insults to the helmet and has brought new insight to the complicated interaction between the helmet, pads, and head.  


1.0
Introduction

Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) have become one of the dominant threats to coalition warfighters in Iraq and Afghanistan.  Injuries from these devices occur not only from the shockwave and debris when the warfighter is dismounted, but also from impacts while mounted in armoured vehicles.  Due to the improved protective equipment and prompt medical treatment on the modern battlefield, the mortality rate of the warfighter is lower than previous conflicts.  However, there has been an increase in traumatic brain injury (TBI) and other long term injuries.  Injury analysis on returning U.S. Army Brigade Combat Team showed that approximately 22.8% of soldiers had clinician-confirmed TBI with the majority of the mild TBI (mTBI) correlated to blast [1].  

In order to better understand the causes of mTBI, there is an interest in measuring the events, or measuring how the body reacts to the events, that cause injury to warfighters while in theatre.  A number of sensors have been fielded, or will be fielded soon, to measure the threats encountered by the modern warfighter. It is hoped that by better understanding the threats that cause injury and how the body interacts with these threats, improved protective equipment and operation protocols can be developed to prevent injuries.  One such sensor being fielded is the helmet mounted sensor system (HMSS), which records the motion of a warfighter’s helmet during an event.

In order to design the helmet sensors, an injury criterion is needed on which to base the sensor design.  There have been a number of studies correlating concussion to the motion of the head.  The Wayne State Tolerance Curve predicts a threshold of 60 to 80 g for concussion. Pellman et al. [2] found the peak acceleration in concussion-causing impacts in professional American football to be 98 ± 28 g. Using logistic regression analysis, Zhang et al. [3] reported a 5% probability of mild TBI when the head reaches an acceleration of 50 g. However, these criteria are based on much longer impact durations (20-50 msec) than those produced from blast. In a study using non-human primates, Ono et al. [4] showed a trend that as the impact duration decreases, it takes a higher acceleration to cause concussion.  Ono et al. reported concussion at an average acceleration of 200 g using a 1.5 msec impact.  Based off this research, it was decided that it was important to be able to measure the motion of the helmet.  Then, based on correlation or mathematical models, the motion of the head could be determined.  

A helmet mounted sensor records the motion of the helmet when the helmet exceeds an acceleration threshold.  In Generation II of the helmet mounted sensors, both translational and rotational sensors are used to capture the full motion of the helmet.  These sensors measure forces that act on the equipment of the warfighter but not the motion of the warfighter himself.  In the case of the helmet, there are pads between the head and the helmet that cushion the blow experienced by the head.  In order to determine the motion of the head, a transfer function is needed that takes the helmet motion and calculates the corresponding head motion.


The purpose of this study was to develop a transfer function that, when supplied with the motion data from the helmet mounted sensors, would calculate the motion the head experiences.  In order to achieve this goal, the following plan was used.  1.  Conduct baseline tests to measure helmet motion, head motion, and contact forces between the pads and head when the helmet is subjected to a variety of impact types from different directions.  2.  Construct a finite element model (FEM) of the complete helmet and head assembly including pads and straps.  3.  Validate the FEM for all of the test cases.  4.  Use the FEM to guide the development of a simplified model that can be run quickly and provides accurate results.

2.0
Baseline helmet testing


The baseline helmet/head tests were conducted to provide insight into how the helmet and head interact for a variety of impact types.  The baseline tests were also used to populate a database of test data which the FEM will be validated against.  Test setups were broken into four different areas to simulate the likely impact events seen in theatre.

1. Shock Overpressure – Blast overpressure such as from IEDs


2. Drop Tower – Impacts against rigid objects (impacts against ground or interior of vehicles)


3. Pendulum – Impacts against low velocity, large mass objects (thrown rocks)


4. Airgun – Impacts against higher velocity, lower mass objects (shrapnel)

Ballistic tests were conducted, but due to the large local plastic deformation experienced by the helmet at the impact site, the tests were not used in this study.  

2.1
Test Setup

Prior to testing, helmets were marked to aid in proper test setup. Accurate marks allowed consistent positioning of laboratory instruments and also provide a consistent point-of-aim for all impact types.  Helmet marks in the form of lines also aided in proper alignment within holding fixtures and with the headform when applicable. 

Baseline accelerations were recorded by four triaxial accelerometers mounted to the helmet. Due to the flex and vibrations that transmit through the helmet during an impact, the accelerometers were located in areas of the helmet that experience small amounts of vibration so the acceleration data are not corrupted.  Head acceleration is provided by a triaxial accelerometer mounted at the center of gravity of the full-faced ISO headform, as well as three additional triaxial accelerometers at the base of the headform.  The chinstrap on the helmet securely fastened the helmet to the headform during the tests. 


2.1.1
Angular Measurements

In order to determine the rigid body motion of the helmet, both translational and rotational motion is required.  There have been many methods developed that use linear acceleration signals to calculate the rotational acceleration of a rigid body. Six acceleration signals are required from at least three non-collinear points in order to measure the complete motion of a rotating and translating rigid body [5]. Many of the methods which use only six acceleration signals tend to be inaccurate due to the accumulation of error while integrating to calculate the rotation. Therefore, any amount of sensor error or noise would cause the calculated rotation to be imprecise.  During an impact, the helmet experiences a significant amount of flex and vibration, and it is important that this flex does not have a dramatic effect on the calculation of the angular acceleration.  The method for calculating the rotation needs to be robust enough to handle signal error and discrepancies between acceleration signals since the helmet is not truly a rigid body.

A significant issue when addressing the rotation is the accumulation of error cause by the integration necessary to calculate the angular acceleration. The Nine Accelerometer Package (NAP) method developed by A.J. Padgaonkar et al. [5], which does not rely on integration, was used. This method uses nine acceleration signals from four different locations. The accelerometers are oriented in an orthogonal configuration where there is one triaxial accelerometer at the center and three biaxial accelerometers located along each axis of the center accelerometer (Figure 1).  
For this method, the calculation of the angular acceleration at each time step is independent of any previous time step due to the redundant information provided by the nine accelerations. In other words, the rotational accelerations only depend on accelerations and distances, and no velocities. Therefore, this method is relatively robust since it is not affected by any error accumulation.



Figure 1: NAP method accelerometer configuration.


The accelerometers used in the NAP method need to be oriented in an orthogonal configuration where there is one accelerometer at the center and the other three are located along each axis of the center accelerometer. For implementation on the helmet, a triaxial accelerometer was mounted on the front, back, right side, and left side of the helmet (Figure 2). Since an accelerometer cannot be mounted in the center of the helmet, the left and right side acceleration signals were averaged to get the center acceleration, and this average data acts as a “virtual” center accelerometer needed for the NAP equations. This averaging technique is valid for the dynamics of a rigid body and helps to minimize the effects of helmet vibration. For crown and front impacts, the flex and vibration on the sides of the helmet tend to be equal and opposite and will get cancelled out when the left and right accelerations are averaged. 




Figure 2: Triaxial accelerometer configuration on the helmet and headform.


2.1.2
Contact Force Measurements


During an impact, the head is acted on by the contact forces from the pads, which are the product of the helmet motion relative to the head. Knowing the forces applied to the head provides useful information concerning the head and helmet interaction. This force contour on the head will show which pads transmit the most force to the head and where the loading is concentrated during an impact.

The force sensors were attached to the headform directly under each pad (Figure 3). A total of 46 force sensors were used to determine the forces applied to the helmet by the seven different pads. Doing so did not affect the accuracy of the force sensors. 



Figure 3: Force sensor locations relative to the helmet pads.


Validation of the contact force measurements was performed using the finite element software LS-DYNA (LSTC, Livermore, CA). The sensor locations were mapped onto a model of the headform in DYNA, and the sensor pressure data was applied to the headform (Figure 4). Using this data, DYNA then calculated the resultant headform acceleration. The results of the DYNA simulation were compared with the data from the triaxial accelerometer at the center of the headform used during the test (Figure 5). For all of the tested impact directions (front, left side, crown, and back) the recorded acceleration and the DYNA calculated acceleration matched very well. The DYNA result was typically about 5-10% lower than the recorded acceleration.




Figure 4: Force sensor mapping in DYNA (left) and pressure contour (right).




Figure 5: Headform resultant acceleration comparison.


2.2
Shock Tube Tests


The shock tube is a steel tube with a 4-inch inner diameter that can be used to create a blast loading on a helmet.  The shock tube consists of a 6-inch long compression section and a 6-foot long expansion section. A Mylar diaphragm is mounted between the compression section and the expansion section. To produce the blast loading, helium is bled into the compression section until the diaphragm bursts. The shock wave develops along the expansion section of the shock tube.  The burst pressure is controlled by selecting the appropriate diaphragm thickness.


For shock tube tests, the helmet/headform is allowed to move freely in the direction of the blast.  This is achieved by hanging the assembly in front of the shock tube inside a nylon mesh bag (Figure 6).  The helmet/headform assembly can be placed directly against the end of the shock tube or at an offset distance from the end of the shock tube, depending on the desired impulse to the helmet.




Figure 6: Shock tube experimental setup for a crown impact.

2.3
Drop Tower Tests


Laboratory drop tests are performed using a drop tower that controls the impact between the helmet and an anvil. The drop tower has a linear bearing system with a sliding sled that moves along the vertical track of the drop tower rail. A release mechanism frees the sled at a predetermined height, and an optical timer at the bottom of the drop tower measures the actual drop velocity for each drop test. The helmet impacts an anvil at the bottom of the drop tower, and a force plate under the anvil measures the impact force. For free drops, a guiding ring is attached to the sliding sled, and the Advanced Combat Helmet (with ISO headform) is oriented on the ring to achieve the desired impact location (Figure 7). The ring guides the helmet during the free fall to control the orientation of the helmet impact during the drop test. During and after the impact, the helmet/headform assembly is allowed to freely move and is not constrained in any direction. 



Figure 7: Free drop experimental setup for a side impact.


2.4
Pendulum Tests


The pendulum consists of a large metal frame surrounding a pendulum arm with a weight attached to the end. The pendulum arm swings around a pivot point at the top of the pendulum, which constrains the pendulum motion to a 2-D plane (Figure 8). A heavy duty releasing strap is used to raise the pendulum arm to a predetermined height and then release the arm to swing down and hit a helmet. This creates a blunt impact on the helmet, which simulates a heavy object hitting the helmet at a low velocity. The intensity of the impact is controlled by selecting the appropriate pendulum arm length, pendulum weight, and release angle of the pendulum arm.  For pendulum tests, the helmet/headform assembly is allowed to move freely in the direction of impact and is not constrained in any direction. This is achieved by hanging the assembly in front of the pendulum inside a nylon mesh bag. 




Figure 8: Pendulum experimental setup for a crown impact.


2.5
Airgun Tests


The laboratory air gun is a bench-mounted device used to perform low velocity ballistic impact tests. It uses a laser aiming sight device to impact the helmet at the correct location. A chronograph is placed between the air gun and the target to record the projectile speed for each shot. This chronograph also triggers the high-speed camera and data collection for the laboratory instrumentation. The instrumented helmet and headform are placed in a nylon mesh bag and are allowed to hang freely as shown in Figure 9. The helmet is oriented within the mesh bag so the projectile impacts the desired site on the helmet. A cut-out in the mesh bag allows the projectile to directly impact the helmet. Each helmet is only hit once at each location due to the damage caused by the impacting projectile. 



Figure 9: Air gun experimental setup for a crown impact.


2.6
Helmet and Head Motion Traces

Representations of the helmet and headform acceleration profiles for each test configuration are shown in Figure 10.  In each test type, the helmet acceleration was completely different from the head acceleration.  The two accelerations occur at different times, different magnitudes, and different durations.  Analysis showed no meaningful correlation between the peak helmet acceleration and peak headform accelerations.  The relationship between the helmet and head motion must be described using a model of the system dynamics.

 

 

Figure 10: Helmet and head acceleration profiles.

3.0
finite element model development


3.1
Geometry


Developing a finite element model (FEM) consists of three main steps: helmet system geometry definition, material modelling, and laboratory validation.  A series of computed tomography (CT) scans were conducted to create the Advanced Combat Helmet (ACH) and Team Wendy Pads.  For accurate configuration guidance, a plastic ISO full-faced headform was fabricated to allow scanning of the complete helmet system.  Figures 11a through c show the progress overview of the geometries that were created.  All meshes were created with HyperWorks.

		

		

		



		a) Helmet construction



		



		b) Pad construction



		



		c) Fitting of helmet and pads to headform





Figure 11: Geometry creation of the helmeted head system.

The helmet mesh was then validated through an overlay of CT isosurfaces and the actual mesh. Figure 12 demonstrates this comparison. The helmet and pads were modelled using 8-node hexahedrons or brick elements from the CT scan images provided by Michigan State University.  The ISO headform was modelled as rigid thin shell elements with its respective weight matching the actual value measured in the laboratory.  The pads were inserted into the helmet with placement guided by the CT scan of the entire system.  The pads were precompressed by the headform to a depth also indicated by the CT images.



Figure 12: Helmet mesh compared with CT isosurfaces. The top figures show a 3-D view of 
an overlay of the CT isosurface and the mesh created with the cross-sectional plane. 
The bottom set of figures are the two representative cross-sections.


3.2
Material  Models


Selecting the proper material models is important when developing a finite element model. The helmet’s Kevlar material properties were determined through a series of tests by Exova (Anaheim, CA).  Team Wendy Pad material properties were completed through a series of drop and shock tests done at the author’s in-house lab.  The pads are placed between metal plates and subjected to loads used in regular testing.  The pad forces and displacements are then measured to obtain stress-strain loading and unloading curves. Material testing for the helmet straps was performed by the Biomechanical Engineering Department of Michigan State University (East Lansing, MI).  MSU first detailed the tensile property of the straps as a function of loading rates; then the material properties were calibrated through simulations for each individual part. The headforms were modelled as steel. 


Due to the different strain rates experienced by the pads when the helmet is subjected to various stimuli, Team Wendy Pad material validations were done for both drop and shock tests. Finite element models were created to reproduce the hysteresis curves for Team Wendy pads in both cases. Figure 13 represents the overlay of the experimental and simulation hysteresis curves for shock (left) and drop (right) tests.  The material properties incorporated into the LS-DYNA material models were COMPOSITE_DAMAGE, RIGID, LOW_DENSITY_FOAM, and SEATBELT for the helmet, head, pads, and straps, respectively. Since the pads are attached to the helmet using Velcro tapes per the ACH manual instruction, it is assumed that there is no slip between the pads and the helmet; therefore, tie-node conditions were applied to the contacts between the helmet and pads. However, the interaction between the pads and the head form was modelled as elastic frictional contact.  The same contact type was used between the strap pad and head.
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		Figure 13: Reproduction of the hysteresis curves by simulation for both shock (left) 
and drop (right) tests.  Solid lines represent the simulation results
 and dashed lines represent the testing data.





3.3
Modal Analysis


To validate a helmet’s material properties, a series of modal analyses was performed. Modal analysis provides information about the natural vibration frequencies and vibration shapes of the ACH (Figure 14). The dominant vibration modes from the modal analysis (Table 1) are consistent with vibrations measured in data recorded during laboratory testing, confirming that the material properties for the helmet are correct.



Figure 14: Modal analysis of ACH.

Table 1: Modal frequency comparison between data and simulation.

		

		Frequency (Hz)

		Frequency (Hz)



		Mode

		Data

		Sim



		1

		187-244

		200



		2

		206-262

		223



		3

		488-638

		530





4.0
finite element model Validation


4.1
Drop Tests


To simulate the drop tests, a FEM was constructed using the medium-sized ISO headform and a helmet with pads. Both the headform and helmet were allowed to move freely to match the conditions of the laboratory tests. The flat anvil was modeled using 3-D brick elements with the mechanical properties of steel. The bottom layer of nodes of the anvil was fixed with no displacement to simulate rigid mounting on the ground. The helmet impact on top of the anvil was modeled as elastic contact. A simulation was initiated by prescribing the initial velocity of the helmeted headform toward the anvil. Simulations were performed for crown, front, back, and left side drops at three drop velocities. A comparison of these simulations with the baseline data provided from the laboratory is shown in Figure 15. 
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		Figure 15: Validation of FEM for drop test data.





4.2
Shock Tests


For shock test simulations, a medium-sized ISO headform was used. The blast loading boundary condition for each test configuration and blast level was first inspired by flat plate shock experimental data. This test was done to determine the reflected pressure produced by mounting a flat plate against the shock tube with 1 inch offset and with no offset.  These two pressures were then combined to derive a user-defined pressure wave. The criterion for choosing the most accurate pressure wave was to match the total momentum of the head-helmet system produced by the “derived” pressure wave with the total momentum of the system calculated from the laboratory test data.  The blast load (or pressure wave) was assumed to be delivered to the helmet over a 4-inch diameter projected blast area, matching the diameter of the shock tube. In carrying out the model simulation, the blast load is applied as the product of an averaged pressure and the blast area. The helmet will undergo nonuniform structural deformation as the blast pressure is only applied to a confined area.  Comparison of simulation results with laboratory test data are shown in Figure 16.
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		Figure 16: Validation of FEM for shock tube test data.





4.3
Force Distribution


To better understand how individual pads deliver loads to the head, it is necessary to inspect pad force distribution, magnitude, and timing.  Simulations reveal that loads are not always evenly distributed over the entire pad but rather focused at “hot spots,” and there also could be significant pad property differences when only a portion of the pad is loaded. Figure 17 shows a pressure contour diagram of the crown drop and shock for both laboratory data and simulation.




Figure 17: Pressure contour comparison of the pad 
influence on the headform for crown impacts.

Pressure sensors also show that different pads interact with the head, depending on the impact direction. Due to helmet flex and pad configuration, the areas of greatest force do not always act at the direct impact site. Finite element methods are also capable of predicting each pad engagement for a certain impact type and direction. Lists of the total impulse per pad for drop (Table 2) and shock (Table 3) tests in the crown direction are provided below, comparing the impulse measured in the laboratory with that obtained from simulation.

Table 2: Total impulse (N(ms) per pad for a crown drop test.

DropDataSimulationCrownPad1240.41362.1Front Pad458.2301.5FrontRight Pad419.3246.2FrontLeft Pad215.5352.5BackPad29.489.6Back Right Pad48.485.9Back Left Pad11.0159.1Total2422.22597.0




Table 3: Total impulse (N(ms) per pad for a crown shock test.

ShockDataSimulationCrownPad639.19647.9Front Pad122.6159.3FrontRight Pad116.7111.7FrontLeft Pad125.5172.6BackPad52.753.0Back Right Pad53.151.3Back Left Pad64.983.9Total1174.71279.8




4.4
FEM Supporting Simple Model Development

With the right material properties for each component of the helmet-head system, the FEM was able to (1) reproduce similar results to the experimental data, (2) provide a better understanding of how individual pads deliver loads to the head, and (3) verify pad distribution, magnitude, and timing.  The FEM can accurately predict head motion across a wide spectrum of insults to the helmet and can be used as a transfer function to characterize the complicated interaction between the helmet, pads, and head.  However, due to the time and computer power needed to run a complete test case using the FEM, a simple 1-D model is needed to produce the expected head motion from the large amount of theatre data expected.

From the FEM calculations, it has been found that the simple model must account for non-uniform force contours, varying pad contact areas, and impact type.  Both the pressure sensors and the FEM showed a non-uniform pad force distribution on the head.  The FEM also showed different pad contact area engagement for each impact direction.  The impact direction will be known from the data on the helmet sensor.  Using the direction data, the simple model will need to account for pad area engagement.  Finally, depending on the impact type, the FEM used a different pad material input curve.  Depending on the helmet sensor data characteristics, the simple model will need to change material properties to account for the shockwave or blunt impact strain rates experienced by the pads.

5.0
Conclusions


A set of baseline data has been collected detailing the motion of both the helmet and headform over a variety of impact types.  These impacts include tests meant to represent shockwaves, drops, impacts into firm unmoving objects, impacts by large slow moving objects, and shrapnel.  A FEM was constructed from CT scans using a helmet, pads, strap, and headform.   Material models for each component were determined from laboratory tests and validated by comparing FEM simulation results with experimental data, including an examination of the pad strain rates during shock and drop impacts.  The FEM was capable of predicting the motion and the force contour applied to the head for both shockwave and drop tests.  The knowledge gained from the FEM about the complex helmet, pad, and head interaction helped guide the construction of a simple model that can accurately predict head motion using helmet sensor data.
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Energy distribution in modern technosphera, and particularly the 21st century warfare, has led to a significant increase of human exposure to blast overpressure (OP) impulses. Blast forces, even of low magnitude, are believed to produce minor but sustained neurological deficits, and when repeated, can lead to neuro-somatic damage and neurodegeneration. Most prominent changes may occur at the level of intercellular circuits that involve neurons, glia, vascular cells and neural progenitors.  


Reproducible models of military-relevant blast injury, including generators which precisely control parameters of the blast wave have been developed and examined. Our studies demonstrated the importance of positional orientation of head and whole body toward blast wave in animal models. Here, we compare the effects of body/head exposure to a moderate primary overpressure (OP) with brain injury produced by a severe blast accompanied by strong head acceleration. 


The high speed imaging demonstrated the interaction of blast wave with animal head/body and revealed a negligible degree of acceleration at rat positioning  ‘off-axis’ toward shock tube (primary blast) compared to ‘on-axis’ experimental setup accompanied by strong head/cervical acceleration. We examined brain expression of glial and neural markers including GFAP and revealed strong glyosis accompanied by a time-dependent proliferation of activated astrocyte and oligodendrocyte lineages after exposures to primary and ‘composite’ blast.  GFAP and neuronal markers UCH-L1 and NSE were also detectable in plasma/serum after blast exposures. Serum levels of IL-1 and IL-10 were significantly elevated, predominantly after primary blast exposure reflecting systemic body responses.  Brain up-regulation of cell adhesion molecules L- and E-selectins, nerve growth factor beta-NGF and neuronal receptor Neuropilin-2 was also detected. 


A specific dynamics of corresponding biomarkers in serum was established and characterized. For major pathway’s signatures and biomarkers, the detected levels raised at all the setups studied. However, the most significant and persistent changes in neuro-glial markers were found after composite blast, while primary blast instigated prominent systemic/vascular reactions, particularly when the total animal body was subjected to blast wave.


In conclusion, several crucial pathogenic components of neural and systemic responses were raised in a time-dependent and setup-dependent fashion. We suggest that the mechanisms underlying blast brain injuries, particularly mild and moderate, may be triggered by systemic, cerebrovascular and neuro-glia responses as consecutive but overlapping events.   

Introduction

Medical, Social and Military Importance

The nature of warfare in the 21st century has led to a significant increase in primary blast or over-pressurization component of body injury which manifests as a complex of neuro-somatic damage, including traumatic brain injury (TBI), and often accompanied by posttraumatic stress syndrome (PTSD). Blast-related coalition fatalities, including IED, RPG, and rocket attacks, outnumber conventional fatalities during the last several years in Iraq and Afghanistan (Fig. 1, http://www.icasualties.org/). Moreover, for every blast-related fatality, many more soldiers suffer multiple, non-lethal blast exposures. This often leads to mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI), which is rarely recognized in a timely manner and has become a signature injury of the Iraq and Afghanistan conflicts 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

(1-3)
.  

Total wounded since 2001: 11,191




Figure 1: Blast-related fatalities during OIF/OEF.

Blast forces, particularly those that are repeated and low magnitude, are believed to produce minor but sustained disorders when neural damage cannot be detected or diagnosed by existing methods. Symptoms of mild or moderate blast brain injury often do not manifest themselves until sometime after the injury has occurred 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

(4-6)
 and go undiagnosed and untreated because emergency medical attention is directed towards more visible injuries such as penetrating flesh wounds 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

(7-9)
. However, even mild and moderate brain injuries can produce significant deficits and when repeated can lead to sustained neuro-somatic damage and neurodegeneration (4). Although exposure to repeated low level blasts is a common feature of war zones personnel/civilian population (OEF/OIF), the cumulative effect of multiple blasts on brain injury has not been investigated. 


Data from our laboratories 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

(10, 11)
 and others suggest that the mechanisms underlying such ‘minor’ injuries appear to be distinct from those imposed by mechanical impact or acceleration. Thus, identifying pathogenic mechanisms and biochemical markers of blast brain injury is vital to the development of diagnostics for mTBI through severe TBI. Validation of diagnostics and grading brain injury depending on the cumulative blast load will provide a dose-injury scale for personnel monitoring on the battlefield using portable blast “dosimeter” and/or a point of care diagnostic device.


Methodology and Results


Experimental Models for Studies of Blast Injury

Exposures to blast waves have the potential to inflict multi-system, including neurotrauma, as well as life threatening injuries to many personnel simultaneously (see (4) for review). It is generally accepted that primary blast injuries are generated as the over-pressurization wave propagates through the body causing damage at gas-fluid interfaces (12). The types of injuries inflicted include pulmonary barotraumas, tympanic membrane ruptures and middle ear damage, abdominal hemorrhage and perforation, rupture of the eye balls, and concussions (13).


A number of investigations have employed compressed air-driven shock tubes and nitrogen-driven blast wave generators for blast exposures of various animals (e.g. rats, mice, rabbits) to address mechanisms of injury 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

(14-20)
.  Small animals are placed in orthopedic stockinet slings, and large animals in open mesh Nylon TM slings, and subjected to blast exposure at varying distances and body orientations with or without a supportive/reflective plate behind the animal.  

Our shock tube was designed and built to model a freely expanding blast wave as generated by a typical explosion (see 11 for details).  Blast injury modeling framework is shown in Fig. 2.  Modular design allows for the flexibility to perform various types of tests: design is lightweight while maintaining necessary strength and stiffness. Data were acquired with PCB dynamic blast pressure transducers and LabView 8.2. Images were captured at 30 fps  (frames per second) resolution. National Instruments 500,000 samples/sec data acquisition card were used to acquire data on multiple channels. Following the diaphragm rupture, the driver gas sets up a series of pressure waves in the low pressure driven section that coalesces to form the incident shockwave. In our shock tube, the burst pressure of the diaphragm separating the driver and driven sections do not change.   Repeatability of diaphragm burst pressure was accomplished through the use of a cutter assembly directly in front of the diaphragm.  Preliminary tests were conducted without animal specimens to optimize the peak overpressure (OP) and exposure time to accurately reproduce blast events: driver pressure and volume, diaphragm material, and shock tube exit geometry. Both static and dynamic (total) pressure was measured using piezoelectric blast pressure sensors/transducers positioned at the target. The shockwave recorded by blast pressure transducers in the driven section and at the target showed three distinct events: (i) peak overpressure, (ii) gas venting jet and (iii) negative pressure phase. Peak overpressure, positive phase duration, and impulse are the key parameters that correlate with injury and likelihood of fatality in animals and humans, for various orientations of the specimen relative to the blast wave 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

(15, 16, 21-24)
. After the pressure history is recorded and the sensors removed, the animal can be carefully positioned at the same location and the test repeated, since it has been previously demonstrated that the proposed shock tube design has excellent repeatability characteristics. 



Figure 2: Overview of shock tube and experimental blast model facility at Banyan Biomarkers, Inc.   


However, because of inconsistent designs among blast generators used in the different studies, the data on brain injury mechanisms and putative biomarkers have been difficult to analyze and compare. The main problem is that following blast peak overpressure, shock tubes immediately produce ‘venting gas jet’, substantially contaminating the blast wave (Fig. 3). Due to the complex nature of the blast event, the brain injury is a result of a combined impact of the “composite” blast including all 3 major phases of a shockwave shown in Fig. 3 A and B. Gas venting jet, albeit lower in magnitude than peak overpressure, lasts the longest, and represents the bulk of blast impulse and possibly produces the most devastating impact. We demonstrated previously a strong downward head acceleration following the passage of peak overpressure which lasts ~36 µsec (11). However, cranial deformation was more severe during the gas venting phase, lasting up to ~5-6 msec (Fig. 3A). These findings points to a potential flaw in several previous studies described in the literature: animal specimens are usually placed along the axis of the shock wave generator. In such location, the venting gas jet creates a much larger impulse (energy transfer) in the specimen than the peak overpressure itself.  This effect can be virtually eliminated by placing rats off-axis from the venting jet in a way that the main effect acting on the specimen is the peak overpressure event. 

AB




Figure 3: Components of shock tube-generated shock wave. A: Peak overpressure and venting 
gas measured by PCB dynamic pressure sensors, and B: Rat head positioning relative 
to shock tube and visualization of shock wave using Schlieren optics.

Normal explosions produce blast winds that follow behind the incident shock. This effect is mimicked by shock tubes as the wave spherically expands. However, gas venting impulse is hard to control and it is probably not associated with the physics of primary blast event. A novel solution to address this problem is to place the target at an off-axis angle to avoid the venting altogether (Fig. 4). 



   Figure 4: Two general experimental set-ups for rat’s exposure to shock tube-generated blast waves.  A: on-axis of shock tube nozzle position: peak overpressure + venting gas produce head acceleration ‘Composite blast’; B: off-axis position: blast wave peak overpressure only hitting 
rats; C graphic representation of two different set-ups; and D: Calibration of pressure 
on rat head depending on the angle and distance from the nozzle of shock tube.  


The changing local speed of sound behind the wave causes the duration to increase with distance. For example, the 45° data shows duration increases from 53.1 to 85.3µs as the distance increases from 2D to 4D. By varying pressure settings, driven and driver lengths, and specimen location, independent control of blast overpressure, duration, and impulses may be achieved. Two different set-ups is shown in Fig. 4. We exposed rats to blast wave of a precisely controlled magnitude, duration and impulse at the surface of rat at various orientations of head to the blast wave with open or armored body: on axis and off-axis.


Molecular Components/Biomarkers of Blast-Induced Injury in Rats  

General hypothesis is that blast-induced brain injury is triggered and mediated by systemic, cerebrovascular, neuroinflammatory, neuroendocrine and neuro-glial responses as consecutive but overlapping events. Based on our previous global and targeted proteomic data, the following molecular components and injury biomarkers were assessed. Systemic/vascular responses: interleukin-1 and interleukin-10 (IL-1, IL-10), soluble intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (sICAM-1), L- and E-selectins. Glyosis was assessed by astrocytic marker GFAP and oligodendrocyte marker CNPase in both brain tissue and as biomarkers in serum. Neuronal injury was evaluated using brain tissue silver staining and serum levels of ubiquitin-C-terminal hydrolase UCH-L1 and Neuron-specific enolase (NSE). Neuroregenerative processes were evaluated by measuring brain tissue and serum levels of neuropilin-2 (NRP-2), receptor for VEGF and semaphorins. 


Methods and Experimental Procedures.
  Neuroinjury and neurodegeneration was evaluated in the perfused and fixed brains using silver staining procedures at Neuroscience Associates (Knoxville, TN) utilizing the deOlmos Amino Cupric Silver Stain (http://www.neuroscienceassociates.com/Stains/silver_degen.htm). In addition, silver staining Kit from FD NeuroTechnologies was used where indicated (Ellicott City, MD). GFAP and CNPase immunohistochemistry was performed using mouse mAbs (Cell Singaling) and visualized using DAB Vector Labs Kit.  Serum content of IL-1, IL-10, Integrin α/β, L- and E-selectins, Fractalkine, and Neuropilin-2 were measured using rat Quantibody  array (Ray Biotech, GA USA). Also,  sICAM and L-selectin were quantified independently using SW ELISA Kits. In addition, Neuropilin-2 and CNPase levels in serum and expression in brain was analyzed by Western blot with corresponding antibodies (Cell Signaling, Abcam) and bands were calculated using ImageJ software. Amounts of GFAP and UCH-L1 in serum were determined using SW ELISA Kits developed at Banyan Biomarkers, Inc., and NSE was assayed by rat-specific SW ELISA (Life Sciences Advanced Technologies, Saint Petersburg, FL). 

Silver Staining of Neurodegeneration Level in Rat Brain after Different Blast Exposures

Rats were subjected to (i) ‘composite’ head-directed severe blast exposure (52 psi/10 msec total ) on axis (body protected) accompanied by strong head movement; (ii) off-axis (30’ degree) exposure to the blast of same shock tube settings resulted in 33.9 psi peak overpressure at the middle of frontal head (Fig. 4 C) lasted for 113 microseconds; and (iii) controlled cortical impact (CCI) of 2.0 mm depth. 


As can be seen in Fig. 5, on-axis blast produces significant silver accumulation at 7 day post-blast, particularly in hippocampus (indicated by arrows). CCI also results in positive staining in ipsilateral cortex and hippocampus.  In contrast, there was a rare occurrence of silver accumulation observed in cortex or hippocampus after exposure to primary blast (arrowhead). 



Figure 5: Silver staining in coronal sections of midbrain (mesencephalon). Positive silver accumulation accumulation is indicated by arrows. Inset (cortex composite) shows degenerated neuron. Arrowhead 
in hippocampus after primary blast points on possible silver accumulation in the cell.    

Serum Levels of NSE and UCH-L1 as Biomarkers of Neuronal Injury after Different Blast Exposures

Rats were exposed to on-axis single composite blast of 52 psi, 10 msec total duration of positive phase + venting gas. Serum NSE (Fig. 6A) and UCH-L1 (Fig. 6B) were measured using SW ELISA Kits. 
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Figure 6: NSE and UCH-L1 accumulation in blood after different types of blast exposure. A, B: serum NSE 
and UCH-L1 after on-axis ‘Composite blast’; C, D: serum NSE and UCH-L1 after off-axis primary blast. 

Mean + SEM are shown of at least 3 rats per point from each  group performed in duplicate. Unpaired t-test was employed to analyze statistical significance of values.  *p<0.05, ** p<0.01; ***, p<0.005.

The same settings of shock tube were used to challenge rats to off-axis primary blast (30o degree from nozzle) with PO 33.9 psi, duration of 113 µsec registered at the head with body covered or unprotected as indicated.    

NSE was significantly elevated in serum within first 24-48 hours after composite blast (Fig. 6A), and the increase trend persisted up to 14 day although was not statistically significant (n=4 rats in each group). In this set of experiments, NSE SW ELISA Kit (Alpha Diagnostics), which was not specifically designed for rat NSE, was employed. In the subsequent sets of experiments (Fig. 6C), we used NSE SW ELISA Kit from Life Sciences Advanced Technologies designed to detect specifically rat NSE. As can be seen in Fig. 6A, remarkable accumulation of NSE was detected in serum within 6 hours following exposure to either ‘composite’ or primary blast. NSE increase sustained up-to 14 days post-blast interval. Serum UCH-L1 elevated at 24 hours after ‘composite’ blast followed by a rapid decline (Fig. 6B). Increases in serum UCH-L1 were not statistically significant after a single primary blast exposure (n=4), although an elevation trend could be detected (Fig. 6B). Studies of NSE and UCH-L1 as serum biomarkers after multiple blast exposures of various magnitude are under way.


Serum Levels of GFAP as Marker of Glyosis (Astrocytes)

GFAP was increased within 24 hours after composite blast and rapidly returned to baseline at 4-14 days (Fig. 7A). While there was a significant increase of GFAP after primary blast at body protected and open (partially), the magnitude of increase was lower than after composite blast. In contrast, the GFAP increases lasted for 7 days following primary but not composite blast exposures (Fig. 7 A, B). 
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Figure 7: GFAP levels in blood after different blast exposures. A: serum GFAP 
after on-axis ‘Composite blast’; B: serum GFAP after off-axis primary blast. 

On axis: Unpaired t-test was employed to analyze statistical significance of values. (*-p<0.05; **-p<0.01). Off axis: t-test with Welch correction was done. (*-p<0.05), Mean + SEM of values from 3 to 5 rats per point is shown.

Cytokine/Chemokine Responses after Blast Exposures

We hypothesized that systemic and neuroinflammmation together with impaired vascular reaction in the brain, result in enhancement of endothelial permeability/leakage, infiltration of macrophages from circulation and activation of brain-resident microglia cells:


As can be seen in Fig. 8, both pro-inflammatory (IL-1) and counteracting anti-inflammatory molecules (IL-10) accumulate in circulation at 24 hour after open body  exposure to frontal (off-axis) blast. 



Figure 8: Serum IL-1 and  IL-10 at different times post-blast on- and off-axis. 


Note: the most prominent response occurs when OP wave ‘flows inside the brain’- off axis frontal exposure with open body.   *=p<0.05 vs. naïve/sham was considered as statistically significant according to unpaired t-test, NS-Not significant.

These results are in agreement with data obtained using non-blast TBI models 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

(25)
. Moreover, CX3CL1 chemokine Fractalkine was also significantly elevated after different types of blast further suggesting systemic component in response to blast (Fig. 9) consistent with reports on the level of this chemokine in patients with TBI and in mouse model of closed head injury 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

(26)
.




Figure 9: Levels of Fractalkine after different types of blast. 

*p<0.05, t-test, NS-not significant.

Vascular responses and dysregulation of cell adhesion molecules.  E-selectin and L-selectin as bridges connecting vascular-endothelial-neural tissue disturbances.

E-selectin and L-selectin are adhesion molecules which characterize the activation of vascular component of inflammation and interaction of circulatory cells with endothelial component of blood-brain-barrier (BBB) 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

(27)
.  


As can be seen in Fig. 10, the most prominent activation of vascular components of blast responses occurs when peak overpressure interacts with the frontal part of head without significant acceleration: “flowing blast insight the brain” (blast off-axis open body).



Figure 10: Levels of L-selectin and E-selectin in serum after different types of blast exposure.

Rats were subjected to off-axis head + total body blast:  33.9psi, 113 msec, 10.6 kPa-sec with body armored or uncovered. Blood was collected and cytokines were assayed in serum using RayBiotech L-arrays and expressed in arbitrary Units/ml. Data are Mean+SEM of 3 independent experiments (rats), each assay performed in triplicate. *=p<0.05 vs. sham (noise exposed rats) according unpaired t-test analysis. NS- Not significant.

Using targeted approach, we identified additional component of neurotrophic response to blast exposure. Serum levels of Nerve Growth Factor beta (beta-NGF) was assessed using SW ELISA and Neuropilin-2 (NRP-2) by antibody array (Ray Biotech) after blast exposure at different set-up. The results are presented in Fig. 11A and B below. 


AB




Figure 11: Time-course of serum beta-NGF (A) and NRP-2 (B) following 
on-axis vs. off axis positions (primary blast overpressure only). 

Data point represents Mean values of 3 rat samples from each group and time points. *-p<0.05 and **-p<0.01 vs. sham group according to unpaired t-test with Welch correction.

Beta-NGF has been suggested to play a neurotrophic role in several neurodegenerative diseases 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

(39-41)
. Our data indicate that NGF may also have neuroprotective functions and be involved in adaptive responses/neurorepair after blast induced TBI. As can be seen, exposure of whole body to primary overpressure blast instigated a rapid and sustained accumulation of beta-NGF in serum. Neuropilin-2 is receptor for VEGF and semaphorins, a large family of secreted and transmembrane signaling proteins that regulate axonal guidance in the developing CNS 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

(42-44)
. Our preliminary data (Fig. 11B) suggest that predominantly primary blast activates neuroregeneration and that NRP-2 may be involved in this process. Studies are under way to determine diagnostic and/or prognostic roles for NRP-2 in multiple low level blast as well as mechanisms of blast stimulation of neural injury/repair.  


In summary, the most profound and persistent changes in serum levels of NSE/UCH-L1, GFAP were observed upon composite blast. However, prominent systemic and persistent glial up-regulation was observed after primary blast particularly when the total animal body was subjected to blast exposures. We suggest that the mechanisms underlying blast brain injuries, particularly mild and moderate, may be triggered by systemic, cerebrovascular and neuro-glia responses as consecutive but overlapping events. More in detail investigation is required to delineate primary blast injury from peak overpressure and distinguish from ‘composite’ blast. The pathophysiological signatures of mild/moderate blast, particularly cumulative effects of multiple exposures remain to be elucidated.      
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Abstract 


Mild Traumatic Brain Injury (mTBI) in a deployed setting as a consequence of blast injuries has gained increasing attention over the past few years. While there is an abundance of literature on concussion in the civilian setting, mostly coming from the sports literature, our knowledge about blast-related mTBI is only recently beginning to emerge. In 2008 an expert advisory panel was held by the Canadian Forces and, as a result of their recommendations, surveillance mechanisms and clinical practice guidelines for the management of mTBI in both the deployed and post-deployment setting were implemented. The clinical practice guidelines will be presented and the rationale behind them will be discussed. Surveillance data on the epidemiology of blast-related mTBI in Canadian Forces members deployed to Afghanistan will be reviewed. NATO members will benefit from a better understanding of the approach adopted by the Canadian Forces and insight into the surveillance data which provides support for this strategy.


1.0
BACKGROUND

Mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) in soldiers returning from deployment to combat operations has received considerable attention in the United States of America to the extent that the popular press has labelled this the “signature injury” of Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom [1;2]. Reports in the popular press have often provided information that is confusing and frightening, making it difficult to distinguish fact from fiction. This issue is not specific to the US, and potentially impacts all NATO partners who have personnel deployed to theatre of operation where blasts are a predominant mechanism of injury


Until recently, our knowledge about concussion has been incomplete [3] as was our understanding of these injuries resulting from blast exposure. Since these early reports have appeared, the science on mild traumatic brain injury both in the military and civilian settings has continued to evolve, although there remain significant gaps which need to be filled.


In 2008, faced with growing concern about the potential extent and impact of mild traumatic brain injury on Canadian Forces members exposed to blasts during their deployments, the Canadian Forces Surgeon General directed that action be taken immediately in order to mitigate any possible harm to the greatest extent possible.


2.0
CF Expert Advisory Panels


Towards this end, the Canadian Forces Health Services convened an advisory panel consisting of Canadian Forces medical experts as well as external experts to develop a systematic approach to the management of mTBI in the operational context. Collectively they brought expertise in the fields of emergency medicine, trauma medicine, psychiatry, internal medicine, neuropsychology, rehabilitation medicine, epidemiology and basic science. Most of the panel consisted of Canadian Forces medical personnel with operational experience in Kandahar, Afghanistan where the bulk of Canadian Forces have been deployed since 2006.

The best clinical practice must be based on sound scientific evidence and, where the evidence is lacking, guided by a precautionary approach. The mandate of the panel was to undertake a careful review and critical appraisal of the available evidence on mTBI in a military operational setting in order to recommend a strategy for the surveillance and management of this in Canadian Forces personnel that was balanced, feasible and logical given the available evidence. The panel met initially in 2008 at which time a series of clinical practice guidelines were recommended and implemented[4]. It re-convened in 2011 to review new developments in this area and subsequently revised some guidelines based on new evidence. 


This paper summarizes key panel recommendations which have subsequently been implemented.  It will provide the operational definition of mTBI that was adopted. The surveillance system that was put in place will be described and the data which emanated from these will be presented.  Finally, the clinical practice guidelines that were developed for both in theatre and post deployment management will be described with a specific focus on the evidence used in their development


3.0
Operational Definition of mTBI


The US Defense Veteran’s and Brain Injury Center (DVBIC) Working Group Definition of mTBI [5] was adopted by the Canadian Forces in 2008 and remains in use today. The definition is as follows:


Mild TBI in military operational setting is defined as an injury to the brain resulting from an external force and/or acceleration/deceleration mechanism from an event such as a blast, fall, direct impact, or motor vehicle accident which causes an alteration in mental status typically resulting in the temporally related onset of symptoms such as: headache, nausea, vomiting, dizziness/balance problems, fatigue, insomnia/sleep disturbances, drowsiness, sensitivity to light/noise, blurred vision, difficulty remembering, and/or difficulty concentrating.


This definition was adapted from other existing definitions derived in a civilian setting including, the American College of Rehabilitation Medicine (1993)[6]; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC, 2003) [7]; World Health Organization (2004)[8]; National Athletic Trainer’s Assn (2004)[9]; and, Prague Sports Concussion Guidelines (2005) [10]. It endorses biomechanical forces as a cause of concussion that results in an acute alteration of consciousness to include: loss of consciousness (LOC), post-traumatic amnesia or retrograde amnesia (PTA or RGA) or being dazed and confused.


Loss of consciousness is not a required characteristic. As such this definition is intentionally broad and applies a lower threshold for detection than DSM-IV[11]. The panel recognized that further research might be necessary to refine this definition but chose to adopt it to allow comparison with future research coming out the US Armed Forces.


Since that time others have questioned the appropriateness of eliminating loss of consciousness as a criterion. It has been argued that symptoms of being dazed, confused and seeing stars, as well as transient loss of consciousness and not remembering the injury can be caused by severe stress as well as by mTBI, so differential diagnosis is problematic[12;13]. This is further highlighted by retrospective accounts of injury, because during recall of trauma reactions, people with severe psychological disturbances overestimate the symptoms that they had in the acute phase and also their exposure to harm[12]. Until objective and practical field based diagnostic tests are developed that can reliably distinguish between acute stress reactions and mTBI, misclassification will continue to hamper our efforts to understand and manage those who are harmed by blasts.


Despite these limitations, maintaining the DVBIC definition allows the Canadian Forces to extrapolate the bulk of research findings emanating out of the US to our Canadian Forces members.


4.0
Surveillance Programs


One of the key recommendations that originated from the 2008 advisory panel was to gain a better understanding of the full spectrum of traumatic brain injury in the deployed setting.  In theatre data capturing moderate to severe injury was reviewed and the existing post deployment screening program was modified to gain a better understanding of the prevalence and natural history of mTBI sustained during the deployment. Collectively, the data has provided a clearer picture of the impact of deployment-related mTBI on Canadian Forces members.


4.1
In Theatre Surveillance

The US military developed and implemented the Joint Theater Trauma System (JTTS) and Joint Theater Trauma Registry (JTTR) using civilian trauma system models with the intent of improving outcomes after battlefield injuries[14;15]. The JTTR provides descriptive data about mechanism of injury, injury characteristics, diagnostic and therapeutic interventions and outcomes. Canada has participated in the JTTR and has entered data about all Canadian battlefield injuries admitted to the Role 3 in Kandahar Afghanistan dating back to 2006.


Analysis of the JTTR from 1 Jan 2006 to 1 December 2009 showed that there were 83 Role 3 admissions that included a diagnosis of head injury, most of which were cases of mTBI. Most of the Role 3 admission with a head injury diagnosis had other injuries (71%) and blast was the predominant mechanism (75%). Moderate to severe head injury, as defined by Barell Classification Type I [16] was present in only 17 cases reflecting an incidence rate of 18.8 per 10,000 deployed person-years. 


4.2
Post-Deployment Surveillance



The Enhanced Post-Deployment Screening Program has been in effect since 2002.  In 2009 this program was amended to provide surveillance data on any history of mTBI during the deployment, mechanisms of injury, presence of symptoms at the time of injury and presence of symptoms at the time of post-deployment assessment.  The DVBIC questionnaire was used for screening[17].


The CF screening and reintegration policy (DCDS Direction for International Operations, Chapter 12, Section 6) requires that all members returning from an international operation of 60 or more days duration undergo the Enhanced Post-deployment Screening Process between 90 and 180 days after return to Canada.  The purpose of the Enhanced Post-deployment Screening Process is to better identify those with deployment-related problems, with a particular focus on psychosocial problems.  The Enhanced Post-deployment Screening Process consists of completion by the member of a detailed health questionnaire followed by an in-depth interview with a mental health professional. The interviewer completes a form with his or her clinical impression, along with recommendation for follow-up care if needed.

Physical symptoms is assessed using the 15 items of the PHQ-15 [18] forming the core portion of this questionnaire, augmented with additional items on perceived cognitive failures (from the Cognitive Failures Questionnaire [19]) and on potential “post-concussive” symptoms (from the US’s Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center’s (DVBIC) three-item mTBI/concussion screening questionnaire[17].


Common mental health problems are assessed using standard instruments and algorithms for major depression, minor depression, suicidal thoughts, panic disorder, and generalized anxiety disorder (all using the PHQ [20]); PTSD is assessed using the PCL-C [21], with at a cut-off of 50 points or greater.  The aggregate outcome of “any mental health problem” includes those that reported symptoms consistent with one or more of the foregoing.


Finally, a modified version of the DVBIC three-item mTBI/concussion screening questionnaire [17] was added to the questionnaire in January 2009.  The first item asks whether the respondent had been injured in any way while deployed.  The second item asks whether the respondent had symptoms of alteration in mental status immediately after the injury.  


An analysis was conducted on the EPDS data which focused on the incidence of self-reported mTBI/concussion while deployed in Afghanistan as well as the presence of multiple “post-concussive” symptoms at the time of screening, 3-6 months after deployment. The definition of “post-concussive” symptoms used in this analysis is most closely modelled after the World Health Organization ICD-10 definition for “post-concussion” syndrome because it does not require a clinical evaluation [22]. Specifically, those with three or more of the following symptoms were considered to be “post-concussive” symptom cases: headache, dizziness, fatigue, difficulty concentrating, memory problems, insomnia or irritability. Only those with more intense or frequent symptoms were considered to be positive.


A total of 1,817 CF members returning from deployment in support of the mission in Afghanistan completed the screening at the time of the analysis. Injury with alteration in mental status suggestive of mTBI was self-reported in 117 (6.4%) of respondents. Of these, 74 (4.1%) reported an injury in which they described having been dazed/confused or saw stars only, while 43 (2.4%) reported an injury with loss of consciousness and/or post-traumatic amnesia. Blast was the predominant mechanism of injury in 67% of those with mTBI/concussion.


At the time of screening, only 22% of respondents who described sustaining an mTBI during deployment had three or more “post-concussive symptoms”.


Further analyses showed that while the presence of a history of mTBI was associated with having three or more post-concussive symptoms (univariate odds ratio = 4.0, P < 0.001), the presence of one or more mental health problems at the time of screening had a far stronger association (univariate odds ratio = 32, p < 0.0001).


In summary, the screening data provides preliminary evidence to dispel the concern that a large proportion of CF members were experiencing mTBI as a consequence of blast exposure while deployed in Afghanistan. Those that did experience an mTBI were on the milder end of the mTBI spectrum in that they only experienced being dazed/confused or seeing stars. Relatively few of those who reported an in-theatre mTBI showed evidence of multiple post-concussive symptoms at the time of screening.


Finally, analyses of the screening data served to confirm the lack of specificity of the existing definition of “post-concussive” syndrome in that 84% of respondents who described three or more “post-concussive” symptoms had no history of mTBI while deployed. Moreover, the strong association of one or more mental health diagnosis in those with post-concussive syndrome seen elsewhere [23-27]  was confirmed in this population.

5.0
Clinical Practice Guidelines


In 2008, based on an expert advisory panel recommendation, the Canadian Forces Health Services implemented clinical practice guidelines for mTBI sustained in the military operational setting. The over-arching philosophy behind these guidelines is that, for the most part, mTBI is an acute injury which largely recovers over a short time period in the majority of individuals and is optimally managed by rest and education[28;29]. Those who present with symptoms months after an injury often represent a complex clinical picture where multiple factors are at play and it cannot be immediately assumed that symptoms are attributable to the mTBI without thorough and thoughtful evaluation[26;30;31].


Promulgation of a more systematic approach to the identification and management of suspected cases of mTBI has different goals depending on the deployment phase. During deployment the immediate goal in all cases of head injury is to identify those who may require neurosurgical consultation. Following this, the primary objective is to identify those with symptoms and/or impairments that may be attributable to mTBI in order to evaluate fitness for duty. Identification and management of mTBI in those who have sustained other injuries is an important consideration as this may have an impact on the clinical course of their recovery. Modification of post-deployment screening provides surveillance data on mTBI in those who have returned from deployment but also allows for a more systematic approach in identifications and management of persistent symptoms regardless of whether they are attributable to mTBI or other causes. 


5.1
In-Theatre Guidelines


The in-theatre guideline implemented in 2008 was largely a modification of the US Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center (DVBIC) Guideline in existence at the time. Adhering closely to these US guidelines made sense in light of our joint operability in southern Afghanistan which was Canada’s major area of operation at the time. This guideline has since been modified into its second iteration. What follows is a description of the main elements of the current guideline.


Two guidelines are in use: the first is intended to be used by medics in more forward areas (see Figure 1) while the second is targeted towards primary care providers (see Figure 2).




a


“Red Flags”for mTBI/consussion


1. ANY Loss of consciousness


2. Severe/worsening headache


3. GCS < 15


4. Seizure(s) with current event


5. Repeated vomiting


6. Declining neurologic status


7. Symptoms/signs of basilar skull fracture:


hemotympanum, raccoon eyes, Battle’s sign,


rhinorrhea, otorrhea


8. Pupil asymmetry


9. Abnormal speech


10. Double vision


11. Weakness/numbness in arms, legs or face


12. Any post-traumatic amnesia


13. Unusual behavior


c


Med Tech Management:


1. Headache management -use Acetaminophen 


as per protocol


2. Hydration


3. Rest (reduced stimulus)


4. Reassess every 6 hours x 24 hrs at minimum


5. Provide regular updates to MO/PA


Guideline only—not a substitute for clinical judgment


No


Medical Technician Management of Concussion (mTBI) in a Deployed Setting


1.Report findings to MO/PA for 


disposition as soon as 


feasible


2.Med Tech Management


c


b


Common Symptoms of Concussion


1. Headache


2. Irritability


3. Sleep disturbance


4. Fatigue


5. Difficulty concentrating


6. Dizziness


TRAUMATIC EVENT OCCURS ~Concussion Suspected~


Utilize theMACE History(Part I-VII) to confirm concussion.


1. A concussion may be diagnosed if the following criteria are met:


a. Head injury event(blast, fall, motor vehicle accident, head 


impact)


b. Alteration of consciousness(dazed, confused, post-traumatic 


amnesia or loss of consciousness)


Complete cognitive 


testing portion of 


MACE (Part IX-XIII)


Evacuate Priority A


to Role 3


Red flags


a


present?


Symptoms


b


or


MACE < 25


Symptoms


b


or 


MACE < 25


YES


NO


1.Perform exertional


testing


d


2.Repeat 


MACE(alternate


version)


Past history of


concussion(s)?


1. Consult with MO/PA 


regarding RTD


2. Provide education


e


3. Follow-up prn


Minimum 24 hour


supervised rest


d


Exertional Testing Protocol


1. 65-85% Target Heart Rate (THR = 220-age), using 


push-ups, step aerobics, treadmill, hand crank


2. Assess for symptoms (headache, vertigo, photo-or 


phonophobia, balance, dizziness, nausea, tinnitus, 


visual changes)


YES


YES


YES


NO


NO


NO


Updated  01June 2011


e


Education After Concussion


*Warning Signs*


If you begin to experience any of the following, seek 


immediate medical attention:


•Worsening headache


•Worsening balance 


•Double vision or other vision changes 


•Decreasing level of alertness 


•Increased disorientation 


•Repeated vomiting 


•Seizures 


•Unusual behavior


•Amnesia/Memory problems


PROVIDE DVBIC CONCUSSION/mTBI (ACUTE) 


INFORMATION OR OTHER APPROVED 


EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL (IF AVAILABLE)




Figure 1: In-Theatre Guidelines for Medical Technicians.




a


“Red Flags”for mTBI/concussion


1. Loss of consciousness > 5 min


2. Severe/worsening headache


3. GCS < 15 for > 2 hrs


4. Seizures


5. Repeated vomiting


6. Declining neurological status


7. Symptoms/signs of basilar skull fracture


hemotympanum, raccoon eyes, Battle sign, 


rhinorrhea, otorrhea


8. Pupillaryasymmetry 


8. Double vision


9. Abnormal speech


10. Other focal neurologic deficits


c


Primary Care Management:


1. Provide DVBIC mTBI/Concussion sheet to all patients


2. Headache analgesic options:  acetaminophen


preferred and Tramadol, narcotics, NSAID’s, ASA, or 


other platelet inhibitors should be used with caution


3. Consider neurology referral or evacuate to 


higher level of care as clinically indicated


4. Screen for anxiety and depression 


6. Document concussion diagnosis in medical record


7. Minimum 24 hrs rest (“reduced stimulus”)


8. Gradual return to duty


d


Exertional Testing Protocol


1. 65-85% Target Heart Rate (THR = 220-age), using 


push-up, step aerobic, treadmill, hand crank


2. Assess for symptoms (headache, vertigo, photo-or 


phonophobia, balance, dizziness, nausea, tinnitus, 


visual changes)


Primary Care Management 


c 


1. Manage and document 


symptoms


c


2. MEL’s1–7 days light duty 


and REST


3. Repeat  concussion exam 


including MACE in 1-3 days


Complete cognitive 


testing portion of 


MACE (Part IX-XIII)


Evacuate Priority A


to Role 3  


(+/-CT Scan)


TRAUMATIC EVENT OCCURS ~Concussion Suspected~


Utilize theMACE History (Part I-VII) to confirm 


concussion


1. A concussion may be diagnosed if the following criteria are met:


a. Head injury event(blast, fall, motor vehicle accident, head 


impact)


b. Alteration of consciousness(dazed, confused, post-traumatic 


amnesia or loss of consciousness)


Guideline only—not a substitute for clinical judgment


Consult with psychiatry,


Neurology/Intmedicine,


or psychology 


for disposition


Red flags


a


present?


YES


YES


YES


Primary Care Management of Concussion (mTBI) in a Deployed Setti ng


Past history of


concussion(s)?


Consult required for 


multiple concussions?


1. Provide education


e


2. MEL’sup to 7 days


to↓recurrencerisk


3. Follow-up prn


NO


Symptoms


b


or


MACE < 25


Symptoms or 


MACE < 25


Evacuate Priority C


to Role 3 for


specialist evaluation


Symptoms or 


MACE < 25 


7 days later


Minimum 24 hour 


supervised rest


NO


NO


NO


YES


YES


NO


NO


1.Perform exertional


testing


d


2.Repeat MACE, alt. 


version


YES


Updated 01June 2011


b


Common Symptoms of Concussion


1. Headache


2. Irritability


3. Sleep disturbance


4. Fatigue


5. Difficulty concentrating


6. Dizziness


e


Education After Concussion


*Warning Signs*


If you begin to experience any of the following, seek 


immediate medical attention:


•Worsening headache


•Worsening balance 


•Double vision or other vision changes 


•Decreasing level of alertness 


•Increased disorientation 


•Repeated vomiting 


•Seizures 


•Unusual behavior


•Amnesia/Memory problems


PROVIDE DVBIC CONCUSSION/mTBI (ACUTE) 


INFORMATION OR OTHER APPROVED 


EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL




Figure 2: In-Theatre Guidelines for Primary Care Providers.

The US Military Acute Concussion Evaluation (MACE) screening tool is the cornerstone of in-theatre evaluation[5]. A version was translated into French. Medical personnel were trained in the use of the MACE prior to deployment. The MACE is a two-staged test. The first stage is oriented towards describing the injury event and current symptoms while the second stage is oriented towards pragmatic bedside testing of attention, concentration and memory. While it is acknowledged that there is limited validation data on the MACE, it is derived from a well-validated assessment of concussion in the sports population, the Standardized Assessment of Concussion (SAC) [32], and use of it by the Canadian Forces allows for comparison to research findings from the United States where it is currently used.


A crucial first step in evaluating anyone suspected of having sustained a head injury is to identify more serious intracranial lesions that require urgent referral for neuroimaging and/or neurosurgical consultation. Consequently, the initial evaluation of those who have a history suspicious of mTBI is focussed on determining whether there are symptoms or signs suggestive of such pathology Towards that end, a number of ‘red flags’ predictors have been incorporated which emanate from both the Ottawa Head CT Rule and New Orleans Rule[33;34] as advocated in the American College of Emergency Physicians 2008 Guidelines[35]. Although both of these rules have been well validated in a civilian setting, there has never been validation of them in a combat setting where predictors such as advanced age or dangerous mechanism of injury are of little use. Moreover, the deployed setting poses special logistical constraints, such as the risk of re-injury when transporting from more forward areas for consultation, that need to be factored into clinical decision-making.  Until a set of predictive rules are developed and tested in this context, use of such civilian guidelines is supported by expert opinion, cognizant of the special circumstances of the deployed environment.


Cognitive testing in assessing fitness for duty is an element of the MACE, but the use of more detailed neuropsychological testing is left to the discretion of the clinician. The use of such testing is widely supported by expert opinion in the sports literature[36]. It must be recognized that the incremental value of such tests on clinical decision making has not been conclusively demonstrated. To date, the use of such tests in determining fitness for duty in a military operational context has never been scientifically validated. Moreover, even though a number of clinician-administered neuropsychological tests have been employed in research, there is no consensus on what clinician-administered tests alone or in combination are best suited for diagnostic and return to play assessments[29]. Indeed, The Consensus Statement on Concussion in Sport held in Zurich 2008, which did endorse the routine use of neuropsychological testing, also concluded that the science of concussion is evolving and therefore management and return to play decisions remain in the realm of clinical judgment on an individualized basis[36]. Noting the many important differences between the playing field and the battle field when it comes to administering, interpreting, and reacting to such tests, the Canadian Forces Expert Panel has adopted an individualized approach to the use of such testing by clinicians.


There has been increasing attention on the possible impact of multiple concussions and a consideration of this is important in any return to duty decisions. Unfortunately, while the effect of a single concussion on cognitive measures has been relatively well studied, data on the impact of multiple concussions is limited. Nearly all of this literature comes once again from the sports arena: There are inconsistent reports regarding adverse long-term effects of having two or more concussions. For instance, while some studies have found adverse long-term effects on cognitive performance[37;38] others have not [39-42]. Furthermore, some studies have found that athletes with two prior concussions recover more slowly from a concussion [43;44] while other studies find no such relationship between recovery time and prior concussion history[45].


A recently published meta-analysis looked at 10 studies with total of 614 cases of multiple mTBI and 926 control cases with a single mTBI[46]. All studies were conducted with athletes. The authors found no overall significant effect on neurocognitive functioning or symptom complaints of multiple concussions, although there was a smaller association with poorer performance on delayed memory and executive functioning. 


The studies used in this meta-analysis included participants who reported an average of between two or three concussions. The extent to which there may be a threshold effect has yet to be determined. Indeed, another meta-analysis based on the number of concussions did find a significant effect on cognitive performance using number of boxing bouts, length of boxing career, and/or frequency of heading in soccer as the measure of exposure[47]. Further work is needed to determine where such a threshold lies although it is likely to differ from person to person.


Based on the preceding the Canadian Forces has rejected an approach in which management differs based on a predefined number of concussions. Instead, it endorses an individualized approach which takes in to account a number of modifying factors, to include: 1) repeated concussions over time; 2) injuries close together in time; 3) recent concussions and repeated concussions occurring with progressively less impact or force; 4) slower recovery after each successive concussion; and 5) the absolute risk of subsequent concussions.

A minimum 24 hour rest period is mandated for individuals who likely had a concussion by history but are asymptomatic and have a normal MACE before and after exertional testing. This recommendation was based on Canadian Forces medical expert opinion in light of current guidelines for return to play in sports concussion.  The goals of this minimum rest period are 1) to facilitate attentive observation for manifestations of delayed intracranial haemorrhage during the period of greatest risk; 2) to permit a period of physical and cognitive rest, which may hasten resolution of post-concussive symptoms and hence promote an earlier return to full duties; and 3) to decrease the risk of a second concussion (and a potentially more complicated post-concussive course) during the period of greatest risk.  In the sports concussion context, current guidelines emphasize rest until symptoms resolve followed by a graded program of exertion over a period of 5 to 7 days prior to medical clearance and return to play[10;36].  Same day return to play is supported in sports concussion in ideal circumstances)[9;48;49] . In both instances, neither approach is strongly evidence based. 


There are important differences between military concussions sustained in the operational setting and sports concussions sustained on the playing field justified the 24 hour minimum rest period followed by flexible approach to return to duty instead of the more rigid approach used in competitive sports.  Education on the guideline to medical staff emphasizes that the 24 hour rest period is just a minimum:  Many concussed individuals will end up with significantly longer periods of rest until they are free of symptoms on exertion and have a normal neurocognitive exam using the MACE.  


5.2
Post-Deployment Guidelines


Those who experience a multitude of symptoms many months following a history of deployment related mTBI present a complex clinical picture. Soldiers who have returned from deployment to a combat zone frequently experience ill health from a variety of causes, many of which are not well understood. There is abundant data which shows that an important minority of soldiers returning from combat experience psychological illnesses such as PTSD, depression and substance abuse[50-52]. Others experience a variety of medically unexplained physical symptoms, an observation that initially emanated from Gulf War I but is now largely recognized to have existed even before that particular conflict[53]. The diagnostic dilemma is further compounded by the fact that post-concussive symptoms are common in the general population and are non-specific[30]. Faced with a history of possible concussion during the deployment, the clinician is well advised not to assume that any current symptoms are a consequence of persistent neurologic injury. 


The best scientific studies in the sports literature (primarily dealing with impact injuries) suggests that in the majority of cases of mTBI, symptoms and measurable neurological deficits resolve within a week[28;54], and most other studies show resolution within a few weeks to months[3]. Although it was postulated that the clinical course of mTBI following primary blast wave exposure might differ from impact injuries, the evidence to date has not supported this [55].


Despite some debate about the long-term neuropsychological impact of mTBI in the civilian population, at least one meta-analysis has shown that in unselected or prospective samples there was no residual neurocognitive impairment by 3 months post-injury[56]. A similar observation has been made in US Service personnel. A recent study compared pre- and post-deployment scores on the Automated Neuropsychological Assessment Metrics (ANAM) which is a computer based neuropsychological testing tool[57]. It found that service members who sustained an mTBI while serving in Iraq or Afghanistan were no more likely to have evidence of long-term cognitive impairment than those that did not have an mTBI. 


A minority of cases of civilian mTBI have persistent symptoms[3].. The more common of these symptoms often occur together and have been given varying terms such as post-concussion syndrome or post-concussion disorder[58]. There is little uniformity in the identification of predictors of delayed recovery after mTBI [3]. This is because there is little consistency in the predictors studied and an absence of confirmatory studies. Moreover the symptoms that may occur following concussion (e.g., headache, dizziness, fatigue, irritability, insomnia, memory or concentration difficulties) can overlap with symptoms of other conditions, further complicating the ability to attribute symptoms to a specific cause. This has been demonstrated in at least one prospective study in a civilian trauma population that showed that the prevalence of such symptoms was equivalent in trauma patients with and without head injury[30].


Within the military context, PTSD and depression are important mediators of the relationship between mild traumatic brain injury and physical health outcomes. A seminal study was published in 2008 that looked at health outcomes in US Army Infantry Soldiers 3-4 months after deployment[26]. The authors found that soldiers with mild traumatic brain injury, primarily those who had loss of consciousness, were significantly more likely to report poor general health, missed work days, medical visits, and a higher number of somatic and post-concussive symptoms that soldiers with other injuries. However, after adjustment for PTSD and depression, mild traumatic brain injury was no longer significantly associated with these physical health outcomes or symptoms, except for headache.  Since then, four peer reviewed publication as well as our own unpublished analysis of Canadian Forces personnel 3-6 months after deployment have confirmed the observation that persistent symptoms following a history of mTBI in a military operational setting are almost entirely accounted for by the presence of a mental health diagnosis such as PTSD and depression[23-25;27]. 


Moreover, there are few mTBI specific therapies that have been shown to be efficacious for the treatment of persistent symptoms following concussion. A critical appraisal of the literature has shown that the majority of interventional studies employed weak methodologies[59;60]. There is some evidence that early educational interventions that include reassuring information about the high probability of a good recovery and advice and encouragement on gradual return to regular activities helps improve symptoms in patients with mTBI[59]. In 2009 DVBIC supported use of cognitive rehabilitation for mTBI[61]. It is important to be aware that this position was based on expert opinion and there is little evidence to date which demonstrates the efficacy of this strategy in cases of mTBI[59]. 


Based on the preceding considerations, the CF advisory panel in 2008 developed a strategy for the management of those with post-deployment symptoms following a history of in-theatre mTBI (see Figure 3). The pillars of this strategy are as follows:


· It is primary care centric, as opposed to specialty care centric;


· Given the high prevalence of mental health disorders in the post-deployment population,  these are screened for and aggressively treated when present;


· Late symptoms are managed using a symptom-based diagnostic and treatment approach, with application of symptom-specific evidence based treatments where possible.




Post-Deployment Surveillance & Management of mTBI


Enhanced Post-


deployment Screening 


Process (3 –6 months 


after return) 


a


b


Primary care assessment and 


management:


•Provide education and appropriate reassurance to 


patients with a history of head trauma


•Consider chronic subdural haematoma in patients 


with chronic headache after head trauma


•Post-traumatic headache responds to the usual 


approach for chronic headache disorders


•Other somatic symptoms (e.g., dizziness) should 


also be approached in a conventional fashion


•Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) and graded 


exercise are the most consistently helpful 


treatments for unexplained symptoms


YES


Assessment of MH problems in 


accordance with symptoms, 


local practice, and resources 


c


NO


YES


a


Enhanced Post-deployment 


Screening will include questions 


(and guidance on interpretation) for:


•Head trauma while deployed


•Alteration in consciousness at the time of trauma


•Cause of trauma while deployed (e.g., blast)


•Current symptoms


•Interviewer concerns on mTBI


Data automatically recorded in 2034 and 


captured for surveillance purposes


NO


NO


Do symptoms


resolve? 


c


No further action for mTBI


NO


Symptoms


of MH prob.? 


c


mTBI symptoms


consistent with


MH prob.? 


c


MH problem


diagnosed? 


c


Standard treatment of MH 


problems 


c


YES


NO


YES


NO


NO


NO


NO


Cognitive


deficits


documented? 


d


Reassurance, education


CBT if needed for 


persistent concerns


Patient with symptoms or concerns 


about mTBI


•MEL’sas appropriate


•Symptom and deficit 


oriented rehabilitation


YES


Primary care assessment 


b


Persistent 


concerns RE:


cognition? 


d


•Neuropsychological 


evaluation


d


•Any other needed 


consultation


Somatic 


symptoms? 


b


•Conventional evaluation and 


treatment of somatic 


symptoms 


b


•Imaging if suspicion of 


chronic subdural haematoma


e


If local practice 


permits direct 


referral from MH 


provider


NO 


e


YES


YES


YES


YES


d


Cognitive deficits in mTBI:


•Patients with documented cognitive deficits or 


persistent concerns should have 


neuropsychological evaluation to document and 


quantify deficits


•Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) may help if 


there are persistent concerns without documented 


deficits


•Consider MEL’sin all patients with concerns 


about cognitive deficits


C


mTBI symptoms and mental health 


problems:


•Common non-specific mTBI symptoms are more 


likely to be attributable to MH problems or to 


distress than to mTBI


•In the presence of a MH problem, treat the MH 


problem and follow non-specific symptoms 


expectantly; evaluate persistent symptoms or 


those inconsistent with MH problems


•Consider somatoform disorders or atypical 


presentations of mental health problems in 


patients with multiple unexplained symptoms


CF Version 3.3


July 2008


Guideline only—not a substitute for clinical judgment


Does patient


have concerns


RE: mTBI?


Head trauma


with current


symptoms?




Figure 3: Post-Deployment Guidelines.

While this strategy represented a unique approach when developed by the Canadian Forces advisory panel in 2008, the Ontario Neurotrauma Foundation has since independently published guidelines endorsing a symptom-based approach for post-concussive symptoms following a critical appraisal of the literature[62].


6.0 Conclusion

In summary, the Canadian Forces has implemented robust strategies for the management of mTBI given the best knowledge about the current scope of the problem within the CF and the best scientific knowledge about the condition itself.  Each NATO member country needs to explore the magnitude of this issue within the context of the scope of their own military operations before deciding on an approach which best suits their circumstances. Whatever approach that is ultimately adopted needs to be balanced, logical, feasible and based on the best available scientific evidence. Continued vigilance is required to identify compelling new evidence which would warrant changes in practice.  
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SUMMARY

On January 4, 2010 (the very first working day of the year) at 05.30 hours, a massive explosion in an industrial company, located in a mountain village occurred. A few of giant steam containers, as well as a steam pipeline-system exploded. Victims of this limited industrial disaster (due to time-coincidence and other positive circumstances) were as follows: 1 dead on the spot, 1 dead after transportation to hospital, 3 severely injured (polytrauma), 13 minor injuries. This report describes the treatment of one of those three severely injured. A 43-year-old man, 88 kg, 180 cm, BMI 27.8, was transported by the ambulance of the Emergency Medical Service to the nearest local hospital. The volume resuscitation started, right subclavian vein cannulation, drainage of the right hemithorax and covering of burned areas were performed. The intubated and artificially ventilated patient was then transferred by helicopter to our hospital (Emergency Department). He was admitted at 08.30 hours, (3 hours after the injury). During the admission procedure, the leading diagnoses were: haemorrhagic – traumatic and burns shock, haemoperitoneum, right-sided pneumothorax, subtotal amputation of the left distal crus/feet, 2nd degree burns covering 40 % of the TBSA (Total Body Surface Area), craniotrauma with brain commotion and subgaleal haematoma, right calcaneus fracture, multiple open soft tissue wounds. Preliminary circulatory stabilisation with discontinuation of norepinephrine infusion was achieved within 10 hours, by excessive positive fluid balance, which took three days (22, 10 and 9 litres). Preliminary blood lactate 7 mmol/l was normalised within 24 hours. Blood albumin level 15 g/l was tolerated without any artificial replacement. The second hit appeared on the 10th day, in a form of septic shock caused by Aspergillus fumigatus infection from the lacerated left lower limb. High-volume continuous haemodiafiltration because of hyperpyrexia was used, for achieving circulatory stability, after the enforced exarticulation in the left knee- joint level. An excessive proteolysis (urea loss more than 1000 mmol/day persisted 1.5 months, with the corresponding energy expenditure over 2600 kcal/day measured by indirect calorimetry. During the hospital stay, the patient underwent multiple surgical interventions (splenectomy, revision of the abdominal cavity, vascular arterial reconstruction, surgical treatment of skeletal injuries of different kind – external fixateurs, minimal invasive osteosynthesis, exarticulation in the left knee joint level, local treatment of the burned areas including necrectomies and skin grafting etc.). Metabolic support was performed using combined parenteral and enteral nutrition during the first month, enteral nutrition combined with food were given for more than 3 following months. The patient was hospitalised until April 26, 2010, when he was transferred to a rehabilitation centre. Based on this experience, we made a conclusion for our next practice. These types of traumas are fully comparable with military battlefield environment injuries. All wounds and injuries must be considered to be infected. Principles of war surgery (life and limb saving, damage control surgery) should be applied also in civilian environment, particularly in (even limited) disaster situations.

1.0
INTRODUCTION

Blast injury is one of the most important sources of casualties in military combat operations and, at the same time, a typical clinical syndrome of field surgery within the area of military medicine. The spectrum of blast injuries and their consequences is very broad. In today´s world, however, not only military environment deals with this considerable multi-disciplinary problem. Expansion of terrorist attacks worldwide, industrial and other man-made disasters may cause, among others, blast injuries with all their clinical aspects. In this report we refer about a case of combination of mechanical and burns injuries in a young healthy man, as a consequence of the disastrous explosion within the civilian rural industrial setting. 

2.0
CASE REPORT

On Monday, January 4, 2010 (the very first working day of the year) at 05.30 hours, a massive explosion in an industrial company, located in a mountain village occurred. A few of giant steam containers, as well as the steam pipeline-system exploded due to technical winter-time-related problems, after Christmas and New Year holidays. Victims of this limited industrial disaster (due to time-coincidence and other positive circumstances only few people were present before regular working hours at 06,00 and 07,00 started) were as follows: 1 dead on the spot, 1 dead after transportation to hospital, 3 severely injured (polytrauma), 13 minor injuries.



Figure 1: View on the factory damaged area.

Within 16 minutes after the explosion report, the first ambulances of the Emergency Medical Service arrived. Triage of all injured was performed and first aid at the spot was rendered. Three severely injured persons were transported to the three nearest local hospitals within the region, 13 persons with minor injuries were given the primary care in place, and subsequently checked within the 3 local hospitals (outpatient departments), none of them had to be hospitalised.

2.1
The Patient´s History

A 43-year-old healthy man with negative medical history, worker in the factory, 88 kg, 180 cm, BMI 27.8, suffered multiple mechanical trauma and burns injury – scalds from the hot water-steam - in the moment of the explosion and subsequent damage of factory buildings. He was evacuated from the wreckage and rendered first aid by medical staff of the Emergency Medical Service (EMS). He was “labelled” Priority 1 and transported by the ambulance of the EMS to the local hospital 16 kilometers from the injury site.

2.2
Treatment

2.2.1
Prior to the Admission to the Trauma Centre

Clinical examination and basic diagnostic procedures including X-rays and sonography were performed. The volume resuscitation started after the right subclavian vein cannulation, drainage of the right hemithorax and covering of burned areas were performed. Left lower extremity was immobilised within a vacuum splint. The patient was intubated, artificially ventilated and then transferred by helicopter to our hospital (Emergency Department). The patient was admitted to our hospital at 08.30 hours, 3 hours after the injury.

2.2.2
Urgent Surgical Procedures

During the admission procedure, the leading diagnoses were: haemorrhagic – traumatic and burns shock, haemoperitoneum from the lacerated spleen, right-sided pneumothorax, subtotal amputation of the left distal crus/feet, 2nd degree burns covering 40 % of the TBSA (Total Body Surface Area), craniotrauma with brain commotion and subgaleal haematoma, right calcaneus fracture, multiple open soft tissue wounds.



Figure 2: Open left distal tibial fracture with bone loss and tibialis anterior artery disruption.

At 09.00 hours, the patient was in the operating theatre. Because of the spleen laceration (haemoperitoneum) splenectomy was performed. During the same surgery, reduction and external fixation of the left lower limb was done to stabilise segmental open tibial fracture. Debridement of soft tissue wounds was done, including extraction of one totally free fragment of the left tibia. Vascular surgeon revised the disruption of the left tibialis anterior artery, and after thrombectomy by Fogarthy catheter was done, he performed vascular end-to-end anastomosis. Burned areas (scalds caused by hot steam) were washed, cleaned and covered with tull-gras and gauze with iodisol 10% solution. The patient was at 11.00 hours, after two-hour-procedure, admitted to the ICU. All complex monitoring and care, artificial ventilation and fluid resuscitation continued. The patient was unstable and because of haemorrhagic secretion from the drain of the abdominal cavity (sign of continual bleeding) at 13.00 hours, the surgical revision of the abdomen was needed. The source of bleeding was found within the pancreatic cauda area and the bleeding was stopped surgically by pericenthesis.



Figure 3: Fixateur externe in scalded crus over the open fracture. 

2.2.3
Another Surgical Procedures

Beside the almost daily dressing-changes on burned areas, the patient was operated on for additional injuries. On January 7, the minimal invasive osteosynthesis (MIO) of the right calcaneus fracture by closed reduction using a lag screw and Kirschner wires was performed. On January 8, the double level MIO of the left crus using lag screws and Kirschner wires was done. Repeated surgical debridement of the wounds was performed. Because of deterioration of the local status within the wound on the left crus and consequent general status aggravation, on January 14, (day 10 after the injury) the exarticulation in the left knee-joint-level had to be performed in order to solve this life-threatening complication. The cause of it was the presence of Aspergillus fumigatus infection within the wound. Superficial dermal burns healed spontaneously very well under the temporary skin substitute Askina Derm® and Askina Thinsite®. Full thickness burns appeared due to conversion on the upper right arm, axilla and right thorax wall region. On January 27 and 29, necrectomies of full thickness burns of the right upper arm, axilla, right thorax wall  region and multiple necrotic skin focuses on the dorsal part of the right crus and on the stump of the left thigh were performed. On February 10, skin autotransplantation by 1:3 meshed grafts was performed. The grafts healed-in well within 10-12 days. 



Figure 4: Burns of the dorsal parts covered by temporary skin substitutes.



Figure 5: Appearance of the local Aspergillus fumigatus infection.

2.2.4
Intensive Care Therapy

2.2.4.1
Fluid Resuscitation, Shock Therapy 


The aim of the resuscitation phase after urgent abdominal operation was to achieve haemodynamic stabilization. Fluid resuscitation was performed dominantly by crystalloids in combination with starch solution, plasma and erythrocyte transfusions. Norepinephrin was dropped off within 10 hours, in spite of the tolerated severe positive fluid accumulation in the body. The positive fluid balance achieved during the 1st day was 22 litres, the 2nd day 10 litres and the 3rd day 9 litres. Maximal level of blood lactate was 7 mmol/litre and normalisation of the level was achieved within 24 hours after admission. The blood level of albumin on the 3rd day was 15 g/l dominantly due to enlargement of distributive space after reperfusion. 

The early parenteral nutrition started the 2nd day already (150 g of glucose, 50 g of lipids and 140 g of aminoacids) and gastric stimulation by low-dose enteral feeding was also added. The first choice antibiotic therapy started by piperacilin + tazobactam administration. The parameters of arteficial ventilation in the pressure control regime (BIPAP) were set up as follows: PEEP 10, PIP up to 35. The body core temperature at the end of the acute abdominal surgery was 34.0 degree Celsius. During the first three days, it was difficult to keep normothermy without shewering. Room temperature had to be enhanced up to 29 degree Celsius by using additional sources of heating. 

2.2.4.2
Second Hit Therapy


The 10th day after admission, the second hit appeared in a form of septic shock. Acceptable haemodynamic stability was achieved within the following 8 hours, after correction of hyperpyrexia 42.8 degree Celsius by high volume CRRT (Continual Renal Replacement Therapy). Correction of oxygenation, which was worsening due to ARDS (Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome), was achieved by enhancing ventilation parameters (PEEP 16, PIP 39, FiO2 0.6). Microscopic analysis of avital (necrotic) tissue sample from the wound of the left lower crus confirmed Aspergillus fibres. The low blood level of galaktomanan, however, has not confirmed the presence of systemic mycosis. Serratia species in blood culture was cultivated two days later. The wound over the distal tibia fracture itself was considered to be a source of the severe septic shock. In spite of successful first vascular reconstruction of tibialis anterior artery in that region during the emergency procedures, the appearance of a relatively small skin defect led us to the decision to perform amputation (exarticulation) in the left knee joint level with leaving the stump open. The next development of the general health status confirmed this decision was correct. An ischemic stroke in the right carotis interna artery region was a consequence of the mentioned severe septic shock. Sequelae of this ischemia, verifyed by the CT scan (malatia) were, however, minimalised by an intensive, prolonged physical therapy. This was confirmed during the follow-up examination after one year post injury. Systemic antimycotic therapy (voriconasol) was applied for 10 days. The local by Aspergillus contaminated small skin areas were debrided surgically during the following days. The patient was weaned from the ventilator on the 31st day and 2 weeks later, the tracheostomy cannula was extracted. 

2.2.4.3
Metabolic Support and Nutrition

The predominantly parenteral nutrition with combination of gastric feeding was performed during the first month, after the starter-regime used from the 5th day. This nutrition contained 160 g of aminoacids, 300 g of glucose and 100 g of fat enriched with omega-3 fatty acids. The significant meal intake was from the 30th day, but the enteral feeding by fine nasojejunal tube continued up to the next 90 days. The measurement of energy expenditure was performed by using indirect calorimetry several times, starting from the 33rd day. The REE (Resting Energy Expenditure) up to 2700 kcal/day continued for more than two months – till the 68th day (Table 1).The body weight changes are documented graphically in Table 2. The urine nitrogen output persisted in higher values up to 3 months. The values were in correlation with protein catabolism about 180 g of aminoacids per day. Because of presence of the prolonged catabolic status, the beta blocker drug was administered from the 3rd month (metoprolol 50 mg/day).


Table 1: Resting Energy Expenditure development.
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Table 2: Changes of the body weight.
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2.2.5
Therapeutic Results

After almost four months of hospitalization, this critically injured patient was transferred to a specialized rehabilitation centre to continue in occupational and physical therapy, which had already started at our department. This is a standard part of the complex and continuous care in such combined injuries. All burned areas, including grafted ones and the left femur stump, healed well; the patient started to gain his body weight. The 80th day after injury he achieved 82 kilograms (original weight was 88 kg). As sequelae of the injury and its treatment, only sensomotoric neuromyopathy of critically ill without lateralization persisted. But there was obvious clear progressive tendency towards improvement. One year after the injury, the patient started verticalization using the left crus prosthesis, as we could see during his follow-up visit. Psychologically, he was in a very good condition, thanks to the psychological support of all medical personnel, and his family members especially. 



Figure 6: Dermal burns of the trunk healed.



Figure 7: Left femur stump healed after skin grafting.

3.0
DISCUSSION

Severely injured patients with monotrauma, multiple mechanical trauma and/or polytrauma of most different kind represent a routine influx of patients to our level I Trauma Centre serving for population of almost 1 million. The same clinical case in combination with burns injury, however, is quite rare pattern of injury in our conditions. Blast injuries have been mostly related to warfare traumatology in military medicine. Industrial disasters, large traffic catastrophes etc. can be situations, causing many of these injuries. Not to speak about worldwide spreading terrorism, which became increasingly part of the reality of the modern world. Recently, blast injuries represent a multidimensional problem in both military and civilian practice. In our presented case, we demonstrate possible similarities from both mentioned sites. The mechanism of injury was an industrial explosion causing thermic and mechanical polytrauma. The wet environment caused by hot steam presence after explosion, together with massive debris contamination of wounds could have been a direct cause of subsequently developed mycotic infection by Aspergillus fumigatus. An open bone segmental fracture with artery disruption was the main cause of tissue ischemia, These all appeared in burned area. Lower extremities have been reported predominantly to be injured by military blast injuries, particularly due to explosions caused by AV (anti-vehicular mines) and/or IED (Improvised Explosive Device). Detonations occurring under the vehicle transmit high amplitude and short duration axial loads onto the foot-ankle-tibia region of the occupant causing injuries to the lower leg. Our patient suffered almost identical injury, moreover segmental within two levels. Some protective measures have been introduced within the military. The use of body armor e.g. is allowing soldiers to survive blasts that would otherwise be fatal due to systemic damage. Our patient (without any body protection) suffered head contusion, thorax contusion with pneumothorax on the right side, spleen laceration followed by haemoperitoneum which was an urgent indication for surgery. Because this patient was only one at the certain period of the day, and all specialists were available, maximal treatment was given (particularly artery anastomosis in distal tibial part after thrombectomy from both ends by Fogarthy catheter, after the fixateurs externe had been placed (in burned area). In military field conditions, this situation would be solved most probably by bellow knee amputation. The same would with high probability happen in civilian hospital under muss casualty situation. Our decision was modified by availability of all personal, material and technical resources. Some authors refer about this kind of decision. The decision of whether to salvage or proceed with limb amputation is one of the most difficult in orthopaedic trauma. There is general agreement in accepted rule for following wound management. Timely wound debridement and excision of contaminated or avascular tissue, along with prevention of sepsis, are crucial to managing extremity injury. In our patient the wound debridement was done repeatedly, including removal of avascular bone fragments, the systemic support at the ICU in a complex way was rendered. But still the Aspergillus fumigatus infection within the most critical wound appeared, on the 9th day post injury. The septic shock with hyperpyrexia, ARDS, required a radical decision which was made. The exarticulation in the knee level of the left lower extremity had to be done, as a life-saving procedure. In our conditions, infection caused by Aspergillus has been extremely rare. In recent publications one can find recommendations of substantial surgical debridement or amputations associated with aggressive antifungal therapy. Early, repeated and systematic mycological wound samples to guide and adapt surgical and antifungal management in these filamentous fungal infections, is also recommended. An extricable part of the complex management of blast and other combined injuries is, beside fluid early replacement and aggressive resuscitation, the metabolic care. Polytraumas and burn injuries are well known for their hypermetabolic status (their catabolic effect leading up to the “autocanibalism” state). However, the intensity and persistence of such an excessive protein catabolism in our patient we did not expect. Although the metabolic care in combination of parenteral and enteral nutrition was performed very carefully, the positive energy balance was achieved after 3 months post injury only, when metorolol with the goal of decreasing the protein catabolism, was administered. The registered body weight change was influenced by intersticial fluid transfer substantially. This was due to its temporary accumulation, influenced by increased capillary permeability during sepsis and SIRS, and furthermore by the loss of the extremity. In spite of it, the patient loss about 10 kilograms of his body weight within three months period of time.

4.0
CONCLUSION

The treatment of this patient may serve as a unique example of great challenge in many aspects of work within our Department of Surgery (Level I Trauma Centre). 

We considered it as the best “test” of our interdisciplinary team approach (traumatologists, intensivists, burn surgeons etc.) and, at the same time, its co-ordination and co-operation. Many specialists participated in the complex therapy. Even more so, because this type of multiple combined (blast) injuries are in civilian environment quite rare (less than 5 % of all burns injuries). The role and importance of nursing care, including physical therapists´ activities is extremely important as well. 

At our Department, traditionally, the academic and clinical civilian and military medical personnel work together. This case, originally from the civilian industrial explosion, served as an example of possible pattern of “military” environment type of injury; predominantly from the point of view of the mechanism of injury and other circumstances – prehospital aid, transportation, massive contamination of wounds, etc.


Also in these “civilian” injuries and hospitals, the principles of “war surgery” can and should be applied, in order to achieve the best possible results, with regard to morbidity and lethality, particularly under the mass casualty situations.
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Abstract 


Traumatic brain injury (TBI) has been a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in recent conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan due to the increasing use of roadside improvised explosive devices (IEDs).  However, the mechanisms of blast induced TBI are currently not known.  Here we investigated neuronal damage and changes in cell surface expression of glutamate receptors in the rat brain after blast.  Animals were exposed to 120 kPa blast wave in a pneumatic-pressure driven shock tube and observed for 1h, 24 h, 1 week and 3 weeks after blast.  At the end of each observation period, animals were euthanized and their brains harvested.  Frontal cortices and hippocampi of both sides of the brain were processed to separate synaptic membranes.  The expression of α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) receptor subunits on synaptic membranes were analyzed using western blot analysis.  Immunohistochemistry was used to investigate neuronal and glial degeneration in both sides of the hippocampi, cortices and white matter.  Results showed that the synaptic expression of AMPA receptor subunits, GluR1 and GluR2, were dramatically reduced as early as 1 h after blast injury. These changes became less significant 1 week after blast. At 3 weeks after blast, both GluR1 and GluR2 were significantly increased as compared to control.  Immunohistochemistry results showed that within 24 hours of blast, axonal damage was apparent in all brain regions examined, as stained by the neuronal marker Neurofilament H (NFH).  The blast-induced reduction in NFH staining persisted for at least three weeks.  In contrast, glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) staining showed fluorescence intensity increased as early as 3 hours after blast and persisted for at least 3 weeks, indicating gliosis.  Together, results from these experiments indicate that at 120 kPa, the blast wave produces consistent brain damage in the rat.  Changes in the cell surface expression of glutamate receptors may contribute to neurodegeneration induced by blast.

1.0
Introduction

Increasing use of improvised explosive devices (IEDs) and other explosives during conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq have led to mass casualties 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[1, 2]
. As a result, traumatic brain injury (TBI) caused by IEDs has become a major focus of casualty care in combat areas.  One of the confounding issues is that soldiers who initially had no immediate trauma from exposure to blasts are now showing signs of cognitive impairments and behavioural changes 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[1, 3]
.  For this reason, mild-to-moderate traumatic brain injury (mTBI) has garnered attention as one of the most significant injuries of the recent conflicts in these two countries.  Traditionally, it was believed that blast waves only affect air containing organs such as the lungs and the ear.  However, recent evidence shows that the brain is one of the most important organs affected by blast waves, although the exact mechanism(s) by which the blast wave damages the brain are still under investigation 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[4-10]
.  Recent reports have suggested several possibilities regarding how the blast wave is transmitted to the brain 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[8, 11]
.  These include acceleration of the head, direct passage of the blast wave via the cranium, and propagation of the blast wave to the brain via a thoracic mechanism 11[]
.  Moreover, these possibilities do not mutually exclude each other.  In addition to primary brain injury due to acceleration, blast waves can cause victims to fall or be struck by objects, resulting in secondary or tertiary injuries 12[]
.  There is currently no standard treatment for TBI or mTBI due to the complexity and the lack of understanding on the mechanisms of these injuries 13[]
. 


In blast-induced TBI, hippocampus and the frontal cortex are most vulnerable to blast damage 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[14, 15]
.  The most common types of damage are diffuse axonal injury, contusion, and subdural haemorrhage and hypoxia 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[14, 16]
. Collectively, these damages lead to biochemical and metabolic changes that eventually result in tissue damage and associated cell death 17[]
.  In addition to neurodegeneration, gliosis in the brain has been shown to exist in various models of TBI 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[10]
.  Gliosis happens as a result of inflammatory responses to blast damage and has been considered the hallmark of TBI 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[10, 13, 18]
.  


Glutamate and aspartate are the most important excitatory neurotransmitters acting in the central nervous system 19[]
.  Their interactions with specific membrane receptors, which are divided into NMDA, kainate, AMPA and metabotropic receptors, are responsible for many neurological functions such as cognition, learning, memory and sensation 20[]
. In addition, these receptors, especially NMDA and AMPA receptors, are involved in the developmental plasticity of synaptic connections in the nervous system 21[]
.  However, excessive glutamate release and consequent overstimulation of its receptors can lead to excitotoxicity.  The latter has been associated with a wide range of neurological disorders, including trauma and stroke damage, epilepsy, Alzheimer’s and Huntington’s diseases 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[22, 23]
.  Numerous reports showing massive glutamate release and subsequent over-activation of its receptors after various models of TBI have been published in the past 30 years 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[2, 24, 25]
.  Most current treatment strategies against TBI are based on the hypothesis that glutamate receptors are over-activated 2[]
, regardless of the model used to induce TBI.  However, NMDA or AMPA receptor antagonists rarely show effectiveness in clinical settings 26[]
, suggesting that other complicating factors exist during TBI. 


Glutamate receptor trafficking, especially that of the AMPA receptor subtype, has been shown to play critical roles in normal neurophysiology of the brain such as information processing, learning and memory 27[]
.  Most recently, there have been reports showing that AMPA receptor trafficking plays a role in brain pathology such as Alzheimer's disease, brain ischemic disorders, and stroke 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[28, 29]
.  Moreover, in a previous report, we have shown that GluR2 endocytosis is involved in NMDA-induced apoptosis in cultured rat hippocampal neurons and blockage of GluR2 endocytosis by a mimetic peptide of GluR2 C-terminus diminished NMDA-induced apoptosis in the same cells 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[30]
.  In the present report, we hypothesize that in addition to excessive glutamate release, cell surface expression of glutamate receptor subunits are also changed during blast induced TBI, therefore changing their efficiencies on the synapse.


2.0
materials and methods

2.1
Animal Preparation and Exposure to Blast

In conducting experiments with animals, the authors adhered to the principles set forth in the “Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals”, Institute of Laboratory Animal Resources, National Research Council, National Academy Press, 1996, and was approved by WRAIR/NMRC IACUC Committee.  Male Sprague-Dawley rats (250-300g) were anaesthetized with isoflurane (2% in air, 2.5 min in a sealed box) and exposed to blast.  To restrict body movement from the blast impact and prevent subsequent secondary blast injuries, animals were secured into a holder placed 30 cm inside the compressed air-driven shock tube with Mylar membranes rupturing at predetermined pressure thresholds 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[8, 31]
.   Animals were placed in such a way that the right side of the body facing the blast wave and subjected to blast with a mean peak overpressure of 120 kPa.  Control animals underwent the same anaesthetization procedure and placement in the shock tube, but were returned to their respective cages without exposure to a blast wave.  After blast exposure, animals were closely observed for 1h, 24 h, 1 week or 3 weeks before being sacrificed and their brains harvested.  For experiments involving immunohistochemistry, animals were euthanized at the end of each observation period and immediately perfused transcardially with 0.1 M ice-cold phosphate-buffer saline (PBS, pH 7.4) followed by 4% formaldehyde.  The brains were removed and post-fixed with 4% formaldehyde before histological preparations.  For experiments involving expression of glutamate receptors, animals were sacrificed at the end of each observation period and their brains removed and immediately placed in dry ice and stored at -800C until analysis.

2.2
Immunohistochemistry


Both sides of the rat brain were stained with antibodies against the axonal marker Neurofilament H (NFH),  the neuronal specific marker NeuN,  or the astrocyte marker glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP).  Briefly, fixed brains were dehydrated in 30% sucrose (dissolved in 0.1 M phosphate buffer) and frozen at -800C.  Coronal sections containing the hippocampus (30 µm thickness) were processed for sequential staining with antibodies against NFH (1: 500, Millipore), NeuN (1:500, Millipore), and GFAP (1: 500, Millipore).  At the end of the staining process, all slices were counter-stained with DAPI (Invitrogen) to view nuclei.  Stained brain slices were viewed with a Quorum WaveFX laser scanning confocal microscope and images were captured with a Hamamatsu EM-CCD camera.  Finally, captured images were stitched together using a module from MetaMorph to show structures of different brain regions.  Areas of interest were then cropped to include 100 µm sections for presentation.


2.3
Preparation of Synaptoneurosomes


Synaptoneurosomes (SN) are purified synaptic membranes that contain both the pre- and post- synaptic termini and enriched in post synaptic density protein 95 (PSD95) 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[32]
.  The procedure for making SNs was based on Williams et al. with slight modifications 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[33]
.  Briefly, frozen brains were thawed on ice; hippocampi and frontal cortices were dissected from both sides of the brain.  The dissected brain structures were then homogenized in HEPES buffer containing (in mM: HEPES 10, EDTA 1.0, Dithiothreitol 0.25 and sucrose 350) using a Teflon glass homogenizer (5 strokes for each homogenization).  Homogenates were centrifuged at 40C (1000 × g) for 10 min.  The resulting supernatants were then sequentially filtered through a 100 µm, an 8 µm and a 5 µm filter (Millipore).  The resulting filtrates were enriched with SNs, which were further characterized with antibodies against PSD-95 and tubulin using western blot analysis.

2.4
Western Blot Analysis


SNs or brain homogenates (10 – 15 µg protein) from various regions of the brain were separated on a 4–20% gradient pre-cast gel (Bio Rad, Mississauga, Ontario) and transferred onto polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes.  The membranes were blocked with 5% skim milk, 0.1% Tween 20 in phosphate buffered saline and then probed with antibodies against GluR1, GluR2, NR2A or NR2B receptors (1:1000; Invitrogen) (overnight at 40C).  After washing, the membranes were incubated with a secondary antibody, donkey anti-rabbit or mouse IgG-HRP (GE Health Care Biosciences, Quebec, Canada) diluted 1:5000. Detection was carried out by using ECL advanced detection reagents (GE Health Care Biosciences, Quebec, Canada) and imaged using a Molecular Imager VersaDoc MP 4000 system (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Mississauga, ON, Canada).  To confirm equal protein loading, blots were re-probed with anti-pan-actin antibody (1:1000; Cell Signaling, Massachusetts, USA).  In some cases, the anti-pan-actin antibody did not yield satisfying bands and an antibody against the pre-synaptic protein SNAP-25 was used as a loading control.  


2.5
Data Analysis


Western blot bands corresponding to each receptor subunit or pan-actin and SNAP-25 were identified and quantified for optical density using the Quantity One software (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Mississauga, ON, Canada).  The ratio between optical densities of each receptor subunit and pan-actin  or SNAP-25 was then calculated and normalized against control (the ratio for control arbitrary set at 100%).  One-way analysis of variance and post hoc Tukey’s multiple comparison tests were used to examine the statistical differences between groups.

3.0
Results

3.1
Blast-Induced Neurodegeneration and Gliosis


Digital pictures of rat brain were taken immediately after the rat was sacrificed to view gross anatomy of the brain.  As shown in Figure 1, there were no apparent damages or haemorrhage on the surface of the brain after various period of blast.


 

Figure 1: Digital pictures of rat brain at various time points after blast injury. 

To examine possible brain damages at the molecular level, coronal sections of the brain containing both sides of the hippocampi were stained with the neuronal markers NFH and the glial marker GFAP after various periods of blast exposure.  Results showed that although the rat is blasted from the right side, brain damages were apparent on both sides of the brain.  For the ease of illustration, only one side of the staining was shown in the subsequent illustrations for  immunohistochemistry.  


A representative confocal scan of the brain region containing the whole hippocampus stained with NFH, GFAP and DAPI was shown in figure 2.  This image was acquired with a Hamamatsu EM-CCD Digital camera under 40 × immersion oil objective.   Although it lacks details in the structure of individual cells, areas of changes in the brain will be spotted easily as changes in the intensity of flurosecence is visible in the image.  Upon identification of areas where changes are apparent, an image with higher resolution from areas of interests (AOI) can be zoomed in to examine fluorescence changes in detail (Fig. 2).




Figure 2: Confocal image showing the whole hippocampus of a rat brain stained with NFH (red), GFAP (green) and DAPI (blue). A, B, C: enlarged images of AOIs a, b and c.

Neurofilaments (NFs) are constitutive proteins that are ubiquitously expressed along the axons of neurons.  Here, we used an antibody against the heavy chain of NF (NFH) to examine axonal damages in different regions of the brain.  Results showed that NFH staining was most abundant in the white matter and the cortex of the brain, although staining in the hippocampus is also visible.  As shown in Figure 3, fluorescence intensities of NFH were dramatically decreased as early as 24 h after blast exposure, and it lasted for at least 3 weeks after blast, especially in the cortex and white matter, indicating neurodegeneration.   




Figure 3: Confocal microscopic images of various rat brain regions stained with NFH (red) at different time points after blast injury. Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue).  CX = cortex; 
HP = hippocampus; WM = white matter. scale bar = 20 µm.  magnification: 400 ×.

Figure 4 shows staining patterns of the glial marker GFAP.  In contrast to the changes in NFH staining, GFAP showed a consistent increase from 24 h after blast exposure in all regions of the brain examined, indicating gliosis. Gliosis has been reported to exist in various forms of TBI.




Figure 4: Confocal microscopic images of various rat brain regions stained with GFAP (red) at different time points after blast injury. Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue).  CX = cortex;
HP = hippocampus; WM = white matter. scale bar = 20 µm.  magnification: 400 ×.

3.2
Changes in the Cell Surface Expression of Glutamate Receptors


Glutamate receptors are the major excitatory neurotransmitter receptors in the brain.  They are involved in normal brain functions such as learning and memory and brain malfunctions such as brain trauma and neurodegenerative diseases.  Like most cell surface receptors, glutamate receptors are only functional when they are expressed on the cell surface, whether it is synaptic or extra-synaptic.


In order to study changes in the cell surface expression of glutamate receptors, we performed multi-step filtrations of rat hippocampus and frontal cortex to isolate synaptoneurosomes.  Initially, SNs were prepared separately for the ipsilateral and contralateral sides of the brain structures, but results showed that there were no difference in the changes in any receptor subtype between the two sides.  Therefore,  results were pooled from both sides of the brains. 


As shown in figure 5, at 1 h after blast injury, both AMPA receptor subtypes, GluR1 and GluR2, were significantly decreased in SNs and homogenates as compared to control animals.  Similar changes were observed in both the hippocampus and the cortex.   In contrast, the changes in NMDA receptor subtypes, NR2A and NR2B, were not as dramatic as those of the AMPA receptors.  NR2A was decreased slightly but significantly in the SNs of the cortex but not in the hippocampus.  However, both NR2A and NR2B were reduced in the homogenates of the cortex and hippocampus.




Figure 5: Changes in the expression of glutamate receptors in rat brain hippocampus and cortex 
1 h after blast injury.  SN = synaptoneurosomes; HMG = homogenates; C = control; B = blast.  
* p < 0.05 compared with control; ** p < 0.01 compared with control. Results 
represent Mean ± S.E.M. from at least four rats in each group.

At 24 h after injury, GluR1 and GluR2 expression in SNs remained decreased, with the exception of GluR2 in the cortex, which returned to control level (Fig. 6).  Interestingly, both receptor subunits in the homogenates recovered to control levels.  In contrast to the changes in GluR1 and GluR2, NR2A and NR2B are not significantly different from control levels in SNs in both the hippocampus and cortex, although they were significantly increased in the homogenates of the cortex.  Furthermore, the expression of NR2B in the homogenates of hippocampus was increased significantly, as compared with control.




Figure 6: Changes in the expression of glutamate receptors in rat brain hippocampus and cortex 
24 h after blast injury.  SN = synaptoneurosomes; HMG = homogenates; C = control; B = blast.  
* p < 0.05 compared with control; ** p < 0.01 compared with control. Results 
represent Mean ± S.E.M.  from at least four rats in each group.

At 1 week after blast injury, GluR1 and GluR2 in SNs remained at control levels.  However, the expression of GluR2 in the homogenates of both the cortex and the hippocampus were dramatically increased compared to control (Fig. 7).  No changes were observed in the expression of NR2A and NR2B in either the cortex or the hippocampus at this time point (Fig.7).



Figure 7: Changes in the expression of glutamate receptors in rat brain hippocampus and cortex 1 week 
after blast injury.  SN = synaptoneurosomes; HMG = homogenates; C = control; B = blast.  ** p < 0.01 
compared with control. Results represent Mean ± S.E.M.  from at least four rats in each group.

Figure 8 showed changes in the expression of glutamate receptors 3 weeks after blast injury.  In sharp contrast with earlier time points, the expression of GluR1 and GluR2 in SNs were dramatically increased as compared to control in both the cortex and the hippocampus.    



Figure 8: Changes in the expression of glutamate receptors in rat brain hippocampus and cortex 
3 weeks after blast injury.  SN = synaptoneurosomes; HMG = homogenates; C = control; 
B = blast.  * p < 0.05 compared with control; ** p < 0.01 compared with control. 
Results represent Mean ± S.E.M.  from at least four rats in each group.

To summarize results obtained for glutamate receptor trafficking after blast injury, changes in the expression of AMPA receptors were much greater than those of NMDA receptors.  For AMPA receptors, they were decreased in both SNs and homogenates shortly after blast injury (within 24 h) but later they were dramatically increased 3 weeks after blast in the homogenates, which represent the total pool of receptors.  Moreover, the changes did not show selectivity towards a particular part of the brain structure (e.g., hippocampus vs cortex).


4.0
Discussion


4.1
Enrichment of Synaptic Proteins


In the present report, we utilized a synaptoneurosomal preparation to investigate changes in the expression of glutamate receptors after blast-induced neurotrauma in the rat.  Isolation of  synaptoneurosomes provides a selective enrichment of synaptic molecules such as PSD-95.  Previous reports have shown that synaptoneurosomes mostly contain pre-synaptic vesicles and postsynaptic entities, including neurotransmitter receptors 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[32, 33, 35]
.  The enrichment of postsynaptic receptors enables us to study changes in synaptic expression of neurotransmitter receptors, which is important because most receptors are functional only when they are expressed on the cell surface.  The SN approach has been employed by many laboratories to study gene expression and trafficking of neurotransmitter receptors 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[33, 34]
 . Without an appropriate synaptic preparation, changes in functional receptors in the brain are often masked in brain homogenates,  because changes in protein synthesis do not always occur after brain damage. Therefore, changes in receptors in SNs represent net trafficking of receptors towards or away from synapses.


4.2 
Blast-Induced Neurodegeneration and Gliosis in the Brain


Immunohistochemical studies revealed that neurodegeneration was apparent as early as 24 hours after blast exposure, as shown by the reduction in the fluorescent intensity in NFH staining.  In addition, the staining for GFAP was enhanced starting from 24 h after blast in all three brain regions examined (hippocampus, frontal cortex and white matters), indicating gliosis.  These findings are consistent with previous reports that neurodegeneration is a common pathology in various models of traumatic brain injury 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[13, 36]
. 


Neurofilaments are the most abundant cytoskeletal components of large myelinated axons in both central and peripheral nervous systems.  They are heteropolymers consisting of at least four subunits, a heavy (NFH), medium (NFM), light (NFL) chain and alpha-internexin  37[]
.  Their functions include increasing the conductivity of axons, contributing to the dynamic properties of axonal cytoskeleton during neuronal differentiation, axon outgrowth, regeneration and guidance 37[]
.  Disruption of the neurofilament structures has been implicated in a variety of neurodegenerative diseases such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), Parkinson's  and Alzheimer’s diseases 38[]
.  Changes in the levels of neurofilaments in the brain have been considered a sign of neurodegeneration. The present report showed that the fluorescence intensity of NFH staining was dramatically reduced at all time points after blast exposure, indicating that neurodegeneration is evident as early as 24 hours after blast injury, and the loss of NFH on the axons may contribute to neuronal cognitive symptoms in patients suffering from TBI.  Furthermore, GFAP, a specific glial marker in the brain, was increased starting at 24 hours after blast in all three brain regions observed, indicating gliosis in these regions.  Long term gliosis is another indicator for neurodegeneration (Nagamoto-Combs et al., 2010).


4.3
Glutamate Receptor Trafficking after Blast


Glutamate excitotoxicity has been implicated in multiple pathological conditions, such as Alzheimer's disease, stroke, and traumatic brain injury 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[39]
.  In both experimental and clinical studies of TBI, a dramatic increase in the release of glutamate into the extracellular space has been found 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[40, 41]
.  The subsequent over-activation of glutamate receptors triggers a sharp influx of calcium into the cells 42[]
, causing brain damage.  Previous reports have shown that  calcium enters the cell through both NMDA and AMPA subtypes of glutamate receptors 43[]
, both of which are composed of heterodimers of their receptor subunits.  The subunit composition of  both NMDA and AMPA  receptors has significant impact on the outcome of receptor activation 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[44]
.  Therefore, it is important to clearly understand the different roles that the main subunits of NMDA and AMPA receptors play in excitotoxic injury, both through downstream signalling and through the modulation of subunit expression 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[39, 45]
.


In the current report, the hypothesis that synaptic expression of glutamate receptor subunits would be altered by blast exposure was supported by experimental data.  The synaptic expression of both GluR1 and GluR2 were dramatically decreased as early as 1 h after blast and the decrease lasted for up to one week.  Interestingly, both GluR1 and GluR2 were significantly enhanced 3 weeks after blast in the synaptoneurosomes of the frontal cortex and hippocampus. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report to show changes in AMPA receptor trafficking after blast-induced TBI in animal models.


During basal excitatory synaptic transmission, glutamate binds to the extracellular domains of AMPA receptors and gates channel opening.  Opened AMPA receptor channels permit the entrance of sodium into the intracellular space, resulting in the depolarization of the synaptic membrane.  The depolarized synaptic membrane will then remove the magnesium block of NMDA receptor channels, allowing NMDA receptors to be activated 46[]
.  NMDA receptor activation is crucial for brain cognitive functions and cell survival.  Therefore, changes in the synaptic expression of AMPA receptors will lead to malfunctions and possibly cell death in the brain.  There are four subunits of AMPA receptors, GluR1-R4.  They usually form tetramers to form a complete functional receptor.  AMPA receptor trafficking is controlled by the c-terminus of the GluR2 subunit.  Because GluR1 often forms polymers with GluR2, it generally follows the trafficking patterns of GluR2 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[29]
.  Our results in the current report also showed similar trafficking patterns between GluR1 and GluR2 on the synaptic membrane after blast-induced neurotrauma, further proving that these two receptor subunits move into and out of the synaptic membrane together. Both decreases and increases in the synaptic expression of AMPA receptors have been implicated in the development of brain malfunctions.  In a previous report, we have shown that endocytosis of AMPA receptors causes cell death in cultured rat hippocampal neurons;  and blockade of this process by a mimetic peptide corresponding to the GluR2 c-terminus prevent NMDA-induced apoptosis 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[30]
.  More recently, it has been shown that GluR2 endocytosis mediated events may involve the activation of caspase-3 in the brain 
 ADDIN EN.CITE 

[47]
.  Based on our current findings that synaptic AMPA receptors were significantly reduced from 1 h after blast injury, it is plausible to speculate that reduction of synaptic AMPA receptors may contribute to neurodegeneration after blast injury in the rat.  On the other hand, previous reports have shown that in addition to mediating fast excitatory synaptic neurotransmission, some AMPA receptors are calcium permeable, and excess number of AMPA receptors are capable of inducing cell death through excessive calcium entry and subsequent calcium overload 48[]
.  Therefore, the fact that both GluR1 and GluR2 expression on the synapse were up-regulated 3 weeks after blast exposure suggest that the increase in AMPA receptors may contribute to long term neurodegeneration after blast-induced neurotrauma.


5.0
Summary and Conclusion


In conclusion, our present report shows that blast exposure causes significant neurodegeneration and gliosis in the hippocampus within 3 weeks after exposure.  Moreover, the synaptic expression of AMPA receptors was dramatically changed after blast.  These changes may contribute to neurocognitive, neurobehavioral and neurodegenerative abnormalities observed after blast injury.  The exact mechanism(s) by which blast induced AMPA receptor changes needs further investigation.   However, regardless of the exact mechanism(s), intervention in the AMPA receptor trafficking pathway may provide a novel therapeutic target to treat blast-induced neurotrauma in both military and civilian populations.
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Abstract


Background: We have developed a blast injury model for mice that resembles, as much as possible, the conditions in the battlefield or at a terror-attack site. As such, the outcomes of the “real-life-like” exposure to the blast in our model may vary from severe to mild brain injury under controlled conditions for each mouse, and possible confounders are minimized. In the mild to moderate group, no alterations in neurological assessment or brain gross pathology were found in the blasted mice. Post blast, cognitive and behavioral tests revealed significantly decreased performance at both 4 and 7 meters distance from the blast. Differences were found for animals at both distances in the object recognition test (identification of changes in the environmental proximity), and in the Y maze test (the ability to navigate in a novel arena). Using MRI, T1 weighted images showed an increased BBB permeability one month post-blast. DTI analysis showed an increase in fractional anisotropy and a decrease in radial diffusivity. These results may represent myelin reorganization and axonal-outgrowth inhibition. Previous studies by others and us, indicated neuroprotective properties of Exendine 4 (Ex-4), a long-acting glucagon-like peptide-1 receptor (GLP-1R) agonist, which comprises 39 amino acids, and can enter the brain and activate anti-apoptotic pathways. Experiments, which were made in our lab, demonstrated that administration of Ex-4 after inducing mTBI in mice reversed the cognitive damage of the mTBI as tested using behavioral and cognitive tests. 


Methods and Results: In a cutting edge set of experiments, groups of mice were implanted with ALZET mini pumps containing Ex-4 immediately following the trauma. Behavioral tests were conducted at two time points, 7 and 30 days post trauma. Mice subjected to blast showed impaired cognitive behaviors that were reversed by Ex-4 in the novel object recognition test 7 days post injury. Similar protection was found for groups treated with Ex-4 immediately following the injury. Alike differences were found when the mice were examined 30 days post blast.

Conclusions: These findings may suggest a new therapeutic strategy to treat damages induced by mTBI and blast. Further studies investigating this disorder are underway, in order to gain better understanding of the mechanisms involved in blast induced traumatic brain injury, as well as to optimize treatment.


Consequences of brain injuries have always been a matter of controversy and speculations, even when clear evidence could be seen with a naked eye (Ratiu et al., 2004), more so when the injury may not easily be identified by the technologies used in clinical practice (such as in the case of minimal traumatic brain injury, mTBI) (Sterr et al., 2006). The common mediating process of mTBI of any origin is cerebral concussion, a short-lasting disturbance of neural function typically induced by a sudden acceleration or deceleration of the head usually without skull fracture (Trotter, 1924; Denny-Brown & Russell, 1941; Label, 1997). In daily life, falls, collisions, physical assaults, road traffic accidents, contact sports such as football and boxing as well as bicycle accidents are among the chief causes of concussion (Kraus & Nourjah, 1988), while in military environments, exposure to improvised explosive devices (IEDs) is the main cause.


Definitions of concussion are almost always qualified by the statement that the loss of consciousness can occur in the absence of any gross damage or injury visible by light microscopy to the brain (Ropper, 1994). While neuropathological changes may frequently occur, they are neither consistently present nor necessarily associated with the induction of concussion. This implies that concussion is a disorder of function rather than structure (Verjaal & Van ’T Hooft, 1975). There appears to be an intimate link between amnesia and concussion so much so that if a patient claims no memory loss, it is unlikely that concussion has occurred (Denny-Brown and Russell, 1941; Verjaal & Van ’T Hooft, 1975). Traumatic amnesia can be split into two components. Pre-traumatic or retrograde amnesia refers to loss of memory for events, which transpired just prior to the concussion. Post-traumatic or anterograde amnesia applies to loss of memory for events after consciousness has been regained. It is often assumed that the severity of a concussive blow can be measured by the duration of post-traumatic amnesia (Russell, 1971).


One conspicuous feature of concussion is the number of symptoms (headache, giddiness or vertigo, a tendency to fatigue, irritability, anxiety, aggression, insomnia and depression), which may linger long after the head injury has occurred and its acute effects resolved. (Rizzo & Tranel, 1996). These may be associated with deterioration in work performance and a loss of social skills. In addition, there is a general cognitive impairment involving difficulties in recalling material, problems with concentration, inability to sustain effort and lack of judgment. Since the actual mechanisms of injury are still under study (for review see Ruff, 2005; Bigler, 2008), no wonder that clinicians frequently confound between different types of mTBI and between mTBI and the posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD).


To further complicate the issue, there stands on the one hand the fact that mTBI may be induced by a direct mechanical blow to the head (mechanical mTBI) with vast possible clinical manifestations (Ryan and Warden, 2003), or by a blast wave (blast induced mTBI) (Thompson et al., 2008), with a somewhat different host of clinical pictures. On the other hand, the stress syndrome that we refer to as PTSD has a long descriptive history, with an early history closely linked to the experiences that soldiers suffered in combat. Before the PTSD diagnosis existed, many features of the syndrome following the terrible carnage of trench warfare during World War I were recognized, and led to systematic descriptions of the syndrome under names such as “shell shock” or “combat fatigue” (Andreasen, 2004) – again – mixing the effects of the ‘psychological trauma’ (PTSD) with those of the ‘blast-induced’ (mTBI) ones.


To date, the vast number of persons affected by blast injuries, be it veterans of the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, where estimations reach a peak of 20% of the troops (Tanielian and Jaycox, 2008), or civilians surviving suicide bombing terror attacks worldwide (News, 2004, 2005a, 2005b) and the flawed perspectives of treatment (Hoge et al., 2009) imposed the acute need of the development of a reliable and as-much-as-possible resembling ‘real-life’ situations animal-model of blast-induced brain injury, in order to both study the exact mechanisms involved in the pathophysiology of blast-induced mTBI, and the possible (future) development of treatment modalities and drugs.


Based on our extensive experience with the study of a mouse model of mechanical (blunt trauma) mTBI (Zohar et al., 2003; Tashlykov et al., 2007, 2008), on our understanding of the pressure changes induced in detonations which causes the blast mTBI, and on our vast clinical experience with civilian injured survivors of suicide bombings (Dolberg et al., 2007; Schreiber et al., 2007), we developed a unique, much needed mouse-model of blast induced TBI, in order to study the yet unanswered questions regarding the specific mechanisms in which blast injures the brain (Fig. 1).  In a previous set of experiments using the open-air blast model, we found that mice treated with Ex-4 prior to the blast, did not show any of the cognitive deficits found in the blasted mice without pre-emptive Ex-4  (Rachmany et al., 2011). 



Figure 1: Blast experiment setting. 

The rows are situated 4 (B) and 7 (C) meters from the TNT cast (A). Each row had space for 12 mice (E) and the 2 pressure gauges were located next by (D).


Experimental design and animal procedures


Male ICR mice weighing 30-40g were kept five per cage under a constant 12-h light/dark cycle at room temperature. Food and water were available ad libitum. Each mouse was used for one time point only. The ethics committee of the Sackler Faculty of Medicine approved the experimental protocol (M-07-055), in compliance with the guidelines for animal experimentation of the National Institutes of Health.

The blast-induced procedures took place in the experimental site of “Tamar Explosives” and of “Sadwin Consultancy” in central Israel. Mice (both blast and sham) were anesthetized with an i.p. mixture of ketamine (100mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/ml), a combination that induces deep anesthesia and still enables spontaneous respiration. Mice were held in a restricted plastic net in a device clamped to the floor with screws, which fixed their position but did not protect them from the blast. The device was situated at a fixed distance from the explosion. Tied to each device next to the mouse was a gauge, measuring blast levels (in PSI) and temperature. The explosion device was constructed as a cast of 500g TNT. The animals were examined for behavioral performance 7 or 30 days later (Rubovitch et al., Submitted).


Alzet osmotic mini pumps were filled with Ex-4 (Exendin-4) and implanted subcutaneously to the mice. The mini pumps infused Ex-4 at the rate of 3.5pM/Kg/min for 7 consecutive days. At the protocol we used the mini pumps were implanted immediately after the 


Half the mice were examined 7 days post-blast and the rest at 30 days. All the mice were tested for cognitive and behavioral performance using the Novel object recognition and Y maze tests.


The Novel object recognition test was used to evaluate recognition memory (Messier 1997). This task is based on the tendency of rodents to discriminate between a familiar object and a new object. Data was analyzed and expressed as time spent exploring the novel object compared with the familiar object. The Aggelton discrimination index (ADI) was used to calculate the results.

Spatial memory was assessed by using a Y-maze (Dellu et al., 1992), a task that requires hippocampal function and spatial memory (Conrad et al., 1996). Data were analyzed and expressed as the time spent at each arm and as a modification of the ADI (Aggleton et al., 1997).

Behavioral results were analyzed with Statistica 8 software (StatSoft, Tulsa, USA). One-Way ANOVA was used to compare the blast and sham groups. P values of post hoc tests were adjusted using the Scheffe test. 


Novel object recognition


Novel Object Recognition 7 Days Post Trauma 

The preference index (Aggelton index) was defined as: time near the novel object – time near familiar object / time near novel object + time near familiar object. One way ANOVA was performed on the preference index (Aggelton index) to compare between groups 7 days post trauma, significant differences between the groups were found [F (3,53)=10.637; p<0.001] (Fig. 2). Scheffe Post hoc analysis revealed that when Ex-4 was given post trauma, blast mice had a significantly lower preference index from sham (p<0.01), Ex-4 (p<0.01) and Ex-4 + mTBI mice (p<0.01).  
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Figure 2: Novel object recognition test results. Performance of mice was evaluated 7 days 
post trauma and preference index (Aggelton index) was calculated.  Values are mean 
± SEM. One way ANOVA revealed that blast animals had a deficit in visual memory 
performance compared with all the other groups. ** p<0.01.


Novel Object Recognition 30 Days Post Trauma 

One way ANOVA was performed on the preference index (Aggelton index) to compare between groups 30 days post trauma, significant differences between the groups were found [F (3,40)=5.586; p<0.003] (Fig. 3). Scheffe Post hoc analysis revealed that when Ex-4 was given post trauma, blast mice had a significantly lower preference index from sham (p<0.05), Ex-4 (p<0.05) and Ex-4 + mTBI mice (p<0.05).  
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Figure 3: Novel object recognition test results. Performance of mice was evaluated 30 days 
post trauma and preference index (Aggelton index) was calculated. Values are mean ± SEM. 
One way ANOVA revealed that blast animals had a deficit in visual memory 
performance compared with all the other groups. *p<0.05.

Y maze


Y Maze 7 Days Post Trauma 

At the Y maze the preference index (Aggelton index) was defined as: time at the “novel” arm – time at the familiar arm / : time at the “novel” arm + time at the familiar arm. One way ANOVA was performed on the preference index (Aggelton index) to compare between the groups 7 days post trauma, it revealed no statistical differences (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4: Y-maze test results. Performance of mice was evaluated 7 days post trauma 
and preference index (Aggelton index) was calculated. Values are mean ± SEM.


Y Maze 30 Days Post Trauma 

One way ANOVA was performed on the preference index (Aggelton index) to compare between the groups 7 days post trauma, it revealed no statistical differences (Fig. 5).
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Figure 5: Y-maze test results. Performance of mice was evaluated 30 days post trauma and preference 
index (Aggelton index) was calculated. Values are mean ± standard error of the mean.


Mice went through two behavioral tests: Novel object recognition and Y maze. When the animal’s visual memory was tested by the Novel object recognition test, the injured mice demonstrated significantly lower abilities compared with sham mice. These low performances were improved in mice that received Ex-4 after being exposed to blast injury. The Ex-4 + blast mice reached the performances level of the control mice. The blasted mice did not demonstrate a deficit in the spatial memory after being exposed to blast injury as checked using the Y maze 7 days after the trauma. When mice were examined 30 days after the trauma for spatial memory, a trend of lower spatial memory abilities was found. This trend was corrected when mice received Ex-4 after the exposure to blast injury.
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Abstract

Objectives


The defining weapon of the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan has been the Improvised Explosive Device (IEDs). When detonated under a vehicle, they result in significant axial loading to the lower limbs, resulting in devastating injuries. Due to the absence of clinical blast data, automotive injury data using the Abbreviated Injury Score (AIS) has been extrapolated to define current NATO injury thresholds for Anti-vehicle (AV) mine tests. We hypothesized that AIS, being a marker of fatality rather than disability would be a worse predictor of poor clinical outcome compared to the lower limb specific Foot and Ankle Severity Score (FASS).  


Methods


Using a prospectively collected trauma database, we identified UK Service Personnel sustaining lower leg injuries from under-vehicle explosions from Jan 2006-Dec 2008. A full review of all medical documentation was performed to determine patient demographics and the severity of lower leg injury, as assessed by AIS and FASS. Clinical endpoints were defined as (i) need for amputation or (ii) poor clinical outcome. Statistical models were developed in order to explore the relationship between the scoring systems and clinical endpoints. 


Results


63 UK casualties (89 limbs) were identified with a lower limb injury following under-vehicle explosion. The mean age of the casualty was 26.0 yrs. At 33.6 months follow-up, 29.1% (26/89) required an amputation and 74.6% (67/89) having ongoing clinical problems. Only 9(14%) casualties were deemed medically fit to return to full military duty. ROC analysis revealed that both AIS=2 and FASS=4 could predict the risk of amputation, with FASS = 4 demonstrating greater specificity (43% vs 20%) and greater positive predictive value (72% vs 32%). In predicting poor clinical outcome, FASS was significantly superior to AIS (p<0.01). Probit analysis revealed that a relationship could not be developed between AIS and the probability of a poor clinical outcome (p=0.25).


Conclusions


Foot and ankle injuries following AV mine blast are associated with significant morbidity. Our study clearly demonstrates that AIS is not a predictor of long-term clinical outcome and that FASS would be a better quantitative measure of lower limb injury severity. There is a requirement to reassess the current injury criteria used to evaluate the potential of mitigation technologies to help reduce long-term disability in military personnel. Our study highlights the critical importance of utilising contemporary battlefield injury data in order to ensure that the evaluation of mitigation measures is appropriate to the injury profile and their long-term effects.

1.0
Introduction

One of the significant deficits in vehicle explosion mitigation research has been a dearth of clinical information on the injury profile of in-vehicle blast casualties. To date, clinical information related to these incidents has been limited to a single case series over a 5-year period during the Balkan conflicts 1[]
. Of the 42 casualties described in that report, 6 casualties sustained either unilateral or bilateral traumatic amputations of the lower limb, and a further 4 casualties sustained calcaneal injuries. However, there was no clear description of the lower limb injury pattern, nor were there any results on the outcomes of these injuries. As a result, researchers in the field have resorted to extrapolating injury profiles from studies based on automotive impact loading conditions 2[, 3]
. Based on these cadaveric studies, current NATO guidelines for mine-protected vehicles stipulate that the critical injury threshold for lower leg injuries in AV-mine tests is measured in the tibial component of a Hybrid III Anthropometric Test Device (crash-test dummy, ATD) 4[]
. This value was determined by recording the axial load likely to result in a lower limb injury with an Abbreviated Injury Score (AIS) of 2 or more. 


The Abbreviated Injury Score (AIS) was developed in 1971 to score the severity of specific injuries in victims of vehicular trauma (on a scale of 1-6), based on the likelihood of the event causing a fatal injury 5[, 6]
. As lower limb injuries are rarely fatal, the whole spectrum of injuries are scored from a narrow range between 1 (e.g. simple contusion) and 3 (e.g. open fracture of the tibia), limiting the resolution required to differentiate between complex foot and ankle injuries 7[]
. The AIS has a high correlation with probability of death resulting from a given injury 8[]
, but its ability to predict long-term complications post-injury is less certain 9[]
.


To address this issue, the Foot and Ankle Severity Score (FASS) was developed by the American Orthopaedic Foot and Ankle Society 7[]
. They compiled a comprehensive list of 91 foot and ankle traumatic injuries which were then graded according to injury severity on a scale of 1 to 6, with 6 considered currently untreatable. To date, no attempt has been made to evaluate battlefield lower leg injuries using FASS. In view of the greater resolution of the FASS in categorizing lower leg injuries, the hypothesis of this study is that the FASS would be superior to AIS in predicting amputation and poor clinical outcome following an AV mine blast. 


Therefore the aims of this study were to use contemporary battlefield injury data from Iraq and Afghanistan to firstly, determine whether the AIS scoring system could be used to predict poor clinical outcome following under-vehicle explosion, and secondly to compare it against the FASS score in predicting both poor clinical outcome and risk of amputation. 


2.0
METHOD

A retrospective study was conducted utilising a prospectively collected, trauma registry (Joint Theatre Trauma Registry, JTTR) (24). The records of UK Service Personnel sustaining lower limb injuries from an explosive injury mechanism were identified from Jan 2006-Dec 2008. From this initial review, the records of those casualties who suffered a lower leg injury from a vehicle explosion were selected for further study. Traumatic amputations were excluded from the study.

In order to determine the pattern of injury and clinical outcome of this cohort of patients, field hospital notes, UK hospital records, rehabilitation records and trauma radiographs were all reviewed.  For each injured limb, the severity of lower leg injury was assessed using the FASS and 2005 Military AIS scoring systems, with only the most severe injury in each limb scored. Clinical end-points were determined firstly by the need for amputation and secondly by ongoing clinical symptoms. Amputations included limbs primarily amputated at the field hospital, as well as those who underwent delayed amputation. A poor clinical result was considered to be those limbs which at final review continued to require significant medical input. Limbs that were surgically amputated were automatically assigned to the poor clinical result group.

The ability of the scoring system to correctly discriminate a poor clinical outcome (i.e. amputation or ongoing clinical symptoms) from a good clinical outcome (i.e. successful limb salvage or clinically asymptomatic) was quantified by calculating the area under a plot of the sensitivity versus 1-specificity for all possible cut-off values (ROC, Receiver Operating Characteristic). The area under the curve (AUC) for each scoring system was then compared using the Hanley and McNeil technique 10[]
. A p-value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.


In order to explore the relationship between the scoring systems and the clinical outcomes, a probit analysis was performed using data from this cohort 11[]
. 

3.0
results

From Jan 2006 – Dec 2008, 89 limb injuries (63 patients), resulting from blast were identified suitable for inclusion in this study. Mean follow-up was 33.3 months (s.d. 10.8 months). The median FASS score was 4 (Range 1-6), and the median AIS score was 2 (Range 1-3). The modal distribution of the scores is depicted in Figure 1; the FASS system shows a more even distribution of scores with FASS 4 noted in 35 limbs (39%). In contrast, the limited range of the AIS lower leg scoring system resulted in 46 limbs (52%) scoring AIS 2.
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Figure 1: Distribution of FASS scores and AIS scores within the study population.

3.1
Amputation


The overall amputation rate was 32.3% (26/89). Thirteen limbs were primarily amputated at the field hospital, and a further 13 amputated on repatriation to the UK. In those patients undergoing delayed amputation following discharge from hospital, the mean time from date of injury to amputation was 18.5 months (s.d. 8.2 months). The distribution of amputations as a proportion of FASS and AIS Score is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Proportion of amputations and salvaged 
limbs as a function of FASS score and AIS score.

From the ROC plot, the AUC for FASS was 0.891 (0.807 - 0.947, 95% Confidence Interval) and for AIS was 0.783 (0.683 - 0.863, 95% CI). Using the Hanley-McNeil method, there was no statistically significant difference in the AUC for both scoring methods (p=0.09).

The probit analysis plots are presented in Figure 3. From the analysis, the FASS Score for 50% probability of amputation was 4.93 (4.60 – 5.37, 95% CI) and for AIS was 2.86 (2.32 – 4.41, 95% CI).
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Figure 3: Probit analysis curves for FASS and AIS in predicting the probability 
of amputation. The dotted lines represent the 95% confidence intervals.

To account for the 95% confidence intervals from the probit analysis, sensitivity and specificity analysis was performed on all scores falling within the confidence interval (i.e. FASS ≥ 4, FASS ≥ 5, AIS ≥ 2 and AIS = 3, Table 1). Both scoring systems showed excellent sensitivity and negative predictive value, with the FASS scoring method demonstrating greater specificity, positive predictive value and overall predictive accuracy. Increasing both FASS and AIS scores by a single increment significantly increased specificity and positive predictive value and overall predictive accuracy, but at the expense of sensitivity.

Table 1: Sensitivity and specificity analysis using AIS scores ≥ 2 or 3 
and FASS ≥ 4 or ≥ 5, as cut-off values for predicting amputation.


		Scoring Method

		Sensitivity

		Specificity

		Negative Predictive Value

		Positive Predictive Value

		Predictive Accuracy



		AIS Score

		



		≥ 2

		100%

		20.6%

		100%

		34.2%

		43.8%



		3

		69.2%

		80.9%

		86.4%

		60.0%

		77.5%



		FASS

		



		≥ 4

		100%

		42.9%

		100%

		72.2%

		59.6%



		≥ 5

		76.9%

		87.3%

		90.2%

		71.4%

		84.2%





3.2
Ongoing Clinical Symptoms


At mean 33.3 months clinical follow-up, 66 (74%) limbs were considered to have a poor clinical result. The proportion of clinically symptomatic limbs as a function of FASS and AIS scores is shown in Figure 4. As a result only 9 casualties (14.3%) had fully recovered from their injuries and had returned to full military duty.
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Figure 4: Proportion of limb injuries with ongoing clinical 
symptoms as a function of FASS score and AIS score.

From the ROC plots of FASS and AIS in predicting ongoing clinical symptoms, the AUC for FASS was 0.809 (0.712 to 0.885, 95% Confidence Interval) and for AIS was 0.690 (0.583 to 0.783, 95% CI). Using the Hanley-McNeil technique, the AUC for FASS was significantly greater than the AUC for AIS (difference 0.119, 0.00839 to 0.230 95% CI, p=0.03).


The probit analysis of poor clinical outcome as a function of both scoring systems revealed that a statistically significant probit model could not be developed for AIS (Z-coefficient = 1.137, -0.149 - 0.562 95% CI, p=0.25). The probit plot is represented in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Probit analysis for FASS in predicting ongoing clinical 
symptoms. The dotted lines represent 95% confidence intervals.

From the predictive model, the cutoff FASS score for 50% probability of poor clinical outcome was 2.37 (1.22 – 2.98, 95% confidence interval). As an AIS value could not be derived from the probit analysis, the NATO accepted standard of AIS ≥ 2 was used instead. The sensitivity analysis of FASS ≥ 2 and AIS ≥ 2 are shown in Table 2. FASS demonstrated greater sensitivity and superior negative predictive value than AIS, although both scores showed poor specificity. 

Table 2: Sensitivity and specificity analysis using AIS ≥ 2 and FASS ≥ 2 
as cut-off values for predicting ongoing clinical symptoms.

		Scoring Method

		Sensitivity

		Specificity

		Negative Predictive Value

		Positive Predictive Value

		Predictive Accuracy



		AIS ≥ 2

		91%

		27.2%

		53.8%

		80.3%

		76.4%



		FASS ≥ 2

		98.5%

		29.2%

		87.5%

		79.0%

		79.8%





4.0
discussion


In terms of predicting amputation, both AIS ≥ 2 and FASS ≥ 4 showed 100% sensitivity and 100% negative predictive value, with FASS displaying better specificity than AIS. Importantly, both AIS and FASS demonstrated poor specificity and we would therefore caution its use in a clinical setting as part of the decision making algorithm in limb salvage. Limb viability and subsequent limb salvage is determined by both anatomical and physiological parameters and as both FASS and AIS are purely anatomically based injury systems, this may explain the reduced specificity. By altering the cut-off value of both AIS and FASS, we demonstrated that specificity increased, but sensitivity decreased as a result. Considering the significant clinical effects of amputation, we consider that only a 100% negative predictive value as provided by the lower cut-off values of AIS 2 or FASS 4 would provide appropriate injury criteria values for evaluating mitigation systems against the risk of amputation. 


In contrast, when attempting to predict poor clinical outcome, FASS was shown to be significantly superior to AIS in predicting outcome. Using FASS greater than 2 resulted in higher sensitivity, higher negative predictive value and greater predictive accuracy than AIS 2. Significantly, based on our data, it was not possible to develop an appropriate statistical model to define a relationship between AIS and poor clinical outcome. The poor correlation between AIS and disability has been previously noted in civilian trauma studies; Mackenzie et al. 12[]
 demonstrated that there was little difference in return to work rates in those suffering minor injuries (AIS 1-2) compared to moderate injuries (AIS 3). More recently, Pape et al. 13[]
 showed that Injury Severity Score (ISS), which is based on AIS, was not a predictor of clinical outcome 10 years after major orthopaedic injuries. They noted that lower extremity amputation and the presence of articular fractures were associated with significantly poorer SF-12 (Short form 12) disability scores. This may in part explain the differences between FASS and AIS; due to its greater resolution, FASS is able to assign intra-articular injuries a higher value compared to extra-articular injuries. In contrast, AIS is not able to discriminate between injury types. 


This has a considerable bearing on the development of appropriate injury criteria for lower limb blast research. Central to the success of any mitigation system is the ability to protect the soldier not only from lethal injuries, but also to reduce the possibility of long-term harm. In order to achieve this aim, a fundamental requirement is to accurately define the injury profile that is likely to result in disability in the population at risk. As such, the extrapolation of injury severity from civilian injury mechanisms may not directly apply to the injuries and functional requirements seen in the military population.  Our data clearly demonstrates that AIS cannot accurately predict long-term complications from blast and that the current criteria of protecting against AIS 2 injuries may still lead to a significant number of casualties sustaining poor outcome injuries. 


We believe that the FASS would provide a better tool in assessing traumatic injury simulations and in evaluating mitigation measures. In laboratory based simulations of anti-vehicle mine blasts, McKay and Bir 14[]
, impacted cadaveric limbs with a 37kg hydraulically actuated impactor and assessed the injury severity using both the FASS and AIS score. They reported that in 12 specimens that were impacted at velocities of 9.9-11.6 m/s (peak tibial force 4.4 – 6.1 kN), AIS 2 injuries were recreated in all of them and FASS ranged from 3 to 5. Using FASS 4 as the cut-off for an “incapacitating” injury, they calculated that a tibial axial load of 5.9 kN resulted in a 50% probability of recreating that injury. Based on our study, FASS 4 would be indicative of an injury requiring amputation. It is therefore likely that the injury criteria threshold for creating a FASS 2 injury is likely to be considerably lower than the current value defined by NATO guidelines 15[]
. 

We believe there is now a requirement to reassess the injury criteria threshold to ensure that mitigation strategies are capable of protecting the soldier from the disabling effects of blast. Work is currently ongoing in order to determine the injury threshold for FASS 2 injuries. Our study highlights the critical importance of utilising contemporary battlefield injury data in order to ensure that the evaluation of mitigation measures is appropriate to the injury profile and their long-term effects.
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ABSTRACT


Due to the growing magnitude of blast traumatic brain injury (bTBI), significant efforts are being made to develop effective counter-measures, mitigating the blast effect, and enhancing Warfighters’ protection and survival.  There are several hypotheses of bTBI of which the primary blast wave transmission to the brain is the most probable. However, current understanding of the precise cause and mechanism of primary bTBI and the protective role of military helmets is incomplete thus limiting the development of protection and therapeutic measures.

The United States Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory (USAARL) and CFD Research Corporation (CFDRC) are developing a comprehensive integrated experimental and computational framework to investigate blast wave brain biomechanics that will support design efforts to improve helmet protection under blast exposure. High fidelity physiology-based mathematical modeling tools of blast wave brain injury provide a complementary capability to the experimental methods in studying both bTBI mechanisms and the effectiveness of protective armors. The mathematical model provides physical quantities such as pressure, stress, deformation, strain, and energy, which can provide a more complete understanding of the various possible pathways of blast energy transmission to the brain.


This complementary computational-experimental effort involves several elements including a virtual human head with a helmet, instrumented physical head surrogate, and shock tube test facility. Experimental shock tube tests of the helmeted head surrogate provide benchmark quality data for model validation and are used to explore novel helmet designs. A biofidelic head surrogate has been developed, equipped with a military helmet and instrumented with pressure transducers to record the loading on the head in shock tube tests. CFDRC developed a multiphysics software tool, CoBi, for application in military medicine and soldier protection. CoBi integrates image based geometric modeling and meshing, FEM structures and biomechanics, blast wave gas dynamics and tissue injury. Our main contribution was the elucidation of several blast wave brain injury pathways, including wave focusing in ocular cavity regions, ear canals, the nasal cavity as well as shock focusing on the back of the head under the helmet. These findings are used to design next generation military helmets including helmet shapes, suspension system, and eye protection.

1.0
INTRODUCTION


In recent conflicts, Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) and Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF), improvised explosive devices (IEDs) are the preferred weapon of adversary combatants and terrorists [DePalma 2005, Hoge 2008, Okie 2005, Warden 2006, Ling 2009, Champion 2009]. The blast-induced traumatic brain injury (bTBI) has become a signature wound of recent military activities and terrorist acts. A recent RAND report estimates that 320,000 service members or 20% of the deployed force potentially suffer from TBI [Tanielian 2008]. Blast injuries are the number one cause of injury or death in Iraq and ~70% of wounded in action is caused by blast or explosion, of which ~62% result in TBI, and 85% of TBI’s are closed head injuries [Owens 2008, Hoge 2008, Wojcik 2010]. In contrast to previous conflicts, in which gunshot wounds were the primary mechanism of trauma and the nature of the injury was focal, the blast injury often results in distributed injury to various organs including extremities, lungs, ears, and most importantly, brain. Significant percentage of mild and moderate bTBI causalities involve loss of consciousness, yet show no apparent external wounds. The mechanisms of bTBI are not fully understood, and as a result it is difficult to develop personal protective equipment, helmets in particular, that could protect against bTBI. 


Head protection is a challenging task as it represents approximately 9% of the body area exposed in combat yet receives approximately 20% of all “hits” [Carey 2000]. Complete coverage and protection of a Soldiers head, with current technology, is not feasible for operational reasons, as a large part of the face and neck remain unprotected [Breeze 2011]. Factors involved in combat helmet design include: weight, shape, material properties for ballistic protection, balance, suspension, retention, fit and comfort, maintenance of vision and hearing, equipment and weapon compatibility, ease of modification, manufacturability, durability, disposability, and cost [Ivins 2007]. An increased role of head-mounted instruments will make the helmet design process even more daunting. Conventionally, military helmets have been designed to protect against impact and ballistic injuries. In such situations, military helmets are required to absorb part of the ballistic or impact energy in order to reduce head injury risk. Until recently, protection against a blast wave was not a major concern of helmet development programs. In the last few years, the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) has initiated a significant research program to understand the mechanisms of blast brain injury and protection [Leggieri 2009]. Results of these studies will provide design guidelines for protection against bTBI. 


In the last three decades, the U.S. Army has developed and fielded two Kevlar-based combat helmets: the Personnel Armor System for Ground Troops (PASGT) helmet designed in the early 1980s, and the Advanced Combat Helmet (ACH) used by combat troops since 2003. Compared to the PAGST, the ACH has 8% less surface area, improved ballistic protection, and is 3.5 lbs lighter than the older model. The edges of the new helmet have been cut to improve vision and hearing and therefore, situational awareness. The latest ACH models use foam pads suspension for improved contact with the scalp and for better energy absorption and a four-point chinstrap retention system. Figure 1.1 presents examples of the current combat helmets.

		

		

		

		





Figure 1.1: U.S. combat helmets: PAGST, ACH, LWH and 
head-mounted ACH with four-point chinstrap retention.


As seen in Figure 1.1, compared to the PAGST, the edges of the ACH helmet in the front and on both sides are shorter and straight. The offset above the ears has been slightly extended to enable improved hearing and for accommodation of communication and hearing protection devices. In the last few years the “sling suspension” has been replaced by set of seven foam pads to improved ballistic and blast protection. Figure 1.1 also presents a light weight helmet (LWH) used by the U.S. Marine Corps. It looks very similar to the PASGT, but is about 6 ounces lighter and has similar improvements as the ACH in materials, retention and suspension. Unlike the ACH, the LWH retains the slanted ridge in the front. At present, the Army is developing an improved combat helmet, the Enhanced Combat Helmet (ECH) that surpasses the capabilities of the ACH. It looks almost as the ACH, is a little bit thicker and is about 1 to 4 ounces lighter depending on the size. The ECH uses new type of protective material, an ultra high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) fiber composite, which significantly improve ballistic protection. 


The unprotected head ballistic bullet injury is almost always fatal. To prevent penetration by small projectiles, most military helmets are constructed with advanced fiber composite materials and have proper suspension around the human head. However, in several circumstances, the transient deformation of the composite helmet during a non-penetrating impact may also result in severe head injury. Severe injuries of the skull and brain can occur when the high speed projectile deforms the helmet and the indentation of the helmet shell impacts the skull at high speed, an effect known as “Behind Armor Blunt Trauma” (BABT). A risk of skull fracture exists when high contact pressures are experienced over a small area of the skull, which cause excessive bending stresses. The key aspect of mitigation of skull fracture risk is to distribute the contact pressure over a large area and to design energy absorbing pads. As the bullet is decelerated during the impact on the helmet, part of the energy absorbed by the helmet is transferred to the entire head in the form of rapid, typically angular, acceleration of the head. A typical AK 47 projectile transfers the energy on the order of several kilojoules to the helmet body in less than 1 ms [Sarren 2004]. Blunt impact to the head represents another significant injury threat to the combat Soldier. In blunt impact injury, a blow to the head or head impact generates contact forces, which may or may not generate head motion (translation or rotation). 


The padded suspension system, Figure 1.2b and c, currently used in combat helmets, has improved ballistic/blast energy absorption properties but deteriorated the thermal comfort performance in hot environments, a human factor that has to be considered to ensure helmet use. Because ambient air is the only “heat sink” of the head, it is important to maintain the active cooling of the head by thermal conduction and convection and by evaporative (sweating) cooling. In older sling suspension designs, such as in PAGST shown in Figure 1.2a, the free space between the scalp and the helmet enabled air circulation and afforded convective and evaporative cooling. If the helmet padding area is too big the head becomes thermally insulated which, in hot and humid weather may cause fatigue, dizziness and ultimately heat stroke.
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Figure 1.2: Military helmets suspension systems: (a) sling suspension in PAGST helmet, (b) foam pads 
in Gentex ACH helmet (2 front side pads removed), and (c) Team Wendy’s EPIC foam pad system.

We believe that the current foam pad suspension system can be improved and optimized to balance the requirements to maximize the mechanical energy absorption, reduce/eliminate head to shell contact after ballistic/blunt impact event and improve thermal energy management for better comfort. This can be achieved through better materials such as the rate sensitive functionally graded foams, acoustic/vibration metamaterials, and improved distribution and sizing of pads. 


Explosion blast waves, depending on the charge size and location, pose four threat loads to a human head: 1) shock wave and blast wind, 2) mechanical impact of sharpness and debris, 3) translocation of the human body in air and impact on the ground or solid structures, and 4) explosion fireball. Most complex and least understood is the shock wave - human head/helmet interaction and role of the helmet in protection against bTBI. Some of the pertinent questions that scientists and designers of future helmets have to address are:


· How are the blast energy and impulse transmitted to a helmeted head and brain?

· Is the shock wave diffracting under the helmet and is it reflected/focused on the head?

· Is “face-only” exposure to blast loading sufficient to case TBI and can visors reduce that risk?


· What is the role of concave cavities of the head (eyes, nose, ears) on shock wave transmission to the brain?


· What is the frequency spectrum of the blast wave entering the brain through a helmeted head?

· Can we design helmets with better blast protection to the head without sacrificing comfort and other protection factors? 


The CFDRC-USAARL team has developed a software framework, CoBi, and computational models of helmeted heads to better understand the blast wave -head/helmet interaction and to analyze and develop novel helmets and head protection armor [Przekwas et al 2006, Phelps et al 2009, Przekwas 2010]. The results of these studies showed that current helmets attenuate the potential of bTBI compared to unprotected heads, and that shock waves diffract under the helmet, reflect from the concave helmet wall, and “focus” on the back of the head. It was found that the current helmet padding system attenuates but does not eliminate this effect and that a redesign of the current padding could further reduce this effect. We have also shown that concave cavities of eyes, and to some degree nose, also act as shock wave focusing and amplifies overpressure and suggested that an eyewear or a visor system could significantly attenuate that effect and reduce the risk of eye and brain injury. Since then several other teams have reached similar observations and conclusions.


Combined experimental and computational studies by Mott [2008] used a C4 explosive charges (0.75 kg to 5 kg) detonated 3m from a Hybrid III test manikin wearing a helmet showed that the helmet protects the head against primary blast injury and that the pressure waves entering the gap between the helmet and the head focused on the side of the head away from the blast. Computational simulations of both kinetic impact and blast wave loads on an oversimplified human body and helmeted head have been reported by Moss et al. [Moss et al 2009]. Authors represent the human head as a hollow ellipsoid “filled up” with elastic brain and the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) layer. In addition to anatomical simplifications authors assume the CSF as an elastic deformable structure with tensile stress trapped to 1 bar below atmospheric pressure (hard vacuum) to avoid “cavitation-like effects” and associated numerical difficulties (see Figure 3a in Moss 2009 paper). Two key observations are 1) the diffracted blast wave (‘underwash’) beneath the helmet with a webbed suspension is much higher than the external pressure on the helmet and padded suspension reduced this effect, 2) a blast wave causes the skull “flexure” wave which creates localized high and low pressure regions in the brain casing brain injury. The first observation is similar to those reported by Mott [2008] and Przekwas [2006, 2009] but the propagation of the underwash wave front is different than in the other two reports. In Moss et al paper (Figure 4) the underwash diffracted wave front moves as fast (or faster) than the external shock wave. In Mott's and Przekwas' simulations the diffracted wave under the helmet moves slower than the external shock. It is difficult to explain this discrepancy because typically diffracted shock waves propagate slower than free shock waves. Experimental tests are planned to further understand the mechanisms of the helmet underwash and wave focusing phenomena. The second observation, the skull flexure, predicted using an idealized ellipsoidal head phantom has yet to be validated experimentally and verified by independent high-fidelity simulations. High fidelity Finite Element (FEM) based simulations of a helmeted human head have also been reported by MIT team lead by Dr. Radovizky [Nyein 2010]. The authors used a visible human anatomical head model and padded ACH helmet with and without the faceshield covering the face and ears. The blast conditions used in their simulations correspond to a free air explosion of 3.16 g TNT at 0.12 m standoff distance, producing an incident overpressure of 10 atm but a very thin shock wave. The peak pressure of such a spherical shock wave decreases by a factor of 7 [Moss 2011] as it traverses the head, not representative of shock waves observed in combat blast injury scenarios. The main conclusion of the paper that the faceshield attenuates the brain injury agrees with our simulations presented in this paper. Another recent FEM simulations of a blast wave interaction with the ACH helmet with padded suspension (but no retention) placed on a human skull has been reported by Grujicic et al [2010]. Two spherical explosives are analyzed: 70g of TNT a standoff distance of 0.6 m producing peak overpressure of 5.2 atm and 320g of TNT at 0.6 m generating 18.6 atm peak overpressure. The authors do not report under the helmet shock wave diffraction and the main conclusion is that the "ACH provides some level of protection against all investigated types of mTBI and that the level of protection increases somewhat with an increase in blast peak pressure". Several other DoD sponsored teams are also working on computational and experimental analysis of combat helmets with improved protection against bTBI blast of combat helmets. Results of these projects are discussed at the DoD Brain Injury Computational Modeling Expert Panel Meetings organized by the DoD Blast Injury Research Program Coordinating Office, Fort Detrick, MD. 

In practice, military helmets are designed based on costly and time consuming laboratory ballistic tests, firing range, and forensic data [Becker 1998, Brozoski 2006]. Until now advanced medical imaging and computational modeling tools have not been adequately utilized in the design and optimization of military helmets. The goal of this work is to develop high fidelity computational tools, representative virtual and physical surrogate (phantom) human head models and experimental procedures that could help in the design of next generation helmets with improved blast and ballistic protection. 


2.0
Model of A Human Head and Helmet


For blast wave experiments and simulations it is essential to have detailed anatomical models of the human head, the helmet, and the helmet suspension and retention systems. The anatomical human head (a preferable whole body) model is used to generate 3D computational mesh for blast wave loading and biomechanics simulations. The head/neck mesh model should enable easy “embedding” within the blast wave or shock tube domains. In addition, for validation of the simulation results, it is imperative that the surrogate models used for experiments are exactly the same as the computational models. In this section, the various models developed and in use at CFDRC are described.

2.1
Anatomical Geometry Model of a Human Head

Figure 2.1 illustrates the image-based software “pipeline” for generation of 3D computational geometry and meshes from CT/MRI scans. The anatomical geometry model includes of the brain, CSF, skull, and face/neck tissues. A computational mesh using geometry-adaptive Cartesian mesh with polyhedral cells next to solid surfaces and interfaces is created around the head and within the various head tissues. Once the head geometry/mesh model is completed, a suitable helmet geometry/mesh is added, mesh blending is applied and blast simulations can be performed. Figure 2.1 shows the model generation process using imaging data from the NIH Virtual Human Project.



Figure 2.1: From CT/MRI scans to anatomically correct virtual head/helmet models.

An important but overlooked anatomical detail in computational models of blast brain injury is proper treatment of facial, nasal ocular and cranial bone structures. Figure 2.3 shows two example CT scans of the nasal and ocular cavities for an 18-year-old male with clear demarcation of air filled sinuses and a very thin bone in the nasal olfactory and near the eye socket. These anatomical structures may be very important pathways of blast wave transmission to the brain. At this point, it is unclear if this plays a role in bTBI.




Figure 2.3: CT-Scans of 18-year-old male nasal and ocular 
cavities. Courtesy of Prof. J. Zinreich (Johns Hopkins U.).

2.2
Geometry/Mesh Model of a Military Helmet and a Human Head

CFDRC obtained the LWH surface geometry CAD data in IGES and STEP formats, Figure 2.4. The data was used to create the 3D solid meshing-ready geometry of the helmet with topological subdivision to create good quality block structured (hexahedral) meshes for FEM simulations. The helmet pads were modeled separately and later combined with the LWH. An arbitrary mesh interface between pads and inner helmet surface is generated. This allows us to evaluate different pad sizes, materials, and pad configurations within a given helmet shell. Fitting a virtual helmet on a virtual human head for biomechanical simulations is a complex task [Tan 2011]. We experienced difficulties in fitting the LWH geometry/mesh on the Virtual Human head (the head is too large). New, good quality head and brain geometry was acquired with a smaller head size that fitted well in the helmet geometry, and a computational mesh was generated for blast wave and biomechanics simulations, Figure 2.4. 

 

Figure 2.4: CAD surface of the LWH and integration of foam pads in the LWH model.

3.0
Physical Surrogate Model of a Human Head 


The virtual head models can be used to create physical surrogate of the human head for experimental studies. One of CFDRC’s earliest surrogate head phantom prototype design for TBI research has a brain immersed in a CSF within the skull and an anatomical scalp/face of a human, Figure 3.1. The brain contains yellow marker points to show any movement/deformation of the brain inside the head. Because the head cranium was too rigid for shock tube tests the model has not been used for experimental tests. 


In collaboration with Applied Research Associates (ARA), a mechanical head/ear phantom was designed and developed for blast induced hearing loss studies. The HYBRID III head and neck were adapted. The head phantom was machined to place two anatomical ear phantoms into the head, Figure 3.1. Both ear mounts are modular, so different pressure transducers can be mounted around the ear and within the air canal with minimal changes to the model. 


    

Figure 3.1: Examples of human head phantoms developed by CFDRC and CFDRC-ARA team.


The CFDRC-ARA team has used the adapted head phantom equipped with the ACH to conduct experimental tests in a shock tube. The helmet was instrumented with several pressure probes, Figure 3.2, and mounted on the head/neck assembly. The complete head/neck/helmet test article was inserted into a shock tube and exposed to various shock waves with varying shock strength and head orientation. The results of this study are currently analyzed and will be presented in a separate publication. 


     

Figure 3.2: Human head/neck phantom wearing ACH helmet in a shock tube. Heads design, fabrication, instrumentation and experiments performed by ARA Inc. in collaboration with CFDRC [Przekwas 2011].


4.0
Simulation Results


In this work, we used CFDRC CoBi code for blast wave and head/helmet biomechanics simulations. This section presents results of parametric simulations of a blast wave interaction with a human head without and with a protective helmet, to study the role of helmet in the TBI protection.

4.1
Front and Side Blast Wave Impact on a Soldier’s Head


We simulated the blast shock wave propagation around the Soldier’s head with and without the protection of helmet. The two computational meshes for a visible human are shown in Figure 2.1. 


Front Impact

We present two test cases for a free head and head with a helmet without pads. The blast wave was initiated in front of the head, Figure 4.1, with the blast center set about 2.5 m away from the face. The shock wave field was analytically initialized such that the wave front at the start of computation was about 0.03 m away from the face and/or helmet. The pressure at the wave front was approximately 1.6 MPa. The head and/or helmet boundary surfaces were stationary. For both simulations, a total time span of 1.0 msec was simulated with a time step of 0.5 μsec. Figure 4.1 shows the pressure plots for head and helmeted head at four time instances. Right after the shock wave hit the face and helmet, the pressure increased dramatically and continued increasing until it passed the eye areas. The maximum pressure value was over 18 MPa, which is more than 10 times the initial wave front pressure. After that, the pressure started to decrease and reached the value of about 6 Mpa when it passed over the ears. As seen in these figures, the pressure value is comparable for both cases. No significant differences were observed except that the helmets did protect the Soldier’s forehead well. Note that, for the case with helmet, the wave diffracted under the helmet (underwash). 
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Figure 4.1: The shock wave interaction with a human head without and with the helmet. Note the wave 
focusing in the convex eye cavities and in the ear and wave diffraction under the helmet (underwash).


When the shock waves diffracted around the unprotected head, seen in Figures 4.1c and 4.1d, the three wave fronts colluded (top and two sides), creating a high but very short pressure spike behind the head. In a helmeted head, as shown in Figures 4.1g and 4.1h, the shock wave continuously diffracted under the helmet as it traversed the head and the most direct entry was in around the ear region where the ACH has an extended standoff distance. The underwash shock wave reflected from the concave surface of the helmet and “focused” back on the head with pressure levels reaching 6 to 10 MPa. 

Similar front blast wave simulations have been conducted for a young male wearing a helmet without pads, Figure 4.2. The first frame shows that the main blast wave moved over the helmet whereas the diffracted wave was delayed in time. On both sides of the helmet (where helmet standoff is widest) the fronts moved relatively quickly. The last two timeframes show a high pressure area near the back of the head under the helmet, similar to Figures 4.1g and 4.1h. 


    

Figure 4.2: Blast wave diffraction, reflection and focusing 
under the helmet for a young male head with a helmet.

Side Impact

Here we present simulation of a blast wave impact from a side on a human head without and with a helmet. Figure 4.3 shows the pressure plots at selected time instances when the shock wave front propagated through the head from the side of unprotected and helmeted head. Right after the shock wave hit the face, the pressure increased dramatically around the ear and continued increasing until it approached the eye and nose areas. The maximum pressure value was over 20MPa, which is more than 10 times of the initial wave front pressure. As it can be seen, the pressure at the eye area is not as high as in the case of front impact. It can be seen in Figure 4.3 (right) that the diffracted wave entering under the helmet was delayed behind the free shock front. As in the front impact, the focused reflected pressure wave formed on the back side of the head. 

		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		





Figure 4.3: The shock wave interaction with a human head without and with the helmet for the side impact.

4.2
Blast Wave on Soldier’s Head with a Padded Helmet


To analyze the role of helmet pads on the under-helmet diffracted shock wave we included helmet pads under the LWH. In this case, we assumed that the pads were tightly pressed against the inner surface of helmet and outer surface of the head, that is, the shock wave and the air flow can only pass through the gaps between the pads. The strap was also immovable relative to the chin. Figure 4.4 shows the sequence of pressure plots for three selected time instances. It has been noticed that the helmet pads partly reflected the shock wave back and partly transmitted it under the helmet through the gaps between the pads. The pressure levels in the underwash were much lower compared to pad free helmet (shown in Fig 4.3). The maximum pressure in this case was located in the narrow space between the top round pad and side pads. 

		

		

		





Figure 4.4: Shock wave propagation through the soldier’s head and a padded helmet at different times.


As mentioned earlier, the addition of helmet pads improved the situation for high pressure region near the back of the head, as it attenuated the collision of diffracted waves under the helmet. However, a negative implication of the current helmet pad layout is the location of those pads right near the eyes and ears. The blast wave reflection near the eyes and ears tends to increase the pressure near those areas, see figure 4.5. 


    

Figure 4.5: Increased pressure in eye and ear region do the blast wave reflection of helmet pads.

The current helmet pad layout seems optimized for passing drop tests for blunt impact. Other helmet pad layouts could optimize performance for incoming blast wave exposure, while still maintaining drop test performance. Sophisticated helmet pad and foam modeling tools could help in optimizing blunt impact performance while the pad layout can be optimized for blast wave performance, and thermal wearing comfort. CFDRC has made tremendous progress in modeling helmet pads and foam materials in CoBi software. This software can be used as a virtual “drop test” system in which foam materials and layout are designed before they get tested. Figure 4.6 shows an example of a virtual drop test experiment.

		

		





Figure 4.6: The computed maximum displacements on the pad surface. The compression 
of front blunt impact (about 70%) is deeper than the side blunt impact (about 60%).


In Figure 4.6 we show the maximum displacement on the pads during a virtual drop test. It can be seen that the maximum compression of the front impact was higher than the side impact, which explains why the maximum deceleration for side impact was about 20% higher than the front impact. In other words, to maximize the energy absorption and lower the maximum deceleration for both the front and side impacts, we should optimize the helmet pad system by using different foam materials according to the pad location, for example lowering the foam stiffness for the side pads. 


To better understand the role of the pads in a helmet, we extracted the pressure time traces from the simulation for various locations near the head surface as shown in Figure 4.7. Figure 4.8 presents the time history of blast pressure on the same locations on the head with helmet and without helmet. The pressures at the exposed areas like ears, eyes and nose were quite similar for both cases. Since the head was facing the incoming blast, the reflection from the inner concave surface of helmet increased the pressure level around the back of head, compared to the one without the helmet on, Figure 4.8. Since the reflection from the helmet made the pressure much higher at the back of the head, the head injuries were more likely taking place. At areas like the forehead, and the gap between side pads, without much reflection from the helmet, the presence of the helmet decreased the overpressure and provided the protection for the head beneath.
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Figure 4.7: Locations of pressure monitor points.
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Figure 4.8: Pressure profiles at front and back of head with helmet (left) and w/o helmet (right). 
With the helmet on, the pressure at the glabella is 50% lower, but the 
pressure at the occipital area is almost 10 times larger.

4.3
Protection of Eyes and Ears

Besides traumatic brain injury protection, protection of eyes and ears during a blast wave exposure is essential for the Warfighter. Computational simulations were performed for a front impact of a blast wave on a young male wearing a helmet, Figure 4.2, without and with protecting visor. Figure 4.9 shows pressure contours near the ears and the eyes for a case without visor. The pressures near the ears and eyes were much higher than the pressure on the surrounding areas. High pressure areas can be seen on the helmet (close to the ears) as well. High pressure areas near eyes were due to concave eye socket regions. An interesting area is the LWH lip near the eyes which may cause a shock reflection close to the eyes, see figure 4.9d. To minimize these effects future helmet designs should incorporate measures to reduces or limit the pressures on the eyes.


     

Figure 4.9: High pressure on ear and eye regions during blast wave exposure. Figure (a) shows pressure on ear region, (b) shows pressure on helmet near ear region, (c) shows high pressure areas near eyes, and (d) shows effect of LWH lip on blast wave reflection near eyes.

To observe how a visor or some other face protection could improve the performance of a helmet in a blast environment, two different types of visors were modeled and added to the LWH.  Figure 4.10 shows a full and partial visor that we added to the LWH. Each of these helmet/visor combinations were subjected to a frontal blast wave, and the results are graphically shown in Figure 4.10.




Figure 4.10: LWH with half and full visor explosed to frontal blast wave. 


It is clear from Figure 4.10, that a visor plays an important role in reducing the blast pressure on the eyes and on the ears. Surpisingly, the half visor gives almost as good protection as the full visor. A well-designed helmet with visor exposed to a frontal blast provides significant reduction in pressure on the eyes and ears.  We observed that the pressure was reduced eighy times by adding the visor to the helmet and the ear region experienced a pressure reduction of up to six times. For eye protection, the full and half visor performed similarly, but for ear protection the full visor performed significantly better than the half visor (factor of 3 times). In summary, adding a visor to the helmet helps to protect the Warfighter from blast exposure.

4.4
Modeling the Primary Blast Injury Biomechanics of a Helmeted Head 


To study the role of a helmet in the TBI protection, we first used the CoBi code flow module to simulate the blast impacting the helmet and Soldier’s face as shown in Figure 4.11. We then conducted the FEM structural dynamic (biomechanics) analysis using CoBi FEM module with the external loading obtained from the blast wave simulations. Figure 4.11 shows the pressure profiles on the head and on the helmet. It can be seen that the helmet was initially pushed against the forehead due to the direction of blast (Figure 4.11 left). After the shock front passed behind the helmet, the helmet moved upwards since the air pressure trapped underneath of the helmet was much higher than the helmet outer surface, Figure. 4.11 right. The predicted upward movement of the helmet under frontal blast impact qualitatively matched the experimental observations. 


   

Figure 4.11: Blast wave pressure loads on a young male wearing a padded helmet.

To study how the helmet protects against the blast brain injury, we developed a 3D computational model integrating the human head and a helmet with suspension pads and the retention system. The head model includes: skin, skull, CSF, and brain (Figure 4.12). 

The mechanical contact conditions are defined between the pads, the head surface, harness, and the face. The helmet retention harness was modeled with the solid-shell formulation. To fasten the harness, we used the tied interface between the upper end of harness and inner surface of the helmet, and between lower part of the harness and the chin. 

All of the material properties for the solids used in biomechanics simulations are as follows:

		

		Young’s modulus (Pa)

		Poisson’s ratio

		Mass density



		Helmet

		1E11

		0.3

		1650



		Pad

		

		

		80



		Harness

		1e9

		0.3

		2000



		Facial tissue

		1e8

		0.4

		400



		Skull

		7e9

		0.22

		1500



		CSF

		

		

		1000



		Brain

		

		

		1040





The density of facial tissue is decreased to account for the cavities such as ear canal and nasal inner space. The brain is assumed to be the viscoelastic material 
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The pad is modeled with the hill’s hyperelasticity with 
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The CSF is modeled with the equation of state of water with the cavitation correction.


Selected results from primary blast brain injury biomechanics simulations are shown in Figure 4.12. The horizontal displacements of the head and helmet are shown in Figures 4.12a and 4.12b. Note that all displacements were negative (this means from anterior to posterior) and that the red color indicates lower and blue higher displacement. Early in blast loading, the head moved a little but the softer face tissue, eyes in particular, displace significantly. The helmet pads in the front are compressed most during the initial loading, Figure 4.12c. It is interesting to observe how the soft helmet pads protected the skull and the brain as seen in Figure 4.12c. Note lower stress levels in the skull just beneath the padded regions, Figure 4.12c. Figures 4.12e and 4.12f show the pressure wave propagation in the brain. As the blast loading progressed, high pressure levels and pressure gradients moved from the brain frontal lobe to parietal lobe. 
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Figure 4.12: Modeling the primary blast injury biomechanics of a helmeted head. a-b)The helmet movement induced by the over pressure from the preceded flow analysis, c) effective strain 
on pad, d) Von-Mises stress on skull surface, e-f) pressure on the brain surface.


Figure 4.13 presents the time history of pressures and strains at various locations in the brain. The intracranial pressure (ICP) was quite high in both the tension and compression in Figure 4.13a. One possible reason is that the coarse mesh density for the brain may over-predict the pressure field. Similar to our previously reported 2D blast-head study [Przekwas et al 2009], the maximum strains in the brain are moderate (Figure 4.13b), which indicates that the high level of pressure wave may be the cause of the resulting brain injury.

   

Figure 4.13: Pressure wave in various locations of brain. m: middle; b : bottom; t : top; 
mr: middle right; ml: middle left; a : front; p: back  of brain. The minimum 
negative pressure is on the back of brain due to the stretch.

5.0
CONCLUSIONS


This paper presents comprehensive analysis of the protective role of military helmets against blast brain injury. A complementary computational-experimental framework is being developed for model based design of head protection armor. The computational model development effort involves several elements including anatomical/geometric models of a human head, models of military helmets and high-fidelity computational tools for coupled blast wave and biomechanics simulations. The software tools, CoBi, partly developed in this program, provide unique fluid-structures interaction capability needed for modeling blast, ballistic and blunt brain injury. A complementary experimental effort developing physical surrogate models of a human head and a shock tube facility for testing head protective armor is in progress. The experimental shock tube tests of the helmeted head surrogate provide benchmark quality data for model validation and are used to explore novel helmet designs. 

The paper presents detailed analysis of several blast wave brain injury pathways, including wave focusing in ocular cavity regions, ear canals, the nasal cavity, shock wave diffraction under the helmet as well as shock focusing on the back of the head under the helmet. Direct comparison of blast wave simulations for an unprotected human head and helmeted head suggests that current military helmets protect against bTBI and identifies potential design improvements, such as helmet shapes, suspension pads, and eye protection that could be incorporated in future helmet designs. However further experimental and computational studies are necessary for more definite assessment of helmet protection against bTBI and for improvement of military helmet designs. 
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Summary


Mild exposure to blast and shock has been reported to produce neurological complications loosely described as “shell shock”.  This constellation of symptoms may result from physical, behavioral, psychological, and cognitive sources.  These symptoms include retrograde amnesia, compromised executive function, confusion, amnesia, difficulty concentrating, mood disturbance, alterations in sleep patterns, and anxiety. Using mice as a model organism, we have developed a laboratory-version of mild blast exposure which is comprised of high decibel explosion sound and sudden air blow to the animals mimicking the emotionally charged content yet without causing any direct brain injury.  We have found that mice repeatedly exposed to this form of mild blast showed significant impairment in both short-term and long-term object recognition memory, a reduced tendency to stay away from the edge of the open field, and increased anxiety in the elevated zero-maze.  By employing large-scale in vivo ensemble recording techniques, we further investigated how the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus, regions crucial for attention and memory, respectively, would respond to mild blast events.  Our neural ensemble recording and analyses revealed significant gamma oscillation in the CA1 region of the hippocampus and the anterior cingulate cortex of the prefrontal cortex during the mild blast events.  Exposure to mild blast also triggered significant changes in the firings of substantial numbers of neurons in both regions.  Moreover, those units organized in a general-to-specific neural clique assembly to encode such blast exposure experience. Statistical pattern classification techniques further revealed that these neural ensemble encoding patterns underwent robust post-event reactivations in both the prefrontal cortex and the hippocampus.  We conclude that even mild exposure to blast events can readily alter short-term and long-term recognition memories, open filed exploratory behaviour, anxiety level, as well as the brain’s neural dynamics.  We postulate that robust changes in the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus, especially the aberrantly high levels of post-event neural pattern reactivations in these neural circuits, may constitute a crucial neural mechanism for producing some of cognitive and mental complications.  Successful identification of blast-induced neural network signatures may open up a new avenue in developing novel strategies for the treatment of post-traumatic stress disorder for the soldiers and veterans.


INTRODUCTION


Over the last decade, tens of thousands of soldiers and civilians have been exposed to blasts, largely attributed to improvised explosive devices used by terrorist and insurgent activities (1-5).  Explosive device detonation begins a complex event which includes the propagation of a blast wave in air, the interaction of the incident wave with any protective system and the body, and the transmission of strong stress waves into the tissues. Exposure to blasts creates a spectrum of injury severities ranging from relatively mild effects to fatal injuries. A substantial amount of knowledge has been accumulated for both humans and laboratory animals on blast exposures that caused direct brain injuries including edema, contusion, diffuse axonal injury, hematomas, and hemorrhage (5-10).  However, it is increasingly evident that many soldiers and civilians, who did not suffer direct brain injury, also experienced various mental problems during and after wars (11-14).  These mental disturbances, resulting from the low end of mild blast spectrum, include attention deficit, mood disturbance, alterations in sleep patterns, increased anxiety level, learning disabilities, memory malfunctions, hallucinations, and nightmares.  These symptoms closely resemble posttraumatic stress disorder syndrome (PTSD).  It is not clear whether and how multiple exposures to low-level blasts, which do not cause overt brain injury, can lead to memory and cognitive impairment (15-17).  Therefore, it is important to examine the effects of mild blast exposure, independent of its physical injury, on producing cognitive dysfunctions and alternations in neural network-level dynamics.  


In the present study, we set out to investigate the impact of mild blast exposures on memory and behaviors using combined behavioral and large-scale neural recording techniques.  In particular, we are interested in addressing the three major questions:  1) Can we develop a laboratory version of a mild blast which produced no physical injury and yet sufficient for study of cognitive alteration?  2) How do mild or repeated blast exposures affect memory and anxiety?  3) What are the effects of repeated mild blast exposures on the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus --the brain regions crucial for processing memory, attention and executive functions?  

RESULT


Laboratory Version of a Mild Blast

PTSD and traumatic brain injury (TBI) from blast exposure during war is common, and frequently complicated by mutual interactions (11, 12, 16, 17).  It is not clear as to whether mild blast can cause physical injury-independent forms of PTSD that is different from TBI-induced cognitive impairment.  To dissect such distinct mechanisms, we have created a laboratory-version of blasts with loud explosion acoustics (100 db) coupled with mild directional air blast (40 psi), mimicking shell shock experiences for mice without causing any physical brain injury (Figure 1).  We also controlled the direction of air blast to mice by delivering it from side wall near the floor so that the blast was consistent with the most locations for improvised explosive device (IED).  Our mild air blast is aimed at mimicking the reduced air shockwave over a respectable distant generated from roadside bombs, or other types of explosives.

  

Figure 1: Laboratory version of repeated mild blast.  

A single session of mild blast is illustrated which consisted of 60 combined explosion sound at 100 db and air-blow at 40 psi.  The air-blow is also directionally controlled from the side of the wall near the floor to mimic the air shockwave from the distant explosion of IED.  This laboratory version of mild blast at this low pressure level allows the researchers to dissect the impact of repeated mild blast on mental and psychological states independent of brain injury.  


Mild Blast Experiences on the Acquisition and Consolidation of Novel Object Recognition Memory

The memory process can be divided into the four distinct temporal stages: learning, consolidation, storage, and retrieval (18-20). Overall, molecular and cellular analyses of synaptic plasticity and memory process in the mammalian brain have made much progress in recent decades (21-27). It is well documented in the literature that the hippocampus is critical in supporting a variety of memories that require the complex association of clues in all sensory modalities.  Studies from both human patients and animal models have shown the importance of the hippocampus in the formation of recognition memory (18, 28-31).  Recognition memory was evaluated by using a novel object recognition memory task in which the detection of novel visual stimuli is based on memory of old or familiar objects (21, 30, 31).  


We asked whether mild blast introduced after initial acquisition of novel recognition memory can impair memory retention tested at 1 hr- or 24 hr-time points.  A total of thirty mice were trained to acquire novel object recognition memory and then fifteen mice were exposed to a 1-min mild blast 45 minutes later (blast group) and other fifteen mice were not (control group).  The retention tests were conducted at 1 hr time point.  While the mice initially spent an equal amount of time in exploring both objects during the training session, the blast group showed a significantly lower amount of time in exploring the novel object in comparison to the higher amount of time in exploring the new object by the control group (Figure 2, 1-hr retention, student t-test, p < 0.0001).   




Figure 2: Impairment in the formation of novel object recognition memory in mice receiving mild blasts.  


1-minute Mild blast exposure, introduced 45 min after initial learning session, disrupted both short-term novel object recognition memory and the consolidation of 24-hr long-term memory.  (A) Schematic illustration for the experimental regimen. (B) Representative exploration trajectories of two mice duration retention test control mouse is in the left panel, “blasted” mouse is on the right panel). As shown, the control mouse spent more time in exploring the novel object, indicating the remembrance of the old object, whereas the mouse that received mild blasts did not show any preference. (C) The group data shows the “blasted” mice did not exhibit any preference for the novel object whereas the control group formed significant novel object recognition memory at both 1-hr short-term memory test and 24-hr long-term memory test. N = 15 each group. P < 0.01.

Furthermore, the effects of blast also impaired the acquisition of second novel object recognition test.  As shown in the Figure 2, the 24-hr retention test, by comparing the time spent in exploring another novel object, the mice exposed to the blast still exhibited chance-level exploration of the new object vs. the old object.  The control group showed strong preference for the novel object (p < 0.0001).  These two measurements strongly suggest that mild blast exposure impaired the 1-hr short-term memory as well as the learning and consolidation of 24 hr long-term recognition memory. 


We then examined whether chronic exposure to mild blast events had detrimental effects on the formation of novel object recognition memories.  Another set of mice were used for this experiment in which the animals were exposed to 1 minute of mild blast each day for ten consecutive days.  On the day 11, the mice were trained to acquire novel object recognition memory.  Interestingly, we found that the blast group also had exhibited no preference between the old and new object, whereas the control group showed strong preference for the novel object.   This observation suggests that a chronic mild blast had detrimental effects on the formation of novel object recognition memories (Figure 3, p< 0.0001).




Figure 3: Mice exposed to chronic mild blast were impaired at novel object recognition test.

(A) Schematic illustration of experiment regimen.  A group of 15 mice were exposed to chronic mild blast each day for ten days. Control group (15 mice) were housed at home cages without exposure to mild blast.  (B) Representative exploration trajectories of a control mouse (Left) and blast mouse (right).  The control mouse spent more time in exploring the new object during the retention test in comparison to the blasted mice.  (C) Blasted mice exhibited statistical difference in novel object recognition test, their performance is close to random level.


Effects of Mild Blast on Open Field Activity


The open-field test is a behavioural test for assessing locomotor activity, hyperactivity, and exploratory behaviors.  Open field is also used as a measure of anxiety.  Rats and mice tend to avoid brightly illuminated, novel, open spaces, so the open field environment acts as an anxiogenic stimulus and allows for measurement of anxiety-induced locomotor activity and exploratory behaviors.  Like the elevated plus maze, open field testing is a one trial test with little or no impact on the animal’s subsequent behavior.  We designed two sets of experiments to assess the open field activity in mice.  First, we asked how the acute mild blast may affect open field behaviour in mice.  A total of 15 mice were subjected to 1-min mild blast and then returned to home to rest for 5 min (Figure 4A).  We found that control group exhibited typical exploratory behaviour in the open field with a higher percentage of time around the edge than in the center.  However, mild blast exposed group did not show such preference (Figure 4B and 4C).  They tend to shy away from the edge.  This suggests that mild blast may prompt the animals to stay away from the edge, which may reflect the generalization of the danger associated with the previous blast events that occurred at the edge of the blast box.



Figure 4: Mice experienced mild blast tend to stay away from the edge of the Open field.

(A) Schematic illustration of the open field protocol.  A single session of mild blast (1-min in duration) was introduced to the mice 5 minutes before the open field test.  (B) Representative trajectories of a control and blasted mouse on the open field.  A total of 5 min was used for the measurement.  (C) A single last session is capable of altering open field activity.  n = 15 mice each group. Student t-test, p < 0.001.


We also examined the effects of chronic exposures to mild blast on open field activity.  By exposing the 15 mice mice to repeated mild blast over the ten days, we then followed the open field test (Figure 5A). Once again, while the control group tended to spend more time around the edge, the “blasted” mice spent an equal amount of time in the center area and the edge (Figure 5B and C, p = 0.0008).  It is important to note that there was no difference in the total amount of distances travelled by both groups (717.6 ± 96.9 cm for control, and 913.6 ± 78.9 cm for the blasted group), suggesting that their exploratory tendency is the same.  




Figure 5: Chronic mild blast also altered the open field activity in mice.

(A) Schematic illustration of the chronic mild blast and open field activity protocol.  Repeated 10 sessions of mild blast (1-min in duration each day) over ten consecutive days was used.  On day 11, open field activity tests were conducted.  (B) Representative trajectories of a control and blasted mouse on the open field.  A total of 5 min was used for each measurement.  (C) A single last session is capable of altering open field activity.  n = 15 mice each group. Student t-test, p < 0.01.


Effects of Mild Blast on the Elevated Zero Maze

To better assess the effects of mild blasts on the animals’ anxiety, we used the elevated zero maze.   The elevated zero maze is very similar to the elevated plus maze, but lacks a center square (Figure 6A).  This removes any ambiguity in the interpretation of the time spent in there, but also takes away the availability of an often used starting point in the test.  Again, the differences in time spent in the open and closed sections are measured.  We found that a single blast session significantly increased the time that mice spent in the closed section of the zero maze in comparison to that in the open section (Figure 6B and 6C, n= 10 mice per group, student t-test, p = 0.0159), indicating that mild blast experiences can raise the anxiety level in the mice exposed to such emotionally traumatic events.




Figure 6: Effects of mild blast on the elevated zero-maze. 


(A) Schematic illustration of mild blast and the elevated zero maze test.  A single 1-min mild blast was introduced to the mice five minutes prior to the elevated zero maze test.  (B) Representative trajectories of a control and blasted mouse on the elevated zero maze.  A total of 5 min was used for the measurement.  
(C) Reduced time spent in the open area after mild blast.  n = 10 mice each group. Student t-test, p < 0.01.


Large-Scale Recording of Prefrontal and Hippocampal Neurons in Freely Behaving Mice


To understand how mild blast experiences produced changes in cognitive behaviour, we employed our recently developed large-scale in vivo neural recording techniques that allow us to monitor large numbers of neurons simultaneously (100~300 individual units) in freely behaving mice (32-34).   We have constructed a miniaturized light-weight headstage which can hold either 96 or 128-channels on a mouse’s head (Figure 7A and 7B).  





Figure 7: Large-scale in vivo neural ensemble recording in freely behaving mice.

(A) A fully assembled, adjustable 128-electrode microdrive.  The electrodes can be formatted as stereotrode (in a subpanel) or tetrode (in b subpanel). (B) An example of a freely behaving mouse implanted with a completed 128-channel microdrive targetting in bilateral hippocampi.  This ultra-light microdrive, even after connected to 128-channel headstages and cables, allows the mouse to move freely in various situations, such as running, exploring, eating, grooming, sleep and performing learning tasks, etc.  (C) Classification of putative pyramidal cells and putative interneurons.  Putative excitatory and inhibitory neurons recorded from the prefrontal cortex (the anterior cingulate cortex, ACC) and hippocampal CA1 region (HP).  The Putative pyramidal cell has wider and more asymmetrical wideband waveform. The putative interneuron shown has narrower waveform.  Pyramidal cells have complex-spike bursts with 3-10 ms inter-spike intervals.  Consequently, the inter-spike interval histogram of pyramidal cells typically shows a characteristic peak at 
3-5 ms, followed by a rapid exponential decay, whereas putative interneurons exhibited a much slower decay.


The recorded spike activities from those neurons can be sorted and classified into distinct clusters of spike waveforms.  Overall, based on the waveforms and inter-spike-intervals, these recorded units can be separated into two major catergories: namely, putative excitatory neurons and interneurons (Figure 7C).  The monitoring of neural activity can then be used to couple with sophisticated behavioral analyses to seek out underlying real-time memory encoding patterns (27, 35-37).  


Altered Neural Activity Patterns by Mild Blast Events


We used 96 or 128-channel neural ensemble recording techniques to monitor the effects of several fearful episodic events on the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) of the prefrontal cortex, a region crucial for attention and executive function, as well as in the CA1 region of the hippocampus, a region known to be central for learning and memory.  The fearful stimuli include sudden explosion sound at 85 db (Tone), a sudden earthquake-like shake, and mild blast (100 db explosion sound played for 500-msec duration paired with 500-msec 40 psi air blast).  Our neural recordings suggest that these startling stimuli can evoke firing changes in the recorded population (Figure 8A-C).  Moreover, a single mild blast produced robust changes of neural activity firing in many more ACC and hippocampal CA1 neurons (Figure 8D). 






Figure 8: Ensemble pattern of single units and local field potentials simultaneously recorded 
in ACC and hippocampus CA1 during rest and three different fearful events.


(A) Ensemble pattern of simultaneously recorded units and LFPs during rest.  (B-D) Ensemble patterns of single units and LFPs from ACC and hippocampus CA1 in response to earthquake-like shake (B), low decibel explosion sound (C), and mild blast (D). The spike rasters of selected 20 ACC units, 20 CA1 units and one channel of LFP recorded from one mouse are shown.  Time zero is the time point when the stimuli were presented.  x axis, time scale (seconds); y axis, forty simultaneously recorded single units chosen from over two hundred fifty six units.  Each short vertical blue tick indicates a single spike, and each line indicates a single unit recorded. Raw LFPs are shown in black, filtered theta oscillations (4-12 Hz) are shown in green, and filtered gamma oscillations are shown in orange.  As evident from the spike rasters, the 85 db sound stimulation only induced weak changes in the ACC and CA1, shake produced significant changes in both ACC and CA1, whereas mild blast caused robust changes in many more ACC and CA1 units.


Mild Blast Induced Significant Gamma Oscillation


To obtain better understanding of the overall network changes, we conducted power spectrum analysis on the local field potential simultaneously recorded from the ACC and CA1 region.  Our analysis suggests that mild blast produced transient but highly significant changes in gamma oscillation (Figure 9, as indicated by arrows at the bottom of the power spectrum panel). The transient gamma oscillations were clearly evident in both the ACC and CA1 regions, suggesting that even mild blast exposure can produce brain-wide synchronization, especially at the gamma range.  This increased gamma band is also reflected by its large amplitude in the filtered local potential (Figure 8D).




Figure 9: Peri-event spectrogram of recorded local field potentials (LFPs) in ACC and hippocampus CA1 at the resting state and before, during and after shake, tone, and mild blast.


The spectrograms give representations of the averaged frequency content of recorded local field potential (0.7-300Hz) in the time window (-2 to 4 sec) around varies events. For the rest period, randomly selected 7 time points when the animal was awake in home cage are used as references. Shake, Tone and Blast spectrums were averaged from the time period in which the animal was exposed to such stimuli over 7 repetition.  Note the overall power of CA1 LFP is greater than ACC LFP. After the occurrence of startling events, the spectrograms of both ACC LFP and CA1 LFP show increased power in theta band (4-12 Hz).  The gamma oscillations (30-80Hz) show significant increase in power after blast introduced to the animal (indicated by black arrows). The ACC LFP show higher power in gamma band during rest than the other states, while the CA1 LFP does show significant difference. The Power Spectral Densities were normalized to decibel (dB). The color bar for each image shows the spectral power range. The highlights in 60 are the noise.


General-to-Specific Responses of the Prefrontal and Hippocampus Neurons


While various fearful stimuli can produce changes in firing activity of ACC and CA1 neurons, we asked whether there is any underlying principle in governing the encoding of these episodic events.  Thus, we used agglomerative hierarchical clustering (33), a pattern classification method that can aggregate units by iteratively grouping together neurons with minimally-distant responses.  The clustering results reveal the existence of various neural groups, or neural cliques.  A group of neurons, termed the general neural clique, exhibited an increase in firing rate to all three types of fearful events.  Many neurons showed significant responses to a subset of fearful events (sub-general neural clique).  Furthermore, some neurons exhibited more specific responses to only one type of fearful stimuli (i.e. “blast neural clique” and “Shake clique”).  This general-to-specific response selectivity has been observed for both the ACC cells (Figure 10A) and HP cells (Figure 10B). Overall, mild blasts triggered the strongest responses in ACC and CA1 as well as recruit a larger cell population in comparison to that induced by the tone or shake event.  Such drastic responses triggered by mild blast exposure may be related to the transient gamma oscillation that is uniquely observed in the blast exposure.




Figure 10: Hierarchical clustering structures of neural responses by ACC neurons and HP neurons.

Hierarchical clustering analysis of simultaneously recorded neurons from ACC and hippocampus CA1 suggest a wide range of response selectivity to startling stimuli, ranging from general (top of the plot, responsive to all three type of events), to sub-general (responses to a subset of two types of events), highly specific or non-responsive units (bottom of the figure, in blue).  ACC units are plotted on the left and hippocampus CA1 units are plotted on the right.

Real-Time Neural Ensemble Encoding Patterns of Mild Blast Experiences


The existence of a variety of responsive individual neurons suggests that mild blast events may be represented through distinct activity patterns at the network level by an ensemble of individual neurons. What are those real-time ensemble encoding patterns? How can these encoding patterns be mathematically described and even visualized?  To provide an intuitive solution that would facilitate a search for the relevant network-encoding patterns that might be hidden among the activity of the hundreds of simultaneous recorded neurons we employed multiple discriminant analysis (MDA) to compute a highly informative low-dimensional subspace among the firing patterns of responsive neurons. MDA is a supervised dimensionality-reduction method that is well-suited for identifying and integrating the classification-significant statistical features of neural population responses to distinct types of known stimuli.  


MDA provides a sensitive and mathematical means of measuring and visualizing the ensemble neural activity patterns in a highly informative encoding subspace (33, 35, 38). This dimensionality-reduction method can further be used to dynamically monitor the population firing patterns using a sliding-window technique (1 sec width).  Using the fixed matrix coefficients produced by the MDA method, we computed the instantaneous projection of neural responses during the entire experiments. As such, the temporal evolution of the ensemble activity patterns can be directly visualized as dynamic trajectories in the encoding subspace (Figure 11).  For example, during the baseline resting state prior to fearful stimulation, the instantaneous projection was confined to the Rest ellipsoid, however, upon the actual startling stimulation we observed a planar trajectory that begins in the Rest cluster, quickly visits the corresponding the corresponding startle cluster and then returns to Rest (Figure 11).  The real-time blast-induced neural ensemble trajectories can be visualized and mathematically described in both the ACC (Figure 11A) and CA1 region (Figure 11B).  




Figure 11: Classification, visualization, and dynamic decoding of neuron 
ensemble representations of startle episodes by MDA methods.

Firing patterns during rest (dots, black ellipsoid), shake (squares, red ellipsoid), 85 dB tone along (circles, green ellipsoid), and blast (plus, blue ellipsoid) epochs are shown after being projected to a three-dimensional space obtained by using MDA. MDA1–3 denote the discriminant axes. Both training (dark symbols) and test (orange symbols) data are shown. The colored trajectories in this three-dimensional space indicate dynamical monitoring of ensemble activity from 1sec before to 2 sec after the actual startling events respectively. The black arrows indicate the direction of the trajectories. Note the trajectories start in the rest bubble 1 sec before the startling events occurred, and move toward the respective event bubble, then returned to the rest.


Post-Event Neural Ensemble Reactivation


One of the hallmark features of emotionally charged experiences is that such memories tend to be long-lasting.  How do such experiences turn into long-term memories?  Does the brain automatically replay such memory traces in the neural circuits?  Using MDA-based sliding window technique, we examined this important question and indeed observed spontaneous excursions from the Rest ellipsoid during the post-blast event period (Figure 12).  These intrinsic excursions occurred in both the prefrontal cortex (Figure 12 A) and the hippocampus (Figure 12B) of our recorded animals, and had the directional specificity as well as the characteristic geometric shape of the original blast-triggered neural trajectories.  Moreover, their spontaneous trajectories took place on a similar time-scale and were also confined in the same plane (Figure 12A and 12B).  We also measured the time of these spontaneous excursions, which were observed to occur causally several seconds to minutes, with apparently random intervals, after the actual blast events.  There is no difference in the time distribution of these reactivated memory traces over the post-blast three minute period in either the ACC (Figure 12C) or the CA1 (Figure 12D).  However, there is a gradual reduction in the averaged numbers of trace reactivations per trial as blast trials were repeated (Figure 12E and 12F).   Therefore, our data analyses have allowed us, for the first time, to detect not only post-event robust spontaneous reactivations of blast exposure experiences in the brain, but also to reveal a potentially key neural mechanism that would explain how and why a single traumatic event may turn into a life-long post-traumatic memory, fear generalization, impaired attention and executive cognition, etc.




Figure 12: Dynamic monitoring of prefrontal and hippocampal ensemble 
activity and the spontaneous reactivation of blast representations.

(A) Three-dimensional subspace trajectories of the ACC neuron population activity during one blast (black) and the spontaneous reactivation (red) are shown. The reactivation trajectory is characterized by coplanar, geometrically similar lower amplitude trajectories (directionality indicated by arrows). (B) Trajectories of HP neuron population activity of the same blast and reactivation are shown. (C, D) Averaged the reactivation occurrence after blast events were delivered to the animal over seven trials. (E, F)  The reactivation occurrence number per trial during trial #1-2, trial #3-5 and trial # 6-7. 


DISCUSSION


In the present study, we modelled the mild blast which represent the lower end of the blast spectrum that did not cause direct brain injury.  We report that this form of mild blast is fully capable of both short-term (1 hr) and long-term (24 hr) novel object recognition memory deficits.  Interestingly, it seems that a single mild blast session is as effective as the chronic exposure in terms of impairing novel object recognition memory.  It is noteworthy to point out that our long-term memory experiments used is only limited to 24 hrs, this is because the wild-type mice typically can only remember for 1 day.  There are other forms of memory tests can be used to assess long-term memory that spans over weeks and months.  However, those tasks often rely on emotionally charged events such as fear conditioning.  Therefore, it is possible that there might be an interaction between mild blast exposure memory and the classical fear conditioning that can influence each other through fear generalization.  It is highly useful to assess the impact of mild blast on such emotional memories which are often reported in war veterans suffering from PTSD.  


We have also used two behavioural paradigms to assess locomotor activity and exploratory behaviour.  In the open field activity test, we found that the total amount of exploration distance is the same between control and blasted group, indicating that both groups of mice showed an equal amount of exploratory behaviour in the new environment.   Interestingly, the open field activity distribution suggests that the mice exposed to mild blasts tend to spend more time in the center area and stay away from the edge of the open box.  One interpretation is that those mice had a reduced level of anxiety.  However, because the blast used in our experiments was directionally controlled and air blast came from the edge and side wall in the blast box, we believe that this reduced amount of time around the edge of the open field box may actually reflect the generalization and adaptive behaviours in avoiding the potential air blast from the wall or the edge.  Therefore, we used another behavioural test, namely the elevated zero-maze, to better assess the anxiety level in the animals.   Indeed, our behavioural experiments revealed that repeated exposure to mild blast seems to increase the anxiety level as judged from the increased amount of time spent in the closed section of the elevated zero-maze.  


Extensive studies suggested that memory and attention functions are vulnerable to traumatic experiences.  Although attention and memory function can be assessed using behavioral tests (39-41), very little is known about how the brain’s networks actually generate attention, learning, and memory.  An emerging view believes that the brain may achieve its real-time encoding and processing of mnemonic information through the coordinated activity of large numbers of individual neurons in the brain (27, 34).  Therefore, in order to pursue the network-level analysis of brain function, it is essential for researchers to develop and employ the technology that is capable of monitoring the temporal dynamics of large numbers of neurons in the brain during various cognitive tasks.  Researchers can then develop and apply the mathematical algorithms to analyze those large data-sets to seek out the network activity patterns in the brain.


To better understand the effects of mild blast at the brain’s neural network levels, we take advantage of our recently developed large-scale in vivo neural ensemble recording technique to monitor activities of large numbers of neurons simultaneously in the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus.  The ACC is known to be involved in processing attention and emotional memories, whereas the CA1 is crucial for forming long-term episodic and semantic memories.  Our in vivo recording revealed that even a mild blast exposure can readily trigger significant gamma oscillation in both the ACC and CA1.  A gamma wave is a pattern of neural oscillation in humans and laboratory animals with a frequency between 25 to 100 Hz, though 40 Hz is prototypical.  It has been postulated that gamma waves may be involved in processing conscious perception and the information binding problem across many sensory modalities.  One important feature of our observation is that the robust gamma oscillation is only seen in the blast event, not in 85 db sound stimulation or earthquake-like shake events (Figure 9).  This is particularly interesting since it may reflect the unique and strong impact of an even mild blast exposure on overall brain dynamics across multiple regions known to be crucial for processing attention, executive function, learning and memory functions.  Aberrant synchronization across many brain regions may lead to unregulated information binding and overt generalized responses that are often the core of cognitive impairment reported in war veterans.


Our hierarchical clustering method revealed the general-to-specific neural cliques in both ACC and CA1.  All responsive units can be grouped into distinct neural cliques whose response selectivity can be arranged from general neural clique (responding to many fearful events) to subgeneral neural cliques (responding to a subset of fearful events), and to specific neural cliques (responding to only one type of stimulus).  This hierarchical and categorical organization of memory coding units suggests that the memory of being exposed to blast events is encoded by a combinatorial assembly of a series of neural cliques, invariantly consisting of the general startle clique, sub-general startle clique, startle identity-specific clique, or even context-specific startle clique (Figure 13).  In this feature pyramid of the encoding clique assembly, the neural clique representing the most general, abstract features (to all categories) is at the bottom and it forms a common building block for all types of fearful event encoding and may represent the mnemonic information such as “these types of events are very fearful and dangerous”.  The next layer of the pyramid is made by neural cliques responding to less general features (covering multiple, but not all, categories), those sub-general cliques are present in a subset of the neural clique assemblies and may encode neural information that both tone and blast involved loud explosion sound.  Moving up along this encoding feature pyramid, neural cliques become more and more specific.  The neural clique at the top of the pyramid encodes the most specific and highly discriminate features, thereby defining a particular blast event or experience (Figure 13).  Importantly, this general-to-specific encoding structure has been observed from our recording in both the prefrontal cortex and the hippocampus.




Figure 13.

Various memory coding units are organized in a hierarchical and categorical manner.  Any given fearful episode is encoded by a combinatorial assembly of a series of neural cliques, invariantly consisting of the general clique, sub-general clique, event identity-specific clique, and even context-specific clique.  In this feature pyramid of the encoding clique assembly, the neural clique representing the most general, abstract features (to all categories) is at the bottom and it forms a common building block for all types of startle event encoding.  The next layer of the pyramid is made by neural cliques responding to less general features (covering multiple, but not all, categories), those sub-general cliques are present in a subset of the neural clique assemblies.  As moving up along this encoding feature pyramid, neural cliques become more and more specific.  The neural clique at the top of the pyramid encodes the most specific and highly discriminate features, thereby defining a particular event or experience.   Please note that the number of neurons for each clique does not necessarily corresponding to its position in the feature pyramid.  In another word, the neural clique encoding the general features does not necessarily have more neurons than the neural cliques encoding more specific features. 


This invariant feature-encoding pyramid of neural clique assemblies reveals four basic principles for the organization of memory encoding in the brain:  First, the brain employs a categorical and hierarchical architecture in organizing memory coding units to represent a given fearful and dangerous event.  Second, the internal representations of external events in the brain through such a feature-encoding pyramid is achieved not by recording exact details of the external event, but rather by re-creating its own selective pictures based on the importance for survival and adaptation.  Third, the “Feature-Encoding Pyramid” structure provides a network mechanism, through a combinatorial and self-organizing process, for creating seemingly unlimited numbers of unique internal patterns, capable of dealing with a potentially infinite number of behavioral episodes that an animal or human may encounter during its life.  Fourth, in addition to its vast memory storage capacity, this neural clique-based hierarchical extraction and parallel binding processes also enable the brain to achieve abstraction and generalization. Such generalization and abstract representation of behavioral experiences have enabled humans and other animals to avoid the burden of remembering and storing each mnemonic detail.  More importantly, by extracting the essential elements and abstract knowledge, humans and animals can apply past dangerous experiences to future encounters that share the same essential features but may vary greatly in physical detail.  These higher cognitive functions are obviously crucial for survival and adaptation.

Finally, by scanning through the recorded ACC and CA1 neural activities in the post blast event period, we observed that these transient encoding patterns triggered by mild blast reactivated spontaneously as indicated by dynamic trajectories with similar geometric shapes (Figure 12).  These reappearances of transient trajectories usually occurred within several seconds to minutes after the actual events.  We note here that each one of the episodic events may be followed by these spontaneously-emerging patterns and that no discernible pattern can be observed regarding the timing of these putative reactivations.  By taking advantage of the ability of using the MDA encoding subspace to monitor the neural ensembles dynamics during the whole duration of the experiments, we applied a sliding window technique to compute the projection of neural activities to identify the exact time point at which reactivations took place over the 3-min time period.  We found that the numbers of pattern reactivations seem to be distributed equally over this period of time.  Such strong reactivations may be highly relevant to the formation of robust long-term memories.  This observation of post-event pattern reactivations is consistent with our previous studies in using other types of fearful events.  Our recent analyses of hippocampal pattern reactivations suggest that the general and subgeneral cells tend to undergo preferential reactivations and may play a key role in the consolidation of the traumatic fearful memories and fear generalization.  Thus, it will be of great interest to investigate the relationship between post-blast event-pattern reactivations, stronger traumatic memory, and generalized anxiety and fear as well as emotional numbing and social withdraw.  However, it is also noted from our data analyses that with the repetition of many trials, there is a tendency in term of reduction in the number of reactivations.  This may suggest that the brain can nonetheless adapt and habituate to such events.  


In summary, we have developed a laboratory version of a mild blast that can be used to dissect the roles of such emotionally charged events, independent of brain injury, on the brain’s neural network dynamics and cognitive behaviours.  We demonstrated that such mild blast protocols can cause both short-term and long-term novel object recognition memory deficits as well as elevated anxiety level.  Moreover, mild blasts produced drastic changes in many neurons’ firing patterns both in the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus as well as significant transient gamma oscillation in these two neuronal populations.  Our analysis further reveals that the internal presentation of mild blast experiences in the brain is achieved by coherent activation of general-to-specific neural clique assemblies.  These robust activation patterns reverberate frequently in these encoding neural circuits during the post-blast period, which may provide a potential neural network mechanism for producing strong traumatic memories about such events as well as gradually leading to changes in the other brain circuits important for processing fear generalization and emotional numbing over time.  These fundamental new insights may be useful for the development of novel strategies for the diagnosis and treatment of post-traumatic syndrome disorders. 


METHODS AND PROCEDURES


Novel Object Recognition


The experiments are carried out as follows: the mice will be placed in a habituated environment that contained two novel objects and are allowed to explore the objects for 5 minutes.  During the testing phase, following different retention intervals (1 hr or 1 day), the mice are then placed back in the environment, but one of the two familiar objects is replaced with a third novel object.  Animals with normal object recognition memory typically show an increase in exploration of the novel object, indicating that information regarding the familiar object is stored during training and further exploration of this object is no longer needed (21, 31).  


Large-Scale in vivo Neural Recording and Spike Sorting 


We employed 96 and 128-channel recording arrays to record from the hippocampal region of freely behaving mice (32, 33).  The multi-channel electrodes consist of two-independently movable bundles of stereotrodes or tetrodes, which were constructed by twisting a folded piece of 2 or 4 wires, respectively (STABLOHM 675, H-FORMVAR, 25 µm for stereotrode, California Fine Wire).  After surgery, the mice were kept in their home cages for recovery for three to five days. The electrodes were then advanced slowly toward the hippocampal CA1 region, in daily increments of about 0.07 mm, until the tips of the electrodes had reached the CA1 region, as deduced from an assessment of field potential and neuronal activity patterns.


The recorded spike activities from those neurons were processed in the manner as previously described (32, 33).  Briefly, the spike waveforms and their associated time stamps for each of 128-channels were stored in data files using Plexon system format (*.plx). The artifact waveforms were removed and the spike waveform minima were aligned using the Offline Sorter 2.0 software (Dallas, TX), which resulted in more tightly clustered waveforms in principal component space.  The Plexon system data files (*.plx) were then converted to Neuralynx system format (*.nst) and spike-sorted with the MClust3.3 program. This program permits classification of multidimensional continuous data.  Its cluster splitting feature yields superior accuracy in comparison to the other available spike-sorting software and is therefore particularly suitable for spike sorting of hippocampal signals.


Principal component analysis was used to extract defining features from the spike wave shapes that were then used as part of the input for the MClust3.3 spike sorting program.  The first two principal components, as well as the peak height, valley value, FFT and total energy of spike waveform parameters were calculated for each channel, and units were identified and isolated in high-dimensional space through the use of an autoclustering method (KlustaKwik 1.5). After autoclustering, the clusters containing non-spike waveforms were deleted using ‘KlustaKwik Selection’ function, and then the units were further isolated using a manual cluster cutting method in MClust.  Only units with clear boundaries and less than 0.5% of spike intervals within a 1 ms refractory period were included in the present analysis. At the end of experiments, the mouse was anesthetized and a small amount of current was applied to four channels in the microdrive to mark the positioning of the electrode bundle.  Histological Nissl staining (NeuroTrace® blue fluorescent Nissl stain) was used to confirm the electrode positions.


Hierarchical Clustering


Similar to our previous research (32, 33), we employed hierarchical clustering methods to investigate the structure of our neural data.  We start by defining N clusters, one for each initial vector containing the responses to all types of startle stimuli.  At each step, we proceed by uniting the two closest response vectors, or after a few steps, two closest groups.  The two vectors or groups are merged into a new cluster and its mean is re-computed.  These steps are then repeated and the nearest-neighboring groups are successively merged until they eventually form a single group.  At each intermediate step of this procedure, the two clusters to be merged are aligned and linked at their best matching endpoints, forming a larger group.  


Projection Analysis Methods


Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA) projection methods were used to classify the neural responses corresponding to different episodes into different classes (32, 35, 38).  Projection analysis methods are powerful tools that are well-adapted to deal with the complexity of large neural data sets data sets.  These methods generate an encoding subspace of low dimension (on the order of number of classes).  To account for transient changes that may occur immediately after the startle events, we computed firing frequencies (f) in two 500 ms time bins immediately after the delivery of the stimuli.  Baseline activities were characterized by computing the average firing rates during time intervals preceding the startle stimuli.  We set aside randomly chosen population activities from one of each type of startle stimuli; this constitutes our test data set.  The rest of the sampled population activities were then used to train our MDA statistical model.  The matrix of mean responses during each category (rest and startle states) were then computed and used to compute the between-class scatter matrix 
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:  Here ni is the number of elements in each class, N is the number of classes, mi is the mean vector for each class, m is the global mean vector and the symbol t indicate the transpose operator.  To take into account the variations occurring for each class we also computed the within-class scatter matrix SW, which is defined as: 
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.  Here Di represents the set of population responses triggered by the ith startle type.  Using these two matrices, it follows that a set of at most N-1 discriminant projection vectors can be determined by computing the eigenvalue decomposition of the matrix
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For our data sets, the class covariance matrices SW were non-invertible, which is a direct consequence of data under-sampling, since the number of recorded neurons is much higher than the number of repeated trials.  In practice, the matrix SW can be rendered invertible using a regularization technique which changes each class covariance matrices based on the following formula: Ωi’ = (1 ‑ λ) Ωi + λ I, where Ωi is the covariance matrix for the ith class, λ is a regularization parameter between 0 and 1, and I is the identity matrix.  We determine the parameter λ automatically for each data set based on the optimization procedure we developed previously; each particular choice is determined by the particular distributions within each data set (38).  


After computation of the N – 1 discriminant dimensions is computed, we projected the neural patterns during startle episodes in this low-dimensional encoding subspaces.  We then used the multivariate Gaussian distribution probability functions (
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) to fit the projections for each class.  We subsequently enhanced our intuition about the relationships among classes by visualizing the 2σ boundary ellipsoids for each class.  We tested the robustness of our MDA statistical model by employing different partitions of the training and test data points.  In general we find that the performances for our model do not depend strongly on the particular choice of the training and test data selection.


Method of Identify Reactivations

We also used a sliding window method to monitor the evolution of the population state throughout the duration of the experiment and to identify the occurrences of patterns similar to the ones experienced during the episodic events (37).  Using the fixed matrix coefficients produced by the MDA method, we computed the instantaneous projection of neural responses during the entire experiments (using two 500-msec width-bins, sliding at 10-msec time resolution). A putative reactivation is deemed to have occurred whenever there are trajectories of significant amplitudes from the rest cluster towards the corresponding startle cluster.  The distance of the trajectory from rest bubble center was calculated. Then the maxima points were identified. Those maxima points with the distance from respective bubble center smaller than the half distance from rest bubble center were classified as reactivations. The minima points of the distance curve from rest bubble before and after the reactivation point were defined as the start and end points of the reactivation trajectories. After plot the reactivation trajectories to the three-dimensional subspace, visual measurement and adjustment was applied. As such, post-event reactivations of the ensemble activity patterns can be directly visualized as dynamical trajectories in the encoding subspace. 
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Abstract 


Introduction: There is currently no accepted inter-species scaling law for central nervous system (CNS) vulnerability to injury following exposure to a primary blast wave. This has precluded translating animal experiments conducted in a controlled exposure laboratory context, such as through an explosive-driven blast tube or a compressed gas driven shock tube, to field events involving humans and munitions such as improvised explosive devices (IEDs). Rationale: The close study of the effects of primary blast on animals such as mice and pigs in a laboratory setting and the understanding of how those controlled conditions relate to field events involving humans and live munitions is essential to the development and testing of effective blast mitigation strategies that may become field deployable. Method: We are developing biofidelic models of mouse, pig, and human heads that will allow direct inter-species comparison of primary blast effects and the intracranial propagation of the blast wave. We have obtained preliminary results using biofidelic porcine and human head models, and we have begun developing inter-species scaling laws based on parameters such as body mass and brain volume in relation to energy deposition in CNS tissue due to stress-strain deformation secondary to blast wave propagation. Conclusion: The development of an inter-species scaling law in relation to primary blast exposure is a prerequisite step in the development and laboratory testing of effective CNS mitigation strategies to protect human subjects and warfighters against primary blast exposure. 


1.0
iNTRODUCTION


Blast-induced traumatic brain injury (TBI) has been recognized as a significant cause of death and disability in recent years due to widespread exposure of warfighters to explosive munitions such as improvised explosive devices (IEDs) in the military conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan. According to the U.S. Department of Defense, there have been 212,742 medical diagnoses of TBI in the U.S. military from 2000 to the first quarter of 2011, with 98% of the cases involving non-penetrating TBI [2]. While falls, motor vehicles, and sports collisions continue to be the leading causes of TBI in the civilian population [4], blast events are now the primary cause of TBI for active duty military personnel in war zones [11]. In a study of veterans who screened positive for TBI at Walter Reed Army Medical Center, for example, 68% were found to have been injured by a blast [13]. 


In order to understand the effects of primary blasts on the central nervous system (CNS), a number of studies have exposed animals such as mice, rats, and pigs to controlled blasts in a laboratory setting, for example by using compression-driven shock tubes [e.g. 5]. Animals have long been used in experiments as surrogates for humans, but in order to apply results from animal experiments to humans, inter-species scaling laws are needed. In disciplines such as pharmacology, for example, allometric scaling is widely used to predict pharmacokinetic properties of drugs from animal studies. Under traditional allometric scaling, biological variables are related to body mass through a power law: 




where Y is a biological variable, m is body mass, and a and b are parameters [6]. Typical values for b range from 0.25 for physiological times, such as heartbeat, respiratory rate, or cell lifespan, to 0.75 for clearances processes to 1.0 for organ sizes or physiological volumes [6]. And in the context of blast lung injury, Bowen et al. used dimensional analysis to derive relations relating the body mass of similar animals to blast wave parameters:  




where P is pressure, P0 is ambient pressure, m is body mass, and t is time [1]. However, there are currently no accepted inter-species scaling laws for CNS injury following blast exposure that would allow translation between animal experiments conducted under controlled blast conditions and field events involving humans and IEDs. 


In this study, we began our efforts to develop an inter-species blast scaling function using a virtual test facility. Pig and human head models were subjected to blasts with an incident overpressure of 1 atm. To furnish more data at different masses, the pig head model was scaled to generate a model with 1/8 the original mass and a model with 8 times the original mass. For all the blast simulations, relationships between body mass and dissipation, maximum pressure, and maximum von Mises stress in the brain were investigated. 


2.0
materials and methods 


2.1
Computational Framework 


The simulations were conducted using an extension of the Virtual Test Facility (VTF) to simulate blast wave-structure interactions. The VTF is a suite of integrated computational fluid and solid mechanics solvers for the fully coupled analysis of the response of solids to blast wave loading on massively parallel computing platforms [3]. Constitutive models to describe the response of various tissues and biological structures have been added to the solid mechanics solver. In addition, the capability to simulate blast waves in air of arbitrary intensity has been integrated in the code to initialize the simulations. The characteristics of the blast are specified by the type, mass, and spatial location of the explosive. This framework has been used to demonstrate direct transmission of stress waves into the human brain following blast loading [9] as well as to show the effectiveness of face shields in mitigating the intensity of transmitted waves [10].  


2.2
Head Models  


2.2.1
DVBIC/MIT Full Human Head Model 


For the human head, we adapted a three-dimensional computational model of the human head developed by the Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center (DVBIC) and MIT [9]. The original model was obtained by reconstruction from high-resolution T1 MR images and bone-windowed computed tomography (CT) images of a human head via registration, segmentation, and computational mesh generation, and it consisted of 11 distinct structures: air sinus, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), eyes, glia, gray matter, muscle, skin and fat, skull, venous sinus, ventricles, and white matter. For this study, we consolidated the 11 structures into 4: cerebrum, CSF, soft tissue, and skull. 


2.2.2
Pig Head Model    


A pig head model was obtained using CT images from the Virtual Pig Project at Ohio State University. Using Amira, an imaging software analysis suite, the images were segmented into three distinct materials: cerebrum, soft tissue, and bone. A solid model was generated in Amira and imported into Ansys ICEM CFD, a meshing software that was used to generate a computational mesh consisting of 74,337 elements.  


2.3
Material Models and Properties 


Constitutive models for each head structure were selected to accurately describe the propagation of stress waves within the head. Suitable equations of state describing the volumetric response were selected for each material type, and the deviatoric recoverable response was described using a nonlinear elastic model. In addition, dissipative effects in the brain tissue were considered through a linear viscosity model. The advantage of this simplified constitutive modeling approach is that it requires only a few material parameters, which can be quantified with some certainty.  


For the skull, we adopted the Hugoniot equation of state, which is widely used to describe the shock response of many solid materials [7]: 




In this expression, p is the pressure, J is the local volume change given by the determinant of the deformation gradient tensor, and C0 and s are material parameters. For the remaining head structures, we applied the Tait equation of state, which is commonly used to model fluids subject to large pressure variations [12]: 




where  and  are material parameters. The Tait equation of state provides a reasonable representation of the volumetric response of soft tissues embedded in a fluid medium. 


The deviatoric elastic response was computed using the neo-Hookean model extended to the compressible range, in which the strain energy density is given by: 




where  and  are Lamé constants and  is the first invariant of the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor. 


To complete the constitutive description of each different tissue or material structure, a linear viscosity model was added to both the deviatoric and the volumetric response, furnishing a final expression for the Cauchy stress components: 




where  are the components of the rate of deformation tensor,  is the deviatoric viscosity parameter, and  is the volumetric viscosity parameter. 


The model parameters used for the head components were obtained from the literature; material properties for the skull are shown in Table 1, and material properties for the remaining structures are shown in Table 2. 


Table 1: Material properties of the skull.


		Material

		Density (kg/m3)

		K (Pa)

		G (Pa)

		 )

		

		C0 

		s



		Skull

		1412

		

		

		0.0

		0.0

		1850

		0.94





Table 2: Material properties of the cerebrum, CSF, and skin/fat.


		Material

		Density (kg/m3)

		K (Pa)

		G (Pa)

		 )

		

		 



		CSF

		1040

		

		

		1000.0

		19.44

		6.15



		Cerebrum

		1040

		

		

		1000.0

		1000.0

		6.15



		Human skin

		1100

		

		

		15.9

		1000.0

		6.15



		Pig skin

		1100

		

		

		

		1000.0

		6.15





3.0
results


Simulations of a blast wave interacting with a human head and with pig heads with different masses were conducted using the computational framework described above. The blast conditions correspond to a free air explosion of 0.07 kg TNT at 1.0 m standoff distance, resulting in an incident overpressure of 1.0 atm. The simulations were run to a final time of 1 ms. 


In this study, as we began efforts to develop a scaling function that would allow translation between species of the mechanical response of the head to blast loading, we focused on a few key metrics of intracranial stress intensity: pressure , which is associated with hydrostatic or volumetric deformation, von Mises stress , which is associated with isochoric distortions in the tissue, and dissipation , which is an integral metric of dissipation due to the viscous response. We investigated how the metrics varied across simulations using models from different species and with different masses.  As a first step, we considered the traditional allometric scaling relation , where Y is a biological metric such as energy dissipation, m is body mass, and a and b are parameters. To obtain body mass, we computed the mass of the brain for each model and used standard brain to body mass ratios. For pigs, it was determined that the brain to body mass ratio was approximately 1/500 [8], and for humans, it was determined that the ratio was 1/40. 


We first considered total dissipation in the brain; Figure 1 shows a plot of dissipation v. body mass. Performing a linear regression using all the human and pig data points, we obtained the relation , with an R2 value of 0.3712. The low R2 value suggests that traditional allometric equations may be insufficient to describe the inter-species relationship of energy dissipation. However, performing a linear regression using only the pig data points, we obtained the relation , with an R2 value of 0.98, suggesting that allometric equations may be used to describe the scaling of dissipation with body mass within a particular species. 




Figure 1: Allometric scaling of total dissipation in the cerebrum.

We next examined maximum intracranial pressure and von Mises stress, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. For maximum pressure, we obtained the relation , with an R2 value of 0.8417. For maximum von Mises stress, we obtained the relation , with an R2 value of 0.8512. While the correlation is much better in the case of maximum pressure and von Mises stress than in the case of dissipation, the R2 values still suggest that further refinement of the relationship may be needed to translate blast response metrics across species. 




Figure 2: Allometric scaling for maximum intracranial pressure. 




Figure 3: Allometric scaling of maximum intracranial von Mises stress.


4.0
discussion


The results suggest that allometric equations may be an excellent starting point for describing the inter-species relationships of maximum intracranial pressure and von Mises stress, but they may be less applicable to describing the inter-species relationships of total dissipation in the brain. 


This study represents a first step in developing an inter-species blast scaling law, and much work remains to establish a robust inter-species blast scaling function across metrics that correlate with CNS tissue injury. In order to fully develop a blast scaling function across these metrics, we will need to conduct simulations on additional species. Efforts are currently underway to develop a computational mouse CNS model that can be used in the virtual test facility. 
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Abstract


Explosions pose serious threats to military and civilians, often resulting in death.  The lower extremity is commonly injured due to its direct contact with the ground.  Compartment syndromes and traumatic amputations are often results of blast loading to the lower extremity.  The exact over pressure that induces these injuries is still unknown.  Due to the lack of knowledge, further research is required to uncover the mechanistic changes associated with injuries induced from high pressures.  Most of the injury criteria available is based on automotive standards, which are much lower than the pressures and forces experienced during blast events.  Finite element simulations allow for cost effective and reproducible testing of blast events at high g’s, in comparison to previous lower extremity blast experimental research methods.  This study focuses on developing and evaluating a lower extremity model at blast conditions using finite element analysis.  Several different cases are carried out and compared focusing on primary blast injuries.  This information will help with improvements of injury criteria and personal protective equipment by accurately evaluating the damage imposed on the lower extremity.


1.0
INTRODUCTION


Explosions are the leading cause of death on the battlefield [1].  When detonated, these explosives form an outward propagating shock or blast wave which produces large accelerations and decelerations.  The resulting loads pose serious threats to military personnel and civilians.  A blast wave consists of two parts:  a positive and a negative portion.  This is known as the typical pressure profile of a blast wave, which can also be referred to as a Fried-lander wave [2], in open air.  The positive portion is an immediate rise in pressure which dissipates over time and distance.  After the positive phase dissipates, a negative pressure phase develops and forms a vacuum like atmosphere.  The maximum pressure that occurs is called the peak or over pressure.  The strength of an explosive is characterized by its weight or size, standoff distance, and medium in which it takes place [2, 3, 4].  Distance is directly related to the overpressure exposure.  Therefore, the closer an individual is to an explosion, the greater the over pressure exposure.  


Blast injury patterns can be categorized into four groups, primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary injuries [2].  Primary blast injuries result from impact of the over pressure with the body’s surfaces.  Secondary effects are caused by debris which is physically displaced by the blast.  Tertiary blast injuries are created when an individual is physically thrown by the blast wave.  If an injury cannot be placed in any of the previous categories, they are termed quaternary or miscellaneous injuries.  These usually include burns, psychological trauma, and chemical exposure.


Lower extremity injuries can be categorized into any of these injuries depending on the type of forces sustained.  Due to the lower extremity being in direct contact with the ground, they are commonly injured during explosions and have recently been seen to represent at least 54% of combat wounds [5].  Compartment syndromes and traumatic amputations are two major extremity injuries that require further research.  Fractures, tissue damage, and burns can elevate compartmental pressures causing limb and life threatening conditions and making measurement of compartment pressure extremely important.  Partial or complete amputations are caused by high overpressure forces and blast winds which cause bone fractures and soft tissue rupture.  The exact overpressure to cause these injuries is not known [2, 6, 7, 8].


Of the accessible data on lower extremity criteria, most of it focuses on automotive data [9].  The criteria found have been established through testing on live human subjects, cadavers, and surrogates.  Disadvantages come along with each of these types of tests.  Live human and cadaver testing can be very limited and costly.  For surrogates it is difficult to construct a device that will accurately represent the material properties and mechanical properties of human tissue, and commonly the materials used are expensive.  Due to these issues, reproducibility and testing of multiple samples is difficult to obtain.  Most of the data found is based on the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) [9, 10], which is a system rating severity of injury from 0 to 6, with 6 being fatal.  The majority of research focuses on tibia and fibula maximum compressive axial forces and foot/ankle injury for axial loading.  The maximum forces vary from source to source and are not necessarily a good means of comparison for blast loading conditions due to the multidirectional forces being applied.


Although experimental studies have been performed to advance the understanding of blast injuries, limited progress has been made in computational analysis of blast waves on the lower extremity [9].  There is a great need for the development of a robust and complex Finite Element (FE) lower extremity blast model.  By accurately developing this model, simulations will be able to capture the biomechanical response of the lower extremity after an explosion.  This will allow for cost effective and reproducible ways of testing as opposed to the current procedures mentioned above.


In this study, the lower extremity has been modelled with a realistic mesh created for a Finite Element (FE) analysis of blast conditions and analyzed in several scenarios.  The final goal of this research is to evaluate the damages incurred of the lower extremity after an explosion using Abaqus/Explicit software [11].  This paper focuses on developing a standard blast wave simulation procedure for obtaining realistic data.  This information will allow the military to enhance the design of protective equipment and improve injury metrics.  


2.0
METHODS

2.1
Geometry

The geometry of lower extremity was developed from axial computed tomography (CT) scans and cryosections contained from the National Library of Medicine’s Visible Human Male.  One thousand one hundred and thirty-four images were obtained and used in a stack for both the CT scans and the cryosections.  The spacing between these images was 1 mm apart along the vertical axis.  The skin, fat, and muscles were constructed from the cryosections, while the bones were more accurately obtained from the CT images.  Using Mimics software [12] each component was manually and semi-automatically segmented into a total of 18 different parts.  The bones were separated into the following groups: hip bones, femur, patella, tibia, fibula, talus, calcaneus, and tarsals/metatarsals/phalanges.  Nine different groups of muscles were selected according to function and location.  The muscle groups can be summarized as follows:  gluteus maximus, gluteus medius, gluteus minimus, anterior thigh, biceps femoris, Sartorius/gracilis/semitendonous, calf muscles, and tibialis/proneus/extensor muscles, and foot muscles.


2.2
Mesh


Once each part was segmented into a mask, they were uploaded into ScanIP, image processing software [13].  In order to run a blast simulation, the lower extremity mesh must be enclosed in an “air” mesh.  The size of the air mesh was approximately 0.5 m.  The mask was created in ScanIP and meshed with the lower extremity to create conforming interfaces.  Several meshes of the lower extremity were created, ranging from 5.6 to 1.1 million tetrahedral and hexahedral elements.  The mesh qualities were altered by down-sampling the image pixels two and four times, meaning that one pixel represented 2 mm and 4 mm, respectively.  The following contact surfaces were selected in the ScanIP model:  air to skin, skin to bone, and muscle to bone.  Contact surfaces were exported, along with the mesh, for use in the blast simulation.  In an effort to shorten simulation run-time, meshes used in preliminary studies included only the knee to the foot.


2.3
Blast Simulations

Blast simulations were performed using Abaqus/Explicit.  Isotropic elastic materials [14, 15] were assigned to the different components of the lower extremity (Table 1).  Three different tie constraints were applied to the lower extremity:  air to skin, skin to bone, and muscle to bone.  Symmetry and boundary conditions were applied.  The FE model was subjected to two pressure profiles, based on work done by Chafi [16] (Figure 1).  The blast wave was simulated using the incident wave procedure in Abaqus/Explicit.  

Table 1: Elastic material properties used in the blast simulations.








Figure 1: Air pressure profiles for two blast scenarios [16].

2.3.1
Mesh Refinement Study

A mesh refinement study was performed on two different meshes to obtain a mesh that adequately provides an accurate solution with computational efficiency.  The two different simulations varied only in mesh size.  The low pressure profile was subjected to the lower extremity near the ankle.  The overall pressure and von Mises stress in each model were compared to decide which mesh should be used in further simulations.  Once the results converged, the lowest mesh was chosen for further simulations.

2.3.2
Source Point Location


After deciding which mesh would be used, numerous simulations were executed varying in blast overpressure and source point location.  Three locations were chosen as shown in Figure 2.  Both pressure profiles were simulated at each location.  To determine whether the pressure wave was propagating accurately through the model, the pressure propagation was observed and compared to previous blast simulation papers [16, 17].  Four points were chosen on the outside of the skin to evaluate the von Mises stress and pressure propagation in each case.  The average pressure in each material was also calculated and compared between cases.





Figure 2: Three different blast location cases.  Case 1:  Source located near outer 
ankle region.  Case 2:  Source located under foot (landmine case).  
Case 3: Source located near inner region of the ankle.

3.0
results

3.1
Geometry


A realistic model of the lower extremity was successfully developed.  The current model is composed of a total of 18 different parts.  The main components were the contour, bones, and muscles as shown in Figures 3A, 3B, and 3C, respectively.





Figure 3: 3D masks modelled in Mimics.  (A) Contour of the lower extremity; 
(B) Lower extremity bones; (C) Muscle groups in the lower extremity.

3.2
Mesh


The two meshes developed contained approximately 5.6 million and 1.1 million hexahedral and tetrahedral elements.  Each mesh was of high quality and displayed exact contact matching between components.  This can be seen in Figure 4.  The meshes were successfully imported into Abaqus for use in the FE blast simulation.  When the meshes were checked for errors in Abaqus, no errors were found and less than 1% of the model contained warnings.




Figure 4: High quality mesh of the lower extremity created in ScanIP displaying the mesh’s 
exact contact matching between components (Grey=Skin, Red= Muscle, Blue=Bone).  

3.3
Blast Simulation


The mesh refinement study results can be seen in the pressure and von Mises stress plots shown in Figure 5.  Skin and muscle plots follow very similar trends.  Bone pressure and von Mises averages vary the most.  Based on the results, the mesh size of 1.1 million elements was chosen to be used in the subsequent simulations.  




Figure 5: Pressure and von Mises stress averages in each material.  
The plots compare the results for both mesh sizes.

The FE simulation results provide evidence of pressure wave propagation through the lower extremity (Figures 6-7).  Cases 1 and 3 have similar patterns with pressure propagation through the skin dissipating near 1.2 milliseconds.  Case 2 skin propagation varies the most with pressure propagating upward into the leg.  Figure 7 shows pressure propagating through the bones.  Case 1 and 3 show similar patterns with the pressure propagation beginning in the foot and dissipating into the long bones.  Case 2 propagation is much slower and stronger with localization mainly in the foot.





Figure 6: Pressure propagation in skin for each case subjected to the high pressure profile. 




Figure 7: Pressure propagation in the bones for each case subjected to the high pressure profile.

Figure 8 displays pressure plots at four different locations on the lower extremity.  Each case and pressure profile are plotted and compared.  Several observations can be made by comparing the plots.  The arrival of pressure at each point is consistent, further confirming accurate pressure propagation in each case.  Pressure dampening is observed in each case as the pressure propagates from a point near its source location to a point further away.  Table 2 summarizes the highest peak pressures reached at both high and low pressure profile cases.  The largest pressure differences between source location cases can be seen in high pressure profile simulations at points 2 and 3.




Figure 8: Pressure plots from four points located on the outside of the skin.  Demonstrates 
the comparison of each case at the same point and with different pressure profiles.


Table 2: Summary of blast cases resulting in the highest pressures reached 
at both high and low pressure profile conditions for each point location.





Due to the multiple factors associated with the pressure differences at each location, the average pressure in each material was calculated for each case and pressure profile (Figure 9).  Each case is displayed showing different material responses and pressure wave propagation.  Bone has the highest maximum pressure followed by skin and muscle respectively.  Pressure oscillations are more pronounced in bone alternating between tension and compression while muscle and skin seem to transition from compressive to tensile states.  The pressure propagation trends in each material vary from case to case.  Case 3 has the highest pressure in each material followed by cases 1 and 2 respectively.





Figure 9: Material stress averages for each case and pressure profile.

4.0
Discussion and conclusions


This study focuses on subjecting the lower extremity to blast loading to obtain injury criteria and the pressure profile of the tissues based on location.  The goal was to subject the lower extremity to two different amounts of explosive which fall into two separate injury zones based on work done by Usmani [10].  According to literature, the high pressure profile usually results in severe injuries such as amputations or brain rupture.  This is equivalent to an AIS of 3.  The low pressure profile, or AIS of 1, results in bruises and ear drum rupture.  Each pressure profile was subjected to three separate scenarios.  The information collected is extremely important to evaluate for the consideration in the manufacturing process of personal protective equipment.


Based on the results from the mesh refinement study, the larger mesh size was chosen to produce the data found.  It was assumed that the results did not vary significantly, and for preliminary studies the use of a larger mesh size was appropriate.  These conclusions were drawn from similarities found in the pressure and von Mises stress results.  The largest result differences were calculated in bone and were thought to be the result of minor changes in the bone structure from the down-sampling of the images.  To perform fast and efficient simulations these differences were disregarded at this time and will be addressed once the simulation process is finalized.


Each source point case provided evidence of pressure propagation through the lower extremity.  Case 1 and 3 were very similar due to how they impacted the leg in almost exact opposing directions.  Case 2, the landmine case, experienced the most discernable differences in pressure propagation.  This is most likely caused by having a longer duration in the lower extremity due to the pressure propagating vertically up the leg instead of horizontally through the leg.  These differences can be observed in both the skin and bone.  


When comparing the results from each case and pressure profile, many distinct patterns were observed.  As expected, with more explosive, or a higher pressure profile, the arrival of the peak pressure values appears sooner.  Also with the higher pressure profile, the maximum positive and minimum negative pressures increased and decreased, respectively.  This corresponds with previous work done by Chafi [16].  The differences in the pressure propagation plots vary from point to point and with pressure profiles.  This is due to the influence of peak pressure, impulse, and overall shape of the lower extremity.  Cullis [3] states that these characteristics have the most influence on the structural response, which is based on each material’s strength and natural period of oscillation.  At point 4, the peak pressure varies between the high and low pressure profiles.  This unusual response might be associated with the interactions between the numerous bones and muscles in the foot.


The averaged material pressure propagation results provide several interesting responses.  The most important thing to point out is the difference in response between each material without comparing the cases.  Bone’s tendency to alternate between compressive and tensile states could be correlated with common occurrence of amputations and bone fractures.  The response of muscle and skin tending to shift into a tensile state could be the cause of compartmental pressure build ups.  The strength of the resulting pressure wave inside each material depends on the material properties, geometry, and incident blast wave [3].  From these thoughts, it can be inferred that the response of the model will vary tremendously depending on the material parameters used. 


In conclusion, this paper focuses on obtaining a detailed model and subjecting it to several scenarios.  Once the lower extremity simulations were performed, the focuses were to obtain proper pressure wave propagation, analyze and compare the pressure propagation for each case at two different blast conditions, and examine the pressure response in each material for the three cases and two blast conditions.  All three goals were accomplished, each bringing different considerations to this work.  Although there are currently no validated models for the case of blast effects on the lower extremity, this is our first step towards developing a model for the improvement of military protective equipment and injury metrics.  The frequent occurrence of lower extremity injuries on the battlefield represent a need for models such as the one developed in the current work.

5.0
Future work


The final model will simulate damages incurred on the lower extremity, allowing the military to obtain injury criteria data and optimize PPE with a shorter cycle of development.  In order to develop a well established and validated lower extremity blast model, many additions and changes to the current model must occur.  Three main points are currently being considered and implemented:  (1) Material properties and their interactions (2) Alternative blast conditions and (3) Experimental validation.


Since biological materials contain a variety of complex mechanisms, the material properties can depend on a number of issues such as viscoelasticity, anisotropy, and strain rate.  This makes the isotropic elastic material assumption valid for only preliminary studies.  The material properties used in this study were obtained at much lower strain rates than those occurring with blast waves.  Quasi-static testing usually occurs at rates of 10-6/s to 10-4/s, while blast loading occurs in the 102/s or higher strain rates [4].  High strain-rate testing is being conducted for future modelling purposes.  The data obtained will provide tissue response characteristics to develop constitutive models and properties.  Another issue to be considered with the different materials in the lower extremity is the amount of contact between materials.  How much friction occurs between each material can cause potential differences in results.  This issue will be addressed in future simulations.


More simulations must be executed for specific blast conditions to obtain more detailed data.  Due to the fluctuations in pressure profiles, a number of simulations must be run to determine the minimum stresses in the lower extremity to cause specific injuries.  Future simulations will vary in higher amounts of explosive and different source distances.  Having a variation of results will allow for a more accurate injury prediction rather than the current procedure of relying on one vague injury criteria which is associated with lower rate situations.


The last and most important step in finalizing the model will be the experimental validation.  Many difficulties are associated with producing experiments similar to the simulations.  The most convenient case to compare to experimental results is Case 2, the landmine case.  Experimental cadaver vertical drop tower tests are being considered to be implemented in conjunction with the present work as a source of validation.  Having either experimental or medical references of injury patterns as a comparison will provide evidence of the value and importance of simulation work for enhancing the understanding of tissue interactions with blast waves.
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I.
INTRODUCTION


Almost daily in current operations NATO’s forces are sustaining attacks from explosions or blast by improvised explosive devices (IEDs), rocket-propelled grenades, and land mines. Advances in military personal protective equipment (PPE: for example, helmets, vests) have allowed individuals to survive blasts that in previous eras of military combat have not been survivable. As a result of both the current use of explosives and protective technologies advancing, blast injury is a significant source of casualties in current NATO operations.


The term “blast injury” seems to create considerable confusion in military medicine. Simply stated, “blast injury” includes the entire spectrum of injuries that can result from exposure to an explosion. Indeed, the spectrum of blast injuries and their consequences is broad
,
. The complexity of physical trauma resulting from direct or indirect exposure to an explosion has challenged the best practitioners of medicine across the spectrum of disciplines from surgery to mental health. Especially challenging are the blast injuries to brain where neither the injury pathophysiology nor medical diagnosis/treatment options are well understood. The numbers of blast injury casualties incurred in NATO operations brings an urgency to the research community to use insights from medical information for design of better protection technologies and to develop new options and opportunities for improvement in blast injury medicine. This latter area of research imperatives was amplified by the Canadian Host, Commodore H.W. Jung (Surgeon General and Commander of the Canadian Forces Health Services Group and Queens Honorary Physician) in his welcome to participants when he challenged the audience to enable and advance the translation of science to the practice of medicine.

This Symposium was organized to consider the breadth of the science necessary to understand blast injury and to provide insight into potential new diagnosis and treatments for the spectrum of blast injuries presented to NATO medical providers. The Program Committee set three goals for this Research Symposium:

· Increase the understanding of blast injury in military operations;

· Explore and describe the range of blast injuries seen in current NATO operations, and;

· Delineate some of the medical treatment strategies currently being employed by NATO medical personnel.

Forty five technical presentations (41 session papers and 4 keynote papers) were delivered representing research and development efforts in nine nations (six NATO, 2 PfP and 1 Mediterranean Dialog nations). The Symposium convened in Halifax, Canada from Monday, 3 October to Wednesday, 5 October 2011 in a conference venue that combined excellent audiovisual support with translation provided and included separate rooms for ad hoc discussions amongst participants. The frequency and enthusiasm of discussions amongst participants spotlighted the prescience of the HFM Panel and the Symposium Program Committee in addressing the blast injury challenges via an international exchange at this point in time.

II.
TECHNICAL EVALUATION


This Technical evaluation will be organized into 3 sections: the Symposium organization and venue, the technical/
scientific implications of the presentations, and TER recommendations. The keynote presentations and the technical papers provide significant new questions and horizons for NATO cooperation. The 2 recommendations offered to the Human Factors and Medicine Panel for consideration seeks to leverage on NATO cooperation opportunities to advance research on blast injury.

A. Symposium Organization –Themes, Presentations and Venue


The Symposium’s goals were largely met by the Program Committee’s selections of 41 papers and 4 keynote presentations. Blending the presentations into 6 sessions encouraged general participation of authors and audience, and yielded active discussion of challenges facing research in blast. With the first two sessions set to define the problem and to describe the complexity of blast injury, the Committee set the stage for the discussion of relevancy of research models both for improvements in medical practice and improvements in physical protection strategies, the latter informed by medical science. This was highly successful in generating wide ranging discussions of blast models and research approaches. The addition of papers by medical practitioners on military blast injury patients offered both operational relevancy and descriptions of gaps in medical approaches to diagnosis and treatment amenable to research. Many papers contain excellent bibliographies of relevant research reports that, in aggregate, provide a reference compendium of the current knowledge baseline for blast injury.


The Canadian hosts set an excellent venue for open dialogue inclusive of open discussion rooms off of the Symposium hall that served to encourage cross-discipline interchanges. The Symposium’s meeting room and excellent audio-visual support were very conducive to discussions. Often the semantic barriers inherent to the various research disciplines (e.g., computational modeling, blast physics, neuroscience, material science, behavioral science) have hindered deeper exchanges of information but the opportunity for “side-bar” discussions at the Halifax venue was actively used by participants. Thus, an ongoing interaction across science disciplines should be encouraged by NATO. This can be achieved by support for periodic multidisciplinary technical activities (see TER Recommendation #1 below). 


B. The Research Challenges of Blast Injury – Keynote and Technical Papers 

1. The Blast Injury Problem and Complexity of Injuries: Sessions 1 and 2


The keynote presentation for Sessions 1 and 2 pointed out the utility of using medical data from blast injury reporting (e.g., trauma registry
 data) to inform both materiel design (vehicle and personal protective equipment) and what medical research is needed – i.e., the scientific breadth necessary for advances in understanding and mitigating blast injury. COL Alvarez opened the Symposium with his keynote summary of a program being conducted by the USA Department of Defense that demands an integration of medical and non-medical sciences (e.g., physics, engineering sciences, materials sciences). He made an excellent case for medical and human sciences to be leveraged in the design of mannequins (e.g., “crash dummies”) for design and testing of protection systems. He pointed out that medical data synchronization across NATO operations and common data extraction procedures (US, UK, CA, GE have separate processes) are prerequisite for medical information from blast incidents to be generically useful. Collaboration on blast incident analysis techniques inclusive of medical reporting would serve to inform medical data collection techniques and well as defining key human factors areas for further research work. This set the stage for the 10 technical papers to elaborate the range and complexity of science needed for advances to be made.


Summaries of injuries to the brain (mild traumatic brain injury or mTBI), lung (overpressure injury and toxicant injury), eyes, and the extremities were highlighted. Dr. De Palma’s summary of mTBI in both the historical and modern contexts provided a sobering illustration of the vulnerability of the brain to injury and to the burden that brain injury places on both the patient and the health system. The types of extremity injury were highlighted in the context of advances in damage control resuscitation and surgical management of casualties. The sessions provided an important new report on lung injury from fire suppression systems in vehicles.


Not restricting the technical content to just a military operations setting, the two sessions expanded the blast injury scope to incidents of mass casualties in domestic bombing and to an industrial accident. In both cases insights were provided on casualty management such as treatment by multidisciplinary teams (e.g., paper 7 highlighted nutritional management), on lessons learned from civilian systems asked to treat mass casualties, and on the use of incident reconstruction to evaluate the effectiveness of the medical response system. To this latter point, the keynote speaker was asked about the utility of linking trauma registry data and patient records with incident reconstruction techniques. COL Alvarez responded that processes to provide data gathering across the medical-to-incident spectrum were essential for understanding the blast environment threatening military operators; and, that understanding is also essential for improvement in protection and medical responses.


Sessions 1 and 2 suggest that NATO should endeavor to establish multidisciplinary technical activities to provide an incident reconstruction capability for blast threats where both the medical response system and the equipment design communities participate [see TER Recommendation #1]. 

2. Blast Injury Mechanisms with a focus on Head Injury: Session 3

The two keynote presentations of this session set the stage for delineating the details of research needed to understand blast injury. In a summary of the history of research on blast physics and blast-induced lung injury (yielding the well known “Bowen Lethality Curves”), it was pointed out that lung injury is largely understood in terms of the mechanisms of the physical trauma. However, the keynote speaker cautioned that the models of injury due to large (i.e., nuclear) blast environments may not be applicable to the current blast injury scenarios. The second keynote emphasized that there is a profound research challenges in the areas of defining the mechanisms of non-impact, blast-induced mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) and in the development of computational models of the mechanism of injury (e.g., the interaction of blast energy with the human body). This set the stage for discussions through the whole Symposium on models and techniques of blast exposure in laboratory settings. Indeed, the technical papers in all sessions further highlighted the need for further model development -- be it for models of the blast environment itself, the organ system effected by blast (e.g., extremities, lung, ear, vestibular apparatus, brain), or the pathophysiologies that result. The papers generally reported early iterations of models, many of which will need much multidisciplinary work to refine and to make relevant to human blast injury (e.g., see paper 29
 on helmet sensor development and paper 28
 on human exposure research). 

This session devoted much time to the most prevalent injury presenting to the NATO medical systems, closed head injury. Whether the injury is to hearing, balance, or general mental health, the significant challenges are in the areas of clinical laboratory diagnosis techniques/technology and medical practitioner diagnostic techniques/criteria. Of note is the initial progress in identifying neurotrauma biomarkers that are relevant in “low dose” blast scenarios (e.g., papers 28
 and 37
). 

Across the presentations emerged the interesting and complicating possibility of pathophysiological interactions of multiple organs which could have been simultaneously injured by the blast. This organ polytrauma variable makes understanding blast injury even more challenging and points to the need for researchers to develop biological markers and analytical tools (e.g., biochemical, behavioral, physiological) to access injury and recovery from injury.


It was apparent from the aggregate of papers and the ensuing technical discussions that neither an animal model nor a blast “dose” environment was common across research endeavors. It was also apparent from the session’s content that blast injury is similar to a classical toxicology problem wherein clear agreement on dose (blast dose), mechanism of delivery of the dosage, and dose-response endpoints are needed in order to understand the etiology of blast injury. This gap calls for ongoing multidisciplinary interactions which could be in the form of an ongoing NATO technical activity (see TER Recommendation #2). 


3. Mitigating the Blast Threat: Session 4

The Program Committee rightfully acknowledged that mitigation involves, in the first case, protection of the human and, in the second, the medical response to injury. The keynote and technical presentations in this session served to frame the ongoing and future work that is needed for mitigation. In his keynote Dr. Maj McAlister summarized the current state-of-medical-practice for blast injuries and some of challenges across the continuum of medical care. He pointed out that the “resilience” of NATO forces is dependent on the trust that NATO personnel have for the medical response and support structure. This resilience and medical practitioners are dependent of adequate experience, preparation (e.g., training such as provided by the tactical combat casualty care curriculum), fast evacuation times, and the translation of research into field medical practice. Also relevant to this session were the points made by the keynote paper from Session 3 (e.g., the need for models to inform equipment design strategies).


The technical papers provided a good survey of work across the spectrum of materiel design for improved armor systems, to work relevant to helmet design, and to medical diagnostic systems as diverse as biochemical biomarkers and new ideas for ultrasound based brain injury assessment. Relevant to the need for new blast model development, Canadian research (paper 30
) demonstrated blast scenarios, mimicking those from current NATO operations, where Bowen Lethality Curves would not be accurate in describing the probability of injury. 

Emphasized in this session but also contained in prior sessions was the important work on head injury, since mTBI is such a pervasive consequence of blast exposure. Head injury and helmet design advances have resulted in a new generation of head and injury models derived from both sports medicine work (e.g., papers 15, 18, 24, 27, 33)
. Of note is the potential for the recent sports emphasis on mitigating the risk of concussion to be leveraged by the military helmet design community.


Ending the symposium with two medicine-centered papers, this session brought the participants back to the center point of the event – blast injury is not well understood either scientifically or medically and blast injury is a challenge for any medical system and its physicians and allied practitioners. The complexity of injury, its management and the science necessary to understand injury etiology was spotlighted by Dr. Atkins (paper 41) in a tour-du-force presentation on the interaction of resuscitation strategies currently employed in Role 3 medical facilities and lung biochemical pathways involved in the progress of developing ARDS. This presentation pointed out that the mechanistic understanding of blast injury must move from descriptions at the phenomenological level to detailed process delineations at the levels of biochemical and physiological mechanisms. To achieve an endstate of understanding blast injury at the level of mechanisms will take much effort across a multidisciplinary spectrum of science.


4. Symposium Impact


The outcome of this RSY may be that it has contributed to ending of the dark ages of blast injury understanding. It is hoped that the result will be a research and technology renaissance that carries a promise to achieve the scientific basis for establishing understanding of the complexity of blast dose-response, injury mechanisms and the medical treatments necessary to save lives and rehabilitate blast casualties. NATO R&T cooperation has already begun to move the multidisciplinary community into the renaissance of scientific work.


C. Recommendations

Important progress in NATO’s capabilities to respond to blast threats and blast injury can be realized through continuing multinational exchanges of scientific and technical advances especially in the area of improving capabilities for design human protective and medical systems. NATO-relevant research and technology options and opportunities to address the blast threats are real and possible through an enhanced program of activities. This enhanced program would be assisted by the HFM Panel implementing the following 2 recommendations. Implementation of these recommendations should provide NATO with the mechanisms to exploit, engender and continue the momentum of scientific and technical dialogue begun at this Symposium and enable the development of a professional network of scientists and practitioners focused on blast injury threats to NATO forces.

1) Finding: a recurring technical exchange venue on blast injury and its mitigation is needed to address advances in medicine and personal protection and their synergy. An example activity might be a biennial NATO Research Workshop on Blast Injury - Medical Practice and Physical Protection from Injury. 

Recommendation 1: HFM Chairman should expediently develop a Technical Activity Proposal (T.A.P.) for a recurring technical discussion forum and engage relevant RTO Panels along with CNAD and COMEDS subgroups to join the activity.

2) Finding: blast injury presents a problem set to science and medicine that is like a classical and complex human toxicology problem. Without an existing venue for cooperative interchanges, the pace of scientific advances can be hindered. By establishing a recurring technical exchange venue to address “the toxicology of blast injury”, NATO can lead in developing science and technology options for blast injury mitigation. The history of successful NATO efforts in CBRN suggests that this should be “Research Task Group” -- set-up such that it would be active over 2-3 approval cycles (6-9 years) since there are many difficult problems that would have to be addressed, including:


a) relevancy and commonality of animal models


b) common dose-response methods; route of exposure methods


c) computational Models (blast, physiology, biochemical, toxicological, etc)


d) dose regimens to human medical endpoints (surgical trauma to mTBI spectrum)


e) methods for translational research leading to medical products and/or physical protection products.


Recommendation 2: HFM Chairman should expediently develop a Technical Activity Proposal (T.A.P.) for one or more recurring activities to develop a “toxicology of blast injury” focus area. 
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ABSTRACT


Underbelly blasts to vehicles from improvised explosives cause severe injuries to the lower extremities, in-
cluding bone fracture, ligament tear, and muscle rupture. While these injuries may seem well-defined through
medical imaging, the process of injury and the effects of vehicle system design to protection are still unclear. In
this paper, efforts focused on developing a finite element model of the lower extremities undergoing high strain
rate blast-induced deformation leading to injury will be discussed. A hierarchical approach is taken. The
process of high strain rate direct axial loading that leads to bone fracture and fragmentation is investigated.


1.0 INTRODUCTION


Improvised explosive devices (IEDs) pose a major threat to the Warfighter and are oftentimes hidden along
roads and detonated underneath trucks or tanks. The explosion beneath the vehicle is commonly referred to
as an underbelly blast event. It has been reported that 8,159 IED incidents occurred in Afghanistan in 2009,
which was an increase from 3,867 and 2,677 which were reported in 2008 and 2007, respectively [1]. During an
underbelly blast, the lower extremities may experience accelerations in the range of 155 to 217 G [2] (note that
civilian car traffic accidents are in the range of 5 to 35 G [3]). In order to design enhanced protective systems
for this particular threat, the process of the insult to the injury must be well understood to discover the critical
balance between performance and protection. Computational modeling offers a powerful tool to explore the
insult-to-injury process with high-resolution.


When studying a complex dynamic process such as this, it is important to understand the length and time
scales with the event. In vehicular mine blasts, multiple types of blast effects are present including primary,
secondary and tertiary blast [4]. However, many of the musculoskeletal injuries are currently believed to be
caused by tertiary blast effects (for example, from displacement of air by the explosion that creates a blast
wind that can throw victims against solid objects) [5]. During an underbelly blast event, within 0.5 ms of the
initiation of the explosion, a shock wave hits the bottom plate of the vehicle and causes a rapid rise in pressure.
This pressure results in local acceleration and subsequent deformations of the plate which apply significant
axial loads to the soldier and their legs [6]. As the blast wave reflects under the vehicle, a pressure force acts on
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the bottom of the vehicle and causes it to lift off the ground. The acceleration of the vehicle and the collisions
that follow are also a significant source of injury, especially if the soldier is not properly restrained. The body is
subjected to both the local effects (caused by shock and high rate deformation of the vehicle) and global effects
(vehicle motion over time) as a result of the mine detonation process. The nature of lower extremity injuries
that occur during a mine blast may be broadly distinguished, similar to Kuppa et al. [7], as:


• Knee-thigh-hip complex fractures
• Knee ligament tears
• Tibia plateau/condyle fractures
• Tibia/fibula shaft fractures
• Calcaneus, ankle, and midfoot fractures
• Malleolar fractures and ligament tears and ruptures.


Some of the understanding for injuries experienced within the underbelly blast environment can be obtained
from the civilian vehicle crash environment. For example, fractures of the ankle and lower foot which are
predominant within the military environment, have already been studied in the past. Manning et al. [8] report
that calcaneal, talar, midfoot and various other ankle fractures have been attributed to the mechanism of axial
loading through the plantar surface of the foot. While these injuries might be expected from axial loading,
Crandall et al. [9] demonstrated that even malleolar fractures can occur from pure dynamic axial loading of the
leg. Begemen and Paravasthu [10] also conducted experimental impact tests where unembalmed cadaveric legs
were subjected to a uniaxial plantar surface load along the axis of the tibia. Pilon1 and calcaneal fractures were
observed with the average failure tibial axial force of 7590 N. Kuppa [7] offers a useful review of calcaneus,
talus, ankle and midfoot fracture research, most of which was conducted on postmortem human subjects. While
this past research highlights some common features with military blast injuries, it is important to note that the
rate of loading to the lower extremities may be 10 – 100 times greater than civilian vehicular crashes. Thus,
there is a strong possibility that different injury mechanisms may be activated during these events and new or
enhanced injury criteria may be required.


There have been attempts to computationally model underbelly blast effects in the lower extremities. Ni-
lakantan and Tabiei [2] attempted to assess injury by measuring tibia compressive loads following an under-
belly blast event using finite element analysis of a HYBRID III human surrogate, but the model fails to capture
specific injury mechanisms such as bone fracture and ligament and joint failure. They make clear that more ad-
vanced and biofidelic lower extremity finite element models are needed. Many lower extremity studies employ
a combined experimental and simulation-based approach. For example, Manseau and Keown [11] compared a
physical lower leg model and a computer model in the development of enhanced injury assessment methods,
with a focus on the ankle complex and its connections to the tibia. Once again, the models that were developed
were not of high biological fidelity and could only offer some information.


In this paper we develop a series of numerical models in an effort to understand dynamic failure of the lower
extremities subjected to underbelly blast loading. The lower legs will be modeled using three-dimensional,
Lagrangian finite element analysis [12]. One long-term objective of this research is to have the capability to
provide uncertainty quantification and robust validation for the lower extremity model. For this reason we adopt
the method of Thacker et al. [13] who used a hierarchical methodology for creating a numerical model of the
spine. Section 2.0 describes the computational methodology and results for three distinct finite element models:
a component level tibia model (2.2), a lower leg assembly model (2.3) and a full lower extremity system model
(2.4). Conclusions and future work will then be presented in Section 3.0.


1A pilon fracture occurs when one bone is driven into another bone with extreme force that may lead to comminuted fracture. The
break occurs across the entire bone and into the ankle joint. It results from a high-energy loading injury from the foot up into the bone.
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2.0 COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS


2.1 Model Hierarchy


Thacker et al. [13] provide a useful hierarchical verification and validation scheme that decomposes a system
level model into components, subassemblies and assemblies. Within the validation and verification process, the
process should start at smaller length scales, such as the components, and progress to the last stage of system
level models. This approach requires simulations and experiments to be conducted at each level. While the
current research effort adopts the approach, we note that this effort is a work-in-progress and is still in an early
stage of building such a infrastructure and research team to support both the experimental and numerical models
at the multiple length scales required. Nevertheless, we begin to define the subdivisions for the lower extremities
for this effort and to also help pave the way for future work. The lower extremity system is partitioned into
components (ligaments, muscles, bone, skin), subassemblies (joints), assemblies (motion segments consisting
of muscles, joints, bones) and system level (whole leg) models as depicted in Figure 1.


Figure 1: Validation hierarchy for the lower extremities based on the method of Thacker et al. [13]. The system is decomposed
into components, subassemblies, assemblies and system level models.


2.2 Component Level Modeling of Bone Fracture and Failure Mechanics


Within the hierarchical modeling strategy, the component is the smallest length scale considered. Here we
consider only one component of many, the tibia bone. The interest in bone from a biomechanical perspective
is largely motivated by the fact that bones fracture, and that different fracture mechanisms may be activated
during a blast event, as described in Section 1.0. An improved understanding of the mechanisms underlying
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bone fracture and the ability to predict when fractures will occur may help in the development of new strategies
for fracture prevention and treatment. Bones can fail in a variety of ways. If a bone is loaded monotonically to
a stress level that exceeds the failure or ultimate stress of the bone tissue, then fracture will occur. This type of
failure can occur with trauma or impact. Bone can also fail at stress levels well below the yield stress through
the growth of preexisting cracks, but this will not be discussed here.


In this component level study the tibia is segmented into two parts representing cortical and trabecular bone,
with the properties listed in Table 1. The medullary cavity and other anatomy is not represented here as the
trabecular bone component fills the entire cortical shell. Axial displacement was applied to the proximal (top)
surface of the tibia as the distal (bottom) surface remained fixed.


There are various approaches to modeling bone fracture numerically including element deletion, the cohe-
sive zone approach, eXtended Finite Element Modeling (XFEM) and peridynamics. As Song et al. [14] point
out, the element deletion method is one of the simplest methods for fracture simulation within the framework of
the conventional FEM since there is no need to explicitly represent strong discontinuities in displacement fields
(since fracture is modeled by a set of deleted elements). The element deletion method is used for this research
due to simplicity. Once “broken” the elements have zero stress i.e. zero material resistance, which is imple-
mented by using a constitutive equation in which the stress tends to zero for sufficiently large strain; an example
of such a stress-strain law is shown in Figure 2. Similar to other numerical failure modeling techniques, element
deletion introduces additional length and time scales into the simulations - some linked with physically-based
parameters such as material toughness, and some numerical, such as the softening response. Therefore, effects
of constitutive law parameters and strain rate on the resulting fracture morphology were investigated.


Figure 2: Schematic showing the elastic-fracture constitutive model used to capture fracture. First there is an linear elastic
response until a critical stress, σc, is reached within the element, then linear stress softening occurs until the element critical
crack opening stretch, εc, is reached.


2.2.1 Effect of Critical Crack Opening Stretch


One of the crucial points in using the element deletion method is the scaling of the constitutive equation. Unless
the constitutive equation is adjusted to reflect element size, the released energy due to deleting an element
depends on the element size, which causes mesh dependency. To reduce mesh dependency, the softening curve
slope should be scaled so that fracture energy is independent of the element size. The energy dissipation in an
element with this stress-strain law is then equated to the surface energy of a crack passing through the element
parallel to the sides by modifying the stress-strain law. This energy consistency renders solutions relatively
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mesh size independent. To obtain energy equivalence in two dimensional problems for the stress-strain law
shown in Figure 2, the upper strain limit εc (referred to as the critical crack opening stretch) is scaled so that:


Gch
e =


1


2
Eε0εcA


e (1)


where Gc is the fracture energy, he is the characteristic dimension (the length of a side for a element) and
Ae is the area of the element with unit thickness assumed. Recall the relationship given by elastic fracture
mechanics between the mode-I stress intensity factor, KI , and the energy release rate of the material, Gc given
by K2


I = E′Gc where E′ = E for plain stress or E′ = E/(1 − ν2) for plain strain. Ural et al. [15] reports
that bone has a fracture toughness of 7-10 MPa


√
m. Therefore, in plane stress with E = 19 GPa and KIC = 7


MPa
√
m, Gc = 2578 J/m2. The characteristic dimension, or length of a side of an element is 0.001 m for the


tibia finite element mesh. In order to calculate an estimate for the upper strain limit the tibia mesh is assumed to
consist of equilateral tetrahedrons in which the area of the elements is uniform and is given by Ae = 1


2(0.001)
2


m2 = 5.0 × 10−7 m2.


εc =
2Gch


e


σcAe
=


2(2578 J/m2)(0.001 m)


(100 MPa)(5.0× 10−7m2)
≈ 0.1 (2)


In order to understand the effects of the critical crack opening stretch on fracture morphology, the critical
crack opening stretch was varied between 0.1 and 0.001 m. Figure 3 shows mid-tibia compressive axial stress
plotted in terms of compressive axial strain applied to the ends of the tibia for all three values of critical crack
opening stretch examined. Once the crack opening critical stretch is attained the elements are deleted from the
computation, thus the mass of the elements are also removed from the total system. In other words, the total
mass of the system decreases as fracture increases. Using this information, a simplistic damage parameter, D,
can be defined as:


D(t) = 1−
(
Mcurrent(t)


Minitial


)
(3)


where Mcurrent(t) is the mass of the system at time t, and Minitial is the mass of the system at t = 0. The
damage defined here ranges between 0 and 1, with 1 representing the fully damaged system. Damage versus
time is also plotted in Figure 3.


After initial compressive loading, stress softening occurs at 0.2% strain, roughly between 150–300 µs. Note
at this time the damage parameter also begins to grow indicating crack initiation. Stress values for the initial
softening peak are similar for all three critical crack opening stretch values, implying that the fracture initiation
is similar. However, secondary stress softening that occurs between 0.4 and 0.6% compressive strain are as
much as 26% different, with noticeably significant values for damage. This stress increase and then softening
continues during the failure process. The maximum peak compressive axial stress reached is approximately 190
MPa, 180 MPa and 160 MPa for critical crack opening stretch values of 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001, respectively. These
stresses correspond to nominal axial forces of approximately 41.4 kPa, 39.2 kPa and 34.8 kPa, respectively. The
rate of damage growth is faster for smaller values of critical stretch which prevent the tibia structure to support
load for more applied strain or longer duration leading to higher peak loads obtained.


Figure 4 shows fracture profiles for all three values of critical crack opening stretch. Time snapshots of the
failure process is also shown. For the case of εc = 0.001 shown in Figure 4(a) fracture initiates approximately
0.483 ms, however that fracture is near the location of applied boundary conditions. At 1.861 ms Figure 4(a)
shows how the fracture has initiated near the mid-tibia where the cross sectional area is minimum. There
are three microcracks in the process of propagation. At 2.344 ms more microcracks are initiated and are
propagating, and some microcracks have coalesed with others. At 3.335 ms almost complete coalescence has
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Figure 3: Compressive axial stress (solid) and damage (dashed) plotted in terms of axial compressive strain and time, respec-
tively, for various critical crack opening stretch values.


occurred indicated by the fragments of bone isolated in space. At 4.596 ms the bone is completely fractured
and is not capable of carrying any load due to the fragmentation.


A similar process occurs for larger values of εc, however since the critical stretch is larger crack growth is
limited which thus decreases the number of fragments and also increases fragment size.


2.2.2 Effect of Strain Rate


One long-term goal of this research is to accurately predict the fracture morphologies of the bones within the
lower extremities as a function of various extrinsic factors such as loading rate, especially since the mechanical
properties of bone have been reported to be strain rate dependent. Hansen et al. [16] measured the properties of
human femoral cortical bone at strain rates ranging between 0.14 – 29.1 s−1 in compression and 0.08 – 17 s−1


in tension. They found that Young’s modulus generally increased, across this strain rate range, for both tension
and compression.


Figure 5 shows the compressive axial stress versus time for some of the strain rates investigated including
10, 25 and 50 s−1. The strengthening observed in these simulations is similar to that observed in experiments on
other brittle materials and is believed to be primarily a result of inertial effects. Unlike some micro-mechanical
models, inertial effects are not supplied to the constitutive description (e.g. through crack growth dynamics
laws) in these simulations. Instead, dilatation of the highly damaged specimens is suppressed because material
fragments (which have mass) resist motion. At high strain rates rapid nucleation and coalescence of many
cracks is a result of large stresses that develop in the specimen due to the high rate-of-deformation.


As shown in Figure 6, the damage as defined by Equation 3 has an increased rate of growth as strain rate
increases. The total amount of damage also increases with increasing strain rate. Also shown in the figure
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Figure 4: Compressive failure response for the tibia subjected to compressive loading at a nominal strain rate of 10 s−1 using a
critical crack opening stretch of (a) 0.001, (b) 0.01 and (c) 0.1.


are snapshots of the fragmentation for the lowest and highest strain rate. It is apparent from the damage-time
curves that crack initiation occurs much sooner for higher rates of loading, however cracks initiate in very
different spatial locations. For lower rates, fracture morphology appears to more transverse near the mid-tibia
whereas for higher strain rates fracture seems to more proximal and could possibly more described as a pilon
fracture. The transition for transverse fracture to comminution should be examined further to gain improved
understanding of the effects of bone fragment size as a function of strain rate. From qualitative observations, it
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appears that perhaps the general trend is that as the strain rate increases the fragments become smaller. In this
model, the smallest allowable fragment size is the elements. Note that the decrease of fragment size with ε̇ is
also predicted by a number of theoretical and computational methods for compressive fragmentation [17].
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Figure 5: Compressive axial stress versus time for strain rates of 10, 25 and 50 s−1.


2.3 Modeling the Lower Leg Assembly


In accordance with our hierarchical validation and verification strategy presented in Section 2.1, we further
consider one assembly within the full lower extremity model the lower leg of the region below the knee. Similar
models have been used to simulate axial impulsive loading applied at the plantar surface of the foot in order to
understand the dynamic response of the ankle related to injury [18]. Following Bandak et al. [18] the model
in this study involves the simulation of cadaveric lower extremities under impulsive axial impact that attempt
to mimic the experiments of Yoganandan et al. [19, 20]. In these experiments, human cadaveric lower legs
with the ankle initially in the neutral position were impacted by a 24.5 kg pendulum at various initial velocities
ranging from 2.23 m/s to 7.59 m/s [19, 20]. A similar model for the lower leg assembly was developed for this
effort. Figure 7a shows the finite element model of the lower leg assembly. Figure 7b shows a schematic of the
computational set-up corresponding to the experimental model.


For the lower leg assembly model, anatomy distal (below) the knee is represented. Bones, ligaments,
muscles and skin are explicitly represented and fully-segmented, i.e. each bone, muscle, ligament, etc. can
be assigned its own material properties. There are some geometry simplifications that were taken to help
aid the model building process. In reality, bone consists of many layers and include cortical and trabecular
components, plus medullary cavities in long bones. The model used in this study treats bone as an isotropic
solid, homogenous body. In reality the foot bone structure consists of 26 bones, with numerous articulations and
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Figure 6: Damage versus time for various strain rates.


ligaments. The model used in this study uses a shrink-wrapped mid- and forefoot (the talus, navicular, cuboid,
cuneiforms, metatarsals, and phalanges are fused). The calcaneus was not altered so the foot is represented as
two objects: “forefoot” and calcaneus. In reality, 13 muscles run along the tibia and fibula in the lower leg. In
the model only 4 of those muscles are explicitly represented currently; the tibialis anterior, tibialis posterior,
flexor hallucis longus and peroneus brevis. Tendons are not identified or separated from muscle bodies. For
the other soft tissues, a bulk material was utilized to encompass the remaining muscles, ligaments, etc. For
example, for the ankle joints gaps between bones were filled in with the bulk material. Articular cartilage,
joint capsules, synovial fluid, bursa, etc., are not explicitly represented. All components of the model (bones,
muscles, ligaments, skin) share nodes at their interfaces i.e. are tied together. Finally, a rectangular plate was
developed and placed directly underneath and in contact with the skin of the foot. This plate represented the
floor of the truck where the blast would occur beneath. During the simulations, all forces affecting the leg
model would first travel through this plate.


Two versions of the lower leg model with different bone mesh densities (coarse and fine) were developed
in this study. A comparison between the two can be visualized in Figure 8. For the coarse mesh, there were a
total of 543,386 elements in the model which includes 44,180 elements for the tibia, 29,540 elements for the
fibula, 32,522 elements for the foot and 5,713 elements for the calcaneus. For the fine mesh, there were a total
of 5,302,920 elements in the model which includes 543,351 elements for the tibia, 285,199 elements for the
fibula, 83,233 elements for the foot and 54,370 elements for the calcaneus. The simulations of the lower leg
discussed in this paper were performed on the coarse bone mesh model. The fine mesh model will be used for
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Figure 7: (a) Lower leg model geometry, and (b) applied velocity.


future study for better visualization of crack growth and propagation. Similar to Bandak et al. [18], an initial
velocity was applied to the rubber-plate impactor. In this study, vo = 10 m/s. A ballast mass of 11.3 kg at the
top (proximal) end of the tibia was used in accordance with Bandak et al. [18] to simulate the weight of the
experimental slider used by Yoganandan et al. [19, 20].


Table 1 gives a list of the material constitutive models and parameters used in this study. Skeletal muscle
tissue has been shown to exhibit non-linear anisotropic viscoelastic behavior across many strain rate loading
regimes. In this model, the tissue is treated as non-linear viscoelastic using a viscoelastic Swanson model
where the bulk response is elastic and the deviatoric response is viscoelastic [21, 22]. The non-linear elastic
properties are obtained from the recent work of Lu et al. who represented skeletal muscle tissue as a composite
of an isotropic ground substance and muscle fibers [23]. The isotropic matrix was modeled using a hyperelastic
neo-hookean constitutive law. We neglect the anisotropic muscle fiber contribution at this time. Van Loocke et
al. examined the viscoelastic properties of passive skeletal muscle in compression [24].
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Figure 8: Mesh of the ankle complex within the lower leg assembly model.


Figure 9 shows that some degree of load sharing occurs between the tibia and fibula when the lower leg is
loaded axially. This is consistent with real-life behavior of the lower leg, and is a result unique to simulations
of actual human anatomy (the Hybrid-III surrogate and its corresponding finite element models do not have a
fibula). In the time series contours, it can be seen that the forefoot experiences the majority of load resulting in
significant material failure and element deletion. This is most likely an artifact of the simplified geometry used
where the entire forefoot was rigid; none of the articulations between the metatarsals, tarsals, and phalanges
were represented in this model. Furthermore in Figure 9, it can be seen that the calcaneus pivots around what
would be the ankle joint (displacements are magnified by a factor of 2 in the figure). This suggests that the area
representing the ankle joint in this model must be stiffened to prevent this rotation of the calcaneus such that
crushing fracture on the planter surface of the heel can be observed, as that is a common injury experienced in
vehicular underbelly blasts that should be captured.
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Table 1: Compilation of various constitutive models and parameters used for the lower leg simulation. E is the Young’s Modulus,
ν is Poisson’s ratio, σc is the critical failure stress, εc is the critical crack opening stretch, g∞ is the long-term shear modulus,
gn are prony series shear terms, ρ is the density and K is the bulk modulus.


Anatomic Component Material Model Material Properties References


Bone


Cortical bone Elastic with
maximum
principle
stress-based
fracture model


E = 22.27 GPa
v = 0.3
σc = 150 MPa
εc = 0.1
ρ = 1810 kg/m3


[15]


Trabecular
bone


Elastic with
maximum
principle
stress-based
fracture model


E = 300 MPa
v = 0.45
σc = 132 MPa
εc = 0.1
ρ = 600 kg/m3


[25]


Muscles/Ligaments


Isotropic Visco-
Hyperelastic
(Mooney-
Rivlin)


K = 167 MPa
C10 = 0.94 MPa 1


C01 = 0.94 MPa
g∞ = 0.123
g1 = 0.465, τ1 = 0.6 sec
g2 = 0.2, τ2 = 6.0 sec
g3 = 0.057, τ3 = 30.0 sec
g4 = 0.066, τ4 = 60.0 sec
g5 = 0.089, τ5 = 300.0 sec
ρ = 1000 kg/m3


[23, 26]


[24]
[24]
[24]
[24]
[24]
[24]


Rubber Shoe Sole
Elastic E = 1 GPa


v = 0.4


2.4 Real World Physical System


In order to establish a system of models ranging from individual components to the full real world system,
simplifications were made. For the full lower extremity model, simple geometry consisting of cylinders for the
bones and surrounding muscle, hexahedral shapes for the foot and non-friction contact interfaces for the joints
were used to obtain a qualitative response force-time curve for underbelly loading. Due to the lack of anatomic
geometry, and robust constitutive models and parameters, this approach is useful to understand the macroscopic
impact kinematics, but of little use for understanding specific injury mechanisms. Similar to the computational
study of Nilakantan and Tabiei [2] a plate which represents the vehicle floor plate, reaches a vertical velocity of
10.7 m/s after 5 ms. While Nilakantan and Tabiei used a computational model of a Hybrid-III surrogate, here
we use more realistic material properties for bone and soft tissue.


As shown in Figure 10, within approximately 2 ms of loading the axial compressive force in the mid-tibia
is attained, followed by a sharp rate of change in the force-time response - a so-called force “plateau”. This
force “plateau” is due to the fact that the velocity of the tibia has reached a constant value because the upper
leg (between the knee and the pelvis) has begun to travel at near constant velocity. The applied loading to the
floor plate ends at 5 ms at which time the force response diminishes to zero. Figure 10 shows results of this
simplified model compared to the dynamic tibia response for Hybrid-III human surrogates [2] and cadaveric
experiments [27] using similar boundary conditions.


When including muscle components into the skeletal model, the materials shear modulus became an impor-
tant contributor to the axial compressive force inflicted on the tibia. These experiments showed that the shear
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Figure 9: Simulation contours of the lower leg (course model) subjected to vertical loading process of 10 s−1.


modulus within the muscle could control behavior within the initial 1 ms of the tibial injury event. As shown in
Figure 11 high shear modulus for muscle was made an upper bound by making it 26.8 MPa. Low shear modulus
was controlled by a lower bound of 26.8 kPa. The magnitude of compressive force within this time frame was
maximal, around 2000 N, when the muscle exhibited high shear properties. When the muscle exhibited low
shear muscle, or no muscle at all, the force was half as much as its high shear counterpart. It was found that
this correlation was indirectly related to the muscles effect on rate of accelerative loading. High-shear muscle
led to a slower rate of tibial acceleration, due to the muscle’s inertial effects. The low-shear and no muscle’s
rate of acceleration was nearly three times that of high-shear muscle. This result shows that there is a clear link
between rate of accelerative loading and compressive force levels within the tibia.


While this approach fails to give insight into the mechanics of any specific lower extremity injury, it does
provide insight into the bio-kinematics of the lower extremities during an explosive event. The approach was
also very useful to understand the importance of the contributions of individual components such as the muscle
or joints to the overall real world physical system model. In addition, a simplified model that offers macroscopic
results quickly, such as this, could be use to develop boundary conditions for the smaller length scale models
including assemblies and subassemblies. For example, it is important to note that the mid-tibia axial force
reaches a maximum value within 2 ms of loading.
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Figure 10: For the full lower extremity model, simple geometry consisting of cylinders for the bones and surrounding muscle,
hexahedral shapes for the foot and non-friction contact interfaces for the joints were used to obtain a qualitative response force-
time curve for underbelly loading. Results are compared to simulations of Hybrid-III surrogates [2] and cadaveric experiments
[27].


3.0 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK


This paper has described a research effort to develop a hierarchical modeling approach for the lower extremities
subjected to military underbelly blasts and has specifically focused on developing a finite element model of the
lower extremities undergoing high strain rate blast-induced deformation. At the component level, the process
of bone fracture and fragmentation from high strain rate axial loading to the tibia was investigated. The effect
of critical crack opening stretch and strain on the resulting leg fracture was studied and had significant influence
on fracture morphology. Apparent strengthening was observed for higher rates of loading, which are attributed
to inertial effects. At the assembly level, a lower leg consisting of many different tissues was developed and
evaluated. Similar to past experimental research, we numerically observe calcaneal, talar, midfoot fractures,
as well as ankle rotation before any tibia or fibula fracture is observed. At the system (full lower extremity)
level, simulations consisting of simplified geometry with more realistic material constitutive laws as compared
to Hybrid III finite element models were developed. The models captured the kinematics of the lower leg and
the axial tibia force was compared to cadaveric experimental tests as well as results from a Hybrid III human
surrogate finite element model. All three models need to be studied in more depth and refined. For example,
for each component within the lower leg assembly a computational model should be developed and analyzed -
both computationally and experimentally. To summarize, the following offers a list of future work that should
be completed:


• Experimental and computational component level studies including bone, ligaments, muscle and skin at
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Figure 11: Effect of soft tissue shear modulus on the axial compressive force.


the appropriate strain rates.


• Include more complex material models using anisotropic and poro-visco-elasticity that capture the real-
istic tissue response.


• Examine additional assemblies, such as the knee-thigh-pelvis complex.


• Develop computational model of lower extremities that is linked with the spine to elucidate injury mech-
anism associated with coupled loading.


• Improve the computational scalability and performance on supercomputing resources.


• Improve availability of human data pertaining to lower leg impact during a mine blast underneath armored
vehicles, especially testing on human cadavers in order to better understand the injury assessment and
establish a reliable and extensive source of data.


• Leverage detailed understanding of injury criteria obtained from computational studies to further refine
military blast injury criteria.


• Use injury mechanism-based understanding to improve protection system design.


In conclusion, computational failure modeling of the lower extremities offers valuable opportunities to improve
protection for the Warfighter.
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Abstract 


The Joint Trauma Analysis and Prevention of Injury in Combat (JTAPIC) partnership provides a single access point for DoD customers to access integrated medical, operational, material, and intelligence (MOMI) data and analysis products. The partnership mission is to improve the understanding of vulnerabilities to threats and enable the development of improved tactics, techniques, procedures, requirements, materiel solutions, models and policy in order to prevent and mitigate Warfighters injuries. This paper presents an on-going case study where medical, operational, material, and intelligence data are being integrated to mitigate injury.  The case concerns an examination of combat injury data for warriors exposed to underbody blast (UBB) injury and the use of this data to develop a blast test manikin/anthropometric test device (ATD). Many combat injuries and deaths in the Iraq and Afghanistan conflicts occur in vehicles subjected to underbody blasts (UBB). Preventing UBB injuries and mitigating their severity has been a high priority for the Department of Defense (DoD). However, existing knowledge about the forces these blasts exert on the human body, and the response of the human body to such forces, is limited. In turn, Live-Fire Test and Evaluation (LFT&E) efforts to improve vehicle occupant protection are hindered. Through the effective use of data from cadaveric research and integrated combat MOMI data the program strategy for an improved underbody blast was developed and is playing a critical role in overcoming limitations to current LFT&E of combat vehicles.


1.0
background


The JTAPIC program mission is to facilitate the joint collection and integration of data and information to improve our understanding of our vulnerabilities to threats and enable the development of improved tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP’s), requirements, materiel solutions, models, etc. in order to prevent and mitigate injuries. The JTAPIC program has proven to be an invaluable asset to the Army and DoD.  The collaborative efforts of the JTAPIC PMO and its partners have generated significant cost savings by providing combat event and injury analysis and actionable information to Service Materiel Developers, TRADOC, and other senior decision makers. This information has allowed for focused vehicle improvements; modular application of survivability systems; and reduction in casualties and vehicle damage (in terms of severity and number of damaged vehicles).  The JTAPIC Program is credited with a reduction in casualties; and reduction in time and materials involved in vehicle upgrades and development programs.  While difficult to quantify, examples of results from contributions and use of information provided by the JTAPIC Program are: 


· The number of Abrams Tanks destroyed from underbelly attacks fell from 13 per year to 2 per year after the application of tank urban survivability kits; resulting in an annual savings of $49.5M (base vehicle cost only).


· The rate of destroyed Bradley Fighting Vehicles per attacks fell from 50% to 27% after the application of Bradley urban survivability kits and other recommended changes from JTAPIC partners; resulting in an annual savings of $9.1M (base vehicle cost only).


· The rate of Stryker vehicles destroyed per attack dropped by 70% after JTAPIC Program-supported changes were applied; resulting in an annual cost savings of $14.5M (base vehicle cost only).


The timely collection of injury data and combination of that data with operational intelligence provides military leaders and material developers information needed to protect warfighters through improved protective equipment or improved measurement of the effectiveness of vehicle protection systems. This paper presents two on-going case studies where medical, operational, material, and intelligence data are being used to mitigate injury.  


1.1    
Underbody Blast 


The case study concerns an examination of combat injury data for warriors exposed to underbody blast (UBB) injury and the use of this data to develop a blast test manikin/ATD. Many combat injuries and deaths in the Iraq and Afghanistan conflicts occur in vehicles subjected to under body blasts (UBB). Preventing UBB injuries and mitigating their severity has been a high priority for the Department of Defense (DoD). However, existing knowledge about the forces these blasts exert on the human body, and the response of the human body to such forces, is limited. In turn, LFT&E efforts to improve vehicles protective systems are limited.


2.0 
Underbody Blast Injuries [1]

Over the past several years, the use of improvised explosive devices and roadside bombs by enemy forces in Iraq and Afghanistan has resulted in the increased exposure among US combat vehicles to under-body blasts (UBBs). When exposed to these blasts, the occupants inside these vehicles have experienced a wide range of physical injuries. Efforts to prevent and mitigate these injuries have been hampered by a lack of knowledge about the effects of under-body blasts on the human body and an inability to adequately measure those effects in LFT&E. It is known that UBBs experienced on the battlefield exert forces on occupants of ground combat vehicles that are of higher magnitude, shorter duration and different directions than forces in civilian car accidents. However, when testing armored vehicles for safety during UBB events, the Department of Defense (DoD) is still using anthropometric test devices (ATD) designed for civilian car accidents even though they were not designed or validated for UBB events. The test and evaluation injury criteria and current ATDs for assessing injuries from accelerative loading as a result of UBB are inadequate To help address this gap, the goal of the Warrior Injury Assessment Manikin (WIAMan) project, a new UBB project approved by DoD, is to develop a Warrior-representative anthropometric testing device (ATD). As part  of the WIAMan project, the U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command (USAMRMC), headquartered at Fort Detrick, Maryland, is conducting medical research to develop biomedically validated injury data and improve scientific understanding of UBB injuries. The medical research project will focus on measuring how the human body reacts to forces similar to those created by UBBs in combat vehicles. The medical research will also involve cadaveric and ATD matched-pair testing focused on nine body regions. Output from the medical research will feed back into the WIAMan project to help develop a state of the art ATD that can be used in LFT&E of UBB events. The ultimate goal is to prevent or mitigate injuries to service members as vehicles are designed to be safer and more protective during a UBB event. The proposed WIAMan project is expected to involve military, academic, and private sector partners and span approximately six years. 


2.1    Warrior Injury Assessment Manikin (WIAMan) 


The main purpose of the WIAMan medical research project is to provide an understanding of the biomechanics of injury that occur in an combat vehicle underbody blast event involving a landmine or improvised explosive device through a combined experimental and computational research plan.  The data generated in this research, notably the biofidelic corridors, will be used by the anthropometric test device (ATD) community for enhancements of existing adult ATDs and fabrication of a next generation ATD that will be used in military Live-Fire Test and Evaluation  (LFT&E) efforts as well as in the development of injury criteria for the evaluation of ground combat vehicles.  The testing and computational modeling efforts will contribute to a better understanding of the effects of countermeasure design, for example – vehicle hulls and seats, ejection mitigation and restraint performance, that could be used by ground combat vehicle manufacturers in efforts to improve vehicle safety and reduce serious injuries that result from underbody blast events.  The research will provide an assessment of the biofidelity of current ATDs versus Post Mortem Human Surrogates (PMHS) in underbody blast conditions.  This data will also improve the knowledge of test protocols related to underbody blast events.  In turn, this will provide a means to enhance test protocols used during combat vehicle  live fire test events.  Specific goals of the WIAMan research include: 


· Conduct tests based upon a military vehicle underbody blast environment that at higher rates of loading can be much more severe, especially in crash and blast scenarios.

· Conduct literature review of specified body region compression loading tolerances as a function of age, gender, and loading rate


· Biomechanical Testing - develop advanced body region injury risk assessment tools for vehicle underbody blast related pulses in military environments


· Conduct Post-Mortem Human Surrogate body region unit testing on military-age and anthropometrically representative specimens.


· Support design of more biofidelic anthropometric test devices/dummies for use by the Army during life fire tests based upon a military vehicle underbody blast environment at higher rates of loading


· Develop biofidelic corridors for ATD development


· Document the injuries sustained in a simulated under-body blast event and the associated injury mechanisms.


· Develop methods for integration of whole body PMHS research into testing for individual body region testing


2.2
WIAMan Approach


To overcome the LFTE shortcomings, an entirely new human accelerative loading measurement device and improved injury assessment methodologies will be developed.  These devices and methodologies will be founded on:


· Cadaveric research that defines human injury criteria for the under body blast environment (short duration, high magnitude, high rate, primarily in the vertical direction)


· Physical parameters that are representative of the current soldier population


· Full consideration of the military operational environment


· Instrumentation that satisfies the measurement and data acquisition requirements of the live-fire test and evaluation environment


· Analyses of injury data gathered from operational experiences in Iraq and Afghanistan


· Relevant assessment methodologies that can be extended to yield injury assessments at higher fidelities and with higher confidence

2.2.1 
Building an Anthropometric Test Device


The U.S. National Highway Transportation and Safety Administration (NHTSA) has conducted ATD development for decades. Their summarized version of their process is outlined in Figure 1. Step 1b is the focus of the injury analysis that follows. It guides obtaining the answers to two key questions: First, what do we study – “fractures” or “soft tissue & organs?”  While the question seems straightforward, the answer must take into account project funding limits, time available, state of existing technology, and available information on blast injuries. Once that general question is answered the next question  is - what are the most representative injuries? In addition, this straightforward question must take into account the changing nature of injury, as well as enemy tactics and weapons while also building a manikin that supports the test and evaluation of future combat vehicles.  



Figure 1: NHTSA ATD Development Model.

2.2.2 
Building the Data Set of Injuries

To accomplish this task we reviewed the collected MOMI data (injury data was both AIS, and ICD-9 coded).  The process of identifying only underbody blast incidents required a full understanding of the conditions in which the injuries occurred, including the type of weapons, enemy tactics, and vehicle characteristics and conditions under which the incident occurs. After culling the data for injuries that matched underbody blast conditions the team prioritized injuries to investigate within each body region.  Once these specific injuries are identified, the final critical data item for conduct of the cadaveric research is to obtain representative medical images that can be used in the research effort to validate cadaveric injury against actual battle injury.

2.2.3
WIAMan Key Research Deliverables 

There will be a number of deliverables that will be exchanged between organizations performing research or ATD development.  This is not an exhaustive list of deliverables but should serve to guide others embarking on similar research efforts.  Examples of these deliverables include:


· Any test plans and/or protocols


· Biomechanical data generated including time history traces of forces, moments, and accelerations, video, VICON motion capture data (kinematic analysis and supporting data)


· Injury risk curves and proposed related injury reference values (IRV) – injury criteria, biofidelity corridors 


· Finite Element Analysis models and computational models


· Publication documenting and discussing effort and results


· Periodic progress reports – situation reports (short)


· Progress reports quarterly (longer, more detailed)


· ATD sensor data


· Post-Mortem Human Surrogate (PMHS) whole body and body region sensor data


· Detailed pre- and post-test radiology reports and images, and necropsy reports


· High-speed x-ray


· Injury criteria that can be used in investigation of under-body blasts

2.3
Injuries of Concern [2]

The data set used in the study consisted of the following injuries coded using the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS)


· Total Casualties N=608, combination of  Wounded In Action (WIA)/ Killed in Action (KIA)

· Casualties with minor/superficial injuries excluded 

· Wounded in Action (WIA) Casualties - N=456 with 1637 coded injuries


· Killed in Action (KIA) Casualties – N=152 with 2912 coded injuries

When broken down by numerical numbers of injuries the distribution of fractures, internal organ, and concussion injuries were:


· Wounded in Action (WIA) Casualties - 1637 injuries


· 1054 (53%) are fractures


· 188 (11%) are internal organ


· 227 (14%) are concussions


· Killed in Action (KIA) Casualties –  2912 Injuries


· 1529 (53%) are fractures


· 913 (31%) are internal organs


· Dislocation, Sprain, Crushing, Burn, Nerve much smaller number of injuries, relative to total number of injuries catalogued

Total distribution of injuries are depicted in figures 2 and 3.




Figure 2: Percentage of casualties with specific fractures.



Figure 3: Percentage of casualties with specific internal organ injuries.

2.4
Program Decisions


Based upon these results and the results of a three day conference that looked at available resources, state of technology, and other factors several programmatic decisions were made to guide the direction of the program.  The process of arriving at these decisions is to lengthy for this paper but a brief summary of the program decisions will help guide others in future research. These decisions include:


· Types of Loading: focus on vertical accelerative loading and blunt impact 

· Types of Injuries : fractures, dislocations, amputations, musculoskeletal injuries as they relate to joint injury


· Direction(s) of interest: primarily vertical,  multi-directional because of the off-axis injuries observed


· Injury Research that supports manikin development and live-fire test and evaluation of underbody blast in vehicles to include:


· Human tolerance & injury criteria research


· Biofidelity/Biodynamics response/behavior research


· Injury Assessment Reference Values (IARV) developments

2.5
Preparing for Research [3]

Now that the program had answered the first questions about where to focus research efforts the next question became, of the injuries we have observed what are the most representative injuries that we should try to replicate.  The choice of injuries is critical to our ability to develop an ATD that will support injury research and life-fire test and evaluation efforts.  When doing so we had to make informed estimates that take into account the changing nature of injury, weapons, and future combat  vehicles. The ATD will need to be useful in the near term and long term.  We reviewed the collected injury data and catalogued it according to the body regions that align with the ATD development and prioritized these injuries for replication in the cadaveric research effort. Examples of some of the identified injuries, by body region are provided at figure 4. One of the significant lessons learned during the conference was that researchers would need radiographic images of actual combat injuries to match against research injuries. An example of a readiographic image is provided at Figure 5.  This image will ensure appropriate fidelity between the observed combat injuries and the injuries experienced by the cadavers during research.




Figure 4: Prioritized injuries by body regions (example of foot/ankle region).




Figure 5: Example of Medical Imaging used in the project.

3.0
Recommendations and Conclusions


3.1
Recommendation

3.1.1
Injury Severity Scores [4]


Current military doctrine pulls definitions, grading scores, and disease criteria from civilian trauma literature. The use of Injury Severity Scores allows comparisons to current medical literature and outcomes data. The use of standardized definitions also allows better correlation with existing literature. However, the definitions and scores do not take into account function-al and long-term challenges that specific battlefield injuries face. Military-specific definitions are needed to facilitate thorough research and comparison of long-term outcomes. The injury research community should develop military-specific trauma scoring criteria that address the complexities of battlefield injuries.

3.1.2 
Medical Documentation 


Accurate medical data that is integrated with materiel, intelligence, and operational data can serve as a key element in improvements to soldier protection activities that include improved tactics, personal protective equipment and vehicle protective systems. Building organizations that are able to collect and integrate medical documentation that begins at the point of injury is a capability that should be encouraged not only across branches of U.S. military services but also with our allies.

3.2 
Conclusion

The Joint Trauma Analysis and Prevention of Injury in Combat (JTAPIC) partnership provides a single access point for DoD customers to access integrated medical, operational, material, and intelligence (MOMI) data and analysis products. The partnership mission is to improve the understanding of vulnerabilities to threats and enable the development of improved tactics, techniques, procedures, requirements, materiel solutions, models and policy in order to prevent and mitigate Warfighters injuries. Through the effective use of data from cadaveric research and integrated combat MOMI data the program strategy for an improved underbody blast was developed and is playing a critical role in overcoming limitations to current LFT&E of combat vehicles. 
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Introduction


Throughout the duration of Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) and Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF), blasts have been a common mechanism of combat ocular trauma (COT).1 The enemy in Iraq and Afghanistan have effectively employed improvised explosive devices (IEDS) leading to devastating injuries with more associated systemic injuries than trauma in the civilian environment.2 Mortars and rocket-propelled grenades (RPGs) have also caused vast injuries. Wide-spread use of Kevlar body armor systems and mine resistant ambush protected (MRAP) vehicles has lead to increased survival due to a decreased number of mortal wounds to the thorax and abdomen. Unfortunately, this has lead to an increase in the incidence of injuries to the less protected extremities, face, neck and eyes relative to previous wars.3 

A recent study of US service members injured by IEDs and treated at the Air Force Theater Hospital in Iraq from October 2004 to September 2007, the rate of associated eye injury in patients with massive facial trauma was 55%. It was 27% in patients with simple facial trauma. Brain injuries occurred in 48% of the patients with massive facial trauma and 28% of the patients with simple facial trauma.15 Brain injuries often seen include brain edema, intracerebral hemorrhage, vasospasm, and subarachnoid hemorrhage.16 


Blasts injuries account for a much smaller percentage of civilian traumas but they have a significant ocular morbidity.4 In a review of literature articles of explosive blasts between 1948 and 2007, it was found that 28% of blast survivors had documented ocular injuries.5 The most common injuries were corneal abrasions and foreign bodies, eyelid lacerations, open globe injuries and intraocular foreign bodies (IOFBs). Injuries to the periorbital area also caused significant morbidity. The majority of injuries resulted from flying fragments and debris which greatly increase the risk of an open-globe injury. A review of mine blasts showed that 60% of patients sustained some type of ocular trauma and 78.4% of those patients that did sustain ocular trauma had bilateral injuries. Over one-third (37.3%) of the eyes injuried eventually became NLP (no light perception).6 In a review of the frequency and causes of bilateral ocular trauma, it was found that landmine, dynamite and coalmine blasts were frequently the cause and resulted in poor visual outcomes with 21.7% of patients being NLP at the time of admission.7   

There have also been several recent terrorist attacks involving blasts with a well documented rate of ocular injuries. It was found that 8% of surivors of the Oklahoma City bombing sustained an ocular injury with 71% of those occuring within 300 feet of the point of detonation. Glass accounted for nearly two thirds of the ocular injuries.8 In a review of a single emergency department between 2000 and 2004 in Tel Aviv, Israel, there were 13 suicide bombing attacks with 17 of 352 (4.8%) sustaining ocular injuries. Seven were open-globe injuries. The author speculated that the percentage of patients sustaining ocular injuries may have been artificially low as patient with no or minor complaints are listed as trauma admissions following a terror-related episode.9 It was also reported that approximately 18% of patients from the Madrid, Spain commuter train bombing in March 2004 admitted with moderate-to-severe trauma had sustained eye injuries.10 


Given the devastation caused by the massive amounts of kinetic energy generated by explosive blast waves, significant concussive damage to the ocular structures and adnexa can occur with indirect trauma or with the use of eye protection. Closed-globe injuries frequently occur. Closed-globe injuries do usually have better outcomes than open-globe injuries11, but there is still significant morbidity, particularly when the macula is involved. The macula contains the largest concentration of cone photoreceptors which are responsible for high acuity and color vision. The purpose of this research is to describe chorioretinal macular findings following non-penetrating blasts in soldiers injured during OIF and OEF. By documenting injury patterns, we may be able to provide more effective protection and management for these patients to decrease vision loss.


Methods


IRB approval was obtained for this retrospective non-interventional case series study. A chart review of all soldiers that sustained closed-globe ocular injuries with fundus findings of trauma between February 2003 to March 2010 in OEF and OIF was completed. Clinical data was only obtained on those soldiers with complete records and soldiers with insufficient records were excluded. Insufficient records were defined as those with minimal documentation of initial injury or clinical examinations. All eyes sustaining open-globe injuries were excluded. While it is known that globe rupture can occur following blunt trauma, it is impossible to rule out perforating injury due to the mechanism and extent of injuries many patients suffered. All soldiers with closed-globe ocular injuries from mechanisms other than blasts were excluded. All soldiers with a history of previous eye disease or retinal detachment were excluded. 

Data collected included age, gender, mechanism of injury, initial and final visual acuity, ocular injuries at presentation, clinical course, optical coherence tomography (OCT) and fluorescein angiography (FA) findings if completed and length of follow-up at Walter Reed Army Medical Center (WRAMC). The data was collected using an Excel spreadsheet (Microsoft Office). Ophthalmologic exam findings were correlated with OCT and FA if available. All available OCTs were evaluated for retinal atrophy and integrity of the subfoveal photoreceptor inner segment/outer segment (IS/OS) junction. 

This study has several significant limitations. First, this study is retrospective.  Second, the majority of patients before 2006 did not have complete records and were not included in this study. Also, high resolution OCT did not become widely available until 2007, while many of the injured patients from 2004-2006 were unable to ambulate and obtain a standard time domain OCT, which was available at that time. Third, the spectrum of data available varied from soldier to soldier. Fourth, some severely injured soldiers arrival to WRAMC was delayed until stabilization at Landstuhl Regional Medical Center in Germany. In addition, the follow-up of others was limited due to a short stay at WRAMC. Also, long-term data is limited if the soldier did not stay in the area following their care. 


Results


From February 2003 to March 2010, there were approximately 200 eyes with closed globe zone 3 injuries seen at WRAMC. A total of 36 eyes from 33 soldiers met the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Twenty-nine solderis were from OIF and 4 soldiers were from OEF. The average age was 29.5 years, ranging from 19 to 52 years old. Ninety-seven percent of soldiers were male. 


The most common mechanism of injury was IED blasts accounting for 82% of soldiers injured. Forty-five percent of soldiers had bilateral eye injuries. Nine percent of soldiers had an open globe injury in the fellow eye. As expected, there was a preponderance of fragmentary injuries. There were multiple orbital, conjunctival, corneal and lid foreign bodies. The surrounding tissues were often involved including the face, head and neck. The vast majority of soldiers had other bodily injuries with the extremities, thorax, and abdomen commonly involved. 

Based on clinical findings, the eyes were placed into five categories: macular hole, macular retinal pigment epitheliopathy without atrophy, macular retinal pigment epitheliopathy with atrophy and intact foveal IS/OS junction, macular retinal pigment epitheliopathy with atrophy and foveal IS/OS junction disruption and macular scarring without OCT. 

Eight of thirty-six eyes (22.2%) developed a macular hole. Visual acuity ranged from 20/25 to HM (hand motion).  Six eyes (16.7%) had macular retinal pigment epitheliopathy with no atrophy or foveal IS/OS disruption. Visual acuity ranged from 20/15 to 20/25. Thirteen eyes (36.1%) had macular retinal pigment epitheliopathy with atrophy. Six of those eyes (46.2%) had an intact foveal IS/OS junction. Visual acuity ranged from 20/20 to 20/25. Seven of those eyes (53.8%) had disruption of the foveal IS/OS junction. Visual acuity ranged from 20/30 to LP (light perception) with five of seven eyes (71.4%) having vision 20/150 or worse. 

Eight of thirty-six eyes (22.2%) had macular scarring on exam but no OCT. Clinical characteristics were similar to those with macular atrophy on OCT. Vision ranged from 20/20 to LP. One of thirty-six eyes (2.8%) developed phthisis bulbi with NLP (no light perception).

There were two eyes with documented intraorbital foreign bodies and sclopetaria. The vision ranged from HM to CF at 8 feet. There were thirteen eyes with chorioretinal disruption and one eye with ocular disorganization and no documented intraorbital foreign body. The vision ranged from 20/20 to NLP. The visual outcomes for these eyes were directly related to macular involvement. There were seven eyes with choroidal ruptures. Two involved the macula and five involved the periphery. The vision for eyes with macular choroidal ruptures ranged from 20/400 to HM. The vision for eyes with peripheral choroidal ruptures ranged from 20/20 to 20/150.  

There were numerous associated injuries with orbital fractures and optic neuropathy being the most prominent. Forty-two percent (15/36) of eyes had an associated orbital fracture. Twenty-nine percent (4/14) of eyes with vision 20/200 or worse had an orbital fracture. Forty-seven percent (7/15) of eyes with vision 20/40 or better had an orbital fracture. Nineteen percent (7/36) of eyes developed optic neuropathy. Vision was generally poor for eyes with optic neuropathy, ranging from 20/70 to NLP. 


Discussion


Military ophthalmologists have previously reported that the eye injuries following blasts are often bilateral and result in multiple foreign bodies.1They have also previsouly described the initial management of patients with severe globe injuries1 and those with intraocular foreign bodies.3, 12 Perforating globe injuries accounted for approximately 12% of the eye injuries sustained during OIF and subsequently evaluated at WRAMC between March 2003 and October 2006.13 These injuries generally had poor visual and anatomic outcomes despite surgical intervention. It was reported that 75% of open-globe injuries had a best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) of 20/200 or worse. It was also reported that globe injury combined with oculoplastic or neuro-ophthalmologic injury resulted in the highest risk of final BCVA worse than 20/200. 

Due to the lack of availability of specialty care in the combat theater, there was often a delay in removal of IOFBs. However, good visual outcomes without an apparent inceased risk of endophthalmitis were reported with a combination of systemic and topical antibiotic coverage.12 

Traumatic macular holes were also found to occur in both open and closed COT.14 Visual outcome was highly variable despite macular hole closure in a majority of patients because of concomitant globe injuries. In this review, there was a spectrum of macular injuries following non-penetrating blasts. A high percentage of patients developed macular holes but the most common sequela was chorioretinal disruption. This ranged from macular retinal pigment epitheliopathy without atrophy to macular retinal pigment epitheliopathy with atrophy and foveal IS/OS junction disruption. The integrity of the foveal IS/OS junction was the most important factor in visual outcomes and eyes with macular chorioretinal disruption tended to have very poor visual outcomes. Both soldiers with a documented intraorbital foreign body and sclopetaria had severe chorioretinal disruption on examination but a majority of eyes with this finding did not have a documented foreign body. 

For some patients, there was intially a limited view of the fundus, usually due to a hyphema, traumatic cataract or vitreous hemorrhage. Other injuries, particularly subtle macular atrophy, may not have been obvious at presentation. This accounts for eyes developing macular injury without a documented presenting insult. The lack of long-term follow up for most soldiers limits studying the natural history and progression of injuries. There is not enough data to know the rates of evenutal secondary eye disease such as retinal detachments, epiretinal membrane and proliferative vitreoretinopathy (PVR) formation, choroidal neovascularization, glaucoma and cataract development among others. 

It is also very important to recognize that traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a common sequela of blasts. It was reported that TBI occurred in two thirds of all service members treated at WRAMC with COT from August 2004 to October 2006.2 It was also reported that closed-globe injuries are at highest risk for TBI but that did not lead to poorer visual outcomes.  Moderate and severe traumatic head injuries are easily identified, but mild TBI can be more difficult to properly diagnose and treat. Computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are generally unremarkable in these patients. This can contribute to the tremendous amount of psychosocial issues for these soldiers by adversely affecting rehabilitation of ocular and multisystem trauma. Many soldiers need an interdisciplinary tream to handle their medical, psychological, rehabilitation, and prosthetic needs. Long-term emotional and psychological disorders such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) can be devastating. Soldiers’ families are an integral part of the process and often sacrifice greatly for the care of their loved-ones.  
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		Lid laceration, vitreous/retinal hemorrhage, macular choroidal rupture, macular hole, total retinal detachment

		CF @ 2 feet

		20/400

		3 months

		No

		

		

		

		



		

		OIF

		IED

		Intraorbital FB, vitreous hemorrage, macular hole, retinal hemorrhage, macular choroidal rupture, peripheral scloperaria

		LP

		HM

		6 months

		No

		

		

		

		



		

		OIF

		IED

		Orbital floor fracture, pinpoint corneal FBs, peripheral chorioretinal disruption

		20/80

		20/60

		1 year

		Cirrus

		Full Thickness

		

		

		



		

		OIF

		Mortar

		Vitreous hemorrage, superior retinal tear

		20/60

		20/25

		1 year

		Stratus

		Full Thickness

		

		

		



		

		OIF

		IED

		Vitreous hemorrhage, peripheral choroidal rupture, macular hole

		20/200

		20/150

		2 years

		Stratus

		Full Thickness

		

		

		



		

		OIF

		IED

		Iridodialysis, cataract, peripheral chorioretinal disruption, macular hole

		20/300

		20/800

		2 years

		Stratus

		Full Thickness

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Group 2

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		OIF

		IED

		Vitreous/pre-retinal hemorrhage, commotio

		20/30

		20/25

		6 years

		Cirrus

		yes

		no

		no

		na



		

		OIF

		IED

		Hyphema, vitreous hemorrhage, peripheral choroidal rupture

		20/100

		20/20

		1 year

		Stratus

		yes

		no

		no

		na



		

		OEF

		RPG

		Orbital roof fracture, hyphema, vitreous hemmorhage, peripheral choroidal rupture, macular commotio

		20/100

		20/25

		6 months

		Cirrus

		yes

		no

		no

		na



		

		OIF

		IED

		Orbital fracture, vitreous hemorrhage

		20/25

		20/20

		2 years

		Cirrus

		yes

		no

		no

		no



		

		OIF

		IED

		RPE clumping

		20/15

		20/15

		6 years

		Cirrus

		yes

		no

		no

		na



		

		OIF

		IED

		Orbital roof fracture, vitreous hemorrhage, superior retinal tear, RPE clumping

		20/60

		20/20

		6 months

		Cirrus

		Yes

		no

		no

		na



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Group 3

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		OIF

		Mortar

		Vitreous hemorrhage, peripheral chorioretinal disruption

		20/100

		20/25

		9 months

		Stratus

		yes

		yes

		no

		inner



		

		OIF

		IED

		Hyphema, mydriasis, vitreous/retinal hemmorhage

		20/400

		20/20

		1 year

		Cirrus

		yes

		yes

		no

		outer



		

		OIF

		IED

		Orbital floor fracture, hyphema, vitreous/retinal hemmorhage

		20/70

		20/25

		1 year

		Cirrus

		yes

		yes

		no

		inner 



		

		OIF

		IED

		Brow laceration, commotio

		20/20

		20/20

		1 year

		Stratus

		yes

		yes

		no

		inner



		

		OIF

		IED

		Maculopathy

		20/30

		20/30

		6 months

		Cirrus

		yes

		yes

		yes

		inner/outer



		

		OEF

		RPG

		Orbital floor fracture, hyphema, cataract, vitreous hemorrhage, macular commotio, peripheral choroidal rupture

		CF @ 4 feet

		20/25

		6 months

		Cirrus

		yes

		yes

		yes

		outer



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Group 4

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		OIF

		IED

		Orbital floor/medial wall fracture, eyelid/conjunctival/partial thickness scleral laceration, corneal foreign bodies, hyphema, cataract, vitreous hemorrhage, chorioretinal disruption, optic neuropathy

		CF @ 2 feet

		20/150

		1 year

		Cirrus

		yes

		yes

		yes

		inner/outer



		

		OIF

		IED

		Vitreous hemorrhage, chorioretinal disruption, optic neuropathy

		LP

		LP

		1 year

		Stratus

		yes

		yes

		yes

		inner/outer



		

		OIF

		IED

		Orbital floor fracture, vitreous hemmorhage, commotio, optic neuropathy

		20/200

		20/70

		3 months

		Stratus

		yes

		yes

		yes

		inner/outer



		

		OIF

		IED

		Iridodialysis, cataract, vitreous hemmorhage, optic neuropathy

		HM

		HM

		1 year

		Stratus

		yes

		yes

		yes

		inner/outer



		

		OIF

		IED

		Medial wall fracture, lid laceration, cataract, vitreous hemorrhage, commotio, chorioretinal disruption

		CF @ 3 feet

		20/150

		1 year

		Stratus

		yes

		yes

		yes

		inner/outer



		

		OIF

		IED

		Medial wall fracture, lid laceration, cataract, vitreous hemorrhage, macular commotio, chorioretinal disruption

		LP

		HM

		1 year

		Stratus

		yes

		yes

		yes

		inner/outer



		

		OIF

		IED

		Lid laceration, vitreous hemorrhage, chorioretinal disruption

		20/200

		20/150

		2 years

		Stratus

		yes

		yes

		yes

		inner/outer



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Group 5

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		OEF

		RPG

		Intraconal foreign body, vitreous hemmorhage, sclopeteria 

		CF @ 2 feet

		CF @ 8 feet

		1 year

		

		

		

		

		



		

		OIF

		IED

		Orbital fracture, cranial nerve III palsy, eyelid lacerations, hyphema, mydriasis, vitreous hemorrhage

		LP

		LP

		2 years

		

		

		

		

		



		

		OIF

		IED

		Orbital fracture, vitreous hemorrhage, commotio, chorioretinal disruption 

		20/400

		20/200

		1 year

		

		

		

		

		



		

		OIF

		IED

		Lid laceration, cranial nerve VII palsy, chorioretinal disruption, retinal detachment

		20/800

		20/400

		1 year

		

		

		

		

		



		

		OIF

		IED

		Lid laceration, cranial nerve VII palsy, vitreous hemorrhage, chorioretinal disruption, optic neuropathy

		HM

		HM

		6 months

		

		

		

		

		



		

		OIF

		IED

		Mydriasis, cataract, vitreous/retinal hemorrhage, superior retinal detachment 

		HM

		HM

		16 months

		

		

		

		

		



		

		OIF

		IED

		Orbital floor fracture, vitreous hemorrhage, peripheral chorioretinal disruption

		20/25

		20/20

		18 months

		

		

		

		

		



		

		OIF

		IED

		Iris defects, cataract, vitreous hemorrhage, commotio, chorioretinal disruption retinal detachment 

		HM

		HM

		4 years

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Other

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		OIF

		IED

		Orbital fractures, disorganized ocular contents, optic neuropathy

		NLP

		NLP

		6 years

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Group 1 - Macular Hole

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Group 2 - No Foveal Atrophy

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Group 3 - Foveal Atrophy Without Disruption of IS/OS Junction

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Group 4 - Foveal Atrophy With Disrution of IS/OS Junction

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Group 5 - Macular Scar (No OCT)
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Abstract


The current paper first describes experiments, carried out in conjunction with DRDC Suffield (Canada), involving mannequins facing explosives located near walls, corners and corridors. These tests confirmed previous numerical simulation findings (through Martec Ltd – Halifax, Canada) demonstrating the enhanced threat level due to the reflecting surfaces, as well as new data involving walls located behind the individual facing a blast. Under this specific configuration, there exists an “optimal standoff” from the explosive charge where blast parameters are minimized, due to a balance between the blast exponential decay with distance, and increased blast threat from reflecting surfaces. This study also highlights experiments where EOD suited mannequins were subjected to VBIED threats. Instrumentation data, qualitative information on the EOD PPE and high speed videos were collected.


In addition to investigating potential injuries through the analysis of the overpressure field itself, experimental data has been collected on how far human mechanical surrogates are propelled by the force of the blast in various explosive configurations. A model to estimate the launch distance resulting from force of the blast is presented in this paper, without focusing on injury outcomes.


1.0
INTRODUCTION


Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) technicians often face IED threats that deviate from the ideal “free-field” conditions involving a bare explosive charge, on which many theoretical injury models and validation tests are based. Walls and large objects in the vicinity of the explosion can effectively increase the blast strength through reflection and subsequent local amplification of the incident wave [1]. As a result, expected levels of injury can be higher than for equivalent (same charge and standoff distance) free-field conditions.


Moreover, the explosives themselves can be confined within some casing - an extreme case consisting of Vehicle-Borne Improvised Explosive Devices (VBIEDs). In such cases, not only is the pressure field significantly affected by the casing, but fragmentation from potentially large vehicle parts add a challenging and unpredictable element to the threat posed [2].


The current paper first describes experiments, carried out in conjunction with Defence R&D Canada - Suffield (DRDC Suffield), involving mannequins wearing EOD personal protective equipment facing explosives located near walls, corners and corridors. These tests confirmed previous numerical simulation findings (through Martec Ltd – Halifax, Canada) demonstrating the enhanced threat level due to the reflecting surfaces [3] (focusing on enhanced blast impulse and even blast pressure in some cases), as well as new simulation data involving walls located behind the individual facing a blast [4]. Under this specific configuration, the numerical simulations indicate that there exists an “optimal standoff” from the explosive charge where blast parameters are minimized (either peak impulse or peak pressure), due to a balance between the blast exponential decay with distance, and increased blast threat from reflecting surfaces. This study also highlights experiments where EOD suited mannequins were subjected to VBIED threats, as another example of complex blast threat to military personnel. Instrumentation data, qualitative information on the EOD PPE and high speed videos were collected, to provide a cursory level of understanding of this now common blast threat in the field, and how the personal protective equipment may respond to such threats.


In addition to investigating potential injuries through the analysis of the overpressure field itself, experimental data has been collected on how far human mechanical surrogates are propelled by the force of the blast in various explosive configurations. A model of such motion resulting from force of the blast is discussed in this paper [2]. The model focuses on the “launch distance” from the blast (as opposed to impact velocity for instance). An analysis of resulting blunt impact injuries is beyond the scope of this work. Assumptions related to the relative position of the individual with respect to the blast (standoff, height of burst, height of centre of gravity of individual) are required to feed into the model. 


The study is thus intended to provide an increased awareness of the hazards faced by EOD operators confronted with IEDs located in confined environments or in a VBIED configuration, representing common examples of complex blast.


This paper addresses the following topics from this NATO conference: Blast and energy specific to IED and similar devices – explosive threats, Personal Protective Equipment – Human vulnerability/injury, and Tests and Computational Modeling of Blast Injuries – Computational Modeling: FEM, CFD (fluid dynamic).


2.0
TEST setup


2.1
Reflected Blast Threat


2.1.1
Numerical Simulations of Reflected Blast


The effect of reflecting surfaces such as walls, in the vicinity of a blast, can readily be investigated using numerical simulations, by comparing pressure profiles obtained in a free-field configuration (no obstacles other than the ground), and configurations involving walls.


In a first series of numerical simulations, a single threat was considered – 5.0 kg of cylindrical shaped C4 explosive, at a height of burst of 1.2 m. Three different target environments were simulated, including blast near a wall, confined by a right-angle corner, and a 2 m-wide street corridor. The distance between the explosive charge and the reflecting surface (a wall, a corner or a corridor), also referred to as the “charge-wall” distance, was 1.0 m for all cases considered in this paper. These target environments as well as the explosive charge parameters were selected to match experiments carried out at DRDC Suffield, Canada (see Section 1.1.2 below).


All scenarios were simulated using Chinook, a high-speed flow solver from Martec Limited (now part of Lloyd’s Register). The charge was modelled using Martec Limited proprietary C4 parameters, and a detailed blast profile was generated on a fine two-dimensional mesh, using an axisymmetric calculation. Given the near-field proximity to the wall structures, a detailed model including charge initiation, detonation propagation, transition to air blast and afterburning was required. This blast profile was mapped onto a coarser two-dimensional mesh, and a two-dimensional axisymmetric free field test run was conducted.


The 2D calculations were performed until the leading shock was on the verge of reaching a distance equivalent to the position of the reflecting wall surfaces in the 3D scenarios. Two profiles from the 2D simulations (at 0.08 ms and 0.24 ms) were captured to be subsequently used to initialize the 3D calculations. The 2D calculations were performed using a mesh of 2.4 million quadrilateral cells, with a resolution of about 1 mm, to ensure that the profile was captured with sufficient detail. Chinook’s mapping function was then used to map the resulting 2D profiles onto the relevant 2D and 3D grids, which have a cell resolution of 2 cm.


Figure 1 is a schematic of the test configuration for the re-entrant wall case, where one can see that the explosive is located between the wall, and the location represented by the human figure where pressure is monitored, to investigate the case where the individual is facing both the explosive and the reflecting surface. 


In a second series of numerical simulations, a different configuration was selected, as illustrated in Figure 2. In that case, monitoring points located between the explosive and the wall are considered, to investigate the case where an individual is located in between the explosive and the reflecting surface. In the configuration from Figure 2, the extent of the standoff distance between the explosive and the reflecting surface (here, a corner), is limited by the presence of the walls.


This second series of calculations was conducted by modelling the pressure field in areas of a closed structure (four walls, floor and ceiling) in which an explosive is detonated. Figure 3 illustrates the size of the room as well as the location of the monitoring points. Once again, the results were obtained through the Chinook advanced 3D computational fluid dynamics software from Martec. For a given explosive charge and location near the centre of the room, pressure measurements were made in areas of the room that were likely to be subjected to more severe loading (walls and corners).


		

		



		Figure 1: Configuration for the first series of numerical simulations where the explosive is located between 
an individual and the reflecting surfaces.

		Figure 2: Configuration for the second series of numerical simulations where the individual is located between the explosive and the reflecting surfaces.







Figure 3: Geometry of the simulated closed structure, with the position 
of the explosive charge and pressure monitoring points.


For both series of numerical simulations, the pressure was monitored over time at various locations, for eventual comparison of the various cases (e.g. wall, corner, corridor, relative position of the explosive with respect to the wall and monitoring points). For the second series, only the corner data is considered here.


2.1.2
Experimental Trials at DRDC Suffield


To provide some experimental validation of the numerical simulations presented in Section 2.1.1, DRDC Suffield has funded experimental blast trials involving Hybrid III automotive crash-test mannequins wearing EOD Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) subjected to complex blast loading arising from the presence of rigid walls. More specifically, this present study experimentally investigates the effects of confinement on some elements of injury predictions to EOD personnel. 


Testing with reflective surfaces can involve a large number of possible parameters to consider (e.g. reflective surface configuration, level of compliance of reflective surface, relative proportions of all surfaces for more complex reflection configurations, placement of the explosive, standoff and orientation of the mannequins, protection level). Therefore, to limit the scope of the investigation, only three types of complex environments were considered: a single wall, a corner wall and a corridor.


In this investigation of the effect of confinement, a single threat was considered – 5.0 kg of cylindrical shaped C4, at a height of burst of 1.2 m. Four different target environments were simulated, including blast near a wall, confined by a right-angled corner, a 2 m-wide street corridor, and finally the free-field case as a baseline. See Figures 4 to 7 for photos of all 4 test configurations. Three trials were conducted in each of the three blast configurations, with two mannequins used in each.


Anthropomorphic mannequins and reference pressure sensors were used to provide a quantifiable estimation of the blast and overall injury effects caused by an explosive in a complex environment. Two mannequins were employed to maximize the amount of data that can be obtained from each blast configuration. The two instrumented anthropomorphic test devices, i.e. automotive crash test mannequins (Hybrid III – pedestrian model), were either left unprotected or suited in Med-Eng EOD 9 Ensembles (Allen Vanguard, Ottawa, Canada) surrounding the explosive. A Hybrid III mannequin is representative of a 50th percentile North American male subject, standing 1.75 m tall and weighing 77 kg. Both Hybrid III mannequins were provided and instrumented by DRDC Suffield. Prior to each test, the mannequins were placed on a specially designed positioning apparatus and supported under the arms in a standing position. These stands allowed the mannequins to freely fall back with the force of the explosion, thus not interfering with their initial natural response. The focus in the current paper will be on the displacement of the mannequins under blast.


As seen in Figures 4 to 7, Blast Test Devices (BTDs), consisting of cylinders equipped with pressure sensors around their periphery, were used. However, the data from BTDs is not discussed in this paper.


		

		



		Figure 4: Experimental setup for the free 
field configuration at DRDC Suffield.

		Figure 5: Experimental setup for the single wall configuration at DRDC Suffield. Mannequins are 
either standing facing the wall, or along the wall.



		

		



		Figure 6: Experimental setup for the corner configuration at DRDC Suffield. Mannequins 
are either standing mid distance from both 
walls, or along one of the walls.

		Figure 7: Experimental setup for the corridor configuration at DRDC Suffield. Mannequins 
are standing mid-distance from both walls. 
The corridor has a width of 2 m.





2.2
VBIED Threat


As another example of complex blast, Vehicle-Borne Improvised Explosive Devices (VBIEDs), or car bombs, were tested in the context of human survivability for individuals (namely EOD technicians) located in their vicinity. While blast complexity in the reflecting wall cases (Section 2.1) arose from the interaction of the blast with the rigid surfaces, the complexity in VBIED trials arises mostly from the confinement of the blast in the vehicles, and the added fragmentation threat from the exploding car.


Two sizes of explosive charges were used (50 and 100 kg TNT), built into approximate cubes to best limit the shape effects. They were located on the back seats of the cars. Equivalent free-field trials with the same explosive charges were conducted to better characterize the effect of the car confinement on the explosive.


Two types of human surrogates were used to quantify the response of a bomb technician during a catastrophic explosive event. The first type of human surrogate was an anthropomorphic test mannequin (Hybrid II – pedestrian model), suited in an EOD Ensemble (Med-Eng EOD 9, from Allen Vanguard), as described in Section 2.1.2 and visible in Figures 4 to 7. The Hybrid II mannequins were placed on a specially designed positioning apparatus. The positioning apparatus, or stand, supported the mannequins in a standing position at the under-arm location and allowed them to freely fall back, or be lifted, when hit by the force of the explosion, thereby not interfering with their initial natural response.


The second type of human surrogate used was referred to as a “steel mannequin”, laser-cut into a ⅜” steel silhouette of the human body form (see Figure 8). The steel mannequins were designed such that their projected area, height and overall mass were representative of a Hybrid II mannequin wearing an EOD Ensemble. The mannequins were designed with a 3° pitch towards the charge such that their centre of mass rests above the centre of the steel feet, for stability prior to the blast. Lastly, a non-secured bracing iron was placed between the mannequins and the charge to prevent them from falling due to large wind gusts, while not affecting their response to the blast.


While the mannequins were instrumented with various sensors, the focus of the current paper is on the final launch distance of the two types of mannequins following the detonation of VBIEDs or bare charges (free field). The physical set-up for each of the trials consisted of steel mannequins and Hybrid II mannequins placed at various standoff distances from the central explosive charge either in a free-field configuration, or located within a vehicle. Four lollipop-style side-on pressure sensors were also set-up at appropriate distances to coincide with standoff distances of the mannequins. Finally, high and low-speed cameras were also placed at varying angles to capture video of the blast event


Figures 9 and 10 show examples of the free field configuration with 50 kg TNT (Figure 9) and 100 kg TNT (Figure 10). Steel and Hybrid II mannequins are visible on these photos. Figures 11 and 12 show setup photos for the VBIED case, with Figure 11 emphasizing the very close standoff used for the steel mannequins, Figure 12 showing a 50 kg explosive and Figure 13 a 100 kg TNT case. Figure 14 shows a typical overall setup for a 50 kg VBIED case.


Once the set-up was completed, photos were taken and the site was evacuated while the munitions personnel prepared the explosive. The charge was remotely detonated. After the munitions personnel ascertained the site was safe, post-blast photos of the mannequins and test site were taken and blast integrity observations were made. Then the mannequins were set-up again (sometimes the mannequin had to be re-dressed and/or the positioning rig had to be moved) for the next test. Launched distances were measured after the blasts for each mannequin type. Distances were measured with respect to the initial position of the mannequin, not from ground zero. All mannequins were re-used for a number of tests.


		

		

		



		Figure 8: Steel mannequin representative of Hybrid II mannequin with 
EOD Suit.

		Figure 9: Free Field setup with a 50 kg TNT charge. Steel mannequin (closer) and Hybrid II mannequin (further away) visible on the photo.

		Figure 10: Free Field setup with a 100 kg TNT charge. Steel mannequins (closer) and Hybrid II mannequin (further away, being positioned) visible on the photo.



		

		

		



		Figure 11: VBIED setup emphasizing the proximity of steel mannequins with cars.

		Figure 12: VBIED setup showing a 50 kg TNT charge located on the 
back seat of the vehicle.

		Figure 13: VBIED setup showing a 100 kg TNT charge located on the 
back seat of the vehicle.







Figure 14: Overall setup for a typical VBIED test (50 kg TNT). Three steel mannequins 
(standoffs of 2 m, 3 m, and 6 m), and four Hybrid II mannequins (Standoff 6 m) shown.


3.0
test results


3.1
Reflected Blast Threat


3.1.1
Numerical Simulations of Reflected Blast


Figure 15 compares the pressure-time traces for the three simulated “confinement” cases: free field, wall and corner, with the same explosive charge (located on the ground) and standoff from the explosive (in other words, only the confinement is different, everything else is the same). This corresponds to the first series of simulations (see Figure 1). For the corner and wall cases, the explosive was located 0.5 m away from the corner or wall respectively. When comparing the free field (green) and single wall (blue) cases, it can be seen that the effect of the wall is only perceived as an additional hump in the pressure trace, following the main one and the one due to the reflection from the ground. As a result, both the blast impulse and blast duration are increased, while the primary peak pressure is not affected. On the other hand, both the peak pressure and impulse are significantly increased in the corner case, as can be seen on the same graph (red trace). In that particular case, the pressure hump resulting from the interaction with the ground merges with that resulting from the interaction with the two corner walls, resulting in a single very large second pressure spikes, now exceeding the peak from the initial spike. It can be observed that the magnitude of the first spike remains the same for all three configurations though (see dotted lines).


The results from these numerical simulations therefore clearly show how the pressure field can be affected by the presence of reflecting surfaces, resulting in all cases in increases in blast impulse, and in the extreme case of a corner, at least at the time shown on Figure 15, an increase in peak pressure as well. Although no injury analysis is performed here, it can readily be assumed that injuries resulting from such increased blast impulse and peak pressure for individuals exposed to the blast would be more severe than from the equivalent free-field case (same explosive, same standoff distance).


Results from the second series of simulations (see Figure 2 for illustration) are shown in Figure 16 below. This time, only the free field and the corner configurations are compared, still in terms of pressure-time traces. But this time, the standoff between the explosive and the location where the pressure is monitored (equivalent to the location of the bomb technician in Figure 16) is varied. The position of the corner wall with respect to the explosive remains unchanged at 3.35 m. Similar to the results shown in Figure 15 for the first configuration, additional pressure humps are visible for the case with reflecting walls, as compared to the free field, resulting in all cases with increased blast impulse.


First focusing on the blue traces corresponding to the free field case, one can clearly see, as can readily be predicted, that the peak pressure goes down as the standoff increases from 2.2 to 3.1 m. The situation is different though, for the corner wall case, as the additional pressure humps resulting from the interaction with the corner walls grow significantly in magnitude as the technician approaches the wall. Eventually, these pressure humps exceed the incident pressure spike in magnitude and even “almost” merge with it. The initial and secondary spikes do not actually merge, as if one were to zoom in on the pressure trace, a distinction between the two could still be observed.


From Figure 16, two main observations are made with respect to the corner case: while the peak pressure initially goes down with increasing standoff distance, it begins to rise as the blast reflection from the corner walls becomes dominant. This also implies that there exists an “optimal” standoff distance in this specific configuration for which the peak pressure is minimized.


		

		



		Figure 15: Pressure-time traces for three different configurations (free field, single wall and corner) for the same explosive charge and 
standoff distance.

		Figure 16: Superimposed pressure-time traces for the free field and corner cases with a corner wall located behind the EOD Technician. The evolution of the pressure traces as the standoff is increased is shown.





Figure 17 illustrates the peak pressure results for the free field (blue) and corner (red) configurations for all explosive charges and standoffs simulated (configuration from Figure 2). For the free field case, an extrapolation (dotted lines) of the results towards ground zero was made using results from the CONWEP [5] software. One can see that while for the free field case the pressure keeps going down with increased standoff, as expected, a different situation is observed for the corner case, where an increase in peak pressure with standoff is observed beyond some transition point, where the blast reflecting from the corner more than compensates for the added standoff from the explosive. This results in an “optimal” standoff from the explosive where the peak pressure is minimized. In this particular case, the optimal standoff is of the order of 2.5 m. An interesting observation is that this optimal distance of 2.5 m seems to be constant for all three explosive charges simulated.


Figure 18 shows the same results, but now in terms of blast impulse. Here again, even though more data points would have been required, the corner data, when compared to the free field extrapolations, indicates the existence of an optimal standoff distance where the impulse is minimized (a bit below 2 meters). As a result, it can be observed that the “optimal” standoff that minimizes peak pressure does not exactly match the optimal standoff for minimizing the impulse, but the two values come relatively close.

Results shown in Figures 17 and 18 therefore clearly indicate that at least for the configuration tested, there exists an optimal standoff distance from an explosive in presence of reflecting surfaces, contrary to the free field configuration for which the “optimal” standoff is simply “as far as possible”. EOD and counter-IED staff dealing with explosives in confined environments must be mindful of this information on possible threats from both blast and reflecting surfaces.


		



		Figure 17: Peak pressure as a function of standoff distance for both the free field and corner cases (with wall behind the individual) for three explosive charges. Optimal standoff distance shown.

		Figure 18: Peak blast impulse as a function of standoff distance for both the free field and corner cases (with wall behind the individual) for three explosive charges. Approximate optimal 
standoff distance shown.





3.1.2
Experimental Trials at DRDC Suffield


The current paper focuses on the experimental measurements of “launched distance” of the mannequins by the blast with the various levels of confinement. The objective of these tests was to confirm that increased confinement yields an increased blast threat. The launch distance thus served as a proxy quantitative measure of the blast threat. The launch distances were measured by comparing the initial position of the mannequins with their final position after the blast. The results are summarized in Figure 19 below, which shows all test results, together with an average value, for all test configurations. One can clearly see that the launched distance increases with confinement, starting from a value of approximately 1.4 m in the free field case, all the way up to approximately 4.6 m in the corridor case (for the same explosive charge and standoff distance between the mannequins and the charge). This is more than a three-fold increase. One can also observe that the results were quite consistent, with all data points for a given configuration being quite close to each other.


Finally, in Figure 20, the average launched distance results from Figure 19 are now compared with the corresponding blast impulse values obtained from the Martec numerical simulations for the exact same configuration. One can clearly see how launched distance correlates with blast impulse.


The confinement level “ranking” between the different configurations is observed to be in the following sequence, starting from the most benign: free-field, perpendicular to wall, along a wall, along a corner wall, corner centreline, and finally corridor. These results therefore confirm, through means other than measuring pressure alone, that confinement definitely increases the threat level for individuals exposed to blast, with all other parameters kept the same.


		

		



		Figure 19: Experimental launched distances measured for 6 different configurations. All individual results as well as an average shown for each case.

		Figure 20: Experimental launched distances measured for 6 different configurations compared with the corresponding blast impulses obtained from the numerical simulations. This graph highlights how launched distance correlates with blast impulse.





3.2
VBIED Threat


3.2.1
Qualitative Observations 


As one would expect, the vehicles were severely broken-up by the blast with only a small number of identifiable pieces remaining for all tests. Non-metallic fragments as well as most of the sheet-metal fragments of the vehicle that were found were small in size (hand-held) and were not readily identifiable as belonging to a particular vehicle component. In one of the tests, the portion of the vehicle found closest to the pre-blast location was typically also the largest portion consisting of the engine block, transaxle, front suspension mounts, radiator and the left front wheel. This portion had been displaced 18.5 m in one of the tests (50 kg TNT).


Due to the force of the blast, the EOD Helmet was sometimes found removed from the mannequin’s head, with damage (outer visor layer in particular). The EOD suit remained fully in place on the mannequins for most cases, but in some cases the jacket closure had been opened up, and in the most extreme cases (100 kg TNT with and without a car), the strength of the blast caused one sleeve to become completely removed.


Damage was often observed on the jacket front for the VBIED tests as well as the trousers, due to the fragmentation from the car. Some hard plates in the suit were damaged (broken up or distorted). No penetrations were ever observed to the chest of the mannequins. The only observed penetrations (a few in total) were at the thigh location, at the shin location, and once at the periphery of the groin. One cut of the mannequin’s flesh was observed in one case at the wrist, where the protection is intentionally minimal.


In one case, a car door was found to hit one of the mannequins. Example of the car door and examples of the damage to the EOD protective equipment can be found in Figures 21 and 22 for the 50 kg TNT VBIED cases, and in Figures 23 and 24 for the 100 kg TNT VBIED cases.


		

		



		Figure 21: Post-blast observations, 50 kg TNT VBIED case. Helmet removed from mannequin’s head.

		Figure 22: Post-blast observations, 50 kg TNT VBIED case. 
Helmet damage, car door hit the mannequin, and absence 
of complete penetrations to the chest area.



		

		



		Figure 23: Post-blast observations, 
100 kg TNT VBIED case. Protective equipment secured to the mannequin.

		Figure 24: Post-blast observations, 100 kg TNT VBIED case. Some fragment penetration, one sleeve opened, and damage to the visor.





The steel mannequins also suffered some level of damage, ranging from distortion of parts (which could in most cases be repaired for the next trial) to more extreme cases where bolts were damaged and the mannequin separated into its two parts (top and bottom) which flew at different locations.


3.2.2
Quantitative Observations – Launched Distances


When the steel mannequins were placed at a relatively small standoff, they were displaced by a considerable distance, sustaining significant damage. For example, a steel mannequin originally positioned 2 m from the centre of a 50 kg TNT charge had its main body displaced 157 m, while its lower section separated from the main body and was found 99 m away from its initial position. The legs were severely distorted. The other steel mannequin, initially located at a larger standoff of 3 m was launched by a distance of 123 m (see Figure 25).


When the same explosive charge (50 kg TNT) was placed inside a vehicle, the results were strikingly different. The steel mannequin located initially at a 2 m standoff distance from the explosive was launched by a distance of 51 m, as compared to the distances of 157 and 99 m for the two parts of the steel mannequin for the equivalent free field test. The steel mannequins initially located at a standoff distance of 3 m remained intact, only slightly bent, and were launched at a significantly shorter distance of approximately 11 m and 24 m, as compared to 123 m for the equivalent free-field scenario (see Figure 26). Launched distances obtained with the Hybrid II mannequins were very similar to those obtained with the steel mannequins, when located at the same position prior to the blast. Further launched distance results are shown in Section 4 below, in the context of the development of a model for blast-induced launched distance.


		

		



		Figure 25: Launched distance results for the 50 kg 
TNT Free Field (no car) case – Steel Mannequins.

		Figure 26: Launched distance results for the 
50 kg TNT VBIED case – Steel Mannequins.





4.0
blast-induced launch distance model


An analytical model to estimate the total distance travelled by individuals submitted to blast was developed, from basic principles. In this model, it is assumed that the reflected impulse from a hemispherical blast (as calculated by CONWEP [5]) accelerates the body at an initial launch velocity, with the launch angle being determined by the angle between the individual’s centre of gravity (position-dependent) and the height of burst. Along the trajectory of the individual, air friction is then considered through a coefficient of drag, assumed to be equivalent to that of a skydiver, where CD ≈ 1.05 in the x-direction for full-frontal projected area, and CD ≈ 1.0 in the y-direction for smallest human projected area [6]. The launch distance is then estimated as the distance reached at the time of hitting the ground.


Results from the model were generalized to provide estimates of the final distance launched with respect to the initial standoff distance, assuming an individual with total weight of 106 kg (Hybrid mannequin donning EOD protective equipment), and an explosive charge located 0.5 m from the ground (see Figure 27 for an illustration of the setup). The distance launched and the initial standoff distances were scaled by dividing their respective values by the explosive mass to the one-third power. An exponential correlation provided the best least-square fit to the large array of analytical data generated by the model for various standoff distances, for the free field case. For a standing individual (centre of gravity of 0.85 m and corresponding angle), and an explosive charge with a height of burst of 0 m, the following equation relates the final launched distance (D) as a function of the explosive mass (m) and the initial standoff distance (d):
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Figure 28 compares the experimental results from this study with the model from Equation 1 for the 50 kg TNT case without a car (free field). One can see that the curve matches the experimental results well. Equation 1 can then be reorganized to isolate the explosive mass in terms of the initial standoff and final launched distance, for free-field post-blast analysis purposes, as seen in Equation 2:
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		Figure 27: Illustration of the parameters needed for the launched distance model (mass of explosive, height 
of burst, standoff distance, and angle which can 
be obtained from height of centre of gravity for individual). The mass of the individual is also needed.

		Figure 28: Launched distance results for the 50 kg 
TNT no car case (free field). The experimental 
results in red, with the dotted line representing 
the model developed for this purpose.





In Figure 29, the launched distance results are now shown for the VBIED case, but this time, using scaled distances (scaled with the cubic root of the explosive mass), on a log-log plot. On such a plot, the curve for the launched distance model becomes a straight line (shown on the graph). One can see in Figure 29 that the model line does not match the data very well for the VBIED case. Careful examination of the data demonstrated that a better match between the VBIED experimental data and the launched distance model was obtained when only 50% of the explosive charge was considered. Thus, in Figure 30, the same data as in Figure 29 is shown, but this time with the model curve shown for 50% of the charge, resulting in a much better agreement.


		

		



		Figure 29: Launched scaled distance results for the 50 kg TNT VBIED case for both types of mannequins. The model predictions are shown with a dotted line.

		Figure 30: Launched scaled distance results for the 50 kg TNT VBIED case for both types of mannequins. The model predictions are shown with a dotted line, but this time using 50% of the total charge to account for car confinement.





An important empirical finding from the present study is thus the fact that in the cases tested, placing the explosive charges in a vehicle had the effect of reducing the effective explosive mass by approximately 50%, implying that the remaining 50% of the blast energy was used to break and accelerate the vehicle parts. This finding was also backed up by the reference pressure gauges that also demonstrated a reduction of approximately 50% in the peak pressures when charges were located in a car, as opposed to free field. As a result, to predict the amount of explosive used in a VBIED incident, Equation 2 can be modified as follows:
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Equations 1 to 3 thus provide convenient relationships to estimate the launched distances for both free field and VBIED incidents (although not involving reflected walls). They also provide convenient relationships to estimate the amount of explosives used when the launched distance is known, thus providing a useful post-blast analysis tool.

5.0
discussion and conclusion


The present paper considered a few different cases of so-called “complex blast”, where the associated pressure profiles deviate from the ideal “Friedlander” profile. Cases of complex blast considered here included the effects of reflecting surfaces (walls) in different configurations, as well as vehicle-borne improvised explosive devices (VBIEDs).


Numerical simulations of reflected blasts clearly indicated that the pressure profiles were significantly affected by the presence of these obstacles, resulting in higher blast impulse, and even in higher peak pressure in some cases. A configuration where the reflecting surface was located behind the region of interest (representing an individual located between the explosive and a wall) also demonstrated that not only the pressure profiles were modified by the walls, but also that there existed some optimal standoff distance from the explosive and wall to minimize the peak pressure and the blast impulse, due to a balance between the exponential decay in blast pressure with distance, and the increased blast threat from reflecting surfaces. This finding is relevant as it shows a contrast with the free-field case, for which a larger standoff distance is generally considered safer. Even though the observations made related to the optimal standoff were derived from one specific room configuration, it is hypothesized that the concept of optimal standoff would apply to various other 3D confining structures in a general sense (where an individual is located between an explosive device and surrounding reflecting surfaces). The numerical simulation results presented in this paper should be validated through experimental studies.


The findings related to wall-reflected blasts also emphasize the need for bomb disposal technicians to avoid close proximity to walls and other obstacles, both around the explosive device itself, and surrounding the operator, in order to minimize the potential for overpressure injuries.


A different type of complex blast explored was related to vehicle-borne improvised explosive devices (VBIEDs). In that case, what made the blast complex was the confinement provided by the vehicle, which resulted in lower blast effects as compared to an equivalent “free field” blast with the same amount of explosive. Of course, while the blast overpressure threat was reduced, the fragmentation threat from VBIEDs is quite detrimental, with fragments of various sizes (ranging from large car parts to tiny metal shrapnel) are accelerated at high velocity randomly around the explosion site.


For both of these complex blast scenarios (reflected walls and VBIEDs), this paper has investigated the “launched distance” from the blast, as a way of providing a proxy of the blast loading, in a quantifiable manner, which may eventually be linked to blunt impact injury (although blunt impact injury assessments were not attempted in this paper). In the cases of reflected blast, the presence of walls resulted in the Hybrid II mannequins under test to be launched further by the blast, as the level of confinement increased, despite the amount of explosive and initial standoff being the same. On the other hand, confining the explosive in a car (VBIED case) resulted in lower blast loading, hence lower body launched distance. Nevertheless, given the large explosive charges typically associated with VBIEDs (50 and 100 kg TNT tested here), the launched distances were found to be significant (sometimes in excess of 100 meters), which should definitely translate into possibly lethal injuries, let alone other blast injuries (primary and secondary) also associated with VBIEDs. 


Many existing injury models, such as the Bowen curves [7], developed in the 1960s, and more recently updated by Bass et al. [8] are strictly valid only for the ideal free field case, and are thus not applicable for complex blast. While no attempt was made in this paper to arrive at injury predictions for individuals exposed to these complex blast scenarios, the significant difference in pressure profiles clearly limit the use of injury models developed for ideal Friedlander waves. Alternative blast injury models have been validated for complex blast, such as those developed by Stuhmiller [9] and Axelsson [10]. However, in both cases, full pressure-time traces are required to arrive at injury predictions. Knowledge of the initial standoff and explosive charge does not help.


The concept of “optimal standoff” and the confinement effects of VBIEDs reported in this paper are very relevant to EOD operators and more general counter-IED military staff dealing with explosive devices in confined environments, as it may influence the standard operating procedures associated with the disposal and disruption of such devices.
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